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There was a general

consensus that many of the issues and problems were common to
both science and math education.

Introduction

In some areas of research,

math education appears to more advanced than science

Our first seminar, held in 1983, showed that there was
strong international interest in the general topic of student

education (e.g., concern for epistemology as it relates to
instruction) and in other areas the reverse is true (e.g.,

misconceptions in science and mathematics (see Helm and

the use of metacognitive tools to facilitate understanding).

Novak, 1983).

In the plenary session on physics and chemistry, similar

Advance announcements for our second seminar

were more widely circulated, but the fact that over three
times as many papers (177) were presented and more than three
times as many participants (367) enrolled from 26 countries

concerns were evidenced in communication between sciences.
There remains the problem of definition of
misconceptions, alternative frameworks, or whatever we choose

was clear indication of the great interest currently

to call these commonly observed patterns in faculty

evidenced in the field.

understanding evidenced in students, teachers and textbooks.

The proceedings are being printed in

three volumes to accommodate all papers submitted.

A roster

of participants is included in each volume.

how to deal with misconceptions than in the first; however,

The format for the seminar followed the pattern of our
first seminar:

There were more papers presented in this second seminar on
there was still heavy representation of papers dealing with
the kind, number and tenacity of misconceptions and probably

a wine and cheese informal reception on

Sunday evening; morning and afternoon sessions for paper

too few dealing with educational strategies to mollify or

presentations and discussions; late afternoon plenary

remove the deleterious effects of misconceptions or to limit

sessions to discuss "Issues of the Day"; and unscheduled

teacher or text initiation of misconceptions.

evenings.

There was the frustration for most participants of

choosing between seven or eight simultaneous sessions, but

More emphasis was evidenced on the importance of
epistemology to improvement of science and math education.

papers were grouped by topics in an attempt to preserve some

In general, there was strong endorsement of •constructivist•

homogeneity of interests in each group.

epistemology both for clarifying the nature of knowledge and

Papers are presented

in the Proceedings in broad general categories similar to the

knowledge production and as an underpinning for lesson

groupings used in the seminar program, and in alphabetical

planning and pedagogical practices.

order by senior author.

debate on the value of constructivist ideas and even some

Meetings of the Psychology and Mathematics Education

Of course, there was

questioning of constructivist epistemology in contrast to

group were scheduled in Montreal, Canada just preceding our

empirical/positivist views on the nature of knowledge and

seminar and this facilitated participation by a number of

knowing.

math educators who might otherwise not have attended.

promulgate constructivist thinking for students, but too

In

A number of participants observed that we

both our first seminar and again in 1987, there was a strong

often we conduct teacher education programs that seek to give

feeling that researchers in science education and in math

teachers fixed truths and methodologies, rather than

education can benefit by greater interaction.

recognize their need to reconceptualize subject matter and

Although

parallel sessions devoted to science or math education

pedagogical strategies as they engage in the slow process of

research limited some of this interaction, plenary sessions

conceptual change.

and informal meetings offered some opportunities for much

Although concern for teacher education was better

helping students "learn how to learn.•

Almost every issue of

represented by papers in this seminar than in our first,

the journal of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum

there remained a common perception that new ideas and

Development (Educational Leadership) has articles on this

methodologies to improve teacher education, and much more

topic extolling the merits of efforts to help students

field-based research in teacher education, are badly needed.

acquire "thinking skills."

As we launch this year at Cornell University a new science

backlash is already developing in the American public that

and mathematics teacher education program, with new faculty,

schools are so busy with numerous activities to teach

we were especially sensitive to the concerns expressed.

They

Another word of caution:

a

"thinking skills" that too little subject matter is being

represent an important challenge to us as we move ahead in

taught!

the design, evaluation and analysis of our new teacher

programs lack solid underpinning in both the psychology of

education initiatives.

cognitive learning and in constructivist epistemology.

In our closing plenary session, Ron Hoz expressed
concern for the limited representation of papers dealing with

My own view is that most of the "thinking skill•
They

are too often an end in themselves, rather than a means to
facilitate learning and thinking that places responsibility

the psychology of learning as it relates to science and

on the learner for constructing their meanings about subject

mathematics education.

~·

This concern appears to be warranted

in view of the fact that most psychologists interested in

Concept mapping and Vee diagramming are two

metacognitive tools that have had demonstrated success in

human learning have abandoned bankrupt ideas and

this respect, as reported by a number of papers in Volume I

methodologies of behavioral psychologists (e.g., B.F.

of these Proceedings.

Skinner), and are now developing and refining strategies for

to see much more research done on the use of metacognitive

study of cognitive learning (e.g., James Greeno).

tools to help teachers help students modify their

work of Jean Piaget, George

~elly,

The early

David Ausubel and other

cognitive psychologists is now entering the mainstream of the
psychology of learning.

These works have important relevance

From our perspective, we should like

misconceptions and form more valid and powerful conceptual
frameworks.
In the mathematics groups in particular, but also in

to the study of teaching and learning as related to

some of the science sessions, there was concern expressed

misconceptions.

regarding the importance of "procedural knowledge• as

A note of caution, however.

Host of the

behaviorist psychologists turned cognitive psychologists

contrasted with "conceptual knowledge."

still operate methodologically as positivists.

an algorithm or procedure for solving "textbook" problems but

They hold

Students often learn

constructivists views of learning (i.e., that learner's must

cannot transfer this skill to novel problem settings or

construct their own new meanings based on their prior

across disciplines.

knowledge), but they adhere to rigidly positivist research

that apply to the problems.

They fail to understand the concepts
The contrast between

strategies and often recommend teaching practices that ignore

•procedural" and "conceptual" knowledge is, in my view, an

the teacher as a key player in constructivist-oriented

artificial distinction.

teaching/learning.

dance, physics, math and many other fields, we have never

The "constructivist convert•

In our work with sports education,

psychologists were conspicuously absent from our participant

observed a procedure that could not be well represented with

roster.

a concept/propositional hierarchy in a concept map.

What is the message here?

There were more papers dealing with metacognitive tools.
This may reflect in part the rising national concern with

The

limitation we see is that both strategies for problem solving
and understanding basic disciplinary ideas derive from the

conceptual opaqueness of most school instruction.

The much heralded power of television as an instructional

Mathematics, voice and dance instruction are particularly bad

vehicle in the 1950's has not materialized.

cases of conceptually opaque teaching.

fate of computer aided instruction or interactive video

Metacognitive tools

such as concept mapping can reduce some of the dilemma
evidenced in concern for procedural versus conceptual

What will be the

instruction in 20·30 years?
On occasion, especially in sessions dealing with

learning to the need for more research and practice to help

teaching and teacher education, it was observed that the

teachers help students see more clearly the

school and classroom are complex social settings.

conceptual/propositional frameworks that underlie meaningful

much too little about how social factors facilitate or

learning and transferability of knowledge.

inhibit acquiring or modifying and correcting misconceptions,

The role of the computer in science and mathematics
education is emerging more prominently.

Several sessions

or indeed any other learning.

We know

There is a need for an

enormous increase in studies dealing with the

dealt with papers/discussion on the use of the computer as an

school/teacher/learner sociology as it relates to

educative tool, and numerous other sessions had one or more

misconceptions research.

papers that reported on studies that involve computers in

sociologists, anthropologists and linguists are learning

some way.

about how people communicate or fail to communicate positive

The rapidly increasing power and stable cost of

We need to learn more about what

microcomputers, together with better and easier authoring

ideas and feelings.

systems, are changing significantly the application of

international seminar on misconceptions will reflect more

computers in science and mathematics education.

knowledge and awareness of these fields.

In many

cases, the computer is not a substitute for class instruction

It is my hope that our next

There remains much work to be done.

And yet there are

but rather a tool for extending learning in class to novel

reasons for optimism.

problem solving or simulation constructions.

students fail to learn and how to help teachers help students

The use of the

We are learning more about why

computer to provide directly large amounts of raw data, or to

learn better.

permit access to large data banks, makes possible problem

a solid theory/research base, and positive results in

solving activities that border on original research, thus

improvement of educational practices are already emerging.

providing opportunities for creative problem generation and

The next decade should bear fruit in tangible improvement of

problem solving by students in ways that offer an experience

science and mathematics teaching.

paralleling creative work of scientists or mathematicians.
The emerging use of video disc with computers and the
emerging technologies for monitoring laboratory experiments
should provide exciting new opportunities for science and
mathematics instruction and also for the use of metacognitive
tools.

We expect to see much more activity reported in this

area of future seminars of our group.
It is interesting to note in passing that while video
tape was often recognized as a powerful tool in research on
teaching/learning and for teacher education, not one paper
reported on the use of TV as a primarily teaching vehicle.

I believe the science of education is building
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SOME ASPECTS OF STUDENTS' CONCEPTIONS AND

instructions, comments about curricula and textbooks clearly show the

DIFFICULTIES ABOUT DIFFERENTIALS

relatively recent appearance of the present mathematical definition and its
difficult penetration into elementary teachings :

Nichtlo ARTIGUE- IREM- UNIVERSITE PARIS VII
Launtneo VIENNOT-LDPES- UNIVERSITE PARIS VII

-

Differentiability was introduced by O.Stolz in

1887 and the

differential was defined as a linear function, for the first time, by
M.Frechet in 1911, in the framework of the development of functional
analysis (see table I below). In fact, these definitions have

rehabilited the

old idea of approximation which had prevailed at the beginning but had
then been left to one side, for reason of a lack of rigor.
"Une fonction f(x,y,z,t) admet une differentielle
(x 0 , y0 ,:zo,t0 )

s'il

existe

une

fonction

lineaire

a

mon sens au point
et

homogene

des

accroissements, soit : AAX+B~y+C~z+DAt, qui ne differe de I'accroissement
f de Ia fonction l partir de Ia valeur f(x 0 ,y 0 ,:zo,t0 ) que d'un infiniment petit
par rapport l

J'ecart 0. des points (x 0 , .. ,t0 ) et (x0 +Ax, ... ,t0 +At). La

differentielle alors est par definition : df•A.Ax+B.A.y+CAZ+D.At."
I - INTRODUCTION
TABLE 1 : DEFINITION OF DIFFERENTIAL BY N.FR.ECHET (11111)

The research reported here about differentials is an interdisciplinary
research led by mathematicians and physicists.

We took

this inter-

- It is only since the sixties that, in french universities. differentials
have been introduced according to this modern point of view,

in

disciplinary point of view for the following reasons : at the beginning of

mathematics courses for beginners. Before differentials were reduced to the

higher education, failures are frequently observed in teaching this notion,

role of algorithmic tools for Calculus. In physics, it is often still the case

especially in physics and, moreover, a discrepancy quickly appears between

even at the present time.

concerns of physicists and mathematicians.
differentials refer is

A question arises here : as far as teaching is concerned, do we observe

primarily the linear map tangent to a given function at a given point (if it

a real progression from an exclusively algorithmic or pragmatic use towards

exists) ; to physicists, differentials evoke, roughly speaking, "little bits of

a deeper understanding of the notion itself?

Indeed, to mathematicians, the object to which

something•, which allow easier calculus.

• In mathematics, a look at exercises most frequently proposed to

Not only the object, but also the value ascribed to it seem to be different

students may leave some doubts : the algorithmic use of the notion seems

in mathematics and in physics. At first sight, and this point of view might

preponderant and even concerns about differentiability turn out to be

need to be refined, exactness is linked to mathematics while approximation,

simply an opportunity for applying mechanically such and such theorem,

with sometimes a pejorative connotation, is linked to physics.

without a real insight into the notion.

The different steps in the evolution of this notion and its teaching, in

•

In physics. such a progession is hardly necessary. From the

M.Artigue, L.Viennot and at. [,4.1). This part of the research is not reported

beginning, differentials are a tool more than an object. The algorithmic
'
content of differentials is of considerable utility, which leaves little room

here. Let us only note that mathematical

for subtilties about legitimity of such a successful calculus.

particular since the end of last century,

have been documented

(see

papers as well as official

2

As for approximation, it is supposed to be a natural and well founded

such and jump towards the computation of partial derivatives in order to

attitude for physicists so that they are often unaware of wether they use it

decide wether the function is differentiable.

or not.

Ql : If you had to explain what a differential is to a first year student:

These first indications prompted us to investigate students' and to a

Ia) what definition would you give 7 I b) what notations would you

lesser extent teachers' reasonings concerning differentials. This has been

introduce ? tc) what examples would you use ? ld) what important points

carried out by various methods : class-room observations, interviews,

would you stress 1

questionnaires. Here we will only present results obtained with this last
technique. And for sake of brevity, only the most salient features will be

Q2 : Is the function f I R4R defined by :

reported.

f(x,y)•2X+4y+y3[1l-cosx +y)

They have been organized along three lines of analysis, suggested by our

differentiable at the point (0,0) ? Justify your answer !

historical investigations:
- differentials : what for? an inquiring about the use of the notion,

Q3 : g and h are C 2 maps from R 2 to R and f is defined as follows :

- approximation and rigor in results and reasonings,
- status of differential elements : do they refer to functions (linear

f(x,y)• g(y,h(x,y))
Show that f is a C 2 map and compute b2f/b\y.

and tangent) or to "little bits" of given physical quantities 1
11 - DIFFERENTIALS : WHAT FOR ?

Q4 : By using differentials, is it possible to justify the following well
known formulas of error calculus ?

• In mathematics, IS students, in their third year at University were
presented with questions, some of which are given in table II. The results,

Auvfuv •Au/u +ll.v/v

A(u/v)/(u/v) •AU/U +AV/V

If so say how, if not say why not.

broadly speaking, show a discrepancy between, on the one hand what the
students declare important (firstly, the definition of the notion and the

QS : To find the volume of a sphere, physicists cut it into elementary slices

links between continuity, derivability and differentiability ...... ) and, on the

and approximate each slice by a small right cylinder. Why cylinden 1 Is it

other hand, what they show to be important to them, when solving

possible to choose other approximations ? For instance, do the followin&

problems (algorithmic procedures, computation of partial derivatives .•.. )

approximations lead to the same result ?

The fint

upec' is prevalent for instance in replies to question ld :

"If you had to explain what a differential is to a first year student, what
important points would you stress ?"
-

33 mention the

links

between derivability, differentiability,

continuity, existence of partial derivatives ......

Cones generated by chords

Cones senerated by tansents

- II mention algorithmic procedures,
- 10, the idea of local approximation,
- S, the fact that differentials are linear functions,

- and 2, difficulties about notations.

Q6 : The map f 1 R2_.R is defined by ; f(x,y)-exp(y2+x).sinxy
- find the differential of f at the point (I ,0) and give a geometrical
interpretation of it
• deduce an approximate value of f( 1.00 1,0.0 I).

But in question 2, where function f was explicitely given as an expansion
with a linear part and a remainder, 87% of students do not recognize it as

TABLE II: SOME QUESTIONS FROM THE MATHEMATICS QUESTIONNAJR.a

This indicates a prevalence of algorithmic procedures over answers relying

constant specific mass - which was not recalled in the text), few students

on a real understanding of what is at stake. This result is confirmed by

( 15%) realize that slicing is no longer needed.

rates at which different questions are answered : 86% for question J
(computation of partial derivatives of a composed fonction) contrasting with
the extremely low rates (less than 10%) obtained when a justification is

z

For a cylindric element of volume with

required (for instance, question 4 about well known formulas used for

base area : S et height : dz,

calculating errors in physics and question ) about the computation of the
volume of a sphere by "slicing").
Force due to pressure on the bottom face:

Sp(z)U:

suddenly at the beginning of their higher education. They do not know yet

Force due to pressure on the top face;

Sp(z+dz)( -U:>

very well what they are, they just feel a kind of emergency : differentials

Weight:

are needed.

Balance of forces ;

• In physics, at least in France, students often see differentials appear

r sSdz<- il'.>
Sp(z) - Sp(z+dz) - f'SSdz • 0

Our Question was the following : are students able to analyse this need, and

dp--

r gdz

to say why they had been able to do many things before in physics without
differentials ? The key word here is "non-linearity•.

Question : dz is supposed to be small
Is it necessary ?

In the first questionnaire, proposed to 93 students in their first year at

If so, why 7

because of p(z)

University (see table Ill), the beginning of a calculus about atmospheric
pressure was given up to the expression :

because of r<z) or g(z)
Is it necessary with water ?

NO

dp • - f'gdz
This relationship relies on a • slicing• of a column of air and on a balance

TABLE III: QUEITIONNAlRB ABOUT PRESIURB

of forces acting on each "element of volume• thus obtained.
This slicing is necessary because the relationship between a variation of

When asked, directly this time, what makes differentials useful,

pressure AP and the corresponding variation of the altitude t.z is not linear:

students (N•lOO) in their first year at University are only, in their great

the specific mass p(a.nd, strickly speaking, the value of g) is not a constant

majority able to cite examples or topics where differentials are often used

with respect to z.

(mechanics, thermodynamics, functions of several variables). Few of them

The questions aimed at assessing understanding of this point. The results,

linearity".

reach the point of usina the word "local", and still fewer mention "nonsummarized on table Ill show :
- a great conviction among students about the neccessity of cutting
the column of atmosphere into small slices ( ~ 90%),

All this suggests that in mathematics.
uses of the notion

ha~e pre~ai/ed o~er.

AS

well

AS

in physics. algorithmic

if not hidden. other preoccupalions

- a frequent ambiguous justification, where this necessity is linked

concerning justification Qlld meQIIing of compuJ.ations or formulAS Qlld also,

with the fact that the (integral) function p(z) is not a constant (whereas the

the essential ASpect of di/ferentials : a mAStering of approximations. This is

decisive point is wether the factor

f1 is, or is not, a constant),

confirmed by what follows.

- finally a flagrant lack of understanding of what makes differentials
useful : when it is proposed to replace air by water (with, this time,

111

3

4

Ill • APPROXIMA TlON AND RIGOR

obviously ill at ease, owernow their comments with incantations such as :

The first results quoted above suggest that the idea of approximation

"so long as dz is as small as possible". The favorite proposal for a better

is either overshadowed by the predominance of exercises calling for

rigor is to use spherical or cylindrical coordinates (up to 30% of students) !

algorithmic procedures or associated with a kind of fatalism towards loose

Less than 20% propose the classical justification using upper and lower

or obscure reasonings. The following results support this preliminary

estimates of the volume of each slice by that of right cylinders and less

cone lusion.

than 10% evoke the fact that the neglected term is of second order.

• In mathematics, questions on the control of approximations or the
rigor of reasonings are frequently left aside by students (see section II), as

To find the volume of a sphere of radius R, the sphere is cut into

if they were percieved as a breach of contract.

elementary slices of thickness dz (as in the drawing).

When answered, these questions are often poorly solved : for instance, only

The volume o~ a slice at height

//~. L~

a quarter of replies actually given in question 6 mention the tangent plane
and only a third, in question S, propose acceptable justifications.
Moreover:
- more than half of the Taylor expansions with remainders elaborated

!
(

ILl

·

\

1

,....\,_\.•--~-----17'
I
~

by students in the different questions are erroneous and with a quasi
unanimity mistakes concern the remainders

r

z is :

dV • lTrldz •l'(R1-z2)dz
So the volume of the sphere is :
+R
V•
1T (R 2-z1)dz • 4/3ttR'
-R

J

//

~·

Do you think 'this computation could be made more riaorous ? If you think

• in question 2, only a few students (2 out of II) manage to prove

so, say how?

that the non liaear part of the given function is actually of order more than
TABLI: IV: COMPUTATION

one.

or TBB VOL '11MB OP A 8PHER.B

For most of students, it seems as if rigor in reasonings and formulas
would boil down to write an •e• or an • o• at the end of expressions.

These few results lead to a paradoxa! conclusion :

ApproximaJion. though a

• In physics two kinds of results are available :
- first, a question was proposed to 100 students in their first year at

j !Itpressure(z).d(surface(z))
0

obtaiaed at the end or a computation, concerning a force actina on a dam.
The questioa

eleme111 of di/ftrentiall, appean

detached from them in studenu' ideal :
- students do not let thil aJpect aJ preponderQIIt,
- they do not feel obliged, or they do not know how to control thil

University about the intearal :
F •

conltituti~e

wu : "'I the result of this intearation (strictly) exact or not 1".

Hardly half of students aaswer a •yes" without ambiauity. A third say •no•
or a •yes if...." with justifications ranging from a very common : "so lona
as dz is as small as possible" up to an ambiauous : "if the intearal has its

aspect and iu implicaJionl in the rigor of proofs.
At the belt, they check the di/ferentiability of functions with powerful Qlld
simple criteria in mtUhemaJicl (for instQIIce, the /act that if f

il

a function

C 1• it il dllferentiable) Qlld rely, in phylicl, on the well known fact thaJ "it

works".

IV - DIFFERENTIALS ; FUNCTIONS OR LITrLE PIECES OF....

limit value" (neaative answers that obviously do not rely on legitimate
preoccupations about the adequacy of the given mathematical model !)

The thlrd part of this report deals with the status of differentials in
students' mind, ranaina from "small quantities" to a functiQilai aspect.

year, 26 in their second year)

The question was : to which extent do students understanll a d( ... )

have been invited to criticize the proof liven in table IV. Most of them,

linear function, as opposed to a small part of some physical quantity.

- second, students (6S in their first

as a

• In mathematics, the results reported in section II show that the

differential elementJ and

the

way they

work out quuriont

a

where

cal~ulus

wu

functional status of differentials mainly appears on a declarative level : Sl%

differentials are involved. Once more, the be&innina or

of students define the differential as a linear map, in question Ia, while

proposed. It dealt with the magnetic field produced by a rectilinear infinite

less than a third propose differentials in the form of functions, in answers

wire where a constant current nows and was Jed up to the expression of the

to questions 2 and 6 (see table II).

contribution :
dB •Jbldlcost/4'1UI

• In physics, the prevailina point of view is the following : "To

of an element dl of the wire ( see table V).

intearate, it is essential not to think about what dl represents, but to
procede mechanically, otherwise we are done for." (rirst year at University),

The problem is to find the magnetic field created by a current Oowing in a

"(This method) .... J work with it mechanically, without any idea of what a

wire of infinite length, at a point M (as in the drawing below).
An element of wire dl, round a point P

differential is. It is safer. I am sure not to make a mistake.•

creates a field dB at M.
Our goal was to evaluate to what utent this point of view was, on the one

p

In this case, the vectorial addition leads
to an aJaebraic one, with :

hand general, on the other hand operational. In connection with various
questinnaires,

~e

have collected a list of comments about the meaning of

dx, dl and such differential elements.

Two extreme tendances appear :
• in one of them, the differential element has lost any meanina except
that it indicates the variable of intearation (in some way, this is not far
from a mathematical attitude : in measure theory, a notation such as

j

f is

..
"I don't feel any need for a representation in intearation• - "dx is not real"
commonly used and in

jl(x)dx, x is presented as a mude variable) :

- "immaterial, abstract, a pure concept" - "the length is fictitious• - "in

Questions:
- can dB be considered
- same question for dl ?
- express dB with only one variable.
TAILS V: COMPUTATION

or A WA..ONSTJC FIIILD

Note that to intearate, which wu finally uked, it is necessary to exprew

- in the other, the differential element has a material content which

dB with only one variable and, ror instance, write :

may exclude other meanings :
"dl is a small lenath" - •a little bit of wire" - •a little piece dl of the wire• •one sUTVeys aU the possible d~o, therefore all the subdivided parts of the
sphere".

or

coune, between theM two extremes, we find all the possible

1 • atae

10

dl • adl/cosle

Table VI ahowa the results obtained with 44 first year students. Thae
findinp

indicate

a areal perplexity about our queationa, probably

encountered for the first time (althouah the quutionnaire wu aiven at the
end of the year).

comments auc:h as :
"dl. is the limit of ,u when ~.,.o•

10, 1

function of what variables ?

fact, it does not matter at all, when intearating dl becomes a variable of
integration•,

aa the differentiLI of a function ? U

- "dl : element

infinitely small" - "non

meuurable" - elementary variation• - •one cannot find anything smaller• -

"it meana ultra-simple".

Yes

No

dB differential ?

S2%

27%

21%

dl differential ?

32%

27%

41%

N • 44

No anawer

To complete this rough classification, a questionnaire was specially
written to explore possible links between the meanina students ascribe to

TABLE VI: DIFr&R&NTI.ALS AHD FUNCTIONI

5

6

We rearouped commeniS, on the one ha.nd, by studeniS (30%) who
made the classical mistake : .dl - rcr

and, on the other hand, by students

of a sphere : the same cuttin& up into slices and the same assimilation of
slices to cylinders occur !
But this time, it is not possible to make such an assimilation as the

(71111) aivina the correct relationship :
- the former deny the status of a differential at least to one of the

nealected term is of first order. In other words, the ratio of the lateral area

objeciS dB, dl and frequently aive for dl one of the extreme meaninp

of the slice to the lateral area of the cylinder does not tend to I, when the

described above,

thickness of the slice tends to 0. A factor !/cosEt is there, which may take

- the latter all qualify dB and dl as differentials with abundant

values dramatically farfrom I.

functional specifications :
B(e) or B(r) or B(HP),

dl • d(HP), HP( e

To find the volume of a sphere of radius R, the sphere is cut into

), HP(r).....

This suaaestl at least that thinkina in functional terms is not so

elementary slices of thickness dz, as in the drawwina below.

~ ~

/

dan aerous, after all!.

.. "' /

So,
fac~ts

tU

th~

of

CIU~J. th~
1111d~r t.1

tU t~achillg

ftu

11olion of

is

conc~rn~d. th~ mmh~mmical

dilf~r~ntial thrr~for~ m~~t

fUJJctional aspect is. in fact.

flow of algorithmic

procedur~s.

w~ak.

all

th~

by a

g~om~trical

id~a

of "colllributioll". "piling up• which may

th~r~fort

the

vision. In physics, it is

more

tU

wrd physical

by

of cOIIlribution towards
/tu from obriow to

th~

th~

shift from a

varimional poilll of

ri~w

is

So dV •Jrr2dz •lr(R*-zl)dz

and the volume of the sphere is :
+R

-I-

th~

V • Jt-R2-z2)dz • 4/l'l'IR•

the varimional and
l~ss w~

think,

Jt.lf~r·.

physical situatiOIIS,

'ff r2(z) (as shown in the draw ina)

-

0

it is not backed up

fUJJctional upect. and also by this conviction : "the

Wh~n mod~lling

same thickness dz and of base area :

disapp~ars

ov~rsht.ldow~d ~specially

uclud~

assimilated to that of a right cylinder of the

f c1,.

y

in this respect : in both

In mmhemmics. it

The volume of such a slice at heiaht z is

r~pr~s~ntmion

ill terms

oft~n nud~d.

but it is

stud~nts.

V - WHAT ABOUT TEACHERS 7

-R
If the same procedure is used to find the area of a sphere, the followina
expression is obtained for the area of an elementary slice of thickness dz, at
height z:
dS • 2lt rdz • tll'i(J:i1 dz
and therefore the area of the sphere is aiven by the intearal :

S•

...

}_2"l(Rf':;.i dz •
-1\

For differentials, it is hardly possible to speak of students' answers as
simple manifestations of their spontaneous conceptions or preconceptions. ·

What we observe is obviously, at least partly, an effect of what teachers
said and did. Hence it would be useful to investiaate not only official

j;w

2JtRisintede•l(IRI

0

Could you explain why the same method leads to a correct value in the first
case (volume) and to a false value in the second one (area) 7
TABLa VD: VOL11ME AND A.1tEA OP A SPHEJI.E

instructions and textbooks but also teachers' ideas. This hu been done only

I 3 physics pre-teachers, in their last year of education, were aiven

in an exploratory way, teachers beina always reluctant to be themselves the

this question. Only 4 were able to aive a satisfactory answer (actually

object of an iavestiaation.

nealected term of first order plus, in one case, an interestina aeometrical
anatoay) ; S answered by aivin& a correct computation without any more

A questionnaire (see table VII) has been desi&ned especially for them.

comment and 4 did not know what to answer.

It seiS out a false proof for the computation of the area of a sphere which

For all of them, the question was obviously of a new type, if not unfair.

is, seeminaty, a paraphrase of the one aiven in table IV about the volume

Yet, it seems to us that it is precisely this kind of questions which could

help students give some interest to concerns as legitimity, accuracy of
computations, status of differentials.

In fact, the essential questions are :
- which aoals do we set for our teachins ?
- at which kind of efficiency do we aim ?

Other results support this one but let us simply quote this comment by

We think the three lines of analysis presented above and the correspondina

one of our pre-teachers .

questionnaires could contribute to specifyina better some reasonable

"May be it is just by chance that it works (computation of the volume).

teachins goals about differentials :

Indeed the relationship dV•S(z)dz is not true. It could be the reason why
the other computation about the area of a sphere does not work."
This may be considered as purely anecdotal. But it could also be linked to
the following fact : in physics texbooks, differentials are intraduced, at
least in France, in an incoherent way as they are nearly universally
presented as a tool for obtaining approximate values of quantities and then

- make explicit and salient the types of situations where differentials
are needed,
- put approximation at the center of the notion and lead students to
master this aspect,
- give a functional content to the notion and help students to
reconcile the •contribution view• with the variational one.

nearly exclusively used in order to obtain differential equations or integrals
leading to exact values, whitout a word of explanation or, in the best cases,
with a mere undetailed reference to "first order computations•.

We propose these questionnaires u tools to make teachers sensitive to
the failures of the present teaching and to these pouible aoala. In a more
technical perspective, we are now elaboratina a classification of criteria in

VI- CONCLUSION

order to get validation in the simplest possible way for the types of
situations most commonly used. This also, could hepl teachers in any

In this investiaation we have observed students' difficulties widely

attempt to improve students' mastery of riaor in this domain.

connected with those of teachers. It could be araued that they just reflect

A last remark : the kind of aoals we auaaest here for teachina, obviously,

this aood old conflict between rigor in mathematics and effectiveness in

does not uniquely concern differentials. But Uris is beyond the scope of this

physics, the last one seeminaly going with looseness in reasoninas.
We have been led to put some shades on this dichotomy and to oppone

paper.
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SOME PERSPECTIVES ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS AND

tant interface between engineering and mathematics and the
natural sciences as

the

education

of

engineers.

NATURAL SCIENCES IN AN ENGINEERING CURRICULUM

Hopefully this aspect will merit further study by various

Duncan C Baker

educators and lead to continual improvement in the development of the mathematical and analytical skills of engineers.

University of Pretoria
South Africa

1.

regards

INTROOUCT ION

At the last conference on "Misconceptions in Science
and Mathematics" [1 J many authors identified specific problem
areas within various courses in which misconceptions arise.
Engineering, in this case specifically electrical and electronic engineering, has not been spared this experience.
Recently two examples relating to signal processing [2) and
electromagnetics [J] received attention in this regard.
Apart from the specific problems cited in the last two references, both of these fields rely on mathematical skills
which are usually established by way of prerequisites. Electromagnetics is generally regarded as one of the most difficult courses in the engineering curriculum [3] and relies on
both the mathematics as well as the physics prerequisite
courses as a basis for further development.
Unfortunately it is at the level of interaction between the
prerequisite basic science and mathematics courses and the
engineering curricula that another misconception arises as
far as many students are concerned.
The specific problem
relates to the value and relationship of these prerequisite
courses to the aspiring engineers' future academic and professional career.

Before proceeding further it is instructive to see how the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) for
example, views mathematics and basic sciences in relation to
courses which are subject to review and accreditation.
2.

MATHEMATICS AND BASIC SCIENCES IN ENGINEERING CURRICULA

In its 1985 Annual Report (4) ABET details the criteria with which engineering programs in the USA must comply
in order to qualify for accreditation. (South Africa has a
similar requirement administered by the South African Council
for Professional Engineers.
Since the ABET information is
readily available to most potential readers of this contribution it is used instead).
It is stated in [4] that "Engineering is that profession in
which s knowledge of the mathematical and natural sciences
gained by study, experience and practice is applied with
judgment to develop ways to utilize, economically, the
materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind,"
Implicit in this statement is the importance of mathematics
and the natural sciences coupled with insight and experience
for engineering curricula.
In the case of mathematics, for example, it is expected that
studies will go "beyond trigonometry and emphasize mathematical concepts end principles rather than computation."

The

scope of these studies includes differential end integral
The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to this impor-

calculus and differential equations with addi tiona! work in

9
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one or more of probability and statistics, linear algebra,
numerical analysis and advanced calculus.
The purpose of studies in the basic sciences is described as
"to acquire fundamental knowledge about nature and its phenomena, including quantitative expressions."
Usually these
studies will include both general chemistry and general physics with at least a two-semester sequence of study (or its
equivalent) in either.
In addition various engineering curricula may require a further course or courses in the life sciences or earth
sciences, or advanced courses in physics or chemistry to meet
the requirements of specific engineering curricula.
A four-year course of study in electrical, electronic or computer engineering thus typically requires the equivalent of
one year or more of an appropriate combination of mathematics
and the basic sciences or a minimum of 16 semester credit
hours for each of mathematics and the basic sciences.

Further courses within the various engineering curricula must
be carefully structured to integrate the required mathematics
and basic science material in order to form a coherent learning experience. Unfortunately this is not always the case.
J.

STUDENTS' ATTITUDES AND PERSPECTIVES

What follows describes the observations of the
author and a number of his colleagues in the Department of
Electronics and Computer Engineering at the University of
Pretoria over a number of years.
The faculty are left with the distinct impression that most
engineering students view getting a degree as the major
objective of attending a university. The acquisition of an
education as such often appears to be a secondary consideration. In this sense they appear to differ little from their
US counterparts as reported in Time [5] after the release of
the report "College: The Undergraduate Experience in America"

to take ~ne year or 32
engineering sciences.
mathematics and basic
toward creative appli-

[6 ]. To quote the words of a colleague with many years of
teaching experience "The student is the only consumer who
wants the least for his money." While this highlights an
attitude which appears to be quite convnon in our and other
societies, there are other factors which need to be considered before accepting this statement at face-value.

These studies provide a bridge between mathematics/
cation.
basic sciences and engineering practice." The subjects in-

The teaching staff have indicated concern regarding the high

clude, amongst others, mechanics, thermodynamics, electrical
and electronic circuits, etc. The key here is the question

failure rate amongst students, the lack of motivation, the
unwillingness to undertake selfstudy or to use the library

of creative application and this determines the ultimate
course content.
Usually (at US Universities) at least one

facilities, and the apparent desire to reduce the work load.

course will be outside the major discipline area.

Perhaps our system of education and we, the teaching staff,
must bear responsibility for some of the factors which give
rise to the symptoms above. These factors include:

In addition students are also required
semester credit hours in so-called
These sciences 11 have their roots in
sciences, but carry knowledge further

There can thus be no doubt of the importance of mathematics
and the basic sciences for engineering curricula. It is thus
imperative that the students must be made aware of this.

A.

high work load -

In order to

co~are

workload at the

This has the

University of Pretoria with typical US norms an attempt

dents write roughly two tests per week.

was made to convert the course units to equivalent US

undesirable effect that the students' efforts are usually

semester credit hours.

geared solely to the passing of the tests and not to a
cohesive learning experience. This is clearly evident in
the poor class attendance on days when tests are written,
the failure to do homework and the lack of interaction
between students and lecturers in class.

(i)
(ii)

The assumptions made were:

fourteen weeks per semester.
Students are expected to spend twice the duration
of lectures in selfstudy and preparatory work.
Because practicals are incorporated in the courses
and students have to prepare for the practicals
and write reports on these, at least the same
amount of time as is spent in the practical is
assumed for this preparation.

(iv)

B.

The total student hours (lectures plus practicals
and self study) was divided by 40 to approximate
the equivalent us semester credit hours.
Over a
four year course of study with two semesters per
year this totals some 174 semester credit hours

D.

at this
ment of
culum.
not the
studies

L

University compared with the ABET require134 for an equivalent engineering curriAn important difference is that there is
same requirement for a half year social
equivalent as at US universities.

The number of courses range from a low of 5 in the second
semester of the 1st (freshman) year in the existing
curriculum to a high of 8 in the 2nd semester of the 2nd
(sophomore) and both semesters of the
The number of semester credits per
stays very nearly constant over the
The students' progress is evaluated by
in each course and an exlllllination in

The

students experience considerable frustration in
switching between several subjects during an evening

while preparing homework, consolidating the day's leetures or preparing for the next day's work.
An unexpected factor was found during the development of
a new curriculum in electronics and computer engineering
at this university. This was the often erroneous assumption by lecturers that topics which recurred during
various courses had been adequately treated in some
earlier course which was regarded as a prerequisite. The
students often did not acquire sufficient insight into
these topics as a result of this assumption. The topics
include, for example, The venin's and Norton's theorems
[9 ), the application of complex numbers, phasors, functions of complex variables, conformal mapping and calcu-

Jrd (junior) year.
semester, however,
4 years of study.
means of two tests
each course after

lus of residues, fourier series and integrals, convolu-

from the time that tests start

Given the above set of circumstances it is hardly surprising

to a few weeks before the end of the semester the stu-

that the students do not adequately perceive the importance

the end of the semester.

tion, etc.
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of

mathematics

and

the

basic

sciences

for

engineering

as double and triple integrals over two or three variables.

curricula or appreciate that these ultimately provide them

In electromagnetics, however,

with the computational and analytical tools for engineering.

apply these abstract principles in the evaluation of total

it is frequently

required to

charge distribution using the divergence theorem.
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES

4.

case,

In this

for example, the theorem relates the integral of the

normal component of the electric flux density over a closed
Solomon (7 ) discusses the question of "thinking in-

surface to the integral of the divergence of the flux vector

two worlds of knowledge" as observed with grade 9 students.
In this discussion the author drew attention to the way in-

field throughout the volume enclosed by the closed surface.
The students generally appear to have little problem solving

which the students are able to view the same concept in two

the double and triple integrals once they are set up.

distinct domains of knowledge, the life-world and the science

ever, on the whole they do not visualise the surface and

How-

volume increments if an expression is given for the electric-

domain.

flux vector and they are required to solve both aides of the
A similar situation appears to arise in the case of mathema-

divergence theorem for a specific geometry.

tical concepts as taught as a prerequisite for, for example,
electromagnetic&,

and the same concept as applied in the
The students often
analysis of electromagnetic problema.

The students are thus often able to grasp and apply

visualise a mathematics domain and an engineering domain in

after all they

which the same basic concepts are somehow perceived to belong

ever, something goes adrift in their perception of the appli-

to different courses and not really to be related.

cation of these same principles in the engineering courses.

As an

principles as taught in the mathematical courses correctly;
have passed the prerequisite course.

example one could consider vector products or various appli-

It

cations of the "del"-operator.

"over" and not needed in future work.

tion

of

the

divergence

or

In mathematics the applicacurl

operations

seems

to

the

is as

How-

though the prerequisite courses are regarded as

be

regarded as a somewhat abstract operation with little practi-

Examples from other courses abound.

cal benefit.

In electromagnetics, however, they are asso-

should, however, suffice to illustrate the gap which general-

ciated with source terms describing charge and current dis-

ly exists in the students' ability to grasp the mathematical

tributions which lead to estimates of the electric and magne-

concepts as taught in the mathematics courses and to apply

The above two cases

tic fields, the latter throu<jl the device of the magnetic

them to a physical or analytical problem in the engineering

vector potential.

courses.

Harrington [8 ], for example, discusses the

relationship between these mathematical concepts and physical
sources.

This illustrates, for the engineer at any rate, the

importance of being able to relate mathematical representations to physical reality.

A final point which is of considerable importance in engineering education should be raised.

Many students seem to

feel that they must convert mathematical formulations to a
numerical form as soon as possible.

Consequently they tend

Another example relates to the use of surface and volume in-

to lose sight of analytical aspects of a problem and do not

tegrals.

realise, for example. that the variable to which they have

In mathematics these are usually treated abstractly

assigned a numerical value in fact apears in an integral

"Mathematicians

equation.

Once this habit has developed it can be difficult

to break.

It seriously impedes the students' ability to gain

analytical perspective on a problem as well as their ability
to assess what may be a physically reasonable answer or quantity. This problem is illustrated by an example from simpli-

engineers) seem to disagree as to what mathematics actually
is.
To a mathematician, it is important to distinguish
between rigor and intuition.
To an engineer, intuitive
thinking, geometric reasoning and physical deductions are all
valid if they illuminate a problem, and a formal proof is

fied array theory.

often unnecessary or counterproductive."

In the example a number of antenna elements are arrayed with
a spacing and relative phasing ( f,/4 and 90° or f,/2 and 0 or
1600 respectively) which in fact permits the student to
analyse the problem logically by considering summation of
fields for the axial and broadside cases. Without too ruch
effort the student should be able to sketch a reasonable
approximation to the polar diagram of the array. The student
is, however, required to derive the necessary formula for the
array factor and to calculate and plot the polar diagram.
Often the calculated results bear no resemblance to those
which could be derived using inspection, basic physics and a

As far as mathematics is concerned Van Valkenburg (10 ] poses

little logic. This inability on the part of many students to
check their efforts by simple physical reasoning in cases
where this can be done is a cause for concern.
Possibly
because of the preoccupation with answers and the ease of
getting one using a pocket calculator (even if it is incorrect) students do not easily develop a feel for magnitudes
and what consitutes a realistic answer.

The Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering at the
University of Pretoria has recently completed a major review
of its curriculum. This was done bearing in mind the student
attitudes alluded to earlier as well as possible shortcomings
of the old curriculum. A serious attempt was made to rationalise and consolidate the material to be taught and to reduce

s.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

from comments in the IEEE Education Society Newsletter J9 - l3 ) and also in [14 ] it is clear that the engineering community is deeply concerned with the state of education
in the basic science and, in particular, mathematics and the
way that courses in these fields are integrated into the
engineering curricula. Van Valkenburg (12) quotes from the
"The Calculus Tutoring Book" [15) that:

and

consumers

of

mathematics

(such

as

two questions which relate to the successful integration of
such courses in engineering curricula. The first is:
"Could we

negotiate with our mathematical colleagues to

provide more nearly what we want,"
and the second,
"Are we really sure that we know what we want?"

the total number of courses per semester to five throughout
the four years of study. As before, appropriate
work is incorporated in individual courses.
The
responsibility of the faculty in teaching the
courses received careful consideration to ensure
excellence as far as is possible.

practical
role and
proposed
teaching

The problem of concepts which occur and are used in several
subject areas was resolved during the process of consolidating the course material. Careful liason between lecturers
as regards course content identified these concepts.

It was

13

14

decided to develop these concepts fully and adequately the

mathematics department offers service courses for all engi-

first time they were encountered.

neering departments,

One of the obvious ways in

which this could be done is by means of worked examples which
are covered in considerable detail. Concepts are only firmly
established once the students have grasped them, not when the
lecturer has explained them. Subsequent use should for most
students require only a very short review by the lecturer to
re-establish the topic and a small amount of selfstudy to
refresh the student's memory.
A survey of the requirements of basic physics topics as prerequisites for specific courses showed that a two semester
sequence such ss that given in most popular first-year physics texts was regarded as adequate. It was decided that in
later engineering courses the connection to previous physics
topics could beat be made by a more careful discussion of
these topics when they occurred. Several examples such as
oscillatory motion, electro- and magnetostatics as prerequisites for later courses on electromagnetic theory, geometric
and physical optics and propagation of light for courses in
kinematics, linear and rotational dynamics
electro-optics;
as prerequisites in control theory courses; etc., spring to
mind. It was also felt that aspects of modern physics should
be taught when appropriate in courses such as semiconductor
electronics.
It is fortunate that this engineering department has many lecturers well qualified to do this.
In the case of mathematics, the department received the
whole-hearted support of the Department of Mathematics and
Applied Mathematics. The various mathematical topics needed
for prerequisites in the engineering courses were identified
by the engineering lecturers. The Department of Mathematics
and Applied Mathematics used this information as the framework for the design of courses to meet the particular needs

of the Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering at
the University of Pretoria.

In view of the fact that the

it

investigated the

needs

of

those

departments as well.
Eventually a consolidated set of
courses meeting the needs of the college of engineering as
regards prerequisite courses in mathematics, was proposed.
One small problem arose and this related to the preference
for specific high-level computer languages by various departments.
This was in turn resolved by the Mathematics Department's being prepared to offer two parallel courses in which
the teaching material is slanted to the use of specific computer languages.
Indicative of the level of co-operation was the willingness
of the mathematics department to use, where possible, examples appropriate to the various fields of engineering.
It
would be unwarranted interference on the part of the various
departments of engineering to prescribe the textbooks to be
used in the mathematics course.
However, the mathematics
department has decided to investigate the use of appropriate
textbooks with more of an engineering flavour in the prerequisite courses.
This process of streamlining the Department of Electronics
and

Computer

Engineering's

curricular

requirements

has

resulted in a drastic reduction of the number of semester
credits required from 174 to about 140. It is believed that
this restructured course will give rise to greater motivation
of both sutdents and staff and ultimately produce a better
"product", namely an adequately trained graduate engineer.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

This short communication has addressed the problems
which engineering students have in appreciating the relevance
of the basic science and mathematics prerequisite courses in
respect of their engineering education. It is at this stage

15
based

on observations and discussions which many of the

10hole.

lecturers have had with students rather than on an evaluation
of opinion surveys.

Much valuable insight has been gained

from the junior members of staff who are able to establish a
rapport with the students more readily than the older, more
senior members. An attempt has been made to put the problem
in perspective as regards work load and a number of other
factors.
A possible solution requires that the teaching staff criti-
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cally examine the curricular content on a regular and ongoing basis with a view to the final objective and how this
objective can best be achieved.

An important factor here is

the requirement that the course structure be seen as an integrated unit in which treatment of recurring topics under the
assumption that these have already been covered in some
earlier course, does not occur.

A serious effort must be

made to treat such topics fully and adequately when first

7.
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f4AGNET CONCEPTS AND ELH1ENTARY STUDENTS' MISCONCEPTIONS

concepts of light and shadows.

Lloyd H. Barrow
.
.
.
Science Education, University of M1ssour1 - Columb1a

similar to Apelman (1994).

a they's [SIC] one thi~gs that's insirfe it.
It's like a type of gravity anrf it Dakes the ~agnet
pull." Ancly, 9rade 2.

~~~~ell,

The above response t? .thy a

r.~agnet

works from an eight

A literature search was conducted to identify science
education publications focusing upon studying magnetism at
the elementary school level.

T1-10 major sources (Garigliano,

1981 and Henriques and Arnold, 1995) were found.

year old boy l'lho had studied m'!l]nets ti1e previous year
illustrates that just teaching about a topic will not result
in the child understanding the concepts.

This training component was

Previous studies

and B added a science/technology/society focus.

weather (Stepans and Kuehn, 1935) and circulatory systems

Figure

is the listing of eight magnet

concepts for a K-6 continuim.
A group of 28 K-3 teachers

(i\rmaudin and !lintzes, 1986).

The concept

list was validated by a panel of three science educators and
t·.'/o physists.

have reported elementary students misconceptions about

Concepts 7

intervie~ed

a total of 78 K-6

It has been \·tell documented
students.

that students often have misconceptions about

varicu~

science

In this pilot study, there was no attempt to

randomly select subjects; therefore, there was considerable

concepts prior to instruction (Eaton, Anderson, and Snith,
variation between grade levels, gender, and previous amount
1983) but at the First International Conference on
r~isconceptions

of studying about magnets.
(Hell'l and llovak, 1933) there ·.1ere only t·.1o

papers focusing upon misconceptions at the elementary level.
The er.1phasis with conceptual change teaching strategy is

The purpose qf the assignments

was to provide the K-3 teachers with an awareness of
misconceptions students have within their cognitive
structure.

requiring the reorganization of a child's existing kno··tledge
and the construction of new knowledge (Posner, Strike,
Hewson, an d Her t zag, 19°2)
J
•

At the community college level,

llynd, and Alvemann (1985) reported that a refutation text
(contrasts correct ideas with incorrect ones) was an
effective way of getting students to change their prior
misconceptions about the principles of motion.

However,

elementary teachers are rarely aware of students'
misconceptions.

Smith and Neale (1Q37) reported on an

indepth inservice training for 10 K-3 teachers on the

Results
Qualitative
All students identified that their family utilized
magnets to "stick them on our refrigerator to hold all our
papers up " (A ndy, gra de 2) .

A few students mentioned cabinet

and refrigerator doors, compass, flashlight (sticks to
refrigerator), pick up nails/pins, dryer door, clean

aquariu~

from the inside by

a~d

~ving

opener as to \'/hat a l'lagnet

the nagnet on the outside,
~~as

used for in their home.

can
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Regardless of \vhether they had studied about magnets, all 78

If you stroke a magn!:!t aoong it, then it will get all of them

students 1·1ere aware of magnets.

facing north and south •.•

In response to the question to explain how magnets

•t~ork,

there was considerable variation in the student's responses.
The most frequent response •:1as "I don't knmv".

Students who

had not studied about magnets responded "chemicals in

t~em

"There are wires fn them and

II

when put with another one it

~ill

nagnify it" (Kit, grade 2).

Quantitive
Tables 1-4 contains the frequency for females and males
who had and had not studied about nagnets.

A total of 43 K-6

makes them stick" (Dana, grade 6) while Solm (grade 5)

students had studied about magnets while 35 had not studied

" ••• they are magnetized.

about nagnets.

It is confusing that they don't

stick on (teeth) braces and they are black."

Even though

It is interesting to note that 16 of the 35

v1h0 had not studied about magnets were in grades 4-6.

Solm rrad not foroally studied about magnets he had played

concepts 3 and 8 had oore than 25% of the K-6 students

w1th different ceramic oagnets.

respond accurately.

From students

\~ho

responses were diverse.

had studied about magnets the
"It's like a type of gravity and it

makes the magnet pull." (Andy, grade 2).
things together" (Della, grade 5).

"Gravity pulls

"There are two poles -

north and south.

If the north side hits a north side of

another magnet it

\~on't

work.

It has to be a north side

Only

Less than 10% of the students had

understood concepts 1 and 6.
Conparing the female and nale responses for those v1ho
had studied about magnets, males

·~ere

superior on 5 of the 9

concepts, females on one concept, and there was less than a
5% variation for t\vo concepts.

In contrasts to students who

had not studied about magnets, males were superior on only

would [sic] to h1t the south side of another pole to stick."

one concept, fena 1es on ti'IO concepts, and there 1·1a s 1ess than

(Andy, grade 4).

a 5% variation for five concepts.

"r!agnets just stick together ·vhen they're

close together, the energies make them go together." (Lee,
grade 6).

Comparing studied with not

studied group, males who had studied were superior on 7 of
the S concepts with the first five being greater than 51.

"They are just magic." (f·lary, grade 4).

"Electrons in one, protons in another, they attract." (Peter,

The not studied males exceeded studied group on concept 8 by

grade 6).

more than 10%.

Nick, grade 5, had a very detailed response:

"We 11, there's severa 1 theorf es and nobody kn:J:1s.

One theory

For fenales, the studied group exceeded the

not studied group on four of the concepts with three being

is that there's little like small magnets like molecules.

greater than 5%.

Three of the concepts had the not studied

One seeks north and one seeks south but, and ·,vhen a magnet

group exceeding the studied group with two being greater than

that doesn't work, the north and south are facing all messy.

5% difference.

19

Specifically for concept 1, of the seven individuals of

concerning concept 8 than the studied grour.

It appears that

experiences with magnets are being ignored in textbooks

the studf ed group ·.tho had misconceptions; six '.1ere rna l es.

horn~

Regarding concept 2, 2Q of the studied group and 21 of the

and/or teaching.

not studied group had misconceptions.

taught in school is rmre theoretical rather than the

Concept 3 had 12

Further r.:ot·e, it appears that ·.1hat is

individuals of the studied group who had misconceptions 10

practical.

1vere males.

students that magnet instruction lacked personal relevance

The t·.1o indfvidu3l s

·.~ho

11ere av1are of

electromagnets were both sixth graders.

Concept 8 had 5

indiv1duals of the studied group with misconceptions, 4 being

Therefore, there could be a vfe1v by elementary

(Pope and Gilbert, 1933).
Concept 1 concerned poles of a magnet.
the misconceptions

fenales.

of a magnet.

Discussion
The results of this pilot study raises more questions to
be researched.

There is a need for a systematic study of

~ere

The majority of

that the poles are only on the ends

Typically horseshoe magnets ''/ere nentio1ed.

Textbooks have ignored ceramic nagnets because the poles are
typically at other surfaces.

Consequently, textbook and

elementary students naive conceptions regardi1g magentism,

instruction about traditional magnets are different from

influence of mental structures as a result of instruction,

practical

teachers personal knowledge about magnetism, gender

the area of the magnet where there is the strongest

variation, textbook orientation and utilization, etc.

This

is a viable science education topic to research since magnets
are a common topic in all elementary science textbook series.
Compa r1 ng the studied

\~i

th the not studied group; there

appears to be a change in understanding of the concepts.
Ho~ever,

the majority are less than a

Surprisingly, three concepts
group.

·~er~

30~

cha1ge.

higher for the not studied

For example, for concept 2 for females, it is

ho~e

experiences.

Textbooks shoul1 define poles as

attraction/repelling.
Regarding concept 3, elementary students who had
misconceptions tended to be unaware or recall repelling.

appears that if they did have "hands-on" experiences that it
was only with one magnet.

Consequently, it would be much

easier to observe attraction than repelling.
Concepts 4 and 5 only had males demonstrating
comprehensio~.

It appears that these concepts are sex biased

possible that their personal experiences in the home such as

or taught in a sex-biased orientation.

can openers, etc. influenced their response.

considered to be the most advanced of the list.

only one female 11ho ans·.tered correctly.

Concept 4 had

Both males and

females of the not studied group had greater knowledge

It

individuals who
graders.

demo~strated

Before students

Concept 6 is
The tiYO

competency were both sixth

·:~ould

be able to understand this

20

concept, they must h3ve studied electricity (i.e., batteries
and bulbs).

Concept 7 1·1as the on 1y concept in

~1hi

ch fe:1a 1es
Apelman, :1. (198~). Critical barriers to the understanding
of elementary science: Learning about light and color. In
C. Anderson (ed.) 'Jbserving scierce cl assroon: Observing
science perspectives from researcn and practice. AETS
Yearbook. Columbus, Oh1o: ERIC/SlltAc.

outscored males for both studied and not studied grouos.
This could be a sex-biased concept ·.1hich has nore of an
orientation of gross features rather than its active mode
(magnets in action).
This study provides additional support to Osborne and
Cosgrove's

(19~5)

conclusion that elementary students

conceptions are quite different from scientists.
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Code Number
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Magnets a1:1ays hwe tHO pole:
greatest force.

2

Iron materials are attracted to magnets.

3

When magnets are brought together, unlike poles attract
and like poles repel.

4

5
6

r~agnet
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has a force field v1hi ch goes through things.
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Compass points to magnetic north.
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lltagnets come in a variety of sizes and shapes.
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Magnets have a variety of uses.
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Table J
F-Ie Response• llho Had Not Stud! ed 14ognets

Table 4
M.lle Response. Who Had llot Stud! ed tlognots

Concepts

Concepts
6

Grade
Kindergarten
Undei"'Stood
Ml sconception
Old Not :.lention
First Grade
Understood
Ml sconcept1011
01 d llot llefttl on
Second Grade
Understood
Hhconcepthm
Old llot !lentlon
Th1 rd Grade
Understood
lllsconcO!Jtl an
Old llot tlentlon
Fourth Grade
Understood
Mhconceptl on
Old llot 'lention
Fifth Grade
Understood
Misconception
Old Not llentlon
Sixth Grade
Understood
Hisconceptl on
D1d Not :lention
Total
Understood
f4i sconcept ion
Old Not :tcntion

0
0
I
0
0
4

0

0

'l

0

I

1

I
1
2

0
0

4
0
0
4

0
0
4

0

0

0
2

2

0
1

0

I

0
0
4

0
0
0
3

0
l

0
0
l

1

2
0

0
0
4

0
0
4

0
0
2
0
0
4

0
4

0

0
0
I

0
0
3

0
0

4
12

0

21

5

19

2

1
0

2
0
0

3
1
0
20

0
0

0

Kl nder<J&rten
Understood
Mi sconceptlon
Ofd Not !lentlon

4
0
0

First Grade
Understood
MlsconCO!Jtlon
Old Not l'lentlon

0
0
3

0
1
3

Second Grade
Understood
Ml sconceptlon
Old Not :lention

2
0
0

Th1 rd Grade
Understood
Misconception
Old llot llontion

4
0
0

Fourth Grade
Understood
!41sconceptf on
Old llot :lent1on

0
'l

0
0

1
0

I

1

0
0
4
0
0
4
0
0
2
0
0
4

0
0
3
0
0
l
0
0
21

0
0
4

0
0
4

I
0
l

0
'l

2
0

0

0
4

4

0
0
l
0
0
l

z

Grode

0

2
0

l
0

1

0

0
~

17
I
l

Total
Understood
Hheoncept I on
Old Not !lention

~

4

0
21

0
11

3

0
2

0
'l

2

Q

0
2

2

0
0

0
0

1

3

3

0
0
4

I
3
0

0
0
4

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
2
0

Q

I
0

1
1

Old Not flention

2

1
1

0

M1sc:oncepti on

'l

0

0
0
3

Fifth Grode
Understood

Shth Grade
Understood
Misconception
Old Not tlentlon

I

2

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

2
12

0
3

~

0
0

0
0
2

0
0

0
0

2

2

0
0
l

0
0

0
0
3

0
0
3

0
0
4

0
4

0
0

0

l

0
l

0

3
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0

0

2

0

0
0

0

2

0
0
2

0
0

2

2

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
2
12

0
0
14

0
0

!4

0
0
14

1
2
11

0

12
1

I
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MISCONCEPTIONS AMONG PUPILS REGARDING
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS

looking at the traditional curriculum, mathematical descriptions
should be emphasized less or at least treated as the basis of
physical phenomena and technological applications.

Robert E.A. Bouwens, Eindhoven University of Technology

Research into optics education at the Eindhoven University
of Technology in the Facultyof Technical Physics and Department

I.

AIM AND BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

During the last decade Dutch physics

of Physics Education is intended to contribute to improving the
education undergoes

changes tending to put the theoretical subjects more in practical
situations. As a result of this a committee (WEN) was brought
into existence,that should revise the examination programs in
Dutch high schools and bring it into line with the general trend
of thinking.
In one of its reports the committee brings upon a conceptual
program, in which to each subject one or more contexts are added,
meanwhile reducing the number of subjects in the syllabus.
Especially the time, that has to be spent on the subject of
optics was reduced considerably. For example , combinations of
two or more lenses were deleted, which excludes traditional
applications such as the microscope and the telescope.
This strong reduction of the number of subjects in optics
is regrettable, because on the other hand optics has gained many
new applications, such as those in the communication field (glass
fibre techniques), information technology (optical computers),
audiovisual equipment (video long-player and compact disc-player)
and the numerous applications for the laser (medical systems).
Due to the way that optics has been taught during the last
few decades, tradition is slowly bleeding it to death: the
mathematical construction of ray-tracing, Snell's law and the
lens formula are so highly exalted in optics that they threaten
to isolate pupils from its practical applications. Until now,
too strong an emphasis on mathematical abstraction has brought
about a disregard of everyday optics, thereby, reducing the
general relevancy of the subject which, apparently, justified
WEN partially eliminating it from the examination program.
Apparently so, because the new applications mentioned
above show us clearly that optics is still a branch of physics
that is important and it is not to be treated lightly. Indeed

situation:
-by investigating the misconceptions of pupils regarding geometrical
optics in pre-university schools and general high schools.
-by writing a review syllabus for geometrical optics.
-by developing a curriculum for thematic education based on the
optical system of the compact disc-player, in which wave optics
will play a major role.
Misconceptions can be seen as a part of the pupils' initial
learning process at the beginning of their education. Thus, when
defining the starting point of the new curricula, they must be
given as much importance as the examination program gets at the
end. Although investigating misconceptions can be regarded as preresearch for the development of both the review syllabus and the
thematic curriculum, their connection with the review syllabus
is even closer, because it is intended to be a strategy for
attacking misconceptions: based on the idea, that teaching
fundamental principles and the more abstract

subject~

at the

same time disposing of misconceptions that still exist according
to the investigation should not be done when pupils contact the
subject for the first time, but afterwards when the first
phenomenologic description has sunk into their minds.
The review syllabus and the thematic curriculum together
should cover the examination subjects as fully as possible, so
that teachers can replace the traditional optics curriculum
entirely without being distressed by the idea that they will have
to select or add subjects from other curricula.
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II. THE INVESTIGATION

Of

2/ by interviewing pupils of pre-university schools using very

MISCONCEPTIONS

open-ended questions or asking them to give their own descriptions
and explanations of everyday optical phenomena in order to indicate

A. INTRODUCTION.

the nature of their conceptions and misconceptions. The interviews

The flow diagram of the investigation

were recorded on tape and analyzed afterwards.

is shown in Figure 1. After the pilot-study

3/ by taking a critical look at the historical development of optics.

in September and October l9B6 (Section IIB)

The pupils can be expected to have misunderstandings about subjects,

which had the purpose of assembling as many

that also caused blocks

known misunderstandings as possible, a list
of misconceptions was con-

as a stereotype, because it took physicists many years to create any

structed (IIC) in November.

clarity on this issue, so pupils would also have difficulty in

This list was the starting
point for a questionnaire,
(IID) which was developed
in December 1986 and January 1987.

understanding this subject.
large grrup of test ~pils
in different sc:ID:Jls,
classes etc •

would turn out to be a consequence of an underlying misconception,

with a sample of pupils, who were asked to

whose existence was not even taken into account by the teacher.

give their answers verbally. After revising
the questionnaire, it was given to a larger
Data has been put into the

computer and wi 11 be analyzed by SPSS;. the

4/ by reflecting on the experience gained from optics lessons in
classrooms. 'Stupid' questions of pupils often give rise to thinking
over the teaching of the subject and often the 'stupid' question

In February this questionnaire was tested

group in March.

to development for the physicists, producing

the light theory. The wave-particle-duality could be mentioned here

C. LIST OF MISCONCEPTIONS.
Figure 1.: flow-diagram
of the investigation.

first results are coming out now (May 1987).

The overall outcome of the various methods for gathering
misconceptions was scheduled into a list that consisted of around
seventy misunderstandings comprising six categories:

B. PIWf-STIJDY.

In the preparatory phase of the investigation, it was most
important to construct a list of as many misconceptions as possible
so as to get an outline of the research field. At a later stage a
selection from this list could produce theoretical variables for
the pupil's questionnaire.
In brief, four methods were used to gather the misconceptions:

1/ by taking stock of those from previous investigations, in particular
the work of Licht, Wubbels and Walravensteyn in The Netherlands,
Andersson and Karrqvist in Sweden, Larosa in Italy, Stead and Osborne
in Australia, Jung and Wickihalter in Germany, Guesne in France,
Salomon,Watts,Goldberg and McDermott in the United States of America.

1/ Notions about the na.i.J..uu?. Clll.d tJuz fPtOpe/r.i.i..e.;, o/. light; for example:
-light is a purely static phenomena: like air it fills up space, if
there is much of it , it is bright, otherwise it is dark.
-light is identified with its source (lamp or sun) or with its effect
(a spot of light on a wall).
It is not surprising that pupils are confused about the nature of
light, because even history contains an infinite range of hypotheses,
falsifications and theories about this subject, starting with
Aristoteles' ideas and continuing up to the wave-particle-duality
of this century.
2/

ile~y

Clll.d d.yfU'.I.!Ttic rur.op~ o/. li.ghi; for example:

-the distance, light can travel is limited by the extent of its
visible effect (only a few meters unless it is a very bright light
source like the sun).
-light travels at an infinite speed (a room is illuminated entirely

at the same time as when the light source is switched on), or has

-colour is purely a property of an object, not of the light itself.

no speed at all (it is present somewhere or not).

-light passing through coloured glass, is 'painted' by that glass;

-light can bend round a corner, hence a room with only a small

therefore, it must be effected by some sort of pigment.

window is illuminated entirely and not just the narrow strip in

Andersson, Larosa and Jung studied pupils' concepts of colours in

front of the window itself.

a more searching inquiry.

Andersson in Sweden and Larosa in Italy made further investigations

Most of the pupils' misconceptions about colours relate to their

into these topics. In history, it was Newton who became first aware

inability to distinguish physical colour properties in the environment

of the finite speed of light and it was not until 1854 that Foucault

from physiological properties of the colour perception by the brain.

was able to measure its velocity accurately.

Five-year-old children can recognize colours and associate them with

3/ lni.-e'laci.ion o/. l._ght wdl! maLteA

words that their parents taught them, but they cannot distinguish

OJ!

oB-Jeci-1: for example:

-light rays can be seen from a distance if they are strong enough,

the sensation produced by colours in the mind from purely physical

even if they are not scattered by a cloud or some other object.

characteristics of the light itself.

-confusion about the difference between specular and diffuse

6/ 1oi!JI1a1ion oi an .image, for example:

reflection.

-the

-light 'contains' warmth and transfers it to any object, that it hits.

-the understanding of a virtual image.

In particular, Guesne looked at the interaction between light and

It will be the experience of every physics teacher that image formation

matter. Also in the preliminary interview, pupils turned out to be

is an abstract subject and it is very difficult to explain. It cannot

location of an image behind a plane mirror.

rather confused about the difference between specular and diffuse

be emphasized enough that the quintessence of image formation lies in

reflection, as well as, about the fact rays cannot be seen unless

the fact that every light ray that

e~inates

from a light point and

they are scattered by dust particles or vapour droplets.

strikes an optical instrument (mirror or lens) will pass through

4/ The concept of vi/.>ion,

the same image point. Hence most pupils think in terms of a 'one-to-

The dominating misconception in pupils' minds is the decoupling

one journey' from light point to image point by only one ray and do

between light and vision: although they know that light near an

not see the particular thing that happens when many rays join at

object is the minimum condition for seeing it, they do not think

exactly the same point. This idea of the 'travelling' image without

it necessary for light rays coming from the object to enter the eye.

firstly being separated and then recollected seems to be a rather

Most of the investigators previously mentioned inquired into the

persistent one and it appears in many different situations. Pupils

concept of vision, often reporting things similar to this decoupling

having this idea will answer incorrectly to the traditional question:

concept. In the preliminary interviews too a significant. confirmation

'what happens to an image if half of the lens is covered by a dark

was observed: a girl pretended that she could see a fluorescent lamp

material ?' In fact, they make the same mistake if they describe the

burning many hundreds of meters away although the distance should

slide projector as just a linear enlarger, A quite extreme appearance

be too large to travel along for a light ray

of this misconception is the ides that in the middle between an ob-

coming out from the

_
-tJ
---;tj::-----

lup.

server and an object there has to exist an tmege half the object size

5/ Col.DWz. , for exuple:

according to the laws of perspective (see Figure 2).

-objects can be seen only when they have a colour different from the
background.
-all colours together form a range of light intensities from black
to white.

..............:

-;;o,..,- =:.
~
\

_..---- -

- ""' - -

•

-

- -

-

------- ) - - - - -

obseiwr

l'alf-s:i.2led illl!ge

object)

Figure 2. : Ill.ustmt::i.m
of the llll.s:xD::epti of the

·~ i.PIIge!.
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are easily accused of having misconceptions. This problem does not

D. DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

occur and data is more reliable with closed questions, i.e.
1.

Con~i.l:le.ttaLioM

ai.out me_tfwdoiogi.ca.l.

a~pec.t~.

The list of misconceptions, described in the previous section,

multiple-choice questions or statements, where the pupils have
to decide which is right and which is wrong.
Finally, the choice was made to use a questionnaire consisting

was the basis for developing the pupils' questionnaire. In particular,
misconceptions that could be tested easily in a written examination

of 42 statements which the pupils had to decide which was right and

and could be expected to occur among pre-university high school

which was wrong on a five-point scale with the following meanings:

pupils were selected and presented in one or more statements of

l. You definitely think that it is right.

the questionnaire. For further considerations regarding the contents

2. You think that it is right.
3. You do not know or you are not sure it is right on every occasion
4. You think that it is wrong.

see section 2. A translated version of the questionnaire is included
as an appendix of this paper.

(Note: Available from author)

Firstly, some choices had to be made concerning the methods

s.

You definitely think that it is wrong.

of research: for example, should it be a verbal or a written

There is much to be said for the central meaning of the scale. Strictly

investigation. Many advantages and disadvantages had to be taken

speaking there is a big difference between 'not knowing' and 'thinking

into account. Interviewing is an arduous method of investigation

that a statement is not right

but, on the other hand, it can provide a complete picture of the

seems to be too subtle to be recognized at the abstraction level

on every occasion', this difference

pre- and misconceptions in a pupil's mind; using their own words

of pupils, In the interviews, pupils were often searching for

and explanations of optical problems, pupils can freely describe

arguments to make a decision in a rather arbitrary way; so that,

their ideas without too much interference from interviewers. One

'not exactly knowing' is similar to 'not being able to recognize

problem of the interview method vas trying to analyze the results

and distinguish situations in a 'proper way', while in fact, these

systematically. It is difficult to categorise the rather haphazard

two meanings of the central point of the scale are in practice much

remarks of pupils and to evaluate them statistically. So a report

closer to each other than when it Js considered purely methodologically.

of an interview method of investigation on this subject can be
little more than a collection of remarks made by certain pupils.
For a purely practical reason, the much less laborious written
method of investigation is easy to use for a large group of pupils;
also, it brings about the possibility to make a more scientific
report from a statistical viewpoint.
Once it vas decided to use a written questionnaire, the next
issue vas whether the questions should be open-ended or not. In a
certain sense, open-ended questions have similar advantages and
disadvantages to an interview: once again, it allows the pupils
to express their ideas freely but, on the other hand, it is
difficult to assess all their free expressions. Besides, with open
questions, language difficulties interfere with the real misconceptions. Pupils who are not able to express their conceptions

The 42 items can be divided into five main subjects, analogous
to the six categories of the list of misconceptions, excluding 'colour'.
For each subject, two statements were made in a purely theoretical
way and the pupils were confronted with 10 'theoretical' items, before
they had to deal with some practical items later in the questionnaire,
In the 32 'practical' items the pupils were faced with problem
situations, illustrated by photos and drawings. This division into
two sorts of items took into account that there might be a discrepancy
between pupil's theoretical knowledge of a subject and his ability
to use it in practice. For example, a pupil remembering from the

optics course that light always propagates rectilinearly might be

projector in comparison to a plane mirror (29). Finally, there

confused when asked why a room with just a small window will be

is an item about the traditional question: is it best to hold a

illuminated completely and not just the strip in front of the
window.

plane mirror further away from you in order to see more of yourself in it ? (42).

The 42 items can be grouped into the following five categories:
1/ Nature and properties of light: 1,2,11,12,13 and to some extent,
24,25,26,27 and 28. Pupils are mainly faced with the problem: is
'light' the same as the light source (1,2,13) or is it the effect
of it (1,12) or can it be identified with something between the
source and its

effect (1,11,25) ?

-the pupil's school;
-the pupil's year (3rd, 4th and 5th year of the pre-university

2/ Rectilinearity and dynamics of light: 3,5,14,15,16,17,19 and 20.
In the theoretical items, it was stated that light always
propagates rectilinearly()) for an unlimited distance (5) when
there are no impeding objects. Item 14 handled the fully illuminated
room with a small window; while, 15 showed a lightning flash

high school or 4th year of the higher general secondary school),
-the pupil's gender;
-the pupil's age;
-the optics course curriculum, used by the pupil.
This rough data was used for statistical analysis by the SPSS-

suggesting a non-rectilinear light propagation. In 16 and 17, a
connection was made between rectilinear light propagation and the
origin of shadows. In 19 the distance that light travels was compared in a light and dark environment and in question 20 it was
compared with bright or dim light sources.

computer-program.
The aim of this analysis was to obtain values for the
following theoretical values:
1/ The actual number of specific misunderstandings among the pupils
related to the 42 items in the test-questionnaire; deduced from the

3/ Interaction with matter or surfaces: 4,9,18,33,34,35,36,37,38
and 39. Items 4 and 18 concerned the visibility of light rays in
a completely clear environment, whilst, the others denounced any
difference between specular and diffuse reflection.
4/ The vision concept: 6,7,22,23 and to a certain extent 24,25,
26, 27 and 28. In these items the major misunderstanding of sight
is tackled: the decoupling concept, Pupils are asked if it is
necessary for light rays coming from an object to enter the eye
to make the object visible. They are asked directly (6,7) and in
problem situations (22 to 28).

mean score and its standard deviation for each item,
2/ The correlation between the certainty of a pupil and the number
of misconceptions; certainty being measured by comparing the number
of l's and S's to 2's,3's and 4's,
3/ The number of misconceptions in a more general sense in each
subject category of the questionnaire, deduced from

a set of

the mean scores in each subject category.
4/ The difference between the theoretical knowledge of a pupil and
the way, he used this knowledge in problem situations, which is fatiy
a common issue in education. A value for this variable was deduced

5/ Formation of an image: 8,10,21,29,30,31,32,37,40,41 and 42.
The rather diverse aspects of image formation are

Five other characteristics were added to the 42 answers from
each pupil in order to form a complete set of rough variables:

~rought

together

in the context of the plane mirror. Some of the statements were
about the location of the image (8,30,31,32 and 37) and how the
mirror or the object have to be illuminated (10,40 and 41). Later,
there are two items about lenses: the parallel beam of a lighthouse
(21) and the location of the real image from a picture in a

slid~-

by comparing the theoretical items (1-10) with the more probleaatic
ones (11-42), both in general and for each subject category
separately.
5/ The existence of certain alternative frameworks in optics.
essential question of this research ~as: Do pupils use more or less
coherent alternative sets of arguments in their answers or do they
reason in a purely arbitrary way 7
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It is evident that pupils on their own abstraction level will not

Ill. RESULTS.

use theories as consistently as scientists do: the need to include
many different phenomena into one comprehensive principle is

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST-GROUP

expected too much of 16 year-old pupils. However, their desire
for uniformity could increase with age and it would be interesting
to learn the extent, that an answer to one item implies something

Eindhoven (260.000 inhabitants; school no.l had 152 pupils and

in another, because this might have been evident for a scientist,

no.2 had 56 pupils), one in a suburb of Eindhoven (school no,S

but not for a pupil.

with 260 pupils) and two were in the extreme south of The

Frameworks might exist within a category of items, but it is

Netherlands which is a more rural area of the country (school

also possible that items of different categories correlate better
than the average, based on similarities between items less obvious
to scientists than to pupils. Therefore, a factor analysis has to
be made of all the items together; blocks of items that significantly
correlate better than average could give rise to an awareness of
alternative frameworks, that pupils use for solving optical problems,
6/ Significant differences between the values of the above mentioned
five theoretical variables in seperated groups, which were

no.3 with 70 pupils and no.4 with 101 pupils).
The pupils came from four different years:
-third year pre-university high school (14/15 year-old: 56 pupils),
-fourth year general high school (15/18 year-old: 191 pupils),
-fourth year pre-university high school (15/17 year-old: 201 pupils),
-fifth year pre-university high school (15/18 year-old: 191 pupils).
Except for the first group (third year), the pupils have already made a choice of 7 (6 in general high school) out of the 12

distinguished to the following criteria:

available subjects in high schools, so, this test-group was likely

-school:

to be more interested in the sciences than the average school-

-year;

children. Unfortunately, this group was not divided equally into

-gender;

girls and boys, 68% of the test-group were boys (433) and only
32% were girls (206).

-age;
-curriculum.
With respect to the last aspect, a problem could rise: in almost

eve~y

school, one curriculum was used for a number of years, so, differences
between the curricula

Ultimately, the questionnaire was tested with 639 pupils in
five different schools. Two of these schools were situated in

might interfere with those affected by

differences in school characteristics.
Information about these differences can be gathered by doing T-tests
on the specific data from each group.

Each school used a different curriculum, varying from a
~eticalone

(Middelink) to a practical one (PLON: physics

curriculum development project).
The distribution of the pupils' ages are shown in Figure 3.
Further information about the composition of the testgroup can
be found in the Appendix.

Figure 3.:
Age-distribution
of the test-grougz
Mean: 16.11 ± 1.

~

100
~

B. NUfER OF SPECIFIC
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MISUNDERSTA~DINGS.

For the mean scores of the whole group, distinguished to school,
year age 811d gender, see Table 1. in the Appendix.
In the lower part of the table, values for the 'deviation' (DEV)
and the 'certainty' (CER) can be found (for the whole group and for
separate sub-groups), whc•re
-deviation is a measure for the number of wrong answers of a pupil

Table ), :Percentages of answers in classes R,M and W,
divided for theoretical items (1-10) and problem situations
(11-42).
,,

Total

Theoretical

Problems

Right

64

79

60

~iddle

10

8

10

Wrong

26

13

30

and is defined as follows:

I

DEV: •

with

42
42
l: (a, -1) + l: ( 5-a . )
i•l l
J~l
J

The number of misunderstandings for each item will be regarded

and"] being the answers to the i th or /h items;

i runs over right

statemen~numbers,

j over wrong ones.

-certainty is a measure for how often a pupil gives answers l's or

S's in comparison with 2's,3's and 4's and is defined as follows:

I

CER:•

't lak-3j
k•l

with: ak the answer to the kth item;
k runs over all statemen~numbers.

In Table 2 of the Appendix the distributions of the answers
for each item are given in percentages, as follows:
R (ight): the percentage of l's or 2's for a right statement or
4's and S's for a wrong statement.
H

(iddle): the percentage of 3's for each statement.

W (rong): the percentage of 4's and S's for a right statement or

in a more rigorous way in section C. of this chapter, where the
subject categories of the misconception list will be treated
consecutively.
Since this item does oot fit in .ell with me of the subject categories, the only thing we want to mention here is the large number
of wrong answers to statement 42 (69%): the traditional problem
if it is better to hold a little mirror further away in order to
see more of yourself in it. When there was any time left after the
reply-forms were

collected (pupils used 3Q-40 minutes to answer

the questionnaire), a discussion was initiated about this item.
Although

the geometrical explanation of this problem is rather

complicated, it was amusing to learn that 8Einy pupils were convinced
that 'holding it further away' must be successful, simply because
they did it in practice everyday themselves. Even after doing
experiments in the class-room some pupils maintained their opinion
and got irritated when the discussion went on.

l'a and 2's for wrong statements.
On

average, according to this division 64% of the 639 x 42

answers were right, 26% were wrong and 10% scored in the middle

C. NUMBER OF MISUNDERSTANDINGS IN SUBJECT CATEGORIES OF THE MISCONCEPTION LIST.

class, T-tests on the mean scores llBie itclear that the theoretical
items vere answered significantly ( p<O.OOl) better than the
problem situations (items 11-42). See the figures in Table 3.
on the next page.

Neither from the theoretical

(1,~

nor from the problem situations

(11,12 and 13) can the conclusion from Guesne for 12-15 year-old
pupils be extended for 16-18 year-old pupils, that they should
identify light only with its source or its effect. Host of them vere
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aware of the presence of light in the space between a light source
and a wall or a picture (87%). In the interviews every pupil, who
was asked for, argued this by something like:'if you hold something
in between, you see that it is illuminated too !'

3. Dynamic~

o/ liyht,

The item about the limitation of the distance, light travels
along in empty space (5) scores the most wrong answers among the
theoretical questions (24%). Even more pupils (58%) agree with the
statement that light emanating from the sun will travel further than

2. rU!.ci.ili.ruwfLii.u of. l.i.gh.t.

that of a light bulb (20). This shows us clearly that pupils regarding these questions - do not think in terms of fundamental

The theoretical statement about the rectilinearity of light
propagation (3) was answered correctly by 76% of the pupils and

light dynamics, but more in terms of light intensities and its

roughly the same number understood the problem situation in which

effect: 'is it still visible at that distance ?'

non-rectilinear light propagation was suggested to illuminate a

From this point of view it becomes clear that these questions

room with only a small window (14), The item with the lightning

strongly correlate

flash was more confusing: 34% thought that a lightning-flash (15)

in situations without mist droplets or dust particles. However,

with those about the visibility of light rays

was an example of non-rectilinear light propagation, not reali-

in the interviews the absorption of light in a 'foggy' medium vas

sing that a flash is not a light ray at all,

mentioned far more often by the pupils to cause a decrease of light

The coupling

between rectilinear light propagation and its

possibility to form shadows of an object seemed to be very obscure

intensity than the general decrease of light intensities of spherical
expanding waves with the square of the distance to the source,

for the pupils. 64% Of them stated that shadow formation on a cloudy
day was not possible because the clouds absorbed too much of the(l6)
light. In fact, in a light intensity a hundred times lower than
the daylight intensity on adoudy day, shadows can easily be formed
when the light is coming in from one direction. Pupils have problems
to distinguish this last condition - one-directional light in contradiction with diffuse light - from rectilinear light propagation. See
figure 4.

~\

~\
rectilinear
light, coming
from one direction: shadows
can be fonaed.

rectilinear,
but diffuse
light: no
shadows will
be formed.

About 80% of the pupils know that light rays are not visible
unless they are scattered by mist droplets or dust particles. In the
problem situation (18) gave more right answers to this subject (81%)
than in the theoretical situation (4: 72%), but this can be caused
by the fact, that in the figure belonging to statement 18 the presence
of a foggy corona round the cloud was strongly suggested in the
picture.

Figure 4,: illustration of the differences
between non-rectilinear
and diffuse light.

non-rectilinear lightpropagation.

Consequently, 14% of the pupils thinks that the reason vhy no
shadows vill be formed on a cloudy day must be aon-rectilinear propagation of light vhen it has passed the clouds.

The other issue in this category brought about more problems.
Particularly, the difference between diffuse and specular reflection
seemed to be rather obscure for the pupils.
The mean score of right answers

to statements 9 and 33-39 vas

35%. In fact, there is a methodological problem in the questions 9 and
33: what do pupils mean with 'better reflection' ? It can be interpreted in two vays:
-a surface reflects better when it reflects more of the light, that
hits the surface; physicists should say: the surface has a high
reflection-coefficient,

-a surface reflects better when it reflects light rays acoording to
the law of reflection, i.e. it reflects more specular like a mirror.
However, in spite of the ambiguity of these questions, the
pupils' lack of ability to distinguish diffuse and specular
of the pupils think that a mirror only reflects light at places
where the light spot can be seen (34), not aware of the fact that
specular reflection causes image formation: so, the whole mirror
reflects light, but only the spot where the light is seen reflects
of the eye. There are only a few pupils

ot
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vi-'>ion,

In the theoretical questions 6 and 7 it is stated, that light rays
from an object have to enter the eye of the observer when he is able
to see it, "'hile it is not necessary that light rays corning from the

reflection becomes evident in the statements 34-36 and 38,39. 60%

it in the direction

5. 71-Le concept

who

realise that specular reflection is a minimum condition for forming

light source hit him directly. 82% of the pupils seemed to have a good
understanding of this vision concept.
In the interview they were encountered with the situation of
Figure 6, showing a light source, an object and an observer. From the
six light paths in the diagram, they had to choose the ones, that were
necessary to make the object visible for the observer, All pupils
chose the right ones:I and III.

an image. Consequently,46% of the pupils thought that you could see
yourself in a white sheet of paper, if it should reflect all the
light (35).

Figure 6.:
Diagram of the
interview situation.

In the items 38 and 39, a very 'clean' situation, testing

the difference between diffuse and specular reflection, was represented. 55% thinks that an observer in front of a mirror can see
a light spot at a mirror where a slanting light beam hits it, while
it is evident from the diagram that definitely no light is reflected
in the direction of the observer.
In the interviews some pupils were asked about their knowledge
of specular and diffuse reflection. Most of them remembered two drawings
of their physics course; see Figure 5.

It is quite surprising that - in spite of the pupils' good
theoretical knowledge about the concept of vision - they fail to use
this knowledge in the problem situations 22 and 26.

Although in

22 a photographer has taken a bright picture of a building at night
only 61% mought it necessary that light comes over to the photographer.

~
reflection
by a mirror

Figure 5.:
Ill~stration

diffuse
reflection

of the
differences between
diffuse and specular
reflection as it is
presented in most of
the optics curricula.

In most curricula something like these drawings explains the
origins of the two sorts of reflection, but they seldom take into
consideration the important consequences of the differences between
them; for example: most objects are visible because they reflect
light in a diffuse way.

In 26 an observer sees lit headlights of a car approaching him, but
only 58% of the pupils thought that light rays emanating from the car
really should reach the observer, In these situations the pupils were
confused by the darkness of the meadow in 22 and the dark part of
the road between car and observer in 26.
These misunderstandings typically belong
to the decoupling
concept as described in section IIB4. Besides, in these situations
pupils seemed to identifY

the presence of light only with its

effect: 'there is light when
illuminated, '

the meadow or the road is
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D. FI\CTOR A!;ALYSIS: SEARCHING PUPILS' ALTERNATIVE FRAME\.,rQRKS.

was 0.15: correlations below this value were blurred out over the
whole matrix, correlations above 0.15 bundled more or less.

1. (jenRAal

con">i.£1.€1!i1Lion~.

As we have seen in section IIC6. a factor analysis for the 42 items
could show us alternative frameworks, that pupils use in their
reasoning in geometrical optics. The issue in which .we are interested
here is whether pupils use more or less coherent sets of arguments
in solving the problems or do they use arguments for each item
separately and in anarbitrary way ?
exist, is it pass ibl e to compare them

Secondly, if such frameworks
~J.'thfue
w

consistent theories that

scientists use or must we really call them 'alternative' ?
As a basis for the factor analysis we have to take a look at
the correlation matrix of the 42 items. The correlation matrix is
represented in a visual form in Table 4 in the Appendix. A relatively
strong correlation between the items i and j is represented as a block
in the diagram; the area of the block is a measure for the value of
the correlation.
A first conclusion is that interitem correlations are rather
low (the average of the absolute values is 0.08). Although this
gives a first hint about a low consistency in the reasoning of the
pupils, it is difficult to make sharp conclusioffiout of this figure.
That is because there is no objective criter·ion that gives us an
objective critical value, above which a correlation should be regarded
as important. It

is~oublesome

to compare the absolute values of the

correlations with other investigations: the apparently theoretical
connectionsbetween items can easily be overrated and, besides, the
sequence of the questions is important as well, since, an item out
of another subject category between two items of the same category
can confuse the relations.
The best way to find a critical value is to start at a high level
and look how many items correlate. After that, pairs of items with
lower correlations can be taken into account. Decreasing the critical
value more and more bundles of items come into appearance; when these
blocks become spread out over the whole matrix, the critical value is
underrated.

For this investigation a critical value for the correlations

2. Co/l.it.c.laLion-1 C..C.i.J.ve.en i.i.e!~-1 .in. th.e ~>u.f..ject cu.f.R.CJO/I.U
the

o/.

m~-1concepti.on li..~,t,

Looking accurately to bundles of high correlations in the matrix
brings us to the following conclusions;
-In the category of nature and properties of light (1,2,11,12,13) high
correlations were found between 11,12 and 13. This is not a surprising
result,since these three questions are about the same problem situation.
Further
correlations were low: a connect ion between 1, 2 and 11,12,13
was hardly seen by the pupils.
-Rectilinearity and dynamics of light: 3,5,14,15,17,19,20.
Correlations were found between pairs of items, but not throughout
the whole group:
-14 and 15, the problem situations about rectilinearity correlate
strongly with each other but not with the theoretical item: 3.
-16 and 17 about forming shadows correlate strongly, but hardly
any connect.ion is laid with rectilinearity: 3,14 and 15.
-5,19 and 20 is a set:arate sub-group about the dynamics of light.
They were correlated with each other, but also with the items
of the category: 'vision'.
-Interaction with matter and surfaces 4,9,18,33-39.
Like the previous one, this category splits up in little groups:
-4 and 18 correlate strongly. This is not surprising: the theoretical item and the problem situation are related closely.
-9,33 and 35 form a separate

category, which we could

call:

questions about the reflection coefficient of a white sheet of
paper or a mirror.
-36,37,38 and 39 is a group of questions about the difference
between specular and diffuse reflection. They correlate more
than average with each other, but not with the items 9,33 and
35. To a certain extent, this can be due to the ambiguity of the
items 9 and 33 (see section IIIC4).

for a spherical propagating wave, it becomes obviousthat the above

-The concept of vision 6,7,22,23,24,25,26,27,28.
The items 6 and 7 were correlated, but not with the group 22-28. In

mentioned categories are correlated. When we accept the pupils'

the group 22-28 very strong correlations were found ( up to 0.88),

misunderstanding of the items 5,19 and 20 as an ambiguity on their

but 24-28 are items in the same problem situation. The separation

abstraction level, we have to admit, that the connection pupils have

between the items 6 and 7 on one hand and the group 22-28 on the

made here is quite a legal one:i.e. when light rays are visible in

other shows us clearly, that the decoupling concept of vision is

a 'foggy' environment, some of the light must be scattered in the

latent, not when it is tested in theoretical questions, but more

direction of the observer,and

in problem situations. The transfer of the theoretical knowledge in

decreases in forwards direction.

practice seems to be very low for this subject.

the light intensity of the beam

A second framework can be found when we look at the correlations
between the items 4,5,7,11,12,13,20,22-28. All these items have some-

-Formation of an image 8,10,21,29,30,31,32,37,40,41,42.
Hardly any correlations were found in this category, Although

so

pupils

thin~

about the presence of light at a certain distance and with the

show us in theoretical item 8 their knowledge of the location of the

vision concept. As we have seen in section IIICS., the decoupling

image of an object at a plane mirror, they are hardly able to use

concept of vision is a rather persistent one, Although pupils do not

this knowledge in problem situations like that of the boy who looks

see clearly that light rays of a visible object have to enter the eye

at the blackboard via a mirror (30) and the situation of the photo-

on every occasion, they do realise, that the presence of light in the

grapher who wants to take a picture of himself in a mirror (31 and 32).

environment of the object is a minimum condition for seeing it.
This idea together with the decoupling concept forms the basis

The connection with other items about image formation, such as the
situation of the lighthouse (21) and the slide projector (29} was

for an alternative framework, causing correlations between the above

even less.

mentioned items. This framework is

analogous with the idea, that

light is a purely static phenomena: it is present in a limited part
of the space and in that part objects are visible.
The previous conclusions were all about interitem correlations
within categories, Now we can look at strong correlations between

E. T-TESTS: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS.

items in different categories in order to search for alternative
frueworks.
The first group

ot

In this section we shall restrict the review about differences
between groups to some general conclusions about the average scores

inter-category correlations is that between

of the groups. It is not very useful to look as detailed as done in

dynamics of light (5,19,20) vith the items about visibility of light

the previous section at each subject category separately, because

rays in an environment with mist droplets or dust particles (4,18),

quantitatively, the figures are very similar to each other (there are

We already

only

saw

about the distance

in section IIIC3., that when a pupil is asked
light can

trave~he

looks in first instance at

the light intensities and if it is still observable and not at the
fundamental dynamic properties of unlimited light propagation. Com-

a f..., items that etDo significant differences for separate;. ]roups)

and qualitatively, the same conclusions will arise for each group.
When we look at Table 1 in the Appendix, we can see that there

bining this with the idea, that the most important factor for decreaa-

are differences in the deviation score (measure for the total number
of misunderstandings, definition see section IIIB.) for different

ing

schools. In Table V on the next page the T-values are given for these

the light intensity in a medium

is absorpion instead of

the

general decrease with the square of the distance to the light source

differences.
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The number of misunderstandings in the 4th year of the general

Table 5: T-values for differences in 'deviation' for schools
school
no.

DEVIATION

1

55.1 ± 16

2

58.9 ± 15

3

61.7 ± 14

70

4

57.5 ± 14

101

5

56.6 ± 14

260

high school was about the same as in the 3rd year of the pre-

T-values

Number

university high school. The number of misunderstandings in the pre-

2

3

4

5

152

1.6

3.0

1.2

1.0

56

-

1.0

0.6

1.1

the factor analysis was done for the 5th year of the pre-university

1.9

2.7

high school and the 4th year of the general high school were done

-

0.5

separately.

-

-

university hi3h schools increases rapidly in the upper classes.
Because of the highly significant differences mentioned above

~o

qualitative differences came out: the same subcatego-

ries and the same bundles of correlations were formed. However there
was a significant difference in the average

of the absolute values

of the correlations: 0.11 for the pre-university and 0.07 for the

t

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

p

0.5

0.2

0.07

0.02

0.006 0.002

general high school group (t24,2; p•O.OOOl). With some precaution
it can be said that the pre-university pupils use morL consistent

From Table 5 we can see that differences between schools in the

frameworks than the general high school pupils.

deviation-score are not highly significant. The differences between
the certainty-scores are not significant at all, As we saw in section
IID!.

it is difficult to get clear why there are differences between

schools. In fact, school characteristics, teacher characteristics and

Comparing the average scores of boys and girls, we see that the
deviation-scores as well as the certainty-scores differ significantly.
Table

7 : differences in 'deviation' and 'certainty' between boys

the curriculum used for the optics course will interfere.

and 2irls.

When we look at different years of the high school and to the
two types of high schools, we can observe

highly significant differen-

ces in the deviation-scores. See Table I in the Appendix and table 6

aoys (433)

Girls(206)

t

Deviation

55.5 ± 15

60.7 ± 13

4.4

<

0.0001

Certainty

61.7 ± 12

56.1 ± 12

5.5

<

0.0001

p

below,
Table

We have to treat these results with some caution, because the de-

6: T-values for differences in 'deviation' for years.

viation and certainty - as they are defined in IIIB. - are mathema-

DEVIATION

Number

2

3

4

1. Pre-univ HS 3rd y.

61.7 ± 15

56

o.o

2.0

4.7

2. General HS

Type

scale, we can construct an independent scale for deviation. The

4th Y•

61.8 ± 13

191

-

3.4

3. Pre-univ HS 4th y.

57.2 ± 14

201

-

-

4. Pre-iniv HS 5th y.

51.2 ± 14

191

-

t

p

2.0
0.02

tically dependent. By receding the rough data into a three-point-

7.7

-

3.0
0.002

but were still significant (t•3.9),

7.1

-

-

differences between girls and boys decreased by receding the data,

As we look at the scores for deviation and certainty for different ages, we can find no significant differences, This result

4.0

emphasizes the fact, that the difference between separate

0.0001

the pre-university high schools are caused by educational effects
and not by a

~rally

years in

higher abstraction level of older pupils.

!V.

The 'total number of misunderstandings' of a pupil appeared

CcJ.lcLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

to depend on the pupil's school, the type of the high school
To get some information about the reliability and the validity
of the investigation the reliability-coefficient
and found to be 0.76 •

ll

was calculated

After selecting and leaving out the ambiguoUs

items (such as 9,21 and 33) this value increased to 0.79 •
It is rather difficult to summarize the results, presented in

(general or pre-university) and on the number of years he went
through on the high school. However, it did not depend on the
pupil's age; from this the conclusion can be

drawn,

that

improvements in the understanding the geometrical optica are
purely due to educational effects and not to the higher abstrac-

the previous chapter in a few conclusions, but here are the most

tion level ofolder pupils.

important ones:

the number of misunderstandings and in the certainty, with which

Misunderstandings about geometrical optics among 15-18 year-old

Finally, significant differences in

they filled up the reply-form, were found between boys and girls.

general high school and pre-university high school pupils were mainly

After receding the data to make the deviation-score and the

found in the following subject categories:

certainty-score mathematical independent, differences became less,

-vision; in particular the decoupling concept: roughly one third of

but still significant.

the pupils do not think i t necessary for light rays to enter the eye

The most striking results of the factor analysis were:

of an observer to make an object visible for him.

-The inter-item correlations were relatively low (on the average

-interaction with surfaces: p8rticularlythe differences between

O.OB).

diffuse and specular reflection.

which provides an objective critical value for the correlations,

Aithou~h

most of the pupils have

Although it is difficult to find a theoretical basis

a theoretical knowledge about the origins of this difference, they

these low values give us the idea, that the consistency of the

do not understand the consequences

pupils' reasoning in solving optical problems is easily overrated

of this in practice.

-image formation: most of the pupils know that the image of an object

(by investigators as well as by teachers).

at a plane mirror is as far behind the mirror as the object is in

-Subject categories, in which correlations were expected to be

front of it, but in problem situations they fail to apply this know-

stronger, split up in small groups of two of three items.

ledge.

-Some correlations were found between groups of items of different

As already seen in the last two examples, there exista'a dis-

categories. Except for two cases (a connection between the limitation

crepancy between the theoretical knowledge of a pupil and his ability

of light propagation and absorption and one between the decoupling

to use it in problem situations. The theoretical items (1-10) were

concept and light as a statical phenomena), these bundles of corre-

answered significantly better than the problem situations (11-42).

lations were difficult to interpret as pupils' alternative frameworks.

It is possible that this difference is brought about by the fact

-The correlation matrix showed a subdiagonal effect: i.e. a pair of

that moat of the theoretical items were recognizable for the pupils

items which were close together in the questionnaire correlated

from their optics courses. Host of the problem situations were new,

stronger than a pair, from which one is placed at the beginning of the

allthough only everyday phenomena were regarded.

questionnaire and the other at the end.
With some reserve, we want to formulate a conclusion, based on
the four characteristics of the factor analysis mentioned above:
theories used by pupils when they are solving problems in geometrical

35
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optics are not very consistent. With this, it is not stated that
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~ted for rlo:>ls,
, g<?!"der anJ age.

" - Scbxlls
Score 1
2
~

4

""152 ""56 ""70

01 4.1RJ 4.316
02 4.391 4,724
03
1.84<l
04 3.'H7 4.263
05 2.372
C6 1.1!!1 !.oc:fi
07 4.239 4.270

Gen:ler

Age

M

1

F

""56 ""191 "".!)1 ""191 r;..433 No-.,U, ""176
4.(JJ2 4.551
4.411 4.257 4,4)) 4.476 4.476 4.214 4.:ll1
2.214 1.827 1.915 2.2.!) 2.Clll 2.019 !. 977
4.232 3.7"11 3.8:)1 4.372 4.C65 3.854 3.~
2.375 2.4~'\ 2.328 2.1~ 2.254 2.4l:iJ 2.443
2.101 1.843 1. n6 1.654 l.702 1.971 1.903
4.161 4.2!Jl 4.129 4.1£8 4.314 4.(]33 4.125
!.929 1.785 1.672 1.576 1.718 1.6€0 1.1U/
2.516 2.346 2.'l!l7 2.419 z.m 2.617 2.545
3.007 3.9';()4.055 4.115 4.115 3.8JI 3.847

4.482 4.271 4.515 4.m 4.':54 4.)32 4.632 4.361 4. 40)

4.4/9 4./CIJ 4.1157
2.036 2.371 1.~1
4.(llJ 3.971 3.91!
z.on 2.196 vm 2.495
VH) 1.814 l. 921
4.161 4.Ul9 4.;B7
lll l.l!D 1.566 1.411 l. 771 l. 703
(9 2.4"11 2.493 2.446 2.tro 2.356
10 4.014 4.066 3.ER3 3,9XJ 3.1l\1

v:m

11 2.028 2.m2 2.321 2.057
12 4.117 4.079 4.196
13 4.063 4.414 4.571
14 4.041 4.D.I 3.875
!5 :}.!D; 4.(llJ 3.482
2.477 2.395 2.429
4.013 3.~
I. M.l 1.946
4.4 4.474 4.W.
J.
),Je:l 3.625

v:m

3.sg)
4.416
3.<al
3.9!1
2.475
3.~ 3.91!
1.914 1.079
4.371 4.277
3. 757 3.426

3.857
4,457
3. 7ai
3.Sffi
2.557

2.435 2.467 2.125 2.057
22 2.479 2.Y> 2.946 3.014
23 4.B7 4.1£8 4.500 4.B
24 1.277 !.YJ 1.161 l.B
25 2.727 2.178 2.393 2.571
26 2.543 2.461 2.5139 3.000
27 3.ll7 3.116 3.125 3.3tl6
28 3.667 3.421 J. 7lli 3.914
29 4.233 4.724 4.321 4.043
D 4.3'l!l 4.487 4.1~ 4.371

2.297
2.'Y:J7
4.416
1.277
2.1(9

2.:fi>
2.921
3.
4.297
4.277

m

4.5!9
3.~1

4.2n

!.819
2.442
4.CH:l

t.<n! 2.625 2.073 1.821
4.242 4.143 4.C63 4.154
4.411! 4.n 4.N> 4.572
4.a.t1 4.125 4.CB4 4.249
3. 781 3.518 3. 764 3. 731
2.515 2.266 2.251 2.::62
3.973 :l.m 3.710 4.mo
l.8i'3 1.~ 1.948 1.9"ll
4.527 4.625 4.1<.R 4.532
3.:m 3.875 3.639 J.:ll8

2.6:ll

).(Jl9 2.236 2.214
2.423 2.911 2.ffi1 2.4;B
4.:J12 4.393 4.:J32 4.403
1.2ffi 1.125 l.:lfl'l 1.249
2.173 2.357 2.529 2.1~
2.527 2.661 2.8'JJ 2.557
3. tl9 3.446 J.II'J7 3.229
3. 727 3.004 3. 775 3.657
4.246 4.4ll 4.073 4.174
4.346 4.161 4.E 4.328

1.026
4.126
4.4Q2
3.754
4.010
2.675
4.037
1.764
4.571
3.178

2.065
4.118
4.476
4.(90
3.952
2.427
3.977
1.783
4.446

1.951
4.117
4.437
3. 937
3.500
2.583
3.937
2.136
4.ftffi
3.233 3.1'H3

2.675 2.33) 2.6:0
z.w 2.m
4.349 4.:Jll
1.293 1.243
2.185 2.316
2.443 2.752
2.947 3.476
3.667 3.728
4.724 4.252
4.:lll 4.311

2.:!)4

4.1(Il
1.31<0
1.958
2.147
2.524
3."f)7
4.1(Il
4.524
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TABLE 2.: Distribution of right and wrong answers for each item,
2

3

4

No-257 1'+-148 1'+-'iB
4.479
4.362
1. 'l38
4.035
2.2!51
l.ffi1
4.2ffi
1.716
2.W.
4.076

2.136 1.856
4.023 4.2l3
4.415 4.541
4.1!ll4.039
3.682 J.7:Jl
2. :m 2.fi.J7
3. 9:ll 4.004
1.926
4.500 4.455
3.'l!l5 3.424

z.an

2.'1:6
2. 7XJ
4./i2fi
1.162
2.:ll1

2.:B'.
2.412
4,1/Jj
1.276

2.~

2.479
3.054
3.61.6
4.237
4.:!11

3.331
3. 767
4.278
4.244

2.1~

4.4:Jl 4.259
4.399 4.534
2.04 7 2.f1:1J
4.(]31 3.948
2.311 2.259
1.851 l.7"f)
4.297 4.224
!.SIB 1.59>
2./i2b 2.345
4.C61 4.121

2.3:8 2.000
4.014
4.385
3.919
3.966
2.3'l!l
3. 953
1.719
4.466
3.:m

4.155
4.4l:iJ
3.914
4.C'I:B
2.ftffi
3.f!f17
1.724
4.259
3.379

2.ffl! 2.448
2.365 2.241
4.318 4.483
J.D. 1.:Jll
2.1W 2.2"!1
2.493 2.517
2.<;8) 2.931
3.(fi! 3.828
4.2Zl 4.100
4.419 4.1o48

3.036 3.319 3.632 3. 785 3.524 3.549 3.364 3.ffil 3.520 3.414
2.357 2.162 2.318 l.Q21 2.C1:1J 2.31<0 2.295 2.148 2.122 l.ll\2
2.625
2.321
2.621
4.179
3.214
2.518

2.461
2.293
2. 782
4.110
3.670

2.682 2.654 2.552 2.709 2.~ 2.619 2.ffl! 2.259
2.4'1! 3.007 2.665 2.1£8 2.3tl6 2.f1Jl 2.736 2.672

2.696 3.314 2.696 3.107 2.926 2.977 2.953 3.052

4.164 4.346 4.219 4.170 4.182 4.132
3.612 J.WS 3.958 3.(92 3.3f9 3. 763
2.~ 2.41fl 3.225 2.'135 2.D> 2.:ll6 2.829
2.2.'1) 2.1£8 2.3:8 l.!Dl 2.1).6 2.374 2.199 2.2lJ
2.363 2.147 2.141 2.432 2.m 2.m
2.125

z.m

4.324 4.276
3.004 3.931
2.818 3.1:!1
2.00 2.000
2.128 2.ar.

2.171 2.583

l.fiJl 1.558
years:
2: 4l:h year aerma1 ~
1,3,4: lrd,41:h lUi 5dl year
~versity~
N:l'tllbl!r oi test penD111

42
42
liY:• l:(a -1) + r(>eJ)
1•1

1

<EI:-11'\-31
1<•1
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jol

with: Ill IINIIoll!!l'

al

ital

i runs over right,

j over wrong, k over all iteae

~o.

ans

I

5
5
1
5
1
1
5
1
5
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
5
1
5

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

1

5
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
1
1
5

R
87
86
76
72

65
82
82
85
25
76
77

79
90
75
66
25
75
81
88
30
24
61
90
97
68
58
40
65
82
87
59
71
28
28
40
82
66
37
72
71
69
25

:1

w

6
7
3 11
8 17
11 16
10 24
7

11

8 10
5 10
14 61
11 13
5 18
9 13
3 7
8 16
18 17
11 64
10 14
11
9
4
7
12 58
13 63
7 32
6
4
2
1
11 20
12 30
15 45
13 22
10 8
8
5
10 31
14 16
15 57
13 60
14 46
12
7
4 29
7 55
10 18
11 19
5 25
5 69

R: right: percentage of answers 1's and
2's if answer must be 1 or the percentage 4's and 5's if answer must be 5.
~1: middle: percentage of answers 3.
W: wrong: percentage of answers 4 1 s and
5's if answer must be 1 or the percentage l's and 2 1 s if answer must be 5.
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Table 4.
Visual presentation
of the correlation matrix

MISCONCEPTIONS CONCERNING NEWTON'S LAW OF

Host of the student errors that have been documented in

ACTION AND REACTION: THE UNDERESTIMATED IMPORTANCE OF
THE THIRD LAW*

Newtonian mechanics have been on questions designed to test
conceptual understanding of Newton's first or second laws.
Only a few (e.g. Maloney, 1984, Boyle and Maloney, 1986, and

David E. Brown

Terry and Jones, 1986) treat the third law.

This emphasis

on the first two of Newton's three laws is in keeping with
John Clement

the emphasis placed on the first two laws in textbooks.

The

ability to flexibly use the quantitative statement of the
Physics Department

second law (the net force acting on an object is numerically

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

equal to its mass times its acceleration) is arguably the

01003

most important ability a student can acquire for success in
an introductory physics course.

July 25, 1987

This preeminence of the

quantitative statement of the second law in instruction is
illustrated by the fact that the very popular PSSC high
school textbook (Haber-Schaim, Dodge, & Walter, 1986) speaks
of "Newton's Law" (meaning the quantitative statement of
Newton's second law) rather than speaking in plural of

Introduction

Newton's laws.
A number of studies conducted in recent years have

By contrast, many textbooks treat the third law in

demonstrated a wide range of beliefs about physical

passing, either simply mentioning it briefly as an

phenomena which students have apparently formed on their own

unsupported statement of fact or as an addendum to the

without the benefit of formal instruction.

section covering conservation of momentum.

Particularly

well documented have been student beliefs which are in
contradiction with the ideas of Newtonian mechanics.

The results of

this study indicate that this type of treatment is
For

insufficient to counter the misconceptions students hold

example, many students hold the belief that there is a

about the third law.

force on or in an object in the direction of the object's

third law is in fact only an insignificant piece of the

motion (Viennot 1979, Sjoberg and Lie 1981, Clement 1982)

Newtonian picture, but in this paper we argue that the third

when in fact no force is necessary to keep an object moving

law should be treated as a much more significant part of an

at a constant velocity.

introductory physics course since it is important for

Reviews of research on students'

alternative conceptions in classical mechanics are provided

Thia might be a small concern if the

developing the students• qualitative concept of force.

by Driver and Erickson (1983), McDermott (1983), McCloskey
(1983), and McDermott (1984).

Method
A multiple choice diagnostic teat was administered to

*Supported by NSF Grant # MDR-8470579

four physics classes, two classes in each of two high
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schools.

All of the questions (shown in the appendix)

Table 1

concerned the concept of force in various contexts, and the
majority could be answered using a basic knowledge of
Newton's third law.

PRETEST SCORES FOR BOTH SCHOOLS

The teat was administered at the

beginning of the year and again after all instruction in
mechanics had been completed in order to assess gains from
instruction.

A

B

Both

(n•23)

(n-27)

{n•50)

In addition to answering the questions,

students were asked to rate how confident they were in their

"' Lamp

13%

561

361

answers.

"' Stock Cars

18

Teachers were not aware of the contents of the

test.
At school A, both of the physics classes were taught at

13

22

"' Stationary Boxes

9

11

10

"' Office Chairs A

74

89

82

13

19

14

the same level, however, the intellectual level of the

"' Office Chairs B

students waa fairly high as indicated by an average SAT math

"' Mosquito

score of 610.

"' Steel Blocks

4

30

18

17

33

26

"' Bowler

0

0

0

used here waa aathered only from the standard level classes.

"' Haanets

35

48

42

For any analysis beyond simple percent correct, only school

"' Pullin& Block A

30

26

28

A has been used because of these differences.

At school B, students can take a standard

level course in physics or an honors level course.

The data

Also, the

"' Pulling Block B

30

19

24

science curriculum in school A is more typical with students

"' Handsprings

39

11

24

taking physics generally in their senior year followina

"' Three Boxes

0

0

0

Suitcase

17

11

14

generally in their sophomore or junior year preceding

Crate A

78

70

74

chemistry.

Crate B

9

15

12

Book Pile

9

7

8

chemistry.

However, in school B, students take physics
Scores are reported only for students who took

both the pre-course and post-course teata. 1
Results of the Pre-teat Diagnostic

"' Can be answered uain& Newton's Third Law

Aa one purpose of this paper is to disseminate the
reaulta of the diaanoatic, tables 1, 3, and 4 present the
reaulta of all the problema on the diaanoatic.

However, the

starred questions are those which will be discussed further
as these are the questions which could be answered with an
underatandinl of Newton's third law.

As can be seen in

tabla 1, moat of the quaationa on the pre-teat were answered
correctly by far leaa than half of the atudenta, providing a

41

Table 3

Table 2

POSTTEST SCORES FOR BOTH SCHOOLS

AVERAGE CONFIDENCE SCORES OF TYPES OF PROBLEMS
(SCHOOL A: n • 23)
Incorrect answers
Pretest

Post test

Pretest

Post test

Continuous forces
Static

1.68

1. 92

1.84

2.33

Dynamic

1 79

1.90

1.46

1.98

Impuhe forces
E.xplo.tons

1.68

1.93

1. 50

2.20

Collisions

1.85

2.09

. 2.40

2.48

1. 92

B

Both

(n•23)

(n•27)

(n•50)

Lamp

83%

89%

86%

Stock Cars

26

15

20

Stationary Boxes

30

33

32

Correct answers

Third law

Friction

A

2.05

1.93

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2.13

Sample Confidence Scale

*

Not very

Fairly

I'm sure

confident

confident

I'm right

Off ice Chairs A

91

89

90

Office Chairs B

44

19

30

Mosquito

48

52

50

Steel Blocks

48

48

48

4

4

4

Bowler
Maanets

48

33

40

Pulling Block A

35

15

24

Pullin& Block B

35

15

24

Handsprings

44

26

34

Three Boxes

9

7

8

Suitcase

4

22

14

Crate A

83

89

86

Crate B

17

41

32

Book Pile

22

30

26

Can be answered usin& Newton's Third Law

42

possible indication of widespread preconceptions.

Table 4

An indication that these answers represent student
beliefs (rather than simply incorrect suesses) comes from

PRE-POST GAINS FOR BOTH SCHOOLS

the students' ratings of their confidence in their answers.
A
(n-23)

B
(n•27)

Both
(n•SO)

In addition to marking one of the multiple choice answers,
students were asked to rate how confiaent they were in their
answers on a scale from zero to three.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Students used a

50%

ratins of zero to indicate that they were just guessing, a

- 7

2

rating of one to indicate that they were not guessing but

21

22

22

Office Chairs A

17

0

8

Office Chairs :B

31

0

16

their answer was correct.

Mosquito

44

22

32

confidence anywhere along this continuous scale.

Steel Blocks

31

15

22

seen in table 2, students' average ratings of their

Bowler

4

4

4

Masnete

13

-15

- 2

5

-11

- 4

Lamp

70%

Stock Cars

13

Stationary :Boxes

Pullins :Block A

33%

Pullins Block :B

5

- 4

0

Handsprings

5

15

10

Three :Boxes

9

7

8

-13

11

0

Suitcase
Crate A

5

19

12

Crate B

8

26

20

Book Pile

13

23

18

were not very confident, a ratins of two that they were
fairly confident, and a rating of three that they were aura
Students could mark their
As can be

confidence in their incorrect answers on the pre-teat
indicate that their answers were not blind guesses, but were
held with some conviction.

This suggests that the wrong

answers represent preconceptions rather than simply wrong
guesses.
Results of the Post-teat Diagnostic
From the results of the post-test diasnostic shown in
table 3, the instruction was apparently not particularly
effective in raising the students' scores, providins an

* Can be answered usins Newton's Third Law

indication that the preconceptions in the domains tested by
these questions are quite resilient.

The pre-poet

differences shown in table 4 are disappointingly low with a
number of gaine below 101 and even some losses.

The averase

gain for the claeaee in the two schools was only 12.81,
raisins the average score on the teet from 251 to 381.
Asain the confidence scores shown in table 2 indicate
that students were not simply sueasing but answered with
some conviction.

As would be hoped, the average confidence

score of those students answering correctly waa higher after

instruction in each of the areas.

43

There are at least five ideas important in a careful

However, the average

confidence score of those students answering incorrectly was

consideration of the third law in classical mechanics which

also higher after instruction.

we further elaborate below:

This would seem to indicate

that not only did most of the students have misconceptions
after instruction, but the students answering incorrectly

1) A body cannot experience a force in isolation.

after instruction were more convinced their misconceived

cannot be a force on a body A without a second body B to

beliefs were correct than those answering incorrectly before

exert the force.

instruction.

There

Thus it seems clear from the low percentage of

correct answers on the post questions and the students' high

2) Closely related to the above point is the fact that A

confidence in these answers that instruction was not

cannot

effective in instilling a knowledge of Newton's third law.

unless there is another body B to exert a force on A.

!!!!! a force in isolation.

A cannot exert a force

then say that A and B are interacting.
The Importance of the Third Law

We

(Thus, for example,

it is incorrect to say that an astronaut punching empty
space with his fist is exerting a force since there is

In this section we take a deeper look at the problems
on the diagnostic which required a knowledge of Newton's
third law and provide an interpretation of the results.

nothing exerting a force back against his fist.)

The

attractive or repulsive force between two bodies arises as a
We

will argue that the low scores on the post-test may not
indicate simply a failure to remember a verbal statement of

result of the action of the two bodies on each other because
they are either in contact or experience b&tween them a
force acting at a distance. 2

the third law but rather may indicate a failure at a deeper
conceptual level.

Further, we submit that if students can

aain a deep conceptual grasp of Newton's third law, they are

3) At all moments of time the force A exerts on B is of
exactly the same magnitude as the force B exerts on A.

in a much batter position to answer both qualitative and
4) An important implication of the above point is that

quantitative questions involving forces.
Force as an interaction.

neither force precedes the other force.

Before proceeding to a

Evan thouah one

discussion of students' conceptions of force, it is helpful

body might be more •active• than the other body and thus

to consider the Newtonian view.

might seem to initiate the interaction (e.g. a bowling ball

Warren (1979), in his book

arauing for increased clarity in the presentation of the

striking a pin), the force body A exerts on body B is always

concept of force in introductory physics, states the third

simultaneous with the force B exerts on A.

law as follows:
5) In the interaction of A with B, the force A exerts on B
Forces result from the interactions of bodies.
force exerted by body A upon body B is equal in
magnitude, opposite in direction and in the same
straight line as the force exerted by B upon A.

The

is in a direction exactly opposite to the direction of the
force which B exerts on A.

44

Thus, the third law can be seen to be much more involved

S:

..• I think it [the 40 pound block B] exerts a force up,

than is implied by the simple epigrammatic version "for

but I don't think it exerts enough to stop A [the 200

every action there is an equal and opposite reaction."

pound upper block] from pushing B into the ground.

Force as an innate or acquired propertl·

it just makes the thing slower.

The concept

See,

So say B only weighed

of force as embodied in the third law and developed above

one pound, then A would have 199 pounds more than B

doea not seem to be the naive conception of force which most

would, and so it would push it into the ground faster ••.

high school students hold.

(Brown and Clement, 1987, p. 18)

Minatrell and Stimpson (1986)

have proposed that in addition to viewing forces as pushes
or pulls, students treat force as a property of objects.

We

have also observed such student reasoning (e.g. Brown and
Clement, 1987, Brown, 1987).

In this view single objects

"have• force as a result of qualities of the object which
would make it seem "force-full."
Minatrell and Stimpson list auch factors as an object's
weight, motion, activity, or strength as important to
students in determining an object's force.
fit well with Maloney's (1984) data.

These factors

A student holding this

view would consider a heavy, fast-moving, strong football
player to have a great deal of "force-fullness• (our term)
and would be able to exert more force on other people or
objects "having• leas force than they would be able to exert
back.

This is in direct contrast to the Newtonian concept

in which a force does not exist except as arising from the
interaction of

~

objects, the forces on each object being

This type of reasoning is illustrated by the following
In this

problem, a 200 pound steel block (block A) rests on top of a
40 pound steel block (block B), and the student is asked to
compare the force A exerts on B with the force B exerts on
A.

the view that many students adopt a concept of force as an
innate or acquired property of objects rather than as
arising from an interaction between two objects.

Six

problems in particular on the diagnoatic would tend to draw
out this conception of force.

In each of these problems,

there is a relatively unambiguous object which is stronger,
faster, heavier, more acting as an agent of causation than
the other object, or some combination of the above. 4
Students with a concept of force as an innate or acquired
property of objects would be expected to answer that the
heavier, faster, etc., object (the object which "has" more
force) would exert the greater force, while the other object
would exert either a lesser force or no force at all.
As an example consider the bowler problem in which the
student is asked to compare the force a 16 pound bowling
ball exerts on a 4 pound pin when the ball strikes the pin.

equivalent in magnitude.
student reaction to the steel blocks problem.

The data in this study are certainly consistent 3 with

The student expressed a belief that since the heavier

block "had" more force, not only would it exert a greater
force, it would push the li&hter block into the around.

In this case the student might consider the bowling ball to
be clearly more "force-full" because it is moving, it is
heavier, and it is more able to cause damage than the pin.
The two answers (of the five posaible incorrect answers)
consistent with this view of force are that the bowling ball
exerts a greater force than the pin or that the ball exerts
a force while the pin exerts no force at all.
Table 5 shows the overall percentage of students giving
answers consistent with this view of force for these six
problems.

Table 6 shows what percenta&e of incorrect

answers these particular incorrect answers represent.

Table 5

Thua,

for example, table 5 shows that on the pre-test 61% of the
PERCENTAGE OF ANSWERS CONSISTENT WITH

students gave answers for the stock cars problem which were

A CONCEPT OF FORCE AS AN INNATE PROPERTY OF OBJECTS

consistent with the view of force as an innate or acquired

(SCHOOL A: n • 23)

property, and table 6 shows that these particular incorrect
answers represent 701 of all incorrect answers for this
problem.

Pretest

Post test

On both the pre-teat and the post-teat, of the

students answering incorrectly, in all cases the answers
consistent with a concept of force as a property represented

Stock Cars

61%

57%

over 501 of the incorrect answers and for most problema was

Stationary Boxes

52

52

a much higher percentage.

Office Chairs B

83

52

Steal Blocks

78

43

problem.

100

95

bowling ball •has• more force than the pin since it is both

57

55

heavier and it is moving.

Bowler
Pulling Block A

Particularly striking are the results of the bowler
In this problem, students might tend to think the
This would translate into

answering that the bowling ball exerts a greater force than
the pin, which exerts a lesser force or no force at all.
All incorrect answers for these students were of this type
for this problem on both the pre-test and the post-teat.
Thus the data are consistent with the hypothesis that the

Tabla 6

great majority of students have a conception of force aa a
PERCENTAGE OF INCORRECT ANSWERS CONSISTENT WITH
A CONCEPT OF FORCE AS AN INNATE PROPERTY OF OBJECTS

property of object• as the great majority gave answers
consistent with this conception.

Further, traditional

instruction seems to have had a disappointingly low impact

(SCHOOL A: n • 23}

on this conception for these students.
Consequences of the view of force as a property.
Pretest

Poattest

Heller and Rei£ (1984) present a study indicating what
student

performance~

be if, among other things, they

Stock Cars

70%

77%

had a concept of force as an interaction between two

Stationary Boxes

57

74

objects.

In this study, Heller and Reif compared problem

Office Chairs B

91

91

solving performance under two different conditions, one of

Steel Blocks

94

83

which (the model condition) explicitly guided studenta to

100

100

81

86

Bowler
Pulling Block A

view the forces in the problems as arising from the
interaction of objects.

Subjects guided by the model

answered the quantitative problems correctly 901 of the time

45
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versus only 201 of the time for the control group,

(how many times have students used the words "the force of

indicatin& that a conception of force as an interaction

momentum• in a physics class?).

would aid problem solving if internalized by students.

modification of the concept itself.

Since the concept of force as an interaction between

What is necessary is a
This modified

conception of force should involve a deep understanding

two objects is at the heart of the third law, it seems from

(rather than a mere memorization) of the third law, that is,

these considerations that a careful and extended treatment

a concept of force as an interaction between two objects

of Newton's third law (also known as the law of action and

rather than as an innate or acquired property of objects.

reaction) may be quite important in an introductory physics
course.

Conclusion

If students acquire a deep understanding of the

third law, they might be much less apt to have difficulty
with both quantitative problema (as demonstrated by the

The results of this study indicate that high school

Heller and Reif study) and qualitative problems such as

students enter physics classes with preconceptions in the

those drawing out the wimpetusw misconception (cf.

areas of Newton's third law. Evidence from a post-course

McCloskey 1983) in which force is viewed as a property of a

test indicates that these preconceptions are persistent and

moving object caueing it to move with constant velocity.

difficult to overcome with traditional instructional

A simple solution?

A possible solution to students'

techniques.

The data from this study are consistent with

difficulties with the concept of force as an innate or

the hypothesis that the persistence of preconceptions

acquired property of objects is to simply re-label their

concerning the third law may result from students' general

naive concept of force by calling it, for example,

naive view of force as a property of single objects rather

•momentum• or •kinetic energy• since both of these can be

than as a relation between objects.

properties of an object and both do depend on the object's
mass and speed.

But this is not a satisfactory solution for

We have argued that the consequences of such a view of
force extend well beyond problems explicitly treating the

at least two reasons: 1) momentum or kinetic energy do not

third law to all problems, both quantitative and

~motion

qualitative, which deal with forces.

(as students view force causing motion), they

are simply properties of a moving object arising as a result

This suggests that

ideas concerning the third law, which makes explicit the

of the motion of that object, and 2) momentum and kinetic

relational quality of forces, may play a more important role

ener1y vary with the frame of reference.

than is ordinarily granted in teaching.

If a student were

Helping students

to simply re-label his conception of force to be, for

develop a mature conception of force will undoubtedly

example, momentum, he might well ask how an object could

involve an extended and multipronged approach, but we submit

have a lot of force (or strength or forcefulness) in one

that innovative strategies for teaching the third law should

frama of reference and none from another perspective.
Conceptual change necessary.

For the above reasons,

re-labelin& the student's naive concept of force is not
a satisfactory solution to the problem of the naive view of
force as a property and may lead to even areater confusion

comprise a significant part of the unit on forces and
Newton's laws rather than receiving the cursory treatment
which it has usually been afforded.

this conflict of influences in fULLING BLOCKS B, data is
presented here only for PULLING BLOCKS A.
1) We are currently expanding the data base for this study

S) Problem described in Maloney (1984).

and additional data should be available in the fall of
1987.
2) Of course even "contact" forces are considered

A special note of thanks to David Palmer and Jill

electromagnetic forces acting at a distance on the atomic
or molecular level.

However, on the macroscopic level,

the distinction between "contact forces" and "forces at a
distance• provides a helpful dichotomy.
3) It is of course impossible to attribute a particular type
of reasoning to students without clinical interview data
simply based on students' choices on a multiple choice
diaanostic.

However, in preliminary clinical interviews

and in prior studies (e.g. Brown and Clement, 1987},
studenta have often been observed to maintain that the
greater force in an interaction is due to one object's
"havina• more force.

In particular, in collision

problema students have been observed to maintain that a
mavins object has more force prior to a collision with a
atationary object of the same weight and thus exerts the
areater force during the collision.
4) Maloney (1984} describes a study designed to explore
which of several of these factors are most important in
determining students' answers to problems such as the
pulling blocks problema.

In particular he examines

whether students view the mass of an object or whether
the object acta as an agent of causation as more
important in determining their answer to the question of
which object exerts the greater force.

In fULLING BLOCKS

A presented here, block A is both heavier as well as
beina the agent of causation in the interaction, pulling
block B to tha left, whereas in PULLING BLOCKS B, A is
heavier but it is not the agent of causation.

Because of

Shimabukuro for their assistance in data analysis.
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Appendix

equal size.
4) Only the first exerts (or feels) a force.

This appendix contains the questions asked on the
diagnostic.

These are divided into two main categories:

5) Only the second exerts (or feels) a force.
6) Neither exerts (or feels) a force.

those questions which can be answered with a knowledga of
Newton's third law, and those concerning friction.

For all

of the questions, students were asked to indicate their

STOCK CARS

confidence using the scale below.
At a demolition derby, one stock car weighing 2000 lbs. runs
0

Just a
blind guess

1

2

Not very

Fairly

I'm sure

standing still.

confident

confident

I'm right

compare the force experienced by each car.]

3

Third Law questions

[The question then asks the student to

STATIONARY BOXES

Six answer format questions.
are divided into two categories.

The third law questions
In the first category are

those questions which used a format of six choices for the
possible answerst

head-on at 20 MPH into another identical stock car which is

These questions asked the student to

consider the possible existence and relative magnitude of
two forces from two different objects.

For all of these

problems except one the correct answer is choice number

A warehouse worker is strong enough to slide a large box A
up against a smaller box B.

He then tries to move both

boxes at once as shown in the picture, but 'he is not strong
enough and nothing moves.

Think about whether A exerts a

force on B and whether B exerts a force on A while he is
pushing but unable to move them.

three, that both objects exert {or feel) a force and these
forces are equal in magnitude.

The one problem for which

this is not the correct answer is the three boxes problem.
For this problem the correct answer is that the lowest block
(block C) exerts the greater force.

The six possible

choices ware:

3COib
l~lb

1) Both exert (or feel) a force, but the first exerts {or
feels) a greater force.
2) Both exert (or feel) a force, but the second exerts (or
feels) a greater force.
3) Both exert (or feel) a force, and these forces are of

A

B
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OFFICE CHAIRS B

STEEL BLOCKS

Two students who both weigh 120 lbs. sit in identical

A large steel block weighing 200 lbs. rests on a small steel

rolling office chairs facing each other.

block weighing 40 lbs.

Student A places

his bare feet on student B's knees, as shown below.

Think

as shown below.

Think about whether

A exerts a force on B and whether B exerts a force on A.

about whether A exerts a force on B and whether B exerts a
force on A when A kicks outward.

BOWLER
A bowling ball weighing 16 lbs. hits a bowling pin
weighing 4 lbs.

A

B

[The question asks the student to compare

the force the ball exerts on the pin with the force the pin
exerts on the ball.]

MOSQUITO
On a day with no wind,
a mosquito lands on

HANDSPRINGS

top of the Washington
Monument.

Think about

As shown in the diagram below, you are holding two springs,

whether the mosquito

a strong, stiff one and a weak, soft one, between your

exerts a force on the

hands.

monument and whether

compressing the springs a bit against each other.

the monument exerts a

hold your hands still in this position with the springs

force on the mosquito

somewhat compressed, which of the following choices is true?

You move your hands a few inches closer together,
When you

while it is resting

[The question asks the student to compare the force the left

there.

hand feels with the force the right hand feels.]

STRONG WEAK
LEFT

HAND
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THREE BOXES

OFFICE CHAIRS A

Three boxes are stacked on top of each other with the

Two students who both weigh 120 lbs. sit in identical

lightest on the bottom and the heaviest on the top.

Think

rolling office chairs facing each other.

Student A places

about whether the top and bottom blocks A and C exert a

his bare feet on student B's knees, as shown below.

force on the middle block B.

student A kicks outward, B moves to the right.

[This question concerns a

non-example situation in that the forces to be compared are
not equal.

to A?

When

What happens

[See the diagram above for office chairs B}

The correct answer is that block C exerts the

greater force.}

1) A moves left

(<----)

2) A moves right

(---->)

3) A remains motionless

MAGNETS
(

Two magnets are securely fastened to opposite sides of a
cart, and aligned so as to repel each other, as shown in the
Questions using a different format.

The following

diagram.

The cart is sturdy so the repulsion between the

questions, which can also be answered with a knowledge of

magnets cannot break the cart sides.

Newton's third law, were asked in a format different from

stronger than the other, and we place the magnets as shown

the six answer format above.

in the diagram so that they push away from each other, what

Since there is not a standard

format for the choices for these questions, the actual

will happen to the cart?

choices are presented with each problem.
~trang

LAMP

Jim buys a new floor lamp and leaves it standing in the
corner of his room.

Which of the following do you think is

true?
1) It will move left (<----)
1) The floor exerts an upward force on the floor lamp.

2) It will move right (---->)

2) The floor does not exert an upward force on the floor

3) It will remain motionless

lamp.

wur

If one magnet is much
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Friction Questions

PULLING BLOCKS A5
Two blocks are hooked together and pulled by a rope on a
horizontal surface.

The rope pulls the blocks so that they

accelerate at a constant rate.

Think about whether one

block, A or B, is exerting a larger force on the other
block, or whether the forces they exert on each other are
equal.

The following questions all concern friction.

Although

they cannot be answered simply with a knowledge of Newton's
third law, they do deal with the directional aspect of force
and are thus informative in a discussion of students'
misconceptions of the third law.

Again, because the types

of answers are not standardized, the actual choices are

Which one below is true?

included with the problems.

A

SUITCASE
' I

I'

l I (

A suitcase slides from a ramp onto the steel floor of the
baggage area at an airport.

While it is still sliding on

the floor, which one of the following sentences explains why
the suitcase stops?

l) A exerts a larger force
2) B exerts a larger force
3) The forces are equal

PULLING BLOCKS B5
In the next case below two different blocks are being
accelerated to the riaht.

Which one below is true?

1) The floor pulls down on the suitcase, causing it to stop,
2) There is a frictional resistance to the motion of the
suitcase, but it is not in any particular direction.

~ --~
~~!II

Ill I

3) The floor does not exert a force on the suitcase which
affects its motion, but the weight of the suitcase pushes
down against the floor.
4) The floor exerts a force on the suitcase in the direction
opposite to the suitcase's motion causing it to stop.

1) A exerts a laraer force
2) B exerts a laraer force
3) The forces are equal

5) Other (explain).
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CRATE A

BOOK PILE

A man tries to push a crate

Twenty large books are

weighing 400 lba, but he cannot

stacked in a pile in

move it.

Roger'a garage, and

While he is pushing to

the right, is friction one of the

Roger wants to read

forces acting on the crate in

the black one in the

this situation?

middle.

1) YES

2) NO

~llllllll~

CRATE B

He tries to

pull it horizontally
out of the pile

~~
~

without taking the
books above it off,

F

but can't move it.
This is primarily
because:

~

If you said YES above, which is larger, the force of the man
pushing, or the force of friction on the crate?

1) There is a frictional force exerted in a downward
direction on the book from the one above it.

A) The friction force is larger
B) The force of the man pushing is larger
C) These forces are the same size

2) There are frictional forces acting horizontally on the
book.
3) The book's inertia opposes Roger's pulling force.
4) Gravity pulls down on the book

If you said NO above, think about whether the block exerts a
force on the man while he is pushing.

5) Roger exerts the only force on the book, but the book is
trapped becauae of the number of books on top of it.
6) Other (explain).

D) The block exsrts a force on the man
B) The block doe• not exert a force on the man, it's just in
the way.
References

F) The block exerts a force on the man that is equal to his
pushin& force.
G) The block exerts a force on the man that is larger than
hia pushing force.
H) The block exerts a force on the man that is smaller than
his pushin& force.
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MISCONCEPTIONS IN PHYSICS
BRAZILIAN STUDENTS.*

1

RESEARCH FINDINGS AMONG

Bernardo Buchweitz
Marco Antonio Moreira**
Inatituto de Fisica
U~iversidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul
90049 Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil

Introduction
In recent years several studies concerning students
misconceptions in physics have been carried out with
students enrolled in introductory physics courses at the
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Brazil.
These studies have been done or advised by a group of
physics professors -- known as the physics education group
-- of the Department of Physics of this University. This
group has been working for the improvement of physics
education both at local and regional levels since 1967;
research in physics education, although in small scale and
with quite limited resources, also began in 1967 at UFRGS.
Many reasons could be identified as important stimuli
to lead the group to perform research studies related to
students conceptions and alternative conceptions -- or
misconceptions as they are usually called -- in physics. Of
course, there is an international trend in this direction,

* Work partially supported by the following Brazilian
agencies 1 CHPq, CAPES, and PINEP.
**Presently a Visiting Pellow at Cornell University,
Department of Education, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853.

but, certainly, one of the most relevant reasons to do this
kind of research is that concepts and their relationships
play an essential role in a science such as physica.
Emphasis on the importance of concepts in the process of
learning is shared by authors such as Gowin (1981) by
claiming that •people think with concepts•, Gagne (1977,
p.l85) in pointing out that •the a'cquisition of concepts is
what makes learning possible•, and Ausubel et al. (1978,
p.88) by saying that •anyone who pauses long enough to give
the problem some serious thought cannot escape the
conclusion that we live in world of concepts rather than in
world of objects, events, and situations•. On the other
hand, in the light of Ausubel's theory the most important
single factor affecting students' learning is their existing
knowledge prior to instruction. In this view, learning
(conceptual change in learner's cognitive structure)
involves the interaction of new knowledge with existing
knowledge (conceptions and alternative conceptions).
This paper summarizes the research findings concerning
students misconceptions already done at UFRGS. As it will be
reported, these findings tend to show that the target
population holds the same kinds of alternative conceptions
held by similar student populations in other countries. This
fact may be interpreted as additional evidence of external
validity for research results previously found by other
people in the area of misconceptions in physics, and this is
the major value claimed by the authors for this paper.
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At present, research studies in this area continue to
be performed and are being extended to neighboring
universities. Furthermore, they are progressing toward the
development of educative materials and teaching strategies
for a particular student population, using their previously
identified knowledge basis.

in
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Tbe studies

(Shipstone, 1984), according to which the electric current
leaves both terminals of ~ battert and is consumed within

Alternative conceptions in electricity among college
students have been investigated by Domingue~ and Moreira
(1985, 1986, 1967). The subjects of their stu~y were
twenty-six engineering students enrolled in an introductory
electromagnetism course at UFRGS, in 1984. Clinical
interviews were used to detect alternative conceptions held
by the students concerning the concepts of electric field,
electric current intensity, electric potential, and electric
potential difference in simple electric circuits. In
addition, the work examined the permanence of these
alternative conceptions after instruction. The results
showed that the clinical interviews proved to be a very
useful technique for identifying certain students'
alternative conceptions and that, in general, these existing
conceptions remained almost unaltered after instruction
(Moreira and Dom!nguez, 1987). Prior to instruction, most of
students responses suggested the following misconceptions

circuit elements, was also detected in at least one student
(Moreira and Dominguez, 1986).

&)Electric Field: students do not consider electric
field as a vector, confuse it with electric force, and
believe that it is some kind of finite atmosphere
surrounding an electric charge (Dominguez and Moreira,
1987).

b)Electric Current Intensity1 students consider that a
constant current •leaves• the terminal (either positive or
negative) of a battery independent of the resistors existing
in the circuit; it depends only on the battery. They also
co~ider that this current is consumed or transformed into
energy , in a aeries circuit, by every circuit component it
finds on •tta way•. The electric current, thus, is not
conserved, part of it is used or transformed each time it
•crosses• a component. The •clashing currents" model

c)Electric Potential Difference: students emphasize
electric current rather than electric potential difference
in analysing simple electric circuits; they mix up electric
potential difference and electric current, or consider that
electric potential difference is a consequence of electric
current and not its cause (~oreira and Dominguez, 1986),
d)Elactric Potential: not a single student evoked a
meaningful conception or alternative conception concerning
this concept. It seems that prior to instruction students do
not assign even functional meanings to this concept
(DomfnguP.~ and Moreira, 1996).
After instruction , only five out of seventeen students
changed their conceptual understanding meaningfully from
existing alternative conceptions to scientific concepts.
There was therefore a poor progress of the students in
learning scientific concepts.
Another investigation (Silva, 19S6: Silva and Moreira,
1986, 1997) carried out with nineteen physics and chemistry
students was concerned primarily with the identification of
students' alternative conceptions of temperature, heat, and
internal energy before and after instruction. Data obtained
from interviews made it possible to detect and organize
categories of conceptions of temperature and heat, such as "
the concepts of temperature and heat were confused•, and
•temperature is the amount of heat a body contains•. The
results also showed that some students' existing alternative
conceptions tended to remain the same after they had been
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exposed to instruction on these subjects, e.g., •heat is a
substance which can be stored within a body". On the other
band, aost students bad no single conception of internal
energy, even after instruction.
Analysing data gathered from several thousands of
students' answers to some multiple-choice items of the
physics entrance examination of UFRGS during five years, Axt
(1986) identified the existence of spontaneous conceptual
structures, a kind of alternative •1aws" of motion, which
conflict with the formal Newton's la~s of motion. Students'
responses were found to offer evidence of most of the usual
alternative conceptions in this area of physics, which were
already widely reported (e.g., Gilbert and Watts, 1983), and
can be summarized as follows :
a)lf a body is moving there is a force acting on it in
the direction of movement.
b)Constant motion requires a constant force.
c)lf a body is not moving, there is no force acting on
it.
A teat having 15 multiple-choice items on physics was
designed by Silveira et al.(l986) to detect whether or not a
student possesses the Ne~tonian conceptions of force and
motion. The five options provided for each item contained
the scientific conception (correct option) and some known or
suspected alternative conception. This test was administered
to different groups of undergraduate students. Their scores
were analysed by ••ana of statistical tests in order to
gather evidences of validity for this instrument. Data
offered evidence of predominance of alternative conceptions
aaong students. This study also involved an experi•ent
carried out with 69 enginnering students distributed in two
sections. These students were taught by being first
presented to alternative conceptions as if they were

scientifically accepted, then inconsistencies were
progressively introduced to pave the W&i for th~
introduction of scientific conceptions. The aforementioned
test was administered to both groups before and after
instruction. Statistical analysis of data gathered at this
time indicated that the score differences between posttest
and pretest were statistically significant for the treatment
group, which offered evidence of students' conceptual
change.
A similar test is being developed to detect whether or
not students have the notion of conservation of electric
current. The point in constructing and validating paper and
pencil tests to detect whether or not a student has a
certain conception is that thej might be used in classroom
situations. So far, the best instrument to investigate
students' previous kno~ledge, including conceptions and
misconceptions, is the clinical interview; however, it is
not adequate for classroom purposes since it is time
consuming and requires expertise. But research data gathered
through clinical intervie~s can be used as a basis for
constructing tests which can be easily administered and
evaluated. This is exactly what is being attempted at UFRGS
with the development of these tests. Nevertheless, besides
tests, concept mapping is also being tried as a possible
strategy to detect and to deal with misconceptions (Moreira,
1987).
In addition to the development of instruments to detect
alternative conceptions, new studies are being currentli
performed using clinical interviews in order to identify
aisconceptions in other areas of physics, as well as to
gather adequate information to prepare instructional
materials and teaching strategies which take into account
specifically relevant aspects of students' prior knowledge.
One of these studies is being carried out to
investigate students' understanding of optics, particularly

conceptions related to reflection, refraction, interference,

which a new concept or proposition (a subsumer) is

and diffraction. Preliminary data suggest, again, that

assimilated under a more inclusive concept or idea already

students' conceptions and alternative conceptions are almost

existing ir the cognitive structure. The product of such

the same before and after instruction (Belle and Buchweitt,

interaction is

1987), Another research (Gravina, 1987) already started (the

interactional product suggests that not only the new

pilot study was conducted last semester) in order to

information

identify additional alternative conceptions in electricity

modified in the assimilation process. However, when the new

and to test educative materials and teaching strategies

information is perceived as a mere example, as just another

specially designed to effect conceptual change from

instance, of the subsumer it changes very little. This is

alternative to scientific conceptions, using student's prior

called derivative subsumption. On the other hand, when the

knowledge as starting point.

new information is perceived as some sort of extension of

~

A'a'. The use of superscripts in this

but also the existing subsumer

A are

the subsumer, as related but not implicit in it, the process
Conclusion

is called correlative subsumption and implies a more
substantial .edification of the subsumer.

This paper summari:es results of research studies
carried out at UFRGS to investigate students conceptions and
misconceptions -- or alternative conceptions -- in physics.

Ausubel suggests that assimilation probably
facilitates retention, and in order to explain how new
information recently acquired can be recalled separately
from the anchoring idea he proposes that during a certain

As it was said at the beginning, one of the basic
reasons to do this kind of research is that students
previous conceptions and misconceptions play a crucial role

period of time the interactional product

students' learning is their existing prior knowledge. In the
light of this theory, meaningful learning involves the

is

dissociable, that is :
A'a' p

in subsequent learning. According to Ausubel's theory, for
example, the most important single factor influencing

~·

A'

+

a'

However, immediately after assimilation a second
process -- which he calls obliterative subsumption -- starts
: new information becomes spontaneous and progressively less
dissociable from their anchoring ideas until they are no

interaction of new knowledge with existing knowledge
longer reproducible as individual entities. That is, the
(contextually accepted conceptions as well as alternative
conceptions). To Ausubel, subordinate meaningful learning,
or the so-called assimilation principle, is a process in

dissociability of

~·

decreases until it is reduced ju•t

to A' ,i.e., the 110dified

subsumer.
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Differently from meaningful learning, rote learning is

Referenc!_s_

defined as a process in which new information is arbitrarily
and literally stored in cognitive structure with no
interaction with existing subsumers.
These highlights of Ausubel's theory provide a
framework for a possible interpretation of the results
reported in this paper. This interpretation is presented
here as a concluding remark :
When a misconception serves as subsumer for new
learning, the final result of the process is the modified
misconception, i.e., the misconception with some additional
meanings. Nevertheless, since this modification might be
quite small, this result in some cases is almost the
original misconception. This would explain the stability of
misconceptions found in the studies referred in this paper.
On the other hand, when students do not have subsumers
to link the new concept or proposition, or do not perceive
any relation between the existing subsumers (misconceptions
or not) and the new information, they will rote learn this
information assigning no meaning to it. This hypothesis
would explain why concepts like electric potential and
internal energy did not seen to have even functional
..anings for the students who were the subjects of studies
referred in this paper.
Of course, this is just a preliminary attempt of
interpreting research findings on misconceptions in the
light of Ausubel's theory. A more complete interpretation is
being currently attempted by the authors.
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"HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' IDEAS ABOUT ENERGY OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS"

component) and the way the reaction takes place (structural component).

Cachapuz, A.F. and Martins, I.P.

University of Aveiro, Portugal

Also, the topic of energy, namelly the principle of energy conservation,
is only introduced in grade 9 in the physics course and with no 1inks

1 - INTRODUCTION

with the chemistry course, a 1though the teacher in both courses is the
same. Thus for beginning chemistry students (grades 8 and 9) one may

This study

describes an investigation of misconceptions held

reasonab 1y

predict

the

two

above

aspects

interfering with

proper

by Portuguese secondary students about the processes of energy changes

learning. Further, inadequate representations elaborated in this domain

associated with a chemical reaction.

in the earlier years may later become barriers to conceptual change as
suggested by research on students' misconceptionsin other content areas

In Portugal,

the

topic of chemical

reactions

is formally

introduced in grade 8 (age 14). At this level the idea of chemical

(see Driver and Erickson, 1983; Gilbert and Watts, 1983, for reviews).
It follows that this is an important domain of enquiry.

change is simply equated in terms of the separation/reorganization of
atoms with no mention of the nature of the chemical bonds involved as

2 - RESEARCH QUESTIONS

this is only elaborated in grade 10; notions of exothermic/endothermic
processes are introduced in the usual manner (heat given out/heat taken
in).

The study aims to investigate the following questions:

In grade 11 (age 17) the above aspects are refined and energy
a) What conceptions are used by Portuguese secondary students

changes are now explained in terms of a formal model involving the ideas
to explain the energy changes associated with a spontaneous
of bond breaking/bond fermi ng and associ ated entha 1py changes. At this
endothermic reaction, in particular: (i) whether structural
stage students become familiar with the notion of internal energy.
and

energetic

aspects

are

articulated;

(ii)

how

the

principle of conservation of energy is used.
An

important

type

of

chemistry course are spontaneous
recognized

to

be

conceptua 11 y

changes

which

are

studied

in

the

endothermic reactions. These have been
d i ffi cu 1t

for

secondary

students

(Johnstone et al. 1977). Part of the trouble probably derives from an
Inadequate analogy with mechanical systems (e.g. fall of bodies) where
spontaneity is

usually related with energy being

evolved. However,

little is known about students'misconceptions in this domain.
Unt i1 grade 11, Portuguese students are not forma 11 !' taught
the relationship between the processes of energy changes (energetic

b) How different

these conceptions differ between students

from different grades?
c) Which possible reasons lie behind existing misconceptions?

explain what they had observed using a semi-structured interview format.

3 - METHOD

Typical Questions were; "What happens to the NH,Cl?" or "How do you
A) The sample (N

30) was formed by two instructional groups:

15 subjects from grade 9 (average age 15; 10 males) and 15 subjects from

grade 11 (average age 17

15 males). Subjects were randomly selected

from an initial group of volunteers drawn from mix ability classes of a
high school located In an urban area of Portugal. In each sub-group
studentshad been exposed to the same chemistry course and also had the

explain the temperature fall?". The interviews were tape recorded and
later transcribed in written protocols. These were subseQuently analysed
to extract students'
Erickson

(1979).

categories:

ideas following closely the method proposed by

Ideas

structural

were

organized

component

under

category

two content

and

energetic

oriented
component

category.

same teacher. All had already been taught the principle of conservation
of energy.

4 - RESULTS
B) The experimental task consisted in dissolving NH.Cl (lOg)
in H2 0 (50 cm 1 )*. The average temperature fall was
was dissolved. The reaction took place in a 100

em~

-12.9~C.

Results

All NH .. Cl

insulated container

(with thermometer and stirrer) so that thermal energy transfer with the

obtained

for

each

content category are presented

first. Tentative relationships between the two content categories are
then analysed.

environment was minimized. This design was intended to promote cognitive
conflict involving the idea of energy conservation.

4.1 - Structural component

C) Students were interviewed individually during the summer of

Five basic ideas were used by students to explain the way the

1984. No time limit was set and the average time spent with each student

reaction took place (Tab 1e 1). The overa 11 resu 1ts may be ration a 1i zed

was 40 min.

Tipically the experiment was first demonstrated by the

in terms of a model of chemical change involving the attibute of the

researcher. Subjects were then reQuested first to describe and then to

permanent nature of substance (Meheut et al. 1983). As the three last
ideas closely correspond to misconceptions already referred to in the

* As

it involves deep structural changes with separation of ionic
entities and not simply intermolecular changes (state of aggregation),
this transformation 1s better acknowlegded as a chemical change (Gil,
1974).

litterature though in other contexts (see Andersson, 1986 for a review)
only

details

concerning

following sections.

the

first two will

be dealt with

in the
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Table 1 - Ideas used to explain the chemical change
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serial

interaction

is the concept which is closest to the acceptable

answer according to the teachers point of view.

<:

:::1

For references see: (*) Sholl um, 1982; (**) Cosgrove and Osborne (1991);
(***) Andersson ( 1986).

Principal reactant

The"e

is

an

interacthn

between

the

two

'eactants

but

structural changes only take place in NH,Cl; the water remains unchanged

understanding of the chemical change. No one conception is acceptable

and only plays a passive ro e:

acccrding to

Jose (grade 11)
"The bonds in the ammonium chloride are
broken down and the water doesn't experience any change."

4.2

63

academic standards.

ENERGETIC COMPONENT

For the students, four conceptions were used to el<plain the
It is not c 1ear whether the fragments formed are NH: I Cl- ions
or

other

entities:

it's

(the

salt)

breaking

into

smaller

particles ... " The notion of a principal reactant may presuppose that
changes at microscopic level would only occur where changes are observed
at macroscopic 1eve 1, a view reflecting a perceptua 11 y guided mode 1 of

processes

of

energy

changes

(Table

2).

These

conceptions

may

be

organized under two categories according to whether students did equate
energy changes as the result of a process involving both reactants and
products (bilateral process) or simply the reactants or the products
(unilateral process)

chemical change. Thus it is highly predictable for heterogeneous systems
in which one of the reactants is not directly perceived (combustions) or
remains

apparently unchanged

(this

study).

probably reinforced by 1anguage habits:

Such a misconception

Table 2: Ideas used to explain energy changes

is

textbooks often mention "the

Also

relative

order

of

the

reactants

represented

in the

reaction

equation may be influential (the "principal reactant" would be the one
written in the first place)

Main features

Ideas

reaction of. .. with ... ", instead of "the reaction between ... and ... ".

%

I

Sequential
transfer

sequence model

I

temperature and energy not differentiated, hence energy was used; no energy
conservation.

I
any

the configuration of the results doesn't reveal

major differences between

suggesting the

the

two instructional

groups

thus

persistence of earlier misconceptions despite

formal

I
I

l

LJncoaeable

i

+
Other

II
'I
II

3 + 1
13.3%

4

7 + 4 = 11
36.7%

temperature and energy not differentiated; the energy is conserved, hence T
should remain constant.

between the reactants seem to be difficult (30% of subjects) and over
70% of the students 3re probably guided by perceptual features 1r t1eir

=2

3 + 5 =8
temperature and energy not differentia ted, hence energy was transferred to
26.6%
somewhere; energy conservation.
I

Dissipation

I can't
explain it

instruction. Ideas of chemical change involving some sort of interaction

0 + 2

6.7%

IAbsorption

To sum up,

N(grades 9+11)

2 + 3 ::: 5

i

16.7%

i

I

64 4.2.1 • Energy of the reaction is the result of a bilateral process

For these students conservation of energy involves the balance
of two terms, each corresponding to the same form of energy though

Sequential transfer

functionally different. "Non-bonding" energy seems to have the status of
a material

The energy associated with the chemical change results from a

substance

and

it's

not

excluded

that

the concepts of

temperature and energy were not fully differentiated.

two step process: firstly, there is energy absorption (bond breaking of
reactants); secondly, energy is evolved (bond forming of products). The

4.2.2 - Energy of the reaction is the result of a unilateral process

net effect is endothermic.
In this case the idea of a net effect was absent. A common
Miguel (grade 11): " ... the bonds (of reactants) break apart
and there is absorption of energy. Then, the atoms which come from the
water are linked with those coming from the ammonium chloride and energy
is evolved... this (energy evolved) is smaller than the energy
absorved ..• during the reaction there is energy consumption."

trait to all
energy)

a

answers was to identify temperature with energy (heat

common

misconception

for

sequence model
appreciate

in

energy

4.1

(Serial

Interaction).

transformations

(kinetic

They do
to

not seem to

potential)

at

the

molecular level; the process would simply involve a transfer of the

secondary students

(Erickson,

1979; Tiberghien, 1984). Such a misconception facilitated

cognitive

conflict

between

ideas

of

observation of the temperature fall.
Consistently, the two students who used this idea also used a

junior and

energy

conservation

and

the

Each of the three conceptions

be 1ongi ng to this category corresponds to a d1 fferent way used by the
students

of

solving

such

a

conflict.

An

important

influence

of

perceptual aspects of the task on the students' views should not be
excluded. They should, therefore, be regarded as tentative eKplanations.

energy eKi sting between the water mo 1ecul es, "non·bonding" energy, to
the bonds. The temperature of the water would depend on the amount of

Absorption

"non-bonding" energy and that would eKplain the temperature fall:
The energy decreases
Migue 1 (grade 11): "There is energy scattered between the
water molecules and it was absorved by the new bonds formed ... I think
that's it. The temperature is ... how can I put it? Let us say, it
res~lts from the energy not used in the bonds. But the total energy
inside (the container) is always the same".

inside the container because of the

temperature fall. Thus it was used during the process, probably absorved
by one or both the reactants:

Isabel (grade 9):
(stl.dent, S)

some energy was used.

(interviewer, !):

s

Why?

Carlos

The temperature decreases!

(grade

11):

The temperature (of the water)

decreases because energy was released ... the container isn't completely

How was the energy used?
S
Well, the container is insulated and energy can't get
through it, thus maybe the substance, that substance (arrmonium
chloride), kept the energy."

insulated. It (energy) comes out through these 1 ittle holes in the cover
(where the thermometer and the stirrer enter)".

The logic of this answer implies that endothermic reactions
These students achieved cognitive reconciliation assuming that
energy

which

is

"absorved"

doesn't

matter

when

considering energy

may be equated with a temperature increase of the surroundings

It also

reveals an inadequate understanding of thermal balance.

conservation. With a non-insulated system they would probably use the
I can't explain it

conception which is presented below.

Subjects consider that energy must be conserved but don't know

Dissipation

how to equate it with the observation of the temperature fall (which is
As

the temperature decreases

the

energy

decreases

hence

energy is transferred to somewhere outside the solution. Two basic ways

related with

an

overall

energy decrease).

Thus,

in

this case,

the

conceptual conflict was not solved.

were suggested for such an energy transfer:

(i) energy occupies the small space existing between the cover
of the container and the solution:

!:!.!1.2 (grade 9): " ... The energy comes out (of the so 1uti on) to
that sma 11 space ... to that area (under the cover) ... energy must have
been released because the temperature is like that (decreases)".

Filipe (grade 11): "The energy remains the
container. It can't come out because it's a thermal
temperature should also be the same! I am confused,
decreases and the energy is constant ... I don't see how

same inside the
insulator ... the
the temperature
it works!"

These students would probably use a "Dissipation" explanation
in the case of a non-insulated system.

To sum up, similar ide as were genera 11 y used by students of
(ii)
transf~rred

The

system

is

not

insulated.

Hence

to the environment, which becomes hotter:

energy

may

be

different grades to explai~ energy changes associated with the reaction.
As for the structural component (4.1) this result suggests that previous
-:nowl edge was probab 1y an important factor u

rr i sconcept ions seem to

65

66 have persisted despite formal instruction.

electric current flows in a circuit (Shipstone, 1982) and, in our view,
their use is consistent with a limited capacity memory model (Johnstone,

The results also suggest that the principle of conservation of

1980).

1n fact,

understanding of energy changes associ a ted with a

energy might have been accepted but not properly understood. Students in

chemical reaction implies a hollistic perception of the reacting system

grade 11 weren't able to appreciate the

kinetic to

involving the coordination within and between two sub-systems, hence a

potential energy at molecular level and to equate temperature in terms

high level of information. Use of a sequence model may be a way to lower

of

memory overload.

average

kinetic

energy

conceptually less demanding

of

conversion

particles.

Rather,

transfer models.

of

they

have

used

As referred to in the

Introduction, the conservation of energy was introduced in the physics

5. CONCLUSIONS

course. It is not because students are able to properly conceptualize
the

conversion of kinetic to potential energy in a physics context

The main goal

of science education is to promote concept

(where it can be directly observed with the help of mechanical systems}

learning, for concepts are what we think with. Teachers and curriculum

that ideas about energy conversion will be properly used in a chemistry

deve 1opers, a 1though genera 11 y competent in their subjects may not be

context where

fami 1iar with students' conwnon misconceptions. Improvements in student

the

conversion

of

one

form

of

energy into another

essentially lies beyond personal experiences and have to be equated in

learning can be brought about if they are more knowledgeable about the

terms of i nterna 1 energy. Teachers should be aware of such a cruci a 1

nature of students' misconceptions and how to plan instruction so as to

difference.

promote conceptual change.

Over 901 of the students did not articulate energy changes
with

the

way

the

reaction

took

have

The results of this investigation suggest that the topic of

conceptua 1 i zad these two re 1a ted aspects as two i ~dependent bits of

chemical reactions in secondary chemistry curriculum in Portugal should

Information. In particular: (I) the relation of a net effect of energy·

be carefully redesigned. First, the timing of introduction of certain

with structural

key

aspects was absent;

place.

(ii)

reactants or products, was considered.

Students

appear

to

only part of the system,

Except for students using a

ideas

transferring

subjects to exp 1a in both the s tructura 1 and the energetic component.

automatic.

e~o 1a in

how

energy

conservation)

and

its coordination between

different subject areas should be under close scrutiny. The process of

sequence model no coherent pattern emerged for ideas used by individual

Sequence mode 1s were also used by secondary students to

(e.g.

Inadequate

new

information
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HOW STUDENT CONCEPTIONS OF THE NATURE OF CHEMISTRY
AND MATHEMATICS INFLUENCE PROBLEM SOLVING

carolyn carter and George Bodner
Purdue University
Department of Chemistry

Students beliefs about the nature of
chemistry and mathematics and about
learning and problem solving in these
disciplines establish a psychological
context for problem solving. The focus
of this study is the role beliefs serve
in limiting strategy selection during
problem-solving and in determining the
conceptions students form during their
chemistry and mathematics courses.
Our results show evidence that beliefs
influence (1) selection of algorithms;
(2) the degree to which students rely upon
algorithms; (3) willingness to examine
concepts and to attempt alternate
solutions when solving problems; (4)
decisions as to when a problem is solved;
(5) the degree of evaluation (6)
confidence in one's solution; (7)
perceptions of what tasks and problems
are 11 fair 11 or solvable; and (8) basic
approaches to learning and studying
chemistry, such as determining the
appropriateness of relational or
instrumental approaches.
The Role of Beliefs in Science and Mathematics
Recent research in mathematics education has
examined student beliefs about the nature of
mathematics and learning in mathematics, as well
as the relationship of these beliefs to both

learning and problem solving. Research on the
developmental processes of adults, such as that
by Perry (1968), Buerke (1981), and Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule (1985) has also
emphasized the importance of epistemology to
learning within disciplines such as mathematics
and science.
This paper will describe the results of two
recently-completed studies of beliefs and how
these studies relate to misconceptions. One study
was an investigation of the relationship between
beliefs and problem solving in general chemistry
(Carter, 1987). The other was a study of mathanxious individuals in a course designed to help
them overcome their anxiety and become successful
with mathematics by changing their mathematical
beliefs (Yackel and carter, 1987).
eeliefs
Students have many beliefs about learning in
chemistry and mathematics and about the nature of
problem-solving. These beliefs are central to
what our students learn because they "establish
the psychological context" for work in science
and mathematics (Schoenfeld, 1985) . Beliefs
determine the nature of the strategies our
students use in studying and learning chemistry
or mathematics, and in solving chemistry or
mathematics problems (Frank, 1985; Carter, 1987).
Schoenfeld (1985), proposed a framework for
problem-solving that incorporates 4 factors:
resources, heuristics, control strategies, and
belief systems. The first category, resources,
contains the individual's knowledge of mathematics
that can be used in the problem, and includes
concepts, intuition, and algorithms. Heuristics
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refer to generalized strategies and techniques,
such as drawing figures, working related problems,
working backwards, trial and error, etc. Control
strategies include meta-cognitive stages or acts
such as planning, monitoring and decision-making.
The fourth, overarching, factor is belief systems,
or the individual's world view of the discipline.
Beliefs determine what knowledge or problem
strategies are seen as relevant in a given
context. students who use formal knowledge or a
given strategy in one context will not necessarily
use that knowledge or strategy in another context,
because they do not believe it is useful or
applicable.
Many students believe that chemical or
mathematical knowledge is handed down by
authorities and that they are not capable of
understanding or discovering this knowledge.
Thus, if they forget a formula or an algorithm,
they are stuck. They can't derive an equation or
develop a problem-solving strategy on their own.
They must accept the algorithms we present them
at face value, without trying to understand these
ideas or relate them to other ideas. Skemp (197a)
calls such beliefs "instrumental". Students who
have instrumental beliefs view knowledge as a
series of rules without reason. These beliefs
drive the student's approach to learning.
Students who have constructed instrumental
beliefs about mathematics expect that
future classroom mathematics experiences
will fit these beliefs. They intend to
rely on an authority as the source of
knowledge, they expect to solve tasks by
employing formal procedures that have
been explicitly taught, they expect to
identify superficial cues when they read
word problem statements, and so forth.
(Cobb, 19a6)

Types of Belief§
We found students to have beliefs about the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.
9.

The nature of chemistry or mathematics.
Their ability to do chemistry or
mathematics.
How (and why) chemistry and mathematics
should be taught.
The role of the teacher.
The role of the student.
How one should study and learn chemistry
or mathematics.
How one goes about solving problems.
The definition of a problem.
strategies appropriate when solving a
particular problem.

These beliefs influence:
1. The student's selection of algorithms.
2. The degree to which the student relies
upon algorithms.
3. The student's willingness to examine
concepts and attempt alternate solutions
when solving problems.
4. The student's decision as to when a
problem is solved.
5. The degree to which the student evaluates
the solution.
6. The degree to which the student is
confident of the solution.
7. The student's perception of what tasks
and problems are "fair" or solvable.
a. The student's basic approaches to learning
and studying chemistry or mathematics.

To illustrate the central role of beliefs,
this paper will use excerpts from interviews with
two students (Lynne and C. J.) enrolled in a
college general chemistry course. These students
were in the mainstream course for science and
engineering majors at Purdue. Lynne and c. J.
are illustrative of two epistemologies and two
approaches to learning chemistry. Although this
paper focuses on individual students the model
for the influence of beliefs drawn from these
individuals is transferable to all students
interviewed. This paper will then use excerpts
from interviews with one student (John) in the
math anxiety study to illustrate that changing
beliefs about the nature of a discipline can
create a psychological context in which students
can learn relationally and begin to overcome their
misconceptions.
Instrumental Ungerstanding ang Receiveg Knowlegge
Lynne's beliefs about chemistry could be
described as instrumental. To her, chemistry was
many loosely-connected or totally unconnected
rules and procedures. Chemistry, was not a
subject of which she could make sense. Her view
of learning chemistry was one of total reliance
on authorities such as texts and teachers.
L: It's a subject that some things you
aren't too sure about. I mean, no one is
really definite about. You just have to
believe that they're right. And, a lot
of things are really abstract. You just
have to kinda deal with it.
c:

just have to believe. Like, half of it,
I would say.
To Lynne, chemistry was not a science or a
way of looking at the world. Instead it was a
subject she learned in school, something she just
had to accept at face value from some remote,
nameless authority.
Lynne was totally dependent on these
authorities when operating in a chemistry context.
When involved in chemistry tasks (but not in nonchemistry tasks) her transcripts were full of the
word "they." She talked about what "they" wanted
her to do, the strategies "they" wanted her to
use, and what "they" said about learning
chemistry.
This remote, externalized
(Confrey, 1984) view of chemistry influenced
what she did when solving problems. For example,
after working unsuccessfully on a problem for a
considerable period of time Lynne described what
made the problem difficult.
There's a lot of variables involved and
it's like ~ want three different
things. You know, what ~ could of
done is break it down into three different
problems so you get one answer. When
~ ask you a question about that answer
you can keep bringing it down.
When Lynne was asked to break the problem down
into the three steps "they" should have broken it
into, she was shocked at the suggestion. After
she was prodded, she unsuccessfully attempted to
break the problem down into the steps. After
bailing out of the situation she still felt that
"they" should have broken it down for her.

How much of it don't you believe in?

L: A lot of it • . • • It's like, you
really don't know. You just have to
believe it. There's a lot of things you

Memorized solutions
Lynne's view of the role of authority in
chemistry meant that she relied heavily upon
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memorized solutions and problem types that she
had to be explicitly taught. She did not feel
capable of solving a chemistry problem based on
her own knowledge and reasoning processes. This
influenced her general approach to solving a
problem.
Write out what they give you. Try and
think of something else that is similar
to the problem that would give you
direction to work in. And think of some
similar examples.
Work like from the beginning of the
problem. Work it as far as sentences go,
and parts of sentences. And sometimes
when you do that some things in the
sentence that come first may not be done
till like in the middle or something. But
you have to read the problem and work it
in bits and pieces.
When presented with a chemistry problem Lynne
would read a phrase and immediately jot down an
equation or try and do a calculation. She did
not try and develop an overall representation
for the problem, or even read the problem
statement in its entirety. She just started
plugging in what she could, phrase by phrase.
(This is what she believed "they" expected her
to do).
When outside of the chemistry context or on
non-traditional chemistry tasks Lynne did not
exhibit this extreme reliance on authority. After
qualitatively reasoning through a non-traditional
gas law task she was asked whether she developed
qualitative representations for more traditional
gas-law problems.
No, because in gas laws you have the PV
• nRT. And you don't really think about
it. The first thing you gotta do is just
get the problem done. Oh -- sometimes,
if you want to check your answer and
you're not too confident about it.

Her goal was to get the problem done, not to
understand or learn from the problem-solving
process. She did not even think about developing
a representation, she just had to get an answer.
The only time she used qualitative reasoning was
when she wanted to check her answer. (Checking
her answer was very rare on the interview
problems.)
Received knowledge
While Lynne is what Skemp (1978) would call
an instrumental learner, Belenky, et.al. (1986)
would describe her as being at the epistemological
level of "received knowledge" For "received
knowers" words are central to the knowing process.
Lynne's knowledge comes from the words of others,
in this case, the authorities who write chemistry
texts and teach chemistry classes. These
authorities are the sources of truth. Belenky,
et. al, would describe Lynne as equating
"receiving, retaining, and returning the words
of authorities with learning."
(Or at least
with learning chemistry).
Lynne was confused and frustrated when asked
to solve problems instead of traditional textbook
exercises. She expected to be explicitly taught
any necessary strategies. She stored material in
her head without trying to assimilate it. It was
simply filed and reproduced on exams and quizzes.
Applying the material or working novel problems
on her own was unfair. Belenky et.al. (1986)
describe the learning strategies of received
knowers this way:
These women either 'get' an idea right
away or they do not get it at all. They
don't really try to understand the idea.
They have no notion, really, of

understanding as a process taking place
over time and demanding the exercise of
reason. They do not evaluate the idea.
They collect facts, but do not develop
opinions. Facts are true: opinions don't
count.
Students with instrumental beliefs or in the
position of "received knowledge" such as Lynne
tend to believe that scientific and mathematical
knowledge are absolute. Learning is a process of
internalizing absolute, disconnected bits of
knowledge and procedures along with the greater
surface cues that allow them to reproduce this
knowledge when asked to do so by an authority.
Beliefs and ~ontextual problem solving
Lynne's beliefs constrained the strategies she
could use when solving problems. Problem solving
in chemistry was merely a matter of reproducing
the appropriate patterns that she had been
repeatedly taught. However, she was free to use
creativity and reasoning on problems that were
in non-chemistry contexts, as illustrated by her
performance on the following task:
You are making homemade pizza. You have
1500 g of pizza dough, 105 slices of
pepperoni weighing 300 g, 150 pieces of
sausage weighing 450 g and 1200 g of
cheese.
How many complete pizzas can you make if
each pizza contains 250 g of dough, 25
slices of pepperoni, 30 pieces of sausage,
and 75 g of cheese?
What will be the total weight of all the
complete pizzas made?
This task was "concrete" to Lynne. She read the
question and immediately developed a viable
strategy. Even though she became confused at

times, she was always able to look at her work,
make sense of it, and recover from the confusion.
She knew when she was confused, and persisted in
working on the problem even when confused. She
evaluated each step several times, recalculated
and checked to make sure that her answers made
sense. When the task was complete she was
confident of her answer.
Immediately after completing the task, Lynne
was presented with a typical limiting-reagent
task.
A mixture containing 100 g of hydrogen
and 100 g of oxygen is sparked so that
water is formed. How much water is
formed?
Lynne's approach to this problem contrasted
sharply with her approach to the pizza task. She
immediately began working and came up with a snap
answer of 150 grams. She just plugged in the
numbers; she did not try to develop a qualitative
relationship, because she had a numerical
relationship. Since it was chemistry, something
she "just had to believe," she did not attempt to
make sense of the problem as she did with the
pizza task. She had to "just get the problem
done."
Her initial evaluation of the answer was only
that it was "weird." She started to write an
equation, but immediately decided that was
"stupid." Unlike the previous task, she had no
way of checking her answer. She did not make
connections between grams and moles as she had
with slices and grams. She did not persist in
seeking alternate solutions while working this
task.
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Misconceptions
Lynne's transcripts were permeated with
misconceptions. For example, she made no
distinction between atoms and molecules. Acid
"atoms" donated nuclear protons and elements
changed their identity in acidjbase reactions.
compounds could not react with other substances
because "their shells were full" and they were
stable. Lynne never attempted to make connections
between the qualitative and quantitative
representations of the concepts in chemistry or
even connections between the same concept used in
two different chemistry contexts. She became
very frustrated when she was asked "why 11 or when
given non-traditional problems because she saw no
need to make conceptual relationships. Her
knowledge was stored in thousands of individual
little boxes. There were no connections among the
boxes, because there was no need for connections.
Nothing in the chemistry course convinced
Lynne that her conceptions were not viable. To
her, the failures she experienced were failures
of her memory, not of her conceptual network.
Each specific instance was a new situation to
learn. There was no need to connect the
situations. If she made a mistake on a homework
problem or on an exam question it was because
she "forgot" something or had never seen a
particular problem type, not because there was a
problem with her understandings.
Lynne and other "received knowers" can be
qUite successful in courses that don't require
real problem-solving or conceptual integration.
For example, Lynne took the same chemistry course
over the next semester. She was very successful

this time in a course that was taught in a much
more memory- and algorithm- oriented fashion.
Relational learning and constry~ted Knowledge
Lynne's approach to chemistry can be
contrasted to that of c. J. To c. J., chemistry
was an extremely creative discipline. He disliked
memorization, and constantly struggled to
understand how and why. This understanding ~
chemistry. The teacher and text were not
authorities. They were there only to "expand his
mind" or occasionally explain difficult concepts
and provide insight by asking questions.
Practical applications of what he learned in
chemistry were important because c. J. believed
that he only understood a concept when he could
apply it to a new situation.
successfully completing an exercise was not
sufficient for c. J. He found non-routine
problems to be challenging and fun, not damaging
to his ego. Non-routine tasks were tests of his
relational approach to learning, which allowed
him to examine his understanding of concepts and
problem solving. They were not unfair situations
or tests of memory.
Aytonomoys learning
Lynne's idea of a good teacher was someone
who told her exactly what she needed to do, and
tested her over exactly what she was told. c. J,
had a different perspective. For c. J.
good teachers were creative and provided examples
that "give you like insight into different
problems. If you know how to do ~. you can
apply that to different things."
Teaching
assistants

shouldn't hand it down to you on platter
or something, but they should be able to
clear up what you don't understand from
the professors or the book. But they
shouldn't do your homework for you or
anything like that . . . . Its almost like
teaching by asking questions.
c. J. would rather have someone explain
concepts than work a problem for him. He
controlled his own learning. Because c. J. viewed
chemistry as something he could learn and do
creatively, he did not have to rely heavily upon
external sources or authorities for success. To
succeed in the chemistry course: 11 The most
important thing is like ME putting the time and
effort to it."
Understanding

c. J. tried to focus on general
relationships. His beliefs allowed him to explore
problems and use multiple strategies. His focus
was from the general to the specific. Unlike
Lynne, who focused entirely on right answers as
measures of understanding, c. J. believed that
right answers and good grades did not necessarily
imply understanding.
.•. like you do a problem and get the
right answer, that's not really important.
Just because you can do a problem, doesn't
mean you know chemistry. You have to
understand components involved in
chemistry, like why an element reacts
with another in a certain situation. I
mean, just using the proper equation
doesn't mean that you know it. I think
understanding is the important part.
Understanding lead to emphasis on intuition
and creativity for c. J. Understanding was part
of his view of intuition.

I like intuitive things - I hate
memorizing - if you understand why

something happens, you can usually work
through it, whereas if you just memorize
a formula, you forget the formula [and]
you don't know what's coming ..•. so I
usually try to think of things that
strengthen my understanding and not ways
a professor wants you to do it.
Understanding was c. J.'s goal, not good grades.
The important issue is whether or not a concept
makes sense.
Because he believed that the relations among
concepts are central to understanding chemistry,
C. J. felt that it is reasonable for teachers to
test for conceptual understanding. Thus, c. J.
believed it was fair to put unfamiliar questions
on exams, as long as students have the specific
background information -- a position in strong
opposition to Lynne's view.
While Lynne viewed creativity as alien to
chemistry, for c. J. creativity was an essential
part of the learning and problem-solving process.
He believed that to explain chemical concepts, or
even understand concepts, one has to be creative.
I think you'd have to be creative in how
you explain things - because chemistry is
-- you have to be kind of creative to
understand about atoms. Just to visualize
an atom is kind of [a) creative thing in
itself, because you're never going to see
one. You just think about and draw on
paper, but you're not going to actually
look at one.
c. J. was not always encouraged by his
teachers to be creative. He believed they often
encouraged use of algorithms without
understanding.
I hate to really set down a set of rules
and how you do something. A lot of ways
I've done things is different from the
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ways other people have done them. In high
school they don't like that. My calculus
teacher liked that but none of my other
teachers really liked it. I don't like
when somebody says "this is the way to do
something," because that's usually not
true.
Instead of being frustrated or confused by
multiple ways of working problems, c. J. wanted
to be encouraged in creativity. He felt
constrained by rules, unlike many of his
classmates who believe that learning chemistry
is learning rules and exceptions (Carter and
Brickhouse, 19a7). His self-confidence was strong
enough that he was able to continue approaching
chemistry creatively in spite of the disapproval
of most of his high school teachers and the vastly
different approach to chemistry of many of his
peers.
For example, c. J. did not consider the
following task a problem:
How many pennyweight of P4S10 (444
amu) are produced by the reaction of 0.50
pennyweight of Sa (256 amu) with excess
phosphorus?
4 P4 + 5 Sa
4 P4 s 10

--->

He decided that it was not necessary to know the
definition of a pennyweight, because he knew the
ratio. He quickly came up with an answer of which
he was quite confident. He noted, however:
Some of the people in my class would just
die when they saw this •.•. They're
totally just sticking by the books and I
more or less use the books to expand my
mind. I use it to think in different
ways and they use it to totally close
their thinking off . . . . Because of the
book, they set their ideas as like rigid
on how to do stuff, like that one.

He saw his classmates as being constrained by
their rigid ideas based on algorithms from the
textbook. He, on the other hand, saw the texts
as a way to expand his way of looking at the
world.
Problem solving
Because c. J. put a strong emphasis on what
Skemp (197a) would call relational learning, his
general approach to a problem differed greatly
from Lynne's instrumental approach. Instead of
blindly jumping in and doing something just to get
something done or arrive at an answer, he took a
different approach.
I'd think about what the problem is made
up of. About .•. the different steps it
would take to solve it and what I knew
about those steps -- and how they related
to the stuff in here. I'd look at the
information in the problem and see what
I knew about that and I'd figure
everything out before I wrote anything
down.
c. J. began by thinking about the problem as
a whole, establishing subgoals, and evaluating
how these subgoals relate to the problem. He
looked at the information and examined the
relationships involved before actually starting
to work out the problem on paper. His process
was therefore diametrically opposed to Lynne's,
who started immediately writing phrases and
symbols.
c. J. believed there were several ways to
work a given problem. There is rarely a universal
"best way" to work a problem.
.•• in all problems there's usually at
least two ways - not all of them are
equally good. But, in certain situations
you've got methods that are better than
others but actually one best method, it
really depends on the person doing it.

This perspective influenced how C. J. spent
time studying chemistry and doing homework. His
approach was the antithesis of Lynne's. She spent
tremendous amounts of time working the same
problems over and over without reflecting on what
she was doing. c. J. spent much of his time
thinking about what he was doing and trying to
understand. When solving a problem he did not
just do something in order to get the problem
done. He carefully considered what he was doing
before he sat down to try anything.
Problems and exercises

c. J. distinguished between problems and
"plug and chugs". Problems required creative
thinking, not just a definition or a formula. A
task he could solve easily, with the use of
algorithms or match to a familiar problem type
was not a problem. The status of a task as a
problem or non-problem depended upon the problem
solver.
Sources of chemical knowledge
Chemistry is both creative and created to
c. J. He believed he constructed chemical
knowledge himself. This was consistent with his
view of chemistry as something created by humans.
way back when I think that man got
all of these pieces of evidence together
and he formed, like he decided like an
atom was • . . . We've got to know how it
behaves, how it reacts with things. We
got to decide what it is and something
that man has labeled. Like this variable
X and man has decided what it is.
Like it's just the name man has given
something. An atom, and that's what
started it all on the basis of something
man assigned. And man has since created.

A lot of the evidence man used in creating
the atom was discovered but it was still
the atom he labeled that in essence he
created the atom in our minds.
While the evidence was "discovered", in labeling
the atom, or developing a model, humans created
the atom.
Like Lynne, c. J. had to accept some of the
chemistry he encountered.
..• but some stuff they say you know is
true -- some stuff it's easy to see, but
some things that are really too vague to
actually. You have to accept it.
But, unlike Lynne, c. J. believed he could make
sense of much of chemistry and relate it to other
ideas and concepts. Furthermore, he was not
hampered by those things he had to take on faith.
Wben relational learners learn instrumentally
C. J. liked to do problems that made sense.
He enjoyed doing most of the interview problems
because they were "logical" or related ideas. He
did not like tasks that he considered to be sets
of following rules, tasks where he did not
perceive relational learning to be possible.
When I like to think about stuff I like
it to be -- orderly. I usually like to
think about it -- like transitions between
relationships, stuff like that. Its a
pattern. But in this you've got a bunch
of relationships sort of jumbled down in
front of you and you have to sort them
out. And I'm not too keen on that.
Problems should contain logical relationships or
be meaningful. c. J. did not like anything that
smacked of an instrumental approach to learning.
This included chemistry tasks as well, such as
balancing oxidation-reduction equations. These
tasks, as presented in high school, were
repetitive and time-intensive. C. J. did not
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believe that these were taught in a way that
emphasized understanding. Thus, just to get by
he cranked through the problems, without trying
to understand. Now, when he encountered problems
with oxidation and reduction in the college
chemistry course and the interviews, c. J.
experienced one of his few areas of difficulty.
He disliked anything connected with the concepts
of oxidation and reduction so much that when he
attempted problems where oxidation and reduction
occurred he could not draw upon previouslydemonstrated conceptual knowledge and problemsolving strategies to approach the problem.
oxidation-reduction reactions were one area where
he just tried to memorize, not understand.
A Hultiplistic Approach to Chemistry

c. J. approached chemistry as a creative,
relational endeavor. He tried to make sense out
of what happened in lecture, lab and the
demonstrations. He was frustrated when he did not
know why something happened.
His approach did
not always lead to the "right" answers and it
took a lot of time and effort. He was not always
rewarded for his relational approach to learning.
His teachers were not always comfortable with his
approach and with his questions. However, C. J.
was able to overcome these difficulties in most
instances and emphasize conceptual relationships.
He relied on both objective information and
intuition. There was little compartmentalization
of his knowledge because he expected ideas to
relate. Chemical knowledge was a constructive
enterprise to c. J.
conceptions and constraints

A constructivist approach to learning focuses
on the viability, not the truth, of knowledge (von
Glaserfeld, 1981) . our conceptions are not exact
replicas of true conceptions, they merely fit like
a key fits a lock. We develop our conceptions in
light of the constraints we encounter while
learning. Lynne encountered very few constraints
or limits to the concepts she could develop. In
her belief system each concept was individual and
unconnected, so there were no need for ideas to
relate. Everything fit neatly into its own little
box. It didn't matter if "atom" or atoms had
distinctly different or even contradictory
meanings in different contexts.
c. J. on the other hand, encountered many more
constraints as he developed chemistry concepts.
In his relational approach to learning, new
concepts had to relate to previous constructions.
New ideas had to make sense in light of what he
already knew. As a result, there are very few
misconceptions in c. J.'s transcripts.
How do Beliefs Arist?
Paarlburg (1968) offered the following explanation
of myths, which is relevant to discussions of the
origins of belief.
People do not like to be without
comprehension. They like to understand
things, to have an explanation, to have
some belief that permits an observed
event to take on meaning .•.• The motive
leading to the propagation of a myth is
not the scientific quest for fact: it is
a subconscious desire for an individually
acceptable answer to the question "Why?"
The constructivist perspective presupposes
that people are goal-directed and continually
struggling to make sense of their world. Beliefs

develop during the constant struggle to make
sense of the world, or at least one•s part of
the world, such as a school environment. As
such, they are a reflection of this sense within
the context of the individual. Beliefs arise
from personal experience, which includes the
socialization process (Erikson, 1986; Cobb 1986)
as the individual constructs his or her knowledge
of the world in order to meet goals or needs.
Conceptions of mathematics and science arise
through experiences with the world that the
individual interprets as having relevance to the
concepts discussed under the heading of school
science and mathematics. These experiences can
be classroom science and mathematics experiences,
both implicit and explicit, and interactions
with parents, teachers, and peers.
Much of the belief-making process is
influenced by this implicit curriculum, and the
socialization process in schools. Goodlad (1984)
noted the following:
Schools explicitly teach mathematics and
have boys and girls learn to read, write,
and spell, and so on. But they also
teach a great deal implicitly through
the ways they present the explicit
curriculum -- for example, emphasizing
acquiring facts or solving problems -through the kinds of rules they impose,
and even through the social and physical
settings they provide for learning.
Thus, they teach students to work alone
competitively or to work cooperatively
in groups, to be active or passive, to be
content with facts or also seek insight,
and on and on.
Science and mathematics teachers often express
goals such as logical thinking, heuristic problemsolving and critical thinking. The implicit
messages received through tasks, testing, teaching

behavior, etc., are often quite different and
seem to emphasize recall, not higher intellectual
skills and problem-solving (Goodlad, 1984; Stake
and Easley, 1978; Thompson, 1984). Science and
mathematics become bodies of facts and skills to
be acquired as an end in themselves not tools for
making sense of the world. They become subjects
in schools which students "learn" in such a way
as to meet their goals, whether these goals are
course grades, looking smart, etc. If their
methods of learning by rote are rewarded, by good
grades on tests, "learning science" becomes
synonymous with this sort of memorization.
Memorization and compartmentalization are
necessary survival mechanisms in many chemistry
courses. A typical general chemistry text is
approximately 1100 pages long. The typical
vocabulary in a year-long general chemistry course
is as great or greater than that in most foreign
language courses. In addition to language and
conceptual knowledge, we attempt to teach
mathematical skills, problem solving skills, and
laboratory skills. Our evaluation system puts
emphasis on "right answers" not understanding.
Goodlad (1984) describes the situation this way:
From the beginning, students experience
school and classroom behaviors -- seeking
"right" answers, conforming, and
reproducing the known. These behaviors
are reinforced daily by the physical
restraints of the group and classroom,
by the kinds of questions teachers ask,
by the nature of seatwork exercises
assigned, and by the format of tests and
quizzes. They are further reinforced by
the nature of the rewards -- particularly
the subtleties of implicitly accepting
"right" answers and behaviors while
ignoring or otherwise rejecting "wrong"
or deviant ones.
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Osborne and Wittrock (1985) note that science
classrooms do not encourage students to form links
and construct and evaluate meaning. Bergerson,
Herscovics and Nantais (1985) and Mason (1987)
describe the evaluation system and its resultant
focus on right answers as a driving force in
creating the belief that mathematics consists of
getting the answer and practicing computational
techniques. This occurs because skills and facts
are much easier to learn and evaluate.
Pines and West (1986) suggest the following.
••. the science curricula of schools and
colleges represent and present public
knowledge--other people's knowledge-imposed with the power of authority on
the students, who come with a wealth of
beliefs about the world and the way it
works - their own private understanding-which often conflict with what is taught
and what is to be learned. It is hardly
surprising, when we look at it this way,
that some students do not bother to make
sense of this formal, scientific
knowledge.
This parallels Mason's (1987) statement that
"Some students only experience ~ people's
algebra ••• without being encouraged to use
algebra to express their own generality, to
manifest their own inner perceptions in written
form."
Classroom and textbook experiences such as
these imply that science is something removed from
realityJ a world of arcane words and symbols which
must be accumulated from some external source and
memorized. Values, both implicit and explicit,
are taught in science classrooms. Student goals
are often quite different from those of the
teacher. Views of the nature of the discipline,
values, and goals have major implications for

the way students then go about developing
conceptions or "mis-conceptions".
Restructuring Beliefs
John, a student in the math anxiety study,
can be used as an illustration of how beliefs
about science and mathematics can change, leading
to a necessity for conceptual change.
John was
failing his mathematics course when he enrolled
in the math-anxiety program. At that time,
mathematics for John, was a logical, authoritarian
discipline. He viewed it as "strict formulas and
rules and stuff." Mathematics was not creative;
it was rigid, received knowledge. Buerke (1981)
would describe John as an individual who had
multiplistic views of knowledge with respect to
most disciplines, but had a very rigid, dualistic
view of mathematics. Like Lynne in chemistry,
John was a received knower.
The mathematics anxiety course was designed
to help students confront their mathematical
beliefs and reflect upon these beliefs. About
the third week of the course John suddenly came
to regard mathematics as a creative enterprise,
one where he could draw upon his intuition. His
life, his classroom experiences with mathematics,
and his grades changed dramatically (Yackel and
Carter, 1987). More importantly, his view of
mathematics and his ability to do mathematics
changed. He could now think about math
metacognitively, and this changed his strategies
toward learning mathematics and his views of his
ability. In rating his ability in mathematics he
noted:
I have to say "average", presently,
because my grades reflect that, However,
I feel I've developed an above-average

sense of intuition, and it goes beyond
the math book . • • . I think presently
I'm an average student because of my
grades. My grades reflect that. More
importantly, it's how it applies outside
of class. I think I can probably do better
than average . • . . I feel I'm probably
above average in that sense. In being
intuitive or something.
He no longer ascribed to a rule-driven view of
mathematics -- a view that had constrained his
learning of mathematics until now.
John now believed mathematics classes should
not stress strict rules.
I think there's many different ideas.
There's a lot of basic ideas to follow,
in a problem or mathematics. I think
when they say strict rule, I think it
makes people limit themselves. They
think "Oh I've gotta follow this strict
rule." Then they don't really understand
the concepts of it. So, when you think
according to strict rule, you fail to
understand the main idea of what's going
on. Y'ou just apply the formula they
give you, or the rule, and you fail to
understand what it really means.
When he moved away from this perspective of
mathematics as a series of rules it changed his
perspective of himself as a doer of mathematics.
It also changed his motivation, persistance and
success in math classes. Restructuring his
beliefs changed the questions in mathematics
class from ,.how" to "why".
I think that some people, even I, had
the notion that mathematics is never
gonna come to me, 'cause its something I
have, a mental block inside my head and
I'm not gonna be able to work around it.
But I've been working harder lately at a
lot of homework assignments. My grades
went up. I think if you work hard at it
and you think "Why am I doing this?

What are you gonna accomplish out of
it?" you can learn mathematics.
This change occurred because he started to view
mathematics as a creative, relational discipline.
When I started thinking of math in the
creative sense I started doing better.
When I was thinking about it as strict
formulas and rules and stuff, I really
had problems understanding it. But once
you start thinking about it in creative
ways it benefitted me more.
Creativity was central to his new approach to
mathematics.
I think that looking at problems
differently means you understand the
problem really well • . . • I'm not trying
to go against what the teacher says, but
I really try to look at the problem and
try and understand the way the teacher
found the answer. Then I look at it my
own way, approach it from my angle, and
find it a lot easier.
John moved from a position where there was one way
or a best way to solve a mathematics problem to
one where there were many equally good ways to
work problems. John now believed himself free
to use his creativity and problem solving skills
in his mathematics courses. The psychological
context of math class no longer excluded this
type of reasoning. Instead it was expanded to
include conceptual relationships and
understanding, not just rote, rules and remembered
algorithms.
John had worked hard in his mathematics
courses before, but he had only a poorly developed
and loosely integrated conceptual knowledge of
mathematics. It was only after changing his
beliefs about mathematics that he could get rid
of his "misconceptions" about mathematics and
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develop viable and powerful understanding of
mathematical concepts.
A Perspective for Research
Looking piecemeal at misconceptions is like
treating an illness symptom by symptom. The
student's perception of what it means to learn
science and mathematics is akin to a disease with
symptoms manifested as misconceptions. Treating
the symptoms is important, however it is not
equivalent to treating the cause of the disease.
The misconceptions literature talks about the
importance of having students confront their
beliefs about specific concepts (Driver & Oldham} .
Researchers note that there is little or no
classroom structure for this type of
confrontation. Research on belief suggests that
students not only need to confront their beliefs
about specific concepts, but also about the nature
of scientific and mathematical knowledge.
It is essential, however that the beliefs we
must examine include ~ beliefs, values and goals
as researchers, teacher beliefs about how we
teach, what we teach, and how much we teach. To
encourage relational learning we have to examine
classroom practices, reward systems, the role of
authority and power structures in schools and
ways to encourage students to become autonomous
learners. These are difficult tasks but
potentially very powerful.
we also have to examine the nature of science
and mathematics as it is taught in schools.
School science is often taught as if science has
no relationship to the real world, except the few
cursory examples found in texts. Concepts are
only related to other concepts in the

relationships leading up to the equations. School
science often gives the impression that ideas
have some sort of divine origin. Science is
seen as ideas discovered by very intelligent
men, not as something created by ordinary human
beings. Models are presented as facts to be
learned. As Fee (1983} notes:
The voice of the scientific authority is
like the male voice-over in commercials,
a disembodied knowledge that cannot be
questioned, whose author is inaccessible.
With this picture of the nature of science it is
little wonder that many of our students appeal to
authorities for matters of science and mathematics
and not to their own understanding.
some of our students, such as c. J. and John,
do view science and mathematics as relational.
However, they believed they had to "go against"
their teachers to be creative and use their
conceptual knowledge. Only students with strong
self-confidence can learn relationally in the
face of such pressure to get "right answers." As
long as we continue to expect and evaluate memory
instead of understanding in school we only
reinforce the compartmentalization of learning
that leads to "misconceptions". Belenky, et.al.
suggest a change in metaphor, from one of the
teacher as banker doling out facts and algorithms
to one of the teacher as a midwife helping
students deliver their own thoughts.
Misconceptions researchers already value students•
"naive" understandings. Now we need to go a
step further and focus on their understandings
of understanding.
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overview
This paper discusses an experiment conducted
to test the effectiveness of lessons designed to
overcome qualitative misconceptions in three areas
of mechanics: static forces, frictional forces,
and Newton's third law for moving objects. In
developing the lessons, diagnostic tests were
first used to identify qualitative problems which
were answered incorrectly by a large percentage of
students. These became target problems to be
addressed in the lessons. Separate diagnostic
tests were used to identify anchoring examples:
i.e. problems which draw out beliefs held by naive
students that are in rough agreement with accepted

*Preparation of this paper was supported by a
grant from the National Science Foundation
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physical theory. The experimental lessons
attempted to ground new ideas in the students'
intuitions by using anchoring examples.
The lessons then attempted to convince the
student that the target (misunderstood) example
was analogous to the anchoring example. This can
require a significant amount of effort if one is
interested in the analogy making sense
to the students. It is often helpful to use an
intermediate third case-- a bridging analogy
between the target example and the anchoring
example. Lessons were taught Socratically in
order to maximize classroom discussion of
misconceptions and student generated examples.
Visualizable models and empirical demonstrations
were also used where appropriate.
The
experimental group achieved pre-post test gains
that were two standard deviations larger than the
control group's gains.
Thus the main instructional techniques used
in this attempt to deal with qualitative
misconceptions are: (1) the attempt to find and
use anchoring examples in order to have the
material make sense in terms of the student's
physical intuitions; (2) the focus on developing
analogies between examples in thought situations
or though~ experiments; (3) the use of bridging
analogies as a particular method for doing this;
(4) the idea that misconceptions can be used to
advantage in the classroom when they generate a
strong classroom discussion. With respect to the
use of analogies, I will argue that analogous
cases posed in the form of thought experiments or
thought situations can be important key examples
in instruction. With respect to the goal of tying
ideas to student's physical intuitions, I will

argue that researchers and curriculum developers
should be paying as much attention to students'
anchoring intuitions as they are currently to
students' misconceptions.
The Problem
Because I cannot justify them here, in this
section I will make a number of assumptions
concerning the existence of certain problems
facing teachers of physics. I will assume that
there are areas where persistent misconceptions
exist which constitute effective barriers to
understanding. Evidence for this claim can be
found in McDermott (1984), Helm and Novak (1983)
and Halloun and Hestenes (1985), among others. In
particular, I will assume that:
1.

2.

3.

Many students, even those taking calculusbased college physics, harbor misconceptions
at a basic qualitative level even though they
may be proficient at the use of physics
formulae. This indicates that courses need
to place increased emphasis on conceptual
understanding.
Many misconceptions are not "miscomprehensions" of presented material but are
preconceptions that students bring to class
with them.
It is clear that some preconceptions are more
deep seated than others. As Chaiklin & Roth
(1986) point out, incorrect answers to
diagnostic problems may not always reflect
deeply held preconceptions since students are
willing to use beliefs they are uncertain
about in problem solving. But there are
several different types of evidence

indicating that some preconceptions are
deepseated, inc~uding post course tests where
college students who have completed a physics
course exhibit the same errors. Confidence
measures also provide some evidence. Brown &
Clement (this volume, 1987), found that
students indicated they were fairly confident
in their incorrect answers on a set of
qualitative problems in this area after
taking high school physics. Other
indications of deepseatedness include
resistance observed during tutoring,
expressions of conviction in interviews, and
historical precedents.
Additional references to studies supporting
these assumptions can be found in Clement (1986).
One Teaching Strategy for Dealing with
Misconceptions
In this section I describe one method for
helping students overcome a persistent
misconception. This is followed by a section
describing a classroom teaching experiment using
this method. Research on persistent
misconceptions indicates that traditional
instruction has not worked where deep seated
preconceptions are concerned, and that
significantly new teaching methods may need to be
developed. The approach described here assumes
that a good way to foster conceptual change in
these areas is to have students build up their
understanding at a qualitative, intuitive level
before mastering quantitative principles. It also
assumes that they need to become aware of their
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own preconceptions and to actively participate in
criticizing and replacing or revising them.
In a diagnostic test 76% of a sample of 112
high school students indicated that a table does
not push up on a book lying at rest on it. These
were chemistry and biology students who would be
eligible to take physics in the following year.
Observations from classroom discussions and
tutoring interviews indicate that many students
believe that static objects are rigid barriers
which cannot exert forces other than their own
weight (sic). On the other hand, 96% of these
students believe that a spring does push up on
one's hand when the hand is pushing down on it.
To the physicist, these beliefs are incompatible
since he sees the two situations as equivalent.
diSessa (1983) refers to the concept of
springiness as a "phenomenological primitive" and
describes aquiring skill in physics as depending
on the evolution of such intuitions.
The hand on the spring situation is a useful
starting point for instruction since it draws out
a correct intuition from students. For this
reason we call it an "anchoring example that draws
out an "anchoring intuition". As used here, an
anchoring intuition is a belief held by a naive
student which is roughly compatible with accepted
physical theory. Such a belief may be articulated
or tacit.
Using analogical reasoning in instruction:
The first strategy that suggests itself is that of
presenting the the hand-on-the-spring and the
book-on-the-table cases to students sequentially
and asking them if they are not indeed analogous.
Hopefully students will see that they are

analogous and correct their view of the book on
the table.
Unfortunately pilot tutoring interviews
conducted by David Brown indicated that the
simplest form of this strategy does not often
work. Instead, students typically say that the
table is not the same as a spring-- the table is
rigid whereas the spring is flexible-- so the
spring can exert a force while the table cannot.
Thus there is a need for an additional
instructional effort to help the student see how
the analogy between the spring and the table can
be valid. This effort fits with the more general
plea of Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog (1982)
to make science ideas plausible to students (e.g.
having it make sense that tables push up) as well
as comprehensible (knowing that tables push up).
Minstrel! (1982) has reported some success in
using key examples in Socratic teaching for the
book on the table problem. In what follows we
will build on his ideas by adding an explicit
emphasis on anchoring intuitions, structural
chains of analogies, and mechanistic models in
such lessons.
The spontaneous use of analogies has been
documented in thinking aloud interviews with
scientists (Clement, 1981, 1986, to appear), and
with students (Clement, 1987). Experts have also
been observed to use special patterns of
analogical reasoning in order to stretch the
domain of a key analogue example and overcome a
conceptual difficulty (Clement, 1982b, 1986). We
suspect that these patterns are useful for
overcoming conceptual difficulties in students as
well. This can be done in a number of ways: (1)
identifying salient features that are the same in
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the book and the spring; showing the existence of
a conserving transformation between the book and
the spring; and using a technique called bridging,
described below.
The bridging strategy. In almost all cases
students believe in the anchoring example that a
spring can push back on one's hand, but many are
still unconvinced that there is a valid analogy
relation to the case of the book on the table. A
useful strategy is to attempt to find an
intermediate third case between the original case
and the analogous case. This is termed a bridging
analogy. Figure 1 shows a flexible board case
used to help convince students that the analogy
between the "hand on the spring" anchor and the
targeted "book on the table" case is valid. Here,
the idea of a book resting on a flexible board
(case B) shares some features of the book on the
table (case C) and some features of the hand on
the spring (case A). The subject may then be
convinced that A is analogous to B and that B is
analogous to c with respect to the same important
features, and thereby be convinced that A is
analogous to c. Such bridges are not deductive
arguments, but experts have been observed to use
them as a powerful form of plausible reasoning.
Presumably, this method works because it is easier
to comprehend a "close" analogy than a "distant"
one. The bridge divides the analogy into two
smaller steps which are easier to comprehend than
one large step.
Lessons can also use several intermediate
bridging cases, as shown in the outline of the
lesson on static forces shown in Figure 2.
Visualizable models and empirical demonstrations
are also used where appropriate. DUring the
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lesson, the class compares each of the thought
experiment examples in a discussion led by the
teacher. The teacher challenges students to say
why they believe that cases are similar or
different and avoids sharing his or her view until
near the end of the class.
In this lesson the target problem -- the
question of whether the table pushes up on a book
-- is introduced first. Then the hand on the
spring case is discussed and agreed upon as an
anchor. The foam and flexible board cases are
then introduced and students are asked to compare
them with the spring and the table cases. The
flexible board case usually promotes the greatest
discussion, and a number of students switch to the
correct view at this point, which may be about 35
minutes into the lesson. The teacher then
introduces a microscopic model of rigid objects as
being made up of atoms connected by spring-like
bonds. Finally the students view a demonstration
where a light beam reflecting off of a desk onto
the wall is deflected downward when the teacher
stands on the desk.
As a second example, the lesson on friction
outlined in Figure 3 uses the target problem of a
puck sliding on a floor. students are asked what
the direc~ion of the forces are that act on the
puck. Many students fail to identify a force of
friction, or say that friction has no particular
direction, or that it acts in a downward
direction, whereas the physicist identifies a
force of friction ~xerted by the floor on the puck
acting horizontally to the left. The next example
introduced in this lesson is a brush being pulled
to the right while resting on top of another brush
as shown in Figure 3. The anchor situation in the
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left-most drawing is the same experiment with only
two single bristles on each brush in contact.
Students see that the lower brush exerts a
horizontal force to the left on the upper brush.
The teacher also introduces a model of surfaces as
being very rough in a microscopic view. After
discussion, a demonstration is conducted where
students are asked the direction of the force
which holds up a book pressed against a wall with
a ruler. Other more complex models of friction
such as "temporary welds" and Van der waals forces
are included at the end of the lesson to extend
this first order model, but the sequence in Fig. 3
is the one used to motivate an intuition for the
direction of the force.
As a third example, a lesson on Newton's
third law in collisions uses a target problem of a
moving cart colliding with a stationary cart of
the same mass, as shown in Figure 4. The
anchoring example here involves the idea that both
of one's hands feel the same force when
compressing a spring between them. The first
bridging example is a pair of exploding carts,
where one cart contains a cocked spring. Here
again the force on cart A is the same size as the
force on cart B. In the second bridging case
students argue about whether the forces are equal
in a collision where B has a spring attached to
it. They are then asked if this is equivalent to
the target problem if we consider the surface of
cart B to made up of spring-like bonds between its
atoms. At the end of this lesson an experiment is
done where a student riding on a cart collides
with another student on a stationary cart.
Bathroom scales held by each student out in front
of the carts receive the impact of the collision.

Students predict whether one reading will be
consistently larger. These give very rough
measurements, but they are accurate enough over
several trials to support the idea of equal
forces. A second lesson extends this idea to
unequal masses.
Thus the lessons use a sequence of analogous
cases to connect an anchoring example to the
target problem, and also to develop a visualizable
model of the mechanism(s) providing forces in the
target problem. Demonstrations are used primarily
to disequilibrate students• preconceptions or to
support a key aspect of the analogue model such as
the presence of deformation in rigid objects.
Classroom Teaching Experiment
Method. The strategy described above was
evaluated by designing a set of experimental
lessons and giving identical pre and post tests to
experimental and control classes. Altogether,
five experimental lessons were designed in the
three areas as described above: static forces,
frictional forces, and Newton's third law for
moving objects. Members of the design team were
David Brown, Charles Camp, John Clement, John
Kudukey, James Minstrel!, Klaus Schultz, Melvin
Steinberg and Valerie Veneman. Three experimental
classes were taught by one teacher and two taught
by another, both in the same high school. The
lessons were introduced at the different points
where they fit into the students• study of
mechanics during the first five months of the
year. The four control classes were also first
year courses in physics taught by two separate
teachers in two other schools. Control classes
studied their normal curriculum in physics.
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The test, described in Brown and Clement
(this volume, 1987b), consisted of 16 questions on
common misconceptions and contained both near and
far transfer questions. The identical pre and
post tests were given about 6 months apart: in
the second month of the course just before the
first experimental lesson and again two months
after the final experimental lesson.
Quantitative Results. Results are
highlighted in the right hand column of Table 1.
The experimental group achieved significantly
larger pre-post test gains than the control group,
both overall, as shown in Table 1, and in each of
the three areas, as shown in Table 3. The
difference between the overall gains was larger
than two standard deviations.
we interpret these results with some caution,
since the tests were multiple choice tests, and
more accurate assessment of students•
understanding requires clinical methods. Also,
matching of experimental and control groups was
limited by characteristics of the available
classes. The school where the experimental
classes were conducted and one of the control
schools had upper honor leve~ classes and lower
standard level classes, while the second control
school grouped students homogeneously.
However, as shown in Table 2, even when the
lower level experimental classes (with a teacher
who was relatively new to physics teaching) are
compared with the homogeneous control classes
(with an experienced person considered to be a
master physics teacher), there are large
significant differences in favor of the
experimental group.

Control
n • 50
s.d •

E>perlmenta 1
n • G2

Avera9e
Pretest Score

Average
Pos ttes t Score

Averaqe
Gain

5.62 (29.61:)
(2.44)

a.oo (42.nJ

2.38 (+12.51:)
(2.Ba)

14.56 (76.6%)

B. 93 (+47 .Ot:)
(2.84)

(3.13)

5. 63 (29. 6:)
(2.38)

(2.90)

E.perlmental aroup had laraer gain (t, 12.12, two-tailed, p < .0~'~005).

Table I

Average
Pos ttest Score

Averaqe
Gain

Homogeneous
Control Classes
5.17 (27 .2:)
n • 23
s.d.• {2.25}

8.26 (43.5%)

3.09 (+16.3'1)
(3.29)

Lower E~perl,,,enta 1 Classes
n = 46

13.63 (71.7%)
(3.03)

Avcra9e
Pretest Score

(3.76)

4.83 (25.41)
(2.07)

B.BO (+46.3t:)

(J.JO)

Experimental group had larger aa1n (t • 6.80, two-tailed, p < .00005).

Table 2

Qualitative results.
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1.14 (19.0J)
( 1.34)

a.s8 (U.Oil
( 1. 54)

1.44 ( +24 .01)
( 1.39)

l.ll (18.01)

4.8) (80.51)
(1.02)

l. 70 (+61.71)
( l. 35)

( 1.16)

I'"""
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~

ahova<l larau a•ln ( t . 9.15, tvo-tallod, p<.00005)
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Coat col
II • 50

1.08 (27.01)
(0.77&)

I. 58 09. 51)
(0.1l5)

0.50 (+12.5S)
(I. 05)

1.10 (21.U)
(0.795)

2.72 (68.01)
(1.10)

1.62

(+40.5S)
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1.26 (ai.O:I}
(1 14)

1.42 (23. 71)
(1.64)

0.16 (+2.1ll
( l. 68)

1.12 (18.11)
(1.06)

4.50 (15.01)

J.Je

(I.U)
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Table l
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Qualitative observations

from video tapes of these classes indicate that:
1) students appear to readily understand the
anchoring cases; 2) however, many students indeed
do not initially believe that the anchor and the
target cases are analogous; 3) the bridging cases
sparked an unusual amount of argument and
constructive thinking in class discussions; 4) the
lessons led many students to change their minds
about or degree of belief in statements such as:
"A table cannot exert an upward force on a book at
rest on it"; and 5) students were observed
generating several types of interesting arguments
during discussion, such as: generation of
analogies and extreme cases of their own;
explanations via a microscopic model; giving a
concrete example of a principle; arguments by
contradiction from lack of a causal effect;
generation of new scientific questions related to
the lesson; and even spontaneous generation of
bridging analogies. This last observation gives
us some reason to believe that even though lessons
were designed primarily with content goals in
mind, process goals are also being achieved as an
important additional benefit.
Experimental classes did not achieve high
post test scores on all transfer problems. And
discussions in different classes varied somewhat
unpredictably from very exciting to dull. Thus
there is still considerable room for improvement.
Nevertheless, we are encouraged enough by the
results to suspect that the techniques being tried
are having an effect in helping students overco1ne
misconceptions.
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Discussion
In this section I propose some interpretations of the above results. The experimental
teaching method described attempted to ground the
student's understanding on physical intuition.
Here we are faced with a paradox: in order for
difficult conceptual material to make sense to the
student, it is necessary to connect somehow with
the student's existing knowledge; but the
student's existing intuition in the area is
incorrect. A way around this paradox was found by
using anchors. This method relies on the fact
that students are globally inconsistent from a
physicist's point of view; the student can
simultaneously harbor in memory an anchoring
intuition and a misconception that are
diametrically opposed. This is presumably because
the student's knowledge schemas are packaged in
much smaller pieces than the physicists• knowledge
(diSessa, 1985}, and because each schema is
activated only in certain contexts. The
intuitions used for an anchoring example are
inconsistent (from a physicist's point of view)
with their view of the examples where a
misconception is dominant. The teaching strategy
takes advantage of this fact by using discussion
and bridging to promote dissonance between the
anchor and the misconception, thereby encouraging
conceptual change.
The notion of searching for anchoring
intuitions opens up a large field for needed
research that should complement the ongoing
research effort on misconceptions. Potential
anchoring examples can be listed by skilled
teachers, but they require empirical confirmation.
For example, we hypothesiZed that hitting a wall

with one's fist might be an excellent anchoring
example for the idea that a static object can
exert a force. Surprisingly however, only 41\ of
pre-physics students tested agreed that the wall
would exert a force on one's hand. Empirical
studies can determine which situations will appeal
the most to students' intuitions. Thus one must
find the "right" analogous case to use as an
anchor -- not just any concrete example that makes
sense to the teacher will work.
An anchor can also serve as the metaphorical
basis for a visualizable model such as the idea of
atoms with spring like bonds between them. Such
models are not simply a set of common features
abstracted from observed phenomena (we cannot
observe atoms or springs inside of tables). Like
other models in science they are imaginative
constructions which have metaphorical content.
In areas where students have insufficiently
developed anchoring intuitions they may need to be
developed by real or simulated experiences such as
Arons' activity of having students push large
objects in a low friction environment, McDermott's
(1984) use of air hoses to accelerate dry ice
pucks, or diSessa, Horwitz, and White's use of
dynaturtle (White, 1984).
Analogies and Bridging in the History of Science
According to legend Galileo performed an an
empirical test by dropping light and heavy objects
from the tower of Pisa, but this legend has come
under serious doubt. However it is known that
Galilee and his predecessor, Benedetti, did use
thought experiments like the following one to
argue their side in this issue. Figure sa shows
two equal objects of one unit each being dropped

while Figure Sb shows a heavier object being
dropped that is equal to the two smaller objects
combined. According to Aristotle the one-unit
objects will fall much more slowly than the larger
object. Galilee claimed that they will reach the
ground at nearly the same time. In saying this he
was effectively proposing an analogy between cases
A and B in Figure 5 to the effect that each body
falls according to the same rule irrespective of
its weight.
A marvelous bridging case used to support
this analogy is the case shown in Figure Sc. The
argument was first published by Benedetti (1969)
and a similar argument was given by Galilee
(1954). Imagine the two unit objects in A to be
connected by a thin line or thread. Does the mere
addition of this tiny thread, which makes the two
objects become one, cause their rate of fall to
increase by a large amount? Because this is
implausible, the bridge argues that A and B are
indeed equivalent with respect to rates of fall.
In an insightful Gedanken experiment, the lightest
thread can apparently make all the difference.
Apparently Benedetti and Galileo felt that thought
experiments which establish the validity of an
analogy are a powerful method of argument and
instruction.
Educational Implications
When students harboring misconceptions
produce incorrect answers in the classroom, the
instructor may in some cases assume that the cause
is "low intelligence" or poorly developed
reasoning skills, when in fact the cause is the
student's alternative knowledge structures. It is
important for teachers to become sensitive to such

distinctions because the indicated teaching
strategies are quite different in each case,
Avoiding this confusion might have an impact on
the way teachers view students and in turn, on the
way students view themselves,
The major ideas involved in the teaching
approach investigated here were:
(1) Anchoring intuitions can be used as
starting points for lessons which attempt to
overcome misconceptions in physics. An important
implication for curriculum development related
research is the need to search for such anchoring
intuitions.
(2) Forming analogies between more difficult
examples and an anchoring situation is an
important instructional technique. However, ~
energy than is commonly realized must be invested
in helping students to believe in the validity of
such analogies. Where a misconception is present
in the target case, the problem is that students
will often not be able to understand how the
target case can possibly be analogous to the
familiar anchoring case. Presenting ~he right
analogy is not enough -- the student must also
come to believe in the validity of the analogy.
(3) The technique of bridging by using
structured chains of analogies combined with
discussion to encourage active thinking appears to
be helpful for this purpose. The bridging cases
used here seem to work at the level of a person's
physical intuitions, not at a level that uses
formal notations. Bridging appears to be an
important tool for stretching the domain of
applicability of an anchoring intuition to a new
situation, i.e. for making the intuition more
general and powerful. Analogies and bridging may
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therefore be important tools for developing and
refining physical intuitions.
(4) Many anchors and bridges can be
introduced as thought situations or thought
experiments. Thus, thought experiments are
potentially powerful tools in instruction, as has
been noted by Helm and Gilbert (no date).
Empirical information is therefore not the only
means recommended for dealing with misconceptions.
(See Brown, (in progress), and Brown & Clement
(1987) for evidence supporting this position.)
(5) Misconceptions can be used to advantage
in instruction. Topics where students feel that
the accepted physical theory is counterintuitive
are sometimes frustrating to them, but such topics
are also potentially more interesting because of
their surprising nature. In a sense, they have
more "news value" as something unusual to be
learned. Also, when the conviction of a
misconception can be brought into conflict with
another conviction within the student's head, this
produces more dissonance and more potentially
useful energy to be harnessed for learning than
ordinary topics which do not threaten beliefs held
with conviction. In this case the students can
become internally motivated to understand the
issue and resolve the conflict. The above five
strategies have also been implemented in an
experimental instructional computer program
described in Schultz, Murray, Clement, and Brown
(this volume, 1987).
(6) Socratic discussions can help students
achieve conceptual change. Two types of
dissonance can be used: the tension between a
misconception and a correct conception in the same
student; and the tension between students who hold

the correct point of view early on and students
who do not. In the first type, one attempts to
draw out both correct and incorrect conceptions
which are activated in slightly different contexts
in the same student and play them off against each
other. In the second, one encourages controversy
centering on opposite views held by different
students.
These tensions have the potential to
create some unusually exciting and motivating
discussions in the classroom that should act to
increase student involvement and retention.
Skillfully led classroom discussions appear to be
one effective vehicle for fostering dissonance,
internal motivation, and conceptual restructuring.
The approach described above attempts to
depart significantly from a model of teaching
where knowledge is "piped" directly from teacher
to the empty vessel of the student. It does so by
drawing out and developing prior knowledge in the
subject. The teaching approach attempts to
interact with this knowledge rather than to
transfer knowledge. It interacts with prior
knowledge of two types: anchoring intuitions that
are in agreement with accepted theory and
misconceptions that are not.
However, it takes a research effort to
develop and optimize this type of approach. Maps
of students• misconceptions and anchoring
intuitions are needed. Knowledge of students'
intuitive reasoning skills is also needed. The
present study provides some encouragement
regarding the possible payoffs of such an effort.
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Fractional understanding of fractions:
Variations in children's understanding of fractional
concepts, across embodiments (Grades 2 through 5)

Table 1 (reproduced from Del Campo and Clements, 1987, p.l2) sets forth the
various receptive and expressive modes to which attention is being drawn
(notice that one can communicate with oneself through the imagination).
MODES OF COMMUNICATION
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1. INTRODUCTION
PICTOR.LIIJ.

Over the last decade it has been argued, consistently, that partitioning is a
constructive mechanism which can facilitate the development of mature
fractional concepts (Behr, Lesh, Post, & Silver, 1983; Hunting, 1983, 1986;
Kieren, 1976, 1980; Vergnaud, 1983). In particular, attention has been drawn
to the difficulty many children experience in partitioning discrete sets of objects,
and Hunting (1986) has suggested that since children have been found to have
knowledge of subunits and relationships among subunits in different ways it
would be sensible for such knowledge to be assessed before providing children
with instruction on fractions. Thus, Hunting says, children with incomplete
partitioning knowledge should be taught partitioning prior to commencement of
fractions instruction. According to Hunting (1986, p. 214), actions used to
subdivide continuous quantities are different from those used to subdivide
discrete quantities and, therefore, children's meanings and conceptions of
fractions may be quite different if restricted to either contextual setting.
Mathematics educators have also begun to investigate the ways children
process mathematical information which is conveyed to them and the ways they
communicate their meanings of mathematics to others (Del Campo & Clements,
1987). While there were some notable exceptions (eg. Erlwanger, 1975), until
recent times much of the research into mathematics learning made extensive use
of pen - and - paper tests. The use of such tests tended to confum the idea that
mathematics was an external body of knowledge which children had to struggle
to receive. In recent times, however, there has been an emphasis, in keeping
with the growth of cons1111ctivist ideas, on observing children while they
construct and communicate mathematics (Karnii, 1984; Labinowicz, 1985).
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Table 1: Ways of receiving and communicating mathematics
We were interested in studying the language which children use to express
fraction ideas, and the relationships which this had with their ability to
comprehend the formal language of fractions as it appears in textbooks and
pen-and-paper tests. Also, we wanted to investigate the extent to which
performance on standard pen-and-paper items on fractions related to children's
ability to partition, in situations when the children were confronted with familiar
and unfamiliar contexts in which partitioning was possible. To use Pines and
West's (1983, p.47) vine metaphor, we were intent on exploring both the
upward vine of fraction knowledge, originating from the child's intuitive
knowledge of the world, and the downward vine, originating from formal
instruction. Since we wished to be informed about these before the
intenwining of the two vines we decided to work with children in Grades 2, 3,
4, and S (aged from about 7 to 11 years). Specifically, we set out to investigate
how, and to what extent, children's meanings and conceptions of the fractions
one-half, one-quaner, and one-third differ across different kinds of continuous
quantities and different displays of discrete sets of objects.

were selected from each of the 20 co-operating schools and were individually
interviewed according to a set schedule. The twelve children in each school

2. METHOD
Sample
Altogether 1024 children (284 in Grade 2, 390 in Grade 3, 283 in Grade 4,
67 in Grade 5), in 45 different classes in 20 elementary schools in Melbourne,
Australia, were involved in the study. All of the children in the 45 classes
attempted all of the questions on a 36-item pen-and-paper test on fraction
knowledge, and then 240 children (12 from each of the 20 schools) were
interviewed by mathematics education graduate students trained by the writers.
The average length of each interview was about 45 minutes, and during an
interview the child was presented with a wide range of materials, which were
possible fraction embodiments, and challenged to use these materials to
construct representations of "one-half'', "one-quarter", and "one-third".

The pen·and-paper instrument
Of the 36 items, 24 involved the recognition of 1/2, 1/4, or 1/3 when
embodiments were presented pictorially, in either discrete or continuous forms
(see Figure l(a) for three of these items- the child had to put a tick in the
appropriate box); 6 of the items involved equal sharing of a number of objects
(lollies) among a specified number of people (see Figure l(b) for two of these
items - the child had to put a ring around the number of lolties each person
would get); the remaining 6 items required the child to indicate which of a set of
four pictures illustrated a specified fraction. (Figure l(c) shows one of these
itelll$.) Before the children attempted the items they were given practice
examples which familiarized them with the modes of response. Persons who
administered the 36 items to the 45 classes were convinced that no child
misunderstood how answers were to be given and, since unlimited time was
permitted. all 1024 children responded to each of the 36 items. The 36-item
instrument was devised by the writers.

were usually from Grades 2, 3 and 4 (four from each grade) but in two schools
Grade 5 children were interviewed. The 240 children consisted of 72 children
in Grade 2, 72 in Grade 3, 72 in Grade 4, and 24 in Grade 5. Equal numbers of
girls and boys were interviewed, but since sex-related differences was noc a
focus of the study no data penaining to the sex factor will be presented.
After a child had been made to feel as comfortable as possible, at the
beginning of an interview, the interviewer then said: "Tell me the ftrst thing that
comes into your head when I say .... ". The sentence was completed,
successively, by the words "one-half'', "one-quarter", and "one-third", and the
interviewer summarised the responses, by writing and/or drawing, in the
appropriate sections on an "Interviewing Schedule" sheet (which had been
prepared by the writers). After this, the interviewer asked the child to show 1/2
(or l/4 or 1/3) of each of a sequence of ten possible fraction embodiments. For
example, in one possible embodiment the child would be given a length of
plasticine ( lOcm long) and a balance and asked to use the balance to get one-half
(or one-quarter or one-third) of the plasticine; in another possible embodiment,
the child would be presented with a circular paper disc and some scissors and
asked to use the scissors to get one-half of the circle. (When this was completed
the child would be given anocber paper circle and asked to use the scissors to get
one-quarter of the circle; and then the same process would take place for
one-third.) As the child responded the interviewer would summarise what was
being done, and said, in the appropriate section of the "Interviewing Schedule".
The interviews were audio-, but not video-, taped.
Figure 2 shows a summary of the structure of the interviews. Of the ten.
possible fraction embodiments seven were of the continuous variety (involving
circular discs, pieces of string, paper rectangles, paper (equilateral ) triangles,
spherical balls of plasticine, and jars wih water), two were of the discrete
variety, and one, which involved the perimeter of a triangle, had both

The interview schedule and sample

continuous and discrete features.
Twelve children, three high-performing girls, three low· performing girls,
three high- performing boys and three low- performing boys (the criterion for
performance being number correct on the 36-item pen-and-paper instrument)

Figure 3 shows how one of the interviewers completed the interview
Schedule for a Grade 4 child Item 1 was for the initial request ("Tell me the

'
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first thing ... "), and items 2 to 11 were for the ten possible fraction
embodiments. Notice that for each item the child was asked about l/1. first, then
1/4, then l/3. Interviewers were instructed not to subject interviewees to time

(a l

pressure.

2.

Foci or the investigation
The following four questions provided the foci of the investigation:

3.
1.

0001
0001
0001

Can the meanings which young schoolchildren give to the terms

"one-half', "one-quarter", and "one-third" be identified, and how are these
meanings affected as the children progress through the middle grades of
elementary schools?

4·
2. Do the meanings which a child gives to the terms "one-half'.
"one-quarter", and "one-third" vary, depending on the context in which the
terms are confronted? In particular, do the meanings vary for different
continuous embodiments. and is there a difference between meanings given to

IJJ

continuous and discrete embodiments?
3

3. Do childnm generally acquire an understanding of 1/l (in continuous and
discrete forms) before 114. and is 1/3 generally acquired after both 1/1. and 1/4?
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4. Do children possess partitioning concepts independent of their acquisition
of receptive and expressive understandings of the fmctions 1/1., 1/4, and 1/37

Obvioilsly, these questions are not only interdependent, but are also very
large in their scope. We shall now consider the light which data from the
present investigation throw on each question. The discussion of the fU"St
question will be more detailed than that for the others, mainly because many of
the points arising out of the first question are pertinent to the other questions.

(c)

Figure 1:

The three types of pen-and-paper it ems
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3. THEDATA

1. The meanings which young school children give to the terms
"one-hair', "one-quarter", and "one-third".
One-half
Our data from the pen-and-paper items make it clear that children in Grades
2- 4 give similar meanings to the term "one-half' when this arises in the context
of a drawing, on paper, of familiar or reasonably familiar elementary closed
shapes which have at least one line of symmetry (for example, squares,
rectangles, isosceles or equilateral triangles, circles, regular hexagons). Nearly
all the children in Grades 2 through 5 were able to identify correctly such
instances of one-half among pen-and-paper items, although it is interesting to
observe that 17%, 14%, 12% and 12% of children in Grades 2, 3, 4, and 5
respectively gave an incorrect response to the pen-and-paper item shown in
Figure 4. The percentage of children in each grade who did not associate the
shaded triangle in Figure 5 with the fraction one-half was much lower.

This result suggests that when the line of symmetry is drawn obliquely
rather than horizontally then some children no longer are prepared to identify the
symbolic representation with one-half. The veracity of this observation was
emphasized in the interviews when children actively made representations of
one-half by cutting circular discs, shading rectangles, and shading equilateral
triangles. Invariably, when axes of symmetry were defined by cutting or
drawing, these axes were "vertical" or "horizontal" with respect to the child
This suggests that children hold in their long-term memories certain kinli.s of
visual images of halves of continuous shapes, and that some children experience
difficulty if the orientations of pictorial representations do not correspond to
their visual images.
An important finding from our interview data was that very few children at
any of the grade levels felt the need to check their representations of 1/2, l/4 and
1/3. Typically, children would estimate the fractional quantity, proceed to carry
out an appropriate operation (e.g. cutting with scissors), and then intimate that
they had done all that was needed to be done. During the interviews this lack of
awareness of the need to check or, indeed of the possibility of checking, was
especially apparent. Of course, such a lack was not obvious from the
pen-and-paper data.
The data with respect to discrete embodiments of l/2 were surprising in that
they revealed that many children, even in Grade 5, do not, unless prompted,
expression "find one-half of' with the physical act of partitioning
associate

me

the set into two equivalent subsets. The pen-and-paper items which asked for 8
Figure 4: The line of symmetry for the triangle is oblique.

and 10 lollies ro be shared equally between two children produced data which
showed that children in Grades 3, 4, and 5 had little difficulty with the idea.
Less than 5% of children at each of these grade levels gave incorrect respnses.
In Grade 2, however, only 53% of the children gave correct responses. When,
in the interviews, the Grade 2 children were asked to show the interviewer
one-half of a set of 12 identical objects an even smaller percentage (24%) gave
the correct answer. During the interviews the spatial configuration of the 12
objects was not symmetrical and, for most children. the interviewers' request to

Figure 5: The line of symmetry for the triangle is vertical.

During the interViews it became clear that many children simply could not

be given one-half of the objects neither stimulated thinking about symmetry nor
about sharing.

think of a discrete set of objects as a unit which can be partitioned. As one

Grade 4 child said, "There are 12 blocks here so how can you get a half? What

It is interesting to reflect on the percentages of children who nominated

do you mean? Half a block?"

one-half as the fraction to be associated with either or both of the two pictures
shown in Figure 6. Table 2, below, shows the percentages correct on these

In the interview situation some of those who did appreciate the need to

pen-and-paper items.

partition the given set of objects into the two equivalent subsets still gave
incorrect responses. This was especially true in the interview task which

•
•
D
D

1.

involved 12 objects, 8 of one kind and 4 of another, the children being asked to

0

0

give the interviewer one-half of the objects. Many children gave the interviewer
six objects, but not four of one kind and two of another. Partitioning in lhe
interviews was usually done by a "one for you, one for me" procedure (which
sometimes yielded an incorrect response especially when all the objects were
not the same). In Grades 4 and 5 , however, it was common for children to
divide by two rather than employ a one-for-one procedure. Sometimes a

Figure 6: Two discrete representations of one-half

division by two did not yield a correct answer, but the lack of symmetry of the
two subsets was rarely a matter for concern. By contrast. some children
rearranged the objects so that lhe "new" arrangement had line symmetry. In
such cases partitioning was usually a visual matter, wilh no attention being paid
to the numerosity of the subsets.
Table 2:

Percentages correct on two discrete 1/2 questions
(Grades 2 through 5)

The interview task in which children were asked to imagine where they
would be if lhey walked half-way around an equilateral triangle (starting at the
bonom left venex and walking clockwise) is interesting in that, arguably, it is

Grade
2
(n=284)

3
(n=390)

4
(n=283)

5

simultaneously a continuous and a discrete possible fraction embodiment It is

(n=67)

continuous because it involves length of a continuous path; it is discrete because
the triangle has three sides, and lhe number of sides might be expected to be
poignant so far as children's thinking about the task is concerned.

7

23%

28%

36%

40%

Item _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

This perimeter task was extremely difficult for children in Grades 2 through
5, with 4%, 8%, 18% and 37%, respectively, giving correct solutions. Clearly,

19

29%

37%

52%

65%

lhe difficulty arose because of the children's lack of familiarity wilh the task.
The children simply did not comprehend the instruction, "Suppose you staned at
this comer and wanted to walk one-half of lhe way around the triangle, in this
direction ... " The most common error was to indicate a point half-way along the
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"fint" side of the triangle; another common error was to indicate that the "first
venex around" was the answer. For almost all children in Grades 2 and 3 the
task was essentially a spatial one, in that it did not occur to them that the number
of sides which the triangle had could possibly be relevant. At Grades 4 and 5,
however,l2 children (17%) and 11 children (46\ ) of the respective interview
samples took the number of sides into account - but not all of these could cope
the fact that "one-half of 3 is one-and-a· half'.
In summary, most children in Grades 2 through 5 have a good receptive
understanding of 1(2 if by this we mean the ability to respond correctly to
pen-and-paper items involving pictures of continuous embodiments (like circles,
squares and triangles). A few Grade 2 children, however did not recognize
pictorial representations of a "continuous" one-half when the line of symmetry
was neither venical nor horizontal. In the interview situation, Grade 2 children
rarely felt the need to check that their physical representations of one-half was
identical to the half "left over", but in pen-and-paper items the need for halves to
be identical was realized by a great majority of children.

do not have this association. In our study, many children associated pictures
like those in Figure 7 with the fraction 1(2. The interviews made it clear why
this was done. Even children in Grade 2, and certainly those in Grades 3
through 5, have acquired the notion that "one-quarter is a half of a half'; they
say the words, and can often physically demonstrate their meaning by cutting or
folding, etc. However, this iterative procedure is only partially understood, in
the sense that while children know that "halving" and ''getting quarters" are
related, they are not sure what the relationship is. Much of the diffi.culty derives
from their uncertainty in respect of the definition of the "whole". For example,
with the rectangle in Figure 7, many children think that the shaded sub-rectangle
is half of the two sub-rectangles on the left side of the rectangle; thus, they
conclude that the shaded sub-rectangle stands for l/2, not l/4.
This uncertainty with respect to the relationship between getting "half of a
half' and "one-quarter" was often evident in the interview situation. When
asked to fold a piece of string to show one-quarter, for example, most children
folded the string in half, and then folded the "double half' in half again. But
when asked "where the quarter was", they often could not answer. All they
knew was that "you get one-quarter by getting half of a half'.

One-quarter
Data from pen-and-paper items indicate that while most children in Grade 2
can share 8 lollies equally among 4 recipients they do not associate pictorial
representations of "continuous" 1/4 (e.g. those shown in Figure 7) with the
expression "one-quarter". Even at Grade 5level many children

Another common error on the "continuous" l/4 pen-and-paper items (such
as those shown in figure 7) was to say each picture represented "one-third"
because "one section was shaded and three were not". This kind of response
relied on the word association of the numbers "one" and "three" with the
expression "one-third". This word association remained strong throughout
elementary schooling.
Despite the fact that in this study the expression "one-quarter" was used and
the expression "one-fourth" was not, most children knew that. somehow, the
number "four" and the expression "one-quarter" were linked. When children
were asked, at the beginning of the interviews, to say the first thing that came
into their heads when they heard the expression "one-quarter", almost one-third
of the interview sample (in fact, 31 %) replied "four".

Figure 7: Three pictmal representations of 1/4

From the receptive point of view, most children realised that for
"one-quarter" you need to have four identical subunits. Thus, despite the

halves into sections by cuts which were parallel to the diameter defmed

by the

first cut.

obliqueness of the diameters for the circle in Figure 8, most children responded
correctly to the item.

At the Grade 5level, while lO of the 24 children interviewed immediately

cut out a sector from the paper circle which more or less corresponded to
one-quarter of the circle, none of the I 0 who did this felt the need to check their
response. Of the other 14 Grade 5 interviewees, 7 obtained 4 pieces by making
3 parallel cuts. At the Grade 2level no child cut out, directly, a sector which

f§a I !I

was close to 1/4. It seems to be the case that by the Grade 5level many children
have developed, or are developing, a visual image of a sector corresponding to
the expression "one-quarter" - but this kind of image is not present in Grade 2

Figure 8: A pen-and-paper "one-quarter" item

children.

:u.
On tasks requiring expressive demonstration of the need for four identical
subunits, the children had more difficulty. For example, in one of the interview
tasks children were given a 1Ocm length of plasticine and a balance and were
asked to find one-quarter of the plasticine. Typically, children broke the
plasticine in half, then after breaking one, or both, of the halves in half again,
pronounced that they had obtained "one-quarter". However, when asked where

0 0 ' 0

DO

D

Figure 9: Two discrete representations of 1/4

the "one-quarter" was they often floundered. Furthermore, when challenged to
use the balance they rarely had any idea what use it could be in the exercise.

'0#1-L -r .-..rfl briefly to our data on the meanings children give to "one-quarter" in

Some picked up one of the bits of plasticine they had obtained and, putting it on

discrete contexts. In our pen-and-paper sample it was only at the Grade 5 level

one side of the balance, asked, "Is that what you mean? That's one-quarter?"

that more than 50% of children associated the ftaction "one-quarter" with the

Others put one bit of plasticine on one side of the balance and three bits on the

pictures shown in Figure 9 (the percentages of children who did this were 18%

other, or two bits on one side and two bits on the other, or even four bits on one

in Grade 2, 22% in Grade 3, 30% in grade 4, 41% in Grade 4, and 52% in

side.

Grade 5). The most common errors on the two representations in Figure 9 were
1/3 (for Item 3, and l/2 (for Item 21), suggesting that the respondents simply

This lack: of awareness, in expressive demonstrations of one-quarter, of the

associated the three black "ovals" in Item 3 with "one-third" (because of the

need to obtain four identical subunits, was particularly obvious in many

word association), and the two black shapes in Item 21 with "one-half'. Clearly

responses to the interview task of cutting a paper circle to show "one-quarter".

the difficulties children experienced with discrete "one-half' tasks carried over to

While the children recognized pictures of "one-quarter" (see the comments on

discrete "one-quarter" tasks. The "half of a half' strategy was attempted,

Figure 8), they often could not cut a circle into four equal sectors. It was more

usually unsuccessfully, by some Grade 4 and 5 children in the interview

common for them to cut thecir:lein half (approximately) and then to cut the

sample. Only a very small proportion of the interview sample had any idea
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about how to attempt the equilateral triangle perimeter task for'6ne-quarter~'lt

One-third

seemed to be the case that this task evoked no links with the children's existing
cognitive structures. The children in the interview sample had no idea on what

Three pen-and-papers items asked children to share 6, 12, and 18 lollies

the unit was for this task, and since they could not deftne the unit they could not

respectively among three children. These questions were done extremely well

obtain four identical subunits.

by almost all children in Grades 2 through 5. During the interviews it became
clear that children in Grade 2 tended to use a "sharing" procedure to partition the

In summary, we were surprised by the extent of the difficulty experienced

given sets of lollies. This procedure continued to be used by the children in
appropria~l'ld of a

by children in Grades 2 through 5 on 1/4 questions of both the pen-and-paper

Grades 3, 4, and 5 but by Grades 4 and 5 the

and interview varieties. As a result of schooling, children had acquired a "half

procedure ("eighteen divided by three equals six") was recognised by more than

of a half notion", but often they did not understand how this procedure was

50% of the interview sample.

divis1on

associated with the expression "one-quarter". Also, if in a "continuous"
pen-and-paper 1/4 question one section of a diagram was shaded and three were
not, then, throughout the grades, many children thought the diagram represented
"one-third" because of the word association of "third" with "three".

[$]

J

In "discrete" 1/4 questions, of both the pen-and-paper and interview

I

varieties, children throughout the grades tended not to be able to identify the
"whole" and, therefore, were not able to partition, even though they knew four
subunits were required. Being asked to walk one-quarter of the way around an
equilateral triangle confused most of the interview sample. Children simply did
nolknow what the expression "one-quarter" meant in this context. By Grade 5,

b:;;mp , .j

most children could respond quickly to "continuous" 1/4 pen-and-paper tasks
and could apply the "half of a half' procedure in interview tasks involving

Figure lO:Two pen-and-paper 1!3 questions

"continuous" 1/4. However, despite the fact that almost all flfth-grade children
were successful in sharing eight lollies among four children (on a pen-and-paper
item), about one-half of the fifth-grade interview sample could not cope with
"discrete" 1/4 questions.

Most Grade 2 children found the questions shown in Figure 10 difficult,
It is only by Grade 5 that some children seem to have developed a mental

with only about 30% of responses being correct. By Grade 5 more children

image of the shape of "one-quarter" in certain common "continuous"

recognised the need for identical subunits, but still 25% gave incorrect

embodiments (for example, a circle).

responses. The interviews made it clear that children are tempted to cut circles
vertically in attempts to obtain "one-third" subunits. They have no visual image
of 120° sectors.
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On perHU'ld·paper l/3 items mtuiring children to associate a fraction wllh a
given picture, children in Grades 2 through 5 perfor.ned little better than what
might have been ex~ led from J'IU'Idom response$. Ell.cept forthe "sharing"
idea, which most had acquired ru1d could apply well, the children's

understanding of ''one-third" !eft much robe desired,

Fi(Ul't 1.2 Chil~n's n:preseotationt> of "one-thin:!"

Figwt 11 TwQ "continuous~ l/3 piC~$

With the ltkm length of plasticine, many childn:n broke the plaslicine inro rwo
unequal secuons and said the longer pan was "one-thiro" Those who did break
the plasticine into three pans :rarely obtained three equal pam, and were
nonplussed when asked to use the bala~ to see U they bad obtained
"on~Hhirrl".

Indeed, even those who succeeded in obtaining~ rooghly equal

Child!en looking at the pictures in Figure ll seemed to know, intuitively, tllat

pam rarely k:new what to do with the balance 10 check that they had obtliined

the shaded portions were not "'ooe·half', despite the fact that there was one
shi!oded section and two uns:haded sections.. If it was not "one·half', then they
had no procedure for wort:ing out what d'lc fraction rrug;ht be. They optui for
~one~uartcr" because lhis was d'le only Olher fraction they bad heard much

"one·thi;nj''.

about.
Th"' identification of ~one·lhi.rd" Wlth

~one-

quarter" was very common in

the interviews, Often the child would use a "half of a half' procedure and then
say lhat the ~onc-quancr" which was obtained was, in fact, ··one-third", Abp,
when this was done it was nof unrommon for the "~e..quarte.r'' se.ctioM which
wa'e obt.a.ined to be associated in the clu!dren'~ rniltds with "one-third". This
linking of 3/4 and 113 ~ ro derive from the word association of "tiuu" (in
"lhree-qu.a:nm) and ftthirrl'' (in •·one-third"). Certa.inly many chil~n did not
know that "ooe·Uilld" is less than "one-half' and, in the interviews, children

oftea said that a contain« .e.l.most fu!.l willt water was "one-third". Figun: 12
shows rwo responses from Grade 2 children who had been asked to shade
ftone-third" of a circle and "ooe-dlird" of a tnang!e. In bo!.h cases the children
emphasized that it was theshiided part that was "one-Ulinf'.

••••
0000
0000

0

0

•

DO
DO

Figun: lY Two ''discrete~ am;ys showing l/3

Children had even less idea of ''discrete" 1/3 than they did of "ronUnuous"
113. In the arrays shown in Figwe 13 the Tt~ponses "1!2", "1/4", and "oone of
d'lcse" (i.e. none of 1/2, l/4 and 113) were .u:numerous as "l/3" for children in
Grade~ 2 through 5. In the interview situation when children were given 12
identical counters and asked to show "one·Ulild" of them, they rorely knew how
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to begin. Yet, if they had been given l2lollies and asked to share them equally
among three people most would have been able to do it.
The almost total lack of understanding of "one-third" was especially
apparent on the interview task involving going "one-third" of the way around
the equilateral triangle. We had thought that perhaps this was a "one-third"
embodiment which the children would grasp because the triangle had three sides
of equal length. However, we were mistaken. Indeed, even at the Grades 4
and 5 levels most children did not relate "one-third" to the sides of the equilateral
triangle, and less than I0% of all the children interviewed obtained the correct
answer. The vertex for "two-thirds" was nominated more often than the vertex
for "one-third".

"one-third" is more than "one-quaner" but less than "one-half'.
2. Do the meanings children give to "one-hair', "one-quarter'"
and "one-third" depend on context?
When mathematics educators have written about children's conceptions of
fractions they have tended to concentrate on children's abilities to identify
appropriate "wholes", to panition "wholes" in ways corresponding to given
fractional quantites so that identical subunits are obtained, and to demonstrate
fractional quantities by shading or cutting or folding etc. on a very limited range
of tasks (e.g. circles, rectangles, and plasticine). Our data indicate that the
notions of "wholes", and "partitioning", and "equal pans'~ are not pan of the
cognitive structures of elementary schoolchildren.

In summary, while children know how to share a reasonably small number

of objects among three people (provided the sharing can be done equally), they
do not identify appropriate "wholes" for "continuous" and "discrete" 1/3 tasks in
both the pen-and-paper and interview varieties. Since they do not identify the
"whole" they are not able to carry out partitions corresponding to "one-third".
For "continuous" tasks, they have no visual image of what "one-third" of a
shape looks like and therefore nothing to guide them in their choice of strategy,
The only hint they detect of the meaning of "one-third" is the word association
of "third" with "three". When, in the interview situation, the children were

In our study, children in Grades 2 through 5 did best on pen-and-paper
"continuous" 1/2 and 1/4 questions in which circular, rectangular, and linear
pictorial representations were given. They also did well on the pen-and-paper
"continuous" 1/2 question in which an equilateral triangle with a vertical axis
of symmetry was given. The success on these questions seemed to be more
related to standard visual images being stored in the children's long-term
memories than to children's analyses of the pictorial representations. Clearly,

asked "What is the first thing that comes into your head when I say one-third?"

often used by teachers when teaching the "fractions" 1/2 and 1/4.

the most common response was "three". But the meaning they gave to the
linking of "three" with "one-third" was highly idiosyncratic. If, in "continuous"
1/4 questions they saw a picture with one pan shaded and three pans not
shaded, then this might be "one-third". If they think they can see ''one-quaner"
of a "continuous" shape then the other larger section might be "one-third"
because it is "three-quaners" and there is a word association of "third" with
"three". So, in the interviews, many children produced representations which
were more than "one-half' of a defmed "whole" when they were asked to show
"one-third". As several interviewees commented, 'That's about three-quaners,
and three-quarters is a third, isn't it?'' It is not surprising, then, that virtually no
child in the interview sample, at any grade level, could confidently assert that

the above-mentioned representations (circles, rectangles, lines, and triangles) are

Children don't think about "wholes" or partitioning: rather, hearing a verbal
stimulus (e.g. "one-half' or "one-quaner") causes them to consult their
long-term memories and to evoke appropriate visual images. In most cases, this
image has a vertical or horizontal line of symmetry. So, on pen-and-paper
questions where the line of symmetry is neither vertical nor horizontal, children
experience greater difficulty. Of course, it is very unlikely they can verbalise the
fact that they are using visual imagery, and our interview tasks had the children
attempting to explain what they were doing using words and concepts which
they had heard their teachers use. Of course, the children did not often really
understand what the teachers had told or shown them. Thus, for "one-quaner"

category. Our data indicate that "continuous" 1/2 receptive-mode questions are
the easiest, "continuous" 1/4 receptive-mode questions are the next easiest, and

tasks, "half of a half' iteration ideas and word-association procedures were
often erroneously used.

so on, with "discrete" 1/3 expressive-mode questions being the hardest.
Our data make it abundantly clear that "discrete" l/2, l/4, and 1/3 questions,
whether in pen-and-paper or interview form, are much more difficult than
"continuous" questions. Children simply have not stored visual images in these
cases and are therefore forced to use their misunderstandings of their teachers'
ideas of "wholes" and partitioning, and ''equal shares". The same comment
applies to the interview task involving the perimeter of an equilateral triangle.
We believe, then, that the meanings children give to 1/2, 1/4, and 1/3 depend
very much on whether the context is "continuous" or "discrete"; also, for
"continuous" representations, certain shapes are easier than others because of
the visual imagery factor. Interestingly, in the past, neither children, nor
teachers, nor educational researchers have paid much attention to imagery in
connection with children's learning of fractions.
3. Is 1/2 acquired before 1/4, and is 1/4 acquired before l/3?
Table 3 summarises our response to this question.
Table 3 The relative difficulties of 1/2, 1/4 and l/3

l/2
rec•
continuous
discrete

6

1/4

1/3

exp••

rec

exp

rec

exp

3

2

4

5

11

8

7

9

10

12

•

rec. stands for "receptive mode" (e.g. pen-and-paper item)
•• exp. stands for "expressive mode" (as in interview tasks)

The entries in Table 3 indicate the relative difficulty of typical questions in that

It is fallacious to say that 1/2 questions are easier than 1/4 questions which,
in turn, are easier than 1/3 questions. Table 2 makes it clear that whether a
question is "continuous" or "discrete", or involvQS receptive or expressive
modes, are crucial considerations for predicting the likely difficulty of fractiun
tasks for elementary schoolchildren. Textbook writers and teachers might do
well to ensure that tasks associated with each of the 12 cells in Table 2 are given
due attention in school mathematics programs.
4. Do children possess partitioning concepts independent of their
understanding of the fractions 112, 1/4, and l/3?
The short answer to this question is "yes". Our pen-and-paper items
involving equal sharing of lollies with given numbers of people made it clear to
us that children who can share equally are not necessarily able to give meaning
to the expressions "one-half', "one-quarter", and "one-third". The ability to
partition seems to be largely independent of children's knowledge of fractions.
Putting it another way, in most contexts the notions of "equal sharing" and
"fractional quantities" are not related in children's cognitive structures. This
applies to children in Grades 2 through 5. The only exception would appear to
be with "continuous" 1/2, 1/4, and 1/3 tasks for circular or rectangular
embodiments. Sometimes children associate these with an event like s~aring
sections of a birthday cake. Often they associate circles and rectangles with
classroom episodes on fractions.
4. SOME FINAL COMMENTS

Many elementary schoolchildren all around the world find the learning of
fractional concepts difficult It is our view that this is because teachers,
textbook writers and educational researchers, when addressing the issues
associated with the teaching and learning of fractions, use language and physical
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demonstrations which confuse children. Children give different meanings to

Hunting, R.P. (1986). Strategies for teaching fractions: What to use. In N.F.

fraction words, in different contexts, and the meanings they give are not even

Ellerton (Ed.) Mathematics: Who needs what? Melbourne: Mathematical

known to themselves, let alone to adult observers. In future, we need to pay
more attention to visual imagery, to the distinction between receptive and
expressive modes,to the distinction between "continuous" and "discrete"
emOOdiments, and to the peculiar features associated with the actual

Association of Victoria.

emOOdiment Thus, investigating fractional understandings in situations
involving 2-D drawings of shapes, or manipuilating actual 3-D shapes, or
capacity and volume, or perimeter, or mass, or time, might yield quite different
data so far as children's thinking is concerned.
Our challenge, then, is to acquire an understanding of the meanings a child

attaches to a fractional expression (like "one-third") in different contexts.
Careful consideration of Table 3, in this paper, might be especially helpful in
this regard. Certainly the notions of a "whole", and "partitioning" and "equal
shares" are important and must always be kept in mind by teachers. But let us
be wary of imposing adult conceptions on children's minds. If we do this, then
children will continue to have fractional understanding of fractions.
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the electric properties directly to

elements;

when

they are on,

the same amount of current,

a

battery

the

produces

a lamp lights up

always

the same.
Notice

that the constant-current battery

Alternative frameworks in electricity are expected to be less

the

stable than in mechanics: since electric phenomena are not as

as a system,

pervasively
mechanical

present
ones,

models appear
are

easier

to

their

has to be divided up among all the circuit elements.

representations

or

We used together two of Closset's tests,

the "hot iron"

and

later in life, they are not as compelling

and

the "three lamps",

But this does not

the

the use of frameworks. We proposed them to high-school pupils

to

change.

mean

that

with the idea.of probing the coherence in

either before (st (b) ) or after (st (a)

In

a collaboration with J.L.Closset we have been

in

following the evolution {1) of some of the already

interested
known

frameworks which students utilize when studying electric cir-

on electric circuits,

formal instruction

and to university students

in biology

(Bio ) and in physics (Phy ) before they studied circuits

at

university;

by

this

in

case

the

difference

is

made

spontaneous motivation selection.

cuits.
Closset

(2) described

diffuse

ones :

the "sequential" method as one of the
the circuit is examined step

by

step

starting from the battery, the current "decides" locally what
to

since the current made available by the battery

as

correct scientific view is more easily established.

most

is

certain feeling of the circuit

children

the conscience of the
common science

only one which entails a

representation

do,

e.g.

it

fied
change.

only

the

elements

one

and the "No" answers,

besides the "OK"

the "Sequential",

the

"Constant

Value" and "Others".

it

The hot.iron test {fig.l) seems to be easier but that is due

and if the circuit is modi-

only to an ambiguity, since the problem is not enough defined

divides evenly at branch points

"does not know what comes next",

The answers have been grouped into blocks:

downstream are

This model needs obviously to know

since

by

the

to

the sign of

the

maximum

affected

yeld

one answer:
when

its

as the heat developed by the

resistance

is adapted

to

that

iron

is

of

the

travelling charges since it has to establish the direction of

circuit, and since the test does not specify the ratio of the

the current flow.

resistances

Another

common-sense

procedure which we call the

"constant

of

the

two

lamps to that

of

the

iron,

required increase of the heating could be achieved either
an increase or by a reduction of the iron resistance.

But

the
by
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student
reason

has

ever discovered this

difficulty:

they

always

in terms either of an increase of the resistances

of the current, but
Accepting

as

luminosity

of

or

never think of their interaction.

"correct"
the lamps,

both an increase or a

between 20 and 55%) (fig.2), although never

of

well

the constant value procedure,

if it applies to

the

battery, the two lamps give more light afterwards, since they
the

three;

same current which before had to

if

the

scheme

applies to

the

be

divided

lamps,

both

by

their

luminosities remain unchanged.

reason.
The

for

share

for the correct

circuit

is modified; this model features a consistently high score.
As

decrease

the hot iron test scores

that the luminosity of lamp 1 is unaffected when the

sequential reasoning reveals itself in two

ways:

a

Analysing both tests together gives rise to a matrix (fig.6 e

lower luminosity of the downstream lamp to begin with, and by

fig.?), on which those students which are completely coherent

a

reside

further dimming of the same lamp after the iron

its absorption,
of

by

increased

coherently with the common-sense expression

"current consumption".

But for others the

iron

behaves

on the main diagonal.

certain

amount

energy",

and

of

them

only

which

few are

more like a dam which holds up "the current•, thus increasing

changes

at the same time the light in the upstream lamp.

school training increases the

this

is a very interesting interpretation

of

Notice that
conservation

of current.

already

Before instruction there is

afterwards,

the

are

completely

The

"constant

"sequential".

impression one gets

is

This

that

the

sequential reasoning (which is

known to appear later (1),

school).

coherently

a

a probable effect of the

second effect of instruction is to spread

the

The sequential model features two different sets of

answers,

answers over a wider spectrum:

depending on the flow direction of the current,i.e.

the sign

rent situation, either sequential or constant value (but with

of

the carriers.

shows

an

The ratio of positive to negative

interesting pattern (fig.3),

current

which suggests

that

only

one correct answer!),

over the matrix,

formal instruction reduces the worry about the "real" current

but

being made of electrons flowing the other way round.

physics

The

"three lamps" test

way;

its

The

lower scoring ( from 0 to 20\) ( fig.5) is probably only

due

struction,

to

this.

The

can only be obtained the

correct

sequential reasoning is revealed by the

fact

scattered
rise

cohe·

much

more

to reach again a less dispersed situation (

students,

vat ion.

answer

the students scatter

a high percentage of sequentials!) only

the

correct

fig.4) has the advantage that

with

starting from a fairly

or

a

population

with

sample selected by

missing answers,

being

after it to over 50,,

25%

the
moti·

before

and remain there

into

descend again to 25% only for the physics students sample.
We

gave

a

more complicated circuit at

a

real

university

113
examination

to

230

biology

students

research-circuits

are

school

asking to compare the

routine),

selected

couples

of

(the

"too

simple"

thought to be too easy in the

a

10 lamps

normal

luminosity

circuit

between

(fig.8

).

The

sequential reasoning appears most dramatically when comparing
lamps

5

and 6,

which lights up differently in 28t

of

the

0

4

sample, in a way which depends on the current flow direction.
The

most common error (80% of the sample) states

brightness of lamps 1 and 7: usually
sequential model,
type

but often

the

equal

this answer is due to a

it explicity demonstrates a new

of constant value reasoning:

the resistances are

from

the beginning defined as being either "series" or "parallel",
these

featuring

1/2 or

1/4 etc.

of the original

depending on their level in the hierarchy.

current,

In this framework

.

l and 7 are parallel of the first level.
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A major problem in education is to convey a sense of
how problems in a domain of inquiry are approached by an
expert.

This means not only providing the student, or

novice, with some knowledge of the body of facts relevant to
the domain, but also imparting a sense of how the facts are
interrelated and of what heuristics are useful for solving
problems.

The research reported in this article

investigates the effects of structuring the problem solving
HIERARCHICALLY STRUCTURED PROBLEM SOLVING IN ELEMENTARY
MECHANICS: GUIDING NOVICES' PROBLEM ANALYSIS

*

activities of novices in the domain of classical mechanics
in a way consistent with the problem solving approaches used
by experts.

Such structuring was accomplished through the

use of a hierarchical, computer-based problem analysis tool,
which interactively developed equations appropriate for
Robert Dufresne, William Gerace, Pamela T. Hardiman and
Jose Mestre
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA

solving mechanics problems.
That novices and experts store and use domain-specific
knowledge in distinctly different ways is the consensus of a
number of studies in such diverse fields as chess (Chase &
Simon, 1973), computer programming (Ehrlich & Soloway,
1982), electrical circuits (Egan & Schwartz, 1979), and
classical mechanics (Larkin, 1979)

Experts tend to store

information in hierarchically structured clusters related by
underlying principles or concepts.

When attempting to solve

a problem, experts initially focus on the principles and
heuristics that could be applied to solve that problem.

In

contrast, the knowledge base of novices is more homogeneous

*

Work supported by grant BNS-8511069 from the National

Science Foundation.

The contents herein do not necessarily

reflect the position, policy or endorsement of NSF.

and has fewer interconnections.

When solving problems,

novices do not focus on principles or heuristics that could
be used to construct a solution strategy, but rather focus
on the actual equations that could be manipulated to yield
an answer (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Larkin, McDermott,
Simon & Simon, 1980; Mestre & Gerace, 1986).
Recent studies (Eylon and Reif, 1984; Heller and Reif,
1984) suggest it may be possible to improve the problem
categorization skills and the problem solving performance of
novices by using an instructional approach that imposes a
hierarchical, expert-like organization both on information,

and on problem solving heuristics.

The user begins the analysis from the initial menu

Eylon and Reif (1984)

found that subjects presented with a physics argument

where s/he is asked to select the appropriate principle that

organized in hierarchical form performed significantly

could be applied to solve the problem under consideration.

better on recall and problem solving tasks than did subjects

Subsequent menu selections are dependent on prior choices,

who were presented the same argument non-hierarchically.

and involve both concepts and heuristics.

In

addition they found that the hierarchical presentation of a

The analysis is

termed hierarchical because the selections become

set of rules needed to solve a particular class of physics

increasingly specific to the problem situation as one

problems resulted in better performance on similar problems

progresses.

than a non-hierarchical presentation of the same set of

provided with a set of equations which are consistent with

rules.

the menu selections made during the analysis, and which

These results suggest that the organization of the

At the end of the analysis, the user is

information imparted in teaching may be as important as the

could be used to solve the problem.

information itself, since the organization has an effect on

manipulate these equations to construct a final solution.

intellectual performance.

The subject must then

The effects of this treatment were compared with that

In another study, Heller and Reif (1984) showed that

of two other treatments, each intended to reflect some

novices taught to perform qualitative analyses of force

aspect of the problem solving behavior observed in novices.

problems, considering principles, concepts, and heuristics,

In one treatment, novices were provided with the textbook

improved in ability to construct problem solutions.

that they had used in their physics course and asked to

Interestingly, qualitative analyses are commonly performed

solve the set of 25 mechanics problems as they would in

by experts, yet novices are not even implicitly taught how

doing homework.

to perform such analyses.

equation data-base program, termed the Equation Sorting

Even novices who had received

In the other treatment, novices used an

high grades in their mechanics course were unable to perform

Tool, to obtain the equations needed to solve the same 25

meaningful qualitative analyses before training.

problems.

Together,

This sorting tool contained all the useful

the two Reif studies indicate that the performance of

equations found in the commonly used freshman mechanics text

novices on several types of tasks can be improved when they

written by Resnick and Halliday (1977).

The body of

are taught using pedagogical approaches designed to reflect

equations could be reduced to a small, manageable number by

expert-like knowledge organization and behavior.

performing sequential sorts according to principles or to

In the-present study novices actively participated in
problem solving activities which were structured to reflect
our best understanding of how physics experts analyze
problems.

The treatment involved five one-hour sessions

surface-feature attributes similar to those employed by
novices in categorization and problem solving tasks.
The effect of these treatments on problem
categorization and problem solving skills was assessed using

during which subjects solved a total of 25 classical

two measures.

mechanics problems using a menu-driven, problem-analysis

to a traditional final exam in a freshman level classical

program, termed the Hierarchical Analysis Tool.

mechanics course and was intended to measure changes in

Froblem

One measure was a test designed to be similar

analysis activities were structured by presenting the novice

problem solving skills.

The test contained a mixture of

with a series of questions and options dynamically generated

problems requiring the application of either one or two

by computer software.

principles for solution.
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Results from the Reif studies suggested that subjects

structure choices, 2) S-SD: S and SD both match in surface

who used the Hierarchical Analysis Tool might improve more

features, so both are equally good choices, implying 50%

in problem solving performance than either of the other two

deep structure choices, 3) N-D: neither alternative is a

comparison groups.

good choice, predicting 50% deep structure choices, and 4)

This suggestion should be qualified by

noting that the current approach is significantly more

N-SD: the surface feature match is consistent with the deep

ambitious than that employed in the Reif studies, which

structure match, so iOO% deep structure choices.

focused on specific classes of problems, rather than the

predicted pattern of performance for experts, assuming a

The

entire field of classical mechanics. Unlike the treatments

categorization strategy based strictly on deep structure,

employed in the Reif studies those used here did not present

would be 100% for all four item types.

organized, domain specific information, nor did they provide

more expert-like categorization strategies should be

explicit instruction in problem solving strategies.
The other measure, constructed specifically for this
study (Hardiman, et al., 1987), was a judgment task designed

Thus, a shift to

evidenced by an increase in percentage of deep structure
choices in the first three categories, particularly on S-D
items.

to detect shifts toward reliance on a problem's deep
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER-BASED TOOLS

structure (i.e., principle used for solution), rather than
its surface features (i.e., objects or terminology used in
the problem), in problem categorization.

The task consisted

of 32 items, each composed of a model problem and two
comparison problems.

Subjects were asked to judge which of

the two comparison problems would be solved most like the

on understanding the treatments that subjects received, this
section is devoted to describing the architecture and
functioning of the two computer-based tools.

Each comparison problem was designed to match its
associated model problem in either surface features (S),
deep structure (D), both surface features and deep structure
(SD), or neither surface features nor deep structure (N).
Comparison problems were paired together, such that only one
of the comparison problems matched the model problem in deep
This meant that comparison problems could be

paired in four ways: 1) S-D, 2) S-SD, 3) N-D, and 4) N-SD.

Both tools

were designed as resources to help novices construct problem
solutions.

given model problem.

structure.

Since understanding the findings of this study hinge

As such, neither tool provided the user with an

actual answer to the problem under consideration.

The final

result in both cases was one or more equations that could be
applied to solve the problem.

After using either tool the

subject still had to synthesize and manipulate the equations
generated during the analysis to write out a formal
solution.

Hore over, if the computer-based tools were used

inappropriately, then the equations generated would be
incomplete or inappropriate for solving the problem.

The variation of surface features and deep structure
allowed us to investigate shifts from novice-like, surface
feature-based categorization to expert-like, deep structure
categorization (Chi, et al., 1981).

Assuming a

categorization strategy based strictly on surface features,
the following predictions should hold for performance in the
four categories: 1) S-D: always chose S, so 0% deep

Hierarchical Analysis Tool
The Hierarchical Analysis Tool presents the user with
a series of menus and options that require responses to
well-defined questions that an expert might pose when
analyzing a classical mechanics problem.

This Analysis Tool

does not explicitly tutor or provide feedback to the user --

it only

provide~

a

~chaeism

that conatrains the aner to an

l'llll:pttrt-like 11-pproach to prcbleD analysis.

'l:he ben means of

undeu.t11nding itJil structure .and function is
aaJUnpll'l.

tat us

consid;~~r tlH!

throug~

an

level asks the user

characterize the chances in kinetic

energy, vhich in thtt cas• •ra

c~rise4

purely of ch«u1••

tn translational kinetic anersy. the user must than specify

following problem:

the boundary coM it iota• (i.e,, eonditiona at the beginning
~han,

and ena pointa).
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Th

uaar ia aakad whether thara is

ot the aolution

thua far, which include• th1

princi~le

can b•
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in menu leval #9 ot Figura 1 to obtain the correet

aelaetions that appropri•taly •nalyse Problem 1 (we h•ve

aivee~

pl•c•4 an ••terlek next to the appropriate choicas to

en•v•r, n~ly,

The fir&t menu aske tl!O user to select among four
th~

v •

Jl&h.

lf the uaar makes an inapproprl•t• aelection at any
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eQuation~
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t~
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of menus and menu

~pplied
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lf appropriate •election• wer•
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the problem.
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appropriate- choice,

commit tad durin& the analyaia only by recoanizin& that a

problem,

Sine& thil problem can be lolved
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easily usin1
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so~
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ti~

at #orne ln1tial and

ln problem l, the block starts out with

the analy•ia.

does have t"e option of ltatin& all the manu

~de

previoua to tha e1.1ttent manu.

appear tn the

only potential aneray and an41 up with only kinetic energy

pt6a3 a
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At the final

~•n~

presentad in Fi&ure 1, the user must

decide vhether or not tha analysle for the

probl~m

!f the problem ean be colved with the

eompl•te.

is

s~t

m«thod~L

different

For e:ulllple, the following probl-efll e<!luld

be solved by $electing either

of

Second Lav or

Kin~mat!cs"

~work

Rnergy~

and

or "Newton's

lev~l:

at thG flrst menu

equations that Wll generated, then the user can say that the

analyaie is f1nilhld.

lt neeec11ry, the

eet of equations generated

on~e

us~r

A b•ll is r~leased fr~ re&t at height h in the
earth's gravitational field, Mnd 41lowed to fall
fraaly. What ls its spee4 just prier to hit tine the
ground' Neglect air reslstebce,

ean review the

Hovever, if the

more.

prcblem has more than one part and requires the fppiicetion

ot more than one principia, then the
continue the analysis of the

ua~r

~roblem.

can opt to

For ••ample, ¢onsider
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The data-base contains 178 equations from the first
fourteen chapters of the commonly used classical mechanics
text, Physics, by Resnick and Halliday (1977).

This data-

base can be reduced to a small number of related equations
by performing sequential sorts.

For example, to analyze

Sessions
In the first session, a problem solving pretest was
given (Experiment 2 reports pre- and post-test results).
the basis of pretest scores, the 42 subjects were divided
into three treatment groups of 14 subjects each.

The pre-

Problem 1 the user may first choose to perform a sort

treatment similarity judgment task was given in session 2

according to the Variable Name "height."

(pre- and post-treatment similarity judgment task results

This produces a

list of those equations containing the variable "h."

The

are reported in Experiment 1), followed by the pre-treatment

user then has the option to browse through the reduced

explanation task in session 3 (reported in Touger et al.,

equation list, or to perform another sort.

1987, these Proceedings).

If the user

chooses to perform another sort, a logical choice might be
the Problem Type "sliding bodies."

The data-base is then

On

The treatment phase of the experiment occurred in
sessions 4 through 8.

In each of the five sessions of the

reduced to those equations that both contain the variable

treatment phase, the subjects solved a set of five problems.

"h" and are pertinent to sliding bodies.

These problems were of different types based on the solution

After a few such

sorts, the number of equations is reduced to a small,

principle(s) that could be applied to solve them: 1) Force,

manageable number, from which the user can select the one or

2) Energy, 3) Linear Momentum, 4) Angular Momentum, and 5)

two equations needed to solve the problem.

Combinations of l-4.

The five problems within a session

were randomly ordered, and the five sets were randomly
PARTICIPANTS IN EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

distributed across sessions.
The three treatment groups varied in the type of

Subjects
Forty-nine undergraduate students at the University of

problem solving activity that they participated in, in

Massachusetts who had completed the first semester physics

sessions 4 through 8.

course for majors or for engineers, and received a grade of

Tool group (HAT group) used the Hierarchical Analysis Tool

B or better, participated in this study.

to generate equations tailored for the problem situation

Seven of these

Members of the Hierarchical Analysis

subjects were eliminated, five due to attrition, one because

prior to solving each problem.

The Equation Sorting Tool

of an extremely low level of performance, and one because of

group (EST group) used the Equation Sorting Tool to sort the

ceiling-levei performance, leaving a total of 42 subjects.

equation data base and choose those equations that might be

The subjects participated in ten hour-long experimental

relevant for solving the problem.

sessions, for which they were paid fifty dollars.

textbook group (T group) were provided with a copy of the

The members of the

textbook that they had used in their particular physics
course, and were allowed to use it as they wished to help
them solve the problems.
Session 9 and 10 consisted of three post-treatment
tasks: 1) the problem solving post-test, constructed to be
equivalent in difficulty to the problem solving pre-test, 2)
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a repeat of the similarity judgment task, and 3) a second

characteristics: 1) surface features, meaning that the

form of the explanations task.

objects and descriptor terms that occur in both problems are
similar, 2) deep structure, meaning that the physical
principle that could be applied to solve both problems is

EXPERIMENT 1: SIMILARITY JUDGMENT TASK
The similarity judgment task requires that subjects
decide when two problems would be solved similarly.

A

the same, 3) both surface features and deep structure are
the same for both problems, or 4) neither surface features

variety of conditions can be constructed (described in the

nor deep structure are the same.

introduction), which require that subjects distinguish

comparison problems were termed S, D, SD, and N,

These four types of

between essential (deep structure) and nonessential (surface

respectively.

features) characteristics of similarity among problems.

the four comparison problems that were constructed to

This task was employed to determine whether subjects would

accompany it:

The following is a sample model problem and

more likely focus on a problem's deep structure after
engaging in one of the three types of problem solving
treatments.

Since the Hierarchical Analysis Tool constrains

the subject to an initial decision concerning the principle
to be applied, we hypothesized that the HAT group would be
more likely to focus on a problem's deep structure after
treatment than either of the other two groups.

The

improvement should be particularly noticeable for the S-D
items, where the the surface feature and deep structure are
in direct competition.
The task contained 32 items.

Each task item was

composed of three elementary mechanics problems that were
similar in type and level of difficulty to problems in the
commonly used textbook written by Resnick and Halliday
(1977).

The problems were each three to five lines long and

contained only text (no pictures or diagrams).

For each

item, one of the three problems was identified as the model
problem, while the other two were the comparison problems.
The subjects were to indicate which of the two comparison

Hodel Problem
A 2.5 kg ball of radius 4 em is traveling at 7 m/s on
a rough horizontal surface, but not spinning. Some
distance later, the ball is rolling without slipping
at 5m/s. How much work was done by friction?
S Alternative
A 3 kg soccer ball of radius 15 em is initially
sliding at 10 m/s without spinning. The ball
travels on a rough horizontal surface and
eventually rolls without slipping. Find the
ball's final velocity.
D Alternative
A small rock of mass 10 g falling vertically
hits a very thick layer of snow and penetrates 2
meters before coming to rest. If the rock's
speed was 25 m/s just prior to hitting the snow,
find the average force exerted on the rock by
the snow.
SD Alternative
A 0.5 kg billiard ball of radius 2 em rolls
without slipping down an inclined plane. If the
billiard ball is initially at rest, what is its
speed after it has moved through a vertical
distance of .5 m?

problems they believed "would be solved most similarly" to
the model problem.
A comparison problem could share different numbers of
and types of characteristics with its model problem.
types of comparison problems were designed, each
corresponding to one of the following matching

Four

N Alternative
A 2 kg projectile is fired with an initial
velocity of 1500 m/sec at an angle of 30 degrees
above the horizontal and height 100 m above the
ground. Find the time needed for the projectile
to reach the ground.

In constructing allowable pairs of comparison problems

correct).

After eliminating the 12 items that used model

to accompany a model problem, two comparison problems of

problems 5, 6, and 7, there was no longer a model problem

different types were paired together, such that one of the

main effect in the expert data, F{4,28)

two comparison problems matched the model problem in deep

Eliminating these items from the novice analyses did not

structure, while the other did not.

significantly alter any results.

This constraint led to

1.65, p•.l885.

The task was presented on IBM compatible PC's, to

four types of comparison problem pairs: 1) S-D, 2) S-SD,

which a three-key response unit was attached.

3) N-D, and 4) N-SD.
In addition to varying the types of comparison sets,

The subject

was told to read carefully the model problem and the two

the deep structure and surface features of the model

comparison problems which would appear below it.

problems were also varied.

were to decide whether comparison problem A or comparison

There were initially eight model

problems, later narrowed to five.

Each model problem used

Then they

problem B would be solved most like the model problem, and

in the study appeared four times, once with each of the four

press either the button labeled A or the button labeled B on

types of comparison sets.

the response unit to indicate their decision.

The deep structure and surface

features of the eight model problems were as follows:

were presented in random order, with no limit imposed on
time to respond.

Hodel Prob.

After every 5 items, the subject was given

Deep Structure

Surface Structure

the opportunity to take a brief rest.

Forces (Statics)

Spring, Friction

completed the task within 45 minutes.

2

Energy

Spring

3

Linear Momentum

Two Blocks, Spring

4

Work-Energy

Rolling Ball, Friction

The items

Most subjects

Results
The performances of the 42 subjects were compared in a

5

Angular Momentum

Rolling Ball, Friction*

3 {Treatment Groups) x 14 (Subjects/Groups) x 2 (Times) x 4

6

Angular Momentum

Spinning Stick, Collision*

{Comparison Types) x 5 (Hodel Problems) analysis of

7

Linear Momentum

Collision*

variance.

Friction, Motion

this experiment, i.e., time and treatment groups, we will

8

Forces {Dynamics)

discuss the influence of Comparison Types and Model

* Not used in the final analyses

Problems.
Preliminary analysis of the data from a group of eight
experts indicated that the eight model problems were not of
equal difficulty, F(7,49) • 6.04, p<.OOOl.

Before considering the effects most relevant to

The experts'

There were differences among the four types of

comparison problem pairs, F(3,6) • 482.55, p<.OOOl, which
followed the general pattern predicted by our hypothesis
that novices would select comparison problems matching the

mean performance for the eight model problems ranged from

model problem on surface features.

100% to 59% of the deep structure choices.

the four types was (averaged over the pre- and post-task):

Since it was

Performance on each of

important to establish a baseline of problems in which

1) S-D, 27%

experts consistently agreed on the answer, the three model

3) N-D, 70% (predicted SOl), and 4) N-SD, 92% (predicted

problems in which the lowest mean performance was observed

100%).

were eliminated.

Problems, F(4,8) • 24.53, p•.0002.

These were model problem 5 (72% correct),

model problem 6 (69% correct), and model problem 7 (59%

{predicted 0%), 2) S-SD, 54% (predicted 50%),

There were also differences among the five Hodel
Mean performance ranged

from 78% correct on the Forces/Spring-Friction problem to
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42% correct on the Energy/Spring problem, with a mode of 61%
correct.

However, there were no significant interactions of

The HAT group showed a significant improvement in
performance from the pre- to the post-treatment session,

either Comparison Type or Model Problem with Treatment Group

F(1,13) - 5.20, p•.04.

or Time.

only group to show

Since these differences among Comparison Types and

~

Further-more the HAT group was the
indications of improvement; the mean

Hodel Problems are characteristic of novices in general, and

performance of the EST group remained the same, while the

not of the treatment per se, we refer the interested reader

performance of the T group declined.

to Hardiman, Dufresne and Mestre (1987, these Proceedings)

that the Hierarchical Analysis Tool does promote a shift

for further treatment of these topics.

toward the use of deep structure, while the two control

The main question under investigation in this
experiment was whether experience with the Hierarchical

treatments do not.

This result suggests

This shift was consistent across

Comparison Types, as can be seen by improvements of at least

Analysis Tool would promote a shift toward reliance on deep

6 percentage points in each of the four categories (see

structure rather than on surface features.

Table 2).

The results

This improvement was significant for the S-D

indicate an affirmative response to this question.

comparison type, t(13) • 3.12, p•.0324 (adjusted for four

Initially, there were no differences between the groups, as

tests), which is encouraging given that the S-D items, where

can be seen in Table 1.

surface features and deep structure are in direct

Overall, there was a minor,

insignificant improvement in performance after treatment for

competition, present the most difficulty for novices.

all subjects, from 60% on the pre-treatment task to 62% on
the post-treatment task, suggesting that it takes more than
a minor amount of practice to accomplish this shift toward
reliance on deep structure.

Hence, the fact that there were

significant differences among the three groups in the amount
of improvement from pre- to post-treatment on the judgment
task (see Table 1), F(2,39) • 4.28, p•.02, is of
considerable interest.
Table 1: Pre- and Post-treatment Percent Correct for the 3
Groups
Group

Table 2: Pre- and Post-treatment Performance of the HA Group
on the Four Comparison Types

pre-treatment

Comparison Type

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

S-D

17%

34%

S-SD

53%

61%

N-D

67%

76%

N-SD

88%

94%

post-treatment

HAT

56%

66%

EST

61%

61%

T

62%

58%

Conclusions
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that the
hierarchical approach to problem solving, exemplified by the
Hierarchical Analysis Tool, does help students to shift

Total

60%

62%

their decision making criteria for problem categorization
from one based on surface features toward one based on deep
structure.

We speculate that use of the Hierarchical

Analysis Tool promotes this shift because it highlights the

The principles used to solve the seven test problems

importance of applying principles to solve problems by
asking subjects to select the applicable principle in the
very first menu they encounter.

were:

Even if the user is not

able to answer all of the subsequent questions correctly,

Forces (Statics)

the principle to be applied to obtain a solution may still
be recognized as primary.
EXPERIMENT 2: PROBLEM SOLVING TEST
The problem solving pre- and post-tests were intended

2

Conservation of Linear Momentum

3

Conservation of Energy

4

Conservation of Angular Momentum

5

Energy (applied twice) and Linear
Momentum

to assess changes in problem solving as a function of
treatment.

We expected that all subjects would improve in

performance from the pre- to the post-test, since all

6

Energy and Angular Momentum

7

Forces (Dynamics) and Torques
(Dynamics)

subjects would have spent the same amount of time in problem
solving activities during the treatment phase.

Principle

Problem Number

However, we

hoped that the HAT group would outperform the EST and T
groups in the post-test for the reasons mentioned earlier.
The tests were composed of seven elementary mechanics

The subjects were given approximately one hour to
solve all seven test items.

They were told to indicate as

much of the problem solution as they could, even if they

problems that were similar in type and difficulty to both

were not able to reach a final solution.

In addition, they

the problems used in the treatment sessions, as well as to

were asked to attempt to solve all of the problems before

problems that appear in the freshman level text by Resnick

spending inordinate amounts of time trying to solve a

and Halliday (1977).

problem that they had no idea how to approach.

Four of the problems involved the

application of a single physical principle, while the

For the pre-test and the post-test two scores were

remaining three problems each required the application of

given for each problem: 1) a score of 1 was given for

two physical principles.

correctness of the principle chosen for solution, and 2) a

Two forms of the test were

constructed (Forms A and B), such that corresponding

score of 1 was given for the correctness of the final

problems could be solved by applying the same principle(s)

answer.

using approximately the same number of steps.

Whenever the·score for a test item differed between the two

Half the

The tests were graded by two physics experts.

subjects received Form A first and Form B second, while the

graders, the solution was reevaluated and a grade determined

other half took the tests in the opposite order.

by consensus.
In addition, performance on the 25 problems given
during the treatment sessions (five problems in each of five
sessions) was also analyzed.

The scoring method was

identical to that used for test items.
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than the two-step problems.

Results
The data was initially analyzed using a 3 {Treatment

The one exception to this trend

is the one-step angular momentum problem, as an examination

Group) x 14 (Subjects/Groups) x 2 (Forms) x 2 {Times) x 7

of Table 3 indicates.

{Items) analysis of variance.

amount of experience students have with angular momentum

The two forms of the test

were combined for all the analyses to be reported here, as

It is possible that the limited

influences their ability to recognize the solution principle

there was no main effect of Form and no interactions

involved.

involving Form.

post-test after treatment on the angular momentum problems

The level of performance on the pre-test

was quite variable for both the correctness of principle
measure and the correctness of final answer measure.

The substantial improvement in performance on the

supports this argument.

For

the correctness of principle measure, scores ranged from 0%
correct to 100% correct, with a mean of 37% correct.

Table 3: Correctness of Principle and Answer for Pre-test
and Post-test

The

pre-test means for the HAT, EST and T groups were 36%, 39%,
and 35% correct, respectively, and did not differ

Pre-test

Post-test

Principle

Principle

1

Forces

67%

36%

85%

50%

2

Linear Morn.

79%

74%

88%

Bl%

3

Energy

52%

31%

74%

62%

respectively 19%, 32%, and 27% correct, and again, did not

4

Angular Mom.

19%

9%

55%

50%

differ significantly.

5

Energy &

26%

26%

28%

26%

2%

2%

7%

4%

12%

4%

9%

7%

significantly.

Item

For the correctness of final answer measure,

scores ranged from 0% correct to 86% correct, with a mean of
26% correct.

The means for the HAT, EST and T groups were

The difference between mean percent correct principle
and the mean percent correct answer was significant, F(l,39)

of the principle{s) needed in solving the problem.

Principle

Answer

Linear Mom.
6

Energy &

• 29.12, p<.OOOl, indicating that correct computation of the
final answer did not always follow a correct determination

Answer

Angular Mom.
7

Forces &

However,

Torques

the probability of computing the correct answer, given that
the subject had identified the correct principle, was high
{70%), and no subject computed the correct final answer
without first correctly identifying the principle for
solution.

These last two facts suggest the relative

importance of an appropriate initial problem categorization
in reaching a correct answer.
Identifying the principle needed for solution was not
equally difficult for all items, F{6,234) • 30.73, p<.OOOl,
and neither was correct solution, F{6,234) • 25.45, p(.OOOl.
In general, subjects were able both to identify the
principle of solution, t{41) • 10.91, p<.OOOl, and to solve,
t(41) • 8.99, p(.0001, the one-step problems more easily

Performance on the post-test showed significant
improvement in both identifying the correct principle needed
for solution, F{l,39) • 21.48, p<.OOOl, and computing the
correct answer, F(l,39) • 23.32, p<.OOOl.

However, for

neither measure was the actual amount of improvement
overwhelming; on the average, subjects obtained one more
question correct on the post-test than on the pre-test (a
difference of about 14%).

An examination of Table 4 shows

that all three groups improved by about the same number of
points.

Table 4: Pre-test and Post-test Performance by Groups

each problem when they had completed their analysis.

These

problem solutions were scored for correctness of the
Principle
Pre-test
Post-test
36%
45%
40%
51%
35%
53%

Group
HAT
EST
T

Overall

37%

50%

Answer
Pre-test
Post-test
19%
34%
46%
32%
41%
27%

principle chosen and for correctness of the final answer.
The scores for each session are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Performance on the 5 Problem Solving Sessions

40%

26%

HAT

EST

T

Principle Answer Principle Answer Principle Answer
The significant improvement in performance was due to

Session

improvements on the single-principle problems only, for both
correctness of concept, F(l,39)•27.89, p(.QQOl, and
correctness of answer, F(1,39)•28.56, p(.OQOl.

Hence,

although the experience gained in each of the treatments
helped subjects achieve higher problem solving scores, no

51%

30%

51%

36%

51%

33%

2

49%

27%

56%

44%

67%

37%

3

60%

57%

56%

67%

56%

49%

4

60%

39%

67%

53%

6U

44%

5

53%

23%

66%

46%

61%

46%

Overall

55%

treatment improved subjects' ability to solve problems
involving two principles.
EST and T groups.

This is not surprising for the

32%

59%

44%

59%

42%

However, the Hierarchical Analysis Tool

had a specific provision for handling multiple principle
problems: subjects could return to the first menu in the
hierarchy and continue the analysis after invoking the
second concept.

Since even the HAT subjects did not improve

in performance on the two-principle problems, we can
conclude that the logic of the Hierarchical Analysis Tool
alone is not sufficient to provide the insight that more
than one concept must be considered in constructing the
solution.

group is lower than that of the other two groups.

In

addition, if performance on sessions 1 and 2 is compared
with performance on sessions 4 and 5, the HAT group does not
appear to have improved over time, while the EST and T
groups show a modest improvement. The HAT group also had the
lowest overall score on the correct principle measure,

Clearly, our prediction that using the Hierarchical
Analysis Tool would benefit problem solving performance more
than using the Equation Sorting Tool or a textbook was not
reali~ed.

Although the differences between the groups are not
significant, the mean percent correct performance of the HAT

Examining performance on the 25 problems solved

during the five problem solving sessions provides some clues
as to why the HAT group did not make larger gains in
performance.
It was possible to compare the progress of subjects in
all three groups throush the treatment sessions because the
subjects were required to write down a final solution to

although the means of the three groups were much closer on
this measure.
Of some interest is the finding that the Hierarchical
Analysis Tool users compute the correct solution after
identifying the correct principle only 58% of the time.
This is to be contrasted with 74% for the Equation Sorting
Tool users, 71% for the textbook users, and 70% for the
combined groups on the pre-test.

This result sussests that

the Hierarchical Analysis Tool was not beins used
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effectively and/or interfered with the process of
determining the answer.

If the analysis tool was being used

SUMMARY

The problem solving activities of novices were

effectively, the HAT users should have been able to compute

structured in the domain of elementary mechanics, in a

the correct solution, after identifying the correct

manner consistent with the hierarchical approaches used by

principle, well over 70% of the time; the program

experts.

This was accomplished with a computer-based system

constructed the exact equations needed for solution while

called the Hierarchical Analysis Tool.

the user responded to the menu options.

novices who solved problems using the analysis tool: 1)

We found that

shifted their decision making criteria for problem
categorization from one based on surface features to one

Conclusions
The results of Experiment 2, like those of other
studies (Chi, et al., 1981; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982),
indicate that novices have considerable difficulty

based on deep structure, and 2) improved their overall
problem solving performance.
The effect of the Hierarchical Analysis Tool on

identifying the principle needed to solve a problem.

problem categorization is particularly interesting since it

Novices had particular difficulty when a problem required

was the only problem solving treatment that promoted a shift

the application of more than one principle; they often could

toward expert-like problem categorization.

Neither solving

not decipher the multi-principle problems well enough to

problems in the traditional way using a mechanics textbook,

identify even one of the principles needed to construct a

nor solving problems with an unstructured computer-based

solution.

system (Equation Sorting Tool) significantly changed

The results of both the pre-test and the post-

test indicate that correct identification of the applicable

subjects' problem categorization - as measured by the

principle is a necessary, and substantial step in developing

Similarity Judgment Task.

the correct solution strategy.

exhibited shifts toward expert-like categorization for all

Experience in solving problems is one way to improve
proficiency in identifying the correct principle and
computing the final answer.

Subjects in all three treatment

groups improved on both of these measures.

It was our hope

In contrast the HAT group

model problems and all types of comparisons.
The effect of the Hierarchical Analysis Tool on
problem solving performance was less dramatic.

While the

analysis tool did improve novices' skill for identifying the

that the Hierarchical Analysis Tool would enhance the effect

solution principle and computing the correct answer, the

of this experience.

improvement 'was comparable to what occurs when novices

However, it did not appear to do so.

The apparent difficulty subjects experienced in effectively

practice problem solving using a textbook as a resource.

using the Hierarchical Analysis Tool may provide an

There may be several reasons why solving problems with the

explanation for why the HAT group did not improve more on

analysis tool did not improve performance beyond this more

the post-test.

traditional approach.

It would not have been possible for subjects

We list three:

to appropriately internalize the logic implicit in the
analysis tool if they had never been able to use the tool
effectively.

1) Subjects could not appropriately internalize
the logic implicit in the analysis tool because the tool was
not used effectively, and/or the duration of treatment was
too short.

2) Subjects did internalize the logic of the

and procedures. However, to enhance the effectiveness of

analysis tool to some degree but perhaps some other

structuring novices' problem solving, some pedagogical

ingredient is needed to make it useful in solving problems.

materials based on a hierarchical approach must be

For example, recent research has identified feedback and

developed.

reflection as two characteristics in succesful models of
cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Seely Brown and Newman,
in press).
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students' responses reflect their perception of difficulty in a form that involves their
repenoire of concepts.

In mathematics education, several recent research studies have referred to the use of
students' made-up problems. Krutetskii (1976), for example, cited examples of
gifted children who enjoyed making up their own mathematics problems and solving
them. Ellenon (1980), in a pilot study investigating how children develop abstract
ideas, asked children to make up a problem that would be difficult for a friend to
solve.
A research study conducted by Han (1981) used children's made-up mathematics
problems to investigate how children draw on concrete situations to describe
symbolic expressions, and Bell et al (1984) used mathematical problems created by
students to investigate how numerical and operational misconceptions can be
identified. In both of these studies, a symbolic expression was given and students
were asked to make up a story that fitted. Ellenon (1986a) described contrasting
features of mathematics problems made up by talented and by less able students.

Introduction:

The tasks:

Understanding in mathematics and science has traditionally been assessed through

As pan of a large scale study of the development of abstract reasoning (Ellenon,

testS and exercises. These methods, however, reveal little of studentS' perception of

1985), students were asked to make up a mathematics problem that would be quite

mathematics or of science, nor of their use of mathematical and scientific language in

difficult for a friend to solve. Suggesting a problem for a friend was intended to help

other contexts. Although recent teaching in these areas has focused more on pupil

the students project their thinking beyond themselves, while keeping the context in

interest and involvement than has been the case in the past,

an environment familiar to themselves and their peers. In addition, the inclusion of

research in mathematics and science education has still tended to utilise or examine

for a friend was designed to stretch the students to the limit of their concept

student responses to solving problems chosen by the teacher or researcher, rather

development; students were also asked to provide the answer, thus giving the

than. incorporate student-generated ideas or problems.

researcher an inbuilt check on the extent of each student's level of concept
attainment. The sample incorporated a total of eight secondary schools in South

This is, perhaps, surprising in view of the emphasis being given to accepting and

Australia, and ten secondary schools in New Zealand. Year 4 children were simply

building on children's ideas. Perhaps this reflects the extent to which we value the

asked to make up a mathematics question or problem that would be hard to answer,

problems we create for our students, and how we still tend to feel 'the expen' even

and were reminded 'don't forget to work out the answer'. Years 4, 6 and 7 pupils

though we 'listen to' and 'build on' the understandings students bring to the

were drawn from primary and secondary schools in the Geelong district of Victoria.

classroom.

As there was no overlap between the samples used for the made-up problems in

When studentS make up problems, their view of the content areas is inextricably

students attending schools

embodied in their creation. By superimposing the idea of a difficult problem,

which the science studentS attended.

mathematics and in chemistry, mathematics problems have been selected from

sec in socio-economic areas similar to that of the school
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A sample of 66 science students from Years 8 to ll (ages 13 to 16 years) from a

Year 6:

state secondary school set in a middle class suburb of Gee long, Victoria was asked
to respond to the following:

Write a chemistry question that you think would be difficult to answer.
If this question was in a test, how would you respond?
(Girl, aged 11 years 8 months)

In this case, students were asked only for a difficult problem, without the additional
restriction of for a friend. This approach was taken because many of the students
concerned were only starting to formulate their ideas of what chemisrry

q

incorporates, whereas students of this age have been accustomed to mathematics for
many years.
(Boy, aged 12 years 4 months)
To assess their interest in chemistry, a semantic differential list incorporating sixteen
adjectives (see Appendix) was given to each of the students. By assigning numerical

Year 7:

values from -3 to +3 (including 0 for a neutral reply), a total attitude raring could be
given to each student ( -24 ~possible rating ( 24).

0

eJ ~tt-+b(l-1)><:!2:;,;
Results:
(Girl, aged 12 years ll months)

Part 1: Mathematics problems

(Boy, aged 12 years 5 months)

Problems have been chosen for inclusion here to illustrate the type and style of those
written by the students in this sample.

Year 8:

Year 4:
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(Boy, aged 15 years 1 month)

The view of mathematics presented by the students whose problems have been
reproduced above was predominantly a formal one which used very few words and
relied heavily on symbolic mathematical1anguage. Word problems were rare and
made up less than ten percent of the total.
In some cases it was evident that the students had recently been working on the topic

chosen by a large proponion of the class for their made-up problem - the fractions
for Year 6 was one such example. During an interview with one of the students from
this class, one of the boys was able to recite, fluently, the formal language
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associated with the fractions he had written. When asked if he would have written

Year 10:

the same (quite complex) problem if he had been asked to make up one that would

What is formed when iron (If) nitrate solution and sodium hydroxide
solution are mixed together?
I wouldn't respond because I couldn't. This is a difficult question.

have been difficult for himself to solve (instead of a friend) he said no, and
described a practical shopping problem that involved a very simple fraction. In spite

(Boy, aged 15 years 2 months; attitude rating: 7)

of his apparent fluency with the language, he had had few practical experiences
(Ellerton, 1986b).

Year 10:
sodium + sodium ·-·> ?
carbonate
nitrate
If this question came up in a test I'd panic, then leave it and go on to the
next question.

Part II: Science problems
Problems have been chosen for inclusion here to illustrate the type and style of those
written by the students in this sample.

(Girl, aged 15 years 10 months; attirude rating: 15)

Year 10:

Year 8:
What is a compound?
I would respond by trying to answer it.lf l didn't know it I would
leave it our and come back to it.

What are the steps involved in writing correct equations?
(Boy, aged 15 years 8 months; attitude rating: -3)

Year 10:

(Girl, aged 13 years 10 months; attitude rating: 1)

Balance equations.

Year 8:

Ca (Cl) + Na (P04)
What is a substance?
I find it difficult to answer.
(Boy, aged 13 years 8 months; attitude rating: -21)

· ·> Na CI + Ca (P04)

I would tackle it and give it a go but would probably get it wrong.
(Girl, aged 15 years II months; attitude rating: 2)

Year 10:

Year 8:

Why do we write chemical equations'
What is a chemical reaction?
I would respond by oot knowing what it is and leaving it blank.
(Girl, aged 13 years 8 months; attitude rating: -24)

(Girl, aged 15 years 9 months; attitude rating: -12)

Year 10:
What js tbe test for oxv~en?

Year 9:
Why the planet Earth is the only one with an atmosphere eg with
orygen, carbon dioxide, ere.
(Girl, aged 14 years; attitude rating: 8)

Year 10:
Write the solubi/iry rules of Nitrate, Chloride, Sulfate and Carbonate.
.~All nitrates are soluble.
All chlorides are soluble except silver and lead.
Ali sulfates are soluble except lead and barium.
All carbonates are soluble except sodium, potassium and ai711'1U)nium.

(Boy, aged 15 years 4 months; attitude rating: 3)

Pour something into a test tube. Heat. Move glowing splint over open
end. If splintflares~ is present.
What js the test for carbon dia.r:ide?
Pour some chemical into a test rube. Hear. Move lit splint over open
end. If splint goes our, carbon dioxide is present.
(Boy, aged 15 years 9 months; attitude rating: 6)

Year 10:

Table 1 summarizes the content areas covered by the chemistry questions made up
Name all the compounds and elements in symbol form and also

by Years lO and 11 students in the sample. The mean attitude rating for students was

showing how many positives and negirive.

found to increase in going from Year

(Girl, aged 15 years 6 months; attitude rating: -6)

10 to Year 11, although the value of 1.1 for the

rating suggests only a very slightly positive attitude towards chemistry. The range of
attitude rating values was from -24 to +22, with only four students showing an

Year 11:

attitude rating of +16 or more.

Give the aromic numbers of the elements.
Panic, trial and error until one looks right or I remember what it is.
Look back to see

Years 8 and 9 students have not been included in Table 1 because all of those who

if it's on a previous page.

made up problems concerned themselves with definitions such as those given as

(Girl, aged 16 years 6 months; attitude rating: -2)

examples. Mean attitude ratings for Years 8 and 9 were -14.6 and -2.4 respectively,
Year 11:

with the highest ratings being 7 and 8. Seven of the nine Year 8 students with
List the emf series in correct order.

attitude ratings of less than -20 did not make up a chemistry problem at all.

My Answer: I'd leave it our.
(Girl, aged 16 years; attitude rating: -13)

Discussion:

Year 11:

The students' responses suggest that, not only did many students in this sample

State the atomic number of all the elemenrs on the periodic table.

(particularly at the more junior level) fmd chemistry confusing and uninteresting, but

"Would fail chemistry"

they perceived it as composed largely of facts, figures, definitions and symbols.

(Boy, aged 16 years 3 months; artitude rating: 10)

Very few students alluded to the investigative side of chemistry.
Year 11:
Explain how metal reflects light.

The problems presented as difficult seemed to achieve their level of difficulty by

If I didn't k110w the answer, I would not do it.

placing a larger load than normal on students' memory span - difficulty was seen to

(Girl, aged 16 years 10 months; attitude rating: lO)

parallel the need to memorize more facts. There was a clear response that if a

Year 11:

problem was too difficult, it would simply not be attempted. Resignation to an
Why do electricians say that the electrons move from + ro • when we

inability to answer difficult problems was also evident.

are ro.ughtfrom to+
The perception of difficulry of particular concepts in chemistry has been explored by

(Boy, aged 16 years; attitude rating: 5)

Johnstone, Morrison and Sharp (1971) and more recently by Butts and Smith

Table 1: Numbers of students making up problems in particular content areas.

(1987). In the latter study, students rated fifty concepts on a four point scale from
equations

periodic
table;
naming
compounds

emr,
pKa

chemical
reaction

explanation;
rules

easy to extremely difficult. The survey showed that many students report

DO

problem
made up

Year

mean

experiencing difficulty with some of the fundamental concepts related to atomic,

attitude
rating

ionic and molecular structure. Some of the results suggested that the interpretation of
macroscopic observations in terms of atomic and molecular properties may be more

10

s

3

11

3

5

8
2

4

4

6

-4.0

Ll

difficult for many students than teachers anticipate. This is consistent with the
made-up problems included above, where students seemed to have difficulty in
writing down equations to represent simple practical experiments.
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The problems made up by the students reflected the subject areas they have come to
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know as mathematics and chemistry. Thus both were perceived as formal, factual
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Conclusions:

Appendix:

and literal areas with little room for imagination and investigation. An element of
mystique seemed to dominate some responses {'pour something into a rest tube').
Solutions to the problems were perceived as either unattainable or difficult to attain.
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Thus students in the samples perceived mathematics and chemistry in a very
restricted light; presumably the set of experiences that they had come to associate
with the tenns mathematics and chemistry at school reflected this perspective.
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PRAGMATICAL CONCEPTIONS IN THE ATOMIC DOMAIN

naive
Guy

Faucher.

Department

of

Engineering

I ife.

known

physics.

I ha I ,

conceptions which may be in
accepted

views

noticing that
will

stop

in

the

students

of

conflict

science.

in ord nary

life

area

develop
For

unless a force is applied,

oI

0

a I that point
Sometimes

s I uden Is

directly

is
on

(Vi

example,
objects
they wi II

current

the spontaneous reasoning
of
more sophisticated and based less
observations
Wi I h
a
circuit

wi I I

be

higher

in

nearest to the battery and smaller
one: at ter
the current
current

in the

other

sequentially (Shipstone 1983).

Students have difficulties in considering
circuit as a system (Ciosset 1983).
Alternative
They

are

very

the

frameworks exist also in other

fields, especially

optics

robust

and

in

where

there

is no equivalent

It has been argued
then,

by

in daily

Bachelard

(1983)

the obstacles are purely

The difficulty
lizing

encountered

in

conceptua-

wave corpusule duality is quite typical.

In the macroscopic world we deal with

particles

which are localized and with waves which extend
in space. When the electron is introduced. it Is
classified as a particle (even as a point
particle, most of the times). The idea that the
electron might be also a wave seems absurd from
The dilemma will

be solved when we accept that the macroscopic
entities, wave and
corpuscule.
cannot
be
transposed to the microscopic domain. We refer
the
interested reader
to Bachelard for
an
inter es I i ng
discussion
on
epistemological
obstacles.

the resistor

passing through the first resistor
is used up and del Ivers less.
The

behaves

experiences

the macroscopic point of view.

en not 1979) .

consisting of a battery and 2 resistors (or 2
bu I bs) , I he "m i I kman de I i very" mode I states that
the

less extracted from

and others that.
ep is t emo I og i ca I .

the

believe in a F
v law instead of the Newtonian
one. F
a. Even at the university level many
sti I I think that a ball thrown upwards does not
feel a force at the top of its trajectory, since
v

these

naive

with

moving

of

beliefs in classical physics is that they

are more or

physics
INTAOOUCTIQN
I I is we I I

factor

da i I y I i f e or
from ana I og i es w i t h i I . This
factor should be absent in the area of modern

Physics, Ecole Polytechnique. C P. 6079.
Succ "A". Montreal H3C 3A7, Canada

classical

The common

thermodynamics.

and resistant

to change

Though we accept the Bachelardian thesis
epistemological
obstacles
are
of
primary
importance, especially in modern physics
we
describe

here

the

frequent

attitude
of
pragmatical conceptualization which we
have
observed
among
university students.
After
defining that attitude and describing some of
its

features.

we

wi II show that it or lginates

from a strictly empirical view of
by

I hose

students .

Our

science

pic 1u r e

wi I I

held
be
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illustrated by misconceptions
quantum

picked

up

in

mechanics course after a few years;

a
the

Intel I igible some phenomenon, he bui Ids his
explanation

which

may

be superseded by a more

students had previously followed
a
modern
physics course.
Only misconceptions held by a

convenient one.
constructivist,

sizable fraction (at least 1/3)

has been done by someone else and nothing

of

each

class

wil I be used and most of them wi II be taken from
the atomic domain.
PRAGMATICAL CONCEPTIONS (PC)
developing

students

pragmat ical

usua II y
do no I quest ion
conceptions
(PC)
them as ~
accepted theories, they accept
very easily after a short period of incubation,
where doubt
is a I I owed.
Bu I
I heo r i es
are
reduced to their verifiable parts
Rutherford's
nuclear atom model l§ Rutherford's scattering

The PCer
is essentially non
the construction, one might say,
needs

to be added: truth has been reached in one step.
However ,
the
PCe r
is
a I so
mi I d I y
a
reconstructivist
in
the following way·
some
parts of a theory wi I I be adapted by him;
he
wi I I

The

own

r aeons I r uc I

some

con cap Is

bu I

w i I I not

touch to the conclusions.
Truth is preserved
( the ve r i f i ab I e
is not a f f ec 1 ad) , bu 1 some
concepts, which are too intellectual,
"too
conceptual", are sweetened to his taste.
CHARACTERISTICS OF PC

No or small attention is given to the
formula.
assumptions (point particles, no nuclear recoi I,

We
have
defined
the PCer as
constructivist (theories are definitive)

electrostatic

realist
(theories are not models of reality but
descriptions
of
reality).
We
will
now
illuminate
these
two
points
with
some
characteristic features.
From what has been

force)

on which it

is based.

An

accepted theory
is a successful
theory:
its
conclusions have been verified, the calculations
(or

the

thinking)

leading

to

them

has

been

a non
and a

checked by some people; whatever it says must be
true and must be accepted.
I I
has been said

said

jokingly that psychoanalysts succeed mainly with

conceptualization

young,

S!g.gressive, yerbal,
lntell igent
and
~uccessful patIents:
they pick up those patIents
which are more prone to be cured.
This Yavis

about concepts. definitions and assumptions,
which are the ingredients for cooking a model.
Asked if nuclei are solids,
I iquids
or gases.

effect

some students found that they
ndeed are sol ids (since they are compact} or
liquids (because of the I iquid drop model). They
could not see that nuclei
(and electrons) are

is

found among PCers·
they pick up
find
theories
and
I ha I
their
successful
conclusions are indeed verified.
The examples of misconceptions in classical
physics given in the introduction describe the
learner
as
a
constructivist:
to
make

in the preceding paragraph, one can deduce

that

the

(question

PCer

being

involves a relation
the

he

does

the

not bother

#1).

constituents;
I ike

short circuts

period:

a

solid

between

individuals

which

(or

the
are

a

I iquid)

constituents,
unIted

in a

family.

frequently

by

the

PCer

Bohr's

hate

involved

physics.

without

apparent

principle and semi-classical arguments.

understanding, in a kind of jargon. Considering
wavelength as a proper
length shows a poor
comprehension of what is a wavelength and of
length;
this misconception
what
is a proper
appeared in a problem where one had to derive
the Compton effect
from the Doppler effect
(question #2)

They

correspondence

are

Concepts and definitions

Since a

theory (modern physics} describes
successful
reality, a second theory (classical physics)
cannot be right too.
There is place for
just
one truth.
Instead of making the complete and
long quantum-mechanical calculation
of
the
electron magnetic moment. one often prefers the
semi ·classical one with Bohr orbits.
The PCers
seem to think that this approximation is wrong.

the PCer has in
Part of the trouble of
modern physics comes from his poor comprehension

Prone

to

consider

theories as factual and

of classical physics
He may remember a lot of
facts
(he is an amateur of facts) but he has
having an organized view of
d i f f i cu It i es in
them.
He has. for example, studied the laws of
electromagnetism. but fai Is to see the synthesis
introduced
by
Maxwel I
During one of my
lectures, some students
tried
to
explain

definitive, the PCer does not like to face news
Ouest ion #4: what is the result of the
facts.
Stern·Ger tach experiment with ions?
In the
original experiment with neutral silver atoms,

superconduclivi ty (question #3) in the following
way
instead of being distributed in the whole

force F

volume of a metal, electrons I ie only at the
(exterior) surface
therefore they can move
without bouncing on atoms and on each other.
which
This
m i sconcept ion,
some
has
cons t r uc t i vis t touch, originates from an earlier
one·
the . net charge
of
a
conductor
at
electrostatic equilibrium lies at the (exterior)
sur face and not at the inter lor sur face (within
a

lew

atomic

"the most
is what

radii).

important

As Ausubel

factor

( 1978) said

influencing

learning

the learner already knows·

Even those PCers who bring a good knowledge
of

c I ass i ca I

reconciliating

physics
modern

have
physics

d i f t i cu 1 t y
and

in

classical

the net spin interacted with the
inhomogeneous
magnetic field.
If, moreover,
the atom is
charged, there wi I I be also a variable magnetic
=

q

vx

B.

students tried to
inoperative in a
most
far-fetched
They think
that
works only with
react well
if

More than half of

the

find reasons why ions would be
Stern-Gerlach apparatus,
the
being that ions have no spin.
the Stern-Gerlach experiment
electrons. The PCer does not
dl f ferent
calculatIons
are

required of him. Most of the problems in quantum
mechanics end with symbolic answers and
involve
for hydrogen
therefore no units. Question #5:
in the ground state, calculate the maximum value
of
the wave function, the probability density
and the radial
probability
density;
give
numerical values. Less than half of the students
could give the right
that

~

units,

some

even

saying

has no physical meaning and therefore Is

dimensionless. The PCer does not

I ike

to

make
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genera I i za t ions

0 I ten

spec i a I

introduced at the end of
Therefore
relativity

students
is

the

tend

needed

reI at i vi t y

mechanics
to

only

course.

believe
in

is
that

particle

accelerators.
Question
#6:
does special
relativity apply to electricity and magnetism?
The f o I I owing answer
is much too I r equen I · i I
charges do not move fast, no. And the fact that
Maxwell's equations are Lorentz
invariant is
swept under the rug, as well as the reference to
Faraday's law in the 1905 paper of Einstein.
EMPIRICAL VIEW OF SCIENCE
We have described the main features of the
students who hold pragmatical conceptions while
learning modern physics· poor conceptualization
of phenomena. weak comprehension
of
basic
c I ass i ca I
physics,
i nab i I i I y
in
rna I chi ng
classical and modern physics, inaptitude to face
new facts and
to make generalizations. One
possible explanation for that attitude is
that
these students hold a purely empirical view of
science.
If one believes that discoveries

are

made

only
expe r i menta I I y.
one wi I I attach
less
importance to assumptions and
concepts
in
theories
The important
things wil I be the
facts and the verifiable conclusions, which are
considered more or less equivalent. This is an
awful mistake, because
when
we
make
an
observation, we must have at least some a priori
idea of what to observe. Experiment does not

tell us which concepts must be used to explain a
phenomenon. Experiment may indicate which one

of two or more concepts is more appropriate, but
we must create them ourselves

The whole area of

conceptualization Is
reduced to a minimum in a
quite restricted view of science.
Empiricists believe that the ultimate truth
may be achieved.
Modern physics coming after
classical physics, the
latter must be wrong.
That
is why the PCer usually neglects classical
physics. Since he needs a minimum of concepts in
modern
physics.
the concepts of classical
physics are seen as ridicule and out·of-date.
The problem of matching both theories is not a
real one and Bohr's correspondence principle is
purely academic.
I f

science

is
discoveries,

I imi ted

to

making
a new theory must
originate from a new fact.
That is why the PCer
does not accept paradoxically new facts unless
he has the theory proving them at hand. That is
also
why
he
does
not
I ike
to
make
genera I i za t ions.
to
see
the I ink bet ween
apparently divergent phenomena
experimental

The role of logic in science is reduced to
a
minim~m
by the PCer
That
is why he
frequently
shows
incorrect
logic,
I ike
contradictory
exp I ana t Ions,
This
is
not
important for him, since experiment is superior
to logic.
He does not accept
the gedanken
experiments of Einstein, Bohr and Heisenberg
He I ikes real things not imaginary ones.
My question #7 is a perfect example of what
has been described up to now: do a

copper

wire

and

an

atom

properties?

evaporated

from it have the same

141

with the expected conceptual change.

Discuss electrical conductivity and

mal leabi I ity.

This

question is related to the

first one.
More than 30% of
the students
answered that both the wire and the atom had the
same e I ec I r i ca I conduc 1 i vi 1 y
This r esu I 1 is
stupendous for
students who can make quite
lengthy
calculations
involving
Fourier
transforms
or
confluent
hypergeomet ric
tunc t ions
It is however better than the one of
Ben· Zv i ( 1986) on 10 I h ·grade s I uden Is:

on I y 15%

We now have to pay the price for our haste
to forward our students to more interesting,
high-tech
subjects.
They run hastily from
basics to sophisticated fields (Newton's laws vs
high-temperature superconductivity).
When we
detect deficiencies in advanced courses, we
invent
reasons
like a poor background in
mathematics.

We should rather say:

that student

did not spend enough time in basics.

thought that the wire and the extracted atom had
different properties

Posner

(1982) has described the condi lions

that must be met for a conceptual change: people
CONCLUSION
I I
is quite distressing that in the study
of modern physics. an area where concepts are so

important, so many students regress to (or stay
at) a level of low conceptualization, where only
the

verification

of formulas is important.

It

seems that an important part of
the course
should be devoted to explaining what science
really is- that is from a constructivist point
of view (Novak 1984).
Modern physics being based on classical
physics, the introductory courses of mechanics
and

electricity

must be dissatisfied with the old concept and
find the new one more acceptable,
the rising
notion
must be Intelligible, plausible and
fruitful.

The problem with PCers is

to

induce

them to a state of dissatisfaction towards their
aconcep I ua I at t i tude. so
a new one.

I

ha I

I

hey

I

r y to

bu i I d
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF NAIVE IMPETUS CONCEPTIONS

ball (in the absence of friction) will be greater than the

Efraim Fischbein, Ruth Stavy, and Hana Ma-Naim
Tel-Aviv University

number of those who predict the same about a box; or that
the number of

What does preserve the motion of a

fall
losing

contact

with

the

mover?

~ubjects

who predict that a heavy chest will

launched object after

The

belief

of

laymen

straight down,

will be greater than
bo~.

subjects who predict the same about a
usually,
force -

that motion continues as
an impetus -

1979; Clement,

1982;

the number of

is,

the effect of an internal

imparted on it by the mover

(Viennot,

4.

McCloskey, 1983; McCloskey, Washburn and·

A

fourth question addressed by us referred to the effect

of instruction.

Felch, 1983; Green, McCloskey and Caramazza, 1985).

Does

structurally the views

The present research has been devi&ed having in mind the

the teaching of mechanics

modify

of

to

student& with

free motion of a launched object 1

following aims:

Viennot

(1981);

Caramazza et

al

respect

the

The investigations of
(1980);

Clement

(1982)

etc., have indicated that many students, even after taking
1.

We wanted to check the hypothesis that naive people indeed
cour&es in meachnics, continue to present the same types
interpret the free motion of an object (if no contrary
of misconceptions referring to the motion of objects.
forces intervene) as the effect of an imparted force - and
5.

not as the effect of inertia.

A

fifth problem referred to was the effect of the way in
e~ternal

which an object is set in motion by an
2.

We intended to analyze

the psychological

nature

of

mover.

It

the
has

been supposed (McCloskey, Waehburn and Felch,

1983)

naive impetus theory.
that, according to naive subjects, carried objects do not
3.

We

considered

that

the

impetus

interpretation

roots in the practical, t .. rreo;trL.I
then assumed

has

its

life experience.

We

that the predictions of the naive subjects

referring to the continuation of motion of an object after losing contact with the mover - will depend on some

get any impetus from the mover, while launched objects or
objects "moving on their own" get such an impetus.
absence

or

influence,

presence

of

the

supposed

in the nov ice's opinion,

impetus

The
should

the continuation of

The Method

properties of the object, such as shape or weight, even in
The subjects were 45 students enrolled in 4 classes grade 10
the absence of friction.
and 44 students enrolled in 4 classes grade

- Tel

u.

The &chools

The lOth graders

For instance, we have assumed that the number of naive

were situated in an urban area

subjects who predict the infinity of motion of a launched

did not possess any systematic knowledge in mechanics, while

Aviv.
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the

11th

grade

students

had

already

taken

a

course

in

1'wo types of motion were considert!d:

c)

the

;:,~;c~anics.

object

is

carried

subsequently released;
We used

questionnaires and

i:lter<Jiews.

The aim of

was

mainly

to

dt:temine

the

influence

of

and

weight

of

objt:cts

on

the

subjects'

t:le

•n.)tion

of

these

obje.:ts

in

airplane)

and

the object is pushed

sprin,!S;

an object

is

moving

down

a

accel~ration

gets

and

continues

both

types

effect

of

its

motion

over

a

predictions

the

absence

Objectively,

of

motion

are,

tn

the

inertia

and

of
absence

fritcion, after losing contact with the mover.

(car,

(2) Active motion:

an expanding

precipice.
cvnc.:rni:·~

vehicle

the
slope,

shape

a

motion:

the
suddenly by

questionnaires

by

P.-~ss:ve

(l)

of

friction,the

inertia,

or

The interviews
But

it has

been assumed

that subjects who

think

W't:re especially aim<!d t.J elucidate the psyuchological structure
in t.:rms of impetus will predict differently tht continuation
of

the

impetus

conceptions,

but

also

to

deepen

the
of free motions in the

tlo'o circumstances (for instance

that a

understanding of the other aspects.
carri~:~d

The basic concern of our research

~as,

object

will

be

considered

more

frequently

to

fall

in fact, the nature
0Pj~~t

straight down than a Launched
of the intuitive, naive interpretation of the motion of a

~ody

after losing contact W'ith the mover.
The

interviews

abvve

questionnaires

were

administered

"'hich

tuok

into

based

on

(W'it!l ,;._Hoe additional
.-~h,;ut

infortnati"'l
Two

were

how

the

same

ite11s)

students

type

but

of

trying

explain

the

questions

as

to obtain more
continc~ation

of

account
motion after losing contact with the mover.

the following aspects:
a)

The cvnditions

in

which

the

motion

takes

place.

Air:
Procedure:

objects
launched

carried

a

over

by

aitj>lane

an

precipice;

which are subsequently

or

the

_...
__
Ground:

a

rt:~leased;

motion
car

~panding

of

an

carrying
spri~

object
objects

launching

an object on a smooth surface.

The questionnaires were administrated collectively in the usual
conditions

of

questionnaire
consequently

b)

Objects with various shapes, weights and

considered:

a

box,

a

ball,

a

a

glider,

a

functions

chest

classroom
were

four

activity.

typed

formats

in
were

two

The

quest ions

different

produced.

The

of

each

orders

and

aim

of

this

The

four

were
technique

was

to

obtained

formats

neutralize

the

ef feet

of

ordt:r.

containing
were

administrated

simultaneously

to

ali

equipment, etc.
subjects present in the classroom at the time of
format per individual.

testing, one
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The a 1 ~elllne • (J:!assive !IIOtlon!lq

becom~s

Inspecting Tables l to 4 it

evident that there are

Type of

A2

The
Plane
pulls

A chest
is clropped
from the

AS

At

Al

Al

ll!a
plana
pulls a

The
plana
pulls

1l!e
plane
looses a

il

differences between the motions

of objects according

to

their

answer

G_rado

Foe'lolard

,;hape, dt'spite the fact

that th" questionnaires were insisting

on the absence of friction.

differenc~s

But these

appear only

litral<Jht
down

in grade

10 students,

taken

systematic

in students

i ,., .

who have

never

course

in

mechanics.

Let

us

be

wheel

ball

glider

4U,9

lU

4~.4

29.~

11

9).1

9U,U

J6. 4
9].2

91.0

70,5
84.1

10
11

4),2
2,)

59. l

5().0

4].2

22.7

IU

11.4
2,)

9. I

1),6

15.9

2.J

2.J

4.>

2.)
2.J

2.)
2.3

4.5

4.3

4.5
ll.6

11

more

specif i.::

No

IU

answer

11

'lhe numbers

"·

l! lane

4.5

b~fore

Uackward

a

a box

2.)
rep~esant

pa~centaye"'

While a glider is supposed to move forward (as answered by

70.5% of
40t or
wheel.

the subj.:!cts)

hess suppos.,;::!
The

smallest

after being

released, only about

th<= same about a box,
number

of

"forward"

a

ba11 or a

r<=sponses

was
1'1\IILE 2

given to the "chest" question (39.54).
the subjects predict.:d

that

Sixty percent of

the chest will fall

Bl

straight
Typ'! ot
a:nswet'

down.

Grade
Ill

lnUnlte

b.

In

the car and spr,:Jg proble1ns,

supposed

most

frequently

to

it

is

move

the ball which is

forever

after

losing

contact with th« mov,:;r (i.e. th .. car or the spring).
explanation
rolling (on
Being round,

giv~:~:-~

by

the

a supportive

subjects
surface:

the ball rolls,

impetus continues forever.

is
a

that

table,

the
the

ball

The
is

ground).

gets impetus, and thus

{ auive motlonsf

'l'ht1 car

h1>ort
distance
rorwardl
Infinite
short distance

'

l:ltops
lmmediatalk:

Bl

The car
"" 111!1

ball

"

The car
pu II"

wheal

JI.O
58.2

8.9
67.4

5

5),4
J7 .2

77.11
25,6

10

fi6. 6

114.5

11

95.l

95.4

U.7
9J.U

IU

29.0

4.4

4,4
4.7

4.4
4.7

8.9
2.)

8.9

55.8

IU

fi4. 4

11

)9,

11
IU
lt

No

10

~~tnm.~er

z.z

11

l!ackvard

the

lhe car
pull,. II
chest

B2

2.)

•
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c.

'fi\ULE J

,,,.,

ser lng I act he motion)
'111,. -;prlnq

TVI'*' nf

pushes a box

Grade

answe~

lnHnlte

the

precipice problern,

it

most frequently supposed to
111" ~prlny
11!!She9 II ball

11

22.5
60.5

55.8

IU

?I. I

64.4

10

In

Is again

~ove

the ball which

forward (but not forever;

hec'luse of gravitation, the ball will finally fall
precipice).

Let us

r«member

that in each problem it was

11

18,6

2J.l

emphasized that

Forward •

10

9). 6
7<1. I

91.3
7U,Y

ideal conditions in which there is no friction.

Infinite
short dl stance

11

Harmonic
motion

10

4.5

II

16,1

6.7
18,6

No answer

10
11

2.2
4.6

2.3

'

in the

lll, 9

.
!lhort distance
It moves

is

the object

is supposed

to move

freely in

Thes« findings hav« th«n proven that the shape or the weight of
an

object

influence

the

subjects'

predictions

about

the

continuation of motion in the absence of external forces.

ver!!_':~_launched

Carried

In order

to

(or "movin! on their own") objects

compare

the

reactions of

the

subjects

to

questions ro:f«rriuc, tu i><ISsive m:>tlons (carried objects) versus
questions
~
'lhe

(!recl~ice

r«ferring

to

active

mQtions

(launched

or

pushed

objects), two pairs of items have to be considered.

!active motion)

A6

A7

Type of
answer

Grade

Forward

10

68.2

81.11

and

Straight

1U

27,)

ll.li

an

No aiiBWel'

Ill

4,,

4.6

llle box

llte ba 11

!.

The plane pulling or carrying an object (passive motion),
the shape-precipice problem in which the objects get
acceleration

the objects

(active

(a

box

motion},

and

a

ball)

In both
are

circumstances

moving

in

the

air

after being released.

~y

comparing Table I with Table 4 it is evident that much

more

lOth

grade

~
~precipice

problems

yroblems (30-40%).

students

(about

give

70-80%)

the

~forward"

than

to

the

answer

airplane

Some of

the

motion

and

11th gradt!rs
thus

the

r .. fer

to

an iu:aginary harmonic

respective

frequencies

become

inconclusive.

seem

that

A second

the

comparison

may

be

made

between

the

radically changed

subjects'

.:xplanations -

maintain

their

is

the

views of the

Our assumption -

students in the respective matter.

subjects

2.

instruction has

that many of

impetus

intuitive

the

based on

lith grade

interpretations.

findings
Instruction only enhanced

the uforward"

reactions without,

in

the corresponding theoretical explanation.

A

r .. ferriug to the car problems ( p,:~ssive motion) with those
fact,

improving

referring to the spring problems.
v<!ry few eleventh-grade stud•mts referred tu inertia.

Host of

Here too, the frequencies of tht! "forward· type of answers

these eleventh grade students referred to energy for explaining

are higher in the

th., continuation of 1110tion.

c<:~se

for

of

the

the

case of

the dt:tive motion

passive motion.

box

questions

than in

the

The difference is striking

(93.3%

vs.

()b,t)%

of

for

speed

and imp.;tus (see also Whitaker, 1983; and McCloskey, 1983).

"forward"
"Th<~se

answers), and less important

A few ones also mentioned

the ball problem

students

can give

a

correct

statement

of

the

law of

(93.3%
inertia,

but

they have no

real understanding of

its meaning.

vs. 84.4% of "forward" answers by grade 10 subjects).
The

idea

is

subtle;

it

takes

time

to

assimilate

from

The <tbove findings corroborate those of McCloskey et al (1983,

sufficiently wide conteltt of laboratory experience and

pp.o38-o39).

experiments,

Th<:y s .. e:n

active motion,

to

indicate

that

in

the

case

of

an

the subject is more inclined to believe in the

but

students

are

rarody

a

thought

afforded

this

lullury",.,(A. Arons, cf. Whitaker, 1983: p.356).

~

effect of an imptus (which would keep the ubj.act in a forward
The Interviews
motion)

In th,; second

then in the case of a passive motion.

In
case,

the object,

not

moving "on

its own", does

not seem

order

to

get

a

better

understanding

of

the

to
ps ychulog ical 8 true ture of tht:! impetus concept ion, a number of

possess an impetus.
inteviews

our

been

carried

out.

The

following

types

of

interpretations have been identified:

The effect of instruction

In

have

previous

analysis

exclusively to lOth grade students.

we

have

referred

almost

The reason is that almost

L

The Karcbian type (Francis_<;_us de Karchia, ca.

132.~

Franklin, 1978, po203):

aU the subjects belonging to grade 11 gave "forward" answers

The subject considers that the mover impresses an impetus

to 11.11 our questions.

on the object which continues its motion until the imetus

These subjects

have learned mechanics

shorlty before the questionnaires were administrated.

It wnuld

dissipates and the object stops.

Here is a first exs111ple:
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S:

Aft~r

being pushed by the spring, the box continues its

R: !.'hat b

S: There is an internal force pushing it.

motion and will stop graJua11y.

R: Why d0es the box
S: Bec<ouse

the

continu~

spring has

to move?
pushed

(Alon - grade 10)

it and

has give

it

an

In the above interpretation the subject considers that the body

R: What is impetus?

the impressed

S: Irnpetus ••• the object may continue to move despite
that

there is no force to push it.

u~derstand

fore~

of an impres1ed force.

It stops when

dissipates.

the

I myse.1.f do
2.

not

becau~e

contiuues to move

i•apetus.

fact

p•Jshlng it forward?

The Buridan type of interpretation (Buridan, l]OG-1358,

what it is.
Ct. Franklin, 1978, p.204).

R: And if there is no friLtion at all?
S: The distance will be longer, but

the box will finally

S: "In principle, the motion of the ball will stop because

stop.

of friction.
(Aviad - grade 10)

continue

A second example:

If there is no friction, the motion will

because

it

infinity ... because
sp.;.~d"...

is
it

(1,.· i >Jd -

rolling
is

ail

rolling,

the
it

time ••• till
is

gaining

jrade 10)

S: "The box will cuntlnue its motion unt 11 it will not be
The subject is not aware about the fact that in the absence of
any more thdt (caus<t!) what gives it the force

to move.
friction,

It

has

rt:ceived

force

from

the

spring ••• At

the! btili does not

roil.

It

rolls forever.

Aviad

the
does not mention explicitly an internal force which maintains

bli!ginning

it

had

a

certain

force

which

~ave

it

the!
the motion of

impetus~

It has not its own force.

the ball.

But it

is evident

that

the subject

It has got it from
considers a certain cause which maintains the motion, expressed

the

spring

correspond in~

to

the

capacity

of

the
in the rollilli of the ball.

spring."

This cause is of permanent nature

(Alon - grade 10)
as in the conc ... ption of Buridan.
.subject, Aviad, referring

Another quotation taken from the same protocol:
S: The

ball will continue the motion until

its

force

is

finished.

that

the

friction!)

object

will

b~cause

type

S: Because it will not ha•1e any more force to continue and

explained by the fact

will stop.

..!!!!!!

previously to a box, has considered
to move

(also

in

the

absence

of

the impetus dissipates with time (a Harchian

R: Why?

of

stop

Let us remark that the

impetus).

"'"•" ri cal with ideal -

Such

contradictory

attitudes

may

be

that the subject mixes in his reactions,
logically based -

represent at ions.

The

obj~ct

will stop moving after a certain interval, as it

in real,
motion

terrestr-ial conditions;

tu

infinity

as

it

~appens

the obj.;ct will continue

should

happen

ideal

in

its

third

A

type

with that of uniform rectilinear motion.

conditions

(absence of friction).

3.

framework which would enable him to identify the state of rest

4.

of

interpr.:l<H lun

identifiable

in

the

~~ian

conception

We have found an explicit Newtonian conception of motion

protocols represents a transitory level towards the notion

and

of inertia.

have already taken a systematic course in mechanics.

its

motion

The subject adT:lits that the object continues
indefinitely

after

losing

contact

with

rest

in

some

eleventh-grade

students,

i.e.

st>ldents

who

the
S: Aft.-r the connectiuu vf

the box with the plane is cut

mover, despite the fact that there is no force (impressed
off,

the

continues

hux

its

motion

on

a

parabolic

on the object) to maintain the motion.
trajectory.

R: What

happens

to

box

the

aft~r

being

pushed

by

the

the

s p~:ing?

gravitation

S: It depends on

th~

w~ight.

R:

R: We suppose there is no frrction.
ther~

S: If
a

furce

X-axis

~~y do~s

It
and

has
in

exe~:ted

its

constant

addition

it

horizontal
the

ill

speed

on

influence

of

by the earth.

the box keep its constant speed on the X-axis?

S: Because there is no reason not to continue its

~otion.

is no friction, it will continue co move until

R: If eravitation have not had influenced the motion?

will

S:

stop

it.

motion should stop.

Th., re

Since

is

no

the~:e

reason

t :1a t

the

is no friction,there

is no othe• force.

(Ron - grade 10)

Th~

nt>ject would continue its motion on a straight line

with constaot speed to infinity according to the first
law of Newton, the law of inertia.
R: Let us imagine that you launch a bali straight upwards.

This student has not learned about

inertia, he does not

knuw the first law of Newton aud, lkV<:rtheiess, intuitively, ht:'
knows

that

interferes
Ron

does

support

an

object

to stop it.
not

mention

the

motion.

continues
In
any

its

cont~:ast

internal

What

to

if

motion

no

force

Which forces are acting on the ball?
S: It is only the force of gravitation.

speed becomes zero, the ball begins to fall.
(Ordat- grade 11)

Buridan's CO•h.:.-ptton,

agent

which

distinguishes

continues

the

When the upward

to

student's

conception from that of Newton is the absence of a theoretical

Do such answers express only a system of formal, acquired
notions, or

the student

realizes also internally.

(as an intrinsic necessity) their validity?

intuitively

It is difficult to
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give an answer

to

it:ast

cases,

in

some

Ne~tonian

law

that

question.
the

But

students

~~intuitively

our belief

have

really

is

Generally, it was impossible to obtain from the subjects a

that,at

grasped

the

imposed idea.

clear

definition

of

~ill

keep its

~o~i

mot i•;'l

own

acceptance

of

these

terms.

Therefore, when referring to the various types of naive impetus
conceptions one has

S: The box

their

to take into account

that, gt!nerally,

the

th constant speed after

subjects do

not have

a

clearly

expresaible

representation of

being rt!leased.
the

nature of

the

impetus.

The

fact

that

they confuse

the

R: How long?
terminology
S: There is no limit.

prevents

the

research•H

from

6"tt tnt

a

clear

Th.He is no force to stop it.
understanding

of a

which

clearly

n<~ive

novice's

conception.

The only idea

R: Why?
S: Simply,

tht:re

is

no

force

to stop

the motion

of

can

be

stated

is

that

naive

subjects

usually

the
LOnijider that the continuation of motion of a body, not subject

object.
to external forces, is determined by a certain agent, an active
R: l!' there any force which pushes the box?
cause, in contrast to the Newtonian machanics.

In our opinion,

S: No.

the

suhj<~cent,

tacit model of

that

agent

is a

kind of

fuel,

(Ronen- grade ll)
similar to that which keo:ps working an engine.

n::The

sentt!nce:

"Sim&,

indicateij, in our opinion,
of inertia as an 'a

there

is

force

to

stop

it"

D

that the student realizes the role

prio~cessity

and this is a fundamental
lnhelder and Piaget

charcteri~tic

s c u s s 1 o n

i

(!9~8,

p.I23-l32) have stipulated that

of an intuitive acceptance.
the

tl•Jt

i.on of uniform rectilinear motion reprt:sents a form of

c-;nservation which goes

beyond direct empirical

lt

to

verification.

Terminolosy

Let us
subject:~

tu

briefly come back to
~:~xplain

the

the notions

continuation of

after it loses contact with the mover.

~peed

by naive

sch~:ma

during

according

these

authors,

a,;

the formal operational stage.

In other

term>~,

Some subjects use the

acquired naturally during the formal operational stage together

an

But also terms

with other operational schemata.

The terms
In reality, things are much more complex.

fre~u~~tly

operational

.. .: ;,,r.ting tu lnhelder and Piaget, the principle of inertia is

and acceleration are employed.

acceleration and energy are

an

object

motion of

term impetus, some others use the term force.
such as enersy,

used

develops,

No one of our

used with about the same
subjects has reached naturally (i.e. before taking a course in

meaning as impetus.
mechanics)

the

concept

of

inertia.

Host

of

the

lOth grade

subjects

affirm

after a certain
Others -

The ability of mental t!Xperimentation referring to ideal,

a body set in motion by a rnuver stops

that

lnterva.l

(even

in

the

absence

of

friction),

a few ones - admit that the motion may go on forever

because the impetus it has 60t is

in~:xhaust

ible (fur itlstanct:,

pur~ly

logically

prerequisite of

governed

the scientific

conditions,
mind.

is

an

essential

Consequently it

should

not be neglected in the process of science education.

a rolling bali).

One may suppose that many naive subjects mixed in

fact

empirical with ideal representations of mot ion,

The Newtonian

concept

mental

of

inertia

experimentation.

is

the

"Thus, say

conclusion

of

a

Inhelder and Piaget,

ideal

the subject

is proceeding on the basis of pure implications and no longer
on the basis of transormations which can actually be effected''
(Inhelder and Piaget, 1958: pp.l31-132).
naive

subjects

these

are

sequences

genoi!raliy
of

pur>!

not

able

As

to

implications

r.latter of fact,

11

detach

complettdy

from

empirical

constraints.

In order

to genuinely undtnstand

inertia,

subject

must

the

conceptual

structure

which

attain

-i

could

highly

lead

to

th .. •lotion of
sophi::.ticated
the

absolute

equivalence of rest and uniform rectilinear motion.

advis~:

One should endeavor to develop in students the ability tu
mental

experimentations.

opportunities in physics,
the

logical

adolescence.

basis

for

Thert!

are

many

such

One may, theoretically, aosurne that
that

ability

develops

vtrtually

in

But our findings have shown that the capacity for

mental experimentation is, in fact,

hindered by the empirical

habits of the students' menta! behavior.
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sources (and sinks) of momentum in bodies (and fields). In analogy to

DO WE FEEL FORCES?

thermal processes, we can speak of radiative transfer of momentum. Due to
Hans U. Fuchs

this interaction, momentum does not flow through bodies and therefore does

Technikum Winterthur (Winterthur Polytechnic, School of Engineering)

not lead to stress. In other words, we cannot feel the force of gravity. Finally,

8401 Winterthur, Switzerland

there are convective momentum currents associated with the transport of
matter.
Forces, it turns out, are extremely abstract objects. In short, they are
the momentum fluxes of two of the three kinds of momentum transfer.· Forces
are associated with conductive and radiative momentum flow only, while
stress has to do with the conductive type only. No wonder that identifying

l. INTRODUCTION

forces is a nontrivial task. Especially the fact that we exclude convective
We commonly start teaching physics by introducing mechanics. It is

momentum currents from what we call forces is confusing. It is responsible

argued that we have a feeling for motion and for forces which should facili-

for the trouble we have with variable mass systems3,6. Incidentally, the

tate entering an abstract field like physics. However, if we take serious recent

convective momentum current might well be the kind of "force of motion"

investigations which demonstrate that students have considerable difficulties
with the concept of force 1, we have to admit that the situation cannot be so

which students introduce in the direction of a moving object. Naturally,
approaching mechanics from this angle does not make it an "easy" subject In

simple.

fact, the road to an understanding of the concept of force is long and steep. It
Students (I) mix up force and momentum; (2) they employ an

pays, however, to point out clearly that we do not feel forces, and that we

''aristotelian" view of forces (i.e. there always has to be a force for moving an

have to reach quite a level of abstraction before we arrive at a precise

object); and (3) they cannot identify forces correctly even in simple

understanding of their role.

situations 1. This is still the case after considerable time has been spent on

In this alternative presentation of mechanics and of forces2-S, the role

instructing them. I wiU argue that part of this problem stems from the belief of

of misconceptions is a different one. This does not mean that there could not

students and teachers that we have a feeling for forces which, however, is not

be misunderstandings. However, it seems that the alternative conceptions

the case. What we feel is something different, namely stress or, equivalently,
the flow of momentum through an object2·S. Another problem has to do with

We can employ our feeling for introducing the fundamental mechanical

the motion of bodies. We have a feeling for the thrust (or momentum) of

quantity: stress.

bodies and this we call a force which contradicts theory. The learning
problems should be addressed by carfully distinguishing between the flow of
momentum on the one hand, and forces on the other. Force turns out to be a
much more abstract concept than momentum currents. In the following
sections, I will render these statements precise.
The central point is the distinction between three

d~fferent

types of

momentum transfer. I have been speeking of momentum flow through bodies
which is associated with stress. This type of flow is called conductive. The
interaction of bodies and fields, however, is of a different nature. It leads to

held by students can be used to advantage in this new approach to mechanics.

II. STRESS AND CONDUCTIVE MOMENTUM CURRENTS
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a)

- F

We can learn a lor by observing students at work when they are given

F

...

the task of identifying forces. Take the ex:ample of a <.'Tate being moved across
the floor at constant speed. We intuitively know that if we were in the crate's
place we would be feeling "something". Something. which cannot be zero, is
needed for moving the crate. Usually we call this a "force". Therefore it is

b)

A

quite natural to assume that a (net) force is necessary to keep the body moving
(this is the aristotelian view of motion). When we study mechanics we are
confused by the statement that the force on the crate is zero in this case. The
same problem occurs in statics as well. I often observed students drawing

J

only one (horizontal) force acting on a block which we press against a wall.

+x

The rationale is clear: we (and the block) feel a force; therefore, there can only
be one. In general, I found that students correctly identify cases of mechanical
stress. They know when and where "something is happening". Still, very
often they are incapable of translating this knowledge into a sure identification

Fig.l:

A rope under tension. Momentum is flowing through the rope in the negative
x-direction. The momentum current per cross section (A) is the measure for lhe
tension in lhe rope. j is !he momentum current density.

of forces.
If we present mechanics using the notions of momentum (amount of
motion: a substancelike quantity analogous to charge in electricity2) and its
flow, we can address some of these problems on both an intuitive and a
rational basis. We can identify the physical quantity associated with what we
feel in mechanical processes, namely momentum currents through matter;
these do not have to be zero even if the net force vanishes. This feeling can be
translated into pictures using stream lines representing the momentum
currents and their distribution, before a mathematical formalism is developed.
A simple, and nonetheless confusing, example of mechanical stress
is the streched rope (Fig.l ). In the case of equilibrium, we commonly say that

There is a simple solution to this dilemma. The rope is under stress,
and this is what we feel. We only have to make this a physically useful
statement. There are ways of representing correctly what we mean with the
help of the momentum current picture 3 ·5. If we introduce mechanics on the
basis of the concept of momentum, it is clear also for the beginner that
momentum must be flowing through a streched rope. I call the flow of
momentum through the rope, which I can represent by stream lines (Fig.l b),
the cause of what the rope feels. Indeed, we can introduce a quantitative
measure fpr our feeling, namely the amount of momentum which flows

we pull on either end with equal but opposite forces. For many students it is

through the rope per time (the momentum current /P) and per cross section

not clear how large the force on the rope is. Is it zero, is it IFI, or is it 21FI?

(A). This is called the momentum current density j:

Since it is well known that we could feel something if we were at the rope's
place, we tend towards the second or the third answer; however, neither is

(I)

correct The correct answer, namely zero, causes problems because it contra·
diets our feeling.

This quantity is not equal to zero for the streched rope, even though the net
force vanishes.
The dynamical case can be developed easily. A block is pulled by a
rope across a frictionless surface (Fig.2). The block accelerates. Momentum
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must be supplied by the one pulling the block, and it will flow through the

flow, and IP is the momentum current through the surface. The rate is counted

rope into the body. Without knowing much about mechanics, we can draw

negative because we take the orientation of the surface positive for flow out of

stream lines representing the distribution of momentum currents through the

the body. Some of this momentum will stay in the slice, the rest will flow out

body. The entire momentum current enters trough the point where the rope is

of it through the opposing surface at x. There, the rate at which momentum is

attached (telling the future engineer that this is a point to be watched since the

leaving is Ipfx) =Aj(x). This means that momentum is deposited in the slice

momentum current density is largest there). From there it flows toward the
back. Constantly, some of the momentum necessary for acceleration is
deposited along the path. Far from the point where momentum enters the
body (the "inlet"), the current density is expected to decrease linearly (Fig.2).

at the rate -A!lj. On the other hand, this momentum is used for acceleration.
The time rate of change of momentum of the body is !l(p·A ·!lx·v)l!lt.
Here, p and v are the density and the velocity of the slice, respectively.
Equating the two rates leads to:

I~
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Fig.2:

j(x)

Momenrum current distribution in a block which is accelerating to the right. Mo·
mentum accumulates in every part of the body.

Ax

This can be stated mathematically. Take a slice of the body being
accelerated (Fig.3). Assume that we are far from any "inlets" and that
therefore momentum is flowing horizontally. How much momentum has to

•••• •••••

Fig.3:

j(x +

~x)

+x

Momenrum flows through a slice of matter of density p, thickness &, and cross
section A. If the current density changes along x, momentum will be deposited in (or
removed from) the slice, leading to its accelerl:ltion.

be deposited in this slice to give it a cenain acceleration? At the point x+!lx
(Fig.3), momentum enters the slice from the right. There, the momentum
current density is given by j(x) + Aj. Momentum is entering the body at the

This is a simple form of the equarton of motion of a (linear)
continuum. If the acceleration is constant as in our second example (Fig. 2),

rate fix+!lx) = -A(j(x)+AJ), where A is the surface area perpendicular to the

the momentum current density decreases linearly from front to back (far from

=· pax, where a is the acceleration,

deposited in the body via the field does not flow through our object. If

and xis counted from the back of the body (Fig.2). The complicated distri·

momentum arrives through the field directly at every part of the body, we do

the "inlet"). The solution of (2) is j(x)

bution of stream lines near the point where the rope is attached demonstrates

not have a (surface) current density j. In other words, we have to assume that

that conditions must be more complicated around there. You see that qualita·

the action of a field constitutes a source (or a sink) of momentum for the

tive ideas paired with simple mathematics allow us to treat basic continuum

body. It has been shown elsewhere that this interpretation of gravitational and

mechanics.

electromagnetic interactions is correct also in a mathematical sense 4 • [The

I have left out discussing the direction in which momentum flows.

actual mechanism of momentum transpon through fields and bodies in fields

As in the case of electricity. we have to define the direction of flow of positive

is much more complicated. However, the net result is the one stated here.]

momentum. Simple rules have been given for identifying this directions. In

Therefore, it makes sense to divide momentum currents into two kinds, only

short, positive momentum flows in the positive x-direction through a com-

one of which can be "felt" by matter, i.e. leads to stress. The second type

pressed body, and it flows in the negative direction through matter under

associated with the interaction of bodies and fields we call radiative transpon

tension.

of momentum.
From the example of free fall we know that the gravitational field
deposits momentum at every point of the body at a rate proponional to its
local mass density p:

III. BODIES IN FIELDS: "RADIATIVE" TRANSFER OF
MOMENTUM
I have introduced the momentum current density as the measure of
what bodies feel when they are undergoing mechanical processes. However,
the situation is not quite so simple; this is demonstrated by the action of
gravity, inenia, and electricity, upon bodies. By studying bodies in the gravi-

(3)
is the expected source density of the supply of momentum4 (summed over the
body, this must be equal to the total net current due to the field, namely g·m).
Therefore, the equation of motion takes the form

tational field we will be able to extend our treatment of continuum mechanics.

6.v
p!:Jl

A) A fJrSt example: free fall
Take a freely falling object. It accelerates, which means that it is receiving momentum from somewhere. We know that this momentum must be
coming from the Earth. Therefore, we have momentum flowing into, and
possibly through, the body via the field. However, it is well known that a

+ -

(4)

+

Here, only fl.j!Ax. has to do with a conductive momentum current which is
associated with stresses in the body; ip takes the role of a source term. In the
example of free fall this means that

pg +

person falling freely does not feel any mechanical stress. Therefore, we now

fl.j!Ax -

pg

= fl.j!Ax = 0

.

are dealing with a situation in which we cannot feel the momentum current.
We can solve the problem by postulating that the momentum which is

Together with j(O)

=0, the solution is j(x.) = 0. This is the expected result

since we know that the body does not feel any stress in free fall.
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(5)

B) A rope hanging from a tree
Consider this example which shows the action of both conductive
and radiative momentum currents. A rope of length L, mass m, and cross
section A, is hanging from a tree (Fig.4). Our feeling tells us that the
magnitude of the momentum current density (stress) must increase upward

together with j(x=L) = 0, the solution is j(x) = pg(x-L), which we had
expected. [The conductive current through the rope is in the negative direction
which agrees with our rule concerning the direction of momentum currents:
the rope is streched.]

along the rope. This I first describe qualitatively using the momentum stream
lines. Later, a simple calculation will confirm the ideas.
C) The tides
A still more interesting example is that of a body falling in an
inhomogeneous gravitational field (Fig.S). The body will experience tides.
The momentum stream lines beautifully demonstrate the power of the
approach taken here. Assume that the field strength g decreases linearly
upward along the body. Due to the field, momentum is deposited at a higher
rate in the lower portions of the body. The object accelerates at an average rate
which means that the upper parts receive too little momentum while the lower
parts get too much. Therefore, momentum will be redistributed throughout
the body: a conductive current from the lower to the upper end is the result;
+x
Fig.4:

A rope hanging from a tree. Momentum appears in the rope via the field (circles
indicate sources). It has 10 flow out or the rope via the point where it is attached
(solid lines), leading 10 a linearly increasing magnitude or the conductive current
density (stress). The current flows in the negative x-direction, indicating that the rope
is under tension.

M~mentum

is deposited inside the rope via the field at the rate- pg.

since this current points in the negative x-direction (Fig.5), it tries to pull the
body apart. We can also see that in the middle of our object the stress will be
largest since all the momentum which is being rearranged must flow through
that cross section. The conductive currents are zero at the lower and upper
ends, leading us to expect a momentum current density as displayed in Fig..5.
Again, the calculation is straight forward. Assume that g increases

=g0 + bx (b=const). The body's acceleration ,is

As I have pointed out, the body does not feel this current. However, the

downward according to g(x)

momentum deposited inside the rope cannot stay there; it has to flow out via

g0 +bLI2, where Lis the length of the object. The equation of motion (4) in

the point where it is attached to the tree. This constitutes a surfacelike current

this case is:

through matter which is felt as stress. From the momentum stream lines we
expect the current density to increase linearly upward along the rope.
p(g 0 +bU2) + djldx • pg(x)

=0

.

(6)

This is borne out by mathematics. The equation of motion of a slice
of the rope is given by (4). Since pl1vltJ = 0, we see that

Its solution is j(x) = l.fzpb(x2 • Lx); as expected, the current is negative in
our coordinate system.
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which lets us deal with the differences encountered.
Also, in order to understand mechanics, we defmitely need to know
about the roles of conductive and convective momentum transport, respectively. The trouble with variable mass systems can be traced to the fact that
we usually do not introduce the distinction between these two modes of
momentum flow. This keeps us from recognizing in a simple way that forces
cannot change the mass of a body. Forces only are associated with conductive
(and radiative) momentum transport, both of which cannot transport matter

x=L

across system boundaries. Therefore, it is wrong to use Newton's Second
Law in any other fonn than F=ma. If we want to treat changing mass
+x

+x

systems, we have to include in the momentum balance law (4) convective
momentum currents as well. There will be another tenn in Newton's Law4 ·6.

Fig.5:

A body falling in an inhomogeneous field. The lower pans receive relatively too
much momentum through the tleld. A conductive momentum current in the negative
.~:-direction (suess) will be established so that momentum can be distributed evenly.

V. WHAT ARE FORCES?
The approach can be extended without much difficulty to include
hydrostatics and inenial fields 4

The identification of forces is anything but trivial. This is so because
there are at least two different phenomena with which we intuitively associate
forces, while the word force is reserved for still something different in
physics (Table I).

IV.

CONVECTIVE MOMENTUM CURRENTS
TABLE I:

Momentum transport and forces

Convective transport of momentum is another phenomenon we have
a sort of feeling for. It is a kind of thrust, and because of this, students are
often led to introduce forces in the direction of motion of bodies. Just as in

Type of uanspon

Is suess associaled with it?

the case of stress, they give the phenomenon the name "force". It is of uunost
importance to point out to the learner that we are dealing with two different
things which both are called force in everyday life. The problem is that in
mechanics we do not call this "thrust" a force.

Do we associate forces with it?

intuitively

in physics

conductive

yes

yes l

yes

convective

no

yes 2

no

radiative

no

no 3

yes

From the point of view of momentum transport, the distinction
between the two phenomena is simple. One represents the flow of momentum

through matter (without matter moving), while in the second case momentum
is carried along by moving matter. We have a concrete, yet vivid, image

1: Forces are associated with the suess, not with what is called force in physics.
2: Forces are associaled with the thrust of bodies.
3: Forces are introduced for the suess experienced by a body resting at the Earth's surface,
and not for the force of gravity.
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Now, what are forces in physics? There are two types. The first has

VI. CONCLUSION

to do with the conductive flow of momentum, and the second is associated

with radiative momentum transpon. Let me first introduce the former.
When momentum flows through matter, we describe the situation by
the momentum current density (stress). Often, we are interested in the
question of how much momentum flows per time through a given surface
(which might be the entire surface of a body, or a part thereof, or a surface
inside the body). We call this the flux of momentum. If we talk about one
component of momentum only, the flux is a number which can be positive or
negative, depending on the flow and the orientation of the surface. This
conductive momentum flux is called a (surface) force in continuum mechanics. If the surface is the closed surface of the body, we speak of the force (or
the net force) on the body. It is easily possible that the net flux is zero even
though the conductive current is not zero at all. This is the source of the
problem we have with the identification of forces acting on the stretched rope
(Section II).
In the case of the interaction of bodies and fields we are interested in
how much momentum is deposited in a body per time via the field. In order to
calculate this quantity, we have to integrate the source density of momentum
over the volume of the body. The resulting radiative momentum flux is called
a (body or volume)force in mechanics. We cannot feel this type of force or
interaction. Still, we are intuitively ready to introduce a force associated with
it, especially if the body is resting at the surface of the Earth. Very often,
students only introduce this force, the rationale being that we feel something
which is not zero. Adding a second force which balances the first contradicts
this feeling.
As mentioned in the preceeding section, students use the term "force"
for the thrust they see in a moving body. This is the source of the forces
introduced in the direction of motion of bodies. In physics, we cannot call
this type of phenomenon a force.

It has been shown that we do not have a feeling for what physicists
call force. In everyday life, the term "force" is used for other processes. The
phenomena can be squared with our feelings if we accept that we only experience momentum flow through matter; flow through fields is of a different
type which does not lead to stress in matter; from the point of view of the
body it constitutes a source (or a sink) of momentum. A natural measure of
what we feel is the (conductive) momentum current density. It is possible to
picture what is happening by momentum stream lines. The approach directly
leads to a treatment of continua rather than mass points.
Forces are abstract objects. They serve to measure the strength of
momentum flow through surfaces or from fields into bodies (flux). As such
they are usefull for relatively simple situations known from the mechanics of
mass points, and maybe that of rigid bodies. They should be introduced as
what they are, namely means of accounting for momentum flow, after the role
of momentum currents has been made clear, It should be kept in mind that
convective momentum currents are not called forces. Introducing mechanics
in such a way has considerable advantages which are worth the effon: we are
given a tool for dealing with continua 3 which can be motivated directly on the
basis of our everyday experience. The problems we can deal with go far
beyond the mechanics of mass points.
Finally we have to ask ourselves what remains of the misconceptions
which have been identified in mechanics? 1 I would say that the main miscon·

ception is the belie/that we can fee/forces, or to be precise, that we canfeel
what physicists call force. Texts on mechanics do not make it clear that such a
feeling does not exist. We have a feeling for stress and for thrust (of a

moving body), and these are the phenomena we associate with force in
everyday life. We could circumvent some of the problems by using the word
"force" for stress (we would then still have to make clear that thrust is
something different). Actually, for purely didactic reasons, it would be best
not to speak of forces at all. Even after my students have learned how to
rationally approach the identification of forces, they return to their feelings if
they are told to find those elusive arrows. And as usual, the results are
catastrophic.
I can only hope that a clarification of mechanical concepts will come
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about by the use of the concept of momentum transport as we know it from
continuum mechanics2,3. This should make teachers aware of the problem
that misconceptions in mechanics might be of a different nature as hitherto
assumed. What we identify as a misconception depends on the structure of
theories taught in our classes. This holds particularly for thermodynamics 7 .

L.C. McDermott: Research on Conceptual Understanding in Mechanics;
Physics Today 37, No.7, 24-32, 1984. W.Jung, H. Wiesner:
Verstandnisschwierigkeiten beim physikalischen Kraftbegriff; Physik
und Didaktik 9, No.2, 111-122, 198!.
2

The concept of the flow of momentum is well known in continuum
mechanics and in the theory of fields. See Landau and Lifshitz: Auid
Mechanics, Pergamon, 1959, p.l4, and Landau and Lifschitz:
Klassische Feldtheorie (Lehrbuch der theoretischen Physik, Band II),
Akademie-Verlag 1973, pp. 95-101. Recently, the notion of momentum
currents has been introduced in the context of physics teaching based on
substance-like quantities. See G.Falk, F.Herrmann eds.: Konzepte eines
zeitgemassen Physikunterrichts, Vol. 5, Schroedel, 1982.

3

H.U.Fuchs: Introductory mechanics on the basis of the continuum point
of view. Berichte der Gruppe Physik, No.3a. Winterthur Polytechnic,
Winterthur, 1987.

4

H.U.Fuchs: Classical continuum mechanics and fields: the local view.
Berichte der Gruppe Physik, No.l3. Winterthur Polytechnic, Winter·
thur, 1987.

5

F.Herrmann, G.B.Schmid: Statics in the Momentum Current Picture;
Am.J.Phys. 52,146, 1984. See also A.A. di Sessa: Am.J.Phys. 48,
365-369,1980.

6

M.S.Tiersten: Force, momentum change, and motion. Am.J.Phys. 37,
82-87,1969.

7

H.U.Fuchs: Tehrmodynamics: a misconceived theory. These Proceedings.
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THERMODYNAMICS: A "MISCONCEIVED 11 THEORY

Here I shall propose a completely different solution to the problem of
how to deal with the misconception. There is good reason why we should

Hans U. Fuchs

reject the usual form of thermodynamics rather than force our students to

Technikum Winterthur (Winterthur Polytechnic, School of Engineering)

change their intuitive concepts. The reason is simple: thermodynamics does

840 I Winterthur, Switzerland

not allow for heat to be contained in bodies (Section Ill). This is not a matter
we can pass over lightly. Texts on physics often create the impression that
nothing is wrong with the concept of a "heat content"6. It seems that even we
teachers desperately need to believe that heat can be stored in bodies. This is
unacceptable. A theory which makes writers of textbooks succumb to a fun-

1. INTRODUCTION

damental misconception should be rejected. We should search for a form of a
theory which allows us to retain our intuitive notions regarding heat. If we

M.Wagenschein 1 tells the story of how he observed a little girl sitting

achieve this goal it will become clear that the ususal version of thermody-

on a park bench in the sun. The girl placed her hand on the hot bench just to

naxnics is misconceived. It is not the concept of a thermal fluid which is at

withdraw it quickly after some time and hold it in her other cooler hand.

fault.

According to some recent investigations2 we can safely assume how concepts
about heat form in this little child (see also Section ll). The heat of the sun

There are still other reasons for investigating the structure of a theory

goes into the bench and makes it hot. It is possible to withdraw some heat

before deciding that, as usual, the intuitive notions are misconceived. Forcing

with a hand, and then let a part of the heat flow into the other hand. Heat is a

students to give up concepts would certainly be alright if the theory of

"thermal fluid" which flows between objects and is stored in them.

thermodynaxnics (as it is being taught) was worth it, and if we did not have a

Wagenschein then goes on to tell us how these ideas have to be given
up to make way for the profounder knowledge gained by those physicists
who developed thermodynamics more than a hundred years ago. Wagen-

choice. However, a critical analysis of the theory shows that neither one of
these possible reasons carries much weight
( 1) Thermodynamics is not worth giving up intuitive concepts for,

schein, who places much emphasis on unifying prescientific and scientific

Thermodynamics is considered to be one of the most difficult and abstract

knowledge3, finds nothing wrong with this. And indeed, why should he? We

disciplines of the physical sciences. Usually we try to excuse this problem by

all know beyond a shadow of a doubt that the idea of a thermal fluid is

claiming that we are paid for our efforts by one of the most beautiful and most

wrong4 :

heat is energy, or a form of energy, and not a k:i.nd of "fluid".

general th~es. I do not know whether thermodynamics is beautiful, but I

Obviously we are confronted with a new case of a misconception

do know that the theory we are taught in school is not as general as we are

which provokes the usual reaction in teachers. While we might be sorry that

made to believe. Clausius' famous words that the energy of the world suiys

there is another discrepancy between physics on the one hand, and concepts

constant while the entropy of the world can only increase, are quoted as proof

formed in everyday life on the other, we do not see how we could do

of the breadth and depth of thermodynaxnics. In fact they only serve to cover

anything else but exorcise the misguided notions. The suggestion that we

up the weeknesses of the theory. Thermodynaxnics is little more than glorified

comfort students by mentioning that scientists before Mayer, Joule, and

thermostatics. A form of mathematics unknown to any other branch of the

Clausius, erred on the same countS, does not change the fact: we are

sciences is used and made to look profound. The theory does not provide us

determined to undo what nature has put into students minds.

with the means of calculating general initial-boundary-value problems as we
know them from mechanics and electromagnetism, And finally, entropy is not
understood even though it is the fundamental thermal quantity (Section UI).

All these reaJ>Cms make thell'nOdynamics 1he (x\d man out among physi.cal

that it can be created (Fig.l). Indeed, in the ser;ond study 13, 29 ouc of 31

theories. They do not make it worth the effort. We should look for a theory

students (who have had some cotlege thennodyn:tmics) answered in the

which prepares us for modem thermodynamics 1. Only this exp:mded version

afiitmative the direct question

of thermal ;*tysics would make it wonh g1\·ing up mtuitive ideas for.
{2) I' is not

whethe-r or not heat was contained in

(lf

phy$ical systems. Compared to chis, the belief that heat and temperamre are

to give up intuitive concepts JarmeJ in
evuyduy life in orda ro crwre a rheory 0{ thermodynamics. Tht:re is lUI

the same has. been voiced rather ir.frequer.tly. Indeed, at this level. students

alternative. It has been demonstrated8}) !hat thermodynamics can be built

The extenslvt quantity is called heat, and it is believed to be something like a

upon 1he notion of heat as we acquire il in everyd1y life (Section V}. 'Tbe-re is

"medium" which is swred in bodies. and which can flow from body to body.

no need for giving JP the imuitive concept of a ''thermal fluid" which is

Agairt, the question of whether or n~ they picture heat to be a son of invisible

contained in bodies and which can flow from une body to another. lf i1 is

medium which is s!ored and which can now {!'Riher like electrical charge and

~~tct!Ssary

usually distinguish between

an lncer.;;ive 11nd .m exter.sive thermal quantity.

rendered p~cise, this no1ioo can be made the bas;s of a simple understanding

water), was answered ln the affirmative by 27 out of 31. juniors and

of thermal phenomena: the heat of everyday expenence is <hi: lhennody-

senior~\3. Explanations ofthe phenomenon of heat m terms of energy play a

namicisCs entropy. S'Jch a theory makes thermal physics structurally

minor role (Fig.!), !fa! all. energy only has been mentioned in passing in

llllalogous to electricity and mechanicslC,II, ln th:s way it becomes the narural

most cases, More detaileil resultsl'Z show that the concept of energy is used

introduction 10 advanced modern therrr.ody:1arr.ics of irreversJble procesX!:J,

lr.correcfly most of the time: stodentsJ knowle<;lge does not ex:tend beyond the

And what is most imponam for us; there IS no m!'sconcepu'on on rhe part of
the slli.deru (and the teacher) who fonncd lhe imJge of the thenna! fluid,

superficial notion that heat is energy.

II. HEAT IN EVERYDAY LJFE

10

A good number of inves;iga;ions 2 have demonstrated that students
have their own ideas regarding the nature of heaL Here i would tike to add
some observations concerning concepts formed before much formal

schoolittg in thermodynamics has occured. I shall use material gathered in my
duses: at Winterthur Polytechnic 12·!J I let my fl!5t·year engineering srudents
wri1e a shon essay on what they believe heat to be before l introduce >hermal
physics. I always sa-ess that I would like to kr.ow wt:at images they have

funned ofhest mspechve of what they have learned in school. All of them,
h.~ver,

have beer. told by previous teachers that heat is er>ergy. It will be

1
Fig,. 1:

2

3

4

Resulu of d!e aMJym Pl 41 essays 011. tleat {ref.l2). Different opmicns ~ giYi\0.
Niltll!x'-13 of aNwm m plotted n:flK;.illly. 1: heat can bet~~ 2: be4l Galli~
~d; 3: beat lllid \t!ll'ljlt'rMute ~ tile ~~ 4: he.st is eu.erg)' {light: tnergy
roerui<;~~~~:d in p&~smg: darli'!it: eoorgy me!U.Ioolld mor.e often; hla;.:lt: tntrgy is an
io~gnl p¥1. of IJie tJ~:pbnaoon).

intem.ting to investigate the innuence of this pre..:ollege teaching, This study

is: complc:memed by a secor.d one in which junior and semor engineering
students answered o;ome specific questi{lns regarding heat13,
It i.s dear that students belleve that heat is contained in bodies, and

All in ail, we can conclude that sruderu:r picture hear ro be an

extensive qw:uttlty »'ith aU its auribu:es: it con be :rtore:d, and it can flow
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Often, we asociate with the tenn "extensive" a quantity which is conserved.

This does not mean that heat is energy. In particular, heat is not

The study shows that students do not spontaneously assume heat to be

internal energy. Hear is the name for energy exchanged in thermal processes,

conserved. However, if they are asked directly, they usually reson to an

no more, no less. As such, it has to be strictly distinguished from internal

explanation in terms of conversion of energy 14 Their intuitive knowledge of

energy. Thermodynamics needs this distinction: otherwise it is left impotent

the onesidedness of heat (none of the students mentions that heat can be
destroyed 15) collides with the belief of the conservation of a quantity which is

to students that the first law

when it comes to fonnulating the First Law. We have to make perfectly clear

imagined to be something like a "fluid". This type of reaction is the same in
electricity and in mechanics where charge and momentum often are assumed
to be convened out of other fonns of energy 14 .
The concepts formed obviously are similar to those held in the caloric

theory of hear. Like the physicists who used this theory, students show an
ambivalence as to the conservation of this quantity, and they solve the
problem in the same way as was done more than 100 years ago (Section IV):
they reson to the use of the concept of energy. However, they do not do so
spontaneously.

llU

=Q

+ W

(2)

may not be read as follows: the (internal) energy of a body is the sum of heat
and work, suggesting that at any given moment we could say how much heat
and how much work the body contains. The quantity Q in (2) has a totally
different meaning. The problem is that even physicists do not always grasp
this meaning6 , since the words used mask it completely (Section IV). We
have to conclude that the majority of students, including those who have had
physics and engineering thermodynamics, plus a good number of te'lchers,
are victims of a misconception (Section II): in the dynamical theory of heat,

heat is not contained in bodies!
There is a simple way by which we can demonstrate that we may not

Ill. HEAT IN CLASSICAL THERMODYNAMICS: THE
DYNAMICAL THEORY OF HEAT

believe heat to be contained in bodies. Take a compressed gas in a cylinder
with a piston, with values of temperature and pressure higher than those of

In order to see why believing heat to be an extensive quantity is a
misconception in thermodynamics, we have to understand the theory as it is
commonly presented. This theory, which was first developed around 1850 by
R.Clausius_, is based on the so-called dynamical theory of heat.
Ever since Calusius, heat has been an exchange form of energy.
Clausius built his theory on the assumption that heat and work should be
universally and uniformly interconvertible in cyclic processes. If W is the
work done by a heat engine in one cycle, and Q is the difference between heat
absorbed Q+ and heat emitted Q. in this cycle, then
(1)

where J is the mechanical equivalent of a unit of heat. This is the expresstion
of the dynamical theory of heat.

the surroundings. How much heat is contained in this gas? Obviously, this
question is senseless. If a heat content existed, we should be able to measure
changes of this quantity. Different processes can be envisioned which lead to
such a change. We can let the gas expand adiabatically, or we can let it cool
through heat conduction. Now, since the amount of heat exchanged is
different in the two processes, we cannot say by how much the heat content
has changed. Therefore, there is no such thing as a "heat content".

IV. THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

experiments did not show that heat is an energy fonn: the range of
temperatures employed by him was too small for the motive power of heat to

Why is there such a dichotomy between intuitive concepts and the
theory of thermodynamics? The historical development can throw some light

be determined experimentally. His experiments simply supported a complete-

some prejudices which explain why thermodynamics developed the way it

ly new idea: there is a quantity called energy associated with different types of
processes (electrical, mechanical, and thermal) which remains constant during
such processes.

did; on the other hand it will become clear that only a small step separated
S.Camot from finishing the theory of thermodynamics on the basis of the
caloric theory of heat. In other words, only a small step was needed to found

Something else was needed for deciding between the two concepts
concerning the nature of heat9. It was the prejudice of physicists "that heat is
not a substance, but consists in a motion of the least parts of the bodies"

thermodynamics on the basis of intuitive concepts rather than anti-intuitive
ones.

(Clausius), which suggested that the heat (energy!) capacities of the ideal gas
should be constant. Now, nothing in the world of experiment could have

The historical development roughly went along the following

suggested such a belief at the time. Still, Clausius sought, and found, a

lines9· 16. The caloric theory of heat was widely accepted during the period
before 1850. In mathematical terms, it simply meant that for the fluids used

theory which both detennined the motive power of heat and allowed for the
capacities to be constant. It is irony indeed that Clausius' solution does not

there exists a heat function (Section V). It was assumed that heat (caloric) was
conserved which, again for the cases treated by Camot and by later thermo-

permit us anymore to think of heat as the "motion of the least particles of the
bodies", since this would equate heat and internal energy!

dynamicists, was acceptable. However, the main problem with the caloric
theory of heat can be traced to irreversible processes in which, as Davy's

We conclude that Camot could have finished his theory of the motive
power of heat on the basis of the caloric theory if he had accepted that heat

experiment (melting two blocks of ice by rubbing them) had demonstrated,

(caloric) can be generated in irreversible processes (which would have told

heat must be generated. Today we know that heat cannot be caloric if we

him that calorimetric devices do not measure caloric9). The dynamical theory

accept that the usual calorimetric measurements determine amounts of heat. In
these experiments heat would be generated.

of heat triumphed not because of nature, and not because of pure reason, but

The concept of caloric and a heat function led Camot to propose the
following analogy for the functioning of heat engines: heat falls from a higher
to a lower level (temperature), thereby driving the engine just like water

Here is the point to say a few words about the usage of terms and
expressions in thermal physics. The very word heat, like electricity and
motion, suggests an extensive quantity. The term "heat capacity" and "latent

drives a water wheel. Camot proceeded to derive the motive power of heat.
However, the result which was based on the caloric theory equired the heat

of heat", and "emission of heat" do the same. Why should heat, which has

capacities of the ideal gas to be inversely proportional to the ideal gas

been absorbed, not reside in the body which absorbed it? No wonder that we

temperature. If we measure "heat" in the usual calorimetric devices, we get a
different answer: the capacities should be constant. Camot did not decide

have such difficulties with thermodynamics if the simplest and most intuitive
things are not true anymore. Take mechanics. There we have a different, and
neutral, word for the energy exchanged in mechanical processes: it is "work",

on this question. On the one hand we will see that there are some reasons and

because we want heat to be the irregular motion of the atoms.

heat" make us think of a quantity which is contained in bodies. "Absorption

between this and another solution he proposed, thus forgoing the simplest
form of a theory of thermodynamics (Section V).

and not "motion". If we want to learn from other fields of physics, we should

However, measurements were not accurate enough for deciding if the

call the extensive thermal quantity heat (and not entropy), and ''heat" (thermal

caloric theory of heat was still tenable. Also, the often cited experiment by

energy) should be called thermal work. The trouble with thennodynamics is

Rumford, which is supposed to have demonstrated that heat could not be

that the words which make sense in the the caloric theory have been

caloric, did not even prove that caloric was not conserved. Even Joule's

transfered to a context where they simply do not belong. As Kelvin put it in
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1878 ("Heat", Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 9th ed.): "Now that we know heat to

(4)

be a mode of motion, and not a material substance, the old 'impressive, clear,
and wrong' statements regarding latent heat, evolution and absorption of heat

The index

v

refers to the latent heat with respect to volume, and the specific

by compression, specific heats of bodies and quantities of heat possessed by

heat at constant volume. {The flrst inequality in (3) excludes water in the

them, are summarily discarded. But they have not yet been generally enough

range of temperatures from 0°C to 4 oc from our considerations.] This means

followed by equally clear and concise statements of what we now know to be

that the bodies can be fully described by the values of two variables, namely

the truth. A combination of impressions surviving from the old erroneous

volume and temperature. The latent and specific heats are related as follows to

notions regarding the nature of heat with imperfectly developed apprehensions of the new theory has somewhat liberally perplexed the modern

the heating

S

17 ·

student of thermodynamics with questions unanswerable by theory or
experiment. ... ".

(5)

The heat (caloric) exchanged in a process P is then given by

(6)

V. THERMODYNAMICS ON THE BASIS OF THE CALORIC
THEORY OF HEAT

Note that nothing has been said about what heat "really" is. A few
The way we think about heat, even after much formal schooling,

consequences of the theory of calorimetry are particularly interesting. First,

resembles the old caloric theory of heat. Heat is something like a "thermal

the bodies subsumed by this theory can only umiergo reversible changes 9.

fluid" which can be stored, and which can flow from body to body.

Secondly, the latent and specific heats with respect to volume and pressure
are related by

Intuitively, we also know that heat is not conserved (Section II). This suffices
for building thermodynamics on an extended version of the caloric theory of
heat 9.
We start with a specific theory of calorimetry for a particular type of
fluid 16. T~is theory served as the basis of just about all the investigations

'\ = A"
Kp

= K 11

(oPIOV )" 1
•

(7)

,

K 11 (oP!ilr) (oP!iiV )" 1

(8)

regarding heat from the beginning to Calusius and Kelvin. Only the theory of
the conduction of heat was excluded from it. The theory will be outlined
briefly. The bodies used in this theory are those which (1) obey a thermal

Finally, we can derive the Poisson-Laplace Law of adiabatic change ( S

equation of state relating pressure, volume, and temperature:

which holds for the ideal gas with constant ratio of the specific heats:

P = P(V,T) > 0

,

(3)

and (2) for which two further constitutive quantities exist, namely the latent

and specific heats (A" and B11 ):

pvK = const. , K = KP I Kv

= const.

>I

=0)

(9)

The inequality follows from La pace's explanation of the speed of sound. This
speed is always higher than that calculated if the oscillations of the gas were

isothermaL The observation that the ratio of the specific heats must be

K., - liT , KP - liT ,

(13)

constant will prove to be crucial when we determine the motive power of
heat.
We need two assumptions plus the theory of sound (Equ.9) in order
to derive the motive power of heat. This development simply finishes what

which still alows for their ratio to be constant as required by the theory of the
speed of sound. Finally, there exists a function E of the body (which we call
its internal energy) such that:

Carnot had left open. The first assumption is that the caloric theory of heat is
valid. In the context of our theory of calorimetry his means that there exists a

(14)

"heat function" S(V,T) . As a consequence, the latent and specific heats are
related to the heatS by

This should now be compared to the theory of thermodynamics based on the
dynamical theory of heat. We find that heat in the caloric theory is the
(10)

enigmatic entropy of classical thermodynamics.

Also, if we consider a fluid body to undergo a (Camot) cycle, the heat ab-

sorbed (S+) and the heat emitted (S ') in one cycle must be equal:

s+

=

s· .

(II)

VI. CONCLUSION: WHAT IS A MISCONCEPTION?

This means that a heat engine can do work without any consumption of heat.

There are three points we should keep in mind: (1) students and

(Compare this with Equ.l, the expression of the dynamical theory of heat.)

teachers alike need a quantity which they call heat and which they can believe

Heat simply is the driving agency like water in the case of a water wheeL

to be contained in bodies; (2) thermodynamics can be built on the basis of the

The second assumption concerns the validity of Camot's Axioml6_ It
states that the work done by a heat engine undergoing Camot cycles only

caloric theory of heat (in this form it is structurally analogous to electricity and
mechanics); and (3) the classical form of the theory is too limited (it does not

depends on the temperatures of the furnace (T +) and the refrigerator (T -).

prepare students for modem non-equilibrium thermodynamics). These three

and on the heat absorbed from the furnace (S+). These two assumptions

reasons call for a modem version of introductory thermodynamics.

together with the observation that the ratio of the specific heats must be

If we build thermodynamics on the caloric theory of heat (suitably

constant (Equ.9) suffice for determining the relationship between the heat

extended by the requirement that heat is created in irTeversible processes), an

"falling" from the higher to the lower temperarure and the work done by it:

interesting reversal of the roles of intuitive concepts and accepted theory
results: it is not the concepts which are wrong, it is the theory which, un-

W

"" (T + - T ')

s+ .

(12)

necessarily, makes sound intuitive notions unacceptable. A similar situation
exists in mechanics with regard to forces 18. Fig.2 shows that most students

The result is analogous to what we know from gravitation. Heat corresponds

have formed correct concepts if heat is accepted as entropy 12. Indeed, 17

to the mass of water falling, and the difference of temperatures is compared to

essays can be taken as a lucid explanation of the concept of entropy, while

the difference of the gravitational potential. The heat capacities of the ideal gas

only two describe the dynamical theory of heat in an acceptable way.

tum out to be inversely proportional to the (ideal gas) temperature T:

Thermodynamics therefore is a case which forces us to investigate
the structure of the theory before we conclude where the misconception lies.
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In this case we are allowed to say that the form of the theory is misconceived.

is not created; students rather say that it is converted out of other forms of

The theory disregards valuable information contained in intuitive concepts

energy. The real remaining problem thus is the failure to understand the role

formed before formal schooling has taken place. For didactic reasons it

of energy and its relationship to the substancelike quantities in physical

should be rejected. In an analogous case we would not hesitate to discard

processes 14 • Whether this failure has its roots in experience outside of formal

such a theory. If we develop electricity along lines we know from thermo-

schooling, or whether it is a result of the teaching of physics, I cannot decide

dynamics, we get a structure which, according to taste, is either unacceptable,
or ridiculous. or both 10.

at this point. However, since the concept of energy and its conversion is a
result of teaching rather than a self-evident notion, I suggest that we should
look to how we teach physics if we want to solve the problem.
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ELECTROSTATICS AND ELECTRODYNAMICS- THE

basic characteristics of an electric circuit.

MISSING LINK IN STUDENTS' CONCEPTIONS

example, students tend to be "current minded" rather

For

than "voltage minded"~S) confusing cause and effect
Uri Ganiel and Bat-Sheva Eylon
Furthermore. the general idea that an electric circuit
Department of Science Teaching. the Weizmann Institute

is an interactive system is not properly understood.

of Science, Rehovot, ISRAEL.

Difficulties associated with this feature become,
apparent when changes are introduced in a circuit at
some point and students are asked to predict their
effect on currents and voltages at various parts of the
circuit(S)

Students. and even their teachers. tend to

adopt a. "local" approach in their analyses.

Background

They have

difficulties in considering simultaneous changes in
The topic of electric d.c, circuits is studied at
schools at a variety of levels.

At the advanced high

school or introductory university level students have
usually studied some physics earlier. so that the
necessary concepts for analyzing electric circuits
should presumably be familiar from their previous
studies.

At this level. the mathematical tools for

treating electric circuits are also available.

Indeed.

various studies have shown< 1 · 2 · 3 ) that students'
general understanding does improve with age and
instruction. and their mental models concerning current
flow become more advanced:

primitive models are

abandoned in favor of more scientific ones.

However,

several studies< 4 · 5 · 6 ) show that even after extensive
instruction. students do not grasp some of the very

several variables.

A related phenomenon emerges from

Closset's findings< 4 ) that students tend to adopt
"sequential reasoning" across a wide variety of
problems.

This means that they regard effects in a

circuit as occuring in a sequential, directional
manner, without feedback.

Consequently, a change at

some point in a circuit will affect only quantities
further downstream. and not anything happening before
the point of the original change
In order to analyze students' reasoning. it is
useful to think in terms of the following aspects.
(1) Quantitative relationships:

these involve casting the

physical problem in the form of a set of linear
equations (e.g. by using Kirchoff's rules). solving
these equations and interpreting the solutions

correctly (1 e

what is the physical meaning of a

negative value for a certain current or voltage. etc.
(2)

these involve a qualitative

Functional

analysis of functional relationships among variables in
an electric circuit, namely

an understanding how a

change of one component and/or parameter in a system
affects the other parameters of the system (e.g

what

happens to voltages and currents in a circuit when one
resistance is changed?)

We emphasize that by this we

do not mean an algebraic manipulation and comparison of
two consecutive computations. but rather an ability to
consider the dynamics of the interplay between the

l\cfacro-l'vflcro

relationships:

these involve the

association of phenomena with processes.

The behavior

of a circuit is described in terms of •macroscopic"
variables such as current, resistance and voltage (in
its macroscopic manifestation. as measured by a
voltmeter).

The underlying processes are described in

terms of models:

However. our expectations of student

performance in terms of the three aspects defined
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are restricted to an appropriate level of complexity
The usual quantitative analysis of an electric circuit
{aspect 1) follows well defined algorithms. and can
thus be applied even in complex circuits.

A

qualitative analysis of functional relationships
(aspect 2) is more difficult. and will be carried out
successfully only for relatively simple circuits [see
e g.

the questionnaire in Cohen et. al{S)].

The third

aspect can easily become too complicated for a student
to handle, even in simple circuits< 7 )

For example,

what happens to electric fields, drift velocities,

variables in a qualitative manner.
{3) Processes,

discussion.

motion of charged particles. forces.

fields and potentials {in their microscopic sense) .
Such models relate concepts studied in electrostatics
with those which come into play when analyzing electric

etc .. when a third resistor is connected in parallel to
one of two resistors connected in series in a circuit?
Even experts do not carry out such an analysis
routinely.

However. it would be important for a

student to be able to understand the process through
which increasing the source voltage will increase the
current in a circuit (for example: the electric field
inside the conductor increases, hence the force on the
charge carriers. their acceleration

~etween

collisions.

their drift velocities. and hence the current, all
increase).

Clearly. the first two aspects are

circuits.
We would like to suggest that all these aspects are
necessary ingredients for proper understanding of
electric circuits at the level of study under

sufficient in dealing with conventional problems.
claim with regard to the third aspect is only that
students should be able to occasionally employ
microscopic considerations.

our
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Do students attain a satisfactory level of
performance in these three aspects of reasoning about
electric circuits?

after they had completed their studies in
electrostatics and electric circuits

The answer to this question depends

on the population examined

Method

In Israel, high school

students who choose to study physics at the advanced

Two criteria guided the design of the interviews.

level, usually exhibit a satisfactory level in the

First, the physical situation discussed had to be one

first aspect.

which was unfamiliar to the students. so that they

They are usually able to solve routine

problems on electric circuits which are set in the

would not be able to explain the phenomena by simply

final matriculation ("Bagrut") examinations.

reciting what they had heard in class

The

Second, the

second aspect, of functional relationships, is a source

process under discussion had to consist of a sequence

of difficulty for students and even for their

of events which would be easy to identify.

teachers(S) not only in Israel but in many other

out by Steinberg~g) in any simple d c. circuit, steady

countries as well( 3 ,4,8)

state is maintained by a number of cause-effect

Very little 1s known about the third aspect.

As pointed

mechanisms (charge-voltage, voltage-current, current-

Available studies concerning students' concepts

charge feedback).

concentrate mostly on their models for current

hidden mechanisms occur1ng simultaneously, which may

flow~ 1 • 2 ·3) and not on the actual microscopic

not be easy to separate.

mechanisms and their interpretation 1n terms of

with our interviewees transients occuring in a very

electrostatic entitles.

simple circuit.

We report here on a preliminary study in which we

However, all these are usually

We therefore chose to discuss

The phenomena here (e.g. current in an

"open" circuit) are different from those occuring at

explored whether students can associate processes

steady state, since the microscopic processes are

occur1ng 1n electric circuits with microscopic

easier to separate and identify

mechanisms.

h1gh school students do not usually deal with such

relations:

For example:

is the sequence of

battery-+potential difference--electric

On the other hand,

phenomena in detail, and in order to describe them

field-+ forces-+ motion of charges (current)

properly they would have to provide their own

internalized?

explanations.

These issues were studied through

interviews conducted with advanced high school students

Eight high school students Cages 17-18) from four

1nto the discussion, e.g

different classes were interviewed for 60-90 minutes

terms from electrostatlcs (force, fleld, potentlal,

each.

etc.).

Each student was shown a sequence of circuit
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suggesting s/he try to use

diagrams (Fig. 1), and we assured that they could
identify the components and understand the circuit

In

1 2

1 2

a preliminary conversation. sign conventions were also
agreed on.

All students knew that electrons are the

charge carriers in an ordinary circuit, and preferred
to describe current in terms of electron flow.

The

galvanometer (G) was specifically described as an ideal
instrument which would instantaneously indicate the
passage of any current through it.
question asked was·

(b )

{a)

The starting

"what will G indicate?".

situation of interest to us was (lc).

The

Circuits (la)

and (lb) served as starting points, and (ld) was used
for prompts or follow-ups

All students responded

1

2

correctly to questions concerning the trivial
situations (la-lb)

G

A varied series of questions, adapted to possible
student answers, was designed

For example:

F1g. 2

shows a possible flow of the dialogue in cases where
students initially said that there was no current in
case (lc).

{d )

(c )

Clearly, a variety of branchings developed

in the flow of the dialogue in reaction to the
different responses students gave.

Figure 1

In particular, when

a student was not able to come up with any description
at the microscopic level, we introduced

variou~

prompts

sequence ot circuit diagrams shown to the students. In
(c) we start from (a), remove the short between 1 and 2
and insert a battery instaad. In (d) we start from (b)
and follow the same sequence.
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Results and Discussion

(b)

__.,.

s. There fs no current.
T. How do electrons
between 2 and G
"know" they shou 1d
not move?

Of the eight students interviewed, only one was able

.....

to provide satisfactory explanations of the phenomena.
the questions dealt with, as will be described below.
Two more students came close.

would be no current (in situation lc) but when prompted

(a)

("G shows any current") they changed their minds,

(c)

T. What does G show when
the battery ts tnserted
· betwen 1 and 2?
S. There ts no current.
T. Why?
S. The cfrcuft fs open.
T. So?
S. Current cannot pass
fr'OIII 3 to 4.

s.
T.
S.
T.
S.

---------------------------·

ProiiPt -1--T.

they first said there

T.

Re1111111ber: G fndfcates
instantaneously any
current, however small.

Ah, so there fs some
current.
For how long?
It wfll stop after a
~
whtle.
Why?
The electrons "get
stuck" fn 3.
Why?

described the transient and the mechanisms correctly.
The other five could not come up wlth satisfactory
answers even after long discussions
we shall now quote a few excerpts from dialogues
between the experimenter (T) a.nd the student (S).

We

shall then describe the concepts students use and their

(d)

reasoning patterns, a.s emerging from all the

s.

-

There f s some
current.
T. For how long?
s. As long as the
battery fs good.
T. If electrons cannot
pass from 3 to 4,
where do they
accumulate?

interviews.
Exam plea

......

(I) We first give a. short excerpt from the dialogue
with the single student who answered all the questions
correctly. in order to establish what we regard as a
satisfactory understanding at this level.

The student

wa.s shown circuit (lc), and said that G would initially
indicate current, which would decrease and finally
Figure 2

A sequence of questions asked in conjunction with
circuit. tc.

stop.

Then:

T. Why?

s. At first. there is a potential difference between 2
and 3 and between 4 and 1. so current !lows
T. Why does current flow?

S.

If there is a potential difference, there is an

s.

electric field, and so the electrons are pushed

No. in the battery current flows from 1 to 2 and
then the electrons flow from 2 to 3.

along the conductor

T.

For how long does this continue?

T.

Right.

S.

It will stop, because the first electrons stop at

S

If we look at the break at 3, electrons cannot pass

So why will the current stop?

to 4, so there is an accumulation of electrons in
the wire close to 3

the break and there is no room for the next ones.
T.

These electrons repel each

Do you mean that there is no physical space for the
coming electrons?

other and the next ones arriving. so there are

s.

No.

forces which oppose the current.

T.

So what causes them to stop?

s.

When there is a conductor and a voltage, the

I can say that a

field opposite to the original electric field

the electrons are tiny.

develops, so that the potential difference between 2

electrons move.

and 3 becomes less and less.

conductor, so the electrons stop there.

It is like charging a

In the break (3-4) there is no
But I do

capacitor.

not see why they stop in the wires between 2 and 3 -

T.

And what happens between 4 and 1?

there is voltage and there is a conductor.

S.

It is similar, only in the opposite sense:

at first

electrons flow into the battery, but at 4 the wire

T.

What is voltage?

s.

Voltage moves electric charge from high to low

becomes positively charged and the electrons are

potential.

attracted, until the attraction cancels the

T.

What do you mean by potential?

attraction by the positive terminal 1.

s.

The work needed to bring the charge to infinity.
Now, if the battery creates a potential difference,

(II) The student was shown circuit diagram (lc).

The
the

el~ctrons

move.

lnitial part of the dialogue proceeded as in Fig. 2(a).
T.

Why do they move?

S.

Because there is a potential difference.

Then·
S.

Maybe there is some current through G, since the
(It was not possible to get beyond thls polnt ln the
electrons in 2 do not know there is a break in the
discussion.

We therefore introduced additional

circuit further down
concepts, in order to trigger a description of the
T.

Is there current between 4 and 1?
processes involved) .
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T. Have you learned about the concept of the electric

emerge from the complete interview with the previous

field?

student can be summarized as follows:

S.

Yes. a charge creates a field around it.

A·facro:scopic notions

T.

How is the electric field related to potential

- A battery creates voltage

difference?

- Voltage causes current flow if there is a conductor

S.

Potential difference is the work necessary to move
the charge between two points.

present.
- If there is no current, there is no voltage (but

(This student was unable to go beyond reciting formal

there may be a potential difference ... )

definitions of concepts from electrostatics, and could

Microscopic notions

not describe the processes

- Electrons are pushed into the open circuit from the

This part of the interview

was concluded by providing the student with an
explanation.

Later on. the following dialogue took

place) .

- These electrons move through the Wire freely as in a
pipe, until they stop at a break

T. What is the voltage between 3 and 4 after the

S.

negative terminal only

- The student remembers the formal definitions for

current has stopped?

potential and electric field from electrostatics, but

Zero. since there is no current ... Wait - 1 is at

he does not relate the two concepts.

the same potential as 4, since there is no current.
The same for 2 and 3

So between 3 and 4 I must

have the same as between 2 and 1.
T.

So?

S.

I get

But this is e

Macro-Micro relationships

This student cannot provide a description of
macroscopic phenomena in terms of microscopic concepts
from electrostatics.

~wo

different results

Ah ... the voltage

In particular, voltage (macro) is

divorced from potential (micro).

between 3 and 4 is indeed zero, but the potential
(III) The student was shown circuit (lc) .

The initial

difference is e.
part of the dialogue proceeded as in Fig. (2a).
The complete interviews with every student were
S. There cannot be any current.
analyzed in detail. in terms of their Macroscopic
notions. Microscopic notions, and Micro-Macro
relationships

For example. the main notions which

T. Why?

Then:

s

Throughout the interview, this student never used

In a closed clrcu1t. the (-) of the battery pushes
the electrons and the

(+)

pulls them

If 3 and 4

are disconnected, only the (-) pushes but the
does not pull

(+)

the concepts of potentials or electric fields.

descriptions were given at a concrete level, involving
only charge accumulation and forces on charges.

You need both a push and a pull.

All his

T

Why?

other words:

S.

Because the electrons are held by the nuclei.

descriptions. disregarding what he was taught in

T

Which electrons are we talking about?

electrostatics.

s

The electrons at terminal 2 (Fig lc) . this is where

In

this student creates his own microscopic

(IV) The student was shown circuit (lc).

The initial

we have a surplus of electrons.
part of the dialogue proceeded as in Fig. (2a).
T.

(Trying to prompt)

Then:

Do these electrons not repel
S.

There cannot be any current.

each other?
T. Why?
S

Yes, but since the circuit is open, there is no

(+)

s. Charges flow from high potential, where there is
and they are not attracted
This student insisted that no current could !low.

charge surplus. to low potential, where there is a

He

deficiency.

was then shown circuit (ld), where he agreed that
current would flow.

at low potential, there is no potential difference,

Then:

T. We now open the switch 3-4.

and no current.

What happens?

S. The current stops in the neutral state of the wire,
because there is no connection to the
battery.
held

bf

(+)

of the

The electrons which were on the way are
the

(+)

Since 3 is not connected to 1, 3 is not

At this point the student was shown circuit (ld). and
agreed that current would flow.

Then.

T. How did the electrons in circuit (lc) •knowu not to
move from 2 through G?

of the nuclei in the wire.
S

Ah ... maybe they do move at the beginning, but after

At a later part we inquired about the voltage between
point 3 and 4 in circuit (lc).

Like the student in

Example II this student also arrived at a

a while the current will stop.
T. Why will it stop?
s. When the potential at 3 equals the potential at 2,

contradiction:

voltage equals c on the one hand, but

voltage equals zero because "there is no current".

because you transfer electrons. since the battery 1s
like a pump. taking electrons from one place to
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another, then if at one place there will be enough

associated (at this level) with electric fields or

electrons, there will be no need to transfer any

forces on the charge carriers.

more, it will serve no purpose,

that students who spoke in these terms did not

We wish to emphasize

Personifications aside ("need". "purpose"). this

associate potentials with fields/forces even when

student had some notion of the role of potentials and

specifically asked to do so.

charge densities, but he was unable to tie the

There are students who feel the need for mechanistic

potential concept to a mechanism.

explanations, and speak in terms of forces (repulsion

Potentials were not

associated to electric fields or forces on charge

and attraction).

Again there are two levels:

carriers.

will stop at the concrete level. and will not be able
to make the connection:

some

forces - fields - potentials.

Concepts and reasoning

Clearly such students cannot associate the microscopic
How do students describe the phenomena?

The

picture (electrons. forces between them) with the

concepts used by students to explain the operation of

macroscopic parameters of the circuit.

electric circuits appear in a number of levels

At the

of the students operate at the higher level where they

most basic level, "electron densities" are invoked, and

are able to integrate all the concepts into a coherent

current flow is then due to some mysterious "tendency"

picture in which the microscopic concepts from

to equalize densities.

electrostatics tie in with the macroscopic parameters.

Although this description is

Only a minority

unsatisfactory from a physicist's point of view, it is

In light of these characterizations. it is not

enough to satisfy students' needs in many of the usual

surprising that students are thrown off by a situation

(closed) circuits they encounter:

such as lc (Fig. 1).

a battery has

When asked to explain why things

surplus of electrons on one terminal, lack of them on

happen, they search for a picture which will appeal to

the other, hence current flows.

their intuition.

A slightly higher

our intuition, however, is guided by

level associates the concept of •potential" with

macroscopic, everyday experiences.

electron densities, and then an equally

explain why the initial current will stop, students

my~terious

•tendencyq to equalize potentials is invoked.
mechanisms are used.

Still no

"Potential" is a concept for

which a formal definition is quoted, but it

i~

not

When asked to

speak in terms of "spa.ce" available to the electrons in
the wire.

one student actually spoke of "a train which

stops when the first car stops", basing his argument on
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the claim that charge motion must occur simultaneously
ln all parts of the wire

Others knew enough about

As noted previously, it is useful to think in terms

atomic sizes (see Example II), so they would not talk
in terms of physical space

of three aspects, when dealing with student concepts on

At this point. there were
electric circuits:

quantitative relationships,

students who would simply give up, and admit they had
functional relationships. and macro-micro
no explanation.

Others tried to reconcile the
relationships.

Our claim is that all three aspects are

knowledge about small sizes with the intuitive need for
necessary for achieving a proper understanding of this
a macroscopic type of picture ("space"). and this leads
topic.
to a variety of models which the students try to make
It 1s entirely possible to operate within the
up. using bits and pieces from what they had learned
previously.

quantitative level through rote learning of algebraic

For example, one student spoke of

«conduction electrons". stationary positive ions, and

algorithms.

This is undesirable.

From the practical

point of view, it provides no safeguards against

electrons hopping from one ion to the next.

At a

break. the electrons have "nowhere to go".

This is

nonsensible results.

Furthermore, in teaching physics

we want to achieve a more meaningful understanding than

actually a more refined picture of the same basic

a mere manipulation of numbers or algebraic terms.

notion of "available space".

In

the common tasks of solving electric circuits, students
Our findings concerning the role of the battery and
connecting wires are similar to those of Gott(lO)
general pictures emerge.

Two

usually without considering the relationships among

In one, the battery is

regarded as the only source of electrons which move in
the circuit.

The wires can be either

"emp_ty", or consist of atoms (ions

+

electrons).

In

the other picture the battery acts as a "pump". causing
electrons already present in the wires to circulate
around the circuit

•

them.

Operating at the level of functional

relationships not only can help one to avoid tedious

It injects electrons into the wires,

which play no active role

calculate values for one parameter after the other,

calculations, but it enables the student to deal with
the system as a whole, and consider the
interrelationships between its parts (the global
approach) .

In order to fully appreciate the functional

relationships. the ;a.specta of cause and effect must be
clearly understood.

In other words, the conaapt of
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voltage must be internalized and applied correctly

We
unable to explaln the phenomena

We note in passing.

have already noted that students are not "voltage
that this situation does not necessarily represent
minded".

Why is that the case, when the concept of
misconceptions, but rather the lack of any clear

potential (and potential differences) is studied
concepts.
thoroughly in electrostatics?

Consequently, we encountered a variety of

One reason may be the
contrived explanations.

Thirdly, we believe that this

predominance of early studies, with their emphasis on
absence of a micro-macro link impedes students' ability
various models for current flow.

Another reason is
to conceptualize the electric circuit as a system and

probably the simple fact that students do not relate
to appreciate the functional relationships between its
the electrostatic potential to the processes occuring
parts.
in the circuit.

Put differently. their reasoning may
Several approaches have been presented in the

be lacking in the third aspect. as defined above
Consideration of macro-micro relationships can lead to
a deeper understanding of the phenomena, by providing a
meaning to abstract parameters which are used in the
analysis.

In particular, concepts studied in the

framework of electrostatics will be integrated into the

literature in recent years. suggesting how to start the
instruction of electric circuits. so as to emphasize
the mechanisms underlying the phenomena.

For example,

Steinberg(g) uses large capacitors to slow down the
transients, in order to demonstrate the processes
occuring in electric circuits

These experiments are

description of dynamic phenomena, and enable the
used to gradually develop a model for the system.
student to "explain• them
Hartel(S) suggests emphasizing the interactive aspects
What emerges from the present study is the
by utilizing the analogy with mechanical systems such
realization. that this does not seem to be the
as stiff rings or chains.
situation-for most students.

Whatever the initial

Students are not able to
analogies-used, it is essential that students realize

tie concepts from electrostatics into their description
the limits of their applicability(12)
of phenomena occur1ng in electric circuits.

This means that

As already
the students cannot be left with such models standing

noted, this leads to a number of difficulties.

First,
on their own.

the concept of voltage remains vague;

At some point any such model must be

its formal
abandoned, in fJvor of a picture based on electrical

definitions (quoted correctly) are not utilized
concepts.
operationally.

Clearly, a complete solution which maps

Secondly, most students do not create a
charge distributions, electric fields etc .. is beyond

consistent picture of the mechanisms, and are therefore

the level of high school physics.

non trivial task< 7 • 11 ) even for very simple
configurations.
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In fact, this is a
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Introduction
For the past several years we have been investigating
college student understanding in the domain of geometrical

during the interviews enabled us to learn a great deal
about the nature of their difficulties.
Recently we videotaped the entire sequence of tasks
involving the converging lens and produced a videodisc.

optics [Goldberg and McDer.ott, 1986, 1987].

This is being used, under computer control, to carry out

Our goals

The lengthy discussions we had with the students

have been two-fold: to study how students think about

stand-alone interactive interviews with students.

specific optical phenomena (like shadows, mirrors and

first goal in doing this is to gather more information

lenses) prior to formal instruction in their college level
science courses; to identify and describe the nature of

about student understanding in geo.etrical optics.

specific conceptual difficulties exhibited by students

great versatility both in the types of tasks we can present

after fonaal instruction.

to students and in their style of presentation.

In the latter case, we are

particularly interested in the extent to which the students

Our

found that the coaputer-videodisc coabination allows us
Our

second, and long term goal, has been to use the videodisc

can use ray diagra. representations to help make

technology to provide tutorial instruction.

predictions and provide explanations.

interview tasks seemed very effective in eliciting
tasks would serve as good starting points for helping

Each interview involves a

sequence of tasks focusing on sa.e apparatus.

Because our

students' conceptual difficulties, we believe the same

The pri.ary source of our data has been individual
interviews with students.

We have

The student

students overco.a their difficulties.

Furtheraore, the

is asked to .ake predictions and then to explain his or her

characteristics of the interactive videodisc syste. promise

reasoning, drawing ray diagra.s if appropriate.

to make it an effective tool for helping students make

For

exa.ple, in our work on student understanding of the iaage

connections between real world optical phenomena and ray

fo~

diagra. representations.

by a converging lens [Goldberg and McDenaott, 1987]

In this paper we will describe the computer-videodisc

the apparatus consisted of a light bulb, a lens and a
screen with a clear, inverted image of the bulb on it.
Figure 1.

See

We asked the student to predict how the iaage on

systa. and how we use it to administer interview&.

will discuss certain issues regarding its use as a tool for

the screen (or the observebility of the iaage) might change

investigating student understanding.

if we were to .ake each of the following changes fro. the

a djscussion of its use as a tutorial tool.

initial set-up: (1) removing the lena; (2) covering the top
half of the lens with an opaque card; (3) moving the screen
fro. its original position towards the lens; (4) re.ovin'the screen entirely.

The responses of the

student~

to

Then we

We will conclude with
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Description of the Interactive Videodisc System

Description of the Videodisc Converging Lens Research

To develop the videodisc the author was videotaped

Interview

demonstrating many of the same tasks that were used during

Most students require between 30 and 45 ainutes to
complete the converging lens videodisc interview after

the previous interviews with students [Goldberg and
McDermott, 1987). In addition, close-up pictures were

first turning on the computer and videodisc player.

The

taken of the screen under a myriad of contrived conditions

interview begins with a two-minute narrative by the author

so that the resulting images would match all the students'
incorrect as well as their correct predictions. Most of

telling about the purpose of the research and describing
how the computer interview will work. Then the author

these screen pictures, however, were fakes; that is, they

introduces the apparatus: an unfrosted light bulb that

did not represent what would actually be seen on the screen

serves as an illuminated object, a converging lens and a

under the conditions of the tasks presented to the

translucent screen on which a clear, inverted image of the

students.

light bulb filament can be seen.

The intent of taking these "fake" screen

The student is asked to

pictures was to include them among a visual montage of

sketch the image on a special form provided for responses

several possible screen images that students could choose

to the questions.

from when visually confirming their predictions.

After

The author then proceeds through a series of questions

final editing of the videotape an inexpensive videodisc was

regarding how the image observed on the translucent screen

produced. 1

might change if the set-up were changed in some particular

After receiving the finished videodisc, the

author then used the Authoring System to sequence the

way.

interview and to incorporate computer-generated text and

demonstrates the change in the set-up and simultaneously

graphics on the appropriate video pictures.

the translucent screen is covered (overlayed) with an

figure 2 shows a sketch of the main coaponents of the

As

each question is posed the author actually

opaque mask, effectively biding from view what the student

computer-videodisc system that was used during the

is being queried about.

interviews with students.

demonstrating to the student what is being asked some of

These components are as follows:

We felt that by actually

(l) IBM XT computer; (2) Zenith Model ZVM 135 color monitor

the ambiguity involved in •aking predictions about

that displays both RGB and co•posite signals--the composite

"possible" changes in the set-up would be avoided.

picture comes from the videodisc and the RGB comes from the
computer generated text and graphics; (3) Pioneer Model
VD-LlOOO videodisc player (can be controlled by signals
from the computer); (4) VAL Model 1125 Videodisc controller

The student is then directed to sketch what he or she
predicts would be on the screen and to draw a ray diagram
to justify the prediction. finally, the student is shown a

and overlay card; (5) Tecmar Graphics Master video card;

visual montage of "possible" screen pictures (all but one
of which are "fakes") and is asked to choose the one that

(6) QUEST Authoring System fro• Allen co. .unications. 2

is most like his or her prediction.

The Authoring System enables us to control the videodisc

these fake pictures represent the spectrum of incorrect

player, produce text and graphics overlays and design the

predictions that were made by students who were interviewed

sequence of events that will be presented to the student.

with the actual apparatus.

As of January 1987, this entire system costs approxi.ately
$6500.

(As

mentioned earlier,

We would not have been able to
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include these on the videodisc had we not gathered this

enrolled in a one semester activity-based physics course

information from previous research.)

for preservice elementary school teachers.

c~uter

Portions of the

progra. are branched so that the next task

These students

had experimented with converging lenses and had studied

presented to the student is contingent on the response to

their behavior qualitatively, but did not draw ray

the previous question.

diagrams.

This process of asking questions,

The third group consisted of 16 students who

masking out critical portions of the visual scene, and then

were enrolled in an introductory, calculus-based physics

asking for a visual confirmation of predictions continues
through a sequence of between five and nine questions. The
exact nuaber of tasks presented to a given student would

course for engineering students and science majors. Their
instructor had discussed geometrical optics in class and
had drawn ray diagrams.

depend on his or her responses to the first few questions.

enrolled concurrently in a lab course and had already

After the questions are completed the student is given
the option of either seeing demonstrations of the

70' of those students were also

performed experiments with converging lenses.

The only

major qualitative difference in performance between the

situations he or she was queried about or to quit the

three groups on the videodisc tasks was that the third

interview.

group drew ray diagrams to help justify their predictions,

(Almost all of the students who have gone

through the interview have opted to see demonstrations of

whereas the other two groups only wrote descriptions of

most of the tasks.

their predictions.

They generally found the questions

posed to tha. to be interesting and were quite curious of
the actual

out~s.)

finally, the student turns in the

Our use of the ca.puter-videodisc system as a vehicle
to gather information on student understanding raises a

response form which includes his or her screen iaage

number of concerns or questions.

prediction sketches, ray diagra.s and written explanations.

concern or question below and then address it, basing our

Sa.e Questions Regarding the Use of the Videodisc Interview

responses on the data gathered during the interviews with

We have tried to design our videodisc interviews so
that students could go through tha. without a facilitator
present.

The questions are posed directly by the author

We will describe each

the three groups of students mentioned above.
Since we intended for students to work through these
interviews by themselves we needed to know the extent to

(on the video monitor). The student writes all responses on

which the questions posed on the video screen were clear

a special form and registers his or her prediction with the

and unambiguous to tha..

ca.puter by asking a selection fro. a visual montage of

roo• during the tiaes that students in the first two groupa

choices.

engaged in the videodisc interviews.

Thus far we have ad.inistered the converging lens

The author was present in the
Based on feedback

videodisc interview to three groups, with a total

from the first few interviews a small nuaber of editing
changes were •ade in the ca.puter-videodisc progra.. After

population of 34 students.

those changes, the students seeaed to have little

All were unpaid volunteers.

The first group consisted of 5 students enrolled in a

difficulty understanding what they were supposed to do.

special course required for secondary school science

None of the students asked the author to interpret any of

certification.

the questions being asked.

The second group consisted of 13 students
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computer.

For the last group of 16 students, the author was

The effect of this ia that the information

present only at the beginning of the interview to make a

received by the computer would not be representative of the

few procedural comments and to show the student the form on

student's original thinking.

which predictions and diagrams were to be recorded.
author left the room when the student turned on the

Space was provided on the interview response form for
the student to draw a sketch of what he or she thought the

computer.

The

Although help was available in an adjacent room,

screen would look like for each of the tasks.

To determine

none of the students requested any after beginning the
interview. All the students in the third group completed

to what extent the students choose the "appropriate"
picture from the visual montage, we ca.pared the students'

the interview completely on their own.

written descriptions of their prediction and their sketches

We conclude,

therefore, that the questions seem to be clear and

of the screen images with their choices from the visual

unambiguous to the students.

montages.

Another of our concerns centered on how the student was
to communicate his or her thinking to the computer.

We found that in less than 2' of the cases did a

student apparently choose an inappropriate multiple choice
response.

Sventhough the student was asked to write explanations and

We tried to address our concern about students'

draw diagrams on a written form, the computer required

changing their aind by telling them, at the beginning of

input from the student to "know" the proper sequence of

the interview, that even though they might wish to change

tasks to present.

their mind when shown the visual montage of various

In other words, we needed an effective

way of letting the computer "know how the student was

choices, they should still write down the choice which

thinking."

corresponded to their original prediction.

Our vehicle for doing this was to present the

student with the visual montage of possible choices.
raises two questions.

This

First, does the student actually

Then, if they

wanted to change their mind, they could indicate their new
response at a separate place provided on the form.

Of the

choose the response closest to his or her written

184 possible multiple choice responses from the 34 subjects

prediction?

we found that only

Second, when confronted with a visual picture

of the results of the prediction, does the student change
his or her mind?

We were concerned that if the student

~

of the responses showed an indication

that the student had changed his or her aind.
Two final questions raised by the use of the videodisc

made an incorrect prediction, and then saw what the screen

interviews as a research tool have to do with a ca.parison

would actually look like if that prediction were confirmed,

of the responses of the students who went through the

the student might react by thinking something like the

videodisc interviews with the responses of those who were

following: "That can't be right.
look like that.

The screen wi 11 never

It must be some other answer."

interviewed in our previous study with real apparatus and
with the investigator present [Goldberg and McDermott,

Furthermore, if the student is not very confident to begin
with, just seeing the alternative choices may encourage the

1987].

The first question is:

student to change his or her mind before responding to the

pattern and frequency of their prediction responses

their ray diagra.s ca.pare?
compare?

How does the quality of

The second is:

How do the

Space was provided on the interview response form for

scientific representation seems to be a general one, found

students to draw ray diagrams to go along with most of

in other areas of physics [e.g. McDermott, Rosenquist and

their predictions.

van Zee, 1987].

(Students who had not studied ray

diagrams were encouraged to justify their responses with
some written comments.)

The vast majority of the students

Recent psychological research provides a clue for an
effective instructional strategy to address this kind of

in the third group, who had studied ray diagrams in class,

difficulty [Tulving and Thompson, 1973].

aade some att~pt to answer each question with a diagram.
Those diagrams that were incorrect displayed the same types

related to external events is to be accessible when those
events occur, then it is important for there to be

of errors that we found in the diagrams drawn by students

perception of the relevant phenomena when the knowledge is

interviewed in our previous study with actual apparatus.

encoded into memory.

With respect to the predictions that the students made,

If knowledge

The implication here is that to

enhance the student's ability to connect representations

we found the pattern of responses to be very similar in

and real world phenomena, it would be most effective for

both the interviews using the videodisc and the actual

the student to have learned about the representations and

apparatus.

phenomena at the same time.

for all the tasks that were identical in the

two interview formats, the percentage of students from the

further support for this contention is provided in the

two groups who gave the same responses matched to within

recent work by Brasell in

10,,

her study she used the real-time graphing feature of a

The accompanying Table shows the results for two of

the questions.

A complete description of these questions

kin~atics

[Brasel!, 1987]. In

Microcomputer-based lab on motion to teach students how to

is given in one of the references [Goldberg and McDermott,

draw and interpret position-time and velocity-time graphs

1987].

representing the actual motion of an object.

Using the Interactive Videodisc

Syst~

for a Tutorial

She found

that presenting the graphical representation at the same
time as the motion occurred, rather than after a delay of

Interview
Based on our previous research with students who have
studied geometrical optics in their college physics or
physical science classes we can make the following two
observations: (1) .aet of the students

se~d

to have a

only 20-30 seconds, was a crucial factor in facilitating
the students' learning.
The interactive videodisc system provides a vehicle
through which students can be presented with diagra.aatic

basic understanding of the behavior of light with respect

representations and pictures of physical phenomena

to rectilinear propagation, reflection and refraction, and

simultaneously.

could represent this behavior readily by drawing light ray

ray diagrams on video pictures of the lens set-up.

With our videodisc syate. we can overlay
By

diagrams; (2) .any of the students exhibited difficulty

incorporating this strategy into a tutorial prograa we hope

using ray diagrams to make predictions about or to explain

to be able to enhance the studenta ability to connect ray

novel optical phenomena; i.e. examples that they had not

diagrams and optical phenomena.
At this time we have just completed a preliainary

explicitly studied in class.

This difficulty students have

in connecting real world phenomena and the appropriate

version of such a tutorial prograa.

The topic is image

formation by converging lenses and the program was

group.
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FOOTNOTES

developed by Sharon Bendall, a member of our research
The strategy is to first show a demonstration and

1. The videodisc was produced by Spectra Image, Inc., 540

N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505.

ask the student to make a prediction, then present as

The cost was $300.

needed appropriate information about optics, and finally
present a related follow-up demonstration question.

2. Allen Communication, 140 Lakeside Plaza II, 5225 Wiley

The

questions we ask are the same as those we used for our

Post Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84116.

interview tasks. We have found them to be unambiguous and
to be useful in bringing out any conceptual difficulties

provide most of the
videodisc system.

c~ponents

This company can

of the entire interactive

that might exist in the minds of the students.
The information we provide emphasizes the meaning of

REFKRBNCRS

light rays and the use and significance of light ray
diagra.s.

We found in our previous research that students

often misinterpret ray diagrams, and are especially
confused by the significance of the special rays.

Brasel!, Heather (1987). The effect of real-time laboratory
graphing on learning graphic representations of

Many

distance and velocity. J. Res. Sci. Teach. 24, 385-395.

students seemed to think that the special rays were

Goldberg, F. M. and McDermott, L. C. (1986). Student

necessary to form an image rather than just being

Difficulties in understanding the real image fonaed by

convenient to locate the position of the image.

a plane mirror. T. Phys. Teach. 24, 472-480.

Furthermore, they seemed to think of a light ray as if it

Goldberg, F. M. and McDermott, L. C. ( 1987). An

were an actual beam of light, rather than as a geometrical

investigation of student understanding of the real

representation of the direction that the light was

image for.ed by a converging lena or concave •irror.

travelling.

Am. J. Phys. 55, 108-118.

In our tutorial, we have emphasized this geometrical
representation.

McDermott, L. C., Rosenquist, M. L. and van Zee. E. H.

We overlay ray diagrams right on top of

the pictures of the lens set-up.

(1987).

Although we do introduce

Student difficulties connecting graphs and

physics: Examples fro. kine.atics. Am. J. Phys. 55,
503-513.

and use the "special rays," we also draw plenty of other
rays representing light travelling in other directions.

Tulving, E. and Thompson, D. M. (1973). Encoding

Preliminary results with students who have worked

specificity and retrieval processes in episodic

through our tutorial indicate that it has promise in

memory.

Psych. Rev. 80, 352-373.

helping the students develop a good qualitative
understanding of iaage formation by a converging lens.

We

are currently designing new tutorials in other areas of
geometrical optics and will begin to carefully evaluate
their effectiveness in helping students develop the general
skill of connecting ray diagram representations with a
myriad of examples of optical phenomena.

* The work described in this paper was supported, in part,
by the National Science Foundation, Grant MDR 8470449.
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TABLE:

Student responses for two tasks presented during

interviews using either the actual apparatus or the
videodisc.

Percentages have been rounded to the nearest

5%. Correct response are indicated with an asterisk(*)

Response

ACTUAL APPARATUS

VIDEODISC

(N=22)

(N=34)

No image(*)
Erect Image

50

55

40

35

Other

10

10

STUDENT

NVESTIGATOR

Figure
What would
lens

~

I.QY

see Q!! the

~

if the 1Q.Q half of the

covered with cardboard?

Response

ACTUAL APPARATUS

VIDEODISC

{N=23)

(N=34)
COLOR '.JOl\.1TOR
rComposite and ROB)

Entire image re.ains(*)

35

40

Half iaage vanishes

55

55

Other

10

5

KEYBOARD

VIDEODISC CONTROLLER
A.l\;1) OVERLAY CARD

fJ--

VIDEODISC PLAYER

AL'THORlNO SYSTEM

c-.TERAcnVE VIDEODISC SYSTEM

Figure 2

The Roles of students and teachers In

in the classroom the student has already a conception of the

misconceptuallzatlon of aspects in

concept ·equilibrium". This conception is a result of experiencing

"chemical equilibrium"

situations such as see-saw, bicycling, balance and , of course,
formal studies at school of the concept "physical equilibrium"

Maika Gorodetsky & Esther Gussarsky

(Shaeffer 1984). It should be stressed that this conception of

Ben Gurian University

"equilibrium" is a limited one in the sense that it represents only
the kind of "static equilibrium" i.e. a subordinate concept of the

School science is being taught after the child has been

more general one of equilibrium that is abstracted from knowledge

exposed to the world around him. As a result of this personal

concerning "static equilibrium• and "dynamic equilibrium". The

involvement, whether visual, audial or manipulative, the child

teacher who is aware of this prior knowledge (and most of them

involves himself in a process of generalization of phenomena and

are not aware of the conception of "equilibrium" and its nature) is

abstaction, leading to the formation of concepts concerning the

now faced with a dilemma of how to introduce the concept of

nature of the world around him. The formed concepts are usually

"chemical equilibrium". Should the newly introduced concept be

limited in their scope as they result from limited experience and

tied to the preconceived one of equilibrium or should it be

are based only on macro and local occurences.

These

introduced as a completely new concept , taking care and

conceptions have been called in the literature "commonsense

stressing its unique features (maybe even using another label to

understanding" (Hills 1983), "childrens' science" (Osborne &

exclude the word "equilibrium"). It seems that most of the teachers

Fensham

(the aware minority and the unaware majority) intuitively choose

1982 ). "everyday llfe constructs"

(Wheeler

1983),"alternate frameworks" (Driver 1981) or "misconceptions".

the first option. The teachers whose representation of chemical

Our work is part of the large movement in science education

equilibrium is probably correct or close to that of the scientific

that aims to understand and clarify the conceptions of children

community, are using the label "equilibrium" as a short cut for

regarding scientific concepts. The specific work is concerned with

"chemical equilibrium". However the novice learners not having

the misconceptions associated with the concept of "chemical

yet different schemas for "chemical equilibrium" and "equilibrium"

equilibrium". The label "misconception" is being used, rather than

compartmentalize the information on

the other phrases, because of the constant comparison of the

together with the previously conceiced concept of equilibrium, or

students' conception with that of the scientific community. This

reject

research is not a goal by itself; rather it is considered as

previous one.

neccessary means to improve and deepen the und~rstanding of

knowledge associated with "equilibrium• without differentiation of

chemistry.

attributes should lead to strong resemblance of the representation

At school the concept of "chemical equilibrium" is associated
only with the study of chemistry.

When this concept is introduced

the

chemical equilibrium

new information as it is in disagreement with the
This process of subsumption into the prior

of the two concepts. The similarity of the associative framework is
supported by the analysis of word associations provided by
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students to the two key concepts "equilibrium· and "chemical

This situation is actually the one that is leading to possible
misconceptions. The features of the concept "equilibrium" aquired

equilibrium".

from physical or everyday experience (macrophenomena)
Table 1. The frequencies of categories of word associations to

those of staticity and sidedness (grasping the system as being

the key concept "equilibrium" and "chemical

composed of sides). It represents a system that is composed of

equilibrium" in percentages.

two or more forces reaching a situation of balance.

Colloquial

Balance•

General Chemistry Chemical
Concepts

Language

However

"chemical equilibrium· is a d:mamjc system featuring reversible

Egui!ibriym
N

are

reactions . The attribution of dynamism to chemical equilibrium

Equilibrium

cannot be abstracted directly from macrophenomena, rather it is

pre(72)

46

12

11

7

part of the model concerning the structure of matter. The possible

post(72)

23

6

13

35

transfer of features and attributes from equilibrium to chemical
equilibrium will thus lead to a misconceived concept of "chemical

Chemical Equilibrium
pre(72)

12

post(72)

10

equilibrium».

46

13

It is of interest that the first introduction of the concept of

19

56

"equilibrium· to chemical reactions had the notion of balance of
chemical forces exactly as that used in physics. Guldberg and

• These values are included in the Colloquial Language.

Waage who introduced the idea of dependence on •active mass·

Note: Other categories are not presented.

concerning reversible reactions still viewed the equilibrium state
as resulting from the equality of forces exerted by the opposing

Table 1 gives the frequencies of the categories of free word

reactions. Although they talked about reversibility, it is not clear

associations of highschool students who studied an advanced

that they had a dynamic conception of the equilibrium state

course in chemistry. The results indicate that the conception of the

(Lindauer 1962). Nowadays chemical equilibrium is being treated

label "equilibrium" at

by two different approaches.

pre-learning is associated primarily with

The thermodynamic treatment

everyday concepts (46%,). In contrast, the concept of "chemical

considers chemical potentials {that are analogous to potentials in

equilibrium• is associated with general chemical concepts (46%).

physics) and can lead to a representation, essentially similar to

The post-learning increase in the word associations categorized

that in physics, i.e. the balance of "chemical forces·. Although the

as chemical equilibrium concepts (35% for equilibrium and 56%

thermodynamic

for chemical equilibrium ) indicates a diffusion process whereby

approach, dealing with macroscopic observable quantities and

the concepts of •equilibrium• and "chemical equilibrium" merged to

being detached from any micro-model, it implicitly assumes the

one concept being associated with a very similar framework.

existence of a microscopic mechanism for reversibility, Le.

treatment represents a formal mathematical

dynamism. The second approach is the kinetic approach which is

the dominantly used in school. In this approach the equilibrium

tests (Gussarsky & Gorodetsky), free sorting of concepts

state is defined by the equality of the rates of the forward and

(Gussarsky & Gorodetsky 1987), and specifically designed

reverse reaction. This model is relatively understandable and it

misconception tests (Gorodetsky & Gussarsky 1986, Wheeler

provides a useful model for quick intuitive problem solving.

1978, Johnston, MacDonald & Webb 1977). These methods tried

As already mentioned

the features of rest, staticity

and

to evaluate the degree of influence of learning at school on the

sidedness, if transfered to chemical equilibrium cause a basic

resolution of the conflicts among the various conceptions.

misconception.

neccessary condition for this resolution to occur is the awareness

The scientific representation of chemical

A

equilibrium should consider all the components (both reactants

of the teachers to the possible misconceptions.

and products) as one dynamic reversible system.

A system

presentation results for students' problem solving concerning

approach is very important in the analysis of chemical equilibrium.

certain aspects of chemical equilibrium, taught by 4 teachers, are

The system approach is strengthening the conception of

presented. The teachers were graded qualitatively on the basis of

dynamism and reversibility. whereas the conception of sidedness

free sorting of 18 central concepts and an interview. The criteria

is reminiscent of a static resting view.

for grading were the degree of awareness and conscious

In this

realization as to the role of the qualities of dynamism, reversibility
The preconception of the concept of equilibrium is not the only

and system thinking in the conception of chemical equilibrium.

There is also a

This reflected to what extent teachers actually provided the

buildup of knowledge from school formal studies in chemistry and

minimal conditions for the aquisition of the scientific conception.

other sciences that seem to cause dissonance with features of

Teacher #1 had the closest conception to that of the scientific

chemical equilibrium. These are numerous but in this discussion

community.

only those that pertain to the above mentioned misconceptions are

confessed that it did not occur to her that such problems exist and

discussed. One of these is the stochiometric relationship of the

that she was not trying in any way to evaluate the students'

reacting species in a chemical reaction. The students view the

conception regarding these aspests.

stochiometric relationship as representing the relative amounts of

nonsensitivity to possible misconceptualization of the concept.

source leading to possible misconceptions.

It is of interest to note that teacher #4 actually

This was considered as

Another piece of

Another important means for conceptual change is providing

knowledge is the nature of a "constant" whose value is constant for

examples. From the interview with the teachers we could learn

a whole category, whereas in chemical equilibrium it is only

about the examples or other means that were used to transmit the

constant for Cilll specified system at a given temperature.

realization of a non static microworld. Teachers #1,#2 and #3

the species actually present in the system.

used common everyday examples such as a playing basketball
The mentioned difficulties, in addition to other possible

team, that is kept at 5 although players are exchanged, in addition
All teachers used physical chemical

misconceptualizations, have been studied and mapped by

to chemical ones.

different methods.

phenomena, such as liquid • gas equilibrium, to illustrate the

The methods used were: word associations
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reversibility and dynamic aspects of the equilibrium state.
addition,

In

chemical experiments such as the equilibration of
Fe+2 (aq) + Ag+ 1(aq) ~ Fe+3 (aq) + AgO (s)

ware performed. The reversibility of the reaction is illustrated by
starting from different starting materials producing a mixture that
contains all the possible components.

equilibrium state, up to 13% thought that, at equilibrium, the
molecules are at rest. Although the numbers are not very high ,
they are surprising,

because the students had studied the

subjects of the molecular nature of matter, gas laws and behavior
of solutions.

This example has its

shortcomings in that it illustrates the reversibility of the reaction in

Table 2 . The grades achieved by advanced chemistry students

general but it does not necessitate reversibility and dynamism at

in a misconception test regarding certain aspects of

the eguilibdum state. A common analogy used by students is that

chemical equilibrium.

of a pendulum that oscilates from side to side (i.e. is "reversible")
till it comas to

re..s..

Teacher Dynamism &

Sidedness

Constancy

Principle

Reversibility

As said before, the microscopic behavior cannot be deduced

LeChatellier's

of K

from the macrophenomana and it is part of the model concerning
Thus there is an intrinsic difficulty in

#1

57(34)**

70(60).

71 (34) ••

52(15) ..

integrating this feature into the conception formed from everyday

#2

53(31 ,..

65(37)**

91 (37) ••

82(12)**

experience. It is hard to intertwine the two conceptual vines, that

#3

56(28)**

58(42)

81 (28) ..

38(21)

of public knowledge and that of personal knowledge (Pines &

#4

39{22)

45(45)

52(35)

70(1 0)**

the structure of matter.

West 1986), and their conflict is leading to the introduction of
misconceptions as to the features of chemical systems, in general,

Note: The numbers in brackets are preleaming grades.

and the nature of the equilibrium state in particular.

• p

~

0.05,

•• p

~

0.01

Table 2 gives the grades achieved by students of an advanced
course in high school chemistry in a questionnaire on specific

The feature of sidedness reflects the inability of treating the

aspects of chemical equilibrium (Gorodetsky & Gussarsky 1986).

system as a whole • as a unity, but rather splicing It into

It shows that the post learning achievements on dynamism and

constituents such as "reactants" and •products• or ·raft" and •right"

reversibility are quite low.

in the

sides. This conception, that probably originates from balancing a

analysis of one of the problems in the questionnaire. The problem

see-saw or balance is strengthened by the very nature of the

regards a saturated solution of NaCI to which radioactive solid

taught subject of chemical equilibrium. There is constant shifting

NaCI is added. After a while the phases are separated and the

between system analysis and a detailed analysis of the

students are asked to judge as to where radioactivity will be found.

constituents, piece by piece, as in calculations of constituent

Up to 24% of the students thought that radioactivity will be found

concentrations, or the application of the LeChatellier's principle.

only in the solid. In another problem regarding dynamism at the

The moderate grades on sidedness (Table 2) indicate that this

This is particularly evident
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representation of "two sides" is quite abundant This mental image

introduced in an equilibrated system.

probably gives rise to the comparatively good performance on

The conflict between the detailed analysis ot the two sides at

some problems that require the application of the LeChatellier's

the reaction and system thinking is reflected via the confusion

principle. It is of interest that the performance on this aspect is

between stochiometric relations and the equilibrium constant. The

differential;

there is a marked difference in the performance on

students find it confusing to realize that the stochiometric relation,

problems that are associated with changes on one side versus

in itself can not determine the amounts of substances actually

problems that require changes on both sides.
of this kind would be:

A + 8

~

A general problem

C, after the system reaches

equilbrium some of 8 is removed and the system is let to reach

present

at chemical equilibrium but that knowledge of the

equilibrium constant is essential.

side)? ii. What will happen to the concentration of C {changes on

when referred to the

system

equilibrium again. Usually two possible questions are asked; i.
What will happen to the concentration of A {changes on the same

Thus,

H2 {g) + 12 (g)

~ 2HI (g)

and asked what will be the molar concentration of HI at
equilibrium, if started from 1 mole/liter of each H2 (g) and 12 {g) a

the other side)? Table 3 gives some results of the grades on
problems of this kind.

The surprising point is the pre-learning

performance rather than the post performance.

probable answer will be 2 moles/liter. This answer is based on the
stochiometric relationship without any consideration of the
equilibrium constant of the reaction. It is of interest that this feature

Table 3. The grades achieved by advanced classes in chemistry
on problems regarding changes on different sides of the

{Table 4) is dominant with about 40% of the studied population
regardless of the nature of the teacher.

chemical equation.
Table 4.
Changes on

Changes on

same side

other side

#1

74(35)

67(70)

#2

65(12)

71 (35)

#3

63{36)

88{71)

#4

55{14)

73{36)

Teacher

Note: The numbers in brackets are pre-learning grades.

There was no reason for the different grades achieved on the

Percentages of students that choose the different
answers on the mentioned problem.

2 Moles/liter

More Information

of HI

needed

#1

34(54)

55(14)

#2

53(59)

47(16)

#3

25(71)

Teacher

#4

46(60)

75{13)
55(20)

two kinds of problems on the pretest other than the mental image
of balancing the other side when a disturbing element is

Note: The numbers in brackets are pre-learning grades.
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A similar compartmentalization of sides is probably inherent in

be first to establish the two complementary conceptions separately

Although apriori it

and letting the student himself or by outside assistance face the

seems to be very simple to remember, that at a given temperature,

possibly conflicting aspects. It is the authors' belief that chemical

K is constant, the performance on this aspect is not too high (Table

equilibrium should be taught on its own merrits, stressing the

2).

Some students do believe that a change in concentration of

systems it is concerned with and its attributes. This calls first for

either reactants or products will result in a change in K. This again

the awareness of the teachers to the problems involved. At a later

may creep from the mental attention to the ratio of reactants and

stage it is also their responsibility to call students' attention to the

products concentration, rather than grasping the system as a unity

possible conflicting aspects of "equilibrium· and "chemical

with a constant •equilibrium constant".

equilibrium· and with mutual help reach a resolution,

dealing with the equilibrium constant itself.

abstraction to a more formal concept of equilibrium.

i.e.
The

As already mentioned, there is a dilemma as to how to

conflicting situation not only serves as an initiator to conceptual

introduce the concept of chemical equilibrium - as an extention of

change, it also provides good conditions for deep and seriuos

the already existing conception of equilibrium or as a new concept

information processing.

with its attributes. It seems from the research reports that there is
no clear differentiation between the concepts of equilibrium ana
chemical equilibrium, and inspite learning, attributes of one
concept are assigned to the other. This persistence probably rests
on

psychological factors, such as the nature of procedural

knowledge or set effect, on class evaluation that is insensitive to
detect either preconceptions or misconceptions, and on the lack
of need for change by the student.

The literature on conceptual

change (Hashweh 1986, Posner 1983) agrees that conceptual
change is unlikly to occur unless the individual views his
conception with some dissatisfaction. Whether the origin of this is
anomalies as perceived by the students or some other conceptual
conflict, it is a crucial point for conceptual accomodation. The
question is how can the conflict and resolution be achieved most
efficiently.

If the new concept of chemical equilibrium is being

introduced with reference to •equilibrium", there is always the
possibility for selective assimilation as well as rejection processes
to take place, avoiding the stage of conflict. The time table should

Acknowledgement. The authors wish to thank Dr. A. Utan for
his most valuable discussions.
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This study is concerned with the types of information
used by problem solvers in deciding whether or not two
problems should be solved similarly.

The consensus of

numerous studies (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Niegemann &
Paar, 1986; Schoenfeld & Herrmann, 1982) of expert and
novice problem solvers is that experts sort problems
primarily on the basis of the problem's Mdeep structure"
(e.g. principles, concepts.or heuristice that could be
applied to solve the problem), while novices sort problems
mainly according to •surface features• (e.g. problem jargon
Physics Novices' Judgments of Solution Similarity:
When Are They Based on Principles? •

and descriptor terms).

However, the extent to which experts

might rely on surface features, and the extent to which
novices might rely on deep structure in their decision
making processes have not been examined in any detail.

The

following two questions will be addressed here: 1) Are
Pamela Thibodeau Hardiman, Robert Dufresne and Jose Mestre
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Massachusetts

novices capable of using deep structure to categorize
problems according to similarity of solution, and if so,
under what conditions? and 2) Do experts consistently
categorize problems according to similarity of solution

Amherst, HA

01003

solely on the basis of deep structure, and if not, what
other criteria do they use and when do they use it?
The study of the mental representation of word
problems is important for both cognitive and pedagogical
reasons, because the representation of a problem playa an
important role in generating a problem solution.

• Work supported by grant BNS-8511069 from the National
Science Foundation. The contents herein do not necessarily
reflect the position, policy or endorsement of NSF.

Although

there is some debate concerning the exact mechanism by which
a problem is represented (McDermott & Larkin, 1978; Chi, et
al., 1981), there is general agreement that the mental
representation of a problem is built as the problem is read,
the formation of which implies some categorization of tha
problem.

For experts at least, the categorization process

suggests possible solution strategies (Hayes & Simon, 1976;
Hinsley, Hayes & Simon, 1978; Newell & Simon, 1972; Simon
Simon, 1978).

Therefore, the appropriateness of the

categorization can directly influence the ability to
generate a successful solution to the problem.

&
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In accord with these ideas, research in the domain of

judgment task not unlike one that has been used in studies

physics indicates that ability to sort problems according to

of object categorization (Rosch end Mervis, 1975; Mervis,

deep structure increases with level of expertise: Ph.D.

1080; Mervis and Crisafi, 1982).

physicists are the most capable of consistently categorizing

is presented with three problems, a model problem and two

In our task, the subject

problema according to deep structure, followed by advanced

comparison problems, and asked to decide which of the two

graduate students and college seniors, with college freshman

comparison problems would be solved similarly to the model

relying mainly on surface features for categorization (Chi,

problem.

et al., 1981).

the model problem could be varied, so as to assess the

This suggests that if novices'

The relationships of the comparison problems to

categorization skills could be improved, improvement in

relative contributions of surface features and deep

their problem solving skills might follow.

structure in the decision making process.

The insights

Any given comparison problem could match the model in

gained from the present and other studies could prove
instrumental in designing pedagogical approaches aimed at

surface features (S), deep structure (D), both surface

improving novices' categorization skills.

features and deep structure (SD), or neither surface

A common paradigm that has been used to study expert

features nor deep structure (N).

To form each 3-problem

and novice differences in the perception of solution

item, comparison problems were paired together with the

similarity among word problems is the card sorting task:

following constraint: one and only one of the two comparison

subjecta are given a stack of index cards, each containing a

problems could match the model problem in deep structure,

written word problem, and are asked to sort the cards into

thereby guaranteeing that there would always be a single

piles of problema that would be solved similary.

correct answer.

The

This meant there could be four types of

aubjecta are not expected to actually solve the problems

comparison problem sets: 1) S-D, 2) S-SD, 3) N-D, and 4) N-

before sorting them.

SD.

Although this technique has led to a

greater understanding of how novices and experts claesify

If it is true that experts always base their

problems, there are certain inherent limitations which make

categorization decisions on deep structure, then for each 3-

it less than optimal for the investigation of more detailed

problem item experts should select the comparison problem

questions.

that matches the model problem in deep structure.

The task demands that subjects find a

categorization scheme that deals with all problems

For

novices, the pattern of results should be quite different,

simultaneously; this usually leads to considerable variation

assuming that novices base their categorization decisions

in the number and composition of the possible problem piles

solely on surface features.

making data analysis cumbersome.

comparison problems matches the model problem in surface

More importantly, it is

When only one of the two

difficult, if not impossible, to extract detailed

features, as for pairs S-D and N-SD, the novice should

information concerning the competing influences of surface

choose the comparison problem matching the model problem in

features and deep structures on the categorization schemes

surface features 100% of the time.

used by subjects of varying levels of expertise.

predict that the novice should be always wrong when given an

In order to gain more detailed information concerning

This strategy would

S-D comparison problem pair, since the surface feature

the competing influences of deep structure and surface

problem is a compelling distractor, and should be always

features on problem categorization, we designed a similarity

right when given an N-SD pair, because surface features co-
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occurs with deep structure.

However, if both of the

difficulty to problems in Resnick and Halliday (1977), a

comparison problems share surface features with the model

commonly used introductory text in college physics.

problem (i.e. an S-SD pair) or if neither shares surface

problems were each three to five lines long and contained

features with the model problem {i.e. an N-D pair), then

only text (no pictures or diagrams).

performance should be random, or 50% correct.

In neither

The

For each item, one of

the three problems was identified as the model problem,

case should there be a preference for one comparison problem

while the other two were the comparison problems.

over the other if the subject only considers surface

subjects were to indicate which of the two comparison

features, since both alternatives should appear equally good

problems they believed "would be solved most similarly"'to

or equally poor.

the model problem.
Types of Comparison Problems.
Method

A comparison problem

could share different numbers of and types of
characteristics with its model problem.

Subjects
Novices.

comparison problems were possible.
Forty-nine undergraduate students at the

University of Massachusetts who had completed the first
semester physics course for majors or for engineers, and
received a grade of B or better, participated in this study.
Seven of these subjects were eliminated, five due to
attrition, one because of an extremely low level of
performance, and one because of ceiling-level performance,
leaving a total of 42 subjects.

The subjects were

participating in a study with ten hour-long sessions, for
which they were paid fifty dollars.

The task reported here

was performed in the second session.
Experts.

Eight Ph.D. physicists and two advanced

physics graduate students who had passed the qualifying exam
and were nearing completion of the Ph.D. participated as
experts in this study.

The

Two of the experts were eliminated

because of low levels of overall performance (56% and 69%
correct versus a mean of 91% for the remaining eight) and
because their patterns of performance differed substantially
from those of the remaining eight experts.
Task Items
Each task item was composed of three elementary
mechanics problems that were similar in type and level of

Four types of

The comparison problem

could match the model problem in: 1) surface features,
meaning that the objects and descriptor terms that occur in
the problems are similar, 2) deep structure, or the physical
principle that could be applied to solve the problem, 3)
both surface features and deep structure, or 4) neither
surface features nor deep structure.

These four types of

comparison problems were termed S, D, SD, and N,
respectively.

The following is a sample model problem and

the four comparison problems that were constructed to
accompany the model:

Hodel Problem
A 2.5 kg ball of radius 4 em is traveling at 7 m/s on
a rough horizontal surface, but not spinning. Some
distance later, the ball is rolling without slipping
at 5m/s. How much work was done by friction?
S Alternative
A 3 kg soccer ball of radius 15 em is initially
sliding at 10 m/s without spinning. The ball
travels on a rough horizontal surface and
eventually rolls without slipping. Find the
ball's final velocity.

initially eight model problems, later narrowed to five,
Each model problem used in the study appeared four times,
once with each of the four types of comparison sets.
problems were as follows:
Hodel

*

2
D Alternative
A small rock of mass 10 g falling vertically
hits a very thick layer of snow and penetrates 2
meters before coming to rest. If the rock's
speed was 25 m/s just prior to hitting the snow,
find the average force exerted on the rock by
the snow.
SD Alternative
A 0.5 kg billiard ball of radius 2 em rolls
without slipping down an inclined plane. If the
billiard ball is initially at rest, what is its
speed after it has moved through a vertical
distance of .5 m?

Deee Structure

Surface Structure

Forces {Statics)

Spring, Friction

Energy

Spring

3

Linear Homen tum

Two Blocks, Spring

4

Work-Energy

Rolling Ball, Friction

5

Angular Momentum

Rolling Ball, Friction A

6

Angular Homen tum

Spinning Stick, Collision*

7

Linear Homen tum

Collision*

8

Forces {Dynamics)

Friction, Motion

* Not used in the final analyses
Thirty-two items were developed, each composed of one
model problem and two of ita comparison problema.

N Alternative
A 2 kg projectile is fired with an initial
velocity of 1500 m/sec at an angle of 30 degrees
above the horizontal and height 100 m above the
ground. Find the time needed for the projectile
to reach the ground.

to accompany a model problem, two comparison problems of
different types were paired together, such that one of the
two comparison problems matched the model problem in deep
structure, while the other did not.

This constraint led to

four types of comparison problem pairs: 1) S-D, 2) S-SD,
3) N-D, and 4) N-SD.

Thus, a response was considered

correct if the subject chose the comparison problem that
matched the model problem in deep structure.
Hodel Problems.

the eight model problems appeared four times, once with each
Preliminary analysis of the expert data indicated that
the eight model problems were not of equal difficulty,
Mean

perfo~ance

for the eight

model problems ranged from 100% to 59% correct.

Since it

was important to establish a baseline of problems in which
experts consistently agreed on the answer, the three model
problems in which the lowest mean
were elimnated.

perfo~ance

was observed

These were model problem 5 {72% correct),

model problem 6 (69% correct), and model problem 7 (59%
correct),

After eliminating the 12 items that used model

problema 5, 6, and 7, there was no longer a model problem
main effect in the expert data, F(4,28) • 1.65, p•.l885.

In addition to varying the types of

comparison sets, the principles used for solution and the
objects in the model problems were also varied.

Each of

of the four types of comparison problem sets.

F{7,49) • 6,04, p<.OOOl.
In constructing allowable pairs of comparison problems

The

deep structure and surface features of the eight model

There were

Eliminating these items from the novice analyses did not
significantly alter any results.
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only, then Comparison Type should have no influence on

Procedure
The experiment was run on IBM compatible PC's, to
which a three-key response unit was attached.

The subject

experts' performance, and the predicted means for each
Comparison Type are 1001 correct.

However, there was a

was told to read carefully the model problem and the two

significant main effect of Comparison Type, F(3,21) • 3. 77,

comparison problems which would appear below it.

p•.0261, indicating that surface features do exert some

Then they

were to decide whether comparison problem A or comparison

influence on experts' decision making processes (see the

problem B would be solved most like the model problem, and

means for the four Comparison Types in Table 1).

press either the button labeled A or the button labeled B on

the relative ordering of these means is the same as that for

the response unit to indicate their decision.

The items

were presented in random order, with no limit imposed on
time to respond.

After every 5 items, the subject was given

the opportunity to take a brief rest.

Host subjects

completed the task within 45 minutes.

Note that

the novices (see below), suggesting that experts tend to
make errors in the same kinds of conditions as novices.
However, this tendency for experts to make more errors
in certain classes of items is only suggestive, since there
were no significant differences between any of the four
Comparison Types when they were compared pairwise.

RESULTS

In fact,

the 991 confidence intervals for three of the four

The performances of the 42 novices and the 8 experts

Comparison Types do include the predicted 1001 correct: SD:

were compared in a 2 {Groups) by 4 (Comparison Types) by 5

70%<M<951, S-SD: 761<M<100%, N-D: 88%<H<lOO%, and N-SD:

{Hodel Problems) analysis of variance.

921<M<1001.

Overall, the experts

chose the alternative that matched the model in deep
structure {91% of the time) aignificantly more often than
did the novices (601 of the time), F{1,49) • 83.03, p(.OOOl.
Thua, in general, experts were better able to determine
whether two problems would be solved similarly.
Comparison Types
Performance on the four Comparison Types indicated
that they were not of equal difficulty, F(3,147) • 31.31,
p(.OOOl.

Averaged over all 50 subjects, the means for each

Comparison Type (in order of difficulty) were: SD: 331
correct, SSD: 62% correct, ND: 721 correct, and N-SD: 921
correct.

However, since there was also a Group x Type

~nteraction,

as pradicted, F{3,147) • 12.31, p<.0001, it is

more meaningful to discuss the differences between
Comparison Types within each group separately.
Experts.

If experts base their decisions about the

similarity of solution of two problems on deep structure

Hence, for this set of model problems, experts

appeared to base their decisions mainly on deep structure.

Table 1: Predicted and Observed Performance of Experts and
Novices

if a comparison problem matches the model problem in both
surface featurea and deep structure, then the decision is
facilitated: the combined mean of the two Comparison Types

Experts

in which the surface fsature match co-occurs with the deep

Novices
Predicted Observed

Comparison Type

Predicted

Observed

s-o

100%

62%*

0%

24%*

S-SD

100%

90%

50%

56%

N-0

100%

95%

50%

68%*

structure match,

s-so

and N-SO, is 74% correct versus 46%

correct for S-O and N-0.

Clearly, surface features not only

play a major role in novices' decision making processes, but
can both help and hinder the process of deciding whether two
problems would be solved similarly.

However, the

observation that aurface features play such a large role
does not necessarily imply that deep structure plays no role

N-SO

100%

96%

100%

91%*

in novices' decisions.

This will be the next issue to be

discussed.
* Differs from the predicted value (p<.Ol)

Recall that in the introduction to this paper, we made
a set of apecific predictions for the performances of

Novices.

Assuming that novices base their decisions

novices in each of the four Comparison Types, assuming that

on surface features alone, then Comparison Type should have

they considered only surface featurea in their decision

a major influence on performance, as our initial predictions

makin& process.

suggest.

always choose S, resulting in 0% correct, 2) S-SD: S and S-0

In fact, there vere substantial differences in

Briefly, these predictions were: 1) S-0:

performance among the four Comparison Types, F(3,123) •

are equally aood choices, resulting in 50% correct, 3) N-0:

114.86, p<.OOOl (See the means for the four Comparison Types

N and 0 are equally poor choices, resulting in 50% correct,

in Table 1).

and 4) N-SD: always choose SO, reaulting in 100% correct.

All pairwise comparisons were significant at

p(.0282 (the highest p value was p•.0047, here controlled

However, the confidence intervals for each Comparison Type

for 6 tests).

suggest that the assumption that novices consider only

Two observations can be made about these data

surface features in deciding on solution aimilarity does not

regarding the role played by surface features in novices'

give a complete account of the data; deep structure does

decision making processes.

seem to play a role in novices' decision making processes.

On the one hand, the presence of

a comparison problem that matches the model problem in

~or

S-D items, the 99% confidencs interval was

surface features only adds to the difficulty of making a

17%(H(31% correct, versus the predicted 0% correct.

decision about whether two problems would be solved

fact that the lower limit of the confidence interval is so

The

similarly, regardless of whether or not the second

far above 0% correct suggests that for at least some model

comparison problem matches the model problem in surface

problema, novices were able to utilize deep structure in

features in addition to matching it in deep structure: the

making their decision.

combined mean of the two Comparison Types with surface

percent correct for the five model problems ranged from 7%

feature distractora, S-D and S-SD, was 40% correct versus

for model problem 12 (Spring/ Energy) to 50% for model

80% correct for N-D and N-SD combined.

problem fl (Spring-Friction/Force).

On the other hand,

In fact, for S-D items, the mean

Thus, although novices

displayed a definite preference toward selecting the surface

However, the confidence interval in these N-SD items did not

feature distractor in S-D items, by no means did all

include 100% as predicted; the 991 confidence interval was

subjects ignore deep structure in their decisions, even in

86%<H<96% correct.

the S-D condition where they should have been moat prone to

not clear why subjects would ever have chosen the N

do so.

alternative, since it did not share any characteristics with
Performance on the S-SD items was no different from

For this Comparison Type, it is actually

the model problem.

It is possible that some unintentional

the predicted value of SO% correct; the 99% confidence

similarity between the model problem and the false

interval waa 48%<H<64%.

alternative was noted or that the subjects did some

There was considerable variablility

in the mean percent correct scores for the five model

guessing.
Experts versus Novices.

problems, which ranged from 24% for model problem #4
(Rolling Ball-Friction/Energy) to 78% correct for model
problem 18 (Friction-Motion/Forces).

In general, adding

The mean performance of the

experts was significantly higher, at p< 0001, than that of
the novices for each of the four Comparison Types, except

matching surface features to the deep structure alternative

for the N-SD type where performance was quite high for both

did increase the probability that subjects would choose it

groups (see Table 1).

over the surface-feature-only distractor, but subjects were

experts' performance is higher than the novices' in all four

not significantly more likely to choose the deep structure

Comparison Types, the relative ordering of the means across

alternative over the surface features distractor.

the four Comparison Types is the same for both experts and

In contrast, performance in the N-D items, where all

As noted earlier, although the

novices.

surface feature similarity was eliminated from both
comparison problems, indicates that novices chose the deep
structure alternative at a rate significantly above the

Hodel Problems
The analysis of the combined expert and novice data

predicted level of SO%; the 99% confidence interval was

indicates that the five Hodel Problems were not of equal

60%<M<76% correct.

difficulty, F(4,196)•4.6S, p•.0013.

Mean performances on the five model

Recall that for

problems were 641 correct and higher, except for model

experts, there was no significant difference among the five

problem 12 (Spring/Energy), on which performance was 211

Hodel Problems.

correct.

Friction/Forces items (76% correct) were easiest, followed

These findings suggest that when an item did not

However, for novices, the Spring-

permit a decision based on matching the model problem to one

by Friction-Motion/Forces (63% correct), Rolling Ball-

of the compariaon problems on surface features, subjects

Friction/Energy (60% correct), Two Blocks-Spring/Linear

were able to determine which alternative would be aolved

Momentum (59% correct), and Spring/Energy (41% correct).

similarly to the model problem more often than not.

In

order to do so, subjects had to be able to make some use of
the problems' deep structure.
As expected, when surface features and deep structure

In

addition, there was a significant interaction of Comparison
Type and Model Problem, F(12,588)•4.34, p<.OOOl, indicating
that the ordering of means for the five Hodel Problems was
not the same for each of the four Comparison Types.

These

co-occurred in a comparison problem and the other comparison

resulta suggeat that the difficulty of making a decision

problem matched the model problem on neither surface

based on deep atructure may be related to the context of the

features nor deep structure, performance was quite high.

problem.

Subjects probably perform better with problem
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when no matching surface features were present in the
comparison problems, namely the N-D items, novices were able

situations that they understand better.

to choose the comparison problem that matched the model
problem on deep structure over the no-match comparison

DISCUSSION
This study focused on investigating the extent to
which experts and novices use deep structure and surface
features to categorize physics problems.

We hypothesized

that experts would categorize problems solely on the basis
deep structure and that novices would categorize solely on
the basis of surface features.

According to these

problem with a frequency that was significantly higher than
the predicted 50%.

The significance of these results is

enhanced by the fact that they reflect consistent trends in
performance across subjects.

Thus, although our findings

basically support the conclusion that surface features serve
as the most compelling attributes used by novices in

hypotheses, quite different patterns of performance were

categorizing physics problems, our findings also suggest

predicted for experts and novices.

that novices do not entirely ignore deep structure.

However, neither experts

nor novices behaved completely in the manner experted.
Although the five model problems selected for analysis
were those on which experts categorized predominantly on the

further novices' tendency to consider deep structure through
instruction.
Categorization on the basis of surface features has

basis of deep structure, there is some evidence that experts
were distracted by surface features.

Experts• lowest

Under

the right conditions, it might be possible to develop

generally been viewed as an impediment to successful problem

performance occurred on the S-D items, where surface

solving by the cognitive research community, yet many

features and deep structure were in direct competition,

mathematics and science textbooks do not develop an approach

indicating that even experts can experience difficulty

that would lead students to recognize the arbitrariness of

ignoring surface features.

This conclusion is supported by

the fact that we found it necessary to drop two experts
because their patterns of performance were unlike those of
the other eight experts, and were, in fact, more similar to
the performance patterns predicted for n0vices.

Since there

is no obvious explanation for why these two experts sorted
in the manner they did, their performance serves as a
warning to those researchers inclined to make global
statements on the basis of small numbers of experts: not all

On the other hand, the results from the novice data
suggest that novices do not focus exclusively on surface
In the condition where

novices should have been most distracted by surface
features, namely the S-D items, the deep structure
comparison problem was not infrequently chosen.

Our results suggest that surface

features in word problems could be used to hone students'
problem solving prowess.

The assumption made by most

traditional approaches to teaching problem solving is that
it is easiest for students to recognize that two problems
would be solved similarly if they share surface features.
Our research indicates that this is a valid assumption,
suggesting that it makes sense to give students problems to
solve that match worked-out examples in both deep structure
and surface feature attributes while they are learning a new

"experts" behave like the •typical" expert.

features when categorizing problems.

surface feature cuing.

Further,

topic.

However, if one stops here, students will likely get

the impression that surface features are more important than
they really are in deciding on a solution strategy for a
problem.

It is therefore important to vary the problem

context so as to eliminate surface feature similarity as the
student learns to apply the problem solving technique to new
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types of situations.

Finally, problems can be given that

Mervis, C.B. (1980). Category structure and the development

match the earliest examples in surface features, leading

of categorization. In R.J. Shapiro, B.C. Bruce &

students to believe that they should be solved similarly,

W.F. Brewer (Eds. ), Theoretical Issues in

but which actually require a different solution strategy.

Reading Comprehension: Perspectives from

In other words, the students' concept of what problem cues

Cognitive Psychology, Linguistics, Artificial

can be used in selecting particular problem solving

Intelligence and Education (pp. 279-307).

strategies should be challenged in order to promote flexible

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

problem solving.

The practice of grouping problems with

similar surface features together, as is commonly done in
many popular mathematics textbooks under headings such as
•age problems" and flper cent problems,n is in direct
conflict with this goal since it is likely to mislead
students into thinking that all such problems share a common

Mervis, C.B. & Crisafi, M.A. (1982). Order of acquisition of
subordinate-, basic-, and superordinate-level
categories, Child Development,
Newell, A. & Simon, H.A. (1972).

~.

258-266.

Human Problem Solving.

Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
Niegemann, H. & Paar, I. (1986). Classification of algebra
and physics word problems by subjects of

solution strategy.

different levels of expertise (Tech. Rep. U33).
Saarbrucken, Germany: Universitat des
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and Isomorphism of Speed Problems
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jects.

Possible interpretations to the latter

result are:

(a)

the time concept was not developed

to the degree required to solve speed problems of

Guershon Hare!
Northern Illinois University

non-trivial nature, and therefore was missing from

Ron Hoz
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

the students'

declarative knowledge, or (b) the

rule expressing the relationship among the three
concepts, either was not acquired, had inappro-

The studies on the solution of speed problems
were conducted in either informal or formal set-

priate procedural attachments or components, or

tings.

the presented speed problems.

In the first kind of studies, subjects are

presented with a concrete situation and they are

could not be used under the specific conditions in
The interesting issue regarding the acquisi-

required to make judgements regarding the relative

tion of the three-concept relationship among speed,

speeds, durations and distances of the moving

duration, and distance was raised by the conflict-

objects.

ing findings from the two types of studies, i.e.,

The solutions and judgements can be

either qualitative or semi-quantitative, which are

in informal and formal settings.

It was claimed by

based on the perceptual physical relationship

researchers in the informal studies that the three

between distance, speed, and duration, since the

concepts were fully integrated by the age of 12.

numerical values of the variables are not given

However, the study by Gorodetsky et al.

(e.g., Piaget, 1970; Siegler and Richards, 1979}.

which belong to the formal type, demonstrated that

(1986)

In the second type of studies the subjects are

by the age of 17 most students (over 60\) were

required to solve speed problems which are present-

unable to use the three-concept relationship in the

ed verbally and include numerical values for the

solution of speed problems.

variables.

Here the solutions can be quantitative

and involve mathematical symbols and procedures
(e.g., Simon and Simon, 1978; Gorodetsky et al.,
1986).

The study of Gorodetsky et al.

(1986)

makes it clear that the most serious deficiency in
students knowledge structures were the great
variety of misconceptions in the time concept and
its use and in their inability to represent correctly time and distance relations which require to

A plausible explana-

tion is that the difference between these conclusions is due to the different contexts in which the
judgements were made.

It can be hypothesized that

even if the three-concept relationship was acquired, it can be used differently in (a)

con-

crete, familiar everyday situations which neither
require nor enable the use of this relationship in
the precise manner (e.g., by representing it symbolically) and (b) relatively unfamiliar situations

use relationship between starting times, starting

in which the numerical values of the variables are

points, or between directions of the moving ob-

given and the three concepts must be symbolized,
their relationship expressed mathematically, and is
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larger than that of car 2*').

manipulated algebraically.
This analysis points that a sharp contrast

Problem elements can either be mentioned in

exists between the findings from the research on

the problem statement or inferred from other ele-

algebraic solution of speed problems and the devel-

ments, thus being in the problem space (Anderson,

opmental claims that the three concepts and their

1985).

physical relationship are mastered by the age of 12

in the problem statement, i.e., include a datum, or

A mentioned element can be either specified

unspecified in the problem statements (e.g,, the

or 13.
This discrepancy and the other findings from
Gorodetsky et al.
initiated the analysis described

distance does not appear in the problem statement).

in the next section.

The set of mentioned unspecified elements contains

This analysis explores the

time required for the car to traverse the given

semantic structure of speed problems and their

a subset of missing value elements, both quantities

solutions in the formal settings, enables us to

and relations, whose numerical values are required

understand the complex structure of speed problems,
and helps to identity bugs in the representation of

(for example, t1find the distance between A and B11 ) .

speed problem elements.

define an isomorphism between speed problems, which

Problems in various domains may include different problem elements. Thus, speed problems are

faciliates the transition from a difficult problem

characterized as incorporating the following spe-

to an easier isomorphic one.

cific problem elements:

Based on this anlaysis, we

DECLARATIVE AND PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE OF SPEED

(1)

Quantities.

(DU) : The total period for time in which the car
was in motion; Stationary (ST): The total period of
time the car was stationary; Time (T):

PROBLEMS

Duration

The period

of time that passed from the moment the car started
In Harel and Hoz (in preparation), the follow-

to the moment the car arrived (i.e., duration+

ing categorization of speed problem elements were

stationary); Chronological Time; Speed; and Dis-

made.

tance; and (2)

A problem element is a verbal statement

describing a knowledge state.

A problem element

can be either a quantity element or a relation
element.

A quantity element reflects an aspect of

Relations between the former quan-

tities, or between the directions of motion (i.e.,
same or different) .
The relations in speed problems on two moving

at least one quantity (e.g., "the speed of a car is

objects can be classified according to the quanti-

80 km/h,"

ties included in the relation:

or "what is the time required for car 1

to get to A?"). A relation element pertains to a
relation that exists between quantity elements or
directions of motions

(e.g., "the

speed of car 1 is

Du-Du:

Relation

between duration quantities. T-T: Relation between
time quantities. St-St: Relation between stationary
quantities.

Dis-Dis:

Relation between distance

quantities. S-S: Relation between speed quantities.
These relations can be classified into three cate-

gories: basic relations, direct relations, and

procedural knowledge which was described up to

indirect relations.

here.

The involved quantities may

belong either to one car or to two cars.
Basic relations are the simplest and temporal

The solution of speed problems necessitates

that DIR and TIR relations be inferred from basic
relations, represented individually and used for

relations that indicate whether the following five

the representation of the whole problem, and trans-

quantities are same or different: Starting times

lated into equations.
The declarative and procedural knowledge

(STs), terminal times (TTs), starting points (SPs),
terminal points (TPs), and directions of the two

required for the solution of speed-problems involve

cars (Dirs) .

the following processes:

Basic relations are presented either

(1)

the establishment of

explicitly or implicitly in every speed problem

correspondence between problem elements and the

involving two moving objects, and serve to infer

problem quantities, and (2)

(according to logic rules)

representations and the whole problem representa-

the relations among

problems quantities that are needed to solve the

tion.

problem.

cess by

For example, if the two cars have the

the formation of their

For this analysis, we assume that the pro~h~ch

the numbers appearing in the problem

same starting and terminal chronological times,

statement are linked with the appropriate mentioned

then they travel for the same period of time.

problem elements is essential for inferring other

The remaining specified relations that pertain

problem elements (either quantities or relations).

to quantities of both cars are either direct or

Similar arguments were proposed by Kamii (1970).

indirect.

Such links are formed in order to coherently and

A direct relation is one which can be

transformed into an equation (or inequality) with-

completely represent certain problem elements, as

out using any basic relations.

well as the whole problem situation.

An indirect rela-

The possible

tion is one which cannot be transformed into an

kinds and their subkinds of elements to which a

equation unless certain basic relations have been
used.

datum in a speed problem can referred to are depic-

There are two groups of indirect relations:
The Distance-Indirect-Relations (DIR) , and the
Time-Indirect-Relations (TIR) .

DIR relations are

those which involve the time-determining basic
relations between STs (starting times) and TTs
(terminal times).

Note that speed relations are

basic relations since constant speed does not have
starting value, terminal value, or direction.
The derivation of both DIR and TIR relations
is achieved through the use of declarative and

ted in Figure 1.
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Figure l.

1.

References of a datum in a speed problem.

4:00 represents chronological-startingtime quantity of car (1).

2.

6:00 represents chronological-startingtime quantity of car (2).

3.

11:00 represents chronological-terminal-

4.

time quantity of car (2).
2 represents a relation between the terminal times of cars (1) and (2); the
terminal time of car (1) is (2) hours
greater than that of car (2).

The problem solver can now turn to infer the indirect relations from these specified elements.
5. Elements 2 and 3 imply that the duration
6.

The formation of representations of a problem

7.

as a whole is based on the first process, i.e., the
correspondence between these elements.

While the

hours after car (2) had arrived.
8.

Elements 3 and 7 imply that car (1) arrived at 1:00.

9.

Elements 1 and 8 imply that the duration

first process is related to the understanding of
the role and nature of the mentioned elements, the
second process is related to inferences which the
problem solver makes from these elements.

An

of car (2)
is 5 hours.
Elements 1 and 2 imply that car (1) traveled two hours before car (2) started.
Element 4 implies that car (1) traveled 2

for car (1)

is 7 hours.

The kinds of inferences in more complex situations

outcome of this process might be making symbolic

are depicted by the possible symbolic representa-

representations for the inferred missing value

tions of problem elements in Figure 2 and Table 1.

elements.

There are four different ways to represent
problem elements:

To clarify this point consider the

following situation:
car 2 started at 6:00.
after car 2.

11

Car 1 started at 4:00 and
car (1) arrived 2 hours

car (2) arrived at 11:00.

(1) by a variable,

(2) by a given number or one

In order

derived from given numbers, or (3) by an algebraic

to represent this situation the problem solver has

expression that includes numbers or variables, but

first to understand the situation and identify each
datum in the mentioned elements:

not only numbers, or (4)

11

by an equation.

The

latter possibility holds for relation elements but
not for quantity elements.
1.)

(See Figure 2 and Table

Figure 2 shows possible ways of representing
problem elements symbolically.

Figure 2:

References of a probla• el ...nt in a speed problem.

We labeled the

links between the nodes to allow the identification
of the nodes.
For example, the node, "Representation by a number derived from given numbers", is
identified as 12 since the links between its consecutive nodes are labeled by 1 and 2; or the node
"TBF"

marked by

*

is coded by 122112.

Examples

for some of these nodes and the symbolization
process involved are given in Table 1.

The representation by a variable can be
achieved by either using basic relations, namely,
Distance-Basic-Relations {DBRs) or Time-BasicRelations (TBRs), or not using basic relations.
When the representation is done by numbers
that are given or were derived from numbers given
in the problem statement, or by an expression,
there are three cases:

(a)

The numbers or expres-

sions represent quantity elements of one car,

(b)

the numbers or expressions represent quantity
elements of two cars, or {c)

some numbers or

expressions represent quantity elements and others
represent relation elements.

In the cases {a)

and

(b), the quantities can be either of the same kind
(for example, all of them are time quantities) or
of different kinds (for example, one quantity is a
speed and the other is a distance quantity) .

In

case {b), the involved relations are either DBRs,
it can be
TBRs or indirect relations. In case (c)
that all the quantities and relations refer to one
car, or some refer to one car and others to the
second car.

In the latter case they can be either

DBRs, TBRs or indirect relations.

Note:

Examples for proble• el ...ntl in soae of the node• are aiven in table 1.
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Table l

NODE
j

1112

Two cars left at the •ame ti""'
a 'points A and B and DNit at c.

NOTES

SYMBOLIZATION PROCESS

PROBLEII ELEIIENT

The duration of one car is
hour the duration of the second
hour&~
car is also

"

"

I

i•l

llZ

As in 1112

IT,.. ,,,, ,,,, '"' .... •••••· •••

traveled in different d1rect1ons,
biTney stopped at two points 200 km

..

The duration of one car is
of the second
car is y hours.

hourst the duration

One car traveled x km, the other
car traveled y km.

In order to represent the two
durations by the same variable
(x), one needs to u:~e the given
ba.sic factors. In this case
TBF's.
Basic factors are not involved
in thts symbolizatiOn process.

As

in

liZ a

apart~

The car left at 8:00 and arrived

1211

at 12:00.

The duration of the car is
6 (. 4) hours
12

The duration quantity was
det"ived from two given quanttties of the same kind, and
both refer to one car.

The car traveled 5 hours at speed
of 40 km/h.

The distance that has been traveled
by the car is 40 .. 5 (• 200).

The distance quantity has been
dHived from two given
quantitites of different kinds,
but both refer to one car.

Two cars started one toward the
other. One car started from
point A and traveled 70 lcm. The
other car started from point B and
traveled ao l<m.

The distance between A and B is
70 .. 60 (• 150) km.

The distance quantity has been
derived from two given quantities
of the same kind and refer to
the two cars. osF•s are involved
in the process of deriving the
quantity 150.

I

1212

1221 ll

NODE

PROJLEII ELEIIENT

SYHBOLIZATlON PROCESS
The duration of each car is
12 - 6 (• 4).

As in 122111. Instead of dtstance, here we have duration.
Instead of DBF's, TBF's are
involved here. since the words
"started" and "metu must be
translated to relations betweQn
the starting times and the
terminal times respectively.

One car started at 8:00 and
arrived at 12:00. The ~econd
car started at 9:00 and arrived
at 11:00.

The two cars traveled 4 hours.

TBF's are not involved in this
symbolization process.

Two cars left the same point and

One car traveled 100 - 20
(Q 60).

The distance quantity of one
car has been derived from

122112

12212

122211

1211

12322

traveled in oppoaite directions.
After 2 hours the distance between
them: vas 100 km. One car traveled
at 20 km/h.
One part of the distance between
A and B has been traveled by a
car at •peed of SO kla/h in 2 bouu.
The second part vbich is 10 km
·greater than the first part, bas
been traveled in 3 houn.
Two cars traveled 150 kla in 2 hours
One car without stationary the
second car with stationary. The
speed of the tint car ia S km/b
more than the speed of tbe second

car.
1112

NOTES

Two cars started at 8:00 and
met at 12:00

The car traveled the distance
between A ar.d B at speed of
75 km/h.

X

2

different kinds of quantities

which refer to the two cars.
The derivation involves DBF's.
The speed of the car at the
second part of the distance is
50
2 + 10
3

The speed quantity has been
derived from numbers representing quantities and relation.

The second car stationed

The speed quantity has been
derived from numbers representing quantities and relation.

150

2

.(~-

5)

I

~-5
The duration of the car is

X

15

I

I

The speed quantity has been
represented by an expressiont
vhan the items in the expresston
represent quantities of different lcinds.
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PROBLEM ISOMORPHS

0

Speed problems on two moving objects can be
solved by the construction of the following system
of four sets of equations. Each set expresses
relations that were either formulated in the problem statements, inferred from the formulated ones,
or underlie the situation (physical principles).
D set -- the equations representing the distance relations.
T set -- the equations representing the time
relations.
S set -- the equations represents the speed
relations.
These sets of equations represent the problem
situation of a speed problem; their solution requires an auxiliary set of equations:
A set -- the equations representing the physical relations among the variables speed,
Duration, and distance {D=SxT) for every path
traveled by a moving object.
It is possible now to define isomorphic speed
problems. Given a speed problem, if it is solvable, then it can be represented by a system of D,
T, S, and A sets of equations. Two speed problems
are isomorphic, if they can be represented by the
same systems D, T, s, and A of equations.
This definition is not trivial as it may look,
even if it seems inevitable. To see this notice
that a relation of one type of equation, such as x
= y + a, cannot be transformed algebraically into a
relation of another type, such x + y = a. The
condition in the problem statement determines the

209
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type of relations (either x

=y

+ a or x + y

=

a)

to speed differences.

Other students even confused

that is expressed in equations of D, T, or s set.

DBRs with TBRs.

Had these students realized the

The definition is therefore clear and unambiguous,

isomorphism of the given problem to an easier one,

since the semantic types of relation do not enable

they were much more successful in their solutions.

two problems to become isomorphic when they are
not, no matter what algebraic wizardy is used.
The value of this isomorphism between speed
problems can be immediately seen if we consider the
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and DBRs (Distance Basic Relations).

Most students

were confused by the relationships among the two
cars' TTs (terminal times) and STs (starting
times), which they perceived as being different due

Simon, S.P. and Simon, H.A. (1978). Individual
differences in solving physics problems. In R.
Siegler (ed.) Children's thinking: What
develops? Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum.

AGGREGATE VERSUS INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT INTERPRETATIONS TO
FACILITATE PART-WHOLE REPRESENTATIONS

knowledge of cardinality require attention to a whole, or an
aggregate; this makes a collection structure more
advantageous. This explanation appears satisfactory for the

Guershon Harel, Donald Smith, and Merlyn Behr
Northern Illinois University

problems Markman used in her investigations, since they
required qualitative answers. However, this explanation does
not seem to be sufficient for problems requiring quantitative ·
answers. For example, when a problem includes the cardinality
of two sets and asks for the difference, a solution involving

Background

one-to-one correspondence requires attention to the individual
elements. Support for this can be found in Hudson (1980) who

The interpretation of quantity as an aggregate or as

showed that for young children, Compare problems such as "how

individual elements has an impact on the solution of problems

many more birds than worms are there?" are much more

which tap numerical knowledge. Markman (1979) demonstrated

difficult than problems formulated to focus attention on the

this when she identified two types of natural concepts,

individual elements. Hudson achieved this by presenting the

collections (e.g., "forest," "army") and classes (e.g., "tree,"

problems in the form: "Suppose the birds all race over and each

"soldier"), and showed that children are less successful on

one tries to get a worm. How many birds won't get a worm?.

problems described in class terms than on problems that

Notice that even though both problems utilize class terms, the

include collection terms. For example, when children were

latter places additional emphasizes on the individual elements.

presented with equivalent displays, those asked "what's more,

Attempts to explain Hudson's and Markman's findings

my soldiers, your soldiers, or are they both the same?", were

have been made by several investigators. Greeno and Johnson

less successful than those asked "what's more, my army, your

(1985) hypothesized that the important mathematical

army, or are they both the same?"

knowledge for solving arithmetic word problems includes the

Markman's explanation for this finding was that a

principles of set theory: cardinality, subsets, complementary

collection label imposes a higher organization on perceptually

sets, unions, disjoint sets, and set differences. This

discrete objects; this helps children think of the objects as a

hypothesis was further elaborated by Kintsch and Greeno

whole or aggregate. According to Markman, problems which tap

(1985) in their model of solving arithmetic word problems. The
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model is based on two primary components, a linguistic

among triples of numbers (e.g., 7, 5, and 2} (Resnick, 1983). It

component that constructs representations of text and a

has been particularly useful in accounting for performance in

mathematical component that constructs representations of

arithmetic word problem solving (Kintsch and Greeno, 1985;

quantified sets and set relations. For example, the MAKE SET

Resnick, 1979). One of the uses of the Part-Whole schema has

schema transforms "Tom has 5 marbles," into a representation

been to demonstrate how different problem structures

including a set of marbles, the magnitude 5, and an owner

influence solution strategies (e.g., Riley, Greeno, and Heller,

named Tom. Other mathematical schemata designate subsets

1983). For example, Compare problems provide the problem

and perform arithmetic operations. According to this analysis,

solver with two cardinalities and require that the solver find

Markman's findings were interpreted as indicating that

the difference. Combine problems also present two

collection terms facilitate representations that include

cardinalities but request the sum. The task faced by the

reference to sets, which helps children arrive at correct

problem solver is to construct a representation of the text that

conclusions. However, this analysis does not indicate how the

enables him to utilize his knowledge of the Part-Whole

representations of class terms differ or how they hinder a

relation. Most current models of arithmetic word problem

successful solution as compared to collection terms.

solving assume one basic Part-Whole schema. We hypothesize

We hypothesize that the representations of a quantity as

two instantiations of the basic Part-Whole schema that are

an aggregate or individual elements include reference to sets

based on the conceptual difference between representations of

but these representations differ in important ways that

quantity as aggregates or individual elements.

influence arithmetic word problem solving. In our analysis we
develop characterizations of these representations in the

Size Part-Whole and Counter Part-Whole

context of the Part-Whole schema and suggest empirical
studies to substantiate this hypothesis.

A quantity of n objects can be represented in two ways:
(a) as one set of n objects, an aggregate. For example, the

Representations of Magnitude

quantity "3 soldiers" can be interpreted as "1 set of 3 soldiers."
(b) as n sets of 1 object, individual elements. For example, the

The Part-Whole schema is considered an important part
of arithmetic knowledge in that it specifies relationships

quantity "3 soldiers" can be interpreted as "3 sets of 1 soldier."
Schematically, we denote these two representations by (1)[n]

for the aggregate interpretation and (n)[1] for the individual

complete correspondence is achieved. For example, if a and a 1

elements interpretation. Generally, the x and y in (x}[y] will be

are interpreted as individual elements (i.e., as (a)[1) and (a2)[1],

called, respectively, the counter and size. The term counter is

respectively} but a 2 as an aggregate (i.e., as (1 )[a 2]}. then the

used because it enumerates the sets; the term size is used

triple a, a 1 , and a2 cannot be specified by either one of the

because it indicates the measure of a set

Part-Whole schema instantiations. Therefore, to satisfy the

To see the application of these instantiations of the
Part· Whole schema, let a be the whole with parts a 1 and a 2 .

constraint of equivalent interpretation among a, a 1 , and a 2 , a

The relationship a "" a1 + a 2 can be represented, depending upon

mental process of interpreting a and a 1 as aggregates or else

the interpretation of each of these quantities as individual

a 2 as individual elements is required. To illustrate, notice that

elements or as an aggregate. in 2 x 2 x 2, or eight different

the sentence "3 sets of 1 child and 1 set of 4 children" is more

ways. Among these eight representations only two involve the

difficult to conceptualize than the sentence "3 sets of 1 child

same interpretations as aggregates or individual elements of

.

the three quantities a, a1 , and a2 : These are the following:

and 4 sets of 1 child" or "1 set of 3 children and 1 set of 4
children."

1. If both parts and the whole are interpreted as
individual elements, then the Part-Whole relationship

Proposed Experiments

will be represented according to the Counter Part-Whole
schema, i.e., (a)[1] = (a1)[1] + (a2 }[1];
2. If both parts and the whole are interpreted as
aggregates, then the Part-Whole relationship will be
represented according to the Size Part-Whole schema,
L~..

(1 }[a] • (1 }[a1] + (1 }[~].

If all three components of the Part-Whole relationship do
not have the same interpretation, then it is necessary for the
problem solver to change some interpretations so that a

The proposed study for examining the validity of this
analysis will be based on replicating and extending some of
Markman's experiments. Preschool children will be presented
with displays of objects and asked a series of questions. The
first question will require the child to make a qualitative
judgment whereas the other questions will require
quantification. There will be nine basic problem types
constructed from Compare, Combine, and Equalize problems
involving exclusively aggregate terms, individual element
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terms, or a combination of both. An example of problems

This is my army. (Display of 8 soldiers)

involving exclusively aggregate terms is:

These are your soldiers. (Display of 5 soldiers)

This is my army. (Display of 8 soldiers)

Qualitative question: What's more, my army, your

This is your army. (Display of 5 soldiers)

army or are they both the same?

qualitative question : What's more, my army, your

Compare question: How much bigger is the size of

army or are they both the same?

my army than yours?

Compare question: How much bigger is the size of

Combine question: How big would the size of army

my army than yours?

be if we put our armies together?

Combine question: How big would the size of army

Equalize question: What could I do to have an army

be if we put our armies together?

the same size as yours?

Equalize question: What could I do to have an army
the same size as yours?
An example of problems involving individual elements

A second study will involve the presentation of
arithmetic word problems similar to those used by Riley,
Greeno, and Heller (1979). The new major manipulation will be
the inclusion of problems phrased in both aggregate and

terms is:
These are my soldiers. (Display of 8 soldiers)

individual element terms. The primary data for these two

These are your soldiers. (Display of 5 soldiers)

studies will include solution time, reasoning strategies, and

Qualitative question: What's more, my soldiers,

answer correctness. In general, we expect to find differences

your soldiers, or are they both the same?

on all three measures. We expect that the results on

Compare question: How many more soldiers do I

qualitative problems will be similar to those of Markman.

have?

Namely, problems involving aggregate terms will show better

Combine question: How many soldiers do we have

performance than those involving individual element terms or

altogether?

combinations of both. On the other hand, we expect that

Equalize question: What could I do to have the same

quantitative problems involving individual elements terms will

number of soldiers as you?

be solved faster and more accurately than problems involving

An example of problems involving a combination of
aggregate and individual elements terms is:

aggregate terms. Quantitative problems involving a
combination of aggregate and individual element terms are

expected to take the longest time to solve and will also involve
the greatest proportion of errors. Even though we can not make
explicit predictions, we expect that these different types of
problems will also lead to marked differences in problem
solving strategies.
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for
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Practice
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Self-Regulated

students use a wide range of strategies for dealing with the

Computerized

problems encountered in the CAI work. This study has been

Arithmetic

designed to further identify and to categorize these
strategies.

Nira Hativa, Tel Avtv Untversity
Method

In a rapidly changing world, a most important task of
educational research is to investigate how children adJust

For Investigating students' solution processes, this

themselves to novel learning environments. This paper

study used the natural lstlc method of observations coupled

describes how good students self-regulate their learning of

with individual interviews. Subjects were the 20\

new arithmetic concepts and algorithms In a learning

highest-achieving students <as measured by the respective

environment Induced by a widely used computer-managed

computer class reports> in each of six classes. The classes

system, named here CBPA <Computer-Based Practice in

comprised of 2nd through 4th grades In a Tel Aviv suburban

Arithmetic>. The fact that students actively learn in that

school for medium to high SES population. Each of the

system Is noteworthy because the system is designed to

subJects was observed by one of two observers during at

provide drill as a complement to class instructton rather

least five CAl ten-minute sessions, once in every 6-8

than to teach new material.

consecutive sessions, during a four-month period. The
observer recorded on paper every exercise that the student

To satisfy the primary obJectives of individualized
received, all the steps of the student's solution and the
learning, the CBPA system enables each student to advance in
computer response. Immediately after the computer session,
the levels of practice at his or her own rate. Because each
the observer Interviewed the student and asked him or her to
student advances at different rates in several different
describe and explain the method for solution for each type
strands (arithmetic topics), a large proportion of the
of exercise and the source of the student's knowledge of how
above-average achieving students receive practice In advance
to solve this type of an exercise.
of the concurrent class material. Thus, many students,
mostly the better learners, receive CAl exercises whose
It Is human nature that a person tries to make the best
solution requires knowledge of concepts and algorithms not
of a situation. Our Observations and interviews reveal that
yet available from class Instruction. Observations in a

"the name of the game• for high achieving students is the

previous study (Hatlva, 1988a> reveal that high-achieving
fastest advancement in the hierarchical levels of the CAl

system, in spite of the fact that "success' on a problem

Our observed students used many of these listed

does not necessarily represent mathematical understanding.

strategies and a few additional ones, which are described

However, conclusions that children fai I to develop

below.

mathematical understanding because of the teaching
environment are premature. This is powerfully illustrated by
the fact that many high achievers manage to use the

1. Usjog analogy
'Learning by analogy is the mapping of knowledge from

particular CAl environment in ways that first lead to their

one domain over to the target domain, where It Is applied to

technically identifying algorithms for solution without

solve problems.• CVanLehn, 1986, p. 152>. In the CBPA

understanding and eventually lead to their remarkable

system, students use frequently solving-by-analogy

learning with understanding of mathematical algorithms and

strategies, particularly In the domain of decimals and

concepts. These po1nts are illustrated and discussed below.

negative numbers. Students accomplish this by searching in

Strategies That Motivated Students Use
for "Technical" Advancement

in the

Hierarchical Levels of Practice

memory for similar operations, algorithms, patterns, or
rules with whole numbers; performing the required operations
with whole numbers; and then adjusting the answers to the
particular domains by adding the decimal point or the

High achieving students manage to provide correct

negative sign respectively.

answers to exercises that they do not fully understand. This
is achieved by applying strategies that are, in fact,
resourceful problem solvtng methods.
Of the general Cas opposed to domain specific)
problem-solving strategies identified in research

1.1 Analogy by keeping a pattern

(a) keeping the pattern of arithmetic operations to
new notations
Example: Host students solved correctly horizontal

literature, the ones relevant to this work are: problem.

exercises such as: '0.2+0.3=?' and '(-1)+(-4)=?', or

deCQIDPOSition; means-end aoa!ysjs; plannjng; analogy;

exercises such as '0.04+0.39-?' and '0.921-0.589-?' that

checkjng the solytjon; camparjng solytjons wjtb worked

were written vertically, the first time that the students

examples CGick, 1986>; and embedaing the problem joto a

received them. This was achieved by analogy to addition and

larger one CCiement, 1984).

subtraction with whole numbers.
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(b) keeping the pattern of a sequence to new notation

<b> generalizing operations to new situations

Example: all of the h1gh achievers observed solved

When students receive new types of exercises that they

correctly exerctses of the type: -45, -40, ? , -30, -25
1.5, 1.6, 1.7, ?, 1.9.

or

They explatned that they followed

do not know how to solve but that involve the use of
arithmettc operattons, students activate knowledge of

the pattern with whole numbers and then added the "minus

arithmetic operations with whole numbers.

sign• or the •period' tn order 'to make the added number

2 5 ?
7
2+5
(---)
Example: •- + - = -•
Many students tried: 3
6
?
9
3+6
that is, the students added numerators and denominators

look like all other numbers• in that sequence.
1.2 Analogy

b~

generalization to new Situations

separately.

<a> generalizing notations to new situations
<c> generalizing rules to new situations
Example: A fourth-grade student learned from final
computer answers to solve correctly exercises of the type:

Example: A fourth grader received a new type of exercise
which required rounding 3.5 to a whole number. She
immediately typed a '4'. Later she explained that she had

53
• 0.53
100
A week later he received a new type of exercise consisting

already practiced rounding of 35 to tens <ans. 40> and 350
to hundreds <ans. 400> and in the case of 3.5 she applied

of a two-digit number to be diVIded by 1000. His ftrst

the same rule.

answer was:

2. Synthesizing previously known rutea

53
• 00.53
1000
His explanation was that he compared this problem to the

previous type that included two zeros in the

•too• and one

zero In the answer. Thus, he assumed that each additional
zero in the denominator required an additional zero before
the •period•. This explanation reveals the strategy of
search for a similar problem and the generalization of the

When students receive a new, unfamiliar type of an
exercise, they activate a search for relevant knowledge In
memory. In using this process, students may Identify several
different rules that the students then synthesize, In order
to solve the new problem.
Example: A fourth grader who, through the CAl system,

decimal notation to the new situation. His erroneous answer

practiced negative numbers without fully understanding thle

reveals his lack of understanding of the decimal point

concept, received a new type of exercise which required

concept.

completing the missing number !n • 4 + ? =0 •

She

Immediately typed as an answer a '(-4)'. Sne expla1ned tnat
she used ner experience witn a previous sequence of
exercises wnicn required tne adding of a posit1ve whole
number to a

negative whole number <e.g., '5+<-3>=?' ). Sne

If 40 + a = 63
1. a = 63 +
2. a = 63 3. a = 40 These exercises were designed

tnen:
40
40
63
to practice tne rules of

equality--that is, that one can subtract the same number

remembered tnat in tnat sequence, whenever sne added two

<40) from botn sides of an equation and get an equivalent

numbers wnicn were 'positive and negative of tne same

expression. The observed student who had not studied these

number• <e.g., '3+C-3l=?'l, tne answer was '0'. Tnus, for a

rules explained nls correct solution as follows: 'The

successful solution, sne synthesized ner knowledge from tnat

computer asks me what number I should add to 40 in order to

previous experience with her knowledge of tne logical rule

get 63. This is very easy--I know that I nave to add 23.

for solving equations that she nad already practiced witn

Then I compute tne result of each of the three given answers

positive numbers: 'g1ven tnat a+b=c and a+?=c tnen b is tne

and see which of these gives me 23. 63+40 Is too large but

missing part'.

63-40 gives me the right answer•. This student compared the
given and tne expected results and worked to discover a

3. Using means-end analysjs
method to reduce the differences between them.
Means-end analysis Is tne strategy of reducing tne

4. Examining special cases
difference between tne current state and the goal of the
problem by applying appropriate problem-solving operators

This strategy is primarily used In exercises designed

<Glck, 1986). In order to use tnls strategy, students should

to examine knowledge of rules of arithmetic <e.g.,

be provided with the answer or the goal of the problem. Only

operations with units of computatlons--•o• and '1'; and the

a small proportion of exercises in tne CBPA curriculum

commutative, associative, and distributive laws). A typical

provide a final answer or an explicit goal. This occurs

question would be: 'Is the equality: aXb:c = a:bXc true for

primarily In exercises that provide multlple-cnolce options

every a,b,c?' or: 'If a-z•a then <choose the correct answer>

for: answers.

1. z=O; 2. z•1; 3. z=a•. Many of the observed students who
nad not yet studied these rules In tnelr class arithmetic,

Example: A bright second grader received the following type
substituted the English letters In the equation with numbers
of exercise which required choosing tne right option for an

<e.g., In tne first example, a with 1, b with 2 and c wltn

answer:
3>; computed mentally (1X2:3-2/3 and

1:2X3-3/2l; and made

conclusions on tne basis of the results of computations.
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5. Ernbedd&ng the problem into a larger one

heuriStics was '1t looks logtcal to try this operation• or
"the computer cannot ask me to do such a difficult

A third grader received, for the first time, exercises

computation•.

of the type: 'Identify which one of four two-digit numbers
is divisible by 4'. The first two groups of exercises were:

Example: A fourth grader, after practicing a sequence of

'62, 81, 72, 69' and '59, 70, 78, 96'. For both groups he

exercises with multiplication of exponents ('53x54 =57'),

Immediately typed the correct solutions (72 and 96

received for the first time division of exponents: • s7 : s4

respectively>. He explained later that these numbers were

=5 7 '. She typed correctly a •3• on the first trtal (the

multiplications of 8 and therefore they should also be

exponent, 3, is computed by: 7-4). She explained that she

multiplications of 4. This student embedded the problem of

did not know why this answer was correct but she assumed

division by 4, a multiplication table that he remembered by

that because addition C3+4> worked well In the

heart up to 40, into the problem of division by 8, a

multiplication exercises, it could not also be good for

multiplication table that he remembered by heart up to

eo.

division. Next she considered the division of 7 by 4 but

It was easy for him to compute mentally very quickly that 96

reJected this option because "this division was not good'

is also a multiplication of 8 (80+8+8).

(that Is, It did not yield a whole number that she believed

6. Using heuristics to shortcut the search for

was expected by the computer as an answer>. Thus, after the
mental elimination of addition and division she started wlth

solytjons
subtraction.
A few good students, when faced with an impasse, used
heuristics to eliminate computational steps that seemed
inappropriate, In order to shortcut the search for the

7. Using probablllstjc considerations
In contrast with medium-to-low achievers who were

correct solution. These heuristics were based either solely

observed working with the same CAl system, the observed high

on knowledge of arithmetic operations or on familiarity with

achievers only seldom tried to guess when they knew neither

the way the particular CAl curriculum worked. The students

the answer nor the algorithm for solution. However, when the

knew what level of difficulty of mental computations they

better students were faced with the need to choose the

could expect from the CAI curriculum, considering the fact

correct answer out of a few given options and they did not

that making computations on paper while on-line was

know the underlying method, they often tried educated

forbidden. A typical rationale provided by students using

guesses.

Ex~mpte:

~

third grader recetved exercises that required

!denttfytng out of four three-digit numbers the one
dlvtsible by 9 <e.g.,

by 9 mentally and prodUced the correct answer within the
t1me limit.

277, 530, 450, 624>". Th1s pupil did

8. Inducing from worked examples. yslog
not know the rules of div s1bility by 9. He dtd not even
trial-and-error
know that such rules ex sted. Thus, he tried to divide
mentally each of the four given numbers by 9. Because of the

When all the previously listed strategies do not work,

t1me I imitation, he missed frequently the correct answer.

good students resort to getting help from the computer. They

Thus, he developed an heuristic procedure for reducing the

then either press any key three times Cfor three tr1als> or

amount of numbers to be divided by 9. This procedure enabled

they press a particular 'advance• key. Both actions result

him to arrive frequently at the correct answer w1th1n the

1n a display of the correct answer with all Intermediate

short t1me framework. Step 1 was--looking for a number that

steps. This answer remains on the screen for only a short

ends with a

•o• because, according to his explanation,

time Cfrom 6 to 9 seconds>. The students concentrate on the

"these numbers are easy to divide•. Thus, in the example

displayed answer, trying to identify the algorithm used.

above, he ftrst trted 530:9, tmmediately knew that 53 was

Thus, by using the solution displayed by the computer as a

not divisible by 9, and then he tried 450:9 which worked. In

worked example, students induce frequently from that example

step 2 he used a probabaltstic strategy, as follows: if

Ceither tram the first one or, using trial-and-error, from

there were two out of the four nUmbers that started with the

several similar examples> the correct algorithm for

same digit, he started by typing that digit. If the computer

solution.

told him that this digit was Incorrect, these two numbers

Support for this description is provided by students'

were eliminated at once and only two additional numbers

verbal explanations of their methods for solut1ona. In their

remained to be examined. If that digit was correct, he

Interviews, when asked about how they find the correct

needed to divide by 9 only the two numbers that started with

solution to an unfamiliar exercise, students' most typical

that digit. To Illustrate: given the exercise •423, 610,

explanations are: "this Is the way the computer wants it";

498, 536", he examined first the 610 Cand eliminated it

"I tried and it came out right"; "when I solved it In the

before typing because •only 63

way I thought

IS

divisible by 9') and then

should, I got an error and therefore I had

he typed a "4" <first digit of both 423 and 496>. The

to answer the other way around•; and "the computer showed me

computer accepted the 4 and thus he knew that the correct

how to do this".

answer was one of these two numbers. He promptly d1v1ded 423
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Example: A fourth grader who had not yet studied
negative numbers received exerc1ses of the type: 'Replace
the '?' by >. <or= 1n

this sequence of exercises correctly Without really
understanding the process Involved.

'-4? -19'. She explained that when

9. Acquiring human help

she t1rst received thts type of exercises she typed '<'
AI I

because 4 1s less than 19 but 'the computer said that she

~he

highly motivated students that we observed were

was wrong• and that the correct answer was">'. Since then

not ready to accept failure in identifying answers to

she knew that every time that she rece1ved the same type of

problems. If they did fall during the computer session, they

exercise, she had to •reverse the logical order'

tried to get the teacher's help, and sometimes to get help
from their neighbours <classmates>

Through this trial-and-error strategy, it happens that

If they did not succeed

in receiving the required algorithm for solution, they saw

students induce from final answers algorithms that are

to it that they remembered the problematic exercises and

"local', that Is, algorithms that work for that particular

they looked aggressively for help off-line. They used

type of an exercise but that do not work for the general

several sources for off-line help: In-school they asked the

case.

teacher during arithmetic lessons or during breaks between
the lessons. They also discussed their problems with their
&xample: A brtght second grader received a sequence of

exercises that requtred converting mixed numbers into
fractions, the integral part of the mixed numbers being the

classmates, usually during the breaks between lessons.
Outside school they asked family members and friends for
help.

same in alI of them--1. For example:
?

2

1- "' -

13

4
5

5

?

How do good students

3

acquire their knowledge?

=-

The student failed to solve the first two exercises in
that sequence but he then solved at I the following ones
correctly. When the session was over, he explained that for
solving 1 415 he added 4+5 and wrote 9 for the'?'. He did
the same with 1 213-- replacing the '?' with 5 computed as
2+3 <that l!, he did not refer at all to the Integral part
of the mixed number>. This example shows that the boy solved

We have seen thus far a variety of strategies that
high-achieving students use to advance In the hierarchical
levels of CAl practice, very frequently with no
understanding of the underlying concepts Involved. However,
after a while, in their Interviews, they demonstrate good
understanding of these concepts. How do these students learn
new concepts from final answers to exercises without

rece1v1ng any organized, orderly, structured 1nstruct1on?

material rather than to teach new material. However, this

This question should be furthermore 1nvest1gated. I may only

study suggests that good students learn not only the

assume that some part of the understanding of the new

techniques for solving the exercises, but eventually they

concepts is developed through the pract1ce Itself, and the

acquire a good understanding of the concepts involved. In

rest 1s acquired through obtaining human help. The better

contrast, evidence from observations of medium-to-low

students are curious human beings and usually like to

achieving students CHativa, 19BBa, 19BBb) suggests that many

understand what they are doing. Thus, when they ask for

of these latter students, when getting material that either

external help--the teacher, parents, and siblings, these

has not yet been taught in class or that they have already

students ask not only for the techniques but also tor

forgotten, do not acqu1re full understanding following their

explanations--for the why's.

mastering of the techniques. However, I believe that even

Dlscusslon

mastering skills without understanding bears positive
prospects for facilitating their future learning. It is

The designers of the CAl system involved here created a

possible that when the class teacher eventual IY presents

special learning environment, different from the classroom

this material in class, it wit I be easier for these students

environment, for enhancing individual lzation of students'

to understand it because they have already mastered the

work Cthis goal is stated in the Introduction to teachers'

underlying technique for solution. This point needs further

handbook In the CBPA curriculum). At face value, students'

investigation.

work with the CBPA system seems to be very dul I. The screen
display is B&W with almost no graphics and no animation.
Thus, it does not include essential features believed to
provide motivation for students' learning that are found in
the newer microcomputer software D&P programs. However, as
we see in this article, the highly Individual I zed curriculum
leads to situations and consequences not foreseen by the
system's designers. We see here a flourish of resourceful
problem-solving strategies by high achievers for mastering
skills technically. These ski I Is are learned from materia:
that Is designed to provide practice of already known

This article describes the multiple strategies that
high-achieving students use to self-regulate their learning
in this CAl-induced learning environment. Self-regulated
learning is defined as a student's active acquisition and
transformation of Instructional material CMandinach, 19&4>.
A similar phenomenon was observed in other contexts as well
CSiegler, 1986). Siegler contends that there are

good

reasons for students to know and to use a variety of
strategies. Strategies differ in their accuracy, In the
amounts of time they require, in their memory demands, and
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tn the range of problems to which they apply. Strategy

Gick, H. L. <1986). Problem-solving strategtes. Edycatjonal

choices Involve trade-offs 4mOng these properttes so that

Psychologist, 21<1&2>, 99-120.

pup1ls can cope with cognitive and s1tuattonal constraints.
Hativa, N. <1988a>. Computer-based drill and practice in
The broader the range of strateg1es that children know, and
arithmetic--wtdening the gap between high and low achieving
the more effective their procedures for choosing wh1ch
strategy to use in a given situatton, the better they can
adapt to the demands of changing circumstances.•
In order for students to be able to effecttvely use a
wide range of strategies in practicing with the CBPA system
material new to them, students need to have most of the
following aptitudes <Hatlva, 1988a>: quick thinking <the

students. To be published in the Amttlcan Edycational
Research Journal.
Hatlva, N. <1988b>. Sigal's software- and hardWare-related
errors in computer-assisted practice of arithmetic--a case
study. To be published in the Journal for Research jn
Mathematics Edycation.

final solutions stay only a short time on the screen>; very

Hand Inacb, A. B. <1984 >.

good Induction and deduction abilities; very good memory

indtvidual differences in CAI. Paper presented In the AERA

capacity; high motivation; competitive spirit; persistence;

new orleans.

T.~h,_e_,____r:..o:..:l:..:e~o:.;:.f_s~e::.._l:.-=-~::..:..:...:....;.;:_;;_:..;__;:::.:_::

and aggressiveness in looking for answers. Further research
should take place to investigate bow to teach medium to low
achieving students to use strategies and what another type
of support these students should receive for effective
learning in a CAl environment which Is different from class
environment.

Siegler, R.S. <1986>. Unities across domains in children's
strategy choices. in H. Perlmutter <Ed.>, Penpectjves for
Intellectual development: Minnesota symposium on cbj!d
deyelopmeQt <Vol. 19>, Hillsdale NJ: Erlbaum.
VanLehn, K. <1986>. Arithmetic ProcedUres are lodUced tram
examples. In Hieber, J. <Ed>, Conceptual and procedUral
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Use of Core Propositions in Solving

different from the knowledge of other
populations of students?

Current Electricity Problems

(2) How did the teachers use their knowledge to
solve unfamiliar problems.

by

Did they

consistently use the same set of propositions
to solve unfamiliar problems, or did they use

Patricia Heller
Department of Curriculum and Instruction

different combinations of propositions to solve
different problems?

University of Minnesota

This paper reports the results of this preliminary

Minneapoilis, Minnesota

(preinstructional) analysis.
METHOD
The Subjects
INTRODUCTION

The subjects were five middle school science
teachers (grades 6 - 8) and eleven elementary

At the university of Minnesota we are in the

school teachers

(grades 2 - 5) from a small rural

process of developing science instruction for

town in Minnesota.

elementary and middle school teachers.

One unit of

an integrated physics and science teaching methods

instruction is on current electricity.

The

course.

The teachers were enrolled in

Only five of the teachers had a physics

instruction was based on the conceptual change

course in their college backgrounds.

model proposed by Posner, Strike, Hewson, and

25 years of teaching experience (mean = 12 years)

Gertzog (1982).

They had 4 to

In addition, we considered the

problem solving literature that suggests students'
intellectual behavior while solving problems is

The Current Electricity Pretest
The written pretest consisted of 13 questions

adaptive - that is, students apply their knowledge

with 6 questions consisting of 2 or more parts.

in various ways depending on the specific features

Most of the questions referred to a circuit diagram

of the problem that confronts them (Newell and

consisting of a battery, wires, and identical

Simon, 1972).

bulbs.

These two considerations and the fact that

These questions asked the teachers to (1)

predict what happens to the brightness of a bulb if

previous studies of individuals' knowledge of

a change is made to the circuit (a bulb is shorted

current electricity was done with different

or a second bulb is added in series or parallel),

populations necessitated that the answers to the

(2) compare the brightness of two bulbs in the same

following questions be obtained before the

circuit,

instruction could be designed:

different circuits, or (4) compare the amount of

(1) What as the teachers' prior knowledge of

current at different points in a series or parallel

current electricity?

Is this knowledge

circuit

(3) compare the brightness of bulbs in

(see Table 2 for a sample test question).
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The teachers were asked to explain their reasoning
for each question.

Wires disperse (spread out) the current.

The test was divided into two parts

Wires simply conduct the current to the bulbs.

administered at two successive class sessions.

Wires use up or weaken the current (wires have
resistance) .

After a teacher had completed each part, a
researcher read through his/her responses and
circled key words or phrases.

Copper wires are excellent conductors of
electricity.

The teacher was then

asked to "tell as best you can what the word/phrase
means to you as you used it in this question."

In

general, words like current, conductor, resistance,
energy, and power as well as phrases such as "the

The longer the wire, the more current is used
up.
The smaller the diameter of the wire, the more
current is used up.
Wires use up much less current than bulbs.
This list represents all of the propositions about

path of least resistance" and "energy is equally

the effect of wire on current that this group of

dispersed" were circled.

teachers used to solve one or more of the pretest

The teachers wrote their

problems.

explanations on the back of the test pages.

An individual teacher could have one or

more of these propositions.
For each teacher, the major statements or

Analysis
To determine the teachers' core propositions,

clauses in their pretest responses were numbered

the responses of all of the teachers to all of the

(e.g., Q5a.6 means the 6th statement in response to

pretest problems were examined using the following

question Sa) .

questions as a guide:

problem by problem to determine the teacher's core

Then each pretest was examined

What is current?

propositions in each category.

What does a battery do?

recorded all statement numbers which indicated that

The researcher

What happens when current leaves the battery?

the given proposition was used by the teacher to

What happens when current encounters a bulb?

answer the problems.

At the same time,

What happens when current encounters wire?

idiosyncratic propositions for each teacher were

What happens when current encounters a junction?

also recorded.

These questions were not asked directly on the
pretest.

The core propositions in these categories

After this procedure had been completed, the
accuracy of the results was checked by having a

were inferred from the reasoning the teachers used

second researcher complete the procedure for 4

to solve the problems.

cases.

Any differences of opinion were resolved by

returning to the original statements.

From this first examination, a list of

There were

propositions for each category was generated for

no disagreements on the core propositions for any

the entire group of teachers in this study.

subject -- differences arose only in the number of

For

example, the propositions about what happens when

statements which supported the presence of a few of

current encounters a wire included:

the core propositions.

propositions by subjects.
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'!'able 1

Finally, a matrix was formed of core
From this matrix it was

Examples

of

Current

Definitions

possible to determine the core propositions common
to all teachers, as well as patterns of different
sets of core propositions held by different groups
of teachers.
sample:

Case

1:

Current is the flow of electricity from a

positive area to a negative area.

Two cases were dropped from the

Positive is one

type of electrical current flowing away from the

One teacher did not answer enough

questions on the pretest to determine her model,

energy source; negative is one type of electrical

and one teacher was also an electrician, so he

current flowing toward the energy source.

already had essentially the correct current

Electricity is a source of energy which is caused

electricity model.

by the charging of positive and negative particles.

The results of the analysis for

the remaining 14 cases are reported below.
Case

Common

Current is the intensity of the flow of

charges ( positive and negative attractions).

RESULTS
The

6:

The

closed switch engages the charges within the

Cora

battery so the wire can conduct energy to the bulb
The core propositions common to all of the

(carry positive and negative forces from the action

teachers were related to their beliefs about the

of the particles of molecules) .

nature of current and the function of the battery.
At first sight, these teachers seemed to have

Case 7:

different views of the nature of current.
Regardless of their initial definitions of current,
however, ~ of the teachers treated current as
energy when they were asked to predict or compare
the brightness of bulbs.

This result is in

electricity.
current.

The battery provides the electric

Electricity is the power provided by the

battery.
Case

agreement with other studies of secondary and

Electric current is a current powered by

8:

Electrons flow in a closed circuit from

the negative pole to the positive pole of the

college students (for example, Osborne, 1981;

battery.

Riley, Bee, and Mokwa, 1981; Von Rhoneck, 1983)

Electrons flow from high density to low

density areas.

It is interesting to note that when asked

Current is the energy with which

the electrons travel.

specifically to define current, most teachers
revealed imprecise and inconsistent notions about

Case 12:

the relationship between current, electricity,
charges, and energy, as illustrated in Table 1.
fact,

Current is the flow of electricity

through the closed circuit.
In

four teachers had assimilated learned

textbook information into the more primitive
"clashing currents" model commonly held by children

Electricity is the

source of power used to create some form of light
or heat.

The components of electricity are

electrons and neutrons.
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(Osborne, 1981; Riley et. al., 1981).

For the one-

specified on the label.

Another possibility is

bulb circuit these teachers stated that positive

that the fixed current notion may be related to a

charges flow from the positive end of the battery

deep, intuitive misconception about the lack of

and negative charges flow from the negative end of

feedback mechanisms in passive, inanimate systems.

the battery.

Since batteries cannot "know" what is hanging on

filament,

When the currents meet at the bulb

they neutralize each other, producing

them, they can only release the same amount of
current every time a circuit is hooked up.

A

heat and light.
The teachers had two common beliefs about the

similar misconception exists in mechanics about the

function of the battery:

reaction or normal force.

(1) The battery is the source of the current (i.e.,

walls, etc. cannot know how hard they are being

the circuit is initially empty of the stuff

pushed, they can only push back the same amount

that flows through it) .

every time.
Only one teacher had a different model of the

(2) The battery releases the same, fixed amount of

function of the battery.

current to any circuit.
The misconception that the current flows from

Since tables, chairs,

She had apparently

learned that for two bulbs in parallel, the

the battery through "empty" conductors (Tiberghien,

potential difference across each bulb is the same,

1983) is not surprising since it is reinforced in

so each bulb receives the same current.

most elementary and middle school textbooks.

generalized this learned rule to the following:

These

She

of these charges, and wires as good conductors of

As long as the battery (volts) is the same,
the same amount of energy is released to every
bulb in the circuit.
She applied this rule to ~ the questions on the

the charges.

pretest; regardless of the circuit, all bulbs have

textbooks usually define current as the flow of
charges (or electrons), the battery as the source
Textbook presentations of current

electricity seldom include the fact that the

the same brightness as a single bulb.

charges are already present in the conductors or

is consistent with the study by Eylon and Helfman

the analogy of the battery to a pump that

(1985), who found that physics students

circulates the charges around a closed system of

overgeneralize example problems in texts to apply

conductors.

to new problems.

This example

The notion that a battery always releases a
fixed amount of current to a circuit is also common
with secondary and college students (Closset, 1983;
Cohen, Eylon, and Ganiel, 1983; Shipstone, 1984).

The

Sequential

and

Static

Models

or

Currant

I' low

The teachers had two different notions about

Teachers frequently buy batteries which are labeled

what happens when the fixed current leaves the

"1.5 Volts",

battery and encounters a bulb, one static and one

"9 Volts" etc ..

Since voltage and

current are not distinct concepts, it is not

dynamic.

surprising that teachers believe the battery

dynamic model of current flow as defined by the

The majority of the teachers (ten) had a

releases the fixed amount of current they think is

four propositions below:

(1)
The fixed current flows out of the
battery and does not decrease or diminish
until it reaches a circuit element that "uses
up" some of the current.
(2)
Bulbs use up current.
(3)
The brightness of a bulb depends on the
amount of current flowing to the bulb.
(4)
When there is more than one bulb on a

Tabla
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Inconsistent Dynamic Modal Explanations
f!or Series Circuit Questions

CIRCUIT I

CIRCUIT II

circuit path, each bulb uses up some of the
fixed current, so all bulbs receive less
current.
The first three propositions are commonly called
the "sequential" model (Closset, 1983; Shipstone,
1984) . The last proposition was included in the
teachers' common set of core propositions because
it was consistently used to answer several
questions on the pretest.
Notice that the first and last propositions
are contradictory. The first proposition implies
the lack of a feedback mechanism. The last
proposition implies that there is some mechanism
whereby current "knows" that other bulbs are in the
circuit before the current reaches the first bulb.
This feedback mechanism was not defined by any of
the teachers.
The contradiction in the two core propositions
generated inconsistent patterns of explanations as
illustrated in Table 2. All of the teachers who
had a sequential model of current predicted that
the current was not affected by the addition of the
second bulb (Question 4c on Table 2) . However,
they also predicted that the first bulb would dim
when the second bulb was added in series (Question
4a). They failed to notice that the propositions
which they had used to explain one situation were
contradicted by the propositions used to explain

4a. What happens to the brightness of bulb A when a
second identical bulb is added to the circuit
as shown? Explain your reasoning.
Bulb A dims because the second bulb uses up
some of the {fixed) current.

4b. In circuit II, how does the brightness of bulb
A compare to the brightness of bulb B? Explain
your reasoning.
Bulb B is dimmer than bulb A because bulb A
uses up some of the current, so less current
flows to bulb B.

4c. Compare the amount of current in the wire at
point 1 before and after the second bulb is
added (i.e., In which circuit is there the most
current flowing through the battery, or is the
current the same?) Explain your reasoning.
The current is the same in both circuits. No
current is being used by the bulbs at point 1,
so the number of bulbs does not influence the
current at this point.
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another related situation.

This lack of

consistency has also been found in studies of
students core beliefs in mechanics (for example,
Champagne, Gunstone, and Klopfer, 1985).
In the sequential model of current, there is
an implicit dependence as a function of time - the
current is not modified until it reaches a
component that consumes current.

In contrast, the

static model of current ignores the initial current
flow and focuses instead on the end result, as
defined by the two propositions below:
(2) The fixed current (energy)

is equally

dispersed through the wires and to all the
bulbs in a circuit.
(2) The brightness of any bulb in the circuit
depends on the amount of energy the bulb
receives.
Only one teacher consistently applied the static
model to answer all the questions on the pretest.
The static model leads to the prediction that the
current is the same at all point in a circuit, and
all bulbs in a circuit (series or parallel) are the
same brightness because they each receive the same
amount of current.
One of the other cases has been described
previously.

The remaining two cases will be

described in a later section.

propositions about the direction of current flow
associated with their sequential model

For

example, if current flows from both ends of the
battery (n

=

1), then the two bulbs are the same

brightness because they each receive the same
amount of current (Sequential 3 on Table 3).
current flows in one direction (n

z

If

9), however,

then the second bulb encountered is dimmer than the
first bulb because some of the current is used up
by the first bulb.

Since there are two directions

current can flow, there are two different
predictions: if current flows from the positive
terminal of the battery, bulb A is brighter than
bulb B; if current flows from the negative
terminal, bulb B is brighter than bulb A
(Sequential 2 and 3 on Table 3) .
Teachers also had different core propositions
about the effect of wires on current: wires simply
conduct the current to the bulbs (n
use up current (n = 4).

= 6),

or wires

For example, the teachers

who believe that wires use up current tended to
generate the rule,

"the farther the bulb is from

the battery terminal, the dimmer the bulb" (see
Sequential 2 on Table 3)
Finally, variations in the sequential-model
responses to the series circuit problems resulted
from adjustments teachers made to account for the
learned fact that two bulbs in series are the same

Seriea

Circuita

brightness.

Five of the ten teachers exhibited

this adaptive behavior.
Despite the fact that ten teachers in the
study had a common set of core propositions, there
was a large variability in their predictions of the
brightness of each bulb in a series circuit (see
Table 3).
sources.

This variability stemmed from two
First, the teachers had different core

There were two kinds of

adjustments made: change one of the core
sequential-model propositions, or switch to the
static model explanation.

Two of the teachers

changed their core proposition about what causes
the brightness of a bulb from "brightness depends
on the amount of current flowing to the bulb" to
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"brightness depends on the amount of current used

Tabla 3
zxamplaa

of

Sariaa

Circuit

Explanations

up by the bulb" (Adjusted Sequential

1 on Table 3).

Three of the teachers switched to the static
model to explain the equal brightness of the bulbs
on the first series circuit question, which did not

12a. How does the brightness
of bulb A compare with
the brightness of bulb B?
Explain your reasoning.

ask for a comparison of the current at different
points in the circuit (Question 4b shown in
2).

Tab~e

These teachers did, however, notice the

contradiction between their static-model
12b. Compare the amount of
current at points 1, 2
and 3. Explain your
reasoning.

explanation and their sequential-model core beliefs
on the second question (Question 12 shown in Table
3), where they were also asked to compare the
current before, between, and after the bulbs.

For

this question, one teacher crossed out his static
Sequential 1:
(Current flows from +
Bulb B is dimmer than bulb A because
some of the current, so less current
B. The current decreases from point
(1>2>3).

to -)
bulb A uses up
flows to bulb
1 to point 3

model explanation and predicted that bulb A is
brighter than bulb B.

Another teacher simply said,

"I know they are the same brightness -why?".

The

third teacher said that "in this series circuit,

(Current flows from - to +
and wires use up current)
Bulb A is dimmer than bulb B because it is farther
away from the battery, so some current is used up
by the wires and bulb B. The current decreases
from point 3 to point 1 (3 > 2 > 1).

bulb A will be slightly brighter than bulb B."

SeQuential 3:

between her knowledge of the facts and her belief

Sequential 2:

(Current flows from both
poles of the battery)
Bulbs A and B are the same brightness because they
receive the same current from the + and - ends of
the battery. The current at points 1 and 2 are
equal; the current at point 3 is less (1 ~ 2 > 3).

They all predicted that the current would decrease
from point 1 to point 3 as the current was used up
by the bulbs.
Another teacher never resolved the difference
in the sequential model of current flow.

She gave

two explanations for every series circuit question,
one static and one sequential, as illustrated by
her responses to Question 12:

Adjusted Sequential l: The total current decreases
from points 1 to 3 because the bulbs are using up
current (1 > 2 > 3) . But the bulbs are the same
brightness because identical bulbs use up the same
amount of current.
Adjusted sew1ential 2:
Bulbs A and B are the same
brightness because the (fixed) current is equally
dispersed to both bulbs. But the current decreas~s
because the bulbs use up the current (l > 2 > 3).

"On the one hand I believe the current is the
same at all three points because the circuit is
complete (current is equally dispersed) and
because I think the bulbs are the same
brightness like Christmas tree lights.
Nevertheless, I think that the current would be
stronger at point 1 before any is utilized and
weaker at point 3 after current has been used."
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Citcuita

Additional variability in the teachers' use of

Modele

of

Junction•

in

4
Patallel

Citcuita

the sequential-model core was evident when their
responses to parallel circuit problems were
considered.

The wide variability in their

predictions about the brightness of the bulbs arose

5c. Compare the
amount of current in
the wires at points
1, 2, and 3.
Explain your
reasoning.

from the different core propositions they had about
(1) the direction of current flow,

(2) the effect

of wires on current, and (3) what happens to
current at a junction.
Eight different sequential junction models are
illustrated in Table 4.

Two of the teachers did

Junction

Hot

Recognized

not recognize a junction in any of the parallel
circuit problems on the pretest: one treated

1. The current is
the same at all three
points (1 = 2 = 3)
because the current
has not yet reached
the bulbs (or is not
hindered by any bulbs
as it returns to the
battery).

parallel circuits like series circuits (Model 3 on
Table 4), and the other focused only on the
distance from the negative pole of the battery
(Model 2).

Only three teachers consistently used

one of the junction models (Models 6, 7 and 8
respectively) in all the parallel circuit problems.
Five teachers used two or more junction models
for the different problems.

These teachers seemed

to be influenced by their spatial perception of the
different parallel circuits.

For example, one

teacher predicted that two bulbs in parallel are

2. The cutrent is largest at point 2 because
it is closest to the negative pole. The
current at point 3 is greater than at point 1
because of the distance to the negative pole.
Point 1 is carrying the least amount because
of the bulbs A and B using up the electricity
(2 > 3 >1).

the same brightness because the current divides
equally at the junction (Model 7 on Table 4).

For

three bulbs in parallel, however, he predicted that
the bulbs are successively dimmer as the distance
from the battery increases because more current
flows down the first path than the second path, and
more current flows down the second path than the
third path (Model 6).

Apparently, the added

"distance" in the three-bulb parallel circuit
prompted a different model of what happens at a

3. The current at points 1 and 2 are equal because
it has not yet reached the bulb. The current at
point 3 is least because the current has been used
in passing through bulbs A and B (1 = 2 > 3).
4.
The current at points 1 and 2 are equal because
it has not yet reached bulb A. The current at
point 3 is least because the current flows around
the circuit with bulb A before it flows through the
circuit with bulb B (1 = 2 > 3)

'l'able
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junction.

(continued)

This variability in their use of

junction models also suggests that the teachers may
Current

at

Junction

have been constructing propositions on a problem by

Divide•

problem basis.
The teachers exhibited similar inconsistencies
5. The current at
points 1 and 3 are
about equal. Slightly
less current flows
down the path to
point 2 ( 1 "' 3 > 2)

in their use of their core propositions about the
effect of wires on current flow in parallel
circuits.

Different prOblem tasks seemed to cue

the use of different propositions.

For example,

one teacher ignored the effect of wires on current
in the two-bulb parallel circuit.
6. The current at
point 1 is largest
because it has not
yet split. The
current at point 2 is
larger than the
current at point 3
because more current
flows through the closer path (1 • 2 + 3; 2 > 3).

For the three-

bulb circuit, however, he predicted that each bulb
would be successively dimmer because "more current
is used in traveling the extra distance to the

bulbs."
Apparently, many teachers did not know under
what conditions to apply either their junction or
their wire propositions.

For example, the teachers

who believed that wires use up current did not know
7. Points 2 and 3
would each have half
of the current at
point 1 because it
would divide evenly
when the split occurs
{1 -

2 + 3; 2 -

3).

how long a wire has to be before there is a
noticeable effect on the current.

Consequently,
they often gave inconsistent answers to similar

problems on the pretest.

This type of error has

been noted in many problem solving contexts (see,
for example, Reif, 1985).

8. The current at
point 1 is the sum of
the currents at
points 2 and 3. The
current at points 2
and 3 is the same
because current
follows the path of
least resistance. Since the paths have the same
resistance, the current through each path is the
same ( 1 - 2 + 3; 2 - 3) .

Other

Ca•••

Three cases remain to be considered.

As

reported earlier, one teacher used an
overgeneralized rule that as long as the battery
(volts) is the same, the same amount of energy is
released to all bulbs in the circuit.

The

remaining two teachers are described below.
One teacher seemed to have an incomplete
dynamic model of current flow to bulbs.

He
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believed that a fixed amount of current flows from
both ends of the battery.

However, he appeared to

depends on the amount of current flowing to the
bulb.

use the following "empirical" rule to answer the

In addition, these teachers included a proposition

questions on the pretest:

not normally reported as part of the sequential

The further away the bulb is from the battery,
the dimmer the bulb

model:
When there is more than one bulb on a circuit

This rule was not tied to any stated belief that

path, each bulb consumes some of the fixed

either the bulbs or the wires use up current.

current, so all bulbs receive less current.

Another teacher seemed to use random fragments
of learned knowledge, the static model, and the
dynamic model to answer the questions.

He did not

appear to have any consistent model of current
flow.

For example, he said that two bulbs in

series are the same brightness because "there is
the same amount of DC current entering the bulbs
and leaving the bulbs.".

However, he said that the

current at a point near the battery is the same
before and after the second bulb is added in series
because "current does not diminish greatly until it
passes through more resistance (copper wire and

The inclusion of two contradictory core
propositions led to inconsistencies in their
answers to several questions.

The teachers

apparently failed to notice these contradictions.
Despite their common core sequential model of
current flow, there was a very wide range of
answers to the questions on the pretest.

Knowing

that teachers have a common set of core
propositions is not sufficient to predict
performance on a given problem or set of problems.
The variability in their predictions arose from (1)
the different core propositions teachers had about

filament)."

the direction of current flow, the effect of wires
on current, and what happens to current at a

CONCLUSIONS

junction, and (2) the adjustments they made to
their core propositions to account for previously
As expected, most of the elementary and middle
school teachers in this study had a sequential
model of current flow :

learned facts that contradict the predictions of
the sequential model.
Moreover, the teachers did not consistently

The battery is the source of current.

It

apply their core propositions across similar

releases a fixed amount of current (energy)

problems.

that circulates around the circuit.

tended to sway their judgement about which

This fixed

The perceptual cues in the problem task

current is not modified until it reaches a

propositions to apply.

circuit component that consumes the current.

appear to know the applicability conditions for

The current is then successively consumed by

their propositions.

each component of the circuit.
consume current.

Bulbs use up or

The brightness of a bulb

In addition, they do not

These results suggested two decisions about
the instruction that followed.

First, two fluid

flow analogies were introduced to the teachers

circuits, hmerican Journal of

(rather than just the "correct" analogy).

407-412

The

teachers were guided through a series of
experiments to decide which model consistently
accounted for all of the observed facts.

That is,

the epistemological commitment to internal
The activities also

included predictions and discussions about what
happens when there is a junction of wires or a
short circuit.
Second, the instruction included a sequence of
guided experiments for the construction of a set of
qualitative current electricity rules.

consistent predictions about what happens to the
total current in the circuit and the brightness of
each bulb when (1) a bulb is added to or removed
(2)
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pressed for what that means he will admit that it is a

INFORMAL GEOMETRY IS l1!E TRUE GEOMETRY

formalization of "not turning".)

by
David W. Henderson
Department of Mathematics
Cornell University
Ithaca. NY 14850-7901. USA

has a diHerent meaning from "shortest distance".
Is a "non-turning"
if so, why?

paths".

postulates, definitions, theorems and proofs) is usually

rooms.)

Informal geometric topics and activities which do not fit
status and relegated to the domain of mere motivation or help
for those who are not smart enough to learn the "real thing"

Rather, I beleive, the

Formal structures are powerful tools in mathematics
I don't blame teachers for giving

formal geometry too much emphasis: mostly I blame my fellow

I

claim that this notion is not now and never could be entirely
am talking here both

about the notions of 'straight line' as used in everyday
In fact,

these various notions are closely interrelated through the
felt idea of straightness that underlines them all.

Ask any

child who hasn't had formal geometry or any research geometer
and they wi 11 tell you that

or

"without bends".

likely to mumble

"straight"

means "not turning"

(Of course the research geometer is

so~ething

containing the formal notions of

"affine connection" or "covarient derivative".

but if

It is then clear that going
(Going

one-quarter of the way around in the opposite direction is
shorter.)

Thus a straight path is not always the shortest.

(This can also be seen in situations where it is sometimes a
shorter distance to go around a steep mountain rather than to
go straight over the top.)

But on the sphere it is true that
So the question becomes:
The research geometers

have proved that this is true on any smooth (no creases or

goal of mathematics.

lanquage and the notions as used by mathematicians.

meaning in the sense that a crawling bug on the sphere whose

Is the shortest path always straight?

rumor that formal systems are an adequate description of the

encompassed by a formal structure.

(This is not

something to assume, it is something to check: and it has

every shortest path is straight.

mathematicians because we have done much to perpetuate the

consider the notion of 'straight line'.

They can then convince themselves that the great

is a straight path but not the shortest path.

I do not believe that formal structures are the

exampl~

They then look for examples of "non-turning

three-quarters of the way around the sphere on a great circle

goal ts understanding -- a seeing and construction of

As an

And.

(The child can do this by imagining and/or observing

great circles as straight.)

geometry is closer to true mathematics than is formal

but they are not the goal.

path?

universe is the surface of the sphere will experience the

I am a mathematician and as a

mathematician I wish to argue that this so-called informal

meaning.

"shortest"

circles are the straight lines on the sphere.

into the formal structures are often given second class

apex or goal of learning mathematics.

path always the

non-turning crawling bugs on spheres and around corners 'of

considered to be the apex or goal of learning geometry.

geometry.

So both

the child and the research geometer have a natural question:

In the schools today formal geometry (with its

-- formal geometry.

Now "not turning" clearly

corners) surface which is complete (no edges or holes) and
the basic ideas of their proof can easily be conveyed to high
school students.

But then the child might think about a bug

crawling on a desk with a rectangular block on it and notice
that there are two points on either side of the block such
that the obvious straight path joining these points is not
the shortest path and the shortest path is not straight.
These explorations. whether by the child or the research
geometer, are a good examples of doing mathematics (or in
this case, doing geometry) and they are not encompassed by
any formal system.

The mathematician will use formal systems

to help in the explorations but the driving force and

237

motivation and ultimate meaning comes from outside the
system.

It comes from a desire which the mathematician

shares with the inquisitive child-- the desire to explore
the human ideas of "straightness" and "shortest distance".
So, should we teach formal structures?
But not in geometry.

Definitely, yes.

The power of formal structures does not

come through clearly in geometry-- it would be better to
look at the formal structure of a group with its various
examples in geometric symmetry groups and number theory.

The

emphasis on formal structures in school geometry obscures the
meaning of geometry and does not in the context in which it
is used add any power.
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with them,

THE ACQUISITION OF CONCEPTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS IN

so we also

teachers (PRE)

BASIC GEOMETRY - OR WHEN

investigated 142 preservice elementary

and 25 in-service elementary teachers (ST)

Israel.

"A LITTLE LEARNING IS DANGEROUS THING"

The content and tasks were

Rina Hershkowitz

geometry syllabus

Science Teaching Department

and included

This

is a

"bottom up"

Resnick (1983) :, i.e.,

I. INTRODUCTION
an

extensive

survey

prerequisite

even of a

that achievement,

knowledge
l.·t

Jun i or hi g h sc h oo ls ,

students entering Israeli

minimal level,

in

among

wa•~ found
geometry is

dramatically lower than achievement in arithmetic, in spite of
the fact

that the

syllabus specifies one

hour per

week for

intuitive geometry throughout the 6 years of primary school.
In order
began

to understand

to

concepts

investigate
in

two

the reasons

schools

in which

organized and the teachers were
one

school

was

defined in

criteria.

The

population.

terms of

second school

the

reliable.

disadvantaged or

officially

for this

acquisition

the

of

situation,
basic

teaching

geometry
was

deprived,

socio-economic and

well

as

cultural

culturally non-deprived

In both schools, all the students in grades 5. 6,

7 and 8 participated in the research.
If students are to learn these
important

for elementary

school teachers

drawing

and

their attributes and

to be

research,

then it is
comfortable

in

the sense

of

"theoretical analyses that worked from

task performances to the kind

of knowledge children must have

in

performances

order

to

engage

in the

understanding on the basis of
used

in

performing

theory

of

detailed analyses of procedures

tasks".

By this

we

"are

forced

to

recognize relatively small changes in cognitive structures".
The explanation of

development of a
research based

children's behaviour leans on

research.)

In

"bottom-up" in

First we

frameworks which
research findings
{and

the

term

{conceptions)

the

its execution,

different order.

student

single theory,

spite of

will be

teacher)

fact

or "top

down" type

of

that the

research

was

present things

in a

the interpretation 'of the

we shall

concepts in geometry.

which are

contrast to

describe briefly some theoretical

misconception

misconceptions

(This in

we will

used in

and then

theories or

and it leaves room for the

"microstage theory".
on a

concerning basic

geometry concepts,

kind of

partial theories when appropriate,
we

The population in

culturally

had a

identification,

some relationships between them.

Rehovot 76100, ISRAEL

In

sampled from the primary school

reasoning connected with basic examples,

The Weizmann Institute of Science

of

in

to

describe some
patterns
We

include

both partial

of

types of
behavior

shall understand
concept

and/or contain

images
wrong

elements.
These

by

misconception

patterns

of

behaviour

fall

into

the

The third

Misconceptions which endure

- they have the

same pattern

of overall incidence from one grade level to the next,

level

and

they

Misconceptions which decrease with concept acquisition, as

classes

one would expect.
c.

Misconceptions

students

can

increase with concept acquisition.

In student behaviour,

a

Class

.
given, (Crowley

interrelationships

and among

properties of

figures.

figure

inclusion
Informal

are meaningful •

followed and

the

within figures

figures.

Definitions

~

can establish

deduce
of

"At this

Ordering 2! informal deduction.

~:

properties both

for students, pre-service and in-service teachers.
b.

The students discover and analyse the

figure's properties.

following categories
a.

their parts.

and
is

of
Thus

recognize

understood.

arguments can

be

p.3).

according to van-Hiele,

first level

II. SOME THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
visual elements play a major role.
a.

The van-Hiele model (Wirszup

1976.

Hoffer 1983,

One can see the concept

Crowley
examples,

can draw them,

can

even "touch" them:-

In the

1987).
Agam project of visual education (Eylon et al, 1985), young
This is

the most comprehensive theory

concerning geometry
children

learning and

has been

discussed extensively

in the

trace the

perimeter

of

the figure

with

fingers, "create" the figure with their bodies,
decade.

their

last
walk along

It has thus served as the focus of interest for a
the perimeter of the figure, etc.

substantial

part

of geometrical

research,

collectively
Children

called van

Hiele based research.

The part of

grasp the

whole

appearance

of the

figure

and

the model
perhaps even the figure's main attributes via visual codes.

relevant

to basic

geometry learning

is

the first

three
At

levels and we

use them in some of the

this point

we need

perceptual theories

which try

to

explanations of our
explain how we register and remember these codes.

findings.
b.
Visualization.

Perceptual Aspects

"Geometric concepts are
Bryant (1974)

viewed as

total entities",

and their

tries to explain the perceptual processes in

examples (geometric
which "children perceive and interpret their surroundings".

figures)

"are recognized by their

shape as a whole,

that
The

is,

by their

physical appearance,

not by

theory

is

based on

experimental

evidence

and

was

their parts or
influenced by other theories

(Helmholtz,

Piaget,

and the

properties".
Gestalt theory).
~

The main issues of the theory are:

second level: Analysis
- Children perceive their

Figures are recognized

as having parts and

are recognized

surroundings via relative codes.
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When

become

they

properties

of

developed

older

objects

they

remember

can

because

around them,

some strategies

for

coping

absolute
they

with them.

basic weakness of relative

only

adequate

for

comparisons

direct

between

(The

mathematical relationships between concepts, their examples

connect separately

objects

play a major

In

other words,

relative code weakness is "to
their common

role in concept acquisition.

which has a considerable effect
may

presented objects through

embedded.

and non-examples, and their relevant (critical)

presented simultaneously".
- A relative solution to the

concepts are

mathematical structure in

which the

they are

codes is that

relate them to the

have

transition from van Hiele first level to the second?)
- "The

better if we

be

called

relationship,

the

the

attributes

One structure

in basic geometry learning

opposing

directions

inclusion

between concept examples on the one hand and

the properties (attributes) of the examples on the other.

relations with ,·the same framework" - The frame of reference

For example, consider the following sets, which are related

effect.

by inclusion:

The

external frame

"objects"

on

the

of

same

reference

is used

continuum and

this

to
is

AC B CCC D.

connect
done

by

deductive inferences.
Bryant

emphasises

external frames
Witkin et

al,

the positive

of reference
1977)

sources of error.

developmental

have,

emphasize

whereas

role

that

others (e.g.

their negative

aspect as

In an investigation of the influence of

"the surrounding organized field" on the person's peception
of an item within it, they claim that an individual who, in
perception,

cannot

keep

an

item

separate

from

the

dependent),

is

• We do not include quadrilaterals with intersecting sides.
surrounding

field

(is relatively

likely to have difficulty with

c.

field

problems where the solution

The above inclusion

relationship is formed by

depends on items which are used in a different organization

examples -

of squares contains

of the given field.

elements of the set of parallelograms; etc.
at the critical

Mathematical structure frameworks
Some

misconceptions in

basic geometry

the set

can be

understood

only some

is an attribute

of the

But if we look

attributes of each of the above

critical attribute

the concept

sets (- a

which an example

of a

concept

must

have in

order

to

be

an example

of

that

concept),

we get an inclusion relationship in the opposite

direction.

Thus the "smallest" set of figures (Set A - the
has the

squares)
which

contains

"largest" set

the

set

of

of critical

critical

attributes,

attributes

of

B

to

the

theory

van-Hiele

the

inclusion

~

right-angled triangle identification

(This example was reported in Hershkowitz et al., 1987).
a comparison between students

typical

mathematical

structure

inservice teachers

in

right-triangles in three different

This

task they
many

causes

had', to

identify all

100

endu~

Every "concept" has a set of
of examples.
"super"

1975);

=or

"'

~
....
~

critical attributes and a set

(Rosch and

that is the popular examples.

critical
another

to the

concept

attributes,

definition

Mervis,

Figure 1

but

they are

psychologically.

different

(All

all
one

examples

\

80

~

,<~';.

\

\

''

\1>\... \,} ....

...

\

~

\
\

6

;;

In other words, all

and contain

,' ',

!:1:
....
z 70
~

~

\. =

~ 50

I

the concept-examples are mathematically equal, because they
conform

a

......

....

- prototyPe examples.

the prototypes

triangles in

- ---,

~-............

~ 90

In the set of concept examples there are the

examples:

the right

of

(In the

orientations.

..............

III. MISCONCEPTION PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR
Misconceptions which

the identification

given collection of some 10 triangles.)

difficulties as we shall see later.

a.

(ST),

level.

directions relationship is the "top" of level 3.

in different

grade levels of elementary school, preservice teacher (PRE}
and

the understanding of the two

and

The following are three examples:

relationship is understood when the student is at the third
We may conclude that

for boys

for teachers,

age groups,

girls, etc.

Figure 1 shows

(parallelograms), etc.
According

across student

its

I

from

40

i
}...

50

!i

i!

are

(mathematically} equal, but some are more equal than others
-with apologies to George Orwell.)
In

our

behaviour

investigations
with

identification

we

respect
and

found

that

to

concept

construction tasks

the

are

patterns
examples
very

of

This example is

in

of

similar

reference.

horizontal (and

typical of the negative effect
Because
our

the page-sides

surroundings

are

are
also

of a frame
vertical
vertical-
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horizontal

to

a large

extent),

students,

pre-service
100

teachers

and in-service

teachers have

difficulty in

the

..·-

identification of those triangles whose perpendicular sides
are not

in the vertical-horizontal

(prototype)

This difficulty decreases with age and experience,

~

~

position.

g

but the

§
s
...

pattern remains very similar.

90

80

1

"'....

- The isosceles triangle identification

~

::! 60

"':a

Mark all the isosceles triangles among the following:

i

,...
u

i

50

u

!!

40

Figure 2
It may
There are four isosceles triangles: b, c, e and i.

be that

the additional

non-critical attribute

in

Figure
each

of

these

examples

distracts

from

the

critical

2 shows the percentages of those who succeeded in correctly
attribute.
identifying these triangles through

the grade levels,

Or, in other words, the fact that the triangle

for
is an "element" in two different familiar sets of triangles

two different divisions of the population:

boys and girls,
is confusing.

and disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged students.
The prototype is
its base".

the isosceles triangle (b)

As in the previous example,

frame of reference effect.
in a different way:

"standing on

we have again the

But we can explain the results

The triangle c is equilateral and the

triangle in example e is right-angled.

~

"bitrian" and "biquad" examples

(The bitrian

example was

reported in

Hershkowitz et

al,

1987.)
The purpose of these items was to investigate the role of a
verbal definition in the formation of the relevant concept.

We "invented" the following definitions.

level, sex, socio economic status and students and teachers

~
bitrian is a geometric shape consisting of two
(One point serves as a
triangles having a common vertex.
vertex of both triangles l

(teachers were better

~
biquad is a
geometric shape
quadrilaterals having a common side.

of

two

One half of each of our groups (students and teachers)

was

asked to identify bitrians and
the other half was asked to

consisting

pattern remained the same).
The most popular bitrian figure, both in the identification

of

the

.

-'\I

biquads among other shapes,

and the most

construct two bitrians and two
Prototypes

frequencies

was~

and construction tasks

biquads.
The

but the

in the identification tasks

bitrian

shapes

constructed

by

students and teachers (PRE and ST) are shown in Figure 3.

teachers)

of

are

concepts

with which

the

already familiar (such

students

as right-triangles,

isosceles triangles, quadrilaterals) were explained,
saw

above,

dominant

by

perceptual

attributes.

teaching

contributes
Thus the

prototypes.
mostly the

prototypes.

examples,

where

(without even
phenomenon.

the

effects,

or by

It

is likely

that

to

the

Here

"concept"

one example) ,

in

addition,
of

the teacher

in the
is

we have

as we

non-critical

establishment

textbook and

(or

the

present

bitrian and

biquad

presented

verbally

the same

prototype

(It is worth noting that whereas the patterns

for the two concept examples is so permanent with age,
patterns for non-examples are different.

10

improves with age (grade level)

I

II

Ill

Figure
The

pattern for

teachers and

More or less the same pattern
of these

IV

V

level to the

VI

is very

similar.

was found for other analyses

tasks using independent

variables such

the number of those who

next,

and the number of

from one'grade

those who construct

wrong figures decreased.)

3
students

Thus performance

identified non-examples correctly increased

~j)>t?~&b.

the

as grade

How

did individuals

form

their

concept image

from

the

concept verbal definition?
Figure 4 shows the

responses to

the biquad

construction
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task

of 5 grade

examples,

6 students

all correct;

(student

the other

E drew another

4

critical
stages

students drew only the

in

concept

one example shown for each.)

attributes of
the

formation of

definition,

We

a biquad.

but

concept

the

can observe
examples

question

some

from

the

of

the

why some

examples become more popular (the prototype phenomenon)

is

still left to speculations.
b.
I

'

Q£

II

A

Misconceptions which

=expected

decrease with concept

acquisition -

patterns

The quadrilateral example
(This example was reported in Hershkowitz and Vinner 1983).
Among the following
quadrilaterals

D

indicate

shapes

those

which

are

·il

c

For each shape that is not a quadrilateral explain why.
The concept

examined here is quadrilateral.

The concept

examples and critical attributes will be slightly different
Figure 4

for different concept definitions.

!! !
From these responses we can

closed four-sided

example,
to the concept image

figure iv

as an

"~

whereas

four-sided

figure

whose~

do

!:!2.!:. intersect", does not, etc •. )

- The definition includes (i) 2 quadrilaterals,
The

(ii) which have one side, (iii) in common.
Students

figure'' includes

obtain some information on the

transition from the verbal definition
formation:

Thus, "!quadrilateral

B and

D pay

attention to

attribute (i)

student A draws two quadrilaterals which have
common but not a side,

only,

something in

student C draws the common side but

the figures are triangles.

Only student E considered

t~e

3

percentage of

indicated an exampl

students in

the

different grades

as a quadrilateral is

who

given in Figure

s.
There is clearly a great improvement in identifying shape v
(convex quad . )

and shape ii

(concave quad.)

with age as

(i)

can be expected, from grade 5 to grade 7.

when

students accept

example they accept
100
.J
<(

a:

UJ

~

a:

0

<(

(ii)

----..Aii

70

:::>

UJ
_J

<(

X

(.!)

<(

az
•~

students

the

at different

stages

v and i or accepting v and i or only i)

consisting of the square only

40

/

30

1-

u

(i.e.

on

That is, there

is a decreasing number of students who have a concept image
50

1.1.1

z

of

the scale moves upwards from grade 5 to 8.

60

a.

:::!

also the «easier« examples

the distribution

(accepting ii,

0

Ul
<(

quadrilateral

and i, etc.);

~v

80

.J

as a

acceptance of figure ii implies the acceptance of figures v

D

90

an example

20

and an increasing number who

have three figures in their concept image of quadrilateral.
This is again an expected learning behaviour.
Development with

10

age (grade level)

students' reasoning.

Among the

was found

also in

different reasons

which

students gave when they decided that a given shape is UQ! a
5

6

n=ll2

gra e

1

0=153

quadrilateral, we can detect certain categories.

n=I60

i)

Figure 5

Reasons

baaed on

the appearance

(first van Hiele level).
all grades,

most of the students

identify a square as a quadrilateral.

"Constant behavior"

On the other hand,

is also

found in

shape iii and

in

the identification

of shape iv,

which

of the

"non-closed"

has intersecting sides.

For most of the students, in the different ages,
shapes are non-examples.

We can conclude that here also we

have the prototype phenomenon.
using

Outtman

scale

these two

analyses,

In

addition,
a

valid

we found by
hierarchical

structure in the attainment of the concept examples.

This

look
(This

For example"

like quadrilateral:
type of

reason

of the

it

whole figure

~ does not

looks

like 2

to

correct or

can lead

triangles".
incorrect

responses.)
(ii l

Non-acceptance

of "2 labels"

D

is not

example "

is a square" (This type of

for one

figure.

For

a quadrilateral because it

reason

usually

leads to an

incorrect response.)
iii)

Reasons

based on

non-critical attributes,

attributes of a prototype example.

usually

For example, - "All the

implies that:
figures, except the square,

are not quadrilaterals because
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they may have equal sides but do not have equal angles".
"and, on the other hand,

"-D

is not a quadrilateral because a quadrilateral has

4 unequal sides".
using the special attributes

(The two types of reasoning,

not closed (reason iv)

of the prototype lead to incorrect responses.)
iv) Reasons based on critical attributes.

For example,

is not quadrilateral because
therefore

it

is

quadrilateral

not a

is a

it is not closed,

polygon,

and

every

(This type

polygon."

of

reasoning usually leads to correct responses.)
The

last two

second

van

categories
Hiele

level,

(concept attributes in iv,
in their reasoning,
attributes

can be

considered

because

students

to reflect
use

the

attributes

concept example attributes in iii,

leads to

addition we

can say

reflect the

third van

incorrect

responses

and the

--~~~----~--~~~====~w~h~o~l~e~a~p~p;e:arance (reason i)
8
GRADE

that some

reasons in

Hiele level,

above example

.

category iv

because they

and every

Figure 6

reasoning
In
even

show some

understanding of the inclusion relationship (as, for instance,
the

quadrilateral

is

The

frequency

of

reasons

across the years,
concept or the

grade levels.

the percentage frequency of the

based

the

(the "open

acceptance of

the "2 labels" category

figure").

(The

did not occur

non-

in this

figure's

whole

of reasons based on the

level) is quite high across the years.

through the

figure iii

the

concept examples attributes (van

In figure 6 we illustrate the change with age (grade level) of

of reason for

on

whereas the number

level

first and last two categories

based

appearance (van Hiele first level) is very small and decreases

polygon".)

example).

square (reason iii)

where the reasoning based on non-critical

based on critical attributes leads to a correct response.

in

(does not have attributes

(of

reasons

on

attributes),

are

of two

main

increases

incorrect reasons,

types

These van-Hiele second

which

The number

change

based on

figures within the set of concept

reasons,

(the

critical

whereas the

number of

the prototype,

prototype examples (the squares)

differently

of correct

concept-attributes
dramatically,

Hiele second

decreases.

The

are the "smallest" subset of
examples.

Thus we can say

that,

with

correctly

the

years.

according

to

more

students

the

structure

start

"to
the

of

behave"
"opposing

directions of the inclusion relationship" (the third van Hiele

In this

item we

shall describe as follows:
sides; ii, iv, x,

isosceles;

of triangle

which we

i, iii, vi;

unequal

xi;

obtuse-angled; vii, viii, xii, xiv; right angled:

level).
xiii.
Not

can distinguish types

always does

student

behaviour

follow an expected

pattern.

the

the

responses

percentage

to

fre~uency

on geometrical

One example is

following

of correct

item

exhibited in

(Figure

drawing is

tasks

7.

the

shown against

Each appears

v, ix,

3-4 different orientations.

in

The

frequencies of success indicate that the orientation (or frame
of reference)
that

the

different

effect

process

is not effective here.

of

concept

that

from

formation

in

the

This suggests

in

this

case

right-angled

is

triangle

identification example.

each figure) .

In
Draw the altitude to side a in each of the following triangles

addition we

found

here

also a

hierarchical

Those who succeeded

in drawing the altitude in

right-angled cases,

succeeded also for

structure.

the obtuse or

the unequal sides and

isosceles triangles.
The incorrect responses provide an interesting analysis.
Some examples of such responses are shown in Figure 8.
We can

analyse student

responses according

attributes of the altitude to
(ii) from the

~

side a:

(i)

to the

critical

The perpendicular

opposite (iii) side ! 2£ its extension.

Students B and D considered only two critical attributes,
A not even one.

But,

student B

syste~atically

to a and student D the perpendicular bisector.
also systematic
fro~

a

in

in drawing

~

one of the vertices on a.
the

triangle,

two

and

drew a median
Student A was

segment inside

the triangle

Student C drew the altitude to

first triangles,

but

in

an

obtuse-angled

where the altitude is outside the triangle,

and in

Figure 7
the right-angled triangle,

where the altitude is

one of the

sides, he drew the altitude to a side other than a, presumably
in order to obtain an altitude

~

the triangle.
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Figure 9
Figure 8
Figure 9
A majority of

the students

which contains

segments

have an

altitude concept

describes quantitatively

student responses

for the

image
obtuse and right-angled triangles across the class grades.

the altitude

bisector as well.
response also
other two types
to an

the triangle

usually leads to a

isosceles triangle this
because

~

the

is

median and

only.

For

an
The number
very high

the

contradict this

Again we

task was

5 and 6 (we will return later to the

increase from grade 5 to 6), d ecreases d ramatically in grade 7
image.

of triangle this concept image

incorrect response.

in grades

not respond to this

perpendicular

In the unequal sides triangles, the correct

does not

of students who did

correct response,

have here

But

and even further in grade 8.

This would seem to reflect the

in the
teaching.

can only lead

The

subject is taught at

then repeated as part of the

the end of grade

6 and

t eac hi ng o f area calculations in

a prototype

example of the concept which is the source for misconceptions.

grades 7
curve

and 8.

is that

concept.

The interpretation
students start

to

of this

think that

But what have they learned?

"no response"
t hey know

the

The number of students that

have

fo~med
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co~~ectly

the concept

OBTIJSE·ANlilEll

increases with grade as one would expect,

but even in

g~ade

8

TR!Ali6LE

fOliO !SAilYAIITAiiED
N•ZS9

In

it is less than 30% of the population.
another

whose

g~oup

pa~allel,

- those who

numbe~ inc~eases

the~e

fo~med

is
the
10

main misconception that

an

triangle.

"othe~ e~~ors"

The number of

and also quite

th~ough g~ades

most of the

they do not
most

~espond,

The

answe~s.

p~oduces

2

It is

at

lea~ning,

fo~med

""

lea~ning,

familia~

~esponse.

with

Of those

and unsystematic

w~ong

least at

fo~med

the

this

stage,

co~~ect

concept

the dominant misconception, while the

p~oduce "othe~"

of those who

not

a~e

any

constant

~elatively

Befo~e fo~mal

mainly

- those who had

g~oups

wo~th

p~oduce

p~oduce

fo~al

and those who had
numbe~

la~ge.

segment inside the

is

population admit that they

the concept and
who do

altitude is a

misconcepts is stable.

noting that teachers had

simila~

difficulties;

only 8

drew the

in
Figure 10

a group

of 20

altitude

in

in-se~vice

all

teachers

4 types of

t~iangle.

correct

(Activities

More non-disadvantaged

with
whe~eas

teachers in

orde~

to improve this situation

a~e

more

et

according to sex,
interesting

al,

1987).

and the

analysed

the

repeated itself.

appea~ed

non-dep~ived

in

misconcept.

The

"othe~

errors" is much higher in the disadvantaged

In addition,

the "no response" category is very

But some

an analysis

students,

disadvantaged formed the main

concept,

population
population.

patte~n

slight differences

culturally deprived versus

We

the correct

described in
category of

Hershkowitz

students formed

(Figu~e

of
10).

different in the 2

populations:

more disadvantaged students

tend "to gamble"; they do not admit that they don't know.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

elements

of

examples.
If one

analyses geometrical task performance

which are more popular than others - the prototype phenomenon.
was

true

in

all

the

above

quadrilateral task the square example
the

altitude task

prototype).

the altitude

examples.

In

the

is the prototype and in

inside the

The creation of prototypes

For example,

subset

in

the subset of

the set

of

concept

squares in the set of

according to

the geometrical concept examples, we will always find examples

(This

the "smallest"

triangle is

the

in the various tasks

quadrilaterals.

These

prototypes are

with most attributes and it seems
prototype examples,

the concept

examples

that this may make them the

(This fits very

well Rosch

and Mervis'

(1975) theory on prototype formation in everyday concepts).
It seems reasonable to assume,

however,

that there are also

other sources in the formation of these prototypes.

Thus the

is caused in different ways:

prototypes created in

(i) Perceptual reasons.

only partially explained by using some combination of (i)

I.e., the negative effect of the page

sides (the external frame of reference)

on the identification

the biquad and bitrian

In addition,

(ii) Teaching methods.

effect on the concept formation.

identification of right-angled triangles,
orientations can be
examples given

and by

teachers.

vertical-horizontal example is given.
textbooks tend to present the
its base".
sort.

selection of
Usually

the

Similarly, teachers and

isosceles triangle "standing on

The altitude example is perhaps the worst of this

Many teachers

are themselves

"outside" altitude or an altitude

not

we saw,

that the

prototype examples

have an

given in different

explained by the unbalanced

in textbooks

and

(iii).

of right-angled triangles.
I.e., the same partial success in the

examples can be

familiar with

an

which coincides with one of

the sides, which leads directly to the prototype examples.

At

the

~

first

examples

(and

Hiele

level,

non-examples)

appearance with the prototype
of

course,

to

students judge

only

by

comparing

all

their

whole appearance.

partially

other
whole

This leads,

correct performance.

Thus

students identify only some of the concept examples (e.g., the
right-angled triangle
across the
examples

years,
(e.g.,

and
the

task)

and

this behaviour

drow wrong
altitude

in

elements in
obtuse

or

is constant
some of

the

right-angled

triangles) •
(iii) Prototypes
There are

formed

~

the mathematical structure

many geometrical concept

prototypes which

are the

At the second
based

~

judgement,

because they

lean

Hiele level,
the
on

when students make attribute-

prototype effect

leads

prototype attributes

critical to the general concept.

them

which

are

astray
non-

Only those students who base

themselves

on the

understand

the

concepts.
up

concept's

critical

inclusion relationships

attributes,
between

seem

to

geometrical
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SOURCES OF MISCONCEPTIONS IN PHYSICS

terms of the age and ability of students, he saw a genuine

U.M.O. Ivowi and J.S.O. Oludotun
C.E.S.A.C., University of lagos, AKOKA, Lagos, Nigeria

pedagogic problem because durinq the developmental progression
in thinking of a child from pre-operational to formal
operational thinking, ideas that are consistent or contradictory to conventional science must be formed.

This places

emphasis on teaching in an attempt to properly guide a child
~uction:

through formation of concepts. Since misconceptions are

Research efforts on misconceptions in science have

bound to exist at one stage or the other of a student's

implicated a number of factors as sources of misconceptions

intellectual development. their sources need to be identified

{Johnstone & lt.lghol, 19761 Helm, 1980; Ivowi. 1984). These

and pedagogic strategies deviced to minimise their occurrence

include teaching, normal language usage, everyday experience
of the material world, textbooks and examination papers.

So far, no empirical evidence exists for the sources of

Helm (1980) suggested that the mis-match between students'

misconceptions cited in the literature. The purpose of this

intellectual development and the demands made upon them by

study therefore is to seek direct empirical evidence for the

the content of their courses could also be responsible for
the observed misconceptions.

in science teaching and learning.

sources of students' misconceptions in Physics.

Using Bruner's (1960)

~:

argument that a child is ready to learn when the teacher is

The instrument for this study consists of problem

ready to teach, and the crucial factor of teachers

descriptions and tasks performed by students. The problems

effectiveness in class in the formation of concepts by

cover motion, conservation principles and fields while the

students, Ivowi (1984) stressed the mis-match between

tasks relate to stating and explaining answers to the

societal demands of students and the provision made by the

problems and indicatinq the sources of information used in

same society for the learning experience of students in

answering the questions in the tasks. All the odd-numbered

schools as a factor affecting the effective formation of

tasks solicited answers and their explanations: while the

concepts in students during the teaching and learning of

even-numbered tasks required the students to indicate. from

science.

a suqgested list, their sources of knowledge.

Recently. Head (1986) proposed five possible origins
of misconceptions in students.

and the odd-numbered tasks were bas1cally the same as those

These are everyday experience

and observation. confusion about analogies, use of
metaphors, peer culture, and innate origin of some ideas.

The problems

used in Ivowi (1985 and 1986a) except that in the present study.
no options were provided for the students.

In

They were allowed

to respond freely to the task so that any answers and

explanations that tallied with already identified misconceptions
from previous studies could be followed to identify their
sources from the information given in the even-numbered tasks.
Since the stems of the problems were the same as those used in
previous studies and the odd-numbered tasks sought exactly the
same information of answer and explanation, the validity and

of such misconceptions were identified.

occurrence of each of the possible sources was counted against
each misconception and the

students of ages 17-19 years.

This restriction became

necessary because previous studies (Ivowi, 1985 and 1986a) had
shown that the upper form 6 students performed significantly
better than the form 5 students and that the test was more
suitable for the uoper form 6 students than for the form 5

sources.

courses leadinq to the 'A' level General Certificate of
Education (GCE) examinations.

Altogether, 77 out of 159

students responded to the instrument used for this study.
The administration of the instrument on the students
was done with the help of the physics teachers in the schools
investigated.

The test was taken in April 1987, a few months

before the GCE examinations in June 1987. Since most schools
delayed instruction in fields, especially magnetic and
electric fields, the time of the administration of the test
appeared best as the students were expected to have covered
the course content and would be revising for their
examinations.
In analysing the results, only instances of identified
misconceptions were of interest and in such cases the sources

for each calculated

By this, the most likely source of a particular

misconception was determined.
An example of the items in the instrument is shown
below:
Problem 3
A metal ball is given a push to move it along a
smooth horizontal table.
of the ball.

Point P is a position on the path

Predict the subsequent motion of the ball.

Task 7

students. These students were drawn from twelve secondary
schools within lagos that offer the higher school certificate

~z-statistic

to determine any significant difference in the possible

reliability of previous tests are assumed for this study.
The subjects for this study were upper form 6 physics

The frequency of

Indicate and explain the forces acting on the ball as
it passes through the point P.
Task 8
Indicate your source{s) of information.
Problem 9
A man can cut down a tree by using (i) a cutlass or
(ii) a big saw or (iii) an electrically powered saw.

In

each case, it takes him 1 hour or 30 minutes or 5 minutes
respectively to complete the job.

What can you say of the

enerqy used in each case?
Task 19
If the energy used in cutting the tree by process
(iii) is E, estimate the energy used in the remaining
processes and explain your answer.
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Task 20

Table 1:

Summary of students' responses to tasks

Indicate your source(s) of information.

association of force with motion.
those in

Similar explanations to

Ivowi (1986b) were obtained.

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
43
39
41
43
45
47
49

'

These include such

explanations as "since point p is not a barrier that can stop
the ball from moving, then the ball would pass through p
with the force acting parallel to the horizontal plane" and
"force due to the push as well as force due to the weight
of the meta 1 ba 11 wi 11 be on the ba 11 •" They point to the
misconception stated.

N*

Tasks

In task 7, the misconception detected is the

II

In task 19, explanation such as "energv is most in
(iii) and least in (i) since power needed will be much more in
1/

(iii) than in any other, and least in (i) was typical;
and this indicates a misconception of equivalence of power
and energy.

I

I

I

97
84
103
95
70
117
86
74
87
79
94
69
97
72

88
81
74
55
43
24
37
38
41
84
49

a

b

c

d

e

f

25
21
26
27
20

17
10
21
18
9
33
11
10
10
7
13
7
23
10
21
15
11
5
6
2
5

14
6
4
2
3
5
5
3
7
5
6
4
2
5
4
5
5
7
4
2
3
3
0

34
39
42
40
32
50
33
36
31
25
29
21
39
31
39
34
29
22
21
13

6
8
8
7
5
11

1

17

29
17
28
38
39
34
24
22
19
18
17
15
8
4
13
12
9
15
4

3

I4
I 17

I1

6

2

13

15
19
40
26

8

7
8
3
4
3
9
4
5
8

l

9

5
3
3
3
4
4
6
3

0
2
1
1
1
0
1
3
1

3
0
0
1
0
1
3
1
1
0
0
1

5
0
1

;:(2**

45.36
70.42
79.58
76. 12
61.83
89.42
63.45
67.59
48.66
84.43
71.27
76.30
70.46
58.20
73.13
41.33
36.86
33. 15
35.95
26.50
24.65
25.91
32.17
62.14
60.83

* The different values of N arose from the fact that
subjects were free to choose more than one source
for each task.

**

Values of

~2

significant at 0.05 level for df

= 5.

Results:

Table 2:

Table
to the tasks.

shows a summary of the response of the students
Each identified misconception has the frequency

of occurrence of the sources and the calculated

~-statistic.

jSerial
!No.

Misconceptions

Although the instrument contained seven categories of
possible sources of misconceptions, only six are analysed in

1

table 1 because the responses on the seventh cateqory were not
helpful. They either contained repetitions of some of the
sources in categories A - F or were left blank by many
respondents.

2
3

The highest frequency recorded for category G

was in task 19 and this was only 2.

In twelve of the tasks

(e.g 1, 3, 7, 45 and 49) no response was recorded by any of
the subjects.

4

In all the remaining twelve tasks, only one

response was recorded for each of them.
In table 1, all the calculated values of rL2 are greater
than the corresponding value of 11.07 for df
level of significance found in tables.

= 5 at 0.05

5

This shows that the

misconception identified in each task had a most probable
source.
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Order of Occurrence of Sources of identified
misconceptions

6

An examination of all the tasks in table 1 indicates

that the most probable source of misconceptions is D

7

(textbooks); this is followed by A (personal experience/
intuition), and then B (teachers).

The influence of C

(peers), E (other books) or F (instructional television/
general television programmes) has been found to be very
minimal with regards to misconceptions.

8

Heaviness
increases with
height.

Related tasks
for possible
detection
1• 3

Likely Sources
in order
2nd 3rd
1st
D

A

B

Association of
force with motion.

5 - 9. 35 - 45

D

A

B

In free fa 11
motion, vertical
mtion affected
by hori zonta 1
mtion.

5. 21 - 27

D

A

B

Energy change
always proportional to
velocity or
horizonta 1
displacement.

9. 21 - 29

D

A

B

13 - 15

D

A

B

15

D

A

B

D

A

B

A

D

B

Two instead of
three types of
collisions .
In all non-elastic
collision,
kinetic energy
decreases •

In conservation
principle, total
15. 17. 21 •
often disregarded. 31 • 33
Equivalence of
power and energy .

19

In table 2, the identified misconceptions and their
possible sources are ordered. The order of occurrence of
the sources of the identified misconceptions is D A B for
all except one of the misconceptions.

In this

misconception, the order is A D B and this relates to task 19
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where the misconception of regarding power as energy was

this suggestion empirically.

detected.

used in Nigeria are foreign and are standard books used in

The same order of occurrence of sources of

Since most of the physics textbooks

misconceptions is obtained for tasks 21 and 23 in table

developed countries, it is reasonable to suggest that the

although in deciding on the order of occurrence of the

likely cause of misconception through the use of these books

misconception associated with tasks 21 and 23, the order is

may be due to language difficulty.

dominated by the results obtained for the other tasks for

in this study have English as second language and may therefore

which the identified misconceptions were detected.

encounter difficulty in using books written by authors whose

The students investigated

mother tongue is English.
Discussion:

The second source of personal experience/intuition may

Like the previous studies (Ivowi, 1985, 1986a and b),
seven misconceptions were again identified and their sources
investigated.

In most of the tasks and misconceptions listed

in tables 1 and 2, the order of occurrence of sources of
misconceptions is 0 A B which indicates that the most
possible source of misconception is textbooks.

As is

common in schools, both teachers and students depend highly
on textbooks.

One of the reasons for this authoritative

nature of textbooks is the process through which textbooks
development normally undergoes.

Apart from consultation with

standard reference books, experts are usually given a chance
to assess the books before publishers put these books out
for school use.

Under this condition, factual mistakes are

greatly minimised or completely eliminated.
By the result of this study, a suggestion appears to be
made to the fact that many physics textbooks used in
Nigeria contain misconceptions or contribute towards the
misconceptions held by students.

The literature on the

subject had already indicted textbooks as sources of
misconceptions; the present result has therefore confirmed

relate to cultural factors prevalent in the society. Most
students come from home background devoid of educational toys
and technological gadgets.

Their experiences of the

scientific and technological world are very limited; they
virtually depend on school teaching and very limited laboratory
activities for most of their experiences in physics.

Under

such a condition, proper understanding of physics concepts may
be impaired and misconceptions may arise.

Very closely related

to this problem is the inherent traditional beliefs and
superstitions which may appear logical and are at variance with
scientific concepts. The association of thunder and lightning
with electrical charges derivable from merely rubbing two
electrically neutral substances is a case in point.
The third common source of teachers is not surprising.
Misconceptions have been found to persist with years of
teaching and learning and that teachers did not appear to be
aware of these misconceptions in students (Ivowi, 1985 and
1986a). Teachers themselves have been found to exhibit some
misconceptions in physics (Ivowi, t986b).

Teachers were once

students and any misconceptions formed then persisted unless

some effort was made to erase them. Such effort would most

teaching and learning physics in schools.

likely arise from attempt to teach concepts to ensure proper

and teachers depend on textbooks, efforts at minimizing or

understanding.

eliminating students' misconceptions in physics concepts need

Such would be an objective of a teacher

education programme.

But the dearth of physics teachers in

Since both students

to be directed at improved textbooks writing.

This is

schools has resulted in both trained and untrained teachers

particularly revealing and relevant as new textbooks are being

teaching physics in schools. The result of Ivowi (1986b)

developed for the new system of secondary education in Nigeria.

however indicated that no significant difference was obtained
in the contribution of trained and untrained teachers towards
the existence of misconceptions in student probably because of
the dependence of teachers on textbooks and the popularity
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ln this paper we attempt to synthesize current insights on the under~
standing of the laws of science, and also report some further ideas and
information ensuing from my present research in this field.

ASPECTS OF THE UNDERSTANDING AND
TEACHING Of THE LAWS OF SCIENCE
A.S. Jordaan

2. UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

University of Stellenbosch

2.1

Knowledge acquisition is a constructi~e or generative process and each
student's knowledge is personal and idiosyncratic.(Fisher and Lipson
1986:784) This implies that students use their existing knowledge to
make sense of new experiences/ideas or in the words of Posner et
al:
An individual's current concepts, hi.s conceptual ecology, will influence
the selection of a new central concept. (Posner, Strike, Hewson &
Gertzog 1982:214)

2.2

Due to their different conceptual ecoloales, dlUereot students can
"incorporate" the same new experiences/Ideas differently In their
conceptual structures/frameworks. This implies that even if students
are exposed to the same experience (say a demonstration to verify
Boyle's law), they will not necessarily come to the same desired con~
elusion.

1. INTRODUCTION
The foll?wing question was posed to a group of fourteen graduate student
teachers in a class test:
State Newton's third law of motion in words without using the words

~

and~.

The answers given included the following:
•

For every force exerted, there exists an equal and opposite force which
is exerted to mailllaill equilibrium.

• For every opera/lOll/movement there exists an equal and opposite operation/movement so that the bod.v will remain at rest or continue to
move ill a straight li11e with uniform speed.
• When two bodies are ill comact. each exerts a force 011 the other. This
iltleractioll causes 110 motion. The forces are balanced. (Translated
from Afrikaans)

These are three examples taken from seven cases of students who held
misconceptions about this law. Being familiar with some of the research
and literature about misconceptions, this was not too big a surprise, yet
the idea that those students were to be "let loose• amongst pupils who
knew even less (or who had even more misconceptions) was disturbing!
This and similar experiences with other laws/principles as well as the occasional research reports roused my interest to research pupils' and students' understanding of laws in general.
Before sharing ideas, it is necessary to state some of the underlying assumptions which will be serving as a frame of reference. Most of the
assumptions are very well known and are based on the ideas and views of
the leading exponents in this field.

11111 these students had at least cOOl)leted a firs.t yeer course in
Physics which included Newtonian Mechanics.

2.3 In order to accommodate a new concepllon, the followln& conditions
should be met:
• There must be dissatisfaction with the existing conception.
• The new conception must be Intelligible
• The new conception must appear initially plausible
• The new conception should be fruitful (Posner et a/ 1982:214)
2.4

Misconceptions may originate al!l a result of the student's Interactions/experiences with the real world and/or because of his misinterpretation of the presented world of Ideas. Driver and Easley
(1978:62) refer to these two kinds of conceptions using the terms al~
ternative frameworks and miscollceptimts. In this paper the terms al~
ternative conceptions and misunderstandings will be used to distin~
guish between these two kinds of conception. The term misconceptions will be used collectively to denote either or both these kinds of
conception.

2.5

Misconceptions (especially alternative conceptions) are tenacious
and are not likely to change simply because pupils are exposed to
teaching strategies in which they are given the physicist's explanation.
(Terry, Jones & Hurford 1985:162; Stepans, Beiswenger & Dyche
1986:65-69) To complicate matten further students may adopt a
strategy which Gilbert, Watts & Osborne (I 982:63~64) call the two
perspectives outcome. According to this view the pupil may retain his
own misconception , but also memorise the teacher's viewpoint as
something to be learnt for an examination. The learned science
viewpoint, however, is not applied outside the formal classroom situation.

The situation is complicated even more if we take into account that
students' misconceptions are often quite adequate for interacting with
a limited domain of the world and that through such interaction these
preconceptions
are
procedurally
encoded.(Hashweh
1986:232)
Hashweh continues by stating that certain situations can be understood by using any of a number of conceptions that seem to account
for those situations. (op cit)
2.6

2.7

2.g

Leaming is a process of successive approximation and colllinuous
refinement of our melllal models of the world (Fisher & Lipson
1985:51 ).
The student's ability to process information is limited due to the
finite capacity of the working (short-term) memory (Fisher & Lipson 1985:53; Johnstone & El-Banna 1986 & Novak (1984:11) It is
believed that the working memory capacity is limited to 7!2 "chunks"
of information. Johnstone & Wham ( 1982) discuss different applications of the limited capacity of the short term memory for science
teaching, but in particular the implications for practical work which
they mention are important for the learning and teaching of
laws/principles.

schema(ta) of the world of ideas on the other hand.
Hashweh
( 1986:232) declares that ..... understanding occurs when one realizes
that a certain situation is a particular case of a certain generalization.
Fisher and Lipson ( 1986:785) have similar views which they express
as follows:
Understanding lies in the extent to which one's intemal mental models
successfully predict and explain events in the extemal ("real") world.

•

•

In accordance with information processing theory, it is assumed
that knowledge Is organized Into frames and schemas (Fisher and
Lipson 1985:54-55)

It must again be emphasised that these are only some of the assumptions

which will act as a frame of reference for this paper. Being one of the
central concepts in this paper, it is also necessary to present my views on
understanding or on What does it mean to understand?

•

3. WHAT DOES UNDERSTANDING MEAN?

Understanding however is not restricted only to the extent in which
the real world can be mapped onto the world of ideas. There. are
numerous situations where the learner has to relate some aspect(s) of
the world of ideas to some other aspect(s) of the same world. A
person might be able to map real world phenomena correctly to
Newton's First and Second laws, yet still not realise that the First law
is a special case of the Second law. In this paper the attention will
be focused largely on the first type of understanding.
Understanding is very often context-dependent.
Depending on
whether, for example, a term such as force or weight is used in an
everyday or scientific context, the meaning can change. But the
meaning of a term or symbol can even change within different
scientific contexts. The meaning of the well known "•" sign can vary
considerably; compare its meaning in x • X+l (Computer Science) and
y • x+l, 2x+3 • X+IO or 2(X+3) • 2x+6 (Mathematics). (Nickerson
1985:217,219; Hewson 1980:398)
Nickerson (1985:2 I 7-22 I) also convincingly explains what he calls the
nonbinary nature of understanding. According to this view, understanding is not an ali-or-nothing affair, but can vary in degree of
completeness. The extent to which a person understands something is
dependent on the amount of knowledge which the person has about
the related concepts.
In other words, the degree to which one understands an assertion must
depend on the richness of the conceptual context in which the assertion
can be interpreted. ( Ibid:217)

Nickerson (1985:215) points to how difficult a question this is:
In the same vein Strike & Posner (1983:54) distinguish between minimal and full understanding thereby suggesting the idea of levels of
understanding. They use, inter alia, a person's ability to apply the
conception as an indication of his/her level of understanding of the
new conception. As an indication of minimal understanding, the student should be able to apply the conception to stereotyped and simple
problems, while full understanding demands the application of the
conception to complex and novel situations.

What it means to understand is a disarmingly simple question to ask, but
one that is likely to be anything but simple to amwer.
This view of the elusiveness of what it means to understand is shared by
other authors (e.g. Ormell 1979:32). I will try to clarify the meaning
which will be given to the term "understanding" in this paper.
Instead of trying to give a definition, the main characteristics of understanding as described and explained by a number of authors, and which
coincide with my own views, will be discussed briefly.
•

The act of trying to understand some phenomenon can be seen as the
process by which the student (learner) tries to find one-to-one correspondences between aspects of the phenomenon in the real wor:d
on the one hand and the corresponding elements and relations of the

•

An important distinction is made by Richard Skemp ( 1976). He differentiates between between two forms of understanding, namely instrumental and relational understanding. Although Skemp might not
necessarily agree, we like to think of these two forms of understanding as levels of control/command.
The difference between
these two levels of control can be illustrated by the following example. A child can use a set of rules (algorithm) to write chemical
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equations without any problems, yet he might still not know where
the rules come from or why he uses them in the way he does. This
kind of behaviour(understanding) is known as instrumemal wrderstanding, while a person who also knows where the rules come from
and why they are applied in a specific way, displays relatio11al wrderstallding.

•

•

Strike & Posner's ( 1983:26) view that understanding and accommodation are not synonymous is endorsed in this paper. A person can
understand a certain conception without necessarily agreeing with the
stated idea. If a student states that:
A bicycle stops when you stop pedalling. because no forces are acti11g
Oil it
one may understand the literal meaning of the communication, but
that does not mean that one agrees with the statement. For the accommodation of a new conception to take place, the conditions stated
in 2.3 should be met. According to this view, the process of accommodation, embraces that of understanding.
Past efforts to formulate a single all-embracing answer to the question
What does it mean to understand? have only been marginally successful, partly because understanding is very much contellt-depmdem.
Understanding a concept such as acceleration is not the same as understanding a concept such as evaporation. These in turn differ
markedly from understanding a law of science or a model or an algorithm. This view is also shared by Davis ( 1978:13) who comes tu
the following conclusion regarding Mathematics:
Understanding depends 011 the type of mathematical knowledge.
Understanding a COI!cept is differel!/ from understa11ding a procedure.

Because knowledge of the different types of content is of such importance to the understanding of the subject (content), a brief
overview of a model of types of content is given in the following
section.
•

Another aspect of the nature of subject matter which might influence
the understanding of content, is the extent to which the student has
been exposed to sensory and linguistic experiences which in turn
could affect the stability of the student's conceptual framework.
Penetrating a conceptual shield which was moulded on regular, firsthand experiences might prove a much more formidable task than
when the student has had limited exposure to the content. (Driver &
Erickson 1983:49)

4. TYPES OF CONTENT IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

as concepts should reveal differences between co11cepts which call for
different teaching strategies and instructional moves to guide the student
to a better understanding of these content types. The following types of
concepts can be distinguished in Physical Science:

*

Concepts which describe processes (eg evaporation, interference, ionization, refraction, etc.)

*

Material concepts (e.g. acid, voltmeter, ammeter, sodium chloride, etc.)

*

Theoretical concepts (e.g. electron, atom, electric field, etc.)

•

Variables (e.g. acceleration, velocity, temperature, electron-affinity,
etc.)

* Mathematical concepts (e.g. direct and inverse proportion, square, etc.)

•

Technical terms (cathode, group, standard cell, ocular, etc.) (Jordaan
1984:36-44)

Over and above these types of concepts, Jordaan also mentions. the following: models, theories, laws, experimental procedures, algorithms and
conventions(including notations). Some of these types of contents are
analysed and classified into even more detailed subgroups by Herron,
Cantu, Ward & Srinivasan( 1977: 185- 199)
Because a more comprehensive discussion of types of content is beyond
the scope of this paper, we will now turn our attention to what it means
to understand a law of science.

5. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO UNDERSTAND A
LAW OF SCIENCE?
A law of science is to be taken as an account or elicitation of a regular
occurence in nature. This includes well-known taws such as Boyle's law,
Newton's laws, Archimedes's law, Coulomb's law, etc. However the description will not be restricted to these well-known laws, but will also
include general statements or assertions such as: Metals expand whe11
heated or Light is refracted towards the normal whm it moves into an optically denser medium.
Because a comprehensive discussion of all aspects which could contribute
to meaningful conceptual change exceeds the scope of our present discussion, the attention will be focused on
•

In the literature the following types of content are frequently distinguished:facts, concepts. generalizations and procedures or algorithms
(Cooney, Davis &. Henderson 1975; Romiszowski 1981; Merril & Wood
1974). This however is insufficient and more detailed distinctions, P.specially for concepts is necessary. A careful content analysis of what passes

•

the abilities which a student should display if he/she understands the
literal meaning of a law i.e. if the law is intelligible and
instructional moves which could contribute to a better understanding
of the literal meaning of a law

These two aspects will be discussed similtaneously.

By integrating my own views with those of Davis ( 1978: 15) and Reif et a/
(1976:213) the following general distinctions have been made. For a student to understand the literal meaning of a law (i.e. for a law to be intelligible), it is necessary that he/she should
(i) understand the concepts used in the law;
(ii) understand the mutual interrelationships between the concepts and
be able to !ell what the boundary conditions are within which the
Ia w is valid;
(iii) be able to state the law in his/her own words (paraphrase it) and
also recognise an alternative formulation/representation
(h) recognise and/or give and/or construct simple applications of the
law.
5.1

UNDERSTANDING THE CONCEPTS USED IN THE LAW

For the sake of ci~Hity, I will in this se-::tion illustr~lle the points I wish to
make by using some of the best known bws. Consider the underlined
terms in the following formulation of Newton's Law of Gravitation:

All oqrticles in the wuverse e.xen a gravjta!j01w/ force o•r each other. The
fJ1.rs..f.. between two particles is direc/{)1 oroaortiona/ to the ~ of their
!!1.CUlli and hrversely proportiol!al to the m.e, of the d.iJ.J.m between
their mjdooints.
In this formulation we can differentiate between different kinds of concepts, for example:
(i)

'everyday" concepts like particles. universe. exert;

(ii) mathematical concepts like directly. i11ven:ely. proportio11al. product
and square;
(iii) scientific concepts like gral'itational force. mass. force. distance
(mostly variables).

5.1.1

Everyday concepts

To understand a law, each of the concepts used in it must be understood.
Although one might expect students to have few problems with everyday
concepts, research conducted by Cassels and Johnstone ( 1985) provides
evidence to the contrary. These authors specifically mention that exert is
confused with urge, exit and exempt. In my own research it has become
evident that even fourth year graduate Science students 2 confuse the
mea<nings of the Afrikaans equivalents of logical connectives such as «11less and provided that. When asked to identify synonyms for unless and
provided that, 25% and 37,5% of a group of 56 of these students respec2
All these students had taken tertiary courses in both Physics and
MathO!IIIIItics and have rnejored in one or more ot the following sub·
jects: Botany, Zoology, Physics, Chemistry and/or Mathematics.
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tively could not select the correct alternative from five possible
The implication of this confusion becomes evident when these
are confronted with a proposition such as Newton's First Law.
lowing formulation of this bw then becomes quite acceptable
students:

answers.
students
The folto these

A body will remain at rest or continue with a constant velocity provided
that the forces acting 011 it are unbalanced.

5.1.2 Mathematical concepts

Cooney and Davis (1976:219) state, for example, that if students do not
understand Newton's Gravitational Law, it might be because they do not
understand concepts like ~ or hrversely orooortio1ral. In research
which is in progress, it is already evident that students do indeed have a
lot of problems with these concepts. Some of the incorrect notions uncovered so far include the following:
•
•

Inversely proportional has the same meaning as reciprocal
If s is directly proportional to the square of t, then students believe
that:
2
# t = ks
# t becomes four times larger if s is doubled or
2
# s • t or
# if t - 2, s • 4

The following worthwhile recommendations are made by Cooney and
Davis (1976:219) should it be apparent that students are struggling with
these conceptions:
If such were the case. examples and 11011-examples of i11verse and direct
proportions might be generated for consideration. If this strategy did not
alleviate the difficulty, the teacher might then consider reviewing necessary
andjor sufficielll conditions for the existence of inverse and direct proportiom and compare and contrast these two types of proportions.
As in the case of "everyday" concepts, the teacher/lecturer has an important clarifying role. In the case of mathematical concepts the use of examples and non-examples could play a very important part.
Although the above discussion centered around the concepts of direct and
inverse proportionality, it is suggested that similar problems probably
exist for other mathematical concepts which are used in science.

5.1.3 Scientific concepts

Each statement of a law contains some scientific concepts. Most of the
words used to represent these concepts are taken from everyday language
and given a specific (related) meaning within the scientific context of a
law. Sutton (1980:52), however, focuses attention on an important aspect
in this respect:
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WurJs dv cltangt in tll(!Wii!tg as rlrey <1re l>!appiu;a {n 1!£W JHI!I<lllri/1'. be~
CQU>£ .r.omeane takes a part oj thnr cu•lllot.;li~.-•Jr ami mhr:rs w:apt 11 a! a

A >ir:1illr S!lu:tti1:n is ;oncoun-

new dellctalil)n.

Boylf"'s law using the apparatus
Htustrated in !he accompal'!ying

Sutton (!980:5:3) al'lo makes the important point that de-spi1e the efforts of
sden;ists to fix the meaning of wor<;i$, they of1en do not succeed. Pupils
ili wrn muu also try to construct or reronstn.!CI meaning frcrn the words
w;th which they are confronted. GiJ~rt, Wam :tnd Osbvrne fl982) :tnd
Gilbert. Osborne and Fernh:trn (J9S2} Mve found thtH pupils vuy of:en
illterpret words itl science (such as force) accordmg to their ever}day
1,1$tlge. If rhis is done, it i;; qu1te con.:eiv~ble that pupilS C<Juld have
problems in undenlanelntl! J:~ws w~idl. inc;uce- these- ""ords.

ik1"1Ch. In this case the proct~
dun: to obt:tin a pressure re:tdmg
is so compln, that the student
cannot, fi&urativcly speakJI'Ii!, see
t~e tree f.;n- the fQrest
The te"
>Uit :ould well be an overloading
of the short term memory (cf.
Johr.,tone 1985}. The imendcd
suppert which the student ~hould
have recei,.ed, is thereby nullified, In thi>. instance a Bourdoll
Drt5sure ga\Jge which givci a
direct reading on help to save
the da~- However J do believe
that it ~hoold 3lway~ be a prin~
ciple to try to use app;:trntus
which IS e:~sily to operat~• and
which gwe-s direct rndings_

The responsib1lity of the tea;;her to guide the ~tudents to a clear undu·
standirtg of the differences and simllnri:ies between the .everyday and
scientific meanings of concepts used in the law c~n hardly be ever-em·
phasw:d. One of the mcst important functions of the teacher is 10 iden·
tify the students' conceptions of these ctH'!<;ept; and w rectify the situltion when necessary. M<~thods -which cJn be used to detennine the prior
knowledge of students are suggested and dls;;;usse-d by Vllfious lh.HhOr.>.
(Sutton 1980; Osborne and Gilbert 19R::J; Pvsner & Gert~g 19S:'; Doit
\984; Juug 1984) Te3chers ;lroul:;l take COI!nlsance of the~e methods and
should become familiar with the applicalion of at least rome of them.
However it is not sufficient to just make sure that pupib understand the
currect scientific meaning cf the ccncep->~ used m the law. They must
!~ISO be able to apply those concepts within the context of the 13w. This
can be- illustnned by using Newtotfs Law~ of Motict'L If 3: student has m
cakol;ue the acceleration which a body will experience if chfferem forces
art Oil it, !Slhe mvst be able to identify all the nletant forces acting on
J;he body. [Rt$¢arc-h dane by Mants(l955) reflects a ~ery gloomy picture
as tO Technik;on students' -<~bilit> tt !dent~ !orcas in simple e¥er:,day sihlations.J if (s)he- cannot do thit. (s)he wdl Mt be able to apply tfte law
even if ($)he undemamis the Htenl meaning of the law" To help the student in this it is llecessan' io identi:fy his/her prior knowledge and 10
make sure thut (S}he actually commands >ht reQuired knowledge" This
forms part of what I believe Stnke & Posner (1983:!)) refer to a~ the
construction cf a framework within which to locate the new idea"
Wh<ln conductms

experiment~

aimed a1 verifying or {re)discovering a law,

it is alw vefy impoftllnt that pupils should understand preciselY how
vuriable! !UCh u pr~ure, velocity, force, etc, are measured. Whe'n performing tht e;o;perlment !limed at verifying the law of conservMivn of
mom~ntum, velocity is obtained mdirect!y by measuring the displa~menu
in equal lime intervals. To ~prove" the law, mass ;o: disp!a,ement {and no{
mass x velocity) is calCulated. The ne~ to Clllnfy this indirect procedure
Should be obvious.

teted during the verificat:r:n of

Pienaar and ualters
( 1979) o. 506

A las! aspect regarding the understanding of the co-ncepts used in a law,
concerns ~he symbolic reprts('ntatioll cf lhe law, Bec:J.use teachen very
often and very won ~:an using symbols to represent the variables, it i~ Jf
the utmost importance to confirm that students: know exactly what each
symbol repre~ent.s. Fm example ill the Gra>itational Law it is im-ponant
that pupils re-alize that "Gri repre~ent~ an wn•erral r:mulam whkh is inde~
pendent of the ma'!S and position of tlte bodies (particles), My ow11 r<!l~
>earch han Indicate-d that Hudents believe that 'G", like gravity, only ap~
plies in the protimity of tile eaf!h.

Another scurce of uncenaimy and error, is the conft~sior. which exms
betwe€'n ~a• and ~g"_ The nef:'rl to dlninguish cleatly between related
Umd cunf:Jseable) 'entiri~~ it.cluded )n this and Jther b.ws should be <;elfe\idenc

5.2 lJl'IDERSTASDJNG THE INT£RRELATIONSH!PS AMONGST
CONCEPTS AND SPECifYJNG THt BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
WITHIN WHICH THE lAW IS vALID

Allhough it i5 irnpon(l.nt that !tudents should understand the mearling of
!he concepts mentioned ln a law, it is jvst as important thai thev should
1,1nderstand ihe relationships among'H these conc<:pls,
Poonir er al
(l9R2::tl6- wlth reference to Bta11sford and John~on) capn.1re the e~sence
of what I hQve ill mind in !he fo;lowiog words:
fllle!lttlbiliry olio rtq4PCJ comirucling

o•

tdcmifyh;g a Cl!hen11t repre-

ie/1/atwn of \vltat a ptJssas.: or theory is Sllyl'lg,

In an effort to help students to grasp the interrelationships, the
teacher/lecturer can conduct a re:~l "experiment" (demonstration) or a
thought experiment. When the relationship between the pressure and the
volume of a gas is to be explained, the actual performance of the experi~
ment, followed by the processing of the data to show that p 1V 1 " p 2 V :t "
p 3 V 3 • p V 4 "' p.V. "' constant, can help to clarify the exact relationship.
Cooney a~d Davi~ (1976:218) share this view:

Sometimes exami11ing i11stances can help sll.dems understand a genera/i;a~
tion. Other times. i11stances provide a mewts for students 10 belieYe a
ge11eral i ::at ion.
The latter part of the quoted passage emphasises the role which instantiation (exemplification) can play both in making a new idea (law) intelligible and plausible. This notion is also shared by Strike & Posner (1983: 10).
Another form of instantiation which can be employed, is to select a simple, well-known phenomenon which is actually an application or special
case of the law, and to use this to illustrate the meaning of the law. This
can be done using a real experiment or simply a thought experiment. To
elucidate the meaning of the law The rate of a chemical reaction increases
if the exposed surface area of the reaetallls is i11creased, the teacher can
demonstrate the combustion of a thtck piece of wood as compared to the
combustio11 of the same mass of fim:ly chopped wood.
To help students cope with Newton's First Law, it is often a worthwhile
mental exercise to ask students to imagine a large, smooth, frictionless
plane surface on which a piece of ice is placed. The ice is set in motion
and then left atone. What whould happen to the motion of the ice? (The
assumption that the surface is frictionless must again be emphasised.)
Through discussion the students can be led to see that this is a special
case of Newton's First Law. This is but one example of how students can
be guided to a better understanding of a law with the aid of thought
(Gedanken) experiments. I believe that the use of both real experiments
and thought experiments are two ways in which the students' conceptual
frameworks can be connected to the real world (cf. Strike & Posner 1983).
Another aspect of the understanding of a law with which students seem to
have problems, is their (in)ability to state the conditions under which the
law applies and to differentiate between the conditions (antecedents) and
conclusions (consequents) of a taw. To illustrate what is meant by the
conditions and conclusions of a law, let us consider Boyle's law:
Conditions
If the mass of gas is constant
If the temperature is constant
If the pressure increases

Conclusion
then the volume
decreases

Cooney and Davis (1976:219) express their views on the importance of
this aspect as fallows:

The explicit idemification of 1he compone11ts of an implication stemming
/rom a generalization is an important pedagogical consideratio11 unique 10

che teachi11g of gmeralizations. Students who cannot identify a11tecedents
and consequents may experience di/ ficulty in proving or applying a given

general i:ation.
Typical errors made by
conditions within which
(i) adding extraneous
(ii) ignoring conditions

the fourth year graduate students 3 regarding the
a law applies, include the following:
conditions which do not apply;
which do apply.

It was found that:
•

41% of the students believed that momentum is only conserved if an
elastic collision occurs;
•
12,5% of them believed that momentum is conserved only if the
bodies continue moving in the same straight line after a collision;
• 12,5% of the students believed that momentum is conserved only if
the kinetic energy is also con$erved;
• 26,8% of them believed that Newton's law of gravitation does not apply to bodies which are far from the earth;
• 14,3% of the same group believed that Newton' third law does not
apply to bodies which are accelerated, while 25% indicated that they
did not know the answer and 23,3% did not respond.
When given the following incorrect formulation of Boyle's law and asked
to identify the errors (if any) not one of these students could identify all
the errors.: The volume of a11y amoulll of matter is i11versely proportional
10 the pressure exerted 011 it.
Warren (1979) also gives a good example which similarly illustrates pupils'
inability to identify the conditions within which a law applies. He identifies the form in which the law is presented, as an important factor influencing the understanding of a law. Warren suggests that Newton's
Third Law is widely misunderstood because· of the most Utl/ortunate custom of expressing il ill one of the epigrammatic forms, '10 every action
there is an equal a11d opposite reaction' or 'every actio11 is opposed by an
equal reactio11'!
According to Warren the first of these formulations implies that there is a
time lapse between the action and reaction which is of course incorrect.
The second formulation on the other hand could lead pupils to interpret
the law to mean that both forces are exerted on the same body (cf. Terry
& Jones 1986). 38 (67 ,9 %) of the group of 56 students mentioned earlier
believed that the downward gravitational force of the earth and the upward force of a table form a action-reaction pair if a book lies motionless
on a table.
The obvious solution is to reformulate the law so that the correct meaning
is clear, for example:

I I a body A exerts a force 011 body B. then body B simultaneously exerts a
force o/ the same magnitude but ilr the opposite direction 011 body A.
3

rhla is the same group of 56 students referred to

earlle~;
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An alternative strategy could be to place the law in its historical context,
i.e. the context in which Newton originally stated it.

direction ts the same as the dtN!Ction of the force. (Meiring, Getctiffe, De
Vi!Jiers, De Vries & Van Tonder 1982:70)

Human (in MOller 1980:111) also mentions the possibility of reformulation
as a strategy to facilitate the understanding of a proposition. However he
adds a practical hint in this respect, and that is to state the law in an
"if.. .. then" form, for example (Newton I):

Statement 2: Force is proporticmal to the rate of change of momentum,
a11d the chauge of momel!lum is i11 the direction of the force. (Pienaar &
Walters 1981:68)

If 110 u11bala11ced forces act 011 a body, then the body will maintain its
stale of rest or uniform velocity.

Another strategy (instructional move) which can be employed in explaining the meaning of a law, is to use an analogy (cf. Strike & Posner 1982).
In this respect the analogy between electricity and water could be put to
good use in explaining some of the generalizations which are encountered
in electricity. When using analogies, there are two aspects which call for
special attention:
• make sure that the data-base which forms the analogy, is known to
the students;
• the positive, negative and neutral (cf. Hess 1974) aspects of the analogy should be distinguished clearly. This view is also shared by
Hashweh ( 1986:239-240).
5.3

ABILITY TO STATE THE LAW IN HIS/HER OWN WORDS
(PARAPHRASE IT) AND ALSO RECOGNISE AN ALTERNA·
TIVE FORMULATION/REPRESENTATION

During the assessment of pupils' knowledge of a law, the ability to repeat
a text-book formulation is quite often taken as the desired answer. If
this is the case, the possibility exists that the students might believe that
their ability to regurgitate a few words is also a true indication of their
understanding of the law. Anderson and Smith (in Hashweh 1986:242)
report that loose criteria ill evaluati11g studems' responses co11tributed to the
persistence of beliefs about light ilr the elementary school.
All fourteen students referred to at the beginning of this paper were able
to state the epigrammatic form of Newton's Third Law, yet 50 % of them
disclosed misconceptions when asked to formulate the law without using
the words acti011 and reactimr. I believe that this experience contains
three very important messages for the teaching of laws. Firstly, during
the initial instruction, it is essential to confront students with different
verbal formulations of the same law, to explain and elucidate these and to
check whether they grasp the meaning of the law by asking them to reformulate the law in their own words. The reformulation could initially
also be done as a group activity, but in the end each student should be
able to give his/her own formulation. It is also desirable to determine
and explain the links between different formulations. Imagine a student's
confusion if he were taught the first of the following two statements of
Newton's Second Law, but were later confronted with the second as an
alternative formulation:

Statement 1:

The acceleration of an object is directly proportional :o the
applied force and inversely proportional to the mass of the object, a11d its

(Comment on the correctness (acceptability) of the statements is deliberately withheld)
The second important implication is that should one want to test tb.e students' understanding of a law, the least one should do, is to put a ban on
the use of certain key words - or in other cases it may be necessary to
require students specifically to use certain key words.
For the third implication I would like to quote Hashweh (1986:242):
It would help if we could more clearly specifY and agree 011 the level of
understanding of a certain concept and the range of COilte.r:ts in which we
e.r:pect it to be used.

In our case the word concept can be replaced by laiV.
Besides being able to give a verbal formulation of a law, students should
also be able to recognise and give other formal formulations or representations of the law. For example, students should be able to recognise and
give Boyle's law in its graphical fprm(s) and symbolic form(s) [pV ... constant or p 1 V 1 "'p 2 V 2 = piVi or p.//v, etc).
Another, yet more important aspect, is that students should understand
the interrelationships between the different formulations/ representations
of the law. One should remember that the isolated understanding of the
different formulations/ representations i.e. either the verbal or symbolic
or graphic form, is no guarantee that the students grasp or can deduce the
other formulations/ representations.
To substantiate my claims, consider the
following
results.
When the group of tertiary students were given the accompanying graph and asked to select
the best mathematical representation from ~iven alternatives, 41
% chose F/r •constant. 45 % of
the same group of students indicated that the second graph
shown, represents an inverse
proportionality.
The need to
reinforce the underlying m:llhematics and to pay sufficient attention to these interrelationships
should be evident.

F

41 '

0

l/r 2
v

0

~

45 %

s

The rei:Hing of formulotions should however not be restricted only to the
correspondences between v<:rbol, symbolic and grophical representations.
By pertinently emphasing
rel:aionship between, for eumple, pV = k
and xy = k, students' understanding of both Physics/Chemistry and
Mathematics can be advanced.

5.4
APPLICATION OF A LAW AS AN INDICATION OF A
STUDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE LAW

In a previous section
teacher can contribute
ability to apply a law
student understands a
(1983:54) and has been

we indicated that the application of a law by a
to the understanding of a law. Conversely the
gives us an indication of the extent to which the
law.
This view is shared by Strike & Posner
mentioned eorlier on in this paper (v/(li! supra:)).

Although a student's understanding is reflected by his/her ability to apply
the law, certain qualifications should be stated. Firstly, it is possible that
students could be "applying" their knowledge to what might seem a genuine "application problem". Yet an analysis of the problem and of their
prior experience might show that due to their previous encounters with
similar problems, the problem has been reduced to what might be called a
plug-in problem. (As an alternative, I also like to refer to this kind of
problem as an instrumemal application problem.) Many of my students
are very proficient in solving this kind of problems, yet they still do not
really understand the laws involved.
A second qualification I would like to make, is that a stvdent might appear not to understand a law, because of his/her apparant inability to apply the law correctly. Let us consider the following incident in which a
very bright student had to explain the effect of an increase in pressure on
the N2/H2/NH3 equilibrium using Le Chatelier's principle. The following chemical equation was
N,
+ 3 Hl
2NH 3
oC::i. H<O
She pred1cted that the equilibrium would shift towards the N and H 2
2
and explained her answer as follows:
Arcording to Le Chme/iers prmciple an equilibrium will shift if the conditions affecting it, are changed and the shift will be in such a direClion
as to diminish or cancel the effect of the change.
The essence of the rest of her explanation, given point by point, was:
• The condition which changes is the pressure;
• The effect of the change in pressure is an increase in temperature;
• To diminish the effect of the change, the temperature must decrease;
• To decrease the temperature, the equilibrium has to shift to the left
(towards the hydrogen and nitrogen). [Tra11slated from Afrikaans]
Beirig familiar with an article by Haydon ( 1980:318-321 ), I realised that
this student was applying the ambiguous formulation of Le Chatelier's
principle with which she was familiar "correctly", just to obtain a wrong
answer. To rectify this situation, l did what Haydon suggests, i.e. reformulated the law in an unambiguous form. This incident demonstrates
how easily a student might interpret the formulation of a Jaw "correctly"
and yet reach an incorrect result time and time again, because of the ambiguity of the statement.

Another strategy related to reformulation and which could be used to remove ambiguity, is suggested by Gold & Gold (1985:83-84). They suggest that the problematic principle of Le Chatelier be replaced by Van't
Hoff's laws. Historically these laws preceded Le Chatelier's principle and
the latter can actually be described as a generalization of Van't Hofrs
laws. Gold and Gold thus in effect suggest a return to two less general
laws as a solution to the problem. I believe the same strategy could also
be used to good effect with some other laws (e.g. Newton's First Law) especially as an intermediate step.

6. IN SUMMARY
As a point of departure, I mentioned very briefly some of the basic assumptions which could act as a frame of reference for the discussion
which followed. 1 also disclosed some views on wh:at I believe it means to
understand. Inter alia, it was stated that the understanding of Physical
Science is very much content-dependent. Hence to understand a scientific
concept imposes other demands than merely to understand a law of
science. It was suggested that to understand a law a student should:
• understand the concepts used In the law;
• understand the mutual Interrelationships between the concepts and be
able to tell what the boundary conditions are within which the
law Is nlld;
• be able to state the law In his/her own words (paraphrase It) and
also reco11nlse an alternative formulation/representation
• recoanlse and/or ahe andjor construct simple applications of the
law.
In the paper aspects which influence these four factors were discussed
and instructional strategies/moves which could facilitate them, were suggested.
One does however realise that for conceptual exchange (accommodation)
to occur, much more has to be done than to just lead the student to an
understanding of the literal meaning of a law.
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Understanding Students' Understandings! The Case of Elementary

nodding means No, in most parts Yes.) Thus learning physics is
analogous to getting accustomed to a foreign culture. And one

Optics.

reason why students do not learn physics, or very poorly so,

Walter Jung, University of Frankfurt (FRG)

is lack of opportunity to live in this culture: at best it is
a "guided tour".

1. Introduction
During the last year my group has worked an students' ideas in
optics/1/. A paper illustrating the type of work and results

Another difficulty arises from the same situation, this time

/21 is available in English (from the author). I summarize the

from the side of the teacher. Living in the "physics cul'ture",

main features of this work:

he has difficulties to understand the difficulties of his

(a) Rather young students (ca. 10 and ca. 14 years)

students. This is true concerning talk, writ ten statements,
interviews,

even actions, and experiments. The teacher, and by the same

experiments,

mechanism the investigator, understands students' reactions in

(c} The main interest is to understand students conceptions

are marked by insecurity - the insecurity of every discourse

(b) Concentric
written

approach

tests,

with

(combined
picture

techniques:
and/or

real

his physics meaning province. Thus conclusions from interviews

probing acceptance)
and to describe them (phenomenography,
F.MARTON's conception/3/},

according

to

between persons belonging to different cultures. It is the
normal hermeneutic circle-problem. Having extensively worked

In this paper I focus on interview material. Studying many

with interviews as research instrument, we found it useful not

interviews, it becomes very clear that i t is not easy for a

only as an object of study in order to find out something

physicist to understand students' talk, because a physicist is

about

used

originally devised.

to understand

within

the

"meaning province"

of

the

students'

understandings
We found

for

that

reason it was

it useful also as

providing

theories of physics. We think this type of work is useful

paradigm cases of what must happen in class teaching time and

because it can demonstrate to teachers how easy it is to miss

again: the real "misconception" arises from an incongruity of

the point in their students' statements. Of course, extracting

understandings, of the student and of the teacher.

students' conceptions of optical phenomena from interviews is
beset with methodological difficulties. Therefore, in a first

Now, what can be done in order to make interpretation, i.e.

part I shall discuss my methodological background, and in a

the understanding by a researcher of an interview as a text, a

second

more controlled enterprise? I see two main possibilities;

part

report

understandings

referring to

the

topic

"light and seeing". We investigated other topics, "images",
"light and colour", "light and movement". For obvious reasons

(1) Guidance by theory. This is a variety of verificationism:

I restrict myself to one topic.

one scans the protocol for verifying

passages. Of course,

2. Understanding and interpretation

tion requires passages already understood. The advantage

Part of the difficulties to learn physics is that the meaning

seems to be that the theory is made explicit, and its

of terms depends on theory, or to be more general, on the

functioning as a set of rules of interpretation can be

"meaning province".

scrutinized and criticized.

this does not avoid the hermeneutic circle. For verifica-

(Similarly, in some parts of the world

(2) Inductive procedures: the understandings to be extracted

ment are bright, more or leas so, and can be seen if

are not given by a theory beforehand, but arise from the

looked at. It is safe to conclude that the word "light"

material directly. Of course,

has no clear meaning in this episode: l1ght"making" is

this is again no way to

avoid the hermeneutic circle. It is a procedure of hypo-

that process as a whole. Nevertheless, it can be analysed

thesis formation and evaluation. One instrument charac-

in different ways. Take the following example, phrased in

teristic of this procedure is to find "juicy quotes", i.e.

the Schank-Abelson semantic calculus:

passages which are short, clear, and to the point. In
(i)

switch-on (ACT)

(The arrow expresses

intuitively. (We say, e.g., "please repeat what you said

fr

"dependency",e.g. the

just now, I think that reveals to me what you are talking

bright (STATE)

understanding discourse we normally use this instrument

about"

though we may be in error in the end.)

studying interviews,

brightness depends on

fE

By

the switching)

see (ACT)

lists of such key-passages emerge.

And they are used to understand more cryptic passages, and
can be used to reconstruct understandings. Of course, this

The episode is conceptualized as an activity and a re-

is no foolproof procedure. But as I have said in the

sulting state-transition,

which

makes another activity

introduction, we use more than one approach. Some think

possible,

"objective" tests are "hard" science in contradistinction

does not enter this translation. Also the lamp is not seen

to interpretation/Ill.

as an ACTOR (or a cause), But this is a very primitive way

But data are what

they are,

in

seeing by looking-at. Interestingly, "light"

interviews and in tests. And also in testa the interesting

of seeing the episode,

issue

We know from interview material that a differentiation

is what

test

answers mean.

You cannot sidestep

interpretation, you can only camouflage it.

arises between very bright sources, especially the sun,
but

3. "Light" episodes

also mirrors,

and

lighted objects.

The first are

"dazzling", hurt the eyes, make pain etc. And therefore a

In this paper I concentrate on guidance by theory, restricting

shift occurs from the person seeing as an ACTOR to the

myself to one promising variety: Language meaning is learned

source as an ACTOR which

by episodes which have significance to the child/51. Thus we

(effect) of the person. Normally lightet objects are never

try to trace

seen that way. They are passive receptors,

the development of meanings

of "light" and

results

in a

certain STATE
targets of

similar words from discourse about common episodes. (There may

looking and receptacles of brightness which "comes from".

be specialities according to culture and language. I do not

the source as the ACTOR (or cause). Thus the semantic

know if I can successfully convey the German meanings.)

scheme gets more complicateds

(a) "You cannot see any more, - switch on light" (mach' Licht
an). This is a common episode since very early years in
development, The ensuing process includes an action by a
man, and a complex event: a lamp suddenly flashes up, it
is very bright, even dazzling, and objects in the environ-
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switch-on (ACT)

,r

(11)

that seeing an object results from the coincidence of two

lamp active (STATE)

fE

tE

dazzling (ACT)

tr

tr
object bright (STATE)

activities,

of

the

lamp

(source),

and

of

the person

seeing. Often the looking-activity expressed by students,

("on")
shining (ACT)

It is characteristic of this more developed conception

pain (of eyes) (STATE)

fE

also symbolized

by arrows,

is interpreted as a

rival

theory of sight-rays. With the analysis given in mind,
this is a misunderstanding. The activity of looking is a
fact which cannot be disputed. And it would be a serious
mistake to talk students out of i t by appealing to the
authority of science (which often happens). What must be

seeing (ACT)

done is to assist meaning differentiation: what is the
The branching of the schemes is well illustrated in a

meaning of light as an object of physics, and what in the

passage of an interview, when the student argues, no light

province of everyday life? Now, light in the province of

must be sent from an object into the eyes in order to see

physics is a theoretical entity which cannot be seen (but

it, because you can see a mirror when it does not dazzle

which makes seeing possible under normal functioning of

you. That means: the mirror when dazzling is reflecting

the organism). How can one get into that meaning province?

light - but then you do not see, because you are blinded.

As in similar cases,

When the mirror is not reflecting you can see it. Also one

common ground, Physics would be inaccessible and meaning-

it is

possible by starting from

very striking feature of our trials with "Probing Accept-

less without such common ground/6/, And here we can see

ance" (see /2/) was surprise expressed by students when

some of it, even in this not very far developed concep-

told normal objects send out light.

tion:

Though the scheme is more differentiated, still the word

certain effects of this activity • even of one activity
resulting in another one.

it is the idea of an activity of the source, of

"light" can be avoided. And we can trace the source for
the vagueness

of

the word

by

looking at the scheme:

(b) Take another episode from early life,

someone saying;

Switching-on results in a state of activity of the lamp,

"come out of this corner, it is too dark there, come here

the lamp is "on", the light is "on". But is the "light"

in to the light", or "here' s more light", or "it is much

the state of activity of the lamp, its dazzling bright-

brighter here". Now there is no explicit mentioning of a

nees, its effect of letting see objects in its environ-

source, though i t may be implicit in the situation. The

ment, of making objects bright enough? No easy decision is

interesting difference here is a reference to parts of a

possible and the situation does not demand a decision of

room, to areas where light is present (such that you can

this sort. We need to know what light making means, but

see/read better), or is absent. Thus "light" (brightness)

not light simpliciter.

can easily be understood as something, an entity filling
an area or space,
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There are other episodes which focus on light as an entity

Of course, we are eager to ask a lot of questions. (And that

present, e.g. when we refer to special sorts of light

is what normally happens in interviews.) For instance, how can

(early in the morning, "FrUhlicht", or before a thunder-

you see the spot if no light arrives at your eyes? Well,
because it is a bright spot there, (but not bright enough to

stoi"'Il, "unheimliches Licht", or moon-light, "Mondschein").
The locution refers to something present with special
perceptual, emotional, or artistic qualities. It does not
refer

to

something

invisible and

moving,

but

light things here). We must always keep in mind that the
meaning province of everyday life has a different constitu-

it has

tion. It is more of a loose group of tribes ruled by ad hoc

certain effects. (All things are "bathed" in that light,

and inconsistent rules - but the inconsistency does not matter

"ins FrUhlicht getaucht".)

because normally there is no clash of episodes. No decisions
are necessary in order to form a coherent scheme: Are the

It is true, sooner or later the child learns that this
light "comes from the

effects of the activity of the source direct - maybe retarded

(or whatever). But this phrase

-, or mediated by something send out? In case we decide for

must not be misunderstood in a dynamic sense: 1t "comes

mediation: Is it something which continuously comes out of the

from" means that the sun is the cause (or actor).

source,

sun~

moving away from it,

filling

space whilst moving

through it? Or is it something sent out once (when switching(c) Take a last episode, somebody saying "take a light (an

on the source) and staying there in the space, waiting for

electric torch) such that people can see where you are in

objects to be lighted? When reflection occurs, is it the same

the night". One may wave the light, and people see it.

entity coming from the source and sent on by the reflecting

What do they see? A moving bright spot, not the torch, nor

object, or is the object activated to send out something for

the person, They see

it~'

far,away, and are certainly

itself?/7/ Is that something sent out visible or not? Is it

right to contend that no light comes to them, it is too

bright or not? Does it make bright by staying on the object,

far away and can no longer make bright. Sometimes inter-

or by surrounding it, or by activating the object to send out

viewees say, one can see the "shine" there around the

in turn? In normal life, no decision concerning these, and

torch.

more, alternatives are made nor required.

(Similar locutions refer to a candle light.) In

this episode, seeing the bright spot -the "light" - is not
thought of as an effect of the torch on the eyes: looking

In interviews we often find vagueness and inconsistencies. If

and seeing a bright spot in a distance is the dominant

the theory indicated is correct, or nearly so, we should not

idea. For somebody used to think in terms of physics the

be surprised, because in interviewing students feel forced to

idea is quite surprising: You see the distant lamp, but no

make decisions on alternatives which were foreign to their

light comes to your eyes. In this episode the activity of

mental furniture before. On the other hand, many passages can

seeing as grasping something far away, and the activity of

be understood as resulting from a hard core expressed by the

shining and thus filling space with an entity "light",

scheme (ii) above.

seem to be completely separate.
I should like to decribe now the main features of this understanding of "light" and contrast it with that of physics.
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4.

Understandings of "light and seeing".

{i) Exciting eigenstates. In that case emission is nor-

4.1 Physics

mally incoherent.

{ 1) "Light" means electromagnetic radiation which t!"anspo!"ts

case classical electrodynamic scattering theory is a very

{ii)

energy and interacts with matter in quanta; the !"egistered
quanta cOI"!"espond to wave lengths of about 400 to 800 nm.

good

Excitation far away from eigenfrequencies. In that
approximation

to

what

quantum

theory

predicts:

coherent scattering. According to patterns of scattering
centres, re-emission varies widely from totally diffuse to

Thus "light" is looked upon as a physical system mediating

sharp "foreward-scattering", i.e. reflection according to

the

the mirror law (which is, of course, never 1001).

interaction between charged matter by exchange of

(4) The objects scatter incoming radiation, part of which can

photons.

form a real image on the retina, provided correct accommo(2) The sou!"ce does not interact di!"ectly and instantaneously
with other' systems, but I"etarded, Believing in energy and
momentum conse!"vation, we must conclude that !"adiation is

dation applies.
(5) The physiological processes which a!"e !"equired such that
"seeing" may occur, are not part of physics proper'.

an entity which moves th!"ough space and exists even if the
source ceases to be active. It should be noted that apart
from conservation a!"guments, no expe!"iment compels us to

4.2 Students' basic phenomenological understanding

abandon the concept of a I"eta!"ded direct action of sou!"ce
on

object.

Of

course,

this

is

not

the

unde!"standing

adopted in physics today/8/, It should also be noted that
the movement of ene!"gy by way of travelling field ex-

A This understanding is prima!"ily correlational.
{1) A luminous body ( "Sou!"ce") shines on an object which
gets b!"ight (b!"ighte!"),

o!" illuminated.

(Implicitly,

citations must not be undei"stood in analogy to the move-

the luminous body is unterstood as the "cause" of the

ment of a ball: there are no "paths" of photons. Thus

illumination.)

light qua radiation is a queer' sort of physical systems.
(And students naively denying that light can be localized

( 2) An observer di!"ects (head and) eyes to the object and
keeps them open.

between sou!"ce and object may seem nea!"er to the concep-

(3) The observer can see the object if not blind.

tion of physics than the conceptions are which physics

Remarks:

teaching does offer' them,)

(a) "shining-on"

implies

a

direct

and

uninterrupted

connection between source and object
{3) Light interacts in a number' of ways with objects:
{a) Absorption:

{b) "Shining" is an activity of the luminous body.

t!"ansformation of I"adiation energy into

{c) The object is a passive !"eceiver of illumination. To be

mechanical, thermal, chemical energy.

illuminated (: more o!" less bright) is a state of the

{b)

object,

Re-emission:

higher

energy

pa!"t

levels,

of

the

which

incoming energy excites
are

lowe!"ed

photons. There are two types of this process:

by

emitting

(d) Directing the eyes on the object and accommodating is
an activity of the obse!"Ve!".

(e) The observer sees the object there; he does not see his

ness as an effect, is different from "light" as being

eyes (or his retina, or even his brain, as some inter-

bright.

viewees said)

"light" coming into the eyes, because, obviously, there

"Seeing" is not understood as an effect of

is no light coming to the observer. Of course,

it is

easy for us to explain all that within our physics
B The concept explains a number of special ideas expressed in
interviews.
(1}

White

objects,

or

objects

colours" (especially yellow),

with

so

called

"bright

understanding,

referring to high absorption and the

threshold of optical sensation. But all this requires a
different understanding of the situation.

can be seen without a
(3) Illuminated objects cannot illuminate other objects.-

source.
We can, hypothetically, reconstruct how students form

This was a strong conviction expressed in interviews.

this idea by taking account of remark (c):

Now, to be bright means to be visible, but not auto-

To be bright, means to be visible, and without doubt, a

matically to be a source. To "switch on light" does

This

make bright the source which illuminates the object1

brightness "comes from" the source, but obviously not

but you never "switch on" the object. Also the illumi-

from

nated object is unterstood as passive, as receptor.

bright

sheet
the

of

paper

source alone.

~

especially

bright.

For other objects are

less

bright with otherwise identical conditions, they may

"Reflecting" objects like mirrors are a special kind of

even be dark. Thus the white paper must have a special

objects. And what students eventually accept is that

property which makes the difference: they

~

bright,

all objects are "reflecting", more or less so. They do

and therefore they can be seen without a source. Of

not accept that an illuminated body is itself a source,

course, this is a chain of reasoning based on playing

as electromagnetic scattering theory says -even most

with the ambiguity of the word "is". But without a

teachers do not believe it.

theorectical background it is difficult to avoid it.

object can be seen means that it is a passive object of

The fact

an active grasping.And even after having demonstrated

that

very bright objects may be felt

as

"dazzling" or otherwise affecting the eyes, i.e. that

the

they may be sensed as active,

paper, students denied that other objects do the same,

may give

additional

weight to the reasoning.

illumination

by an

Even the fact that an

illuminated sheet of white

and that this "shining" is a necessary condition for
being seen. Of course: "shining" is a special process,

(2) A source can be seen from a great distance without

subsumed under the category of activity. While

~

see a

light "coming from" the source to the observer.

continuity between more or less intensive re-emission,

The ambiguity of the word "light" comes out here very
clearly. Light does not come to the observer, because

students'understanding

the source does not illuminate the observer and his
environment. But at the same time he does see the

is

based

on

the

dichotomous

categorization active-passive. For some,it is difficult
to leave it.Even if they change mind and admit "reflection" of light by illuminated objects, they phrase it

source - its "light" as some explicitly state it -,

in a

because the source is bright. "Light", i.e. the bright-

itself".

characteristic way1
Thus

in a

they say "light reflects

subtle way they conserve their
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original understanding: the acitivity of the source is

agreed that the rays cannot be seen, but a small very

transferred to the "light" - whatever that means now -

bright spot on the wall. The two boys spontaneously

and the illuminated object is still a passive resist-

left

ance to the light. (Similar shifts can be observed in

triumphantly told the stunned rest of the class: We can

mechanics referring to impact processes, see/9/.)

see the light ray! Poor teacher /12/.

their

places

and

rushed

near

the

rays

and

(4) Light stays upon the surface, or surrounds the objects.

Teaching may eventually lead to admit "light" as "in-

It is the presence of the source everywhere and the

visible": i t is visible when falling on a body. Again

invariable illumination, the brightness of the surface

in many cases a misunderstanding of what the teacher,

making the object visible(/10/),

hopefully,
messenger

(5) It is not the case that new light, more and more light,
is continuously streaming from the source to the
objects. The idea of a continuous "stream" of light is absent

intends
of

to

the

say

source

occurs:

generates

the

invisible

brightness

when

arriving at the body, and thus it - the bright body and
so the "light" -

can be seen./13/ No idea of the

physics understanding that "brightness" means intensive
scattering fo invisible light.

from the phenomenological understanding. As long as the
source is shining,

the effect remains the very same

-and in so far as light "comes from" the source, it is
"enduring"
help:

(es kommt dauernd Licht).

An analogy may

If you paint an object red, you need not add

But again,

even if scattering and the necessity of

"light" coming into the eyes is admitted: in the eyes
it

becomes

visible,

at

least

on

the

retina

light

becomes bright!

continuously red paint, it is and remains red - till
you rub off the paint.

5. Plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose?

c

We can observe many ideas which belong to a transition
phase from the phenomenological understanding to the

So it seems to be! What we are facing as physics teachers,

understanding of physics/11/. One example was mentioned

especially

under heading B (3) ("reflection"), Another example is

cultural

the admission of "light" as a kind of instrument, or

cultures, Many people reading this paper may get the im-

messenger, or (phrased in a more philosophical tradi-

pression that it blows up a simple piece of teaching to a

tion) emanation of the source, i.e. as a system with a

philosophical problem. Show students the relevant experi-

in

the

early

transformation

grades,
by

is

something

the
like

phenomenon of
a

clash

of

sort of separate existence. And yet it is understood as

ments, and they will grasp the physics. I do not agree,

bright (hell) -what else? We have the record of two 11
year old bright boys who did not believe that the light

Even experiments must be understood, and this can be done
in different ways. In fact, we do know very little about

rays cannot be seen. The teacher used a LASER for a

that process of cultural transformation. And the aim of

demonstration in

this paper is to make a case for teaching to be understood

the dark class-room.

All

students

that way. So far,

"misconception" research has been in-
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A SYNTACTIC SOURCE OF A COMMON
"MISCONCEPTION.. ABOUT ACCELERATION
Patrick Kenealy, Physics Department,
Wayne State University, Detroit, Ml 48202 313-577-2750

INTRODUCTION.
In the teaching of physics, which is the context space I want to keep as
a focus, the "form-1-see• as a learner is generally natural-language
prose, image-schematic descriptions like line drawings and graphs,
algebraic expressions, and laboratory models of the "real world". It will
be asserted that the meaning of the prose gives rise to syntactical
form, and that the syntax constructs and structures "mental spaces".
One of the basic tasks of the learner is captured by the following
question: How is the form I perceive related to meaning? Said it
other ways, the question might be extended: How is the form I
perceive related in any way to what I know? How is the form I
perceive related to "the meaning that was intended" by the instructor?
How has "the meaning that was intended" been used in constructing
the form I perceive?
The data I will present here deals only with a common linguistic
description of acceleration, but I will extend the analysis to some other
examples. In what follows, the very general questions of form and
meaning will be sharpened with specific examples.

COGNITIVE GRAMMARS.
The title of my talk refers to a syntactic source for a mistaken
interpretation of a standard definition of acceleration. The definition
referred to-- •Accslsration is defined as the time rats of change of
velocity. • --occurs in the most widely used high-school textbook in the
U.S.A. (Williams, Trinklein, Metcalfe, 1984). In referring to syntax and
grammar in this paper, I use as bases the ideas of "cognitive
grammars" developed by a number of linguists and cognitive
scientists: Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Langacker (1986), and

Jackendoff (1983). I have also used some linguistically-related ideas,
like the notion of mental-space construction offered by Fauconnier
( 1985) and of category construction as discussed by Lakoff (1986) and
Medin, Wattenmaker, and Hampson (1987). It is also important to note
in this context the work of di Sessa (1985, , 1987) who has developed
the idea of "phenomenological primitives" like "force as a mover" and
"dynamic balance·. He views these as fragments of knowledge that
students bring to a study of physics rather than any integrated
viewpoint.
How are cognitive grammars related to the concerns of this
conference? The relationship is direct, because evidence of
misconceptions and misinterpretations often involve either the
student's translation of natural language into concepts and/or the
rendering of a physical observations or imagistic descriptions into
natural language.
The most important basic departure of a cognitive-grammar approach
from classical theories of grammar is the rejection of the idea that
grammatical constructions are completely independent of the
construction of meaning. Classical grammars are considered
"autonomous" in the sense that a description of the grammar has no
relation to the semantics of the the communication contained in the
structure. That is, the classic description of grammar has little or
nothing to say about semantics or meaning. For example, this notion
of autonomy is a central aspect of the power of purely formal systems
like arithmetic and algebra. On the other hand, the arguments of
"cognitive-grammar" linguists center on the notion that grammatical
constructions and syntax in general can have roots outside of the
language facility itself. The major assertion is that grammatical form
itself has a conceptual base and that its interpretation can construct a
conceptually- based mental space 1,
Fauconnier's (1985) notion of wmental spaces" will be discussed later,
but consider saying the following sentences aloud in succession.
~Fruit flies like bananas: and ~Time flies like an arrow:2 The first might

be considered a factual statement. but the second is a metaphor
based on a view of time as a moving object. A sometimes starling shift
occurs when the word "arrow" is encountered, and the previouslyinterpreted noun flies• must be transformed into a verb that structures
the sentence in a fundamentally different way. Consider what you
would have done if the second sentence said "Time flies like
blueberries."
8

A assertion related to the notion of conceptually-based grammars is
the idea that concepts serve as agents of category construction. This
notion involves rejecting the restrictive classic definition of
membership in a category as a listing of necessary and sufficient
attributes (Lakoff. 1986; Medin, Wattenmaker. and Hampson, 1987 ).
Conceptual knowledge serves to make and rank the importance of
certain relationships among attributes that lead to sources of
categorization like Wlttgenstein's "family resemblances." In cognitive
grammars, the notions of "categories" and "reference" are developed
more in accord with the constraints of psychological experience and
experiment than the constraints of classical theoretical linguistics and
the procedures of dictionary makers.

ROBUST "MISCONCEPTIONS"
The overarchlng question to which my paper is directed is the
following. Is it possible to develop a more detailed story of exactly
how and why students, across broad ranges of age and background,
have difficulty with some linguistic forms of physics-based and
algebra-based tasks, particularly when they are structured in certain
ways? Previous work on related issues in the learning of physics and
the translation of algebra word problems have offered numerous
explanations, some pointing to language difficulties as one aspect of
the performance difficulty. But in general these explanations have
either been vague or have stopped with consideration of the surface
features of the syntax. Is it possible to construct a model that might
indicate in some detail why it is, when students are faced with tasks
which involve translation from natural language, that erroneous

outcomes occur so robustly across age, overall grade-performance
status in a class, and mathematical skills training? Or, looking in the
other direction at the translation issue, what prevents students from
easily describing in natural language, in ways acceptable to physics
teachers, their observations of physical phenomena? And, finally,
one further extension of this same concern: What happens when a
student is faced with a constructed graphical image-schema of
physical phenomena and asked something about the physical
situation that gave rise to it?
As examples of some studies which show these effects, the following
are notable for results that are robust across age, educational
background, relative physics-course performance (grades) , and other
factors. The study of "Mindy's problem"3 , sometimes known as the
"professors-students" problem•. has been extensive, documenting the
robust nature of the "reversed-equation• response (Clement,
Lochhead, and Monk, 1981: Sims-Knight and Kaput, 1983;
Kenealy ,1982). In summarizing investigations of this problem, Kaput
( 1985) has pointed to an apparent "overriding of a vulnerable
understanding of algebraic syntax ... by natural language syntax and
rules of reference•. Kaput (1987) later analyzed it further in terms of a
default interpretation related to congruence between the adjectivenoun syntactical form and the algebraic form. He states that •semantic
and imagistic" factors have a strong bearing on the type of translation
errors that students are likely to make in linguistically-presented
problems.
McDermott, Rosenquist, and van Zee ( 1987) have
pointed out the difficulty that people have in connecting graphs to
physical concepts and to "real-world" events, noting that the nature of
the difficultiess is the same across all populations studied; from
students in high-school physical-science classes to calculus-basedphysics students. Others have worked with children's performance on
addition, subtraction, and basic algebra problems and have pointed at
the syntax and semantics as sources of difficulty (Resnick, CauzinilleMarmeche, and Mathieu, 1987; De Corte and Verschaffel, 1987).
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The possibility of coherently uniting some of these diverse difficulties

TABLE 1.

Groups (total N "' 513)

by identifying a common source is a highly attractive one. The tact that
students •get it wrong" in these studies in such particular ways and in
such robust fashion may point to an underlying process that is
basically the same in each case. The attempt in this paper applies the
ideas developed by Lakoff, Johnson. Fauconnier and others to the
particular area of difficulties in decoding and re-presenting physics
and related algebra concepts.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DECODING A LINGUISTIC DEFINITION OF ACCELERATION
Before dealing more directly with theoretical notions, I want to present
some data which deal with the translation of a particular definition of
acceleration from natural-language to natural-language. When
presented to novices for interpretation, this task leads robustly to an
erroneous restatement of what "acceleration• means. The data is
narrowly linguistic in its focus, but illustrates the power of whatever
process may be acting to produce the result. The result provides
another example of a common and robust misinterpretation of a
description of a well-defined scientific concept.
In a previous paper, I have discussed the importance of •acceleration"
as a basic concept, one which appears very early in introductory
courses and which has been identified by high-school teachers as
difficult to teach (Kenealy,1986). I discussed data on a set of 20
problems, which asked subjects to identify in each case an instance of
acceleration and its direction. The responses were analyzed by
extracting possible rules to explain a pattern of incorrect answers. The
three most prevalent rules taken in combination completely predicted
the performance of several students on the set of questions. More
recently, a earlier version of the following data was presented
(Kenealy,1987), but without the possible explanation I am suggesting
in this paper.
The study Involved the groups shown in Table 1.

8.
9.

8th graders (N = 7). Bright, selected on basis of SAT scores.
9th and 1Oth graders (N = 91 ). In general science of biology courses.
11th graders (N • 76). In chemistry courses.
11th and 12th graders (N = 39). In first semester of a physics class.
11th and 12th graders (N • 90). In first semester of a physics class;
this group took the task home and most typed it up.
College, primarily 2nd and 3rd year (N • 114). Administered as a
pretest the first day of an algebra-based physics course.·
College, primarily 2nd and 3rd year (N - 46). Administered in the 2nd
semester of an algebra-based physics course.
B.S.in science, not physics (N ·15). High-school chemistry, biology
teachers in a workshop.
B.S., science (N = 35). Experienced high-school physics teachers
chosen for workshop on criteria related to excellent teaching.

The populations extend across a range of education and possible
preparation to handle the task. The task is essentially a linguistic one,
the interpretation of the common definition of acceleration cited above.
As mentioned, the definition is one which unfortunately Is offered as
the first-encountered textual definition of this concept in a significant
number of high schools in the United States. The subjects in this study
were given the statements shown in Table 2. one on either side of a
piece of paper.
Table 2.
1. We're trying to figure out how people make sense of
sentences which are used to define Ideas In science.
Simply on the basis of making sense, explain what the
followjng sentence says about the meaning of the word
wacceleration."
"Acceleration is defined as the time rate of change of velocity.
2. "An automobile accelerates when It leaves a stoplight. •
What does the word •acceleration" mean in this everyday
situation?

The order of presenting the questions was randomized. and, in a
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simple accounting of correct and erroneous responses to the

The first category includes responses of "change of velocity, llv" as an
acceptable response. Table 5 lists the statistical results by the four

definitional question. no effect of question order was apparent.

broad categories in Table 4. The number of responses that were

Table 3. Typical ·acceleration-is time" responses from Group 8 and
associated responses to the second question. Shown is
a subject code with physics background and teaching subject.
(HS • high school; question numbers keyed to Table 3; underling added.)
174: (No HS or coli. physics) (Biology, Environmental Science)
1. I would say acceleration is the lime it takes an object to pass a measurable set
of distances noting if there is a change in time between equal distances.
2. A change in direction or velocity.
661: (Yes HS and Coli. physics) (Biology and Chemistry)
1. 1.1.v ... Acceleration js the time an object takes to travel a given distance in
relation to the force applied.
2. Acceleration in this situation is the movement of the car at a constant increase
in speed through a certain distance in a given time interval.
286: (No HS, yes, coli. physics) (Unified Science; Mathematics and Social Science)
1 .Acceleratjon is the time it takes for you to go from a rest position to the desired
speed.
2. From initial veioc•y of zero rest to some velocity v. Motion of the auto fofWard.
990: (No HS or coli. physics) (Environmental Ed., Earth Science)
1. . . the time I takes to go some distance ...
2. The stoplight is not moving, the car is moving. As it leaves or passes the
stoplight, the car moves foMard at a given speed or velocity.

The most robust wrong response (see Table 3) consistently identified
acceleration as an amount of time required to change a velocity.
The answers were coded as in Table 4 and put into broad categories.
Table 4. Coding of responses.
1. a) the speed changes; it goes faster; speeds up; velocity changes.
b) velodty changes andJwith time changes; correct responses.
2. a) the time, or how long it takes, to changes the velocity or speed.
b) the time, or how long it takes, to change position.
c) a ... t /llv ; a • t llv
3. a) blank
b) don't understand; exact repeat of defining sentence.
4. other responses.

judged correct are given in the parentheses in category 1.
Table 5.
GROUP

N

RESPONSE CATEGORY (% OF N)

1
43 (43)

2
43

3
0

4
14

91

29 (8)

15

27

29

3

76

21 (8)

28

29

22

4

39

38 (23)

41

5

15

5

90

47 (46)

30

10

13

6

114

45 (30)

38

9

8

7

46

76 (72)

24

0

0

8

15

53 (40)

27

7

13

9

35

91 (88)

3

3

3

1

7

2

The pattern of correct answers in the various populations generally
follows "nominal physics-education level" in an expected way, with
one exception which is relatively easy to explain. This exception is the
specially selected group of bright eighth-graders (Group 1), who made
more right interpretations than nominal educational level would
predict. Their group was the smallest (N=7), and there was little
scatter in their answers; three got it correct and three missed it by
giving the "time• answer. They were tested at the first class meeting of
a special summer physics program. One other "exceptional" data
point is from a group of high-school physics students (Group 5) who
got more right than another similar group (Group 4); their instructor
allowed these students to take the task home and gave extra credit for
typing the responses. Even so, the number of correct responses was
below 50%. The performance of these two •exceptional" groups falls
between college students just beginning a pre-med algebra-based
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physics course and college students at the end of two semesters of

Figura 2.

that course.
50

Figure 1 provides a graph of "%-correct• vs. •nominal physicseducation level". In Fig. 1, Group 1 has been removed, and the
physics background of Group 6 was judged to be between Groups 6
and 7. The background of the teachers in Group 8 included very little
physics. The graph has been fit with a curve simply to call attention to
the trend of the data.
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Figura 1.
In Figure 2. the data of Table 5 corresponding to "%-acceleration-istime• responses vs. "nominal physics-education level" are plotted.

The Group-S data on the physics-class high-school seniors who took
the questions home is included in order to note that, despite the
advantage of taking it home, they still produced "acceleration-is-time"
answers in 30% (27 of 90) of their responses. The graph shows an
inverse U-shape, with erroneous •acceleration-is-time" answers
peaking for the high-school seniors In their first semester of physics
and college students beginning the algebra-based physics
sequences.
Why did those populations most closely associated with physics
classes make the most errors of this particular "acceleration-is-time•
type? One possible interpretation is the following. The groups that
made the "time" error most robustly were the groups that actually paid
attention to the instructions and therefore engaged in the decoding
task. I will characterize the error-pattern in the data in the following
way: When a serious attempt was made to decode the sentence, the
erroneous "acceleration-is-time" response occurred in 20 to 40% of
the trials within each population group. The two groups at the

extremes are relatively easy to account for. The group with the fewest

MODELLING RESPONSES TO TASKS

errors at the high-educational level was composed of practicing high-

Decoding and re-presentation tasks. The terms "decoding" and

school physics teachers selected for a workshop on the basis of
The group at the lowest
criteria related to "excellent teaching".
educational level were high school freshmen in a variety of courses
and the spread of their answers ranged the most widely of any group,
with many answers being only remotely related, if at all, to the
assigned task. Although we might simply dismiss these two extrema
as some kind of ceiling and floor effects, what kind of ceiling and floor
are they? Consider the following: the two extreme groups did not or
could not decode the sentence in a literal way. The experienced

"re-presentation", in the view that I am going to discuss, are more
appropriate than the term "translation". "Translation" includes both
decoding and re-presentation and is too broad for use in this analysis.
The goal is to develop a more differentiated and principled account of
how various kinds of incorrect responses occur so robustly. A more
detailed basis for describing the nature of the robustness may· be a
guide for developing new teaching strategies and assessing those
already in place.

physics teachers accessed many other resources, while many of the
freshmen could not make any sense of the sentence. There is support
for the latter assertion in the wide scatter in responses in Groups 2 and

The important "decoding" question is: Given either a linguistic or
imagistic description of a physical event, or given a physical event to
observe: How does one decode or "construct meaning" from these
sources?

3 including about 25-30% who said variations of "I don't know." or
simply rewrote the defining sentence exactly.
There is some external support for the suggested interpretation from
other studies.
For example, one study (Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser,
and Wang, 1981: Lesgold, 1984) plotted errors in the diagnosis of Xray pictures by beginning, intermediate, and expert radiologists. When
diagnostic errors were plotted with axes analogous to those used
above, namely, error-rate vs. an experience dimension, the results
follow an inverse-U-shaped curve. In another study (Dee-Lucas and
Larkin, 1986), the "sensitivity" of readers to a definitional-sentence
form in a physics-text passage was plotted vs. a naive, novice, and
expert dimension related to physics background. This study also
produced an inverted-U-shaped curve, with novice physics students
judging sentences, imbedded in textbook passages and identified as
definitions, as more important than either experts or those judged as
•naive" with respect to physics training. The latter study is of particular
pertinence in supporting the rationale in this study that the physics
novices, Groups 1, 4, 5, and 6, who were in or just starting classes in
physics, paid particular attention to the decoding assignment.

The important "re-presentation" question is: How does one describe
the experience of the "constructed meaning" in symbolic terms,
perhaps either in natural language or mathematical language, so that
it can be re-presented to an external audience who has not been privy
to the construction process?
The approach that follows leans heavily on the work of linguists: Lakoff
and Johnson (1980), Fauconnier (1985), and Lakoff (1986). The work
of Jackendoff (1983), Dinsmore (1987), and di Sessa (1985, 1986)
has also influenced this discussion.

Experiential realism. The basic epistemological viewpoint is
called "experiential realism" by Lakoff. It may be summarized in the
following way. A real world of objects and interactions exists. Humans
apprehend and structure their experience of this real world via basic
metaphors and idealized cognitive models which arise from their
embodied experience of interactions with the real world: UP-DOWN,
FRONT-BACK, PART-WHOLE, IN-OUT, CENTER-PERIPHERY, SAME·
DIFFERENT, ENTITIES, LINKS, PATHS, CONTAINERS, CONDUITS,
SOURCES and activities like PUSH-PULL, CAUSATION AS DIRECT
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MANIPULATION, FORCE AS MOVER, COUNTING, MEASURING,
SHAPING, GROUPING, and others. (Some brief examples from Lakoff
and Johnson (1980) of the structuring of concepts in terms of idealized
cognitive models are in the endnotes. 7 ) "Experience" includes not
only perception and motor activity, but all genetically-acquired
properties that contribute to activities and interactions in physical and
social environments.
To be a "directly meaningful" reference, a
distinction or activity must have been directly and repeatedly
experienced.
An individual's experience, though structured by the
same processes as others' experiences, is unique to that individual
and the meaningfulness of events, situations, and descriptions of
situations to that individual will be unique. This does not deny the
existence of a real world with real interactions, but it does indicate that
there is no uniquely correct description of reality, only, at best, an
agreed-upon description between two or more "experiencers•.e

Categories. The use of categories and prototype structures in
organizing knowledge is, in this view, evidence of deeper-lying
structures (the idealized cognitive models) grounded in basic
experiences. Categorizing is a basic human activity that gives
coherence to experience and is the main way we make sense of
experience. The real world exists, but, based on evidence from a
variety of human sciences, there is some doubt that there are natural
joints at which to carve up the real world into classical categories in
which membership is based on listings of necessary and sufficient
conditions. 9
There is evidence that the basic level of categorization is based on
gestalt perception (Mervis and Rosch, 1981 ). Experiential gestalts
tend to be at a central position in hierarchically structured categories.
For example, the position of "chair" is relative to a superordinate label
"furniture" and subordinate elaborations like "rocking chair" and • desk
chair". To paraphrase Brown (1965): while a dime can be called 'a
coin' or 'money' or 'a 1952 dime'. we somehow feel 'dime• is its real
name. "Basic level" does not mean "conceptually primitive level", in

that the latter phrase is taken to mean concepts with no internal
structure. For example, consider the following list.
Subordinate

Superordinate
moving

running, walking

ambling, racing

ingesting

eating, drinking

slurping, gulping

The directly meaningful perceptions are in the hierarchy at an
intermediate level. They are neither the highest nor lowest level of
conceptual organization. Nor are they without structure. But the
assertion is that they are the most salient members of the category, the
easiest to process, learn, remember, and use. Despite being in the
middle of a hierarchy, they are actually cognitively simple.1o
Categories can acquire an abstract structure by projection from the
basic-level gestalt to superordinate or subordinate levels or by
metaphorical projection from any physical experience.

Mental Spaces. The form of language provides instructions on how
to structure mental spaces and how to give meaning to what is being
presented. Fauconnier (1985) has viewed the construction of
meaning in natural language to be closely tied to the construction of
"mental spaces". Two or more spaces interconnected In specific
defined ways form a domain for organizing and sharpening certain
kinds of incoming information. In simple cases. such domains of
spaces can represent the world as it is defined in a painted picture, a
movie. or a novel; in more complicated instances, spaces might be
constructed to be a particular person's point of view, a situation or
event in time and/or space, or a hypothetical situation in time and/or
space. There can be mental spaces imbedded in other mental
spaces. The structuring of these spaces may depend on propositional
models, metaphor, metonymy, or image schemas (Lakoff, 1986).
A simple grammatical structure gives instructions for space
construction in context.
But the construction process is
underdetermined by the instructions. Multiple complex spaces can

arise from simple construction principles and simple linguistic
structures.
One cannot expect the sentence that constructed the
space to reflect the complexity of the constructed space.11
An aside. Before getting caught here in a kind of infinite regression of spaces too

numerous and complex to ever understand, imagine these structures as having

plausible way, problems whose solution has been difficult or
impossible within other models of language functioning (Dinsmore,
1987).
Examples. Consider the following sentences in which a speaker or
writer is attempting to describe something to you:

one particular aspect of a fractal-generated diagram 12. Fractal geometry deals with
complex forms that are not smooth or homogeneous, but mimic the •constrained

"In Len's painting, the girt with blue eyes has green eyes.· or

randomness· found everywhere in nature (West and Goldberger, 1967). Fractal

"In physics, acceleration is defined as the time rate or change of velocity.•15

diagrams can reproduce remarkably real-looking coastlines, mountain ranges,
clouds, biological organs, and other natural shapes.

One sense in which such

structures are constrained is that when examined at higher and higher
magnifications, the small-scale structure is similar to the larger scale form.

For

purposes of my metaphor, this self-similarity at various scales is the salient feature of
the fractal model.

Understanding the local structure somewhere can help

understand the local structure at any level of magnification.

Several features of these two sentences are noteworthy. They both
may be precisely true in the real world. But the feature dominating any
notions of their truth is fact that both are subject to ambiguous
readings. The following paragraphs demonstrate some of the analysis
procedures of certain forms of "cognitive grammars•.t6

I would extend this

metaphor to embedded mental spaces, looking first at any connections between
two states without worrying much about what is being missed on a different scale.

Fauconnier ( 1985) asserts that language, as it occurs. "builds up
mental spaces, relations between them, and relations between
elements within them:t3 The spaces are constructed or evoked by
"space builders", phrases such as "Len believes _ .. , "In 1952, _ •.
"It you catch a fish, _ . , "In the movie_., "In the technical world of
physics, _., and so on. Within spaces. objects may be represented
as existing with "true~ relationships among them, regardless of their
real-world status (Dinsmore, 1987).
Fauconnier notes that the
construction of spaces are not representations of reality or of partial
"possible worlds". The construction of spaces represents a way in
which we think and talk, but does not say anything about the real
objects of this thinking and talking.14

A. The first sentence might mean several different things. Is it that
"the girl with blue eyes" is the real-world model and has been
painted with green eyes? Or is "the girl with blue eyes• the one in
the painting, while the real-world model has green eyes? Or does
the female in the painting have blue eyes .l.lllt green eyes, being
perhaps a multiply-eyed creature from outer space. Arbitrarily
choosing one of these interpretations, Fauconnier models this
schematically as shown:17
C

SPEAKER'S "REAL• WORLD

Why is the idea of Fauconnler's mental spaces something worth
considering very seriously? The answer is that the idea has been
successfully used to handle a variety of classic problems in linguistics
and the philosophy of language in a simple, uniform, and intuitively

X,: GIRL. WITH
BLUE EYES

(CONNECTOR)

LEN'S PAINTING (AS REPORTED
BY SPEAKER)

X2

:GIRL WITH
GREEN EYES
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The link between the two spaces is called a connector and is created

counterpart in S2 , NP may set up a new element x' in S2 such that

by considerations similar to those that produce the basic level of
categories, fundamental embodied experiences, and/or broad
cultural experience. Whatever the source of the connector, it acts in
Fauconnier's theory as an identity (ID) principle; the parts so
connected may literally stand for one another. For example, "Plato is
on the top shelf." most likely means to many people "The books by
Plato are on the top shelf." The connector gets its power from the
pragmatic connection between writers and books, creators and
created.

x' = C(x).

B. Jackendoff (1975) made the important observation that the analysis
(not the meaning) of sentences like the first one above are little
changed if the initial phrase is of the form "Len believes _·. In this
instance the "space maker• phrase constructs a belief space. in
which entities, and relationships between entities, can exist as 'true'
and used as a basis for reasoning independent of any correlation
with the 'real world'. Fauconnier provides an image schema of the
following form.18
C

SPEAKER'S "REAL• WORLD

~:GIRlWITH
BLUE EYES

(CONNECTOR)

LEN'S BELIEF (AS REPORTED
BY SPEAKER)

~

:GIRLWITH
GREEN EYES

The ID (identity principle) connector (labelled ·c· in the diagram)
used between two spaces is functional in character, operator-like,
rather than being an object or entity. If one has two spaces. S1 and
S2, linked by a connector, C, and a noun phrase, NP, introduces or

points to an element x in 81, then a) if x has a counterpart x' (x =
F(x')) in S2 , NP may identify x'; or b) if x has no established

It would be useful to note one further distinction about what the
spaces are not. If the following construction occurs, "Len hopes
_ . , the hope-space constructed is imbedded in the "Len believes
_ . space. But the former can be entirely distinct from the latter in
the sense of having no elements in common: these spaces,
represented schematically by circles, are not like Venn diagrams.
C. In the second sentence listed (the definition of acceleration), the
space-making phrase is "In physics _•, or, as it might be seen by
a student, "In the scientific world of physicists, _.. For a student,
even one relatively sophisticated in another domain, this may set up
an empty space or one with fragments of physical experience which
are either isolated or have a few, weak interconnections. These
fragments could be something like di Sessa's phenomenological
primitives (di Sessa, 1985) and/or the basic levels of categories of
physical experience (Mervis and Rosch. 1981) and/or simply, on an
even more fundamental level, the repeated experiences that order
physical phenomena that comes from being embodied in an
interactive environment, like the notion of CAUSATION AS DIRECT
MANIPULATION, PART-WHOLE, LINKS, PATHS, COUNTING, and
SHAPING. Other fragments that one might imagine being activated
are algebra equations expressing facts about motion (v = at) or
Newton's laws (F = ma) but without elaboration or strong relations.
A simple diagram of it might look like the following:

C

The first diagram involving the acceleration definition corresponds to

(CONNECTOR)

what a linguist would call the classical transparent reading of the
sentence; it allows the possibility that x2 does not, or, perhaps, need

SPEAKER'S "REAL" WORLD,

Sz

S.

PHYSICS WORLD
(AS REPORTED BY
SPEAKER)

~ TIME
RATE of CHG of VEL

X2

ACCELERATION

not, be identified by "time rate of change of velocity". The second
diagram is the classical opaque reading: both parts are in the
physics space and allow the possibility that x2 may have no
counterpart in A. For example, imagine perhaps that the sentence
defined some physical notion related to a space constructed by "In
this science fiction novel, _ :

If an expert reads the defining sentence, one imagines the

There are some other points to be made about the physics space of

constructed space to be so rich that whatever phrase follows the
space-making phrase is nearly irrelevant in terms of imparting any

the novice. It is generally an isolated space with little metaphorical
structuring or structuring of any kind. H is not the space of algebra or
algebra classes. It is not the space of the •real" everyday world,
where ambiguous language is sometimes to be desired and where
approximate expressions of experiences and feelings are valued. It
is not the space of history or political science classes, which, for a
novice, may be metaphorically structured simply because they are
about human interactions. The latter two are spaces where It is rare
that a single sentence is as precisely normative as a scientific
definition.19

information or changing the established connections. But a novice
faces the enormous task of extracting information from the sentence
and relating it to a space with many unstructured fragments. The
novice must pay very close attention to the defining sentence and the
information contained in its syntax and try to identify and relate it to a
known entity or structure. If the latter process fails, any reasonable
interpretation of the definition seems unlikely.
Is the diagram above correctly done in terms of the sense of the
sentence? That is, is it apparent what part of the definition is in the
speaker's "real" world? Any of it? Consider the following diagram.

0

SPEAKER'S "REAL" WORLD,

S.

0

Sz

PHYSICS WORLD
(AS REPORTED BY
SPEAKER)
ACCELERATION

X2
X2

TIME
RATE of CHG. of VEL

DISCUSSION
The definitional sentence of acceleration being examined here gets its
importance from its widespread use as the introduction of a basic
concept. Many students who attempt to restate the definition, or
express an understanding of it in their own words, fall into a consistent
error, namely, re-presenting the definition with some form of the
"acceleration-is-time• response.

"Acceleration Is time."

There is much data from studies on
problem-solving in various domains that indicate novices will classify
problems or tasks on the basis of features mentioned within the
statement of the problem (Lesgold, 1984). In categorizing physics
problems, novices will mention springs, inclined planes, pulleys, and
other physical entities mentioned in the statement of the p(roblem.
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Mathematics students can recognize various ·word problems• by type.
In general, novices recognize cues which may trigger some pragmatic
rules that allow them to begin to treat a problem {Dreyfus and Dreyfus,

Of the more than 300 responses in categories 2,3, and 4 in Table 5,
only 20 mentioned the word "rate" at all. Here are some verbatim
examples of parts of those responses.

1986). These considerations along with others mentioned in the
previous sections, suggest what may occur when a student confronts

a) time or rate to build up speed:

the isolated definition.

b) the time and the rate and the velocity of something:
c) the rate Of time increases;

The process may be similar to the following. The student realizes the
importance of the defining statement and attempts to parse the
sentence. (The mental space perspective, which might indicate
whether the stUdent believes there is any connection to the real world,
is unimportant here. The parsing task should be possible whatever
the initial construction may be.) The student is not attempting to parse
standard English, but technical jargon, like the phrase "time rate",
which is not well-formed in English. The defining sentence is
reminiscent of the grammatically correct imbedded sentences that
linguists construct when demonstrating that it is possible to generate
an infinite number of grammatically correct sentences. For example:

d) the time it takes the rate

e) the time and rate and change of speed:
f) the time it takes the rate to change:
g) the time and rate it takes for a person to get I rom one place ...

Note that in several cases "time" and "rate" and "change of speed"
appear as separate nouns or noun phrases, syntactically isolated from
each other, perhaps as an initial list of cues for the student. One
example of a student's correct response mirrors his struggle with the
syntax. By parsing the sentence back-to-front, the student has
eliminated the confusion of the initial adjective, "time":
h) "I read

The bam door the horse the Iarmer cut loose opened blew shut.

to change:

~over

4 or 5 times: If something has a velocity, and the velocity

is changing, then that velocity must be changing at a rate, and that
rate is acceleration:

which makes sense when grouped in the following way. If you first
read the sentence without the imbedded sentences, and then add
them back from the outside in, the meaning becomes clearer.
(The bam door (the horse ( the Iarmer cut loose) opened) blew shut.)

The phrase "time rate of change of velocity• may, to a novice, be
grouped in different ways. Some possibilities are:
1)

(time) (rale ol change ol velocily);

2)

(time) (rate of change) of (velocity);

3)

(time) (rate) of (change Of velocity):

4)

(time) (rate of (change of) velocity);

5)

(time (rate of change) ol velocity);

6)

(time rate) ol (change ol velocity).

In many responses, the word "time" is taken as an independent noun.
The appearance of isolated nouns and noun phrases indicates an
attempt to extract meaningful information, but the result indicates
unstructured fragments.
The word "rate" , when recognized as an
appropriate cue, is confusing because it implicitly contains time in
normal usage. Consider the meaning of the phrases "birth rate• and
"crime rate." The syntax gives few clues to the novice about how the
words are to be grouped.
Another feature exacerbates the difficulty of the task. The word "time"
is in the prominent position in a definition usually given to the
superordinate level of a category. Consider the following initial
phrases of several definitional statements:

are optical devices ...

A pen is an Instrument ..

"Trainees functioning at an intermediate level are in the process of compiling and
tuning their ability ... They are also teaming to take into account ... constraints

An eye is lhe organ of sight ...

imposed by film context and variations in film quality. Finally, they are developing

An eyeglass is a lens . .

their ability to construct a global model of the patienrs medical condition ... their

Eyeglasses

Acceleration is the time .

pertormance suffers in those cases where their new more complete, schemas
assert partial control but are Insufficiently automated to finish the job; that is, they

The salience of the syntactical position of the word "time", combined
with the novice's search for cues, and the difficulty of decoding the way
in which the words should be grouped, set the stage for the observed
robust error pattern.
A U-shaped curve and the dimension of experience.
Assuming the construction or evocation of mental spaces, one way to
restate the difficulties novices have is to note that the available
structuring for the space, although much greater than for naive
subjects in a domain, is not structured strongly or buttressed by much
experience. An expert's space, besides being structured, perhaps, by
a better grasp on theory, is presumed to be structured by wide
exposure to concrete examples. The basic-level experiences,
discussed above as central to categories, may have been augmented
by gestalt-like sophisticated laboratory or clinical experiences within
the expert's domain. This may allow the expert to reason meaningfully
with these complex entities in the same manner novices might reason
meaningfully with the more basic embodied experiences. Support for
the idea of experts reasoning in this fashion can be found in Dreyfus
and Dreyfus (1986).

no longer have the simplistic recognition abilities of the new trainee, but they
have not yet automated the refinements they have acquired. •20

The last sentence states the reasons for the nominally better
performances on either end of the experience dimension.
The mental-space account, considered as structured by the basic-level
experences and phenomenological primitives, contributes at least two
things to the information-processing account:
1) a psychologically plausible explanation of the terms •compiled procedUres•
and •automated, refined, flexible schemata,· and
2) some tools to analyze Unguistic difficulties, tools which are absent from the
schema account.

Strategies In teaching. As is true for most definitions of scientific
concepts in a pedagogical setting, less is not more. Condensed
scientific definitions tend to bury the procedures and experiments that
underlie them. As a counterexample, consider the textbook definition
of acceleration offered by Sears, Zemansky, and Young (1980):
Considering again the motion of a particle along the x-axls, we suppose the at
time 11 the particle
at point

It is important to say that the above account is along the same lines of
an account given by lesgold (1984) in describing the U-shaped curve
of errors found while studying the diagnostic skills of novice,
intermediate, and expert radiologists. But in that case the explanation
was couched in terms of schemas and an information processing
model. In that model, the complex gestalt entities mentioned above
are identified as compiled procedures. Lesgold comments:

Is at point P and has velocity v1 and that ala later lime t2 it is

a and has velocity v2.

moves from P to

The average acceleration of the particle as it

a is defined as the

ratio of the change in velocity to the

elapsed time ...

The distinction between this description and the one studied in this
paper is the distinction between a feature specification of a scientific
concept and a procedyra! specification. Reif (1986) provides an
excellent discussion of this point
The pioneering work of Arnold Arons over many years has consistently
emphasized the importance of operational definitions. (See, for
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example, Arons, 1984.) In this context, it is interesting to note his

The diagram makes clear where the vocabulary terms. developed by

comments about what I would consider the definitional elements which

scientists to talk about the phenomena, are located. The diagram
makes explicit why the forms labelled 2) are appropriate explanations.
The forms labelled 1) could be confusing to a novice and might appear

are somewhat analogous to basic-level experiences.
Finally, it needs to be firmly emphasized to the students that operational
definitions of technical terms cannot be "figured out• from the terms themselves
and must be memorized ... II is far more Important to memorize the vocabulary

to be structured in the following way, with everything in the physics
world and no connectors to the real world:

than to memorize the formulas. 21

The Insight provided by mental spaces in characterizing the distinction
between belief spaces and a "real" world may help model a teaching
difficulty, related to definitions. that McDermoH (1975) has pointed out.
In discussing the preparation of teachers for teaching physics, she has
emphasized the importance of structuring linguistic definitions in
certain ways. Consider the following two sets of descriptions. Each
statement may be thought of as prefaced by "In the scientific world of
physicists, ... ":
A. 1) Because light consists of waves, it exhibits diffraction and interference.

0

SPEAKER'S "REAL" WORLD.

©

S.

Sz

PHYSICS WORLD
(AS REPORTED BY
SPEAKER)

Or, even worse in terms of the understanding of the students, they may
get confused about what part is defining what terms:

2) Because light exhibits diffraction and Interference, a wave model is a useful
description.
B. 1)

Because the boat is less dense than water, it floats.

2)

Because the boat floats, it is less dense than water.

c
c·

The forms labelled 2) in each set place the observational phenomena
as primary and in the "rear world, as shown in the following diagram.

SPEAKER'S "REAL• WORLD,

S.

Sz

PHYSICS WORLD
(AS REPORTED BY
SPEAKER)

C (CONNECTOR)
where X1 and X1', on the right in the "theoretical" space, are physical

c·

phenomena more closely associated with observation, namely,
"interference and diffraction• and "floats on water." This arrangement
is pedagogically unsound.
SPEAKER'S "REAL• WORLD,

X.
X1

S.

INTERFERENCE & DIFFRACTION
FLOATS ON WATER

Sz

PHYSICS WORLD
(AS REPORTED BY
SPEAKER)
~ WAVEMODEL

X2

LESS DENSE THAN
WATER

ENDNOTES
1As an aside. it should be mentioned that this doesn't directly address the question of
the "innateness· of the grammatical components.
21first heard the sentences from di Sessa during a talk, but the grammatical argument
cannot be blamed on him.
3This consists of some variation of "In Mindy's restaurant, for every four pieces of cake
ordered, five pieces of pie are ordered. Write an equation which tells you how many
pieCes of cake are needed if you know how many pieces of pie will be ordered."
4 "There are 7 studerns for every professor at a certain conference. Write an equation
which represen1s this situation.•
5The difficulties they cite refer to "translation" problems, attention to the "wrong
features" of graphs, the matching of information in a narrative passage to graphical
representation, the requirement for active interpretation as opposed to the use of
memorized procedures, and students' attempts to construct analytical graphs ol
motion, v vs. t, which result in reproducing the spatial appearance of the motion, an
outcome particularly prevalen1 if no measurements were made.
6As an aside, the commen1 of a psychologist familiar with graphs of drug dose vs.
behavioral measures made on animals was: "Ah, the ubiquitous inverse U·shaped
curve. • I was startled and asked what she mean1. She poin1ed out that it is often the
case that very low and very high doses of drugs produce similar low response rates.
There is probably no analogy to be drawn to high doses of education.
7 HEALTH AND LIFE ARE UP; SICKNESS AND DEATH ARE OOWN

He's at the IUI.IA of health. Lazarus mu from the dead. He's in 11m shape. Hel.ill ill. He's
liDl!.iDg last. He came dmtQ with the flu. His heahh is lit.diaiog. He ~dead. SOURCE:
SERIOUS IU.NESS FORCES YOU TO PHYSICALLY UE OOWN.

HAVING CONTROL IS UP; BEING SUBJECT TO CONTROL IS OOWN
have control Q:LII.[ him. I am lUl...lQQ of the situation. He's at the hiight of his power. He is
.lllldl.t my control. He fill from power. He is my social iil.IJtl:ku. He is Ism. man on the totem
pokt. SOURCE: PHYSICAL SIZE OFTEN CORRELATES WITH PHYSICAL STRENGTH
TIME IS A MOVING OBJECT. The time will come . . . The time for action has arrived. Lars
meet the future head-on.
TIME IS STATIONARY AND WE MOVE THROUGH IT. As we go through the years ... We're
approaching the end of the month ...
TIME IS A RESOURCE. Tltnels money. Time can be spent, wasted, given, stolen, •..

8fheoretical organizing ideas like "frames·. "scripts•. ·schemas• and •scenarios" have
been developed previously as cognitive models. They might be characterized as
network structures with labelled values that code propositional information. The
labels may be •empty slots• that are filled with situation-specific Information or with
default values. As currently structured they are fairly restrictive and do not seem to
be able to address problems dealing with language, metaphors, and metonymic
phenomena. See Lakoff (1986).
91n fact, If those natural joln1s do not exist, the hunting-based metaphor of the real
worid as an dead animal to be butchered at its joints may, fortunately, have to be
abandOned.
10 Lakoft (1986), p. 199.
11Fauconnler (1985), p.168.
121 olfer this model to honor or the long tradition of using whatever is the latest
fascinating technology or mathematics concept to model the mind.
13Fauconnier (1985), p.2.
14tbid., p. 152.

15As pedagogy, this sentence is an unm"igated disaster. However. his a technically
correct piece of jargon, with the origin of the phrase "time rate" used by physicists to
avoid contusion with •space rate•, by which is meant a change In some variable as a
function of position rather than as a function of time. For example, as one heads
east from the Rocky Mountains, one's height above sea level changes. The •space
rate of change in height" might be expressed as a change in height per kilometer of
eastward travel.
16Since these argumen1s are being applied on a restricted problem by a non-finguist,
one should take care not to judge their potential power on this very narrow
applicatiOn. I am also syn1hesizing here the approaches of several differen1 authors,
and it is unclear that each would agree with the other. let alone agree with my
application. That being said, I have been very careful not do violence·to the
constraints expressed in their theories, at least as near as 1can work wllh them In the
mental space(s) evoked by their writing.
17Fauconnier (1985), p. 12.
18 1bid., p. 14.
19Lakolf (1986), p. 122,123, commerns cogernly, quoting Paul Kay, on folk theories
of how words gal defined.
20Lesgold (1984), p. 52.
21Arons (1984), p. 22.
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Christina

PUPILS ARE ABLE

K~rrqvist

University of Gothenburg

The aim of this study was to obtain detailed information
on the development of reasoning during a learning process.
Four pupils (14 - 16 years old) were observed in depth
when working with a number of problems in electricity.
Their activities and comments were recorded using audiovisual techniques. The study was approached in a constructivist tradition.
The case study has shown that lower secondary school pupils
are capable of formulating problems at their own level,
developing knowledge of their own and designing their own
experiments to test ideas. They are full of initiative and
imagination when allowed to work at their own pace, exploring electric systems. Pupils are able to expand and refine
their conceptual structures in dialogues with a teacher or
another pupil about electrical experiments.
Now I would like to give some examples of this:
Ed ( 16 years old) is asked to light a bulb with a battery
and a coppe~~igure 1 you con follow hi• attempts.

Figure 4

Figure 3

He is convinced that two metal poles on the battery will
contact the lowest point of the bulb. So he tries for a
long while to get this to function. He is told by the
teacher that it is possible to light the bulb with the
battery only. Suddenly the bulb flashes. Ed holds the
system quite still and inspects it. Then he makes a
drawing (figure 4). He sees what he expects to see. His
observation is guided by his unipolar model.
When Ed is told to try to use a wire in this last system
he discovers the second pole of the bulb (figure 3 c~.
Now he suddenly speaks of the current circulating in
the circuit. When refocusing on the first battery system
he immediately connects it successfully (figure 5) •

..ifa
Figure

Figure 2

His attempts can be seen as decided by his unipolar model.
Ed makes a drawing of what he thinks a bulb looks like
inside and explains how it works (fig.2).
Ed is consistent. The bulb is unipolar "from outside" and
"from inside". He presents two theories of how the current
can 1) enter the bulb in both wires and meet so it will
glow, or 21 current will circulate and go back to the
battery, but he does not know if current goes back. He
says that the first way may cause a short circuit, so the
second way is better.
Ed tries to light the bulb with another type of battery and
makes the following connections (figure 3).

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Confronted with his bulb model, he discovers a conflict
which he solves in the way shown in ~igure 6.
In a later session Ed uses another theory of how the bulb
functions (figure 7). To the question whether the current
has to follow the way through the filament, he replies
"yes, otherwise it wouldn*t light" Only after the concept
short-circuit is introduced does he show a full understanding of the way the bulb is constructed and functions.
Ed now formulates a problem on his own. He reflects over
his desk lamp and wonders how it is constructed. He thinks
there must be two wires in the flex. He is offered diffe-
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rent kinds of wires and chooses a two-conductor-flex.
He starts the following experiments (figure 8 ).

Then Margaret tries the experiments on the c bulb and
is satisfied when she constructs an explanation for
her experimental results: Then it can be so that perhaps copper conducts everything then not only plus or
only minus but it conducts both, she says.
t~argaret • s

two-component model enables her to explain
that two bulbs are lit by one battery (figure 10).

Figure 8
Different batteries (contexts) activates different models.
Ed says about the system in figure Sb:"Though now it goes
in the same way in a circle, though it now goes closer,
like"
This example shows how Ed tries to combine his everyday
experience with ~he new experience and his own idea about
the circulating current. He succeeds in solving his problem and he also deepens his conceptualization of the
circulating model.

The second example shows how a girl of 14 develops knowledge as she works with electrical equipment. Margaret
starts with a unipolar model, advances to a two-component
model and ends up with a circulating current model.
When she explains how her bulb functions, she speaks of
plus and minus that enter the bulb. Therefore the bulb has
one pluspole and one minuspole. She develops her thinking
while she works with different bulbs (figure 9).

rI

~
+

g]

b

Figure 10

Figure 11

The two bulbs get both plus- and minus charges and
therefore they shine.
But her two-component model fails when she tries to
explain the result of a connection between two batteries and a bulb (figure 11a). Comparing her two experiments 11a and 11b, she cannot understand why the
bulb does not shine in a when it does in b. Both are
supported by plus and minus. After being reminded of
the concept closed circuit, she tries a third connection c and suddenly starts talking about a circulating
current and accepts that model as an alternative to
her two-component model. Through some more experiments
Margaret•s confidence in the circulating model grows
and she gradually abandons the old two-component model
during the following months.

+

.b

Figure 9
Margaret connects her bulb b to the battery. Then she
spontaneously turns it around, that is, changes poles.
She is very astonished when it still lights and tries
the same turning experiment with bulb a. Margaret has
found a problem on her own. In a long discussion with
herself where she consistently uses the two-comconent
model, she finally concludes that it probably doesn·t
matter how it is connected since every pole can conduct both plus and minus charges to the bulb.

This study shows what problems are specific to the
pupils, and at what level these problems are. Ed was
delighted to find that his two-conductor flex entered
the circuit so it formed a circle, though it was
"denser" in that part. Margaret~& problem was the
nonpolarity of the bulbs.

As soon as the pupils got to know the rules, that is
what was expected of them,their self-confidence grew
greater. The study shows that it is possible stimulate
learning by challenging the original conceptions that
the pupils hold and training their operative readiness

so that they themselves can verbalize questions, formulate
hypotheses, test these and go on developing their own
knowledge. This method will allow the pupils~independ
ence and creativity to be utilized.
To have an operative readiness in electricity means to
use both process- and content-oriented conceptions with
confidence in a new situation. In constructivistic education the pupils- own thoughts are requested. When the
pupil verbalizes his/her own opinion, his attention is
directed to his own thinking and an awareness of its
structure will be possible. When you formulate a hypotheses, you put forward your own ideas in an attempt to
apply them to a new situation. You will try to fit the
new into what you already know.This endeavour to integrate promotes deeper learning. To dare to formulate a
hypotheses out of your own thoughts demands cognitive
audacity.Pupils who train themselves to put their ideas
to the test, train themselves to be brave. Audacity is
an indication of selfconfidence. The pupils will learn
to trust their own ability to find out things for themselves and be less dependent on the teacher as the one
who knows everything. Selfconfidence is an essential
ingredient of operative readiness.
If pupils are allowed to work with their own problems
and at their own pace, they can stand still and "know
what they already know" for a while. Maria Montessori
(19361 described a three-year-old girl who was quite
absorbed in fitting a series of wooden cylinders of
different sizes into corresponding holes. As soon as
she had succeeded she turned the box over and started
again. She repeated this exercise 42 times, before
stopping suddenly for no apparent reason. Montessori
thought that the girl~s activity, which was exactly the
same each time, was quite meaningful to the girl, mainly because she gained time in which to develop selfconfidence. Perhaps you need to feel sure about what
you already know, without being forced to hurry on to
the next thing, before you can have the self-confidence
required for daring to change your model of explanation.
Pupils are able. They are able to develop a deep understanding of the idea of the closed circuit. They are
able to set up experiments on their own, put forward
hypotheses, test these, formulate their own questions
and develop explanation models. With the help of some
concepts that the teacher introduces they are able to
go on and widen the significance of these concepts. In
a constructivistic type of education the demands on the
pupils will increase, while the pupils have to think
and act independently.
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A Research Strategy for the Dynamic Study of
Students' Concepts Usinq Computer Simulations

Hicrocomputer3 and appropriately desiqned 30ftware can
help students learn science concepts. They can also provide
media for inve3tigatinq how 3tudent3 develop science
concepts.
In this first paper in the set, ve describe a
research strategy ve have used to examine hov students'
concepts develop durinq interaction vith computer
simulations, and ve discuss tvo pilot studies examininq
concepts of qasses. The second paper in the set to be
presented by Patricia Simmons provides more explicit details
about a study examininq concepts in qenetics. While the
research strategy can be used to study students interactinq
vith a variety of computer related materials, the focus in
this paper vill be on simulations containinq interactive
visuals.

Visuals
Joseph S. Krajcik

6

Research

OD

Leeming

Interactive visuals may enable computer softvare to
become an especially poverful tool in science teachinq.
They qo beyond conventional instruction that emphasizes only
the verbal and the mathematical attributes of scientific
models. Appropriate simulations and tutorials can help
students learn about the natural vorld by havinq them ~
and interoct vith underlyinq scientific models that are not
readily inferred from first-hand observations. For
instance, this paper describes visuals that represent
microvorlda and that allov students to explore models of
atoma, molecules, and charqe in vays not possible vith
conventional instructional materials.

The University of Maryland
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Vincent N. Lunetta
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The vritinq of this paper vas partially supported by a qrant
from the Center for Educational Research and Development,
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Current theory and research in cognitive science
pictures the learner as actively usinq hiqher order mental
activities includinq such executive processes as reflection,
planninq, analysis, and self-regulation in constructinq.
knovledqe (Osborne ' Wittrock, 1983; Garner, 1987). Schuell
(1986) vrote "What the student does is actually more
important in determininq vhat is learned than vhat the
teacher does." Hence, one fundamental task of instruction is
to qet students to enqaqe in learninq activities that help
students develop science concepts. Perhaps appropriately
designed instructional softvare that contains interactive
visuals and dialogue can help students become more active
learners helpinq them to construct concepts that are more
consistent vith th?se of scientists.
While various
educators have made this claim (Jay, 1981; Bork, 1981;
Krajcik, Lunetta and Simmons, 1986 and 1987), there has not
been a spectrum of experimental vork performed sufficient to
validate this position.
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Comput•r

Viauala
Developments in software and hardware now enable
authors to .include a variety of visuals in instructional
software. The various uses of visuals and their
instructional effects in computer environments need to be
carefully described and examined.
The strategy described
in this paper can help us perform this much needed research.
Visuals can be defined as pictures, line drawings, bar
qraphs, cartoons, line qraphs, animated imaqes and dynamic
qraphs. Many of these visuals are at different points on a
static to dynamic continuum. For instance, pictures and
line drawings are static visuals while animated images and
interactive qraphics are dynamic visuals. With dynamic
visuals the student can chanqe variables and conditions and
receive instantaneous information by observinq on the
computer monitor how the chanqe affects the qraph or
animation of the simulated system (Lunetta and Krajcik,
1987) • While each of these domains deserves careful
elaboration and study, our work focuses on the instructional
effects of dynamic visuals.
For clarification, here are some examples of Q¥namic
yiauala. These examples relate to research we will describe
later in the paper. Students observinq and interactinq with
representations of gas particles are usinq one form of
dynamic computer visuals. Fiqure 1, Animated Particles from
the WHQdel of a GasW lesson in the Mplegular velocities disk
(Krajcik' Peters, 1987) ., shows a screen display of the
particle animation representinq qas molecules. In this
program students develop a mental imaqe of an ideal qas
through observinq and interactinq with a particle
simulation. Students can increase and decrease the
temperature of the qas and observe the subsequent chanqe in
the movement of simulated qas particles. The linear
movements of these animated particles are described by the
Boltzmann equation. Some particles move slowly, some move
fast, but most move at intermediate speeds. By usinq this
program students obtain primary information from interactinq
with the dynamic visual.
In the •Temperature and Pressure" lesson in the GAA
L&wA disk (Krajcik' Peters, 1987), students predict the
effects of temperature on pressure, then collect data on the
temperature - pressure relationship, and simultaneously
observe the data being plotted. This is an example of
Q¥n•m1g graphig1. Fiqure 2, Temperature vs. Pressure, shows
a dynamic qraphics frame from the ~Temperature and Pressure"
lesson.
In Mpdela gf Elogtric Current (Lunetta, Lane & Peters,
1986) students can observe and interact with a model of
electrons miqratinq through a simulated crystal structure

with.~n a wire in a closed circuit. By increasinq and
decreasing the voltage, students can observe chanqes in the
simulated electron movement. They can also sample cut~ent
readinqs at different voltages and observe graphs of voltage
versus current.

Interactive computer visuals like these can help
students learn science concepts by having them see and
interact with underlyinq scientific models not readily
inferred from first-hand observations of real world
phenomena or from verbal or static visual presentations.
Dynamic visual representations of microworlds allow students
to explore models of electrons, atoma and molecules in ways
not possible with conventional materials. For instance,
various lessons in the Gas Law disk permit students to
actively interact with a model of the kinetic behavior of
gases by increasinq and decreasinq temperature and observinq
the chanqes in motions of the simulated qas particles. The
dynamic visuals in this software present information central
to understandinq important science concepts. Such
simulations may promote conceptual learninq that is
difficult to achieve with conventional instructional
materials and methods and may serve as a vehicle for more
effective science instruction. However, the influence of
dynamic computer visuals such as those in Gas Lays and
Electrical Interactions on the learning of science concepts
has not been carefully examined.
The remainder of this paper describes a research
strategy for examininq the effects of dynamic computer
visuals on the learninq of science concepts and for
examininq chanqes in the students' conceptual knowledge as
they interact with instructional software. Althouqh the
focus in this paper is on software containing dynamic
visuals, the research strategy can be used with a variety of
instructional software. (A more general description of this
research strategy can be found in Krajcik, Simmons and
Lunetta, 1987.)

Our studies have included prompting students to thinkaloud as they interact with software containinq dynamic
visuals. We have interfaced the microcomputer with a video
cassette recorder (VCR) allowing us to make a permanent
record of the video output from a microcomputer displaying
the students' responses as well as their verbal commentary
via microphone input. (In our studies, we have used Apple
IIe and IIc microcomputers.) We have recorded and bequn to
interpret students' comments about their observations,
perceptions, predictions, explanations, and decisions
simultaneously with the display on the computer monitor.
The video tape records can be analyzed carefully following

the sessions with subjects to assess concepts and problem
solving processes. They can also be shown to the student
subject and further analyzed via "stimulated recall". This
technique can provide the researcher with further insight
into the student's perceptions of what he or she was
observing and thinking. In addition, the think-aloud nature
of this method provides one vehicle for inferring underlying
psychological processes (Garner, 1987).
We have referred to this research strategy as
"structured observations" (Krajcik, et. al., 1987). It
enables ua to study:
1) the nature of students' concepts;
2)
how concepts change and develop with time and
experiences;
J)
how students apply concepts to solve problema;
4)
how concepts can be influenced by instruction;
5) how different kinds of visuals influence learning;
6) how the verbal dialogue in which visuals are embedded
influences student learning, e.g., the nature and
placement of questions;
7) how students interact with instructional software;
8) .. how to design and employ software more effectively;
This research medium provides more control over certain
instructional variables than is possible in many
conventional research environments. Treatments can be
identical across a large number of students without the
changes in treatment that are common when instruction is
under the control of human teachers.
This research strategy can also provide information
about the design and use of instructional software. For
example, our observations have revealed that novice computer
users do not respond to computer prompts in the same ways
that experienced computer users do. We have also learned
that most students have difficulty interpreting information
presented in a computer frame which is divided in several
sections. we have learned that some students have a
preference for information presented in visual form while
others prefer alphanum.ric presentation.
While the specific directions in the various studies we
have performed have varied slightly, they have had similar
characteristics. Typically, the student came to a room in
his or her school and sat at a microcomputer interfaced with
a VCR. The investiqator greeted the student and explained
that he or she (the investigator) was present to study the
effectiveness of the instructional software. The
investigator then suggested that the student think aloud
while interactinq with the computer simulation. The student
was told that reading the screens aloud did not constitute
thinkinq-aloud. Expressing ideas and decisions,
interpreting what the screens said, and making predictions
did constitute thinking aloud. Generally, students were

told that the investigator knew that thinking aloud could be
awkward at first since in school and at home we don't
usually do that. However, the investigator strongly
encouraged students to think-aloud in non-directive ways.
When a student did not verbalize thoughts and
observations, the investigator prompted with comments like:
"Please share your thoughts" or "Please say what you are
doing." The investigator allowed the student to work
through the progr~ without interference but encouraged
thinking aloud while working. The investigator occasionally
asked the student questions such as "What do you see on the
screen?"; "What does it mean?"; "What are you thinking now?"
to prompt the verbalization of perceptions, thoughts, and
decisions. Help was given only when the students had
technical problema with the hardware or software. If the
student requested help with the science content of the
program, the investigator replied: "I am here to evaluate
the software and to help only if the equipment malfunctions.
I do not want to influence your decisions or learning.
Please do what you feel is most appropriate and then say why
you chose to take the action you did." The investigator
refrained from engaging in extensive dialogue with the
student until he completed the work with the software.
We have found getting some students to think aloud to be a
real challenge. Currently, we plan to get students to
describe what they think it means to think-aloud before we
tell them a researcher's definition. We also plan to ~ly
that for some people thinking aloud seems to facilitate
learning. This, of course, will be a subject for
investigation in its own right. The "structured
observations" research strategy should be especially
appropriate for initial efforts to assess the effects of
thinking aloud on learning.

While we have examined students' interactions usinq
CATLAI (Kinnear, 1982), Mgdela ot Elegtric Current, (Lunetta
et al., 1986), Mglegular ye1ggitios (Krajcik' Peters, 1986)
and Gal!! I.aws (Krajcik ' Peters, 1987), in this paper - will
cite a small number of specific ex~les from two pilot
studies that have used Mglegular Velocities and Gao LIWI!!.
Pilot

Study

I

The placement of probing questions in an instructional
program may have a significant influence on learning. The
nature and placement of questions are among several
mathemagenic variables (Rothkopf, 1970; Wilson and Koran,
1976) having potentially important implications for the
teachinq and learning of science concepts in a computer
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environment. The effects of these variables were the
subject of analysis in the first pilot study outlined here.
In this pilot study we wrote prompting questions into "Hodel
of a Gas" on the Mglecular yelocities disk to encourage
students to think aloud. For instance, the program prompts:
"Predict what will happen to the movement of the molecules
as the temperature increases. Say your prediction aloud,
then press RETURN." Using such questions throughout the
program enabled us to assess students' concepts and
understanding of the particulate nature of matter; we can
also observe whether students' concepts changed during
interaction with the program. The program entitled "Hodel
of a Gas• focuses on the following attributes of the kinetic
molecular theory:
1) gas particles are uniformly distributed, on average,
in a closed system;
2) gas particles are in constant motion
3) at a specific temperature the gas particles have a
range of molecular speeds;
4) changing the temperature causes the velocities of
gas particles to change.
Student volunteers from an introductory college
chemistry course were used in this pilot study. Two
preliminary generalizations can be made from the analysis of
their tapes. First, the tutorial dialogue and dynamic
visuals helped students focus on the important attributes of
the kinetic molecular model presented in the software. For
instance, moat of the students did not verbalize that the
simulated particles had a range of molecular speeds until
they were directed to do so by dialogue in the program. One
student in the sample did not make this observation even
after being prompted to observe more closely. Second, the
students gave a more extensive verbal description of the
behavior of gas particles at the end of the session than
when they began. At the beginning students typically said
that a gas consisted of small moving particles. However,
after students interacted with the software and the dynamic
visuals, students also verbalized that the gas particles
moved in random directions and that temperature affected the
speed of the gas particles. While all students identified
more attributes of a gas at the end of the session, most
students did not verbalize that gas molecules had a range of
velocities following the instruction presented in that
study.

Pilot

Study

II

In the second pilot study reported here, the effects on
learning of dynamic visuals related to the relationship
between qas temperature and pressure were examined. In the
experimental treatment students used one of two versions of
computer software desiqned to teach the concept of an ideal

gas and the qualitative relationship between pressure and
temperature. Version one included tutorial dialogue and
version two added visuals in the form of particle
animations. Both versions covered similar concepts. Each
version was developed so that students would spend
approximately equal time to complete the lesson.
Preliminary analysis of the videotapes indicate that
students spent approximately equal time on each version.
Each version of the software had the following
instructional objectives:
1.) gas particles are uniformly distributed in a
closed system;
2.) gas particles are in constant motion;
3.) at a specific temperature qas particles have a
range of speeds;
4.) changing the temperature causes the velocities of
gas particles to chanqe;
5.) at constant volume the velocities of the
particles are directly proportional to the
pressure;
6.) at constant volume pressure is directly
proportional to temperature.
The pre and post-instruction clinical interviews were
combined with the think-aloud strategy. Students were asked
to speak aloud while interacting with the software and their
commentary via microphone input and video output was
recorded on a VCR. In addition, chanqe in students'
concepts are being measured in pre and post-treatment
interviews. The combination of these techniques allows the
researcher to examine chanqe in students' conceptual
knowledqe. Interview protocols, modified from those used by
Novick and Nussbaum (1979 and 1981), probe students'
understanding about the particle nature of matter. Examples
of the questions in the interview protocols included: "If
you could see the air inside a flask, draw how it would
look."
While the video tapes and interviews have not yet ~een
thoroughly analyzed, preliminary results suggest that
students who interacted with the visual version developed
concepts more consistent with scientific models than did
those students who interacted with the non-visual version.
The pilot has been conducted most recently with tenth
graders who were taking biology and who had completed one or
more physical science courses in the preceding two years.
In the sample, all but one were scored as exhibiting a
"continuous model• prior to work with the software. In the
posttest interview, the majority were scored as
"particulate". In a control group receiving only verbal
software treatment, only one student moved from continuous
to particulate followinq the instructional treatment.

LimitatioDa

of

the

Reaearch

Strategy

The pilot studies outlined in this paper must be viewed
as tentative and preliminary, and it would be unwise to make
broad qeneralizations from them. Nonetheless, they suqqest
some promisinq research and development that has the
potential to contribute to what is known about concept
learninq. The research methodology has considerable
promise, but several problems need to be addressed:
ll
Gettinq students to think aloud is not a simple
task;
2)
Systems for codinq student behaviors must be
perfected, and interceder reliability improved;
3)
Systems for meaninqful reduction of the larqe
quantities of data qathered with each subject and proqram
must be perfected;
4)
There must be qreater access to appropriate
hardware in school environments to properly support
instruction and research;
5.)
There must be qreater availability of appropriate
instructional software. Science educators should apply what
they know about concept learninq in desiqninq appropriate
instructional software to take advantaqe of opportunities
presented by new technoloqies for concept development.
Implications for Instruction, Curriculum, and Research
Structured observations can serve as important sources
of information about students' concepts and about how
students learn science concepts as they interact with
instructional software. While we have cited examples
directly related to computer visuals, the technique is
appropriate for a ranqe of studies involvinq science
instructional software. For instance, currently at the
University of Maryland a qraduate student is usinq the
technique to investiqate how students learn the concept of
pH usinq interfacinq equipment.
Research of the kind described in this paper can
enhance understandinq of how students develop important
science concepts, and problem solvinq skills.
It can
provide valuable information on important variables in
computer environments such as placement of questions and the
use of computer qraphics.
Such studies can also provide an
empirical and theoretical foundation for the synthesis of
instructional software, for improvinq teachinq strateqies
and for improvinq school learninq environments.
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Tbe development or the concept or speed: A case
or dirrerent rrames or rererence.

From a linear point of view, the outer one moves faster since he
moves along a longer distance in the same time. From a rotational point of
view they move in the same speed, since they cover the same angles or

Iris Levin & Rami Garrlosh

rotations, in the same time. You might wonder why I belabor the role of

Depanment of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania
School of Education, Tel-Aviv University

frame of reference, something this audience surely takes for granted given
that I have cribbed from Einstein. My reason is straightforward. I believe
that conclusions about children's understanding of speed suffer for their
failure to take what we might all assume is obvious. But before I develop

Our study examined the nature and development of children's

this argument, I should deal with some matters of background.

understanding of the concept of speed as revealed in the way children talk
about the concept We analyzed the evolution of the changes in the way

Linear speed, in the sense of distance covered per rime unit, is taught

children talk about this concept by interviewing subjects who ranged in age

repeatedly in school, at different levels of formalization from the final years

from 8 years to adulthood. Although the focus of this presentation is on

of elementary school to the end of high-school. Rotational speed, in

analyses of verbalizations, we have not ignored more traditional assessment

contrast, is taught at a highly formal level, and only at the end of high

techniques. In fact, some of the research with Garrlosh as well as a series

school to mathematically advanced students. At least this is the state of

of studies with Bob Siegler use a variety of standard non-verbal techniques

affairs in Israel. These educational facts may lead us to believe that:

to examine the development of the concept of speed. While the topic of this
conference focuses on children's misconceptions, our presentation sheds
light on the richness of children's conceptions. This is, indeed, the other
side of the same coin.

a) Young children conceive of speed solely within a linear
framework;
b) The rotational framework is acquired only during adolescence
or adulthood, if at all; and
c) The acquisition of the rotational framework is mediated by

Like many other concepts, our ideas about the speed of an object vary

schooling, presumably because our regular, day to day

as a function of frame of reference. To illustrate: Imagine a man walking on

transactions with the physical world do not afford the inputs

a travelling train. How fast does he walk? At least three different answers,

required for the development of an understanding of

answers which depend on the perspective of the observer doing the judging

rotational speed.

of speed, can be given to this simple question. ( 1) From the point of view
of someone sitting in the train, the man is walking quite slowly.

(2) From

the point of view of someone standing on the platform, the man is moving
rather fast, this because his speed is seen as an additive function of the
man's rate of movement plus the train's speed . (3) From the point of view
of someone outside of our planet, the relative speed of the man is fastest of
all, for the speed at which he walks now is an additive function of the
One child is sitting near the center while the other is sitting
near the end. Is one of them going faster than the other? The answer
depends on our frame of reference.

It seems that Piaget ( 1970), as well as others who studied the
development of the concept of speed, adopted these assumptions, either
explicitly or implicitly ( Ehri & Muzio, 1974; Levin & Simons, 1986;
Lovell, Kellett & Moorhouse, 1962; Tanaka, 1971 ). Piaget's studies and
analyses of the concept of speed are based almost exclusively on linear
motion. So for example, he presented children with two trains going in and
out of two linear and parallel tunnels. The tunnels were obviously of a
different length, and the trains entered the tunnels and left them
simultaneously. The children were asked if the trains were running at the
same speed, or which one was faster. Until the age of 7 or 8, children

tended to answer that the trains had the same speed, this because they

not applying a rotational framework, since with age, they give it up, in

shared simultaneous starting and stopping times or points. When the

favor of the "outer faster" linear response. Moreover, when shown and

tunnels were removed though, so that the children could see that one train

told that the cars covered different distances, they tended to come up with a

passed the other, they correctly attributed a greater speed to the faster train.

completely wrong response, this time that the inner car was faster.

Findings like these led Piaget to conclude that young children's intuitions
about speed is related to a sense of overtaking. When one object passes
another, it is taken to be faster. If so the children's concept of speed is not

In contrast to these conclusions, we have developed the idea that such
data do reflect the fundamental facts about frame of reference that I brought

related to the overall distance travelled; nor is it related to the overall

to your attention when I staned my talk. It is important to point out that·

duration of a trip. It's conception is more ordinal in nature, one based on

Piaget's studies and analyses of the concept of speed are based almost

the relative spatial ordering of objects at different points in time.

exclusively on linear motion. We argue that there is no reason to believe
that the concept of speed is limited to the linear framework. Linear

To illustrate the dominating effect of passing on children's responses

extension is a very salient dimension in certain motions but not in others.

to questions on speed, Piaget used concentric motions. Children were

To get a feel for what I mean ponder an egg-beater. Whatever you are

shown two cars travelling side by side around the same circle and hence the

thinking, I doubt that you are thinking about linear motion at this moment

same center. Note that in this situation the paths of both moving cars were

It is not relevant to your representation of the motion of an egg beater and

visible. As before, children were asked if the cars moved at the same

hence not salient. lbis leads us to conclude that linear motion is salient

speed, or if one of them went faster. Since they ran side by side, neither of

when it is relevant to the motion under consideration; otherwise it is

the cars passed the other. In line with Piaget's expectations, young children

ignored.

tended to answer that the cars had the same speed, even when it was pointed
out to them that the outer car covered a longer distance. Interestingly
enough, with the concentric motions display, the error of relying on
passing (or actually, on lack of passing) and ignoring overall distance,
persisted up to the age of 9 to 11 years.
How should we explain the discrepancy between the age at which the
reliance-on-passing error is overcome in linear motion and the age at which
the error is overcome in rotational motion ? Does it really mean that a
concept of speed is tied into notions of passing, until a late point in
development? Or is it instead possible that the "equal speed" response that
is given on the rotational motion task stems from the children's use of a
rotational frame of reference? We cannot rule out this possibility, since it is
indeed the case that, from a rotational framework, the speed of two cars
moving along two concentric circles is equal.
I must tell you that Piaget raised this possibility but dismissed it. He
concluded that young children who used the "equal speed" response, were

lbis discussion of relevance introduces our more general claim, this
being that, children have, from a young age, a core concept of speed, in the
sense of amount of output per time. Various kinds of outputs, ones that set
up different frames of reference, are processed in tenns of this core
concept They use the frame of reference dictated by the context of a
problem to select the kind of motion that they should focus on when solving
the presented problem. The idea is that, when considering the speed of
clapping of hands, they will refer to rate rather than to linear speed. Of
course if they do so they will ignore the distance covered by the hands, and
attend to the number of clapping. In the same vein, when considering the
speed of the rotating of a hula-hoop, they will refer to the number of
rotations and not to the distance covered by some point on the the hulahoop. To be specific:
The hypotheses of our study were:
a) At least by middle-childhood, children conceptualize speed in
both linear and rotational terms.
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b) From this age, they can differentiate between different
motions, and therefore apply linear terms to linear motions
and rotational terms to rotational motions.
c) The ability to coordinate and relate different frameworks,
may emerge later. This is because such an ability requires
skill at transforming speed from one framework to the other.
The study
Subjects
Two hundred children and university students participated in the
study. All the children came from schools in Israeli cooperative settlements
called Kibbutzim, and were selected from the 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th grade.
The Kibbutz schooling system is known to compete favorably with the best
schools in Israeli cities. The university students were from humanistic and
social sciences, mostly studying psychology or education. None of them
had a university course in physics. Each age group had an equal number of
females and males.

Method
Data were collected through interviews about rotational and linear
motions: The part of the interview I will describe here dealt with the motions
of S familiar objects. The objects were never shown to subjects, so we can
say they were presented verbally. Two of the objects represented linear
motions - a car and an ant - and three represented rotational motions - a
mixer, a drill and a record player.
The participants were asked to determine: (I) the speed of each of the
target objects ; and (2) how they could know this speed. If they seemed to
have trouble with these questions, they were further encouraged to invent a
way to determine the speed of the object concerned.
To give you the flavor of the interview, consider the following
translation which is about the speed of a mixer. The interviewee is a boy in
the 6th grade.

E: What is the speed of a mixer?
S: Don't know.

E: Try and guess.
S: Can I say the speed in ...
E: Whatever seems to you logical.
S: Fast.
E: Fa-a-a-st. ..
S: Fast, but fast relative to something; relative to a car, which goes
fast, it's slow; Relative to ........ .
E: How do we know the speed of a mixer?
S: I imagine there is a way to measure it. I don't know ...
E: Invent something ... Let's pretend you are sent to the kitchen in
order to come back with an answer to the question: "what's the
speed of a mixer?" What would you do?
S: To measure ... To define the speed of a mixer... To say how
much?
E: To say exactly what is the speed of a mixer.
S: Perhaps ... How many rotations it makes in a certain time.
E: Yes ... ?
S: And ... and ... I don't know ... To divide it..also.
E: To divide in what? what to divide?
S: One in the other. The number of rotations to divide in the time ...
it does it.
A coding system was used to categorize the responses. The specific
categories were further classified into four major categories:
I. Pre-formal; 2. Linear Alone; 3. Rotational Alone ; and
4. Both Linear & Rotational or Transformational.
Since children could give explanations that fit in more than one of
these categories, we coded their overall performance according to the
following decision rule. First, we assumed that the 4 response categories
represented three different levels, with category 1 considered the lowest
level of response, and category 4 considered the highest. Categories 2 and 3
were placed at the intermediate level. This assignment done, the child's best
response ( as indexed by the level of explanation) was used in the analyses I
will present today. But before I go to these, I should give you a bit more
detail on the nature of the categories themselves.

l. Pre-formal responses: consisted primarily of 4 kinds of

Type for Objects That Characteristically

i) Tautological responses, based on what you might call "eye

Move in Either a Linear Or Rotational
Fashion

2. Linear responses: referring to linear distance and time.
Examples: To determine the ant's speed, we let it walk along one
meter and measure the time with a stop-watch; We know the
ant's speed by making it walk for I0 seconds, and measure in
centimeters the length of road it covered.
3. Rotational responses: referring to number of rotations and
time, or to time per rotation. Examples: To know the speed of a
drill, I count how many times it comes to its starting position in
5 seconds; I let the mixer make a full round and measure the
time.
4. Both Linear & Rotational or Transformational
responses: Mostly, giving both a linear and a rotational
response. Otherwise, referring to number of rotations per time
transformed into linear distance. Example for transformational
responses: I count the number of rotations a mixer makes in 5
seconds, and multiply it by the length of the circle it made in a
rotation.
OK, now for the results. Table 1 shows the frequencies of children
using the different response categories for linear and rotational motions per
age group. Remember, only the best response per child was taken into
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Number of Children Using Each Explanation

answers:
testimony". Example: To determine the speed of an ant, you
should see how fast its legs move.
ii) Ordinal responses. Example: An ant is faster than a tunle;
iii) Responses referring to non-spatial outcome. Example: A
drill is fast, otherwise it could not make a hole in the wall.
iv) Responses referring to psychological qualities. Example: An
ant is fast since it is diligent.

account.

Table 1:

GRADE

Motion
Item

Explanation
Category

Linear
Rotational

Pre-formal
Pre-formal

Linear
Rotational

Linear
Linear

Linear
Rotational

Rotational
Rotational

Linear
Rotational

Both or Trans
Both or Trans

3rd
Grd.

5th 7th
Grd. Grd.

11

3

0

16

5

26
0

9th Univ.
Grd. stud.

5

0
0

0
0

14
26

35
0

39
0

39
0

38

177

21

0
27

0
23

0
34

0
28

1
133

2
3

2
8

1
12

1

2

6

11

8
40

• Total for each of rotational and linear motion items is based on an
N per age group of 40; therefore each child is represented twice in
the above table, once on the basis of their best score on linear items
and once on the basis of their best score on rotational items.

The following findings deserve mention:
a) Pre-formal responses are not all that frequent to stan with.
Still, they decline with age for both the linear and rotational
motion items. Although we expected a comparable number
of pre-formal responses for the linear and rotational motion
items, they seem to be used somewhat more frequently for
rotational motions.

Total
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b) Linear speed explanations overwhelmingly dominate talk
about linear motion items and rotational speed explanations
overwhelmingly dominate accounts of the rotational motion
items. This well differentiated pattern of responding occurs
for all age groups, including the youngest.
c) Despite the fact that all age groups differentiated between item
type as indexed by the way they talked about their speed,
there was an effect of item type on the ease with which
children accessed the suitable explanation type for that item.
Thus, children were better able to talk about linear motion
when considering linear items than they were able to talk
about rotational motion when considering rotational items.
d) Very few children talked about both linear and rotational
speed when pondering a given object type. If children did
this, they tended to do so more often for rotational motion
items; an outcome which makes sense since it would be
nonsense to talk about the rotational speed of linear
motion items like ants. (Where it would be acceptable , as in
the case of cars, a few subjects said they could measure its
speed by counting the number of rotations of the wheels.)
So far the data reveal that the large majority of all of our age groups
differentiated between rotational and linear motions by virtue of the fact that
they apply the appropriate frame of reference when answering questions
about speed. Our next analyses address the questions of (a) whether the
children realized that they were altering their frame of reference as a function
of item type; and (b) showed any ability to transform their assessments of
linear speed into rotational speed or vice versa. The pertinent data come
from that pan of the interview where we asked the participants to detennine
which of two motions is faster, where one was linear and the other
rotational. After they answered this question, they were asked to justify
their answer. In order to be brief, I'll present the results from analyses of
Ss justifications for the ant and mixer pair of items. Results were similar
for other comparisons.
To illustrate this part of. the interview, I'll translate one paragraph of
an interview with a university student.

E: What do you think is faster, an ant or a mixer?
S: There is no ... they are different speeds.
E: Is it impossible to compare?
S: What do you mean?
E: Is there no way to know what is faster?
S: No, l.
E: Try to find a way.
S: Visually, the mixer shows more speed. But there is no
connection between the speeds.
E: Try to make up an objective criterion that will enable to compare.
S: It is possible to put something on the end of a beater ... I don't
care what... a red dot and to see what distance it traces in a
certain time, and to see what is the distance that an ant covers in
the same time.
The responses provided by the children were classified into six
separate categories:
1) Visualizations : these responses refer to "mere seeing".
Example: I can see that the mixer is faster.
2) Source of power: The child provides a physical
mechanism to explain why one of the objects is faster.
Example: the mixer has electricity, so it must be faster.
3) No coordination: The child uses two different criteria for
each of the items and makes no effort to coordinate these.
Example: The mixer is faster, since it can beat ten eggs and
the ant can only walk.
4) Absence of common measuring frame: The child
describes the two speeds in terms of distance per time, but
fails to find a common measurement frame. Example: The
mixer is faster since it finishes 10 circles when the ant covers
only 6 centimeters.
5) Rotational transformation: The linear item type, e.g. the
ant, is placed in a rotational context , e.g going around in
circles,. The comparison between the linear and rotational
item then takes place within a rotational framework. e.g:

how long it takes an ant and a mixer to complete a circle or

Three findings stand out in this table:

how many circles each completes in a given time.
(6)

a)

Linear transformation: In this case the rotational ilem
type, e.g. the mixer, is placed in a linear context, e.g., The

distance covered by the mixer is imagined as slretched out,
and a comparison is drawn between the time taken by the ant
and the mixer to cover the same distance. Alternatively, the
comparison is drawn between the distances they cover in the
same time.
(7) Other
The following table presents the number of children in each age group

who used the different explanation categories.

Table 2:

Number of Children in Each Age Group Who
Used Each of the Explanation Categories to
Compare the Speed of Linear and Rotational
Items
GRADE

Response
Category

3rd Sth 7th 9th Univ.
Grd. Grd. Grd. Grd. stud.

Total

Visualization

18

13

9

1

2

43

Source of power

11

6

s

1

0

23

No coordination

2

3

2

s

3

IS

Absent M. Frame

4

4

4

3

2

17

Rotational transformation

2

2

7

9

11

31

Linear transformation

1

10

10

21

22

64

Other

2

2

3

0

0

7

An effort to coordinate the two frameworks ( by performing

either linear or rotational transformation on an item)
increases systematically with age, and becomes the
predominant response by the 7th grade. Half of the children
in this grade provide either linear or rotational coordination.
b) Linear transformations occurred more frequently than the
rotational ones.
c) The tendency to compare the two motions without considering
the need to do some transformation, occurred rarely. In
those cases where the child was unable to coordinate the
motions, she relied on less formal response modes, e.g.
visualization.
What can we say about the conception or misconception of
speed?
Our fmal conclusions are:
a) By at least the age of 10, children have a core concept of
speed. This concept is concerned with the relation of output
to time and captures the fact that different dimensions can
serve as the appropriate output. In linear motions, the
appropriate output is typically distance. In rotational
motions, it is typically the number of rotations. In discrete
motions it may be rate.
b) From the same age on, children are aware that the different
kinds of speed cannot be compared unless at least one is
transformed. The knowledge how to proceed with the
transformation comes later, emerging only in the 7th grade.
c) The tendency to take linear speed as the common frame of
reference, is more dominant than is the tendency to view
rotational speed as the common frame of reference. The
more dominant status of the linear framework: could be due
to at least two factors: First, although every rotational speed
has a linear component, the opposite is not true. Second, for
years after year school children encounter speed defmed
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within nothing but a linear framework. Together these
factors may serve to make the linear frame of reference
psychologically privileged.
d) In general: to say something is privileged is not to say that it
is unique. In particular, the fact that children assign linear
speed a somewhat privileged status does not mean that they
cannot work with rotational speed. Nor does it mean that
they cannot adjust their frame of reference. Given the
writings of those who study children's concepts of speed,
might have to conclude that the children are better able to be
relativists than are the adults who study them.
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CONTEMPORARY COSMOLOGICAL BELIEFS

phic analogies and imagery, to physical models, which applied whatever
scientific arguments were available at the time. Regardless of scientific
content. however, all cosmologies are human world views and thus partly
mirror the religious, psychological, and philosophical preconceptions of

Alan P. Lightman, Harvani-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

their authors. For example, Isaac Newton, whose own theory of gravity

Jon D. Miller, Public Opinion Laboratory, Northern Illinois University

naturally suggested a universe in motion, equated space to the "eternal, in-

Bonnie I. Leadbeater, Department of Psychology, Barnard College

finite, absolutely perfect" body of God3 ·•, implied in his Opticks that God
prevented the stars from falling together-5, and presented a rational but

Introduction

faulty argument to the theologian Richard Bentley as to why the universe
had to be static6 •

Observations of the spectra and distances of galaxies by Vesta Slipher,
Edwin Hubble and others during the years 1915-1930 showed for the first

time that the universe is expanding, with all the galaxies moving away
from each other1 . Measurements of the rate of expansion and other considerations have led astronomers to conclude that the universe began expanding from a highly dense state, called the Big Bang, about 10-15 billion
years ago. These conclusions are now almost universally accepted by astronomers and physicists.

Gerald Holton has emphasized that scientific theories through history
have been partly motivated by a small number of ideas and counter ideas
that operate outside the domain of empirical or analytical evidence 7 • One
of these pairs of ideas and counter ideas (called themata and antithemata
by Holton) is constancy versus change. Using this dichotomy, we can
divide cosmological theories into two classes: static and nonstatic. In the
first class, the universe is imagined to be unchanging and eternal. In the
second, the universe evolves and changes in time. Aristotle's cosmologyi,
with its fixed and ageless heavenly spheres, is of the first class. Lucretius'

While the work of Slipher and Hubble had to await modem telescopes

cosmology9 , with its happenstance swirling of atoms, continually forming

and instruments, theories of cosmology have been invented by human culand unforming structures, is of the second. In historical papers on cosmoltures through the ages 2 • Cosmological speculations have evolved from
ogy, constancy and change were often associated with order and disorder,
myths like the Babylonian Enuma Elish, which used highly anthropomorrespectively. A changing or unbalanced universe was frequently viewed as
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a universe headed toward disorder. For example, Immanuel Kant, in his

society. To begin an exploration of this hypothesis, we undenook two

"Universal Natural History and Theory of the Heavens" (1755), saw the

studies. One study was a national survey of adults and contained a series

universe as governed by "a single law, with an eternal and perfect order"

of multiple choice questions about cosmological beliefs and the reasons

and argued that the gravitational attraction acting on the fixed stars of the

for those beliefs. The other study posed an open-ended essay question to

Milky Way "would draw them out of their positions and bury the world

high-school students, asking their reactions to an expanding universe. The

in an inevitable impending chaos, unless the regularly distributed forces

psychological associations of adolescents are particularly interesting, since

of rotation formed a counterpoise or equilibrium with attraction ... and

these young people are in the process of forming their belief systems.

mutually produced the foundation of the systematic constitution" 10 • The

For perspective, the national survey contained a few general astronom-

concept of a static cosmology has had a strong grip on modem scientists.

ical questions not directly related to cosmology. We summarize some of

Alben Einstein assumed a static universe in his 1917 theoretical paper on

these results also. As well as we can determine, our study is the first large

cosmology 11 and found a static solution to his cosmological equations. A

national survey of astronomical knowledge in the general public 19 , and

few years later, he resisted serious consideration of Alexander Friedmann's

our results should help extend the understanding of scientific literacy into

equations 12 •13

this area. Scientific literacy must certainly be taken into account in the

and acknowledged the relevance of such solutions only after the defini-

study of the psychological motives underlying cosmological beliefs. The

tive observations of Hubble in 1929. As recently as 1948, astrophysicists

nonstatic nature of the universe is now considered an established scientific

Hermann Bondi, Thomas Gold, and Fred Hoyle proposed a non-evolving

fact, and some portion of the general public has been exposed to this facL

time-evolving solutions to his (Einstein's) own cosmologial

model of the universe called the Steady State Model 14 •15 , in which all
changes arising from the outward motion of galaxies are exactly cancelled
The National Survey of Adults
by the creation of new galaxies.
We hypothesize that static cosmologies partly reflect the deep human

Our national survey was conducted by telephone by the the Public
desires for order, constancy, stability, and control, all of which have been

Opinion Laboratory at Northern Illinois University, in late June and early
noted by anthropologists and

psycJwlogists16 - 18 .

If so, then these asso-

ciations might be revealed in the cosmological beliefs of contemporary

July, 198620 • A total of 1120 adults aged 18 and over participated in

interviews that averaged 20 minutes in length. Questions Q2·Q 13 are

1-'.

religious organization (C), we performed a number of logit analyses 21 •22 •

Question Ql, omitted in the tables for brevity,

Such analyses take into account the mutual associations between A, G, E,

was: "Would you say that the Sun is a planet, a star, or something else?"

and C when looking for the individual effects of these variables on the

given in Tables

response to Ql (or Q2). We will repon a detailed description of these
analyses elsewhere. The main results are that correct understandings of

Astronomical Literacy

the nature of the sun and of the expansion of the universe are both sig·
nificantly associated with age, gender, and education. Younger people,
We consider first the issue of astronomical literacy. Fifty-five per cent
males, and more educated people are more knowledgable in these areas
of people correctly identified the sun as a star; 25% said it was a planet;
than older people, females, and less educated people, respectively. These
15% said it was something else, and 5% either said they didn't know or
trends are in qualitative agreement with previous studies of scientific inrefused to answer. In contrast, only 24% of American adults correctly
terest and knowledge in the general public 23 •24 • An understanding of the
responded that the universe is increasing in size (Table 1). Evidently, the
expanding nature of the universe is also significantly associated with memexpansion of the universe is a fact not nearly so well known as other
bership in a church or religious organization, with non-church members
basic astronomical facts. (Even among people with graduate degrees, only
more knowledgable than church members. There is no evidence for this
43% correctly answered Q2.) Since the aggregate figure of 24% includes
religious association with a correct understanding of the nature of the sun.
people who guessed their response, a better estimate of the fraction of
Our interpretation of this last result is that an individual's religious beliefs
people actually informed of the expansion of the universe is 19%, which
have more influence on his cosmological concepts than on his general
includes only people who gave the right response to Q2 and based their
response on scientific findings they had heard about (Q3, table

i).

astronomical concepts.
We

note that neither the nature of the sun nor the expansion of the universe
are facts widely known by the general public.

Reasons for Cosmological Beliefs

To search for possible associations between astronomical knowledge
and age (A), gender (0), education (E), and membership in a church or

We turn now from the issue of scientific literacy to the possible psycho-
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logical, philosophical, and religious factors associated with cosmological

However, personal preference was acknowledged as a factor by over half

beliefs. The above results already suggest a possible role of religious fac-

of the respondents. Additional insight into the reasons underlying the be-

tors in cosmological beliefs. Question Q3 (table 2) allowed us to identify

lief in a static universe comes from an open-ended pilot survey of about 60

the subset of respondents whose cosmological beliefs were based on their

adults in the Boston area. For the adults who said they believed in a con-

personal view, rather than on knowledge of scientific findings. As shown

stant (static) universe, the reasons given included the following: "learned

in table 3, 75% of these respondents believe that the universe is constant

in school," " religious views, the universe stays the same always," "basic

in size. In the absence of knowledge, most people believe in a constant

energy principles," "seems like it," "absolute guess," "read it somewhere,"

universe. Furthermore, the associations between cosmological knowledge

"a feeling," "newpapers, meditations on life," "just my belief," "because

and age, gender, and education found for the full set of respondents fall

the heavens are endless, so they can't change," "it always stays the same,

below a significant level for this subset of respondents. The only asso-

God made it all at once," "taught in Sunday school." These comments

ciation that remains significant is that between Q2 and membership in a

confirm that religious views underly some people's belief in a static uni-

church or religious group, and this association is not highly significant. We

verse.

conclude that while the likelihood of being informed about the expansion

TableS gives the fraction of respondents reporting that they would be

of the universe is much increased for younger people, males, and better

troubled to learn of a constant universe or troubled to learn of an expand-

educated people, the belief in a constant universe is independent of these

ing universe. Significantly more people were troubled by an expanding

factors for people whose belief comes from personal opinion.

universe than by a constant universe. Table 6 gives the respondents' own

Table 4 gives the respondents' own acknowledgment of the factors de-

acknowledgement of the reasons they would be troubled by an expand-

termining their personal view on change in the size of the universe. These

ing universe. Note that a large majority acknowledged being troubled by

four possible factors were not presented as mutually exclusive, and, on

a possible danger to earth and by some unknown change in the universe.

the average, each respondent acknowledged about two of them. As can

These two concerns were also prominent in the open-ended student essays,

be seen, the most popular factor was a respondent's own observations.

discussed below.

The visible night sky certainly appears motionless, and this observation is
clearly a strong motivating factor underlying the belief in a static universe.

The Student Essays

independently assigned content categories to each essay. An essay could
be assigned as many content categories as fit, and every essay was assigned

To provide a deeper understanding of the associations with a nonstatic

at least one category.

(The smallest number of categories assigned to

universe, an open-ended essay question was given to 83 high school stu-

any essay was one and the largest was three.) We then compared our

dents, in May, 1986. The students were selected from two high schools:

assignments. One of us made a total of 113 assignments and the other a

Arlington High School in Arlington, Massachusetts, a suburban community

total of 106 assignments, for a grand total of 219 assignments. There were

bordering Cambridge; and Old Saybrook High School in Old Saybrook,
Connecticut, a small town about 40 miles from New Haven. Although both
of these schools are public, middle-class schools, their location suggests
that the students might have a better than average knowledge of astronomy.
The students in the sample were divided about equally between boys and
girls, ranging in age from 14-18. The essays were administered in English classes during regular school hours. The students were asked: "If
astronomers learned that the universe is increasing in size, with all the
galaxies moving away from each other, how would this make you feel?"
and invited to put their thoughts on paper. No further words were spoken

until after the essays were collected. Essays ranged from a few words to
150 words.
The essays were independently analyzed by two of us (AL and BL),
in a manner described in this pararaph. First, we read through the essays

182 overlaps, or 83%. By comparison, if the assignments had been done
randomly (given that each of us, on average, assigned 1.3 categories per
essay and there were 7 possible categories), the fractional overlap would
have been 1.3n=19%. Satisfied with our ability to categorize essays in a
reliable way, we then discussed the disagreements in category assignments
and arrived at a final list of assignments. Table 7 gives the 7 content
categories, the fraction of essays mentioning ideas in each category, and
some representative quotes. An essay was placed into category 6 only if it
mentioned some specific form of impending disaster; if it only expressed
a vague fear or insecurity, it was placed into category 5. An essay placed
into category 7 could not be placed in any other categories.
We now consider the results, shown in table ·7. Categories 1· and 3
represent a positive reaction to an expanding universe. Nineteen essays,
or 23%, fit into one or both of categories 1 and 3.

and, without mentioning particular essays, agreed upon a set of 7 content

The strength of response in category 2 surprised us. Evidently, high

categories that encompassed all of the ideas expressed. Next, we each

school students today are so conscious of space travel, space exploration,
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and the possibility of extraterrestrial life that any issue relating to space

a possible religious component to their feelings, nor were their responses

and the universe may bring up these associations. We feel that this result

tested against their church membership. Another possibility is a cohort

reflects the fairly recent exploration of space by human beings. It is hard

effect, like that mentioned in regard to category 2. The understanding of

to imagine such a response 30 years ago, before Sputnik and the beginning

religion today, and its relationships to science and world view, is different

of the space age.

from what it was even as recently as 25 years ago. Cosmological questions

Categories 4, 5, and 6 reveal negative psychological associations with

today lie less in the religious domain and more in the scientific domain

the expansion of the universe. Thirty-six essays, or 43%, fit into one or

than they did in the past In a classroom discussion with the 18 students

more of these categories. This is a substantially larger fraction than the
19% of adults who reponed that they would be troubled to learn of an
expanding universe (see tables 1> and'), probably because the students
were asked to reflect on their feelings in an open-ended essay while the
adults were only allowed a yes or no response. Categories 5 and 6, which
may be more closely related than category 4, express fears of unknown
change, loss of control, and possible destruction and death. Twenty-one
essays, or 25%, fit into one or both of categories 5 and 6. Aside from the
numbers, the students' detailed comments and own choices of words give
insight into what disturbs people about a changing universe.

from Arlington High School after the essay was handed in, most of the
students made a clear distinction between their view of a spiritual heaven,
where souls went after death, and the physical heaven, in which galaxies
were located and moved about. Another possibility, which we consider
less likely, is an aging effect. With age, each individual may increasingly
incorporate religious notions into his or her world view. One or both of
these last two possibilities is somewhat supported by results from the adult
survey, where it was found that the fraction of church members basing their
response to Q2 on religious beliefs (Q4 in table 4) increased with age of
the respondent. (In a dichotomized test, 30% of younger church members
based their response on religious belief and 39% of older church members

Finally, we note that religious ideas were not mentioned in the student
did, with a confidence of 95% in the significance of this difference.)
essays, in contrast to the definite religious associations in the adult survey.
We offer several possible causes of this discrepancy, none of which are
mutually exclusive. One possibility is simply the difference in formats of
the two studies. The students were not asked explicitly to comment on

Conclusions and Prospects

In a national survey of American adults, 55% correctly identified the

insignificance, and concern over immediate danger to earth and possible

sun as a star, and 24% correctly responded that the universe is expanding.

death. We speculate that some of these factors may partly explain the

This astronomical knowledge is strongly associated with age, gender, and

historical attraction of a static and stable universe. In this regard, it is

education, supporting and extending previous studies of scientific literacy.

significant that increased education does not diminish the prevalence of

Younger people, males, and better educated people are more knowledgable

belief in a static universe among uninformed people, who might be likened

in the area of astronomy. We have also found that members of a church or

to people living before the discovery of the expansion of the universe.

religious group are less knowledgable in specifically cosmological areas.

We encourage additional studies to test our results and conclusions,

Education by itself, although clearly important, is not the most critical fac-

particularly those that might be sensitive to the form of the questions. Fu-

tor in astronomical literacy. Age has the highest association with a correct

ture work on the role of emotional factors underlying cosmological belief

understanding of the nature of the sun; gender has the highest association

might include extended interviews with individuals and include surveys

with knowledge of the expansion of the universe. The greater scientific

in other countries, to explore possible cultural factors. In such studies, it

knowledge of younger people suggests that pre-collegiate teaching of as-

would be valuable to include scientists as well as nonscientists. For scien-

tronomy has improved over the last several decades, particularly in the

tists, however, it might be harder to reach the emotional level, which may

comprehension of the universe as a whole. The importance of gender and

have been buried under the weight of acquired knowledge and scientific

church membership suggests that astronomical literacy is entwined with

tradition. Our work here has concentrated on a specific scientific ques-

social institutions and values, as well as with education. These results

tion - the static versus nonstatic character of the universe - because of its

have implications for science education.

historical importance and its identification with the basic human conflicts

A majority of people believe that the universe is constant in size,

between change and constancy and between order and disorder. Further

including 75% of respondents basing their belief on personal opinion.

psychological studies of related scientific questions may increase our un-

Nineteen per cent of the adults in a multiple choice survey and 43% of the

derstanding of the psychological and social environment in which science

students in an open ended essay expressed negative emotional reactions to

is done.

the discovery of an expanding universe. These reactions included fear of
unknown change, fear of loss of control, a sense of helplessness, feelings of
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AU U.S. adults•

Bigger

Same

Smaller

24'1.

59%

10%

7'1.

18
37

63

12
7

7
6

Don't !mow/

N

1120

~

Female
Male

~

LT 35
35-54
GTS4

Education
LTHS
HS
AA
BA
Grad

50

4

394

12

428
298

59
62
61

10
ll

14
6

50

7
4

577
87
211
127

6
8

:m

55
57
60

17
21

29

484

5
12

32

28
16

636

9
10

g

J4
43

43

9
10

21

63

10

37

46

9

2

118

24. Daedalus, 112:2 (1983).
Member of church
or reli1ious ~ul!
Yes
No

• For this row, and only this row, percentllges were weighted in
national demographics in age, gender, education and race.

748

IIA:Cordance

with

Table '2. Basis for belief in size of universe.

Table

Q3: "Is your answer to !he previous question based mainly on scientific findings you've
read or heard about, or on your penonal view?"

AU U.S. adults*

Don't know/
No Answer

Personal

35%

59%

6%

30

64
45

6
5

636
484

3
5
10

394
428
298

14

118
577
87
211
127

1120

~

50

LT 35
3.5·54
GT 54

37
43
34

60
.52

Education
LTHS
HS
AA
BA
Grad

27
3.5
28
46
61

59
61
68
47
36

Member of clwn:h
or re)i&iOWI I!!UI!
Ye.a
No

• See Table 1.

Bigger

Same

Smaller

12%

75%

11%

2%

626
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9
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77

73
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II

2
4

406
220

~
LT 35
3.5·54
GT 54
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14
8

75
7.5
76

11
10
II

1
1

5

235
224
167

17
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II
9

70
76
75
76
80

9
11
10
13

4
2
0
3
0

70
353
59
99
45

9
18

711
69

10

3
2

434
192

All respondents
~

~

Female
Male

"Do you think !he Universe is gelling bigger in size, gelling smaller in size, or remaining
the same in size?" [tabulated just for respondents answering "personal view" 10 Q3]

N

Scientific

37
42

56

58
52

4
4

7
3

5
6

748
372

319

5 Personal belief about size of universe.

Educa.tjon
LTHS
HS
AA
BA
Grad

Member of church
or reli1ioU1 i!!UI!
Yes
No

11

II

11

Don't know/

N
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Table
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Table !1. Likelihood of being troubled by constant versus cKpanding universe.

Basis for personal view on change in size of universe.

Q8: "U astronomers discovered that the universe is constant in size, would this trouble
you't'

[Asbd only 10 people answering"personal view" 10 Q31
Q4: "Is your penonal
QS: "Is your personal
Q6: "Is your personal
Q7: "Is your personal

view based oo your n:ligious beli~fs7" ..
view based on your own obscrvanons7 .
..
view based oo what you would like 10 think?
view based on just a guessr·
10 more: than one.)

Religious Beliefs

All

u.s. adutu•

~
Female
Male

!I!

LT 35
35-54
GT54

Education

Own

Would like

Q9: "If astronomers discovered that the universe is expanding. with all the galaxies mov·
ing away from each other, would this trouble you?"

Troubled by
Constant Universe
Guess

N

31%

79%

S3%

59%

626

n

77
81

53
47

59

406

55

220

26
24
25
32

LTHS
HS
AA

46
26

BA
Orad

20
13

n

78
76
81

47
52
55

56
61
55

81
80
83
75
64

61
50
59
47
42

63
58
51
60
56

235
224
167

Yes
No

35

9

79
78

52
48

55
64

~

Female
Male

!I!

LT 35
35-54
GT54

iO
59
99
45

6
7

21
15

636
484

7

16
19
21

394
428
298

26
20
22
11

434
192

8

IS

118
577
87
211
127

6
7

20
15

748
372

14
5

7

s

Member of church
or reli&ioua 1rouE
Yes
No

1120

19%

5
7

LTHS
HS
AA
BA
Grad

N

7%

l!:slli!;Mism

353

Member of church

or reli&ioua I!!!U.2

All U.S. adults•

Troubled by
Expanding Universe

• Sec Table 1.

Table 6. Basis for being troubled by expanding universe.

• Sec Table I.

Q10:
Qll:
Q 12:
Ql3:

[Asked only 10 people answering yes 10 Q9]
"Would you be troubled because then: miglll be danger to the Earth?"
"Would you be troubled because the Universe would 1101 be pe.acefuiT'
"Would you be troubled because the Universe would be changing in an unknown way?"
"Would you be troubled because God's cn:ation would be corning undoncT'
(Can answer yes to more: than one.)
Danger10
Earth

All

u.s. adults•
• Sec Table I.

92%

Unpcaccful.ness

Unknown
change
92%

God's cn:ation
undone

N

205

Table ') • Conll:nt analysis of srudent essays on feelings about an expanding universe

"If utronomers learned !hat the universe is increasing in size, with all the galaxies moving
away from each other, how would this make you feel?"

CaKI&PO' 1: Expression of intellectual curiosity about the universe, with no neptive
feelinp (Inction of essays in this c&tcJorY: 14%)
Representative quoll:s:
"I'd feel that we

were increasing our knowledge and technology." (essay 35)

Universe. We would serve a smaller purpose, if we an: sure we have a purpose now."
(essay 38)

Category S: Vague feelings of insecurity and anxiety associall:d with unknown chanrc:
or lack of control (18'l>)
"II makes me feel a sense of impermanence about the universe." (essay 4) "Scared."
(essay 10) "It is quite frighteniq 10 think that the universe is incn:asing in size." (essay
18) "It would worry me because of the unknown chanrc: 10 me." (essay 68) " ...it's a
feeling ~at it's JOnna happen anyway and can't be controlled by anyone. People in the
world think they have control over everythinJ and this would be a shock." (essay 82) "It
se~ds chills up my spine to think about the whole thing, and whatever is happening or
gomg to happen to the universe is inevitable." (essay 13)

CaK!&PCY 2: Concern over the increased difficulty of exploration of the universe. space
travel, or conununicalion with exttatcm:slrial life (20%)

CdK!&PCY 6: Fantasy of a scenario or catastrophic event lcading10 the end of the earth or
solar system (10%)

"I Rally wouldn't want the plaxies 10 move farther away from each other. I feel that
there is so much out there 10 discover. If the galaxies kept moving it would be harder to
pt 10 them. and expl<m!." (essay 8) "If the galaxies moved farther apart then it would
be more difficult to study them and learn if there is life in them." (essay 61)

"I feel that if the universe was growing in size, and the galaxies were moving apart.
that could only go on for so long and then something would explode or de51r11CL It
seems like everr major movement of the universe has a negalive reac:tion • like the sun
eventually burning Ollt and the gamma rays hiuing the earth." (essay 1) " ... the sun
would probably move farther away and we would probably die." (essay 20) "I would feel
~ little ncrv~s because i~ could be from gases and may cause the worid 10 blow up. b
JUst wouldn t be comfort1111 to me." (essay 68) "I just hope it's still around for many
years to come, and that by increasing in size it will not break apart." (essay 27) ''This
would make me feel helpless because if we drift away from the sun, then them will be
no life on earth." (essay 54)

Catc:&PCY 3: Fantasy of solving some: problem on earth by the new discovery (12'l>)
"I feel that it would be great because then we'd have man! room. Cities wouldn't be
so dense and there wouldn't be sud! a heavy population." (essay 33)

Cate(lory 7: l.ack of concern. lack of response, or feeling that there would be no effect
CaKI&PO' 4: Penonal feelinp of insignificance, smallnes1, loneliness. or isolation {l9'l>)

(31%)

"If I learned that the galuy was increasing. this would probably make me feel very
small and unimportanl. even more than I feel already... If the universe gets bigger, it
will make 111 seem smaller, and this would probably be hard on us, because we ate used '
10 thinkina that we ate the most important things in the whole galaxy." (essay 2) "It
would make me feel very small and unimportant." (essay 5) "II would make me feel
weini because •.. it would j111t not be a gll.la.xy anymore with planets or anything around
us anymore and it would feel that the earth is alone and no one is around us anymore."
(essay 26) 'rrhc earth and earth people would become continuously less importanl in the

"I wouldn't really can:, it would never affect me." (essay 42) "I probably wouldn't
feel anythina because I don't know enough about the universe." (essay 44) "It really
wouldn't mat'll:r 10 me ... I live bere on earth and that's all that I'm concerned about."
(essay 34) "If I found Ollt that the galaxies were movinJ aMy from each other and
expanding, I probably wouldn't worry. Hey, McDonalda had 10 expand, and so did
Wendys, eventually, so it probably wouldn't phase me." (essay 81)
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TERTIARY PHYSICS: A CASE STUDY IN STUDENTS'
CONCEPTIONS OF SOUND
Cedric J Linder
The University of British Columbia.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The conceptual problems which tertiary physics
students typically encounter can be both complex and
daunting. These conceptual problems are often
compounded by sets of implicit, and occasionally
explicit, pedagogical assumptions predominant in many
tertiary physics teaching environments. Interviews
with recent physics graduates in a teacher education
programme presented an insight into some of the
conceptual problems wbich are associated with the
teaching of sound at the introductory level.
Transcripts from tbese interviews are used to present
a case that many conceptual problems are associated
with pedagogical assumptions which appear to have
their roots in wbat many science educators consider
to be an inappropriate philosophical perspective - a
perspective based on a commitment to metaphysical
realism.
2.

way of viewing the basic scientific meaning/truth/
epistemological theme pertaining to the empiricist/
positivist umbrella is to describe it as
"metaphysical realism" (Clasersfeld, 1984; Putnam.
1981). A metaphysical realist is a person who is
commited to an epistemology where knowledge is a
one-to-one mapping (accurate reflection) of nature's
independent reality which exists in our "objective
world"; something is •true• "only if it corresponds
to an independent 'objective' reality" (Glasersfeld,
1984, p. 20).

AN EPISTEMOLOGICAL BASE TO PEDAGOGICAL
ASSUMPTIONS: Metaphysical Realism.

The ~ominant view of the nature of science which has
permeated with uncanny consistency through all aajor
universities in the western world is one or another
for• of philosophical e•plricism/positivism - this
bas been true for .ast of this century <Finley, 1983;
Gauld, 1982; Glasersfeld, 1984; Hodson, 1985;
Marquit, 1978; Mulkay, 1979; Norris, 1984; Otero,
1985; Schon, 1983). In order to appreciate why this
philosophical view is considered by many science
educators to be inappropriate (for example, see
Finley, 1983; Gauld, 1982; Helm, 1983; Hodson, 1985;
Holton, 1979; Marquit, 1978; Norris, 1984; Otero,
1985) the ••in epistemological theme of
empiricism/positivism needs to be esamined.
Although there are many shades of epistemology under
the banner of philosophical empiricism/positivism it
is possible to •discuss the •ain theme without going
into the details of variations and still provide a
aseful analysis" (Yersessian, 1984, p. 5). A useful

3.

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH METAPHYSICAL
REALISM.

Now the question arises: Why should metaphysical
realism's epistemological themes present a problem
for physics education at the tertiary level? The
answer is framed from a constructivist perspective.
Recent research (for example, see Driver and Bell,
1986; Erickson, 1984; Fensham 1983; Novak and Cowin,
1984; Pope and Keen, 1981; Pope an~ Gilbert 1983) bas
indicated that many of the conceptual problems which
physics students encounter may have their foundation
in teaching which fails to take any significant
account of the prior knowledge, intuitions, beliefs
and understandings that the students invariably bring
with them to the instructional setting. Essentially
there is a lack of cognizance that •meaningful
learning" (Novak and Cowin, 1984! involves a process
whereby individuals construct their own meanings in
an effort to make sense of their experiences and the
information that they receive. (For a discussion
on a constructivist view of learning see Erickson,
1987).
Metaphysical realism inherently downplays any
personal subjective contributions to science, in
attitude, historically, and epistemologically. For
example, in his criticis•, Marquit (1978)
wrote:
The emphasis which modern empiricists place on
the logical structure of scientific knowledge
has greatly reduced the dependence of modern
sciences on ... speculative and intuitive
methods .•• to undervalue the contributions of
conscious mental or theoretical activity to tbe
process of acquiring an understan~ing of the
physical world. (p. 785)
This pervasive "undervaluing of theoretical activity•
in physics is described by Einstein ll973) as

follows:
If you want to find out anything from the
theoretical physicists about the methods they
use, I advise you to stick closely to one
principle: don't listen to their words, fix your
attention on their deeds. To him who is a
discoverer in this field, the products of his
imagination appear so necessary and natural that
he regards tbem, and would like to have them
regarded by others, not as creations of thought
but as given realities. (p. 264)
When philosophical perspectives in teaching
effectively dismiss knowledge and understanding as
being constructed by autonomous thinking human beings
(recognising the consequent relativistic nature of
knowledge) it is not surprising to find physics
students who have successfully completed their
undergraduate physics with conceptual understandings
wbicb are in a very real sense "alternate" to the
accepted position of current physics (for example,
see Faucher, 1983; Helm, 1980; Hewson, 1982; Sjoberg
and Lie, 1981; Villani and Pacca, 1987). These
alternate conceptions are constructed by students
both prior to formal teaching and during the teaching
process -see Driver and Erickson (1983) and Driver
and Oldham (1986).
Some physics conceptual problems which appear to have
their roots in •etaphysical realism will now be
considered using students' conceptual understanding
of sound to support the discussion. The
participants in this study were students who bad
majored in physics and were currently in a teacher
education progra•ae.
3.1

Encouragement to rote-learn facts.

Cultural transmission is a pedagogy which presents
knowledge as "bundles of truths" in a presumed
"logical• order into "tabula rasa" minds - the
metaphorical sponge absorbing knowledge. Knowledge,
as culturally defined, is to be internalised by
younger members of the culture in their educational
apprenticeship (see Benjamin's 1939, classic
"Saber-tooth Curriculum" for an excellent satire of
the process). Cultural transmission is naturally
open to support from the psychological paradigms of
behaviourism and nee-behaviourism. "Facts" and their
associated conceptual understanding are best learnt
by studying hatg and the best stimulus-response
reinforcement for studying hard is provided by
examinations, tests and quizzes (the positive
reinforcement is a good grade and vice versa). In
such a scenario it is likely that, for .any students,
introductory physics becomes an extremely difficult
subject of laws, formulae and problem solving
algorithms, all to be "learnt• to pass the. final
examination; a conceptual swampland. Thus it beco . . s
possible for students with a deficit of appropriate
current physics conceptual understanding to be
successful in examinations by memorizing sufficient
material (for example, see Arons, 1979, 1983;
Dahlgren, 1979; Dahlgren and Harton, 1978; Lin, 1982;
Lundgren, 1977).
If learning is viewed as an activity which primarily
involves •relating what one has encountered
(regardless of source) to one's current concepts•
(Strike, 1983, p. 68) then me.arization on its own
cannot contribute to conceptual growth (see Driver
and Oldham, 1986; Posner et al, 1982; Hewson, 1981).
For example, consider the following transcript
extracts taken from interviews, with education
post-graduate students who majored in physics, on the
phenomena of sound. The first transcript estract
starts when interviewee •Tom" first began to discuss
sound propagating in a yacuum:
<I • interviewer, R •

Since . . taphysical realis• has ~truth" corresponding
to an •objective reality• (Glasersfeld, 1984), the
knowledge of •facts• becomes important and the
pedagogical assumption that •the knowledge of ~
provides an adequate psychological foundation for
concept learning• (Otero, 1985, p. 364) naturally
follows. Teaching which gives overriding i•portance
to "facts• which •aatcb• ontological reality
(Glasersfeld, 1984) bas foundationally supported the
doainant iestern teaching perspective termed
•cultural transaission• (see Pope and Gilbert, 1983,
and Pope and Keen, 1981).

Tom's response).

I:

Are you talking about in a vacuua now?

R:

Yes, I'• talking about in a vacuum because, well
it doesn't have to be in a vacuua.
(Long pause
and sound of Tom muabling to hiaself). So in
other words I was wrong about ay initial idea
about having to have particles to, uma, propagate
sound waves, because sound in a vacuua is
something like 3 ti .. s 10 to the 8 whatever ..
m/s. (Long pause). Sound travels slower in air
than it does in a vacuu•.
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Then Tom went on to discuss sound travelling from a
vacuum into a medium. The transcripts resumes at
this point:

analogy with sound is that they require molecules
to propagate, they need a medium.
I:

What would happen if you had done sound and were
teaching Newton's laws and a student asked you:
"Sir does sound obey Newton's laws?" What would
your answer be? What laws govern the propagation
of sound?

R:

Well I am not sure, I am sure there are analogous
equations to light and sound but sound is
different because it requires a medium. What do
you mean by Newton's laws? Do you mean
gravitational laws? <After clarification> ..
Sound obeys Newtonian mechanics, I think they
found, so it must obey Newton's laws.

I: And when light travels from a vacuum to air is
that the same?

R: No.
I: Nhat is the difference then?
R: (Long pause while Tom appears talks to himself) Oh
yesl It is different because •. in a vacuum the
speed of light is 3 times 10 to the 8 or something
like that and wben it goes into air it has to move
particles as well, because I know in water the
speed of light is less. That's why you get
diffraction and things like that.
From his replies it appears that when Tom studied
introductory physics he adopted a learning style
based upon memorization which has conceptually left
him with "a aass of logically and psychologically
inconsistent fragments• (Dahlgren and Harton, 1978,
p. 34). The inconsistent fragments in Tom's
explanation can be clearly seen as he confuses poorly
meaorized facts about light and sound. For example,
he recalls that sound propagates at "3 times 10 to
the 8 or something like that" in a vacuum - an
obvious recall confusion with the speed of ligbt in a
vacuum. In general it appears as if he cannot
conceptually distinguish between light and sound.
To• is clearly giving the matter a lot of thought and
reflection (perhaps for the first time) and
struggling with the concepts, but his •emory is not
good enough for him to consistently structure bis
thoughts.
Later on during the interview To• again revealed a
learning style based on . .morization. The section of
the interview fro• whi~h the second extract is taken
dealt with how tbe students conceptualized the sound
wave equation(s) with wbich they were familiar:
(I • interviewer, R • Tom's reply)
I:

Nhat laws govern the propagation of sound? Nbere
do the equations of sound propagation come from?

R:

(Long pause) .. Haswell's equations are
electroaagnetic waves so sound is not part of
that. Sound waves are •• they propagate
differently. They always use water waves as an
analogy to sound, u... its because water waves

requlre .oleculas ln ordar to propagate and lts

Tom's replies seem to imply that he cannot remember
how, or on what principles, the wave equation was
derived but he can remember an analogy, water waves.
A strange analogy since water waves are transverse
in nature, however, the analogy did help Tom to
recall that sound requires a medium for propagation
something which had confused him earlier.
Helm (1983) pointed out that an understanding of
physics equations implies the "ability to recognise
the contexts in which those relationships are valid"
(p. 42). Tom displayed none of this and vas
seemingly unsure of what was meant by Newton's laws another example of inconsistent conceptual fragments
resulting from rote learning. In his replies Tom
also provided an insight into his view of the process
of physics, "Sound obeys Newtonian mechanics, I
think they found. so it must obey Newton's laws."
Tom appears to have an epistemological commitment
where physics is a set of discovered rules - which be
tried to memorize.
Cultural transmission and examinations which reward
or r~quire memorization, illustrate how the tenets of
a phi~osophical commitment can permeate throughout an
education system. In university physics it is not
that many instructors do not recognise the
shortcomings of the type of examinations used (for
example, see Arons, 1979; 1983). it is just that we
are inextricably bound together by the common
"cultural transmission" elements of our respective
apprenticeships.

3.2

Problem solving and conceptual understanding.

-------------------------------------------------

Another physics pedagogical assumption which appears
to be based on a commitment to link studying hard to
the generation of conceptual understanding is found
in the area of tutorial problem solving.
An
extrapolation of the metalearning commitment to
studying hard usually has introductory students
preoccupied with solving sets of standard tutorial
problems.
The link between students successfully
solving sets of standard physics tutorial problems
and their consequent conceptual understanding appears
to be an underlying physics pedagogical assumption
which is very widely held by physics educators (Chi.
Glaser and Rees, 1981; Larkin and Rei£. 1979; Larkin,
McDermott, Simon and Simon, 1980).
For example, Van
Harlingen (1985) offered the following advice to
introductory physics students:
A soli~ understanding of physics includes the
ability to solve a variety of problems .. your
ability to successfully solve problems is one
way that you (and your teachers) can measure
ygur undprstanding. (p. 30, emphasis mine)
However, especially at the introductory physics
level, the physics problems assigned as homework
tutorials (and which subsequently form a major part
of physics examinations) may be characteristically
described as "stereotyped quantitative examples"
(Gamble, 1986). For example, cross-reference many of
the chapter problems in popular introductory physics
textbooks such as Giancoli 11985). Halliday and
Resnick (1986), Sears, Zemansky and Young 11985), and
Weidner ( 1985).
It is not being advocated that physics tutorial
problems play little or no role in helping students
construct the kind of conceptual understanding which
is desirable from the physicists perspective. and
should be abandoned. Certainly problem solving in
introductory physics has a vital role to play (see
Arons, 1983, l984a, l984bl.
However. it is being
claimed that physics teachers' unilateral linking of
conceptual understanding with the ability to
successfully solve such physics problems is a
doubtful pedagogical assumption.
Hewson (1980, p. 398) has reported that even when
different physics students •can solve the same
problems satisfactorily they can have different
conceptions". Confiraation of this was reported by
Rei£ and Heller (1982) in their research on physics

problem solving in basic university-level physics.
In this research Rei£ and Heller also noted that:
.. the cognitive mechanisms needed for
effective scientific problem solving are
complex ang thus not easily learned frgm
mere exameles and practice . . Too little
attention is commonly paid to the organization
of the knowledge acquired by students ..
students are given little help to integrato
their accumulating knowlege into a qoberent
structure facilitating flexible use. (p. 125,
emphasis mine)
Writing about student patterns of thinking and
reasoning, Arons 11983, p. 577) wrote, "Without
practice in giving verbal interpretations of
calculations, students take refuge in memorizing
patterns and procedures of calculation.• To give
verbal interpretations of calculations a student
needs to create a world of "hand waving physics•
which essentially involves exploring the essence of a
conceptual idea both from within oneself and within
the current physics theories, models and concepts.
Hewson P. and Hewson H. (1984) have noted that
conceptual conflict. a prelude to conceptual change,
requires epistemological commitments to internal
consistency and gene'rali:zability.
The following
transcript extract from the •sound" interviews
illustrates a student's lack of such epistemological
commitments and the consequent type of
incompatibility which can exist between a student's
intuition and a learnt physics model used for
solving problems.
In such cases the transcript
indicates that students prefer to rely on their
intuition.
During the "sound" interview the participants were
presented with several tuning forks and encouraged to
"play" with them.
The tuning forks' frequencies were
stamped on the forks and this was pointed out to the
students. After the students had "playod" with
several forks the interviewer picked one up, struck
it to produce a tone, and then asked the subject for
an order of magnitude estimation of the wavelength of
the sound being produced.
"John's• reply was typical
of the replies given by all the students interviewed:
(I • interviewer, R • John's reply)

R:

Well I would tend to say something like a
millimetre.

I:

O.K. if that's SOO cycles per second (referring
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to the tuning fork in question), approximately,
and we take the speed of sound to be 300 m/s,
what would you calculate the wavelength to be?
R:

Umm, cycles per second .. so you take velocity in
m/s divided by wavelength, nov its per second.
(John declines the offer of of paper and pencil).
Just trying to work with the dimensions. O.K. so
you take velocity and divide by wavelength,
'cause velocity is frequency times wavelength.
So
wavelength is velocity divided by frequency, so
that is 300 m/s divided by 500, which is say 0.6,
so it would be &0 em.

I:

O.K., how would you explain that?

R:

(Student laughs.) Umm, the formula works.
(More
laughter.) That is scary ... I now realise my
millimetres vas wrong because with something like
a guitar string you can get .. well you don't
really get frequencies that high but .. you can
certainly get an A 440 .. umm .. mmm (John
appears puzzled)

I:

R:

Why did you feel that this (referring to tuning
fork in question> was within the millimetre
range?
Umm, I guess I know that it is vibrating very
quickly, 500 times per second -you can't see it
really so .. and the mechanism is
molecules, which are tiny.

John's intuition evoked a millimetre estimation for a
wavelength which was approzimately half a metre in
length. John, however, had no trouble correctly
calculating the wavelength.
To obtain a correct
answer appeared to be sufficiently important to John
that be reassured himself using dimensional analysis.
Why then did he so spontaneously offer his millimetre
estimation? Why did he not do a quick mental
calculation if be was the least bit uncertain of his
answer? These questions give an indication of the
confidence John bad in his intuitive model, they also
indicate that John had never correlated his intuition
with his calculation model (as a physics major be
must have completed many wavelength calculations).
For John, it appears as though such physics
calculations form part of a set of memorized
procedures. !be discreprancy between his intuitive
estimation and his physics calculation appeared to
astound him (•That is scary•), another indication
that be had never made any connections between these
types of calculations and his intuition. John's

immediate efforts to reconcile his intuition and his
calculation were not very coherent.
Another student, ~simon", revealed that although he
recognised and accepted the isomorphic nature of wave
equations in physics he had difficulty in developing
a coherent conceptual perspective of the various
concepts. Consider the following interview extract,
Simon and the interviewer had just completed some
ezperimentation on the reflection of light and sound
using parabolic mirrors and found that the same laws
seemed to apply to both.
(I • interviewer,

R • Simon's reply).

I:

O.K., well I wonder if you see sound being in any
way similar to light?

R:

Yes, umm, I guess because of the theory I have
done.
I .. it is hard to say.
I can relate and
deal with sound and light in a similar way by
writing down similar equations.

I:

Where do the light wave equations come from?

R:

Well if you want to go all the way down to
Maxwell's laws: electric fields and magnetic
fields.

I:

And sound waves?

R:

Sound waves would simply be pressure variations.

I:

Could I apply Newton's laws?

R:

(Pause) yes, yes because at a molecular level it
is just collisions. Conservation of energy and
momentum.
So in everyday life I see them as
completely separate phenomenon .. light has
different sources than sound, and you can, umm,
sense it with your eyes rather than with your
ears. I see it as completely separate, but in
physics I can see the ezact same equations apply
to both, it is just you have different variables.
In one case, or anyways for that matter, on paper
you can do tbe same thing.
You can have the
Doppler effect with sound waves but it is not
very often you have any reason to see a Doppler
effect with light waves. So I guess bow I relate
to them on paper they are interchangeable, in
real life I don't see them as being so.

Here we see Simon indicating that he had been unable
to conceptually reconcile his daily experience of
light and sound with what he had learnt in physics.
The very nature of his very articulate reply seems to
indicate that although he may have given the matter
some thought, he chose to avoid conceptual conflict
by compartmentalizing his everyday experience and
what he learnt in physics. Strike (1983) reported a
similar finding:
Many undergraduates are not exactly overburdened
with a need to have what they learn in science
class be consistent with other scientific ideas or
their own experience. Somewhere they have gotten
the idea that science is allowed to be paradoxical
and is not supposed to have anything to do with
their everyday experience. (p.74)
From this perspective, physics, then, becomes
something one wdoesn rather than something one
•understandsn. !hus it appears that it is of
questionable value for physics educators to assign
tutorial problems for homework without having an
insight into how students are constructing their
conceptual understanding of the physics being taught
(also see Arons 1983, 1984a, 1984b; Clement, 1981;
Faucher, 1981).
3.3

The rate of instruction.

passes it before the student at sufficiently
high velocity, the Lorentz contraction will
shorten it to a point at which it drops into the
hole which is the students mind ...• The students
have been 'told' but they have not made the
concept part of their own .... they get •credit'
for going through a memorized calculational
procedure which happens to give them the 'right'
numerical answer ... while they have no
understanding of the physics. (p. 650)
A rapid rate of instruction (machine-gun instruction)
has a special place in the hidden curriculu•. It
emphasizes a positivistic epistemology and actively
encourages memorization. Nhat makes matters worse is
that most physics teachers and many physics
undergraduates appear to resign themselves to a rapid
rate of instruction in the name of protecting so•e
set of unwritten standards. There is simply too •ucb
to do and not enough time to do it.
A general theme which emerged from the interviews was
that the students were never conscious of having
"kicked physics ideas around•. As one student put
it, "In class there was never time for anything but
more physics .. and more homework problems". In the
interviews many of the students seemed to be
reflecting on the topic of sound for tbe first ti•e,
for example:
"The more I think about it the less sure I a•.•

The metaphysical realist influence on traditional
science instruction and epistemology, in its neglect
in valuing students' existing conceptions, purposes
and activations, has covertly added another dimension
to the conceptual difficulties which tertiary physics
students have to face. Instruction which views the
lack of •correct" understanding to be a consequence
of a lack of "studying hard" (or alternatively lack
of required intellect) may proceed at an enormous
rate. !be aaount of course content covered then
takes on overriding importance <English language
introductory tertiary physics textbooks all offer tbe
same basic curriculum). This rate of instruction is
typically so rapid that any in-class reflection
becomes impossible (see for example, McMillen, 1986;
Tobias, 1986). Arona (1979) captured the nature of
this typical instruction pace with a "length
contraction• aetaphor (from Einstein's Special Theory
of Relativity):
It is tbe premise of the vast majority of
introductory physics courses ... that if one
takes a huge breadth of subject matter and

"I am just trying to formulate this, I have never
been asked that question before - it makes it
tougher.•
•Just wondering if I do know
"I think I am confusing myself.•
One reason for the students' apparent lack of
reflection may lie in the typical rapid rate of
physics instruction discussed earlier. In rapid
teaching there is little or no time to engage in, and
encourage, reflection - tbat is left for the student
to do on his own. This lack of reflection may in
turn be linked to a broad belief based on tbe
epistemological themes of aetaphysical realism whicb
were discussed earlier. The belief is tbat science
and humanity students construct their conceptual
understanding in different ways. This type of
aetalearning assumption was recognised by Tobias
(1986) and McMillen (1986) in tbeir studies done in
physics departments at the universities of Chicago
and Indiana respectively. In these studies tbey
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sought to obtain an insight into the nature of the
problems which many students have with university
introductory physics, in particular non-science
majors. This vas done by inviting faculty peers from
the humanities at the respective universities to
attend typical introductory physics lectures and
comment on tbe difficulties that they experienced in
the lectures. McMillen (198&, p. 18), citing Tobias,
described the belief as follows:
Scientists learn through problem solving,
reaching understanding through step-by-step
analysis. Many learn best by themselves.
Humanists, however, •play• with concepts,
learning by writing and restating their ideas.
For a constructivist this kind of assumption is
painful. It reflects no appreciation for the
interactive process that takes place within a
person's conceptual repertoire as they try to make
sense of new concepts; and, no appreciation for the
importance of relating what a teacher is trying to
teach to what the learner already knows (see Ausubel,
1978; Driver and Erickson, 1973; Driver and Oldham,
1986; Novak and Gowin, 1984). Instead, learning is
presented as a mechanical process; •step-by-step"
collecting and building up knowledge, like a squirrel
collecting nuts.
Constructivist learning and conceptual change models
(for example, see Driver and Oldham, 1986; Hewson,
1981, 1982; Posner et al, 1982) postulate that in
order for a person to construct conceptual coherence,
his or her existing conceptual conflicts need to be
resolved. When conceptual conflicts are not resolved
and a person wants, or needs to, retain different
conceptual models then tbese conceptual models tend
to be compartaentalized (Claxton, 1983). A way of
looking for evidence for conceptual
compartmentalization is to look for contextual
explanations - different contexts may draw on
different conceptual models. In the "sound"
interviews several students unconsciously provided
different conceptual explanations when presented with
different contextual sources of sound. For exaaple,
consider tbe following extract taken froa "Greg's"
interview.
!be background to Greg's explanations vas as follows:
At different stages in the interview the students'
macroscopic and aicroscopic aodels of tbe propagation
aecbanisa of sound were probed using tbree different
contextual sources of sound. These were: a source
not co.-on to the classrooa yet coamon to everyday
experience (bursting a balloon); a source taken fro•

the students• personal experience (their own
example); and, a source recognisable from a teaching
context (a tuning fork).
(I • interviewer, R

= Greg's

reply)

First Context; A balloon being burst with a p&n.
I:

<Sound of balloon bursting> Could you relate to
what happened?

R:

Physically?

I:

Yes.

R:

Well you have the air in the balloon and it was
under pressure. When the balloon was popped
there was an expansion of the air in the balloon
out into the outside which vas under less
pressure and it generated pressure waves. The
movement generated waves in the air which
travelled to the ear .. creating the sensation of
noise I guess, in the ear.

I:

How would it travel?

R:

Well ;ust the general outward motion of the air
from the balloon made ... disturbed the air so
much there vas just this outward aotion and
because the force outward vas greater ....
because the force outward was so great that it
created a partial vacuum in that space where the
air was, the air had to rush back in again and it
basically created a ~!bration that travels
outwards. It is aaking the air aolecules move
and it is not just happening in one place,
anything that happens in one place tends to
affect everything around it so that sound
basically travels outward and of course the wider
the area it travels outward in the less intensity
there is so the sound sort of fades off into the
distance or the farther away from the sound tbe
less there is to it. Umm ....

Second Context;
R:

Ipteryieveea' gwp example.

Ky favourite example is down on the beach on a
suaaer day when the air pressure is really higb,
uma, sort of when it is really low, u. . , you see
somebody picking up a stick and throwing up a
rock in the air and bitting it and then you bear
the sound a couple of minutes later. or a couple
of seconds later. There is just a slight delay,

that means the sound is being produced when the
stick hits the rock, but those molecules are only
agitated there, or only start moving there, and
it takes a while for this idea that these waves
have to travel and reach your ear.
I:

Could you follow ~p on that? O.K. someone hits
the rock with a stick and there is an agitation
of molecules? <Student agrees> And then?

R:

They, umm, it is like a pulse, there is a
disturbance there in the air and ... the pulse it
travels through the air.
The molec~les in the
air are ... pick up the vibration and transmit
it along.

I:

What were the molecules doing before that?

R:

Normally they are just at rest, they are just
maybe moving aro~nd with wind.

The above example provides an insight into the
capacity which people have for holding and ~sing
conflicting conceptual models.
In this example it
appears that it was the contezt of the problem which
determined whether Greg would use his scientific or
intuitive knowledge to ezplain phenomena - what
compartment of knowledge he would use.
In a case
such as this, the rapid rate of instruction and
metalearning beliefs which discount the necessity for
physics st~dents to "play" with new concepts to
achieve consistent conceptual understanding, can only
encourage st~dents to avoid concept~al conflict by
compartmentalizing their conceptual models.
4.

Third Context;
R:

Sound prgduced frgm a tuning fgrk.

Normally they (the molecules) are at rest ....
they have a small amount of energy but it is
randomly distributed, they are sort of moving
aro~nd, quite randomly. not in any specific
direction.
When a sound happens they start
moving back and forth in the direction that the
sound is travelling. They are moving back and
forth, at a certain rate, they are oscillating,
like these waves are going in and out, this high
press~re b~siness again.
So depending on how
I think I am confusing myself ..

The balloon bursting was done at the beginning of the
interview session and Greg offered only elements of a
basic macroscopic model.
This conceptual
understanding probably has its origins in the "ideal
fluid approximation" which is often used as a physics
~del to explain the propagation of sound in liquids
and gases. By the time Greg offered his own
•favourite• example he had begun to tbink
microscopically using his own terms - a concept~al
~del where air molecules are normally at rest.
He
did this despite being fully acq~ainted with the
basic concepts of the kinetic model.
When the
context changed to one strongly associated with
classroom physics, the tuning fork, Greg
spontaneously went to a microscopic descriptive level
based on the kinetic model. He then made an attempt
to begin to reconcile his kinetic and ideal fluid
•odels and at that point admitted confusion.

UNINTENDED PEGAGOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS: an ezample.

The Tobias and McMillen studies referred to earlier
indicated that university physics instr~ctors had
little insight into the conceptual difficulties which
their st~dents typically enco~nter. A major problem
often lay in making conceptual connections between
the verbal (or written) explanations, demonstrations,
and mathematical representations.
As an illustration
of the kind of conceptual construction that can take
place when confronted with such a problem consider
the model of sound propagation in air which "Peter"
had constructed.
When considering Peter's model bear
in mind that he felt q~ite confident abo~t it, having
just completed a teaching practicum where he taught
"sound":
You see waves travel in sine waves or cosine
waves or something like that, its a wave
propagation. Now I think the wave propagates
with the use of molecules but its not the same
molecule that is going thro~gh, its like this
molecule will hit another one that will go up
here and hit another one that will go down
here (Peter is tracing out a sinusoidal patb
of mplecuiar cpiiitions on the desk s~rface
with his finger).
The interviewer was so intrigued with Peter's model
he asked him to draw it on a piece of paper; he did
so as follows:

Figure i:

Peter's sound propagation model.
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To give some ezplanatory perspective to Peter's
model, an ezamination of typical physics instruction
in this area is necessary.
Sound waves are longitudinal waves in an elastic
media. They can be conceptually represented as
displacement. pressure or density longitudinal waves,
however the wave equations are simplest to solve when
mathematically represented in sinusoidal format.
This is the beginning of a potential conceptual
swampland.
Longitudinal waves are typically distinguished from
transversal waves as follows:
le can distinguish different kinds of waves by
considering how the motions of the particles of
matter are related to the direction of
propagation of the waves themselves .... If the
motions of the matter particles conveying the
waves are perpendicular to the direction of
propagation of the wave itself, we have a
transverse waye ... While it is true that
light waves are not mechanical they are
nevertheless transverse. Just as material
particles move perpendicular to tbe direction
of propagation in soDe mechanical waves,
electric fields and magnetic fields are
perpendicular to the direction of propagation
of light waves .... If the motion of the
particles conveying a mechanical wave is back
and forth along the direction of propagation,
then we have a longitudinal wave ... Sound
waves in a gas are longitudinal. (Halliday and
Resnick, 1974, p. 300)
An eztremely coamon physics instructional
de.anstration of longitudinal waves are the
longitudinal waves produced in a horizontally
stretched helical spring (a •slinky•). The waves are
generated by creating alternating compressions and
eztensions at one end of the spring. The belizes of
the spring yibrate to and fro and the longitudinal
wave is vividly seen propagating along the spring.
After this deaonatration the compressions and
eztensions of the spring are commonly represented by
the crests (mazimum forward spring displacement from ·
equilibrium position) and troughs (mazimum backward
spring displacement from equilibrium position) of a
travelling wave of sinusoidal form. An ezample of
tbis type of representation is given in Figure 2.
(taken from Physics by Richard Ieidner, 1985, p.

(b)

{ol) A sinuJoid•l
lcn1itudinal :u•or. (Ill Tilt
corru~andi•J :v•J:t sha~t. :<1itlr
di>Diactmtnc fram tqut!ic1'i:<m
plattrd ill a funetron of di$rann.

ftqure 2.
Following a definitional distinction between
transverse waves and longitudinal waves (particle
displacement either perpendicular or parallel to
propagation direction) a particle displacement graph
of a longitudinal wave plotted in a way that it
resembles a transverse wave (as shown in Figure 2.)
must generate confusion for many students.
To fully appreciate the type of complezity involved
an insight into the plotting-ezplanation is given.
Consider the transverse-like representation in Figure
2. The horizontal z azis represents the direction of
propagation i.e. along soDe positive z direction.
Suppose that the undisturbed position of certain
particles at a given instant in time is represented
by the positions C,D,E,F,G ... on the illustration
sketch in Figure 3.
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Fiqprt 3.

A longitudinal wave particle
displacement representation.
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Suppose that at a particular instant when a sound
wave propagates through the section of medium in
question these particles occupy the positions C,d,e,
f,G,h,k ... Nov the transverse-like representation
is obtained by drawing a perpendicular from each
point originally occupied by a particle. The
perpendicular is in the plane of the paper,
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, with a
length which is proportional to the displacement of
the particle at the chosen instant in time. The
perpendicular is drawn upward if the particle's
displace.ant is forward, and downward if the
displacement is backward. If this procedure is
continued for every particle along the direction of
propagation then the ends of the perpendiculars form
a sinusoidally shaped curve i.e. a transverse-like
representation. This is a mathematically
•convenient• represeptation of a lgngitudinal
wave with the particle displacement being represented
at right angles to their actual displacement - the
definitional-distinction of a transverse wave!

but some of our assumptions need to be looked at

From tbe perspective of the type of potentially
conflicting models described above, an explanation
for Peter's conceptual model of sound propagation in
air may be that he made an effort to combine similar
types of conceptual models. On the one hand he had
tbe view of tbe mechanism of sound propagation being
air molecular collisions, however, on the other hand
the sound wave was probably presented to him in a
sinusoidal representation similar to that described
above. A sinusoidal representation of a longitudinal
wave which looks like a transverse wave could easily
blurr the two wave models into one. Now combine this
hazy sinusoidal wave model with a model of molecule
collisions and we have Peter's model -collisions
which take place along a sinusoidal path.

Arons, A.B. (1979). Cognitive Level of College
Physics Students. American Journal of
Physics, !Zi2JJ 650-654.

5.

CONCLUSION.

Using examples of physics students• conceptions of
sound it bas been illustrated how philosophical
co••it. . nts can influence physics teaching and its
outco•e. An effort bas been .ade to link these
conceptions to typical university physics teaching
practices, not to criticize or judge them but to
offer some real insight into the kinds of conceptual
proble•s which they may be generating. Naturally not
all introductory physics teaching has been a failure

again as some have the potential of generating more

confusion than conceptual understanding. Students'
conceptual models, such as those described in this
paper, are perturbing, especially when the student
has majored in physics with good grades and intends
to become a school physics teacher. I believe they
emphasize the importance for physics instructors to
have an appreciation of constructivism; to engage in
a process of teaching where knowledge is not a bundle
of logical connections to be •exchanged• but rather a
conceptual building which takes place upon tbe
beliefs and understandings which the students bring
to class; and, to encourage students to verbalize and
"kick ideas around" - encouraging the growth of
epistemological commitments to internal consistency
and generalization.
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whether they remembered what they had done oa the

subjects

clearly saw the two tasks sets as
They expressed

a belief that they did not relate what they did on
the two task aets.

other

The

procedure from one
composed

or

the ta3k

.:~ets

they

:stated

who

aubject.:s

within

:~ubgroup,

set

ta.:~k

the

did

::lOt

0:1

the

group
idea.:~

u.:~e

other,

A

number

of

them

3tatemeata.

or

"appesite" ia a way which wauld imply they thought

wa.:s

it meant "unrelated",

who said they did not think

:subject:~

An additional SS
were

related,

but

then

.:stated

explanation.:~,

of

the

subjects

a
!laid

relation in their

used the phrase

of

they

did not remember what they had done on

For example:
the fir.:st ta.:sk
3econd.

:~et

That

or the pair

691

leaves

when

of

working

the

the

!Subjects who

"No did not use idea.:s, although both task!!
indicated they were relating what they did on
dealt with the .:same principle, they were
.:second

task

or

:~et

the

the pair to what they had done

separate experiments to be treated
on the firat. What form.:s de the.:se relations take?
differently, altheugh you keep the same
The .:subjects' attempts at consistency can

idea.:s ic mind,"

into

cla.:s!ified
"No did not u.:se

from first,

idea:~

was the opposite of the

fir:~t

categery

this

task."

three

contain.:s

appropriate

form

the
of

.subjects

instead of uphill.
oppo.:site or what I

I

"rever.:se"

used the total

contain.:s theae

did in the firat

recognizable

taak .:set."

Theae

aubjecta

firat

ta.:sk

subjects
form

of

believed they had net used any of
procedure

from

.:set whea they worked the .second,

However, as the example.:s above show, many of
actually described a relatiao in their

them

form

ef

taak

aeta.

"comma~-aen.:se"

co~.:sistency

Three
were

rule5

mathematical

in

showed
The

:subjects

uaed

who

the

category

con.:si.:stency.

no

third
some

relation between the two

ferma

af

identified.

"commoa-aeDae"

These were:

u.:se the same rule, which in .some cases
same

the

Aa mentiened

second

whose

firat

used

.:subject.:s

The

study,

category centains tho.:se

their ideas, or any part of their
the

pair

whe

con.:siatency.

above thi.:s wa.:s about 131 of the
"No, becau.:se thia was going dewnhill

The

categories,

be

relatien,

Cal to

meant

the

fer beth task seta,

(b) to focus en oae variable and

adjust

the

way

they used it in related task .:set.:s, and (c) to use
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a concept or general idea to guide their decisions

higher up the hill it started from, I

about

reversed this for the calculations."

hew

to

use

the variables.

explaoatiens do subjects supply to

What kinds of
support

their
Host or these subjects

approaches?

the
For

these

who employ properly related rules

formula

dividing.

I~

or

talked

going

about

from

"reversiagM

multiplying

other words moat of

these

to

subjects

on either the toy beats or the toy trucks seta the
stated
explanations range from

essentially

they

were thinking about the mathematical

mathematical
relationship

descriptions

to

mere

conceptually

themselves
statements.

involved.

Those

who

did

ceucera

oriented
with

the physical quantities involved

For example:
were able

to

connect

them

effectively

with

a

mathematical relation,
"Used the formula fer the first task set
and changed it

Let's

arou~d."

at

the

three

consistency one at a
"We were figuring opposite values fer the
two procedures, so I
function.

did the opposite

Division and multiplication."

"I divided in order to find d in the first

there

were

mathematical

the

subjects

relation

for

who
beth

forms
time,

used

task

First
same
sets.

Examples or their explanations are:

"I just divided like I did en the first

set so when the problems were very similar

one because it seemed to work well oo

in second set I

the first task."

used this and multiplied

the

of

D x H in order to find V."

"I basically used the same formula, but
"Because the spring would be compressed more
the higher up a truck was I
the procedure.

merely reversed

The lighter the truck and

the further the spring was cempresaed, the

modified fer each set,

Both, basically

were the same, but with different unkaewns,"

"Yes, remembered had divided m by v
there I

a~d
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"Yes, weighed less push up more, reversed

from

reasoned distance divided by m would

way I

used mass."

have greater v."
"Heavier going down, lighter going up."
"Yea, I remembered the fermula I'd uaed and
juat modified that te make it werk more

"Weight, more weight-more power, less

or leas,"

weight-spring push higher."

"I multiplied mass and speed to get force."

= more kinetic energy (power of

"More mass
i:urtial."

The

subjects

who

used

the

same

mathematical

As

these

examples

subjects

the physical quantities in their explanations, and

Subjects

when

"reverae" the way they used the

they did it was as a number to plug in their

fermula.
used

However, in the other

studies

aubjecta

the same mathematical procedure because they

could relate it to some

physical

quantity.

The

last statement above is an example of thi.s.
Subjects

who

exhibited

they

to

mass

mentioned

procedure en the "reversed" sets seldom

tended

show,
focus

exhibited

a

was the variable

on

meat

definite

.strongly.
teodeacy

maas,

even

whea

were not entirely fecuaed en the masa. These

subjects seemed to
variable

of

be

mere

concerned

with

the

masa than with any attempt to relate

procedures

mathematically.

Thia

consistency

was the moat common.

form

of

In one group of

variable-centered
subjecta 50S used greater maaa en eae of

cena1ateocy provided explanations

which

the

two

strongly
task

reflected that fact,

to

seta

in

a

pair

and

smaller

mass ea the

The third form of "common-sense"

consistency

Examples are:
ether.

"It waa kind ef the same procedure except I
reversed it-like mere weight would compress

was

identifiable

more versus leas weight will go farther."

statements, rather than from
they uaed,

from

the

subjects
the

reasoning

specific

Examples of theae atatemeQta are:

rulea
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"T• me they were opposites.

If it was

These

statements show more variety than the other

"easier" to get dowa a slope then it would

examples.

moat likely be harder to get back up

physics

and vice versa."

although

These

statements

concepts
the

such

usage

as
is

also

tend

momentum
often

to

and

use

force,

iaapprepriate.

Subjects working with the task seta related in the

"I used my idea of a boat coasting farther

other

three ways used this type of reasoning in a

and longer if it was moving raster for beth

number or places resulting in the same rule.

This

the first and the second task sets."

was especially true where one task set asked about
distance and the other asked about time,

"I used the general idea about force behind
aa object.

I

thought beth seta similar in

Diacuaaien and Questions

that the force used to compress the spring
Thia study

ia

still

in

progress

and

was

were similar, or the reverse use by the
designed to be an initial expleratiea of subjects'
spring to push the object up the incline."
rule

usage

designed

aa

to

related

be

task sets.

exploratory,

SiDce it was

implications

a ad

"Because greater mass objects at greater
inferences

should not be drawn.

Rather the atudy

speed create more force."
raiaea

a

number

of

questions

which

require

subsequent investigations to answer.
"Yea, reasoned that greater momentum geea
Thia

farther •• if it had farther distance it

atudy

found

that moat of the subjects

had more momeotum, if lower mass it must

neither uaed the physically appropriate rulea

have had greater speed."

individual

taak

seta,

task

which

had

"I believe the heavier arrow would travel

seta

for

nor uaed rules on related
the

proper

mathematical

coaaiatency.

These

farther and therefore be the last to

although they

are

atop." (This is from one of the other

example,

taak seta, not the "reversed" onea.)

task set in each pair ia moat likely to made baaed

a

are

two

frequently

different matters,
intertwined.

For

subjects choice or rule for the first

&U hiG/ner physical knowledge
The

of

the

situatioa,

subject could thee use mathematical reasoaiag

relatit•

between

execute

the

properly

situatitQs

to

Third, the studeat sees the

when the subject comes to the secoad task

but

ia

to workiag the items,

mathematical,

be

the two, reasoniag.
is

The evidence from this

study

that the subjects used physical reasoaing with

little atteatiec to mathematical considerations.

tt

as

problems

related

a "commoa-sease" form of coasisteacy

applies

the pair, now the decision could be made oa either
or physical, or some combinatioa of

fails

produce coasisteat aaswers,

to check that his/her rule is reasonable, However,
set

but

normally

This latter would

coasidered, ia a classroom situatioa, as beiag

ia the same category as
raises

the

possibility

the

This

first.

study

that the first aad third

reasoas above should be approached differeatly

ia

our iastructioa.
Based oa what

they

said,

the

majority

of

these subjects were attemptiag to relate what they
did

oa

the

the

secoad,

first task set with what they did on
This

"commoa-sense"

patterns

net just flukes,
subjects

would

but have

knowledge

indicate

that

the

of consisteacy found are
some

base.

relatioa

to

the

All of these patterns

are oaes which teachers have eacountered ia

their

classrooms,

This

study

raises

some questioas about the

iaterface/iateractioa betweea

subjects'

kaowledge aad their mathematical procedural aad/or
coaceptual

knowledge.

betweea procedural
mathematics

has

Hiebert (1986l.
mathematically

The issue of the relatioa

aad

conceptual

thea

Ia this study maay subjects
inappropriate

One would seem to be: Why

doesa't

used

rules such as usiag
masses

are

equal

uaiag

the

other

variable.

How

doea the

the

physical

a
subject'• coaceptual

kaowledge

of

exhibit the proper consisteacy on related
quaatities

problems.

ia

are some of the questions identified by

this study?
student

knowledge

received a good bit of atteatioa

the mass to decide, but if the
What

physical

affect

his/her

consideratio2

Based on this study there would seem to
mathematical character of his/her rule?

be at least three possible
see

reasons.
the

two

First,
situatioas

stud eat

doesa't

related,

Second, the studeat sees the proper

the
as

of the

~5

Aaether questioa is: De we
the

ceaaistency

sufficient te

issue

wark

•~

to

directly,
helpiag

conceptieaa?

individual

need

address

er

is

students

Phrased

thia

it

chaage
way

were

is

obviously

students

perceive

naive.

The

the task sets could have

Details of a study on

the
or

the

subjects

used

the

physically

and/or mathematically appropriate

and

consistent

relations

are part ef their conceptiens.
rules.

So the question is really: de we have

te

Three

"common-sense"

students

alternative

or

One was the

use

of

cenceptians in several
the

and

patterns

address
consistency were identified.

the

this

were presented.

relatio~ship

Few
queatieo

fourth,

relatio~.

a "reverse"
last

A~d

asked.

different

centexts

let

them

relatien,

or do we aeed t• explicitly address the

infer

same

rule

in

contexts

requiring different

the
rules.
where

The second was a variable-centered pattern
subjects

focused

on

one

variable

as

relatieos between/among the contexts in additioo?
fundamentally

important.

And

was a conceptual or thematic

the third pattern

one

where

subjects

Summary
were
This

paper

investigations

reperted
or

involved,

although

aome

First, the same

metien

was

the ebjects differed. Second,
twe

variables

the other variable differed between

the twe task seta.

some idea or concept.

Questions

raised by these findings were presented,

Task seta were related

the ebject, metiea, and eoe ef the
were the same;

prelimiaary

by

student rule usage for related

Rule-Assessment task sets.
io ene ef feur ways.

en

guided

Third, the ebject, metien, aad

variables were the same, but different questioaa
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v

12 m/s~

V "' 18

M = 2)0 g

M

m/s

~

155 g

;pm;iji? it7tm77
Boat on left
Ifill go
farther

4

D = 42 m

Both boats
will go
same distance

Boat on right
Ifill go
farther

IA:lft truck
Ifill compress
more

Both trucks
Ifill compress
same amount

C "' 20 em
M 50 g

4=)2m

Right truck
will compress
more

~ 12 em
M "'85 g

C

I
I

Boat on left
was going
faster

Both boats
lfere going
same speed

Boat on right
lias going
faster

Left truck
will go
higher

Both trucks
reach same
height

R18ht truck
will go
higher

Figure 1
Sample items from Boats Task Sets
Figure 2
Sample items from Trucks, Inclines and
Springs Task Sets
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s ,. 1 .25 s/cm
a

~

s"' l,OO ..;;om

70 m

l

l..eft sp:lng has
a :i..o~er

il "' 4Sm
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Left sphere g::ze:s

Both go

fsn:iH<r

r-+
l
D • 0.95 g/cm

I.eft
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fart!'ter

Right spring has
a. lcr.ger
period

period
Right spheu goes
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)

goes

';*-''4
J "" 10 sec

B .. 50 em

Ts16sec
A ,.. 2.5 em

··-

Both go

Right stream goes
farth(<r

Ut:fo;; ::rpring
~& stiffer

Both spring:;
have liUYUJ

t

Right sprlr.g
is stl!'fer

stUfneJlle

diBtance

Figure J
Sample items ft¢m Spheres off Cliffs and
F'alling StTe-1\U 'fask Sets

Figure 4
Semp:e item9 fro= Springs Task Sets
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this description, it is demonstrated that the rise/decrease

CLARIFICATION OF CONSERVATION OF LIQUID QUANTITY AND
LIQUID VOLUME

in water level in the violation experiment describes a change

Egon Mermelstein, College of Aeronautics

in water level whereas in Piaget's experiment a description

Abstract

of a rise/decrease in water level as a change in water level

A shift in the method of studying conservation from an exam-

is not possible.

ination of the child's responses to an analysis of the scientist's understanding of conservation is proposed.

Compen-

sation is the point of departure for the analysis.

Existing

definitions of compensation indicate disagreements as to
whether compensation refers to container shape and liquid
level or to an understanding of the transformation on the
liquid.

This analysis points to the need to describe com-

pensation independent of the container shape, liquid compensation, and also suggests complementary descriptions for

With containers all identical in size and shape in the
violation experiment, liquid compensation is described as a
change in water level.

not a violation of conservation, two displacement of liquid
experiments are introduced.

Liquid compensation in the

first experiment is described as a change in water level and
in the second experiment is described as a change in quantity.

compensation.

To satisfy the theoretical require-

ment that liquid compensation be related to conservation and

In each of these experiments liquid compensation is

defined as the effect of a transformation on the liquid.
Four phases in the clarification of conservation of liquid
quantity and liquid volume are described.

The first phase

entails construction of a description of liquid compensation.

The second phase postulates complementary descrip-

tions for liquid compensation; liquid compensation described
as a transformation on the liquid and as the effect of this
transformation.

The third phase formulates a theoretical

relationship between liquid compensation and conservation
and presents the appropriate conservation of liquid quantity
and liquid volume experiments.

The fourth phase demonstrates

that Piaget's conservation of liquid quantity experiment is
not in fact a conservation of liquid quantity experiment
and demonstrates that the mental structures are the conse-

In the first phase of the clarification a comparison between
Piaget's conservation of liquid quantity experiment and a
made.

of conservation of liquid quantity experiment is

It is shown that the rise/decrease in water level

in Piaget's experiment is not independent of the container's
shape whereas in the violation experiment it is.

liquid quantity, the descriptions of the transformation on
the liquid and the effect of this transformation in each of
the displacement experiments are postulated as complementary
descriptions.

The transformation on the liquid in Piaget's

conservation of liquid quantity experiment is described
as a transformation in position, whereas the transformation
on the liquid in each displacement experiment, liquid quantity and liquid volume, is described as a transformation in
shape.

Liquid compensation is described as a transformation

of the liquid's shape as well as change in water level and
a change in quantity.
In the third phase of the clarification, liquid compensa-

quence of the scientist's errors in observation.

violation

In the second phase of the clarification of conservation of

Based on

tion, described as a change in water level and as a change
in quantity, is defined as an invariant relationship, a
physical measure, which necessarily identifies the type of
conservation postulated under a transformation of the
liquid's shape.

The coordination of the complementary

descriptions of liquid compensation in each of the displacement experiments defines the observational structure of

conservation of liquid quantity and liquid volume.
In the final phase of the

clarification, it is demonstrated

that the absence of a physical measure of liquid quantity in
Piaget's conservation of liquid quantity experiment leads
only to a description of the transformation on the liquirl
as a transformation in position.

Such a description allows

the shape of the container to create the appearance of an
effect of the transformation - an apparent change in water
level.

The observational structure of conservation of

liquid quantity in Piaget's experiment is, therefore,
undefined and this experiment is at best identified as a
conservation experiment.
The displacement experiments with physical measures of
quantity and volume are identified as the appropriate conservation of liquid quantity and volume experiments; the
observational structure of conservation of liquid quantity
and liquid volume however, preclude conservation measures
of quantity and volume.

The need to postulate a non-observ-

able structure for conservation of liquid quantity and
volume, whether underlying the observed experiment or the
observed subject (mental structures) are shown to result
from the scientist's failure to distinguish between liquid
compensation and compensation as well as the failure to
postulate complementary descriptions for conservation of
liquid quantity and liquid volume.

Requests for copies of the paper are addressed to:
Egon Mermelstein
Basic Science Department
College of Aeronautics
La Guardia Airport
Flushing, New York 11371

352 CONCEPT MAPPING AS A POSSIBLE STRATEGY

'1'0 DETECT AND TO DEAL

WI'l'B MISCONCEPTIONS IN PHYSICS

Marco Antonio Moreira *
Instituto de Pisica - UFRGS
90049 Porto

Alegre - RS

Brasil

Introduction
An overwhelming number of research studies dealing with
aisconceptiona held by science students has been reported in
the literature in recent years. In fact, this is probably
the aost investigated area of science education nowadays.
Proaising results have been obtained in this area in the
sense of identifying misconceptions commonly held by
students - such as the proportionality of force and velocity
and the nonconservation of electric current - and of
recognizing their stability on the learner's cognitive
structure and their relevance for subsequent learning.
Nevertheless, there are some problems in this field of
research. Por example, so far the best technique for
detecting student misconceptions seems to be the clinical
interview, which requires expertise and is extremely time
consuming • It is true that paper and pencil tests have
already been developed using results from clinical
interviews, but this type of test has its own pitfalls.

* Presently a Visiting Fellow at the Department of Education
of Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853, USA, sponsored by
CNPq/B razi 1.

Another problem is that most of the studies in this area are
still restricted to the detection of misconceptions held by
the students. The next step, of course, is to use
alternative strategies that take into account the learner's
misconceptions, and progressively obliterate them and
facilitate the acquisition of contextually accepted
aeanings. But little has been done in this direction,
perhaps due to the lack of appropriate instructional
strategies.
Following this trend of research in science education,
several studies were carried out with college physics
students at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, in
Brazil. For example, clinical interviews were conducted to
investigate student misconceptions concerning the concepts
of electric field, electric potential, and electric current
(Moreira and Dominguez, 1986 and 1987) and a paper and
pencil test was validated to detect whether or not the
student has the Newtonian conception of force and motion
(Silveira et al., 1986).
Simultaneously, other research projects were performed
to explore the potentialities of concept mapping as a tool
for instruction and evaluation in phyaics education (e.g.
Moreira and Gobara, 19851 Gobara and Mo.rei ra, 1986).
Comparing the findings of the studies on misconceptions
with the results of those on concept mapping it was realized
that, in a sense, they are complementary. On one hand, the
investigation in misconceptions suggested that the clinical
interview was indeed a valuable instrument to detect
misconceptions, but it was not appropriate for classroom
purposes because it required too much time and practice, and
that new instructional strategies were needed to help
students overcome their misconceptions. On the other hand,
the research on concept mapping suggested that concept maps
drawn and explained by students might provide evidence of
misconceptions they hold and, perhaps, might also be helpful
in overcoming these misconceptions.

This complementarity of research findings led to the
aim of this paper : to propose through examples concept
mapping as a potentially useful technique to help teachers
and researchers detect and deal with students misconceptions
in physics.
The use of concept maps as a strategy to detect and to
deal with misconceptions was probably first implied by Novak
(1983) when he suggested concept mapping as a metalearning
strategy for overcoming misconceptions. Feldsine (1983) in a
study similar to the one being reported here confirmed
~ovaK's hypothesis in the area of general college chemistry.
Clears (1983), reporting a study using concept mapping to
detect interventions effective on improving pre-service
elementary education major's understanding of science
topics, referred to •misconceptions that appeared on many of
their maps•. Possibly, there are other studies showing that
concept maps are in fact a useful instructional strategy to
deal with misconceptions and to help students to overcome
them. The present study intends to be a contribution in this
direction in the area of physics.

A concept map aay be drawn for a single lesson, for a
unit of study, for a course, and even for an entire

Concept mapeing

educational program. The differences are in the degree of
generality and inclusiveness of the concepts included in the
map. A map involving only general, inclusive, and organizing
concepts can be used as a frameworK for curriculum planning
of a whole course of study whereas concept mapping dealing
with specific, less inclusive concepts can guide the
selection of specific instructional materials. Thus, concept
mapping might be useful •to focus the attention of the
curriculum designer on the teaching of concepts and on the
distinction between curricular and instrumental content that is, between content that is intended to be learned and
that which will serve as a vehicle for learning• (Stewart et
al.,l979, p.l74).
As a teaching strategy, concept aapping can be used to
shew the hierarchical relationships aaong the concepts being
taught in a single lecture, in a unit of st~dy, or in an
entire course. They are concise representations of the
conceptual structures being taught, designed to facilitate
the meaningful learning of these structures. However,• they
are not intended for student use without interpretation by
the teacher and, although they may be used to give an
overview of the subject to be studied, it is preferable to
use them after the students have been already acquainted

In a broad sense, concept maps are just diagrams
indicating relationships between concepts, or the words used
to represent concepts. Nevertheless, in a more specific
view, they can be seen as hierarchical diagrams that attempt
to reflect the conceptual organization of a piece of
Knowledge. Concept mapping is a flexible technique that can
be used in variety of situations for different purposes : l)
as a curricular tool: 2) as a teaching strategy: and 3) as a
means of evaluation (Moreira, 1979: Stewart et al., 1979).

with the subject, when the maps can be used to integrate and
to reconcile relationships between concepts and to provide
for concept differentiation• (Moreira, 1979, p.285).
As a means of evaluation, concept asps asy be used to
get a visualization of the conceptual organization the
learner assigns to a given piece of Knowledge in his/her
cognitive structure • Although criteria might be established
to score concept asps (NovaK and Gowin, 1984), concept
aspping is basically a nontraditional qualitative technique
of evaluation.

In both cases, teaching and evaluation, concept maps
can be thought as a tool for negotiating meanings. As stated
by Novak and Gowin (1984, p.l9), •because they are an
explicit, overt representation of the concepts and
propositions a person holds, they allow teachers and
learners to exchange views on why a propositional linkage is
good or valid, recognize 'missing' linkages between concepts
that suggest the need for some new learning•. According to
Novak and Gowin, concept maps are intended to represent
meaningful relationships between concepts in the form of
propositions, that is, they are schematic devices to
represent a set of concept meanings embedded in a framework
of propositions.
In fact, since propositions are two or more concept
labels linked by words in a semantic unit, concept maps can
be drawn in such a way that not only concepts would be
externalized but propositions as well. That is, if the map
aaker labels the lines connecting concepts with one or two
key words in such a way that the concepts and the linking
words form a propositon, her/his map would not only
represent her/his own way of organizing a given set of
concepts but also propositions that express the cognitive
meanings assigned to relationships between concepts. As
such, concept .aps might be seen as a strategy for
externalizing one's conceptual and propositional
understanding of a piece of knowledge. Of course, if this is
true, when drawing a concept map the learner is likely to
externalize his/her misconceptions and misunderstandings as
well.
It is under this assumption that concept maps are being
proposed here as a strategy to gather evidence and to deal
with student misconceptions. Empirical support for this
assumption is reported in the next section.

Examples

The following concept maps were drawn by engineering
students in an introductory college physics course on
electricity and magnetism at the Federal University of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil, during the first semester of 1986.
The course was taught under a self-paced format and the
content was divided into 20 units of study, including five
laboratory units. Upon completion of the tenth unit (mid
course) each student was requested to draw a concept map for
the course content studied up to this unit. The following
instructions were provided to the students at that time 1

Instructions
l, Make a list, for your own use, of the main physical
concepts studied up to unit X. (Electricity)
2. Display these concepts in sheet of paper as if it were in
a map (a •concept map•), emphasizing, in some way, those
that you think are more important.
3. Connect with a line, of arbitrary size and shape, those
concepts which you think are related.

4. Write on the lines connecting concepts one or more words
that make explicit the kind of relationship you see between
the corresponding concepts.
S. Summing up, this •map• must reflect your own way of
organizing and relating these concepts. There is no right or
wrong answer, what matters is that the map corresponds to
your way of seeing the structure of this set of concepts.

6. If necessary, ask the teacher for additional instructions
on how to draw this concept map.
Concept maps were not used as instructional materials
in this course. This was the first contact students had with
concept maps. They had as much time as needed to draw the
map and they were free to use any instructional materials
they wished.
Iaaediately after finishing the map, each student was
requested to explain it orally to the teacher (of course
this was possible because of the self-paced format of
instruction).
In order to trigger or to keep the flow of student's
explanations,the teacher usually asked questions like the
following ones ;
- Try to explain your map. How did you start it 7 What
kind of organization does it have ?
- Which are the most important concepts 7 Why 7 The
least i~ortant ? Why 7
- Why did you not include this concept (e.g. electric
potential, electric current, electric force) in your map 7
Relevant student's explanations, according to the
teacher's criteria, were recorded in a notebook. These
•interviews•, which lasted about 10 to 15 minutes, were not
tape recorded, since no particular need was felt to do so.
Figure 1 shows an example of a concept map drawn by a
student at that stage of the course. Below this figure,
passages from the student's explanations, judged relevant to
understand his map, are transcribed literally.

There is no need of doing a profound and tiae consuming
analysis of the map shown in figure 1 and of the
corresponding explanations to conclude that this student has
provided evidence of not distinguishing between
electrostatic and electrodynamic phenomena and of holding
the misconception •no current no field•. He also provided
evidence of not distinguishing between the concepts of
electric potential and electric potential difference and of
not having understood Gauss!s law and the concept of
Gaussian surface. (The connections indicated by dashed lines
were added to the map during the •interview•.)
Figure 2 shows the map drawn by another student at the
same opportunity. Immediately below this figure there are
quotes from the student's explanations. These quotes suggest
a lot of conceptual •isunderstandings in both his previous
(i.e. before instruction) and new knowledge. This student is
a chemistry major and this fact probably explains why he
considered electric energy the most i•portant concept while
moat of his colleagues thought that electric charge,
electric field, and electric current were .ajor concepts of
this area. It might also explain why he spoke about the
•duality• between electricity and aagnetiam (although the
aap waa supposed to include only concepts concerning
electricity) which was extrapolated fro• the wave-particle
duality of light since in so. . che•istry courses physical
concepts are introduced when needed and quite operationally.
That is, chemistry majors are likely to have rote learned
many physical concepts well before they are studied in
physics, particularly modern physics concepts such as the
wave~particle duality.
Be has also externalized a misconception concerning
forces when he talked &bout •torces that act on matter and
forces that are generated by aatter•. In addition, at heart,
he did not establish any distinction between electric
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Pigura 1 - Concept drawn by atudant tl after the tenth unit
of atudy. Daahed linea ware added to the .ap during the oral
asplanation.

•x put electric charge at the center of the aap bacaua•
it i• the foundation of alactroaaqnatiaa, After that I tried
to aaparata everything in order to ••e batter and I alao
triad to relata everything that was i~rtant.•
•Blactric force would gat in the .ap through the
ralationahip with potential •inca potential ia related with
work and in order to do work a force i• needed.• (Tba
atudant wa•tin fact,talking about the electric potential
difference.}
•1 don't know where the concept of electric potential
would be placed in the aap.•
-rba field of an insulator cannot be calculated through
Gaua•'• law. In an insulator the currant do•• not paaa,
there ia no field inaid• it.•
-rha
i~rtant concept• would be equipotential
aurfaca, direction of 1, Oh•'• law1 in general, tho•• at the
periphery of the aap, including the lawa bacauaa they are
uaad juat to calculate the field, they are not i~rtant aa
ooncapta.•

1•••

Pigura 2 - Concept aap drawn by atudent tl after the tenth
unit of atudy. Tba daahad lin•• war• added during the oral
asplanation.
•Thera ia ay ... try between electric force and .agnatic
force. Tba .ap ahowa a duality batwaan electricity and
aagnatiaa astrapolatad fro• the wava-particla duality of
light. Thera aa fore•• that act on aattar (a.g. weight) and
forcaa that are ganaratad by aattar auch aa tha alactric and
.agnatic fore••·"
•The aap doe• not include alactric charge becauaa whan
electric force i• defined electric charge haa bean already
defined and becauaa electric currant and electric charge are
at the aa .. laval.•
•rorca chang•• cloth••• ia tranafor ..d into electric
field and when it arrivaa at the daaired point it turn• back
to force again.•
•The difaranca between potential and electric potential
difference ia ao aubtla that they are considered to be
equal."
-rba aoat i~ortant concept ia the concept of alectric
anergy bacauaa it ia tha anergy that intaracta outaida the
charge.•
•circuit would be the leaat iaportant concept becauae
it ia juat a detail. A little above circuit would be
alactroaotiva force.•
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potential and electric potential difference; however, during
the • interview• he realized that there was a basic
difference - function z number - and the concept of
potential he had used in the map was in fact the concept of
electric potential difference and should be replaced by that
one, switching electric potential to another position
(dashed lines in figure 2).
Figure 3 presents a third example of map drawn by a
student, immediately followed by his explanations. These
data suggest that this student seems to have had a more
..aningful understanding of the subject matter than the
other two, and that he clearly was trying to integrate the
new knowledge (electricity) with his previous knowledge
(mechanics) in physics. But he also showed evidence of not
having understood Gauss's law and of not having assigned
accepted scientific meanings to the concept of electric
potential. (The dashed linea were added to the map during
the •interview•.)
In that same study, upon completion of the last unit of
the course each student was requested again to draw a
concept map. The directions were the same given when the
first map was requested, except that this time it should
include magnetism as well. Furthermore, instead of
explaining the map orally, each student was asked to do it
in a written form. That is, the map and a written
explanation of it should be handed to the teacher.
Figure 4 shows the second map drawn by the same student
who drew the mid-course concept map presented in figure 3.
Similarly,this concept map, together with the explanations,
suggest a meaningful understanding of the subject matter. It
also suggests that the concept of electric potential was

Figure 3 - Concept aap drawn by student tl6 after the tenth
unit of study. Dashed lines were added to the map during the
explanation.
•I could have started the eap with field, but I have
decided to begin with force because force is auch related to
field and is a very important notion in physics; field is a
new notion. •
•porce reminds us of acceleration, velocity and kinetic
energy; that's why I put these concepts in the eap.•
•pield is associated to voltage (potential difference)
which is associated to potential energy.•
•The charge generates the field; a flux of charges is
associated to the electric current.•
'Gauss's law, in a certain way, is inside the field, it
serves to pass from! to V (voltage).•
•I didn 1 t even think in including electric potential on
the eap: we are more used to the potential energy. Potential
would be implicit in the work w. There is no potential, what
exists is the potential difference, I don't know how to
explain potential; it's a definition used to distinguish two
quantities with different energies. It would have so . . thing
to do with entropy; in the same way that there is a trend
towards disorder in the universe, the bodies tend to the
lower potentials; it's a trend observed in nature such as,
for example, when a stone falls •
•Electric field is the most important concept. Space is
also important because, depending on the dielectric constant
of the space, the perturbation caused by the field will be
different.•
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field. Considering the electroaagnetic field, we would have
next electric_potential and potential energy which would be
connected to £' and '1, potential energy being indirectly
connected to f (through V) or directly (if one wants to •ay
that), but potential energy is necessarily connected
directly with magnetic field (I mean, the opposite,
aagnetic field is directly connected to the concept of
potential energy). Afterwards, we find the concepts that
come fro• the main concepts 1 potential difference,
connected to V and bringing the relationships between
resistors and capacitorsr power, related to potential energy
U and the iaportant passage that there is between the
~inetic energy and the potential energy. The remaining
entities shown in the scheae are secondary.•

ligure 4- Concept ..p drawn by student tl6 after the last
{twentyeth) unit of study.
•tn the scheme on the electro. .qnetism, I started with
tbe word 'space' because I think that, in physics or in any
other science that requires abstract reasoning, the concept
of space is one of the aost iaportant since all the
re .. ining physical entities are intrinsically related to it.
Por ezaaple, connected to space are force, which might be
considered an agent causing perturbation in space, and the
electric and aaqnetic fields which together form the
electroaaqnetic field • The connections between space and l
and between space and ! are I. and ;JJ • I tried to write each
entity just once, relating it to the other entities whenever
necessary, however, it became increasingly difficult to
relate each one with the reaaining ones. Thus, some
quantities (q, r, i, and t) appear twice, related on one
hand to the aaqnetic field,and on the other to the electric

incorporated to his cognitive structure, although his
explanation for the direct connection between this concept
and the concept of magnetic field indicates that it was not
yet well understood. In addition, a brief examination of the
student's justification for the emphasis placed on the
concept of space suggests that he might hold the
misconception that something must fill the space since he
considers force as an agent causing a perturbation in the
space.

Conclusion
As it was said before, the purpose of this paper is to
suggest concept mapping as a strategy to gather evidence
about student misconceptions in physics and, possibly, to
lead them to overcome these misconceptions. The examples
provided in the previous section are probably enough to make
the point that this strategy easily provides evidence of

student aisconceptions. In addition, these examples also
show that concept mapping does not require any procedural
expertise and is much less time consuming than the clinical
interview. Of course, this does not aean that it is better
than the clinical interview; it just seems to be more
appropriate for classrooa purposes whereas the latter is
~re adequate for research. As a matter of fact, these two
techniques can be combined for research purposes since
concept aaps can be used in the planning of interviews and
in the analysis of transcripts from interviews (Novak and
Gowin, 1984, chap.7).
The second point, namely, that concept mapping might be
useful in handling student misconceptions in the sense of
leading the students to overcome them is more difficult to
make, especially because it would require a more extensive
use of concept mapping in instruction than it was done in
the study referred in this paper.
Misconceptions, also known by different terms such as
alternative conceptions, alternative frameworks, intuitive
or spontaneous concepts, are aeanings of a concept that are
at variance with meanings shared by expert concept users in
the context in which the concept is embedded, such as a
scientific discipline. That is, they are functional meanings
for the individuals who hold them but are contextually
unacceptable interpretations of the concept.
Concept maps, in turn, might be seen as tools for
negotiating meanings because, as put by Novak and Gowin

until the achieve. . nt of 1hared meanings, until they agree
on meanings of a given concept or set of concepts. When this
happens a teaching episode happens (Gowin, 1991, chap.l).
Thus, in order to check whether concept maps are indeed
useful in progressively obliterating student aisconceptions
and in facilitating the acquisition of contextually
accepted aeanings,they must be used quite extensively.
However, even in the case referred in this paper, in which
concept maps were used only twice and not fully incorporated
in the instructional procedures, clues were obtained
suggesting that this hypothesis would hold : in the first
aap, in alaost all of the cases students spontaneously aade
alight modifications in their maps when explaining and
discussing thea with the teacher. The concept of electric
potential illustrates this point 1 it is an abstract concept
to which moat students assign the same meanings of electric
potential difference or no meaning at all (Moreira and
Doainquez, 1986). This was reflected on the mapa since for
moat students the word electric potential in their maps
..ant, in fact, the electric potential difference.
Hevertheless, after a brief discussion with the teacher,
which naturally occurred during the interviews, they
realized that electric potential has its own meanings, they
tended to modify their mapa and, probably, began to acquire
these meanings. Isn't this a clue that concept maps could
lead students to overcome their aisconceptions ?

(1984), •they allow teachers and learners to exchange views
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PATTERNS OF YATr::E :A TICAL ;,nsc ONCEPTI o;,'S

AS REVEALED ON TESTS OF ALGEBRA READINESS

30%, if 10% chose each distracter, it is an excellent test
item but not revealing for a study of misconceptions, How-

ever, if 70% chose the correct answer while 25% chose one
Dr. Jean Reeve Oppenheim, Friends Seminary
A standard part of careful test development is carrying
out an item analysis. The difficulty level, the reliability,
and the distribution of students choosing each option on a
multiple-choice item all give significant information about
the efficacy of the item. Aside from evaluating the worth
of each item, the analysis provides a wealth of information
about students• errors, By examining the responses to distracters in multiple-choice items, certain patterns of misconceptions may emerge, This paper is based on such an
analysis of items in tests of algebra readiness.
The writing of the algebra readiness tests was done in
the context of a doctoral dissertation in Mathematics Education at Teachers College, Columbia University, The research
and analysis were done from 1981 through 1984, The first
round of testing involved 140 students in four independent
schools in New York City, who were randomly assigned one of
four subtests (A, B, C, or D). The second round of testing
involved 195 students in three independent schools in New
York City who were randomly assigned one of three subtests
(D, E, or F). The tests were given three weeks into the term
in which the students had begun the study of algebra. The
students ranged from seventh through tenth grade, but all were
new to the study of algebra. The numbers of students taking
each test is as follows:
First Round: Test A1 36
Test B; 37
Test C1 36
Test D1 31
Second Round: Test E1 66
Test F; 65
Test G; 64
An item providing insights into students• misconceptions
may or may not be considered a good test item. If 70% of the
better students answer the item correctly and of the other

certain distracter, it could be good as both a test item and
an interesting item for this study. More dramatically, an
item may have performed poorly on the test1 perhaps only 30%
answered correctly while 50% agreed on a certain wrong answer;
that will be of great interest to us for this paper. Hence
the items discussed below will often be weak in terms of the
original test purpose1 indeed several were not included in
the second round of testing for that reason,
Of the 135 original test items, 31 are discussed below
as revealing some general misconceptions. These 31 items
involved the following tYPes of confusion:
7 the use of variables
7 properties of tractions with numerical components
10 properties of fractions with variables as components
7 others, including percent, divisibility, terminology
A discussion of the problems containing variables follows,
Note that percents given do not quite add up to 100% due to
rounding, If the total falls significantly below 100%, the
remaining students omitted the item. The first two questions
which were also consecutive on both tests, should be considered together 1
( 1) For any number HNif' the value of N + 2 - 2 iSI
(a) N+4
(b) N-4
(c) N * (d) not determined
Test F
0
1
57
7
Test A
0
24
1
11
Total
(N=101)

*

0

0%

2
2%

81
80% *

will be used to indicate the correct answer

18
18%
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For any number HNJl' the value of N X 3 + 3 is:
(c) N * (d) not determined
(b) N-f'-9
(a) Nx9
1B
0
45
2
Test F
24
10
1
0
Test A
(2)

28
28%
6B% *
1%
2%
(N:101)
It is interesting not only that so many students cannot
answer these questions without knowing the value of N, but
also that the question becomes significantly harder when the
operations are x and~ rather than + and -. These next two
questions should also be considered together. They were also
consecutive on both tests A and F:
(3) If you start with a certain number called N, then add 5,

69

1

2

Total

you would do which of" the following to get the answer fiNn:

(a) increase by 5
(d) subtract 5
(a)

(b) take 1/5 of it
(b)

(c)

(c) divide by 5
(d)

*

Test F
1B
3
J
41
(N=65)
2B%
5%
5%
63%
The presummed attraction of choice (a) is word association! "increase" seems to go with "add" which distracts one
from selecting the inverse operation. The corresponding item
on Test A on the first round, was a fill-in. It was answered
correctly by 75% of the students,
(4) If you start with a certain number called "N", then
multiply it by 12, you would do which of the following to
get the answer "N" 1 (a) subtract 12
(b) divide by 12
(c) increase by 12
(d) divide by 1/12
(a)
(b)*
(c)
(d)
5
46
5
9
Test F
8%
71% *
8%
14%
(N=65)
This seems easier than item J above, but it had no
choice similar to (a) of 3. The interesting error here is
(d) divide by 1/12. It seems to be a case of choosing the
inverse operation as well as the numerical inverse without

realizing that these together become the original process:
i.e. to divide by 1/12 is to multiply by 12. On Test A of
the first round, this was a fill-in item which 67% of the
students answered correctly.
(5) If N is a certain number, then +N) + (-N)
(b) N
(d) it depends on the
(c) -N
(a) 0 *
value of N
44
6
Test F
9
5
14%
(N=65)
8%
6B% *
9%
The error of interest here, as in questions 1 and 2
above, is the belief that it depends on the value of N,
Such students do not seem ready to accept algebraic axioms
stated in general terms. On Test A, this was a fill-in item
which 56% of the students answered correctly.
The next two questions should be considered together,
One asks about the difference of A and B, one about the
product of A and B. In each case the error of note is the
claim that the values for A and B need to be known.
(6) In order to decide whether A - B = 0 is a true statement!
(a) it is enough to know that A is bigger than B.
(b) it is necessary to know that A and B are both 0,
(c) it is enough to know that A and B are equal.
(d) it is necessary to know the values of A and B.
(b)
(d)
(a)
(c)*
Test E
1
27
32
J
Test c
1
1
14
17
Total
(N=102)

2

4

;?%

4%

41
40% *

49
48%

(7) Two whole numbers, each bigger than one, are called A
and B. Here are two statements about their product, AxB:
STATEMENT 1: AxB is larger than A. STATEMENT 21 ~B is
larger than B. What do you know about these two statements?
(a) Only statement 1 is true. (b) Only statement 2 is true.
(c) Statements 1 and 2 are both true. (d) It depends on
the value of A and B.

(a)

Test F
Test A

c)*

(b

0

0

0

0

21

( 9) The fraction

14

Test E
Test c

(a)

43
Total
0
57
43%
(N=101)
0%
0%
57% "
One difficulty with the previous two questions may be
their complex directions! the items may involve a large component of reading comprehension. Still, the reluctance of
many students to accept rules stated in general terms (with
variables) should be considered in curriculum planning. One
wonders how meaningful, much less how intuitively obvious,
the algebraic axioms are to beginning algebra students.
The next group of problems all involve the concepts of
fractions. Problems 8 through 14 illustrate some common
misconceptions about arithmetic fractions, having only
numerical components.
(8) The mixed number 2~ equals which of these:
(a)

Test E
Test C

2+4

46
26

*

(b)

2-~
1
0

(c) 2xa

16
10

)6/56 has the same value as:
(b) 9/14 *
(c) )06/506
)/5
42
13
5

(d)
29

(d) 2

2
0

26
2
Total
1
72
(N=102)
26%
2%
1%
71% *
The curious error here is that students who have barely
started the study of algebra would interpret the two parts of
a mixed number as being multiplied, as if reading it as an
algebraic expression (as if it were 2w), despite years of
experience with mixed numbers in arithmetic. Perhaps many
students in upper elementary grades do not think of 2~ as
representing 2+4,
The next two items should be considered together.
Each involves writing a fraction in lowest terms.

4

22

6

363
(d) )8/58

6
1

64
Total
17
11
7
(N=102)
17%
11%
6)% *
7%
The error of choosing )/5 is curious1 it is as though
students were "cancelling the 6's" or selecting out of the
fraction the distinctive ) and 5. If students choosing (a)
really believe this "rule", then choice (d) is also correct,
since it would equal J/5, hence it would also equal )6/56 but perhaps in this case equality is not transitive!
(10) The ratio 60180 can be written in lowest terms as )14,
What is the ratio 120:150 in lowest terms?
(a) 4,5 *
(b) 215
(c) 12:15
(d) )15
Test G
)2
1)
6
8
50%
20%
9%
1)%
( N=64)
This item was a fill-in on Test D1 55% answered correctly.
The interesting error here is (b) 2•5· As in the previous item, this suggests "cancelling" all digits common to
both numerator and denominator and leaving only the digits
which are distinctive. These two items reflect a type of
"visual thinking" which is fallacious, This way of thinking
is surely related to advice commonly given by teachers of
upper elementary grades• to reduce a fraction such as 50/80,
"cross off the zeros." One wonders how many students who are
expert at crossing off zeros realize that they are dividing
out the common factor of ten.
The next two items both involve a confusion about the
meaning of the multiplication of fraction&,
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( 11) The expression ~

xH

is equivalent to which of these:
1

(a)

¥xH1

*

(b)

~~l~

(c)

iili1

(d)

J

:[x$
1

2

2
14
2
Test D
11
( N=J1)
6%
45%
6%
J5% *
This item was not used in the second round of testing.
The surprise here was that the item was so difficult.
Since no "reducing" or "cancelling" can be done, the simple
rule of multiplying the two numerators and multiplying the
two denominators applies. In order to choose (d), the most
popular option, a student has to approve of "cancelling"
the 5 into the 15, although they are both numerators, and
the 8 into the 16, although they are both denominators.
One curious result is that this produces the answer J/2,
which is greater than one. The students who chose option
(d) were not stopped by the impossibility of multiplying
two proper fractions and obtaining an improper fraction.
(12) "One-third of 10" can be written as any of these
except one, Which choice does NOT mean "1/J of 10"'?
(a) 10-:=- 1/J * (b) 10/)
(c) 1/J X 10 (d) 107-'J
Test E
21
11
17
17
Test c
4
14
8
9
26
Total
15
25
J5
(N=102)
)4% *
25%
25%
15%
One possible confusion here is the negative wording;
it is always harder to select the one false answer than the
one true answer. However, the negative idea was repeated
and emplasizedJ students merely looking for a correct answer
would be most likely to choose (c), which the fewest did.
There are two related errors here: one is that many students
believe that 1/3 of 10 really is 10 ~1/). The other error
is in not perceiving the equivalence of all three wrong
answers. In any multiple choice question, if all but one
choice are recognized as the same, it is easy to identify

the odd one. It becomes essential in algebra to realize
the equivalence of "x thirds", "one-third of x", "x divided
by J", and "one-third times x".
The next item involves what may be to some students
confusing terminology.
(1J) The Least Common Denominator of
1 and
1
is:
2x2
~
(b)
(a) 2x2x2 4
2
(c
2x2x2x2x2
(d) 2x2
Test u
11
10
25
13
Test D
10
11
7
2
Total
)6
18
2J
12
(N=95)
24% *
J8%
19%
1J%
The item is interesting on several counts, Firstly, if
the question had been asking what denominator to use in
order to add 1/4 and 1/8, it would have probably been an
easy item. This is the identical question, but its form,
with the denominators factored into primes, forces direct
confrontation with the concepts of multiples and factors.
The student is being asked to find something which contains
all factors of each denominator. A student who does not
grasp the essence of the concept but who uses a rote method
will be lost. Secondly, the words "Least Common" are inherently confusing. The natural tendency is to look for
something small - the "least" number which is "common" to
both denominators, Hence the popularity of the answer "2",
Students are notorious for confusing "factcr" and "multiple",
and in particular "Least Common Multiple" and "Greatest
Common Factor", It doesn't help that the Least Common
Multiple is invariably larger than the Greatest Common
Factor. This terminology shoUld perhapswait for algebra.
The last item about numerical fractions involves size
comparisons.
(14) Which of these statements is FALSE '?
4
(a) 8
(b)
(c
(d)
8

TI

Test G
(N=64)

< Tii

10
16%

-d<ri
7
9%

~<~

rM<~

41

66%

)

*

5%

The corresponding item on the first round of testing had
a typing error; there were no correct answers.
As in the previous item, the wording adds confusion to
the item; however, students trying to choose a true statement would probably select (b), which few did. The interesting error is (a). That 8 ( 8 is false would indicate
a belief that

TI

)

TO

Indeed, understanding that a larger

denominator means a smaller fraction is a subtle and difficult concept in elementary grades and may not be truly
believed even after being "learned". Applying this same
reasoning to choice (d) makes that also correct, hence the
test-wise student rejects both answers. On the other hand,
many students• strategy is to go with the first correct
answer without checking further. It may also be true that
many students don't know an algorithm for comparing sizes
of fractions. In this case, however, J/4 is easily changed
to 6/8 for an easy comparison.
The next group of problems involved both types of
difficulty: fractions and variables. Perhaps it is not
surprising that so many of them were difficult, given the
trouble students have had in each of these areas.
The first two problems both ask about multiplying the
fraction 2/J by the variable N, but the questions posed are
quite different, and produced quite different results.

(15)

2/J of some number N is equal to which of these:
(c) 2 • N
(a) 2N
(b) N · 2
(d) 2N
'";"')
)-:"'
)N
3

*

14
6
7
7
( N=J6)
17% *
19%
)9%
19%
This item was not used on the second round of testing
because of its great difficulty. The surprise here is not
just how difficult the item was, which might have produced
a more random distribution of answers, but in the great
preference for option (b), Just as in item (12) above,
where only J4% of the students realized that "1/) of 10"
is not "10 + 1/3", here 39% have identified 2/J of N as Nf-2/J.

Test C

The notion that a fractional part of a number is obtained by
dividing by the fraction, rather than multiplying, is a persistent and curious belief held by many students. How it
comes about and how to avoid it is an important issue. The
next item addresses the same question as this one, but is
posed differently.
(16) If N is any positive number, then multiplying it by 2/J
makes the value1 (a) increase
(b) decrease
(c) stay the
(d)
it
of
N
the
value
depends
on
same
(a)
(c)
(d)
(b) *
0
22
28
Test F
15

(N=65)

4)% ..

2)%

O%

J4%

This item was on Test A with only the first three options 1
(a)
(c)
(b) *
28
1
Test A
5

78% ..
(N=)6}
14%
J%
The contrast is revealing, Students seem to be clear
that the value can't stay the same1 option (c) is virtually
ignored, Having narrowed the choice to increase or decrease,
on Test A, most seem to realize that "decrease" is the
better choice. However, given the extra option on Test F,
"it depends on the value of N", many students select that
as a safer choice. Presumably, many who chose the correct
answer on Test A were not sure it was correct. Presented
with a variable, many students feel that no size comparisons can be made. This tendency to withhold judgement if
possible is shown on two of the next three questions. All
three involve the concept of multiplying fractions,
(17) For any fraction A, if you multiply Ax B, you get:
li
!
I
(a) A

!

(b)

l

(c) 1

*

(d)

~~

44
14
4
J
22%
68%
6%
(N=65)
5%
This item on Test A was a fill-in which 42% answered
correctly. The results on Test F were not bad, and it is

Test F

..
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reasonable that choice (d), as a more complex answer, had
some appeal, The item makes an interesting contrast to
the following:
(18) If N is any number except zero, than N x 1 =
N
(c) 1 *
(d) it depends on
(b) 0
(a) N
the value of N

26
26
4
40%
6%
40% *
(N=65)
14%
This item was a fill-in on Test A; 22% answered it correctly
and J6% answered "N", The two previous items offer some
interesting contrasts. In each case, the fill-in was more
difficult than the multiple-choice format. For either
format, however, N x ~ is more difficult than~ x ~ even
Test F

9

though they both exemplify the same rule: any non-zero
number times its reciprocal equals one. The question here
is whether N x 1 is really more difficult, or is it that
N

the option "it depends on the value of N" is so attractive
that it becomes popular whenever available. It would be
worthwhile to ask item (17) with the option "it depends on
the values of A and B", In any event, algebra teachers who
present such statements as "intuitively obvious" need to be
aware that to many students they are far from obvious,
The next item also concerns multiplying fractions,

(19) A and B are each fractions between 0 and 1. Their
1!
n
product, A x B, (a) is bigger than one of the fractions and
1! n
smaller than the other one, but you don't know which,
(b) is bigger than either fraction. (c) is smaller than
either fraction. (d) it depends on the exact value of the
fractions.
(d)
(b)
(c) *
(a)
18
20
8
Test F
16
28%
)1% *
12%
(N=65)
25%
On Test A, the choice was somewhat different. Instead of

option (d) the choice was: "is bigger than A/C 1 smaller
than B/D." The responses to that item were:
same
same
same
different
(d)
(a)
(b)
(c)*
14
8
2
Test A
10

22%
( N=J6)
6%
28% *
J9%
The results are comparable! roughly 30% of students
realized that the product of any two proper fractions is
smaller than either of them. It is curious that so many
on Test A felt that the product was between the two fractions in value (choice a) as if it were an average of sorts,
although this was the least popular choice on test F,
where the distribution of responses is almost random.
Again on Test F we see the appeal of not committing to
the relative size of an expression with a variable.
The next question looks like a proportion but is
essentially a question about equivalent fractions.
(20)

If~

= ~ then one possible set of values for X andY is:

(a) X=8, Y=6
(b) X=15, Y=20 * (c) X=J+5, Y=4+5
(d) Y=J, X=4
The responses are as follows1
(a)

Test E
Test C

(b)

*

(c)

4

4J

2

1

25

3

(d)

15
7

68
22
5
5
(N=102)
.22%
5%
67% *
5%
The error of interest is (d), Y=3 1 X=4. It is not
clear how much error is caused by the fact that Y came
before X in this distracter and how much is just the
attractiveness of the numbers J and 4 as precisely what
is called for. The problem of dealing with variables did
not seem overwhelming here. This question seems to reward
the careful readerJ one interesting question is how much
students• success in algebra is a result of such care.
The next two questions both relate to comparing
quantities expressed in terms of variables,
Total

(21) If you know that
(a)

1 ) 1
"C'
])

)
(b)

D, which of these must be true:
f)~
E

•

(c)

E) E *

])

"C'

(d)

1( 1
'IT
4

])

Test B
4
9
15
41%
( N=37)
11%
24% *
11%
This item illustrates the double difficulty of fraction
concepts and using variables. The responses, however, are
far from random. The popularity of the first choice seems
based on a belief that the larger denominator produces a
larger fraction, other things being equal, which is the
exact opposite of the true property of fractions, Also,
students who chose (a) were probably unaware that it is
equivalent to (d), which rules out both options for any
multiple-choice question. This item was not used in the
second round of testing, nor was the following:
(22) IfC) D and also E ) F, which of these must be true:
(c) C>E
(dfC-;-E>D+F
(b) C-E)'D-F
(a) C) D
TI
F
E Jll
4
12
1
Test B
17
(N:::37)
11%
32%*
46%
3%
Again, the surprising result is not merely that the item
was difficult, but the strong preference for the first choice.
One possible explanation is that students use an invalid
test-taking strategy: starting with the first choice, they
search for a confirming example rather than a counter-example.
If they find one (or a few) they conclude that they have
found the correct option.
Another possibility is that they believe that if one
fraction has both'a larger numerator and a larger denominator than another fraction, that it must be the larger one.
This view agrees with research presented at the NCTM conference in April, 1987 by Carol Novallis Larson1, She found
that students would correctly identify fractions such as 1/2
and 4/8 as "equivalent fractions", but when asked to select
which fraction was larger, these same students stated that
4/8 was larger. This result deserves further study,
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The next question elicited interesting responses,
(23) What must be multiplied by
(a)

Test
Test

G

B

A-B
10
2

(b)

B-A
4
6

A

to get B
(c)

A
-n

?

(d)

23
10

B
A
23
15

•

Total
10
12
38
33
(N:::1Q1)
12%
10%
38% *
33%
It is not surprising that this was difficult! it is
a novel question which involves both fractions and variables,
It is encouraging that students realized that the expressions
with subtraction were not relevant to a question about multi~ing. It would be interesting to know what strategies were
used, The next item is somewhat related to the previous one
but also makes an interesting contrast to a purely numerical
question.
(24) How many E's are there in one K ?
(a)
(c) E
(d) K *
K-E
(b) E-K

R

E

Test D
4
11
3
7
(N=31)
10%
13%
23%
35% *
This item was not used on the second round of testing.
Again, it is interesting that most students rejected any
expression having subtraction as a poor choice, although not
too many chose well between E/K and K/E. When the same
question is posed with numbers, it becomes very easy1 84% of
students answered correctly an earlier item, "How many 1/5's
are there in 3 ?" It is clear that the difficulty in item
(24) is the use of variables.
The next group of seven questions relate to three
different topics; two items involve percent, two involve
divisibility, and three involve terminology.
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(25} The number J has the same value as:
(c) JOG% *
(b) JJ1%
(a) J%
j
10
6
22
Test E
2
Test c
1J
7

(d) J,OO%

27
13

40
8
2J
29
8%
23% *
J9%
(N=102)
28%
There are several surprises here. First, that an item
which is based on a standard topic in the curriculum should
be so difficult! second, the attractiveness of choice (a};
third, the failure to recognize that the favorite, choice
(d), is the same as (a), Percent is a topic which confuses
many studentsJ its placement and pedagogy as well as what
students believe about it need to be looked at carefully.

Total

(26) The number 4~% equals which of these:
(d)
. 045 *
(a) 4.5
(b) 4500
(c) .45
6
Test C
25
1
4
17% *
(N=J6)
69%
J%
11%
This item was not used on the second round, The overwhelming choice, that 4~% equals 4.5 is the same error as
in the previous question, where J was said to equal J%.
The willingness of students to ignore the percent sign,
or to feel that it doesn't change the value of the number
it follows, is disconcerting. Whether the symbol itself
is difficult, the word "percent" is difficult, or the entire
concept is difficult is not clear. Percents do not seem to
be well integrated into the number system for many students.
The next two guestions concern divisibility.
(27) If the units digit of a number is 4, which statement
is true1 (a) both 2 and 4 divide into the number evenly.
(b) 2, 4, and 8 all divide into the number evenly.
(c) 2 divides into it evenlyr 4 may or may not.
(d) nothing is certain about what divides into the number.
(a)
(b)
(c)
*
(d)
Teat D
20
J
6
0
(N=J1)
65%
10%
19% *
0%

It is surprising that so many students chose (a)J it
could well be a case of looking for confirming instances
rather than seeking a counter-example. This item was not
used in the second round.
(28) If the units digit of a number is J, 6, or 9 then
which of the following statements must be true?
(a) J, 6, and 9 all divide into the number evenly.
(b) 3 and 6 both divide into the nurnber1 9 may or may not.
(c) J divides into it evenly; 6 or 9 may or may not,
(d) nothing is certain about what divides into the number.
(a)

(b)

(c)

d)

*

12
6
(N=J1)
16%
19%
39%
19% *
This item was not used in the second round because
of its great difficulty. The reason for the popularity
of choice (c) is not clear, Perhaps students were thinking
of the numbers J, 6, and 9 themselves as all being evenly
divisible by J, In this case, confirming examples are not
as easy to find as counter-examples.
The last three items all contain the word "exceeds",
which many students find troublesome, and which many
algebra textbook authors employ,
(29) Which of these represent the amount by which
10 exceeds 7 1
(b) 10) 7
(a) 10+7
(c)
7-10
(d) 10-7
Test F
)0
0
5
JO
Test A
11
1
18
5
Test D

6

5

*

10
41
48
1
(N=101)
41%
10%
1%
48% *
The interesting error is (b). mainly because 10) 7 does
not represent an amount, but makes a statement that 10 does
indeed exceed 7. Reading symbols correctly seems to be the
problem here. This question is re-cast using variables in
the next item.

Total

(30} Which of these represents the amount

confusing terms such as "exceeds" and "least common
denominator", The kinds of questions which need to be

which

by

X exceeds y ?
(a)

Test F
Test A

X+Y
5
4

(b)

X)

y

(c)

29
12

X-Y *
31
18

(d)

X-fY
0

1) What do students believe about these mathematical entities?

1

2) Where in the curriculum should these topics be taught, in

Total
41
9
49
1
(N=101)
9%
41%
49% *
1%
The choices, except for (d), parallel those of the
previous item. The essential difference in the two items
is that this one uses variables whereas the previous one
used numbers, The results are almost identical, with 41%
choosing (b)although it is the only option which does ~
represent an amount. The issue here seems to be one of
the reading of mathematics, a subject which needs work.
The next item asks the same question as the previous
one but gives different options.
(31) By how much does G exceed H ?
(a) G-H *
(b) H-G
(c) G
(d) H
Test G
Test D

36
18

9
3

R

TI

10

3
2

6

explored are as follows:

Total
12
16
54
5
(N=95)
17%
57% *
13%
5%
The question is easier without the tempting option
G) H. The choice of c) is strange, and may indicate an
interpretation of the question as "G is how many times as
large as H ?" Exploring students' interpretations of the
word "exceeds" should prove interesting.
Students' misconceptions have been looked at in this
paper mainly in the areas of fraction concepts and the use
of variables, Issues discussed include reducing fractions,
the relationship between the size of a denominator and the
size of the fraction, the multiplication of fractions and
of reciprocals, and fractions with variables as components,
Other issues concern the comparison of expressions containing variables, the meaning of percent, and the use of

terms of readiness and of sequence?
3) What materials and methods should be used in teaching
these concepts to avoid misconception?
4) Can terminology be found that would make the learning
of certain concepts easier, while still being correct
mathematically?
5) What is the role of reading mathematics, and how can
it be taught?
6) What present teacher practices lead to these misconceptions, and how can they be modified?
Note:

1

The test items quoted in this paper are copyrighted
material. All rights are reserved by the author.

Footnote:
Carol Novallis Larson, University of Arizona,
"Associating Fractions with Regions, Number Lines,
and Rulers: Implications of Research", presented at
the April 1987 annual meeting of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, held at Anaheim, California
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COMPREHENSION MONITORING IN LEARNING FROM SCIENTIFIC TEXT

understanding, This is the ability to know when one is comprehending
or not comprehending something. A considerable number of studies
have been done on comprehension monitoring when reading or when
receiving instructions, both in children
77, 79; Markman & Gorin, 81) and adults

Jose Otero

for example, Markman,
for example, Baker, 79,

85a; Baker & Anderson, 82; Glenberg, Wilkinson & Epstein, 87;

Universidad de Alcala , Spain

Ryan, M; Schommer & Surber, 86.) This paper deals with the
comprehension monitoring abilities of secondary school students
Students in the upper secondary and tertiary levels of

when reading scientific texts. The work which is presented in the

education learn the conceptual content of science, to a great

following pages has several purposes. In the first place, it is

extent, in a receptive mode. In studying receptive learning

an attempt to study the extent to which comprehension is

and, specifically, receptive science learning, special attention

controlled by students when reading scientific texts. Studies in

has been paid to "what the learner already knows", according to

comprehension monitoring

the well known dictum of Ausubel. Educational psychologists use

using materials of a general nature.

constructs such as usubsumer", "frame'*_.

attempts to answer is whether this control is dependent on the

or "schema*', all of them

have been carried out predominantly
second question it

describing in several ways the information which the learner

context in which learning takes place,

already has. Moreover, research on students preconceptions has

which occasionally show many science teachers (Russell, 84),

The inflexible behavior

generated a great amount of literature and interest, as this

together with the authoritarian presentation of scientific knowledge

seminar attests. However, the prior conceptual knowledge of the

in traditional teaching materials (Otero, 85), suggest a possible

student is not the only variable which influences the meaningful

negative influence on the learner's abil ty to control ccomprehension.

learning of potentially meaningful information. Educational and

According to this, differences in comprehension monitoring were

developmental psychologists

have been paying attention during

the last years to variables of a higher level: metacognitive
variables.

sought when the texts to be read by the students were placed in academic
and extra-academic contexts. rn the third place, we were interested
in identifying specific comprehansion monitoring strategies which

Metacognition, a concept introduced by John Flavell and

students could use when reading scientific texts.

others in the 1970s, "refers to one's knowledge concerning one's
own cognitive processes and products
them" {Flavell, 76, p. 232).

or anything related to

When reading a text, for example,

Procedure

active meaning makers differ from passive memorizers of information
in the metacognitive skills which they bring to the task.
One of the necessary metacognitive skills for a meaningful
acquisition of information is an adequate control of one's own

This study has been carried out within the so-called "contradiction
paradigm". Contradictory or inconsistent statements are introduced
in a text.

A failure to identify the inconsistencies is taken

as evidence of a comprehension monitoring failure. Besides,
the method employed follows closely that used by Baker {79)
in a work on comprehension monitoring in

lege students.

Two classes of 18 year old

tudents Cn

38)
2
in a public school in Madrid were chosen for the study. These

of the texts in each group, experimenters were introduced

students were in their last year in secondary school before

differently. In one classroom the experimenter was presented

1

= 31, n
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In order to create a different context for the reading

entering the university. All of them were taking physics after

by the lltereture teacher. The students were informed about the

having studied physics and chemistry the two previous years,

purpose of the test: to identify difficulties

The materials for the study consisted of booklets divided in

which a learner

experiences when reading a text. Their cooperation was requested

two main sections. In the first section there were six texts ranging

to evaluate the comprehensibility of some short passages

from 86 to 94 words each.

(supposedly) taken from newspapers. No mention was ever made to

Contradictory statements were located

at fixed positions (second and last sentences) in four of the

science texts or textbooks. In the other classroom the experimenter

texts (#2, #3, #5, and #6.) The physical proximity of the sentences

was introduced by the physics and chemistry teacher. The subjects

in a text is a factor known to have an influence on the integration

in this group were told that the purpose of the experiment was to

of information (Walker & Meyer, 80) and, because of this, in the

identify

detection of inconsistencies. Following is a translation of one

texts like those found in their science textbooks.

of the four texts containing inconsistencies:
Crystallization is a method to purify products used in
scientific research. It consists in solving the product
in water or in any other solvent. After that, the substance
is allowed to crystallize. This process is repeated several
times until products of a great purity are obtained. The
process can take several days. Crystallization can only
be carried out using water as a solvent. (Text #2)
There were written instructions in the booklet asking the
~tudents

to rate the comprehensibility of the text using a scale

ranging from l to 4 (

difficult to understand .•. 2= easy to

difficulties which students have when reading scientific

In addition to different introductions there were also
different headings for the texts in each group. In the "literature"
group the headings identified the newspapers from were the

paragraphs

were (supposedly) taken. In the "science" group titles of science
textbooks were given as headings. Otherwise, the texts were exactly
the same in both groups.
Two criteria may be used to decide when an inconsistency
has been detected. According to the first one, a conservative
criterion, an inconsistency is detected when the student underlines

understand). In case that the response were 1 or 2 there were

the contradictory statements while reading, and explains the cause

additional instructions to: a) underline the sentence or sentences

of the confusion. According to the second criterion, more liberal,

where the difficulties were found, and b) explain the reason for

an inconsistency is detected when it is identified while reading, as

these difficulties in the space provided below.
The second section of the booklet contained information

in the first criterion,

2£

when the student declares, in the

second section of the booklet, to have noticed the contradiction

on the inconsistencies which were in the texts. The students

without having underlined the problematic sentences. The liberal

were asked whether they had noticed the inconsistencies. In

criterion has been used to obtain the results given in the following

case thet they had detected the inconsistencies but

section, except when it is otherwise indicated.

underline the sentences or explain the confusion, they had

The subjects were given SO minutes to complete the test.

to explain the reasons for this omission. The subjects had been
instructed to follow the instructions in a strict sequential order
without skipping pages or retroceding.

Results and discussion

The overall number of inconsistencies detected (from a total
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number of 69 booklets x

~

problematic texts

276 inconsistencies

to be detected) is shown in Table I.
Place Table II about hare

Place Table 1 aboLt here
The number of students who notice zero, one , two, three, or
all four inconsistencies is given in Table III. There are 21 students,
An analysis of variance revealed that there were no significant
differences in the number of incons stencies detected by students
in each group. This could be interpreted at least in two different
ways. It is possible that the context factor did not have an
influence in the detection of inconsistencies in science texts.
That would indicate that the comprehension monitoring abilities
necessary for scientific text processing are strongly attached

about 30 Z

which detect at most one of the four contradictions. Only

13 students detect all four inconsistencies. This points to a sensible

percentage of science students unable to control appropriately their
comprehension processes. It indicates, at least, an absence of a
disposition to process and/or integrate the individual propositions
existing in the text--an essential ability to understand scientific
text or any text whatsoever.

to the individual with little variations due to context. On the
other hand, a different interpretation would be reached questioning
an auxiliary hypothesis: perhaps a real difference in context
Place Table III about here

was not created during the test. The same school setting was kept
for both groups, the writing style of the texts did not conform to
that of a newspaper, and the content of the passsages evoked that of
science textbooks. All this suggests that more careful research is needed
on the influence of this factor. Because of these reasons the following
results are given conjointly for the total number of students in

of the total number, which
do

~

underline the contradictory

sentences or explain the nature of the inconsistency. The explanations
given by these subjects in the second section provide some interesting

both groups.
There were found significant differences (p < .01) due to
the effect of passage or text. It is well known that inconsistency
detection depends on lext variables: whether the inconsistency
involves a main point or a detail, for example (Baker, 79.) More
main point

There are 18 students, about 26 4
having noticed some of the confusions

inconsistencies are detected than those about details.

Although these are not variables in which we were specifically
interested, the obtained data support previous findings. The
only inconsistency clearly involving a main point is that in
text #3, which corresponds to the highest number of students
noticing the confusion (Table II.)

cues on the processes used by science students to control their own
understanding. These students can be class1fied according to the

stated

reasons as shown in Table IV. They do not sum up to 18 because some
students provide more than one type of reasons.
Two main groups can be distinguished according to the stated
reasons: those subjects who tolerate the existence of inconsistencies,
and those that do not and take some remedial action. The students in the
first group find the existence of an isolated comprehension problem
in a text unimportant, even after being instructed to ascertain
its comprehensibility. Typical responses in this category are the
following:
''It didn't seem to be important" (28.P)
"I thought that it was not important" 15.C

language with such a high degree of ambiguity. It is a belief
e IV about here

perhaps grounded on the way language is used in everyday matters.
Finally, there is one subject who resolves two contradictions
making use of a remarkable argument. For this student, science seems

These students are taking the existence of comprehension
gaps as something to be expected naturally when reading a text.
It is interesting to examine some additional reasons provided
by the students in this group:
(I did not underline the sentences, although I noticed a
problem, because]
" I thought that contradictory sentences didn't have to be
unjerlined. Only those that I could not understand" (2.P)
" The sentences were easily understandable and there were
no problems to interpret them" (22.P)
" I understood the content well, it was clearly written and
the opposition of the two concepts is not a difficulty to
understand the text as a whole" (ll.P)
"[ was more concerned with them as independent ideas" (22.C)
These reasons point toward a limited usage of comprehension

to have enough authority to support contradictory statements.
Referring to text ff] ("The speed of light is the greatest that
can be achieved. No object can travel at a speed exceeding that
of light because its mass would become infinite •.. There exist
detailed observations of the behavior of some objects when they
surpass the speed of light") the student

explains:

[I did not underline the sentences, although I noticed the
problem, because]
" I thought that it was something scientifically established
and that there were no errors" (6.P)
Being one only individual generalizations are problematic,
But this answer illustrates the negative effects of a possible history
of authoritarian science teaching. The learning set of the student has
apparently being distorted to such an extent as to be prepared to

criteria. These students are perhaps employing lexical, syntactic

relinquish the principle of contradiction in blind obedience to

or external consistency standards of evaluation, but not internal

the authority of scientific text.

consistency criteria (Baker, 85b.)
The student in the second group take a more active position
when they realize the problem. They use "fix-up procedures" (Baker, 79)

Conclusions

to obtain an explanation acceptable to themselves. Some subgroups
could be identified.

Two of the subjects resolve the contradiction

by imputing it to some kind of printing error--a resource without

impair their ability to learn from conventional science textbooks.

much interest.
There are two students which explain the confusion in terms
of a presumed ambiguity in scientific language:
[I did not underline the sentences, although I noticed a
problem, because]
"Although they were contradictory it was clear to me that the
solvent was water"
.P)
"It was not clear enough so I thought that it meant that water
was the most common solvent" (3l.C)
The word "only" in the last sentence of the text on crystallization
reproduced in

The study has revealed a sensible fraction of secondary school
students having inadequate control of their own comprehension. This will

a

previous page

is interpreted as "preferably".

These students seem to believe that it is possible to employ scientific

Some of the reasons behind this failure lie in the usage of limited
or inadequate criteria to evaluate comprehension. There is an important
number of students who fail to adequately process and/or integrate
propositions when reading a scientific text. There are others who
find it difficult to apply internal consistency standards,using
instead lexical, syntactic or perhaps external consistency standards
to evaluate comprehension. Other students seem to have a lax conception
of the standards regulating the use of scientific language. That ia
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Inconsistencies detected

Criterion

n

%

Conservative

127

46.0

Liberal

155

56.2

Criterion

Students noticing
0

2

3

4

inconsistencies

n

12

18

18

11

lO

%

17

26

26

16

15

n

3

16

20

15

13

%

4

26

29

22

19

Conservative
Table

[.

Total number of inconsistencies detected
(N= 69 X /4::; 276
Liberal

Table III.
Text number

Students detecting
the inconsistency

2

3

5

6

n

39

55

34

27

%

57

80

49

39

Table II. Students detecting each of the
im:ons h tenc ies

Students noticing 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4
inconsistencies

Category

Number of students

l. Students tolerating the
existence of inconsistencies
in some of the texts

12

2. Students not tolerating
the existence of inconsistencies
in some of the texts

8

2. l. Typographical error

2

2.2. Ambiguity in language

2

2. 3. Authority of science

1

2.4. Other reasons

3

Table IV. Distribution of students according to the
reasons which they provide for not having
underlined contradictory sentences
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CHILDREN DERIVE MEANING FROM SOLVING
PROBLEMS ABOUT PHYSICAL MATERIALS
Donald M. Peck, Universitv of Utah

A heterogeneous class of fifth grade children derived
their understandings and meanings about fractions by solving
problems posed about physical materials. A different
accelerated class of fifth graders, selected because of their
apparent high abilities in mathematics, were taught via a
conventional textbook approach to fractions. The test
performance of the two groups as measured by right answers on
addition and subtraction problems was almost identical.
However, interviews and the posing of problems which required
insight and meaning revealed a wide gap in interpretive and
problem solving abilities in favor of the heterogeneous class.
The accelerated group for the most part directed their
attention to mechanical manipulations of symbols according to
perceived rules. Many of the procedures they used led to
inconsistent results. When that occurred, they were unable to
detect that they had been led astray.
The heterogeneous group, on the other hand, centered
their attention upon meanings they had derived from solving
problems posed about physical objects. They were more prone
to utilize the meanings they had acquired to solve problems and
were better able to tell for themselves whether their attempts
were sensible.
The two groups came from essentially the same middle
class socio-economic background and attended schools in close
proximity to each other. The school attended by the thirtythree students belonging to the accelerated group utilized a
comprehensive testing program and grouped for homogeneity
on the basis of those test results. The average ranking for this

group of students, as measured by their performance on the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, was the eighth stanine.
The school attended by the heterogeneous group of
twenty-four students was led by an administration who
subscribed to a philosophy of mixing students according to their
abilities as measured by test results. The Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills placed this group of children at the fifth stanine as an
average.
The discussion which follows describes the observed
differences in approaches to problem situations utilized by
children within the two groups, compare the specific
instructional goals for each group, and review the assumptions
and specific instructional procedures which undergirded the
instructional program for the heterogeneous group and which
led to the observed increases in their capabilities.

DIFFERENCES IN APPROACHES TO PROBLEMS AS
EXHIBITED BY THE TWO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
The differences in approach to fraction problems will be
discussed in terms of the nature of the test exercise given to the
two experimental groups, an analysis of students responses, a
comparison of strategies employed by representative members
of each group, and a summary of the characteristic differences
in perception and strategy employed by each group.

Analysis of Student Responses
Both the accelerated and heterogeneous groups had
received instruction on fractions during November and
December of 1986. Near the latter part of March 1987 they
were given a set of five fraction examples to do. The first four
examples were closely related to specifically what the students
had been taught. The fifth example was unusual and required

Problem three (Which is larger?) posed significant
difficulty for many of the accelerated students. Only 42% of the
students were able make the correct decision, while 75% of the
heterogeneous group (essentially the same students who had
successfully completed the addition and subtraction problems)
performed this exercise accurately.

the students to fall back on their own resources to find a
solution. The test exercise is shown below:

Problems
common

10

the instructional
programs of
both groups

1.

2.+ .L =
4
3

2.

J.__ 2._
7
5

problem

~

Problem four didn't seem to be quite so difficult for the
accelerated group and 65% them were able to do the example.

.l or A.
Which is
7
9
larger?
Fill in the circle to make
the statement true.
8

3.

Q

4.
An uncommon

=

5. Fill in the circle to make
the statement true.

05

=

.l
6

= .3.
4

The results of the exercise are set out in the table below:

Proportion and percentage of correct responses
Proble m #

--+

Accelerated group(N. 31)

2

3

4

5

~- 71% H-sl% M-42% ftl-65% fl- ()<1,

Heterogeneous group(N. 24 ~-83% ~- 71% U-7S% ~- 67%
24

~-

S8%

Table 1.
Analysis of Student Responses
As can be seen from Table 1, the addition problem
(problem 1) was completed correctly by 71% of the accelerated
group and by 83% of the heterogeneous group. The subtraction
exercise (problem 2) yielded similar results with 81% of the
accelerated group and 71% of the heterogeneous group
performing it correctly. It appears the two classes were
performing equally well as far as addition and subtraction of
simple common fractions was concerned.

The first four problems were taken from the usual fare
given to students in their study of fractions. Even though the
results were somewhat similar as far as getting right answers
was concerned, interviews revealed some fundamental
differences about how the students viewed fractions and made
decisions about them. The accelerated students seemed to
center their attention on a ritualization of the mechanical
processes associated with the usual algorithms for fractions.
They looked for relationships between the symbols themselves
without regard for what the symbols meant. For example,
consider one students' explanation of why .he chose 4/9 as being
larger than 317 (The students had not been advised as to whether
their responses on the test exercise were correct or not, nor
were they told until all the interviews were completed.):
Student: If th4 top number is more for th4 one(fraction) than
the other(fraction), it would be larger.
Interviewer: I'm not sure I follow. Could you show me what
you mean?
Student: Like in this (referring to problem three in the test
exercise), nine is five bigger than this four (in 4/9) and the seven
is only four bigger than the three (in 317), so 419 is bigger than
317.
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Even though this student's response was included among
those making right answers. Although he verbally expressed the
belief that the fraction symbol meant to cut something up into
equal portions, he looked at the relationship between the
symbols 4 and 9 and tried to make his decision based on the
numerator-denominator relationship of the numbers. ( Could it
be that his rule had worked often enough that he had adopted it
as being reliable?) He was not making random judgements
about comparing fractions, but was very consistent in his
procedure. He thought, like the students noted by Rumelhart and
Norman (1981, pp. 355-356), that his procedure made sense.
When asked to compare 5/8 and 4/9 he was happy with the result
and could not "see" that there was something wrong with 4/9
being larger than 5/8). This student. as Confrey (1984) has
noted about others, perceived mathematics as being "out there"
and unrelated to any personal meaning.

All too often we focus on a narrow collection of welldefined tasks and train students to execute these tasks in a
routine, if not algorithmic fashion. Then we test student on
tasks that are very close to the ones they have been taught. If
they succeed on those problems, we and they congratulate each
other ... (but) . .. to allow them, and ourselves, to believe that
they "understand" the mathematics is deceptive and fraudulent.

As the interviews with the accelerated students continued,
it became apparent. even though they had produced right
answers, that the large majority of them had misconceptions
similar those possessed by the student just described even though
they had produced right answers. If the accelerated students
had been expected to provide some rational for their decisions as
a part of the testing program, the picture would indeed be
gloomy. It turned out that only three of these accelerated
students ( 10%) perceived meanings in the symbols and
operations they were performing. The ritual of moving and
operating the symbols was performed without concern that the
movements should somehow make sense in the sphere of their
experience . The learnings this group had been exposed to
apparently gave little opportunity for reflection on how the
learnings might be related to common experience, and, even
more importantly, how those learnings might help them
quantify and solve problems about their world in general.

The heterogeneous group, on the other hand, had
developed ways of viewing the symbols and operations on
fractions that related them to common objects and elements of
their own experience. These students expected to be able to
solve the problems and did not seem inclined for the most part to
try and include the interviewer in the discussion as the ultimate
determiner of right or wrong. They understood that it was their
job to figure out the problems and explain their solutions to each
other and to the teacher. They did not seem tied to rules, but
rather used their own logic to figure out what needed to be done
in particular situations. For instance, consider the following
excerpt from an interview with one of the students who had
responded correctly to which is larger 317 or 4/9:

Schoenfeld (1982, p. 29)was perhaps referring to similar

Interviewer: How does that help you decide?

observations as those noted here when he stated that

The students in the accelerated group viewed their teacher
as the source of mathematical rules. They also believed that they
must know the rules before they could proceed. They also
exhibited dependent behavior by constantly trying to include the
instructor, or the interviewer in this case, as an element of their
problem solving strategy.The students constantly attempted to
get the interviewer to tell them what to do or verify their
efforts. They could not decide for themselves if they were
making sense.

Student I decided by just multiplying 7 x 4 and and 9 x 3.
Seven times four is larger than nine times three, so 419 is larger.

The student drew the sketch below:

J,

.!,

9ths

7ths -+ Hr--t-t-t--t-+-+-1--1
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sketched the following figure:

0

0

~X~

Fifths

-+

Fourths

Q5

==

.l
4

She explained: Each fourth has five pieces so 314 must have a
total of 15 pieces. they (the two fractions) are equal then
there ~ust be 15 plecesfor the other fraction too. Eachfifth has
fo_ur pleces so three fifths has 12 pieces. So I need three more
pleces from the next 5th. That is 314 of a fifth, so the number
that goes in the circle is 3 314.

!f

He argued: If I cut the rectangle into 7ths one way and 9ths the
then each 7th has nine pieces, so three of them have 27
Pz:ces. Each 9~h has seven pieces, so four of them have 28
pleces. Four mnths has 28 so it's more.
o~her,

lbis student could also show that her method of deciding
worked using other physical materials as well. She had acquired
some referents for the fraction symbols that served as a
foundation for the method she used to decide which was larger.
Her possession of a way of viewing fractions that was related to
her experience gave meanings that she was able to extend to the
unfamiliar example represented by problem five in the test
exercise. She had completed it correctly. Her approach was
representative of those used by other students in the
heterogeneous group who had also successfully solved problem
five. When asked how she knew her solution was correct, she

None of the accelerated group managed problem five or
even came close. Their efforts focussed on trying to figure out
some relationships between the symbols, but none of them
possessed referents scheme that would allow them to reason
their way to a solution. However 14/24 (58%) of the
homogeneous group did the problem correctly and could
explain how they knew their solution was correct. There was an
additional two students who conceptually knew what to do, but
didn't know how to write down the results of their thinking in
numerical form. If these two students are given credit for
understanding what was required, that would make a total of
67% of these students being able to address and solve problem
five successfully. The difference between the two groups seems
to be in the fact that one group held some referents based on
experience with physical objects combined with an expectation
that it was their job to figure out what was going on and explain
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their decisions. The other group did not possess adequate
references for the symbols and held an expectation that
understanding was to be provided them from external sources.
The interviews with the students of both groups pointed to
some fundamental differences in the way the students were
thinking and what they perceived their role to be in the
mathematics classroom. The following statements summarize
those differences:

Accelerated Group
1. Students directed
their attention to
symbol manipulations
to symbolic relationships

2.

3.

Heterogeneous Group
1. Students directed
their attention to
referents for the symbols
drawn from experience
with real objects.

Students expected the
teacher to decide
whether answers were
right or wrong.

2.

Students expected
the teacher to show
them how to do the
problems.

3.

Students expected to
figure "it out" for
themselves and make
decisions about right
and wrong themselves.
Students expected to
show the teacher
how they worked
out the problems
and how they knew
their work was
reasonable.

COMPARlSON OF INSTRUcnONAL PROGRAMS
The instructional programs for the two groups will be
discussed in terms of the differences in instructional goals, the

underlying assumptions for the instructional program of the
experimental heterogeneous group, the problem of evaluation,
the role of physical materials, and a classroom example of how
the physical materials were actually used.

Differences in Instructional Goals
The goals for the accelerated group as perceived by the
teachers and expressed in the curriculum guide provided by the
school district was aimed at mastery of basic skills at a high level
of proficiency. Achievement of the goals was accomplished by
the instructor demonstrating the algorithm and then providing
considerable practice from textbook pages. Textbook practice
was supplemented by drill sheets containing selections of
problems aimed at establishing the procedure in memory as an
automatic response . Each topic was fragmented into a series of
subskills illustrating a step by step approach to a general
concept. Attainment of the goals were measured by a
performance of the algorithms on a timed paper and pencil test.
The decision as to the correctness of responses was determined
by an answer keys administered by the teacher. All in all, the
program was typical of the usual textbook and management
approaches to the mastery of arithmetic skills.
The goals for the heterogeneous group differed in that a
particular algorithm or procedure which could be used to
produce answers was not the aim of instruction. The most basic
and most important objective was to put the children in a
position to answer the question, "How can you tell for
yourself?" This was accomplished by assisting the students to
acquire a base upon which to build meanings, reason out
answers, verify and prove to themselves the adequacy of their
own decisions and become confident and sure about their own
thinking. Any particular computational scheme was to arise
from the student's own decisions about how things work as
opposed to being presented authoritatively by the instructor.
The realization of such goals would be impossible if the students

were taught by drill, by lecture, by telling them how to do
problems, or by other popular methods which insulate the

student from complete immersions in conceptualizing for
himself or which preclude the necessity for him to solve
problems daily and determine for himself whether he has solved
them sensibly.
A major feature of the instructional program for the
heterogeneous group was the reversal of the traditional studentteacher role. Students solved problems and explained their
solutions and showed the correctness of their work. The teacher
asked questions , listened to explanations and doubted. He was
never an expositor or authority about right or wrong. The
authors working defmition, "A child doesn't understand if he
has to use a rule or pattern" served to guide the instructor in
determining whether understanding had been achieved.

The Problem of Evaluation
The usual tests of mastery involving paper and pencil tests
posed a unique barrier to progress in terms of problem solving
and thinking. Tests used indiscriminately for evaluation reward
children for procedural accuracy but are generally unable to
detect that the children may have little or no understanding of
what the answers mean or the conceptual considerations
involved. This fact has been amply noted in the preceding
sections of this paper as well as by others such as Whitney
(1985).
The presenters have noted that children can be roughly
categorized into four groups on the basis of right and wrong
answers produced on paper and pencil tests (Peck, Jencks &
Connell 1987). There are those that have a procedure that may
produce right answers, but the students lack or have fuzzy
conceptual understandings. A second group has sound
conceptual understandings and procedures for expressing their
understandings. A third group has correct understandings but

have made inadvertent errors or possess an inefficient
computational process. The final group has neither process or
concept available to help them perform well in the test situation .
To avoid the dangers of causing the children center their
attention on answer production or the memorization of rules at
the expense of conceptual understandings, the instructor used
brief interviews to supplement written work and test results.
The interviews attempted to see if the students had acquired
meanings and conceptual understandings of the operations or
problem situations. A student may have written a correct
response, but if he lacked the proper conceptual understandings
associated with the situation, he was placed with those needing
further instruction. The students soon sensed that it was more
important to search for meanings than it was to simply acquire a
skill at producing answers.

The Role of Physical Materials
The instructor believed that children construct and
reconstruct their own knowledge in order to make sense of it.
This assumption suggested that the children required
experiences that permitted them to construct their own
understanding. To accomplish this end, it seemed necessary for
the children to find personal meaning in the mathematics they
studied by being able to relate it to their own experience with
how things work in the real world and how the symbols of
mathematics can be used to describe this experience. Physical
materials were thus considered the logical ground upon which to
build the children's experience background.
As a consequence of experience, children adopt belief
systems that either enhance or obstruct their progress in
adjusting to new or novel situations particularly problem
situations (Cobb 1985). Carpenter, Linquist, & Silver, (1983)
when they reported on the results of the Third National
Assessment noted that students believed that mathematics was
rule governed, superficial, and only subject to expert external
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authority. These negative beliefs in the judgement of the
authors had to altered to perceptions of mathematics as being
reason governed, substantial and personalized. The instructor
set about helping the students form this belief system by
exchanging the usual teacher role of explainer and judge for that
of question asker, listener and doubter(Peck, Jencks &
Chatterley, 1980). He encouraged the students to explain to each
other and bounce ideas off anyone who would listen as they
struggled to defme and conquer a problem situation. The
instructor insisted their conclusions and answers be in terms of
showing how they were organizing the materials and how they
knew for themselves they were making sense. Reward was
withheld until the students could show clearly from the
materials that their reasoning was valid.

heterogeneous groups' experience was begun in an unfamiliar
setting. It was determined to begin the heterogeneous grouped
children's experience with the concepts of area and volume si~ce
they had had little or no experience with the concepts involved.

There is nothing new about using physical materials to
develop mathematical ideas, nor does their use automatically
lead to desirable outcomes (Holt , 1982). The presenters have
often noted that when physical materials are used to merely
illustrate a rule or to demonstrate a principle, the desired
understandings which permit the children to use the ideas
acquired as a basis for reasoning and decision making do not
necessarily follow. The use of physical materials as tools of
decision making combined with the change in teacher role
helped the children view mathematics as subject to their own
reasoning.

He asked, "How many stamps would be necessary to
completely cover the rod with ink?" Using the material supplied
the students soon decided that twenty two stamps would be
necessary to cover the rod. The instructor then posed a problem
by stacking the rods as shown below:

An Example of the Use of Materials with the
Heterogeneous Flftb Graders
The students came to the fifth grade experience with
various counterproductive perceptions and strategies already in
place (Peck 1984). It was necessary to modify these views.
Experience has taught that entering an instructional activity
with an already familiar topic (even though the students may be
having considerable difficulty with it) is not productive and
brings about little change in perception. For this reason the

The children were introduced to volume and area by
using some base five multibase blocks. A unit cube was used to
represent a rubber stamp and the back of the instructor's hand
was used to represent a stamp pad full of black ink. The
instructor began by pressing the unit cube to the back of his hand
(the stamp pad) and placing it on one end of a five rod as shown
here:

/

/

/
/

/
l.l
l.l
l.l

Instructor: Can you find a way to determine the number of
stamps required to completely cover the stack with ink no
matter how high it gets?
The students came up with a number of ways of doing the
problem which they explained to each other, the instructor,
principal and anyone else who happened to enter the room. One
strategy developed by a number of students was exemplified by
Amy's argument:

Suppose there are 31 rods stacked up, then each stick on the
front would require five stamps, so there are 5 x 31 stamps on
the front side, and the same number on the back side. Each end
gets 31 stamps, so that's two times 31. Then the top and bottom
each get five.
She then added the subtotals ( 155 + 155 + 31 +31 + 5 + 5) to
get the final number of stamps required.
Michael on the other hand had noticed a pattern that
suggested the addition of a rod increased the number stamps
required by twelve. His method was to start with the twentytwo stamps required to completely cover the first rod and then
add twelve each time a rod was added. He could not explain
how it happened at first. The instructor simply indicated he
could not accept his results unless he was able to explain how the
increase of 12 occurred and that it would always continue in that
manner. He and several of his classmates tackled the problem.
They offered the argument below on the following day:
Student: Ifyou start with just one rod, it takes 22 stamps. Now
as you bring up another rod to glue on, it has 22 stamps too, but
when is attached to the first rod there are five stamps that are
lost on each side of the crack.
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Cassandra argued the end rods retained the same number of
stamps but that each rod inserted could only be stamped on the
front and back and the two ends making a total of 12 stamps
added each time.
The instructor posed variations on the problem the
problem and provided for repetitive practice of the conceptual
ideas underlying finding the surface areas of various
configurations . (Practice time was never devoted to mechanical
procedures, but only to conceptual ideas and problem
situations.) Two examples are given below:

c ;
I

(

(

L'

otomp• loU
~ 5 st11mps lost

That's ten lost altogether so you have only added 12. That
happens each time you add a rod, so that's 12 each time. If there
are 27 rods stacked together then you start with 22 and add 12
for each of the 26 rods added, so that is 22 + (26 x 12) stamps.
Another variation on this argument was offered by
Cassandra. She started by gluing two rods together to start with.
It took 34 stamps to cover the two rods. She then commenced
building the stack by inserting rods in between the end rods.

~

D

0

~~
II

~~~

~

~~

II

i.;o
1.<'

By asking the students to fmd the number of cubes and the
numbers of stamps needed to cover various figures built of
cubes, the students learned to deal effectively with both surface
area and volumes in a great variety of situations and
circumstances. They also systematized some effective methods
of doing so for themselves. Once the children were effectively
in charge, the number of little squares (stamps) needed to cover
a region or object was defined as area and the number of cubes
required to construct the object as it's volume.
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There was a gradual alteration in the perceptions the
children held of the instructor and their own role in engaging
mathematics. It took almost three months of activities similar to
those just described, however, before the children began to lose
their tendency toward establishing dependency networks and
expectations that the instructor would eventually bail them out
by providing a procedure they could memorize. They began to
explore and solve more significant problems and even began
posing themselves questions to explore. By mid year, the
students were deeply involved and had developed the positive
perceptions and strategies described earlier in this paper.
SOME CLOSING COMMENTS AND SUMMARY
It would be nice to be able to say the program worked
perfectly and that all the children in the heterogeneous class
were positively affected. Six of the children in the
heterogeneous experimental class were unable to break out of
their dependency patterns and use the materials as a basis for
thinking, reasoning and building mental roadmaps to guide them
in their problem solving efforts. Two of these children had
dyslexia. The remaining four attempted to standardize the
manipulations of the objects and commit these manipulations to
memory in much the same way they attempted to mimic the
movements of symbols in an algorithm. Yet, from the
observations presented here, it becomes evident that the
majority of these children (about 75%) of them were in a
superior position to the accelerated group in that they could
independently solve problems, think clearly and justify their
efforts at finding solutions.
In summary, a mathematics program for an accelerated
class of fifth graders based on teacher explanations and
extensive practice of the algorithms for operating on fractions
led students to center their attention on fraction symbols without
regard for underlying meanings. Although many of these
students produced right answers, for the most part they lacked

meanings that would help them to interpret results and decide
whether they were making sense. Interviews suggested the level
of success accorded the students by placement in an accelerated
program was not warranted
A heterogeneous class of fifth graders performed as well
the accelerated group on addition and subtraction of fractions as
regards right answers. They had acquired a set of referents and
meanings for fractions based upon instructional activities with
physical materials used as tools for decision making and
thinking that helped them solve unfamiliar problems and
interpret the results of their own thinking. Although ranking
far below the accelerated group in terms of placement via test
performance, the heterogeneous group proved themselves to be
better able to address the cognitive aspects of mathematics and
think for themselves.
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PRECONCEIVED KNOWLEDGE OF CERTAIN NEWfONIAN CONCEPTS
AMONG GIFTED AND NON-GIFTED ELEVENTH GRADE PHYSICS
SlUDENTS

These students were not identified as gifted or non-gifted for purposes of being
placed in the honors physics course and were mixed fairly even between both
physics sections.

The physics teacher was also unaware of those students

identified as gifted, which incidentally in Pennsylvania requires an IQ of 130 or
higher.
W.A. PLACEK. PHYSICS DEPARTMENT. WU.KES COllEGE,
Wll..KES-BARRE. PENNSYLVANIA 18766 (717) 824-465 I

An interesting but not surprising relationship between IQ and grades was
immediately evident when comparing the gifted and non-gifted samples. The

The purpose of this study was to see whether non-gifted physics students have

grade for the first marking period which covered Newtonian Mechanics, the

more difficulty with cenain mechanical concepts than their gifted counterparts. The

relevant concepts to this study, were appreciably higher for the gifted students.

instrument used for this study was a Preconceived Knowledge Test which

An average grade of 91 for this marking period for the gifted group and 80 for the

consisted of nine simple drawings and five tasks involving the motion of ordinary

non-gifted group. The physics grade for the entire year showed a similar and

objects encounten:d in everyday life. The newly compiled test was administered

appreciable difference. An average final grade of 93 in physics for the gifted

to 25 gifted and 24 non-gifted eleventh grade students. Both sample groups were

students and an average final grade of 81 for the non-gifted students. There is

completing the same high school physics course. The gifted students were found

sufficient data available to show that the correlation between IQ and grades are

to consistently earn higher grades in physics than did their non-gifted

very high. However, it is not certain whether the correlation between IQ and

counte:rparts. However this was not the case with the results on the Preconceived

creatively and imagination is equally as strong.

Knowledge TesL On several of the founeen items the non-gritted sample did
appreciably better than the gifted sample and were nearly even on the other seven

This study attempted to compare the level of misconceptions between the gifted

items. This suggests that even gifted students encounter difficulities in grasping

and non-gifted students. Founeen items dealing with ordinary and everyday

certain basic mechanical concepts. Possible reasons for this discrepancy should be

motion were chosen as test items. Nine wre drawings involving Newtonian

explored including implications for physics teachers. This study was derived

motion found in most physics textbooks. These include the following:

from previous studies done by McDermott, Clement, Osborne, Minstrell and

picture of a pendulum whose string is broken and the student is asked to indicate

others.

its path; (2) a picture of a rocket with its engines flring and the student is asked to

(1)

indicate its path; (3) a picture of a cannon firing a ball from a horiz.onital cliff and

In order to compare the gifted and non-gifted students with regard to their
levels of misconceptions the problem was considered as the null hypothesis:

the student is asked to indicate its path; ( 4) a picture of a ball moving in a
horizontal circle at the end of a string and the student is asked to indicate its path
when the string breaks; (5)

H0

:

There is no significant difference in the levels
of misconceptions concerning certain mechanical
concepts between gifted and non-gifted students
currently taking the same physics course.

and (6); a ball is bounced off a table, thrown

horiz.ontially and is shown in two positions once as the ball is falling toward the
table and in a second position as it bounces up from the table. The student is
asked to draw the direction of the force or forces on the ball in each position; (7 ,8.
and 9)1a ball is thrown straight up and falls back to the ground. The ball is shown

Forty-nine students taking an honors physics course with the same teacher and

in three positions first on its way up, a second position at its very peak and a third

text book were chosen for this preliminary study. Twenty-five students wen:

position as it falls downward, The student was asked to draw the direction of the

identified by the school as gifted with an average IQ of 146 and t'N'enty-four

force or forces as the ball in each of these positions.

students were noo-gifted with an average IQ of 116.

Included as part of this test were also five tasks. These included the following:

The newly compiled but unvalidated Preconceived Knowledge Test was

(I 0) The student was given a lead and aluminum ball of equal size and after having

administered to the physics students using the Piagetial interview method. The

determined that one was heavier than the other was asked to predict the manner of

test consisted of nine written questions and five task questions dealing with

their decent if allowed to fall together. ( 11) a ball was released in an elevated end

motion of common objects involving cenain mechanical concepts and was

of a plastic rube-placed horizontally on the table of about 3/4 of a complete circle.

administered individually to all subjects. The average time required for each

The student was asked to predict the motion of the ball as it emerged from the

subject to complete the written and task ponions of the test was 30 minutes. The

distal end. ( 12) a ball was released in an elevated end of a plastic tube also place

student responses on the Preconceived Knowledge Test were tested as the

horizontally on the table but this time the tube was coiled around to complete three

dependent variable and giftedness as the independent variable and was compared

circles and the student was asked to predict the motion of the ball as it emerged

using the chi-square analysis. The questions represented different concepts of

from the distal end. (13) The student was instructed to demonstrate how he/she

motion, therefore, it was decided to separately analyze the relationship for each of

would release a puck in order that it would complete a quarter circle track without

the individual questions of the Preconceived Knowledge TesL

leaving the track. (14) The student was asked to walk briskly with a tennis ball
held at his/her side and instructed to release the ball so that it would fall in a coffee
can placed on the floor.

The data were presemed to fit 2x2 contingency tables with l" of freedom.
Consequently, the Yates correction was utilized and the test for significance was
chosen at the 1%-level (Ferguson, 1966). The responses on each question of the

For the sake of space economy a complete description of these activities has

Preconceived Knowledge Test given by each subject tested were scored as either

been deleted however, one can get a better idea of the activity by refering to the

correct (+)or incorrect (0). The chi-square method was chosen because it relates

pictures at the end of the paper.

only to frequency data and required that each individual event is independent of
each other. Since the hypothesis under investigation in this study was stated as a

For the putpOses of this study, responses to the nine questions and five tasks

null hypothesis and assumed to be ttue, a calculated value of x2, which was

of the Preconceived Knowledge Test were considered either correct or incorrect

greater than the critical value required a rejection of the null hypotheses. In order

according to protocol established by researchers presently studying preconceived

to test the hypothesis, the gift.."'.d sample was compared with the non-gifted sample

knowledge of mechanical concepts (Clement, 1982; McCloskey, 1983;

on their responses to questions on the Preconceived Knowledge TesL

McDermott, 1984; Viennot, 1979). All judgments regarding the correctness of the
14 responses were made by this researcher in order to minimize variations in bias

The table shown at the end of this paper includes the results on the founeen

and interpretations. For a response to be designated as correct, for purposes of

items and the calculated chi-square values and probabilities. The chi-square values

analysis, only the answer had to be correct, regardiess of the validity of the

do not indicate any significant difference at the l% level for any of the test items.

reasoning used in arriving at the answer. No effort was made to account for valid

Consequently the hypothesis can be accepted under these conditions.

explanations given for incorrect responses or invalid explanations given for correct
responses. The face validity of the Preconceived Knowledge Test, assumed as

Research on the nature of preconceived knowledge in. the physical sciences and

part of this study, was derived from those recent studies, previously cited, dealing

on its implications to science learning has provided an exciting new perspective for

with preconceived knowledge (Isaac & Michael, 1982). The reliability statistics

vie'Ning giftedness, particularly as it relates to the learning of science. The present

concerning the items on the Preconceived Knowledge Test produced a

exploratory investigation has attempted to expand the model of giftedness by

Kuder·Richardson coefficient of .60584.

examining preconceived knowledge dealing with mechanical concepts in gifted
and non-gifted students of similar academic training.
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Conventional testing in the sciences has traditionally emphasized isolated facts
and empirical relationships. It has generally been assumed that gifted students

In some cases the so-called average student seemed

to

demonstrate a greater

''feeling" for the question or problem than did the gifted student. This would

demonstrate more advanced cognitive abilities, such as problem-solving, than the

cenainly suppon the flndings fo the present study that understanding of physical

average student of the same chronological age (Stanley, George, & Solano,

concept derived from preconceived notions are not necessarily facilitated by

1977). The results of the present study may help determine whether some

intelligence based on IQ scores.

cognitive abilities, such as those associated with the structuring and internalizing
of preconceptions dealing with mechanics, may not develop spontaneously,

Apparently one cannot consider the student to be neutral or innocent in his/her

simple as a concomitant of the advanced intellectual development associated with

appreciation of the mechanical world. The concepts taught in the classroom find

higher I.Q. scores. Also, the present study may indicate the perceptions of the

resistance and sometimes total rejection resulting from stable preconceptions that

physical world held by most students are based on more than the level of

students have constrUcted over a number of years of interacting with their

intellectual development, cognitive skills, or the amount of formal science

environment. The present research, was intended to increase awareness for a

instruction received.

possible expanded or new model of giftedness which may include preconceived
knowledge as one of the criteria to be included in the determination of giftedness.

Renzulli (1978) had cautioned educators not to determine a priori giftedness

It can also aid in the development of instrUctional strategies which enhance a

upon IQ alone. For to do so, according to Renzulli, would ignore students who

correct understanding of science concepts on the pan of the student. rather than

possessed intellectual and non-intellectual skills not measured exclusively by tests

their rejection which the literatur'e indicates is currently the norm.

of intelligence or creativity. Ludow and Woodrum (1982), examining the problem
solving strategies of gifted and average learners (determined by IQ scores),
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AI FiiJUrt I
DIBoth art all

CIThtrt will bt horizontal

right.

lints in figure ll,only

by turning-off tht htattr
-QJOIVou havt two pans, A and 8, in two identical htattrl.

l•lTE" PC•PUPILS CORRECTLY ANSNERINB F•FACILITV

Thty have the 1111 attount of potatoes,wattr and salt 11nd
111hoh
Utt
durinQ
by
covtrtd
they

PBC•POINT BISERIAL CORELATION l'r'cotfficitntl

tKptrietnt.Seltcttd htattr pasitions art tht satt.Nhtn 'A"

TABLE

No. 11

••••••••••••

•a•

F

PBC

and

9

~J

61

.70

10

21

20

.57

"tlnitut' position and "A" isn't •
Pltalt,indlcate which potato•• art

.~~

II

78

H

.01

tttptraturtl

59

,70

IJ

66

~4

.~9

AlTht ants fro• pan 'A'

59

57

• 71

14

43

42

• 71

BITht on•• fro• pan

Jl

JO

.65

PBC

2

06

u

• 69

J

40

J9

• 70

4

72

70

~

01

1

a

\
\

Averagt

I

54,5

53
(sh17 63
• st•4.l01

start

boiling,tht

•s•

PC

PC

F

winttr

cooktd

at

a

Qrtattr

•a•

ClBoth art the sate
D!Tht ants fro• "8" will
-QI3lln

htattr is switchtd to a

nttd a grtattr titt.

on 1 vtry cold and wtt day you wish to dry

393

394

!Oil

clothes, Whert would thty dry bttter: In tht optn-air

or in tht bath-room?

surprising lack of homogeneityJspet ally betwetn

Alit's th1 satt. Tttptrature dotsn't tatter!

the lowest score value! and QIJ,
life evtnts.

Blln tht optn-air

Considtring set ni

Clln tht bath-root

only

DIThtrt is nothing to do.Vcu 1u1t wait for a bttttr day,

qutstions D9,

-QIIIFog i1 foratd by:

writen

AIBoiling wattr in rivers
ClCondtnsation of hutid air,afttr strong cooling
DlVaporiztd wattr froa aountain snow
atall jar i1 fllltd with let,

Tht lid i l scrtwtd on

tightly and tht outsidt wall of the glasl is dritd with
ttl towtl.

1

Sott tinut11 later tht outlidt wall of tht Jar

11 all wtt.

Whtrt has tht wattr coat frat?

to

lack of hotogentity apptars again:

valut 17611 for Qll,
Qll and Q14

ttst

pupils

was

while 111ilar scort for

txptcttd

knowltdge

with

on

sinct

thty

wtre

condensation

undtr

science-world

ideas

But lowtr scores were achievtd for Q9 iblll and Q14 142 X l,
which
SUI) I) II t
alternative
schetes
in
pupils-world
ccnctptions.
And

finally

ccnfidtnct

reearkable

a

was

confidtnce is
rnponding.

AIFrot ttlting itt toting through tht gla11
BIFrot

peak

!with

both relattd to everyday

typical parallel criteria belonging to
sche11es.

BlVaporized wattr in rivtrs

•Q9lA

a

1

QIO

also
net

found
always

assotiatton bttwttn scoring and
,which
rtlattd

indicated

us

that

to tht adequatt way of

cold which has convtrttd into wattr

ClWattr
gln1

alrtady

txisting in tht air sticking to the cold

4.

Study of tht OEQ rtsponsts.

--------------------------------

4.1.-Nttworks and assiontd codtl to answtr cate;ories.
------------------------------------~---~------------Tht
prtstnt networks wtrt crtattd undtr tht sch111 of BLISS

DlTht towtl did not dry tht wattr tnough
•QI4lClouds art foratd by wattr froa sta, rivtrs and lakts,

et

a!. !19B3l

and

thty art shown btlow.

Tht titlt of uch

How dots wattr fort thtst clouds?

studitd

AIThrough a boiling proctss thanks to tht htat of the Sun.

network,for both QUIIticns No.I and No.5( optn-tndtd ontslt

qu11tion

is

followtd

by

an

outline

for

tach

BIThrough boiling proctSIII but only in vtry hot stas likt
FIRST QUESTION WAS:"Scsttiees,when catplng your ttnt apptars

tht Caribbun.
CIThrough

boiling

and

wet in the morning.Whtre de you think tht water ca•• fret?•,

vaporization proctssts.

DlThtrt 11 not any cloud fortatlon through natural boiling
proct1111.
Pupils got tht high11t sccrts

76

and

64ll

in

Qll

and

Q13,and tht low11t scort• 120 and 30 ll in QlO and Q9 1 all of

Principal htadlngs of tht conceptual network includtdl
TITLE
-WAY OF

CODE

Nc.PUPILS USING IT

ANSWERING!

th11 btlcnging to ••t al.

-NO ANSWER

1.1

A good

-RATHER WELL

1.2

13

-ACCEPTABLY

1.3

27

-POORLY

1.4

54

r111on

for

tht

lew

1ccrt

in

1:19

could

bt tht

rtquirtltnt of handling of tablts or Qraphlcl,
Qut•tion•

vaporization
cb•trvtd

Q9,QIO

and

or

boilinq

Qll

wtrt
Tht

all

qrtat

rtlattd

tithtr

to

scort di fftrtnct

bttwttn qutlticns IUS and QIOl and Ql3 has shown

1

9

·SOURCES OF HUPIIDITV:
~FROI'1

THE SOIL

·FROPI THE AIR

1.5

5

!.II

l7

-FOB AND CLOUDS
1.7
-FROI'1 PLANTS
LB
-NONE OF THOSE
1.9
-Tli'1E ALLOCATION;
-EARLY 1'10RNINS
I. 10
-BY NIGHT
I. II
-NOT AVAILABLE
!. 12
-KIND OF PROCESS:
CONCRETE !With no stqutnttll
-NA1'1IN6 IOnlylTHE
DEW-POINT
I. 13
-FALLIN&
llikt Rainingl
I. 14
-COOLIN&
1. 15
CONCRETE !With 1011 uqutnctsl
-USING THE IDEA OF
DEW-PONT
1. lo
-INCORRECT CONDENSATION
EXPLANATION
I. 17
FORPIAL 1
-CHANGES OF STATE
L 18
-VAPORIZATION
1.19
~CONDENSATION

IRRELEVANT!
-NOT INTERESTIN6
AT ALL
-FALSE IDEAS ABOUT
CHANSES OF STATE
-TERPIINOLOSYJ
-VERBAL
-1'1ATHEI1ATICAL

0
7

48
19

42
42

0

7
1

27

-TEl'IPORAL LENGTH
-IN A VERY SHORT TI11E
:1. 1
-NOT INDICATED
5.2
-SENSATION IFttlingl
-COOLINB RELATED
5.3
-HEATIBialogy Answ.)
5.4
-WITHOUT SENSATION
5.5
-PRDCESSIIncluding reactiontl
-CHEPIICAL REACTION
5.o
-OTHER KINDS
OF REACTION
5.7
-TEPIPERAT. DIFFERENCES s.e
-HEAT PRDTN.or INTERCH8,5,9
-ALCOHOLIC DESREE
RELATED
5.10
-WITHOUT INTEREST
S.ll
·CHANGE OF STATE IDEAS :5,12

12

91
78
12
13
I

3

2
lb

50
4
27

----------~------------·---·--------------------10

44
7

1. 20

33

!. 21

3

22

3

1. 23

95

I. 24

e

I.

Principal htadinea ;I tAl ''~'e;tual nttwark included:
TITLE
CODE
No.PUPILS USINB IT

AND FIFTH DUESTION WAS1"Describ1 your 11n1ation when you put
sate cologne or alcohol on your hands.Thtn,txplain what you
think happens?",

4.2 Sorting qf pupil 1n1wer1 and fitting th11 into different
IIIOdell.
Up to this paint tt.e r1111rch 1bout the open-ended quntions
has
been
curud out following the network 1nal ysh
ttchniqun IS dnc:ribed in the l i ttrature
I BLISS
et
11. ( 1993) and SOLOPION It al. 119BSI I, Frat now it will be
necessary to ca1pact th1 av1ilabl1 infortation.To do so,the
followine hat been propoted. ConsiderinQ the available
infor1ation on the use of different kinds of answert,after
the coding op1r1tion tide 11 1 retult of th1 network
analysis the IMpected aniMtr patttrn
for
outst1nding
rtspon111 thould include the use of ctrtain code11 1.6,1.10
or 1.11 1nd 1.16 or 1.19 or 1.20 in Duution No.1 and
S.t,S.3 1 !,9
or
~.12
in Quettion No.5.This erade of
ewcellence wat not achieved by any pupil,So 1 new sorting of
aniMtrt into 1odel1 ••• prepared at shown in the Table No.2,
where "T"•Total No.of pupilt per Plodel,and •s•• Nu.of pupils

395

396

scoring 1t le11t 7 in th1 MCQ,
Note that

quotient SIT

ctlculahd.
Fro• all these

1

obta1ned total scort in MCQ,

eMctpt for

vroups,

tht

fifth

vroup

~odtl,

hll

been

for•ed by pupilt with

une•pecttd answtrs it is esptcially inttrtstinQ for the aims
of this research.

And, as a general trend, homogtntity i6 obtained bttwttn KCQ
score and sorting into modtls according to tht u11 of
in tht optn-ended questions.
-Conceptual

chosen version of
question

Tlblt Na.21

~ooiL-~-co~iiNArioN-oF---------;r:-rorAL;s:scoRiNe-;guoriiNr
PUPILS : 7 or MORE:
:by BROUPt IN MCQ
:

SIT

1

1

NUMBER: CODES

USED

111

-------------------------------------------*·--------------11.6 andll.IO or 1. Ill and

network

of

tach

can bt constantly •odifitd and ilprovtd,

Tht

studitd
but thty

summarize for us the information obtained in the open-tnded
qutstions and allow us to continue our search far 1 hiddtn
knowledgt structure.
-Quotient S/T ,shown in Tablt No.2,
indicator

of

the

appears to

be

1

Qood

association bttwttn eodtl assignetnt and

6

1.7

I

5

51.

the tchintd score. Their values decrean fro• 1.7t for •odtl
No. 1 1 to In;, for modtl No.4,

25

10

40

-Quotitnts S/M !whert S=No.of pupill scorin9 at lttlt

OF THE ABOVE
1 49
:!1.5 or 1.Bland!5.8 or 5,101: II

B
5

1.3

I

1 NONE

3•ACCEPTABLE 1

1

17

4•POOR ANSWERS, 5•UNEXPECTED COMB.

In

fitting

to

five

tht first two IOdtll 1 voad 111aciatian bttwttn

tht ust of tht typical cadtl of tach IOdtl and tht
Q !which takt• tht value Q•l if
11

MCQ,and

Q•O

far

1

variable

pupil scor11 7 or •ort far

scarts undtr 7lwas faund,after 1

crautabulatian 1tudyin9 ih Chi-square valun. In tht

third

1odtl tht 111aciatian is •uch •••lltr 1 and in tht fourth it'•
hiQh again, but n191tivt.
indicated

in

Tablt

tht

tlevtn

tvtry

qutstion

and

for

tht four firtt •adtlsl

As a

gtntral trend coeficitntt rtlattd to tht •••• qutstion
dtcrttst
first
fro•
tadtl
to
faurth.Althouvh 1011
irregularity was found which rtinforcts tht idta that
pupils' id111 art not so
to foreaet 11 thty 1111 fro•
tht scienct ttachtr point of vitw
-Tht sortino prtstnttd in this work

far

tach

qutttion.

Nint

valuts art ranoing bttwttn ,1.5 and .71

which art acceptable considtrinQ the naturt of tht
rtsttrch ant instead of an achitvtttnt anti.

t11t

11

·A strong 111ociation txists between assigntd •adtl and

is

an

itttdiatt

tool

which htlps 111ily to obtain 1 quantification of qualitativl
tntwtrt 1 which catparison was rtally difficult.
I..Rtfltctions on tht qutstianairt dtsign.

----------------------------------------Salt
•tthodolagical itluts rtlattd to tht
epplitd ttchniqutl

valuation

of tht

far data collection and their analytical

study havt bttn appeartd
No.I lilillr "r" Ylluts hiVI bttn

obtained in tht PCB calculations
of

for

•••Y

-Pupils havt bttn cltstifitd upon answers
10del1.

11v1n

in tht MCQ, and M•No.of pupils in tach •odtllwtrt calculated

5.Rtlatians MCQ to OEQ,

out

proposed

ex11pt fro• albiguity.

I

-----------------------------------------------------------NAME
OF EACH MODELl !•ADVANCED, 2•RATHER GOOD

•At

the

not

9

I. 2

3

tht

are

9

r5,3,and 5.9 and 5.12
2

4
5

networks

codts

rtsult of thil work.

••

an

inttrtltinQ

calplt•tntary

A ••in qutstion arists fro• thit work.

Art both kindt of qutstions IMCQ and OEQl rttlly worthy?
Efftctivtly both havt bttn widtly uttfula
-Thanks to MCQ qualttativt tnllytit it has bttn
~onfir1

that tht

pattiblt to

canctpts,rtlatianlhipl and hitrarchitl an

chanqtl of statt for childrtns art nat directly
thatt far scitnct teachers.

related

to

-With

tht OEQ

&n&lysil In i-prtsaivt we&lthy world of 1011

bllit alttrn&tlve conctptl rtl&ttd to ch&ngts

of

st1t1

of

11tt•r th&t pupil• held h11 bttn diatovtrtd.
It

is quitl Ultful to 1t1rt 1 coaprthtnlion of tht lt&rnin;

difficultitl for conctpts which art not 10
scitnct

tt&chtr

who

usually

ignorts

obviou1
th111

for the

alttrnativt

hitrarchitl and relationships btfort studying thtt.

ENGLISH VERSION OF THE QUESTIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTED TEST
t11p1ng

your

ttnt

appt&rs

wtt

in

tht

lorning.Whtre do you think tnt w1ter till fret 7
2lYou

ti~htly

havt 1 jar with 1

volu1t of liquid insldt,

scrtwed on lid 1 with 1 s11ll

You h11t it and tht liquid ch&ngtl

co•pltttly to vapor.What will bt th1 v&por volu11?
AlTht 1111 11 tnt liquid

Bllt

will

11 thl liquid

th&n th1 initi&l

p1rt of th1 j&r.

liquid volUII

a littl1 eountain villagt.Tht wt&thtr fortcast indlcat11

that the night temperature will rt&ch 20 dtgretl btlow ztro.
Your friend• car will n11d semi prottction for the radiator.
Which of the following products do you rtco11nd
Al Oxig1n1ated water

BlKitchen salt

CIYinlgar

DISugar

AlFro1

th1

food hulidity.

8lThe water

th&t

ree1in1 1 1ft1r

pr1p1rlng

optn tht door,

1

sunny

day.

BlGiven two figures

and ll,the vari&tion of t11ptr1turt is

repr111nttd

th1

ag&inlt

requirtd

ti11 for htating with a

a piec1 of ic1 at -15•C until it retches 120•c in 1

well clostd jar.Which is th1 corrtct ont? iFigurt I did show
a

straight lin11 growing

up

fro•

BlTht tirts art h11t1d 1 but th1 1111 will b1 constant.

horizontal fragttnts at

o•c

&nd 100°Cl

ClTht

AI Figur1 I

BIFigurl II

ClThere will b1 horizont1l

DlBoth 1r1 &11

1r1 htatld and tht 1111 will grow.
1a11 in th1 tirts art great1r th&n when thty ar1

cold

following

propos&ll

bttn

fl1tt1ntd.Which

of

th1

do you think will b1 th1 test adtquatt

curve

lint

1nd

figurt
-t5•c

II did show stvtrll
until

AlPut it quickly In dry

9JA

B!Put

it

in boiling

CIPut

it

in

t11

ice.
w1t1r.

11all
tow1l.

ll ill Wit.

DlLtaVI it II In UltliSI bill.
when

81Frot
you

put

1011

cologne

or

with

right.

jar

is

filltd

with

ict.Thl lid i1 1crtw1d on

So11

drltd

Whtrl hal th1 Wltlr CCII fro1?

cold whith hal conv1rt1d into wattr

ClW1t1r 1lr11dy tMilting in the &ir •ticking
the cold gl111

with

1

tinutts lat1r th1 outsidt Will of th1 J•r

AlFro• 11lting ict eating through th1 gl111

fre111r

5lDIICribt your ltnl&tion

120 1 C1

by turning-off th1 h11t1r
tightly and tht out1id1 wall of tht gl111 i1

to unflatttn it?

tht

continuous

lin11 in figur1 II,only

D!Tht tire• art not ht&tld 1 and tnt lass will b1 const&nt.
41 A ping-pong ball h11 jult

ict

cubes, on the floor of tht fr1ezer.

AlTht

air

to

fret?

Wh•t do you think will hlpptn to ita tirts?
tirts

add

7JWhlrt do you think th&t the ic1 on tht fretzer Wills co111

h1at1r1

llA bus ltaVII a gar1g1 1 and btgins to run on

to

DJFro1 hutidity in the air which tnterl th1 fre1z1r when you

DIDoublt volumt

but only in the hightr

1n

CIW1t1r co1ing from th1 pipes in1ide th1 fr1tz1r

occupy

tnt whol• jar
CITht 1111

blll&gin• you've just arrivtd at your wint1r vac&tion r11ort

the rad1ator w1t1r to avoid congtl&tlon ?

APPENDIX I.
llSolttiatl,when

397

alcohol on your handi.Thtn 1 tKpl&ln wh&t you think h1pp1ns?"

to

398

DlThe towel did not dry the water enough
!OlYou have two p1n1 1
They

have

they

are

A and

B1 in

two

141Ciouds
idtntical

heaters.

the 111e 111ount of potatoes,H&ter and salt ;and
covered

experlment.Selected
1nd 'B' st1rt

water

by

heater

durin;

the

whole

positions are the lltt.Whtn "A"

boiling,the

"B'

heater

is

switchtd

to

1

"tinitut" position 1nd "A" isn't.
Pleast 1 indicate

which

potatots art cooktd at

are

by

water I om sea,r1vers and lakes.

How does Hater form these cloudl'
A!Through 1 boiling process thanks to the heat of tht Sun.
B!Through boil1ng processes but only in very hot
the Caribbun.
ClThrough

boiling

and

seas

likt

vaporization proctssts.

DlThere are not any cloud for11t1on through natural boiling
pr oc eu;es.

1

grtater tttptrlture:

15lPlease,

AlTht onts from pan 'A'

balloons:

BlTht ontl fro• pan "B"

Please

ClBoth 1rt tht satt

bthaviour.

D!Tht ontt frot "8" will

'o•med

nttd 1 grtater titt.

Note:

11lFog is forttd by:

compare Hhat ·will ·happen if you

puncturt

two

one filled with water and tht othtr ont with air.

Indicate
Question

also
No,12

the

reasons

of

their

was prepartd only to

111

di fftrtnt
tht pupils'

tStltation CIPICity

AlBoi1ing wattr in rivtrs
BlVaporiztd wattr in rivtrs

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:

C!Condtntation of hutid air,afttr strong coolin;

the

DlYaporiztd wattr fro• •ountain snow

Studies,

12)

assist

12.1

In

which

teMptraturt at

of
tht

12.2
on

1

King's College London,

University

and

Barctlona

BLACK is particularly appreciated.

btathtl

rtach

its

hiqhtst

contract

betwten

of

London

to

in the preparation of Catalan rtstarchtrs in science

th1 following aontht 1 dots the 111 wat1r

valun?
A)Jun•

This work arises frot a

Generalitat de Catalunya and the Centre for Educational

mathetatics

education.Tht

assistancl

of

Prof.

PAUL

The authors also wish to 1xpr111 thtir thanks to CIRIT for 1
BlDctobtr

C!January

DlOctober

and

June

PltaSI indicate th• attosphtric pr1asur1 in "EXICD,D.F

ter11 stag!! at King's College/London !DOGC 13-S-Sbl ,to ISABEL
PORTA tucher at the l.B,'Bernat "•t;t' for her co-optratlon

1unny day.

12.3 Pl1111 indicatl tht

travtl ;rant awarded to ont of th1 authors (J.Rl for a short

distanct

frot

Barctlona

to

Ntw

~rtparing

York.

on
13lln winttr on 1 vtry cold and w1t day you wish to dry 1011
In thl

optn~air

or

dt

the

tests,and

to

the

Spanish

Educacion y Cienc1a' +or 1 grant awardtd to

J.Rafel enabling hill to atttnd tht tl International

12.4 PltiSI indicatt the 1111 of an official soccer ball.

clothii.Nhtrl would thty dry bett1r1

and distributing

'"inisterio

S11inar

"!•conceptions and Educational strattgits in Scitnct and

"•thematicsl19971 ,lthacalN.Yorkl.

in

tht bath-root?
Alit's th• saat.Tttptrature dotsn't

11tt1r~

Blln tht optn·air

BLlSS J.,"DNK & OBBORN!19B3l, 'Qualitative data Analysis
Educational Restarch',

fer

Croom H1l11,London

Clln tht bath-root
DlThtrl is nothing to do.Vou tust wait for a bttttr day.

DRIVER,Rculind(1983l'Europun J.of Sci.Education' 5,1,p l4
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••ttri•:Dtttcci~n
dt
•;re;•cion
conceptoa'.Procttdinga fro• the 'III Jorn•d••
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RAFEL

Invutig1ci~n
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S.

d'agrtglcio dt
MirMtl

pre-

dt
dt

tatudio

en 1• eacuti•',Stvilla pp11J-1111.

1'1ANB C. (1987 'La didactic• del• r1nvis d'ntat
I•

conceptu111

for presentation.

eattria:Utilitzacio
en Ia
'II

dtttcci~

Congreao

de

Its

an•liais

sobrt

Inveatigaci~n

en

Didictica dt Ia• Citncias y de las 1'1attaiticaa'.Valtncia
SOLDI10N J, 1 8LACK P.,OLDHAI1 Y. S. STUART H.<l98:5) 'Tht pupila'
view

294

of electricity',

dt

de pre-conctptts' Accepted

Eur.J.Sci.Educ.,Vol 7,No,J,

pp 281-

I•
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by Lene RenstrGm
University of &oteborg. sweden

My pupils end I were tell(lng ebout whet would heppen 1f we slightly heeled
e ptece of wood on 11 stove One pupil setd: 1 A'tWw thllt wtJPd c11n bPI! My
reectton to thet wes: vou meen bot I hke bOiltng potetoes'? He replied: Ntr.
/11:11 tt-'llll'r Another pupil seid: Th~PrB tt-'ill /Ill mt.tn1 lllt1117$ m 11 whtm 11 1.-:
tl''tlf'm

1 em e teecher w1th e constructive v1ew of leem1ng end thts led me to
out some research In the EKNA -group With Or Bjom Andersson on
pupils' perception of bolling (Andersson, Renstrom, 1979) end heetmg
(Andersson, Renstrom, 1981) Th1s beck ground dtd however not help me m
the described slluetion The more I found out ebout pupils' conceptions
concemmg especial eree. the herder 1t was to teach. In the leeching
situations 1recognized conceptions m whet the pup!ls setd, but this
recognition clone did not help me organize better teechmg contexts or
oev1se stretegies for teechtng. I needed somethmg more
CCfT\1

Even 1f the pupils ere tought e greet deel ebout etoms end molecules. they
oo not use these concepts to solve chemistry problems. If they do. they do
it tn e «Wrongc wey, es the pupil mentioned e:love Tht!rP Will /It! l11t1fll
11lt1117$ in 11 whtttl 11 is Wtlf'm Here Is enother exemple One of my pupils, en
everege boy m the eighth grade, who hes been teught chemistry for more
then e yeer end e helf, esked me Willi I 1.<: llll llf()f11 «ftl6lly? Whet cen you
do fore pupil who obviously wents to know ebout etoms when you elreedy
heve tr1ed ell the venetions end strotegies you ere femllier wHh?
To be en efficient chemistry teecher, I needed to know whet relationshiP.
If eny, exists between different concept tons. It wes not enough to know
ebout exist1ng conceptions: 1 needed some kind of structure or hiererchtcel
model showing the reletlonship between the conceptions. As the litereture
on the subJect wes limited, it wes necessery to construct e new model.
Chemistry dee Is wtth whet venous substences ere mede of end whet
heppens when they ere mixed together. Therefore I hed to find out whet
conceptions the puplls hed ebout venous substences, .. metter ... end'"
whet weys the conceptions might be releted.
Two thmgs mede me certein thet there must bee structure! relet1onsh1p
emong different conceptions First. 1 come to en understending concemlng

chem1stry end hopefully some of my pupils, who now have these strange
conceptions, w111 reech the seme understandmg some day. Second, some
definitions of leemmg, which hllve been mtroduced bye research group et
my department m Goteborg and w111 soon lead us to the subtitle of this
peper A phenomenogrephlc epproech, have become 8 part of my thinking
ebout conceptions. Cherectenslic for phenomenogrephy 1s thet when the
reseecher Is «Pinning down« 11 certein woy of understending 8 phenomenon.
they ore looking for the most distinct lYe chorectenstlcs of the
conceptuohzetion end IS oiming ot 11 structural description (Morton,
1986) In phenomenogrephy the objects of study ere of 11 relot1onel
cherecter; i.e. e statement Is seen as e relationship between the
indtvlduel end aspects of the world around him/her. A
phenomenogrepher ts trying to descnbe aspects of the world as they
appear to the puptls end not how they are In feet. Thts importont
dlstmction is mede by Merton ( 1978, 1981) end meens thet the
phenomenogrephers heve edopted e second-order perspecttve.
We will soon go deeper into the phenomenogrephic defimtions. First 1
would like to melee some comments ebout chemistry teaching es I heve
known it Once 1wes the one, who wes looking at my teechers, trying to
understand whet they were seymg end not being eble to ask questions
Now, 1 wes the teecher end I wes exposing my own pupils to situations
simller to the ones I hed often round uncomfortable. Even if I wes a
teecher of my time end hed the pupils' own thinking es e point of departure
for leeching, 1could see myself In my puptls. Furthermore, even It 1hed
come to en understending with the subject and become a chemistry
teecher, 1once more found myself to be the one, who did not understand. I
did not understond the puml who seid: I l'ltt1w 11161 wttOd Clllt troll
Todey 1believe 1know how to esk the next question end todey I heve 1dees
ebout the reletionshlp between concept tons, Including the concept tons
behtnd the two enswers 1 l'IWW I hill wttOd Cllll troll end Thl'rtt will /It! l1'ltln
llft'fl'/t$ 1n it tt'IIM it is tt-'6171'1

The research problem
My reseerch concemed the followtng Question:
How do the puptls conceptualize matter?
Th1s Question wes essentiel beceuse I hed to be sure thet it would cover es
meny espects of thinking ebout metter es posstble Otherwise I could not
seerch for the relellonshlp between the conceptions This question wes
divided into three perts.
I The first concems hOw the pupils conceptuelize venous substances such
es 11 grem of sell, weter In e cup, 11 piece of Iron, oil in e cup etc. end the
present phose of the substences.

How do the pupils conceptualize whet various substances
ere made of?
After the pupil hos hod ~In opportumty to recogmze the substonce X, 1
osked questions obout the subslonce 1n the following woy
-X yes, whet IS X?
- Whet do thtnk X IS me~de of?
-Con you drew 1t?
- Suppose we l'll!ve 11 mecrnne that enlarged X so thot we could see how K
IS buill up, whe.t would we see?
2. To reach o deeper underste~nding of how the pupils conceptualize these
questions, the seconll port of the question IS
How do the pupils conceptualize the substance X, when X is
a/ divided,
b/ heated (first a IHtle and then very mucll),

cl cooled, and
d/ interacting with otller substances.
Of spectol Interest here 1s of course. 1f the pupils need the otom concept
or not when they tolk about the substonces. If they do, tn whet wey do
they use the concept?
3. The third port of the question 1s
How do the pupi1s express the atom concept?

One substemce !It I! time wes pieced in front of the pupil. The first Question
put to the pup1l wes o 11ery onlinary one: ·oo you know what this is?"

Only one interview with tile pupil. I look upon e11ery pupil os being on
owner of 11 certom number of concepts obout metter. Through such
concepts the pupil IS oble to e1<press his or her 111ew of 11onous substonces.
Becouse tndlvtduols e~re olwoys octtve m1nded, IS the relotJOnshtp
tnd1v1duol - world elso repeetedly e1<posed to de11elopment concemmg the
concrete motenols chosen. My generol tdee was, that If the pupil rece!Yed
severe! opportun1t1es to show os much os possible of his/her concepts
dunng one tntervtew, I would have more informotlon from which to
construct on one~lysis of their v1ew of metter To reach se11erel contel<ts I
changed the substance discussed Just e little. In these slluellons l
chollenged the pupil's Idees, the conceptions, end therefore I col! them lhe
challenges.
1 WISh to descnbe whet the pupils e~<press. For this reason l hove not
mentioned or asked obout o concept before the pupil has mentioned H. For
e>~omple I have not esked questions like: -Whot IS ..motterc? -Whot is 11
solid substonce? or -Whllt is a liquid? If the pupil used 11 concept such as
liQuid, I asked. -You send «lLQUidcr. Whet do you mean by liquid?
It should be mentioned here that ell the pupils knew thet I wes e teacher
of physics end chemistry, end thl!t the mterv1ews were to find out their
perticulor tdeos ond pomts of v~ew. They therefore knew that eyery pupil's
ldeos were of the greetest importonce to me.

Carrying out tile interviews. Twenty puptls were interviewed ot the
end of the semester tn 11oy, 19B3. SeYenth-greders hod one yeor of study
chemistry, the eJghth·groders hed two yeers end the mnth-greders three
years. The puptls were chosen rendomly. The Interviewed puptls were
dtstnbuted tn different grodes os follows:

The interviews
Information ebout conceptions Is usually obtomed through intervtews. The
interview method I haY& used is Pieget's revised clintcel tntervtew method
(Pieget, Szemmsko, 1952) Regarding the concrete metenel on whiCh the
conver,setions were based, 1 hOd the following requests:

Grade

Number
pupilS

9

10

8

6
4

7
I/ thet the pup11s hod confronted the sul'lstences of Which the concrete
metenel conststed, end
2/thot these substences tied been partly studied preYiously.
The pupils were es fer es posstble interviewed about at leost two, but
mostly three substonces tn the solid, hquid end gas phoses.

Boy= B
Girl:: G
3B•7G
SB+IG·
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The concrete substences wpre:

- Whet heppens 1f it 1s heeted even more?
- Cen you drew e PICture?

Solid sustences

liQUidS

Geses

Selt
Iron 1
Alumtnium 1
Wood 1

Weter 2
Oil 2

A1r (m the room)
Ol<ygen 3
Cerbon dioxide3

1 Thin pieces SIC IOIC0,3 em.
2 In plestic cups ce 20 ml.
3 In tubes.
The actual Interview. At eech mterview I sterted by spreedlng some
greins of selt on the teble in front of the pupil, efter which I esked: Do you
know whet this is? Together we drew en enlerged picture of 11 grein end I
posed questions ebout the picture:
- Whet is selt mede of?
-How do you imeg1ne selt?
-How do you think it is built up?
- lmegine, we hed e piece of mechinery thet mede It possible
to enlerge the selt still more ... whet would we see'
- Whet is it you heve drewn here?
-Whet is in here (inside end eround)?

Dependmg on how the pup1l enswered the questions ebove, the following
were determmded
1/ nothing heppens,
2/ the sell melts, or
3/ 1t bums.
usuelly I repeeted wh11t the puptl hed seuf. Sometimes 1 seid 1t tn other
words, suches:
-You se1d melt .
-Could you drew whet you told me?
-How do you 1megme melting?
• Bummg whet reelly h11ppens?
- Flemmeble substence .. whet do you meen?
After selt I contmued with weter. Generelly, 1 put the snme questions es 1
did when sell wes discussed I sterted from the beginnmg ns tf 1 hed
forgotten whet the pupil se1d eerller. They were elso esked to descr1be
whet they thought would heppen If weter wes cooled down end then moved
to e freezer.
When the puplls hed discussed both sell end weter separetely, the nnturel
consequence wes to put them together. we did thet in the following wey:

- Vou s111d thet sell looks like this (the drewmg, the pupll hns
Then, with my neil, I crushed the grein of selt end esked the following
-

Cen you see?
Whet heppened to the selt?
Vou mede e drewing like thet? Whet is reelly heppening?
Could you descr1be It?
- If I choose one of the smell pieces here end crush/breek it
end then 1 choose one of those smell pieces ... how long cen
I keep on going?
- Is there eny piece I cennot crush?
Anottw~r grein wes chosen es en object of our study. Sometimes the pupil
described thet one es welL This description hes been vnlunble to the
enelysis. The pupil wes esked:

-Whet do you think will heppen if we put this on 11 stove end
heel it up just elittle ... to 11bout sixty degrees (60° C)?
- Vou seid wermer .. whet does thet meen?
- Whet is the difference between the selt thet hes been
heeled end the sell thet hes not?
- Vou drew 11 picture like this .. does enythlng heppen to thet?

-

now the opportumty to chenge l'lls mind nbout selt - 11
chellenge.l
Whet heppens to the snit?
You setd weter wes m:e thet (e chellenge)
Whet heppens to the weter?
Snit wnter? ... Whet 1s thet like?

Afterwerds we continued with the other substences 1ron, elum1n1um. eir,
wood, 011, oxygen end cerbon dioxide. Stmller Questions were asked ebout
ell the substences.
All the Interviews were done et ~he pupil's own school. Each interview
took ~~round 40 m1nutes. Every interv1ew conststed of roughly 30 problems.
The interviews were ell tepe recorded end transcr1bed completely.
Atteched to the interview protocols ere elso tile drewings end my notes.

result? ny four dtsttncttons

from quell tatlve to contextual analysis

Whet ts

According to phenomenogrephy, there ere only a certain number of weys of
expressing one phenomenon In e society; Le. ·each phenomenon, concept
or prtnctple can be understood In 11 limited number of
quelttetllrely different ways· (Marton, 1986) This implies that eyery
phenomenon hes olimHed outcome space. within which the reseorcher
con find possible thoughts about the phenomenon.

Before my description of the result of this lnYestigotion I would liKe to
moke cleer what 11 result, categories of description, means for my study
ond how It can best be presented.

A qualitative analysis of how en indiYiduel has conceptuelized o certain
phenomenon Implies thot the researcher worts on intefi;reting the
meening, the conception which Is momfested m o statement According to
SYensson ond Themon ( 1983), a quelltot!lle onolysls should result in the
researcher identifying conceptions end categories of conception, which
haye the attribute that they represent o selection as well os e summary
ond on organlzotion of the content of the statements.
In a conversation lndlYiduals have to meke olarge number of quicK
assumptions about the meaning In order to reach understanding during the
conversotlon. An orientation towards understanding Is therefore
continuous. We strive for the meaning and therefore we tend to smooth
over all shades of meaning In whot is expressed This can constitute o
«Crodle.c for misunderstondlng if we freeze statements end onolyse them
detached from their context (Themon,l965). In scientific analysis, the
small shades of meaning are those, which can help us to reach more
differential interpretotions of the meanings. For this reoson, Svensson end
Themon (op ell) consider that the researcher, when moking his anolysis,
should keep the statement in 11 complex context In order to be able to
support interpretations end conclusions more convincingly. This will
provide us with an lnterpretotion on 11 deeper level. This Interpretation of
o phenomenon in 11 second-order perspectille is contextual (Svensson,
1979 ond 1965)
When you ore looking for the most distinctiYe, structural aspects of the
relet ion between the pupllentl the phenomenon in o contextual woy, you
will end up with cetagortea of dascrtptton. Morton soys ·categories of
description which, though originating from o contextual understanding
(interpretation), ore decontextuollzed end hence possible to use in other
contexts then in one in which they hove been emved at· (1966, op cit p 9).
The amount of informotion concerning o g1ven phenomenon, which is
«Pinned down ... through the contextuol analysis in the cotegories of
description, is olso 11 tool, a port of the contextual one lysis. With thot os o
point of deporture, It Is possible to Interpret statements, even those With
o poor vocabulary.

11

I would like to describe my four one lysis stoges through my own relation
to the content of the four stages and how I heYe formed my «concepts«; i
e. the result of the inYestigohon. My relotion to my problem Is vorying
between whet Svensson describes as an otomistic end a holistic opprooch
to leoming.
With these concepts Svensson ( 1976) expresses differences in still
concerning how his students understand a text thot they hove reod. He is
expressing this ospect in terms of o relation between the students'
understandmg of the text and the author's Intention with the teMt.
The ftrst distinction: ldentlftcetton of conceptions end
cetegortes of conception
According to phenomenogrophy, there Is one conception manifested In one
statement. Whet I had to do first wos to search for ond identify possible
conceptions end list them in cotegories of conception.
The statements which form the basis of my very first onolysls, a
Quahtotlve onolys1s, ere the pupils' descriptions of vonous substonces o
fourth of ell statements. A Qualitative enolysts Is not at the some levei es
II conte~<tuol onolysts. Tt-l:~ implies that not .even the results will reach the
some depth as the results of the conte~<tuolonolysls. However, 1 see this
Introductory qualitative on11lysis end the distinction thot it led to pove the
woy for the coming contextuolonalysls.
The focus of the analysis hos been the content of the statements· 1e In
phenomenogrophtc terms the what. In order to penetrate end expit~ote the
pupils' thoughts reflected In their stotements, 1 hoYe used o method
common in phenomenological psychology end the group around Amodeo
G1orgi ( 1975}, (Ale~eendersson, 19B 1), nomely to write whot the pupils
hove expressed In other words o couple of times. This procedure toKes
time, but during this writing exercises understanding of typical features
of difrarent conceptions will successively be built up.
My Ideas about possible conceptions become more end more definite. My
awareness of the possible conceptions eMpressed by stotements finally
took oyer. The identified conception wos now related to the content of the
statement. My wort: hod chonged th11racter to whot I went to describe os o
holistic opprooch, but it wos still ot the some leYel since 1 wos still
forming the some cconceptc.
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This is celled the first distinction.
The first distinction:
Cetegories or conception

Time
Identified
conceptions

Hoi -:)
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eppr
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enelysts which hed e contextuel cherecter. Stetements expressing one
conception were compered with stetements eKpressing close conceptlons.
Similerities end differences concerning the «Whet. of the conceptions
eppeered more end more. The identified conceptions could be delimited
step by step end be .. pinned down« es entireties consisting or perts.
My reletion to the demend, the delimiting or the entireties end their perts,
cen be described in the seme wey es the won: with the first distinction. In
the diegrems below e model of cetegones of description Is elso included.
The second distinction:
The extemel .. whet .. or the
cetegories of description

Time

The conceptions htiYe become e «Concept«
QueliteUYely different
entireties
Delimited enti:-etles
end their perts.
Extemel whet

The cetegories of conception could now be errenged occording to my
understendtng or whet conception wes most or less ~d~·onced.
To this enelysis period l would like to edd the quelitetiYe enelysis of the
pupils' answers to the question Whet Is en otom? Before l describe the
cetegories or conception end the cetegories of etom concept, 1 went to
present the whole reseerch process so thet this first distinction cen be
seen in e broeder prespectiYe.
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Ports
The second distinction: Quel1tettvely different cwhotsc ere
delimited In cetegor1es of descnptton
The second distinction wes deriYed from the phenomenogrophic definition
oro conception: 1 conception Is en entirety consisting of parts
(SYensson, 1984). Now 1 hod to «Pin down« end delimit these queliteti Yely
dtrrerent entireties end their ports. In phenomenogrephy e conception is
seen es e result or learning, end e sign of learning is e chenged
conception. Therefore e phenomenogrepher Is not only looking fore
relotton between the entireties but olso fore relotlon between the parts
(Johonsson, Merton, SYensson, 1964)
All stetements were now inYo1Yed In the

I

Figure 2: The delimited entireties end their perts ere «Pinned down., end
cen now be described es the extemel «Whllt« of the cetegories of
descriptIon.
The distinction this enolysis led to Is celled the ·metter-steircose-house·
occording to the form of the description end how It wes Yonquished, step
by step. The outcome spece is seen es e ochouse.. something the pupils ere
in.
Of pertlculer interest here ls the new port In eech tetegory or description.
The structure of thet pert effects ell the other perts and therefore
cherecterizes the whole entirety. The description of an entirety end its
perts cen be seen es the underlying structure of the conception, a
structure which directs whet the pupil expresses In o stetement In one
wey or enother

J

The third distinction: cHowc the pupils think about the cwhetc
Different indlvlduols· statements ore not olllc:e even If they mentfest the
some conception end ere en expression of the same underlying structure.
The how-aspect which tlluminetes the way someone conceptualizes 11
phenomenon ts 11 vorioble 10 each category of description The woy someone
has conceptuellzed o «Whole Is seen tndlrectly in how the whet is
conceptuelized The venations in «WhOle which ore described in the
motter·stoircose-house cen therefore further be differentoted end refined
through o new conte>Ctuel onolysis. I could now describe the Internal
whot in eoch cotegory of description through the how-aspect
This time the read1ng was directed towards how the pupil thinks about the
«What ... My research process con be described as follows My relation to
the demond, the how-ospect or the ski II with which the pupil thinks about
the .. internel whatu.
Time

The thtrd dtsttnction:
The how-aspect end the
internal ..:what .. of the cat
of des.
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Figure 3. My relation to the demand and the model of distinction

I wos now describing the pupils· skill in thinking of e particular underlying
structure. The similerities and diHerences which appeared after reading
nbout o hundred stotements of the seme structure can be described best
with the learning approach the pupil expresses I could relate .. how« the
pupil e>Cpresses the «What« to my knowledge of the entirety; i.e. the
category of description. The described entirety corresponded to the
euthor·s Intention In Svensson·s study. 1 sow eech entirety as they ere
described in the motter-stalrcese-house es the potential of each
conception
If the pupil expresses an atomistic approech he/she will stert off focusmg

on ond stressing e special «Whlll« end then switch over to tolk obout
onother «Whole. Foro conversotion pertner or on interpreter the lost
«Whole can appear as if the pupil hils I! lack of concentration or as if the
pupil just invented something for the soke of hoving something to say. If
the pupil is osked about thot ewhllt« he/she will onswer I drJ 11fJt A17alt:
According to Svensson it is chorecterislic of the otomlstlc epproech thot
one connot relote the first .. whet .. to the second For this reason I hove
anolyzed when. where end how a pupil says I drJ 11fJt A'Mit', end this has
Jed to Important information.

A pupil who expresses o holistic opprooch does not hove to soy I drJ Mf
A'f1(71t' becouse he/she con relote their first .whole to the second, which
enebles them to vary their two .. whet«. The Interesting thing here Is thet
the relationship between the .. whole focussed on ond stressed bye pupil
who expresses en otomistic approach end his second .cwhat .. is reversed
by a pupil withe holistic opprooch. If the concept flgun is used for the
..whet« thot was focussed on end stressed first and ground for the second
«Whet«, we can see that the cwhot .. which is figure for en etomist is
ground for a holist and 111ce verse. Both figure and ground are in a wey
present in the leerner's consciousness (Morton. 1966)
The w1de range of stotements which expresses the same underlying
structure makes it possible for me to arronge the statements occordlng to
the emphasis leid on the «figures ... Let me take en example. Suppose that
we have four statements which all express the same conception.
Statements I and 2 express an atomistic approoch of leorning end
statements 3 ond 4 holistic approach In statement I the pupil emphoslzes
11 figure (fig-at) and he JUSt mentions the ground (gro-ot). In stetement 2
the pupil starts off with the same figure (fig-ot) but he talks more obout
the ground tgro-et); prompting the interviewer to ask about it In
stotement 3 we con see how the figure (flg-ho) Is related to the ground
(gro-ho), while In statement 4 we cen see such an emphasized figure
(fig-ho) thot the ground is hardly mentioned A Quide to those four
statements ond how they can be arranged is proposed in the figure below.
Statement I

··-•

2

....... .

3 ·-.. ··· .... _......__..
4 , ........ _ ... ······-
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Figure 4 Four statements and how they can be arranged.
WHh this detailed description 1 want to emphasize how I have constructed
this stmple diagram from en anolys1s of similoritles and differences In
whet can be stressed, In what woy 1t Is stressed and how It Is related to
the unstressed The diagrom is like the diagram I have chosen for my
description of the development of my reseoreh process. The difference is
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thOt the lest d1egrem does not describe one tndlvtduol's development
The diegrem does not describe development over time, but es 1 see it today
it would heve been pure luck if this hed been the cese.
One important observation here Is es I see it thet pupils who express en
etomlstic eppro11ch to learning, within ell cetegories of description, ere
not eble to express e phese espect or chemicel interactions. Chenges ere
descnbed through two different pictures or the substance, stetic PICtures,
one picture before the chenge end the other efter. Questions about the
«Chenge.. ere elweys enswered with I dtl no/ i.'IJO~t.· If the pupil hes
edopted e holistic epproech, the pupil cen express chenges, phese espe1:ts
end chemicel reections through choosing e suiteble verietlon of the
relation between the figure end the ground.
Tile fourth dtsttnctton: Reletlon between porollel c:oncepttons
of the categories of description
It was possible to make one more distinction in 11 conteKtuel enelysis if

we focus on the similarities end differences m the existing <~~figures.. of
the cetegories or description. According to the terms or phenomenogrephy,
we ere now looking et the .. how" end the «interne! whet. in en el!ternel
perspective (Marton, 1986), which is the demend in my lest enelysls. My
reseerch process cen be described es In the figure below.
Time

Dec, 66
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The fourth distinction:
Relet ion between perellel
conceptions et different levels

I

Figure 5: Towards the fourth dlstinctiof

~c. p.JS.

If you look back at the third distinction you will see thet en atomistic
figure Is Quite different from e holistic one in eech cetegory of
description. The conclusion I cen drew from the similarities in the
stressed cwhet .. , the figures, which appear in en anelysis of statements
from closely related categories of description is that It ls possible for a
leerner to le11ve e conception and constitute e new empheslzlng either the
etomistlc figure or the holistic figure. Even elreedy et level Ill cen treck
Yariatlons of meenlngs. These Ytsrietlons within e ctstegory of description

ere celled poroll•l c:oncepttons beceuse they express the same
underlymg structure.
or the four distinctions the fourth is the one that corresponds to the
knowledge which I asked for from the beginning. It is also the distinction
whose description has to be further refined. I 11m only describing the most
obv1ous similarities. In order to describe the relationship in e setisfectory
way, it will be necessery for the interviewer to be remilier with the
second end third distinctions
In this peper I went to present the first distinction end the second
distinction.

Despite repetitive &nolysis of many different statements concemlng
descnptions of substances, which express the same conception. I could not
gain any mformation abOut how pupils conceptuallze the present phne or
the substances. Rege~rdless of the form; solid, liquid or g11s; the subste~nce
is conceptualized in the same way. To put together statements to match
the CICtUCil phCise of subste~nces e~nd look for phase-specific things, 1 made
an ane~lysis bCised on my own thinking pattern about the three phases of
substances

The first distinction

The substance Is conceptualized as
A.

a continuum
The substance exists. The pupil cannot say anything
about the substance or how It is possible to recognize
It The substance is formed in one w11y as a homogeneous
mass One has to learn what substances look like 11nd
le11rn their names.

B.

a continuum with atoms
There wm be atoms In the homogeneous mass. The e~toms
could be made of the substence (weter etoms In weter),
or they could be etoms thet ere the seme in all
substances.

C.

a dl shomogeneous unit
The pupil creates a delimited untt. which cen have 11
shell. film, peel or skin and some kind of nucleus. In this
unit there can be ctCiste., etoms etc. The units c11n be or
various sizes. Sometimes they ore formed es !eyers.

D. consisting of particles which are
1/ of a continuum
2/ like atoms but made of a
continuum

The substance Is now
In the particles.
There could be another
substence between
the particles.
E.

E)
•

•

The particles of all subst~nces
ore often dr11wn In the s11me
wey. Nemes end attributes
belonging to the etomconcept
are used.

consisting of atoms

tJt:::J

(..7

The pupil knows whet etoms and molecules ere, what
elements and chemical compounds 11re.

With surprise I ree~lized thGt even pupils who expressed the conception E
-The substance consists of atoms- could not say what cphas&« wes. One
pupil drew o picture of water end ste11m (see below) with the comment
11111 I h6Yt' nner lllldi!rslfJfJd W'l/41 1111/J:n lh41 WliiN 6/td IMI StNm•

0
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Figure 6: «Static« pictures or w11ter and steam
Joseph Nussbeum ( 19t'IS), who hes elso presented e cetegory system
Within the seme ere e. end Helge Pfundt ( 19t'l I l stress that matter often Is
conceptue~lized es 11 continuum end thet the metter Is catatlc:c. That
matter is conceptuellzed es being stetlc Is Yery true. Not being able to
find enything specific for phases became a reel problem to me. In order not
to get stuck. I sterted to tebulate
1/ the pupil" conceptions of the various substances
2/ the number of expressions of each conception. and
3/ the number of expressions per substance and categorv.
The t11bles did not help me further. They ere interesting end 1 am gled 1
have them, beceuse they proYide a good picture of the pupil.
Fine~Jiy I enalyzed the pupils' answers to the question Wbal ts an atom?
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Till four conceptions or till atom concept

A

Conceptions

Continuurr

A. No conception
of metter
The pupil does not know whl.lt on otom Is. After three yeors
or school chemistry one pupil sold: I dM't A'twtt·ltt:ttt' to
driiW thllt. I dM 't rl!mt>mbt'r lmJilhiii!J 6b1Jut H

Conceptions

..
c.

Atoms ore yery smoll .. things« thllt you con find in motter.
It is the smollest porticle tn 11 substonce lind it Is very,
very smoll.

Atoms consist of atoms
An otom is the smellest extstlng portlcle ond en otom is
not tndtvtstb1e. EYerything consists of etoms, even en
r~tom. If you diYide en etom, the smell pieces will be the
smr~llest existing perticles ond they will now be the etoms

B

•

o,
010

I

.. . .. I ~j

A

B ••

or atoms
No
conception

B. Atoms en smell ctl'ltngsc

.......
A sm1111
thing

Consist
An otom model
or 11toms

Figure 7 Slmllorities between the two systems or cotegories
Cotegory c- The substonce is 11 dishOmogeneous unit- hos no ploce In the
figure obo11e. Why? The next onolysis w11s thererol'll focused on oil
stotements without on otom concept; conseQuently r~ll str~tements which
e~<press the CMtinutJfl1 conception ond the conception tht! $11/1$//IIICtl iS' II
d!$ht:tl11tlgtmt?fJIJ$ 1111it were or greotest Interest. I ht!d to find out If the
diMomogtWJtJIIS umtwes e sign or on etom concept, since the pupils
sometimes geve the seme 011me to the ports or the unit es to the perts of
the otom.

D. Atom model
In this cotegory 1cennot distinguish onswers leernt by
heert from those of reel conYictlon. The pupils drow the
some kind of pictures, 11 nucleus with electrons In orbit.

The one lysis wos now contextully ond the first step towords the second
distinction hod been teken. Suddenly, the tenth of June, 1964, 1 wos oble
to dellmit the three firSt Cltlagortes or description. The «Unite WIIS
not 11 sign of en otom concept, but of on embryonic pltese concept

Now 1 hod two systems of cetegories, which I wes hondllng In on
·otomisuc· woy. The first step towerds reloting the systems wos in en
enolysls, which hod 11 controlling function. I wonted to know If e pupil hed
expressed 11 more odYonced otom concept In their stotements thon In their
onswers to the question Whet is on etom? Thot one lysis resulted in thet
two interpretellons of 142 were relnterpl'llted.
In the second onotysls 1 focused on the content, the cwhet«, ond which
pupil hod sold this cwhetc, wos dlsregorded. The first slmileritles which
come fl'lto sight were Yery obylous. Let us look et the symbols of the two
cotegory systems.

slak't

.,...r

f*-11•

Figul'll a~ The concept ion 11 dtshM1tl9fl/7t!ffJiJ$ t111ilhes got 11 ploce end we
con for the first time see e conception es on enUrety
consisting of ports ..
The most dlfflcult step hed been token. From then ond on 1 «leftc the
pupils ond only focussed on .. whet. they hod expressed ond chowc they
hod expressed It For the flrst t1me I fully reollzed whot the
phenomenogrophers meont by their refinement of the constructiYisllc view

of leomtng emphosis on a consUtuttonal view of learning. The pupils
ore cought in o collective we~y of thinking, In the existing conceptions.
The pupils 11re not free to construct their own conceptions, even If the
conceptions e~re sometimes very unusuol onel seem to be inelividuol (Merton,
1964)
Flgure 10 The six categories of description

Ouclliicdivc \'j
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The second distinction: Tile matter-staircase-bouse
This presentet1on of the she cetegones of description wlll diStinguish
eech cetegory of descnptton es on ent1rety consisting of perts. This meens
thet ! em now descnbing the underlying structure in eech conceptton end
not the verious meemngs eech structure con g1 ve rise to. The cetegones or
descnptton found ere ell ot different levels. Let me stert to descnbe the
metter-stelrcese-house step by step, level by level

Level 1: The substance is conceptualized as

'i
N~~~~==~~~==~~
0

m
I

11

continuum

The pupils ere ewere thet venous substences exist or do not exist. Eech
substence hes "something· which is "typtcel" of especielly that substence,
but the pupils ere uneble to descnbe this in words. All thinking ectlvtty
seems to be used to recognize the substence end keep thet substence 1n
mmd. For thet reeson 11 substence alweys hes to be in the same way end
us homogeneous mess IS therefore not chengeoble. If o substence were
chengeeble tt would be tmposstble to recogmze it.
The only thmg I con see thet the pupils c11n s11y t~bout the substences is
thet they ere dtvistble end cen be put together. This is something e human
bemg cen do wllh the substances. This is 11 stgn of e specie! men-centered
relatton to the substonces thet you cen find only et thts leveL "The self is
not sepereted from the not -self" liS Reiser expressed it in 1939 (ctted in
Herton, 1966)
Beceuse of this men-centered attitude to the substances the pupil is not
eble to escribe ottnbutes to 11 substence, which implies thot the pupil
connol conserve metter It ts we. humon beings, who moke decisions 11bout
the metter. Whtlt substence ond how much we hove depends on our wtsh
concemmg the substence. If we wont woter we ore pour 11 certetn omount,
ond 1f we wt~nt hot woter we hetlt it. Every chtlnge IS ct~used by us,
bect~use we t~re the ones who meesure, divide, heet, cleen end destroy t1
substt~nce et e specific moment
A descnptlon of t1 substt~nce depends on how the pupils t~re t~ble to think
t~bout one or two existmg substences. In order to descnbe how wide o
cetegory or description ct~n be, 1 would like to mention here, wht~t is
descnbed in dett~ll in the ne~<t diStinction. If they ere t~ble to focus on one
substt~nce tit t1 time (tltomlstic t~pprot~chl. they Will occept. for tnstt~nce,
thet oil ts t1 substt~nce emong others But if they t~re t~ble to thmk of two
substt~nces tit the seme time (holistic t~pprot~chl. we ct~n see tht~l the two
substt~nces water t~nd air con e~<tst tiS homogeneous mt~sses in till other
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substances, lilce a ghost in a wall. That means thet oil cen be
conceptuahzed as betng water and fet tn suH11ble amounts Whet a chemist
regards as ages is seen by students as eir with a little homogeneous mass
of a suitable substence.
If the pupils ere able to think of two substances at the same time, they

ere elso able to explein changes. The relation between the two in each
other existing substances ts change. In hot weter there will be water and
hot elr, more of weter than or air If the water is boiling there w1ll ()e too
much hot elr in it end you will see bubbles. Humid air is alr wllh water in
it If there is too much water In the air, ll will rain.
It is interesting to note thllt according to the pupils there ere three types
of air elr, hot (wenn) elr and cold etr. Hot llir could be the same as
heat end cold air as cold. In this conception it Is not possible to ascribe
attributes to a substance 11nd eir is no exception. Let me present 11 couple
or examples. If you are out on a cold winter day and you breath with your
mouth open, your warm air will meet the cold air. When cold and warm air
11re existing in each other, there will be water. One pupil said to me Y()tJ

The unit Is 11 sign of distinguishing the substance from other substl!lnces
and the limit Is the embryo of the new concept, the phase concept
or the new step 1n the matter~ staircase-house
A drop or water is often seen liS e unit which consists of a thin film of
water in one cform .. and this film cont11ins weter in enother cformc.
weter exists in two cformsc. A gn11n of salt is a common untt. It can heve
a shell and 11 nucleus. In the nucleus we c11n find the «taste« or the
SllltWIIter. Sell exists In two cformsc.
1should point out here that the unit Is not 11 unit In 11 physic Ill or a
chemical sense. The unit is creeted in 11 suH11ble size and It is
chllrecteristic or each substance By creaung a unit the puptl m11kes it
possible to ascnbe 11ttributes to the substance, 11nd furthermore the pupil
is now able to conserve mess.
Here follows some exemples of how pupils can describe substances.

C61T Sill' fht1f P.WfY I!Wfli!Tf1 ttft TV 1+'/tPfl !j(I/J 6rP 'lti/(Chl!7f1 fhP. 'f1>'tl6ther
WhP-n .,.,.6171'1 ttir is mP.efi"!l t:(l/d tlif'lt tt'ill rtttn. One girl, Cherlotta,

explains hot water and ice liS 1n the pictures, as follows.

..
""'!!_I""o • •"''!-I
••l''•flelll4

Figure 12: Pictures of some substances
Figure 11: Weter and .. cold eire in 11 freezer a/, water and .. hot air .. on a
stove b/, .. warm air« and ecoid air« meet and form weter c/ and

dl
By considering thet two suitable substances exist in each other at the
some time, the pupil has a remarkably greet area or explanation. The pupil
can explein pheses and phase espects, end chemicel interactions.
Level II: The substance ts conceptuollzed 88 e dlshomogeneous
or delimited unit
The outstending feature of this c11tegory of description is that the pupils
delimited a substance by creating an 11ppropriete unit for the substance

w"•"'
a '""
t ..... uer-

In spite of the feet that the pupil has constituted 11 conception which may
be regarded as en embryonic phase concept, we can see that pupils thlnlc
about the two cformsc within the substence in a wey which shows they
cennot express phases. The phase aspect depends on how the pupils think
of the two .. rorms... I will come back to that In my description of the third
distinction.
Level Ill: The substance Is conceptualized 08 o untt of tha
substance with ·smell atoms·
This conception- A unit of the substance with ·small atoms·- is familiar
to many researchers (for exemple, Nussbaum, Pfundt 11nd others) It is
described as the ceta with raisins or the plums In e plum-pudding.

But how the ·ceke· end the ·ret sins· ere conceptuellzed seperetely or
releled to eoch other is not well known.
Before l go into this, I would once ogoin stress the phenomenogrophlc
definitions that o conception is o sign or the relotion between the
tndividuel anttlhe world and that o conception is on entirety consisting or
ports The new port here is the embryo of the atom concept and this
new port belongs to the entirely When the pupils loc11te otoms in the
unit or the subsl11nce ll is 11 sign of teaming They hove lett one
conception 11nd fonnedo conception lhlll is new to them, but one thllt
11lre11dy exists. Other lndividullls have expressed il befon! and others will
do it 11rter them. The new conception lhot they hove constituted is an
lmportont step In the development or the metter concept.
In the conteKtual enalysls 1 c11n see that the ·coke· is not conceptuelized
es e continuum described os ot level I bulos ot level II. For this reason
this conception must also Include the aspect .. the unit of the
substanca..
This entirty consists of three ports. This meens thet when the structure of
the new concept Is a reality, oil the other parts In the entlrty will be
ch11nged or coloured by this structure. Let me start with the chenge in the
phose concept.
In spite or the feet that the unit into which the pupil puts the .. small
atoms .. is of «holistic choracterc, which me11ns lhet If the same unit hes
been expressed ot Ieveii!, the pupll htls beert able to expletn e phose
espect, we now cannot see anything of thet phue espect atteched to the
unit lnsteed. the pupil shows thot he/she does not know how to eKpress
the phose aspect. The pupil hes to learn how to eKpress the phese aspect
with the constituted conception I w11l go further into this in the third
distinction, since the ph11se espect depends on whether you hove on
etomistic ore holistic approoch.

ordf

Here follows some eKamples of how pupils cen conceptuellze substances:
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Figure 13 Pictures of some substances
It is lmport11nt to mention here thet my lnterpretetion of this conception
hils m11de me reellze the function of the two perts of the unit, the shell

end 1ts content, to 11 gre11ter e)(tent The shell, rtlm, peel, etc, will more
11nd more h11ve the function of keeping the substance together. This
w1ll still be more obvious ot the neKt level, level IV. Ac11tego'll of
descnption which is soon probobly will be split into two cotegories of
descnptions, beceuse of the contextuel en~~lysls or the how-Gspect. We con
nomelylnterpret thot the pupils eKpress on embryo of o binding
concept.
Level IV: The substance Is conceptualized as o unit of the
substance which consists of particles
The new concept in thiS entirty is e portlcle concept, end Its structure
colours the meenlng of all the other ports in the entirty. It is true that
«Smell etoms" end other small things are called perticles, but they ere
not perticles In the sense used here. This perticle concept leeds not only
to 11 new conception but elso toe new type or underst11ndlng of matter,
namely thet" everything consists of particles •• i.e. e perttculete
understending of matter. As with the earller levels, this pertlcle concept
IS also en emb'l!O
A pertlcle c11n be named atom or only particle. A particle consists of
particles or or etoms, 11nd an atom consists of particles or of atoms.
A substance Is still seen es o unit, but what the substance Is made of Is
now In the parttc1es. Let us look Ill level Ill end wl'ltlt the pupils could
stress there the unit of the substence or the smell atoms Now we can
see thtlt the pupils c11n creete pertlcles of either the unit or the substence
or the smell atoms. r.e~ther cere, the structure or the perttcle concept Is
the some.
The border of the unit Is not involved In the creetlon of particles. lnsteod
it hes the function of keeping the particles together. This Is the lest
cotego'll or description in which we see the unit and its ports, especlelly
the border
All thinking ectivity seems to be used for creallng pertlcles end keeping
the creeted perticles in mind. The wey the pupils think ebout the pertlcles
Is close to how they think about e substance at Ieveii For instance, they
cannot escribe attributes to the p11rttcles end the perticles hove no
particular size. The conlyc thing they seem to know is thet .eve'lllhing
consists of particles. end thtlt is what they eMpress even when they
explain phases or lnterectlon. Sometimes the border, the shell, bursts end
1111 the pertlcles fall out If one or these particles Is focused on the puptl
seems to conceptualize thet particle os 11 new unit, end therefore It Is
possible to create particles In IL Even the knowledge on atom is the
smallest extsttng porttcle Is interpreted from this structure, os
shown In the following picture.
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Level Yl: The substance Is conceptualized as a particle system

fire-.·

In this category of description the new structurctlaspect is the relation
concept The pupils cen realize thltt there are connections, relet Ions
between different particles in a system

Figure 14: Atoms consists of atoms- otherwise the ..smallest«
existing particle cannot be an atom.
The underlying structure of this cateqory of description Is not very useful
Since it ts repetitive In nature. there is no end. There is a constont
regeneration of particles We see thot the pupils who conceptuelze
particles in a similor way are able to put another substllnce bet ween the
perticles. This is 11 sign of a binding concept

The reletion concept implies for the

Level Y: The substance Is conceptualized on tt11 basts of the
attributes of the particle (Jes)

particle concept: thot the pupils reallze thet there ere relolions
between the subporticles in an otom. For the first llme we con see whet 11
chemist calls en element concept Likewise, we ten see thot they
reelize thet there ere relellons between the subportlcles In 11 molecule,
which implies thl'lt the pupils hove 11 concept of the chemical compound.

The particle concept has developed in such a way that the pupils ore
now able to ascribe attributes to the perticle, Implying thot the particle
has some kind of structure to reckon with.
The atom concept Now we con see thot the pupil hos 11 speciol interest
in the otom ond Its subperticles. There is no order ot precedence or
relotlon between the different porticles. An electron hils the some .. value«
os the atom, which it is o port ot.
The cStattcc molter concept Here I heve found four more promment
woys or expressing 11 substonce, nomely bosed on the ottnbute of
11 one porticle, which con be nomed etom, but whose content is like a
continuum,
21 one otom or molecule,
3/ond 4/ two or more particles conceptuolized es 1/ or 2/. The pupils
con here even escribe ottributes to the binding between the porticles.
The phase concept. If the pupils ore oble to odopt 11 holistic epprooch,
we con see thllt the pupils con express phose ospects with the four
voriotions described.
Let me present some exomples.
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Figure 15 How some subsl&nces ore conceptuollzed.
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attnbute concept: that the pupils ere now able to reason about relt~tlons
between charges. Only now are they oble to understand whitt attraction,
repulsion. etc, means, or that the colour of 11 solut1on depends on the
relotion between the porticles

.staUcc matter concept: thllt they consider thl.lt the particles of 11
substonce constitute 11 system. Between the portlcles unchllngeable
«relotlons« prevoil The pupils' interest in the space, the Interspace er
the gop between the particles is very obvious, which is a sign of tile
relation concept The interspoce is 11 source or voriotlons, becouse
there con be .. nothing«, ..emptiness... ..energy.:, o .. cloud .. or 11 cblndingc
there.
phase concept: pupils believe that the port1cles ore tnverioble lind thllt
the «nothing«, the .empunessc Is whot Is chongeoble. No one of the
twenty pupils interviewed wos eble to change the ..nothing .. ond express 11
phose ospect

lmpllcotions for teoching
The development of the concept of molter, which I described in the
motter-stolrcose-house, con be compored with the stoges thot o
meolworm goes through 1n developmg too beetle, or the three forms o
subslonce con exist in.
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The different s1gns of develooment of the molter concept, which I see in
the molter-stoircose-house, is olreody o bose for my leeching. In o woy I
om pre pored for ons wers os • 1 A'lt{ltt' t/16t tt'(l{l(/ CM !Wil: T/lttrtl tt'ill N
mare 6tams 1n it tt'/lt>n it is tt·.vm: ond others.
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I see eoch stotement os o "photo· of the knowledge ond the ~ the pupll
possesses the moment the stotement erose ond something which the pupil
con develop occording to the descnbed molter-stoircose-house. Thus, with
on phenomenogrophic opprooch 1 describe ~ge os the ·whot" ond the
Skill os the "how· in forms of conceptions which 1·pin down· in cotegories
of description.
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Am11deo Giorgi's empiriclll phenomenology.

~ports from the Deportment of Educotion. Unjversity of GOteborg,

19810 I.
Figure 16 Anolog1es bet ween the development of the meolworm ond the
molter concept ond bet ween the three forms of o substonce ond
the molter concept
Even If we tolk obout the development of concepts, we teoch only the
.. reedy-mode« concept In o woy we neglect the .. development .. when we
soy «not good enough« or .misconceptions« obout the result of our pupils'
wort. If we see the development of o concept os the development of o
meolworm, we ought to be hoppy ebout every .. step .. the pupils teke.
Suppose we hove o hundred meolworms in the second stoge, the lorvol
stoge. If we look ot them closer, we will find thot the smell creotures ore
not olike. The differences we see indicote thot there is o development
wlthln the lorvol stoge. I hove oround hundred stotements ot eoch level,
more ot level lond fewer ot level VI, ond I find on intemol ocwhot ..
depending on differences in how the «WhOl« con be emphosized in the
opprooch odopted. Whot I see I interpret os o development within eoch
level.
The other enology I wont to moke is o comporison between the three
phoses of woter ond the cotegories of descnption Suppose thot we hove
two glosses of woter ond the woter is in liQuid form. If we look closer ot
the woter, we will find thot there is cold woter in one cup ond hot woter
in the other. In o temperoture d1ogrom we could point out thot the cold
woter is closer to the ice form thon the hot woter, ond the hot woter is
closer to the gos form. The intemol .. whot .. is similor. There is o vonotion
which we con interpret to meen thot some expressions of the some
underlying structure ore .. new .. ond others ore .. oldoc, or thot some ore
closer to one level thon onother level ond so on.
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together w1th optional nataonal ones,

Misconception• in Environmental Chemistry

spesif1c 1nterest

Among Norwag1an Students

1n 25 countr1es 1n 1983-84.

carr1ed out

Thf?

f

a1n1

the 1nternat1onal SlSS-study was to develop a map

of science education
ar1d
[dE:as

t'elated t

be1r1q

ong the general

publl

In nlarry

1tems

were to a

1son and danget• \PAOLONI,

dnd thus eMpose the teaching
instt~uction.

Out'

large extent des1gned to map

mtsconcept1ons 1n different areas of science.
dedl w1th some on

almost synor,ymo,Js with

wQr~ldwtde

lear'nlng practices and the outputs of

nat1onal

and poisonous

sy~thet1~

paper'.

th1

1n
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tha latter be1ng of

env1r··~nmental

Th1s paper will

chemistry.

Is

198ll.

there any disparity between the student's 1nterpretat1on of
the chemical world In which he lives and that accepted by the

M_et h<:·!i

chemists? Which common misconceptions on the concepts

The 7 multiple cho1ce quest1ons wh1ch 1 shall refer to here

chem1cal substances,

const1tute only a small part of the complete SISS-study.

po1sonous compounds,

acid rain and air

the Items are national

the students harbour, Do these et'rOrteous beliefs 1n
environmental chemistry per·sist

f·~r'mal

Instruction

S)0berg.

1n

6 of

1tems designed by our group headed by

Each atem has 5 possible alternatives.

One or more

chem1stry at school, Is there any link between 1dentafaable

of the distractors

M1sconcept1ons and att1ti.ldes to

hypotheses p•::>sessed by the r•esearch-gr-o•.<p as t<:< what rn i ght be

science~

we~e

wr1tten in order to monitor

common Mlsconceptions of the concepts
Re~earch

on studer,ts'

mi~conceptions

growing body of recent r••earch

in science con5titutes a
education~

in science

Different methods have been employed from surveys,
mappings,

classroom observations to cl1n1cal

re•earch was on studQnts'

and wcwl<.

<LIE & SJBBERG,

In

answers to

questions with forced cho1ces and free responses.

Their

understandtng of the concepts force

1':181>.

Harn~s

(HARNii:S,

19851.

The

grade,

p~:~p1.1l

The Second

( 12N I.

and

The samp 1 es were dt'awn

and were representative for their target

under the auspices of the A•.tstral1an
The

SISS-Instruments cor,5tsted of a core of international

include some words on sctence teaching

items

1n

Norwegian

We have compulsaroy schooling from the age of 7 to

16 Cgrade 1-91

for the Evalyatian of Edycational

CKEEVES & ROSIER!.

6500 Norwegian

st<.~dy

CSISSI was d1rected by The

Council for Educational Research

one student sample.

at I•:Jns,.

schools.

<IEAI

of the

in th• 12th grade comprising 2400 science students (12SI
1200 non-sci enctl' st tJdent s

with a series of multiple choice questions.

Achievement

Si~

The third sample consisted of pre-university students

I m1ght

International Assoc1at1

t~an

in qtJestion.

Items which were

anchot~

students from the 4th grade and the same number from the 9th

reported In thiS paper Is part of an international survey

International Science Study

of

students participated 1n the SlSS-study among those some 1400

independently,

has performed

clan1cal Interviews to Identify the Misconcepflons held by
student!ii on temperat>,lre and heat

~r~oup

admtntstred to more

concept

interviews.

Norway Sjeberg and Lie have analysed students'

1teMS belong to a

and the students read combined science for a

total of ':1 periods a

week in primary school and a total of 9

in j"nie<r high schoC<l

Cgrade 7-91,

Ro•Jghly half of the

student-population continues to senior high school
10-121 and some 40 •

<grade

of these students take the science line.
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The 125-students read seo
studied chemistry,

Table 2

biolaqy

~r,dio~'

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS ON E:NVtRONME:NTAL CHEMISTRY.

physics for 3-l(• weehhours

STUDENTS IN GRADE 4, 9 AND 12.

per subJect the last 2 year·s at htqhsch0ol.

N=non-science students,

~

OF RESPONDENTS.

Szacience students,

@•international item
Table

1

sh~:·wS

aCCIJMIJlated

the

n~.tmber'

~•Jntber·

of

•::::,f

st!Jder~ts

pert,~ds

oet""

p~:·p~Jlatl•.::"''!

n sctence that each

ar1d

the

poptJlatt·~n

has had

1.

WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES EXPRESSES A
CORRECT STATEMENT?

Table 1

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN EACH SAMPLE AND NUMBER OF

4

12N

125

20.2

11.3

ACCUMULATED PERIODS IN SCIENCE AT SCHOOL

31 0
notation

no.

of

st 1Jder1ts

accym.
l. r1

esc

i

~o

20.9

A

per1od•

Chemical substances do not
belong in nature, man has made

eY!CE!'

thern
13 .. 4

9.3

23.4

18.3

10.0
13.4

1" 2

B

Natural substances cannot be

11.7

4. 3

C

Chemical substances are usually

27.7

43.7

73.5

21.8

18.3

'3 • I

har-mful
4th

4

1386

'3th

'3

14'30

18

4

12th

Y!I:IYi-SC 1 eYtCe

12N

1212

23

12th

$ClSl"1Ce

125

24<)5

23

harmf•J l

...

~:.pi; iOI""l

D* Natural substances are also

(8-18)

chemical .;:,r,es

E

Natural substances are composed
of atoms whtle chemical
substanc~s

The test battery in the SISS-study c0nsisted of
questionnaires for each student

thr~e

molecu es

including 60 scientific 1tems

and questions on his attitudes to school science and tc

science and technol•::.gy.

As for the scientifiC items the

frequencies of the keys and the dtfferent dtstractors are
recorded.
R..§!_!!!Jj_ t s

The

~esponses

to the 7 multiple choice questions on

environmental chemistry

at~e

qiven i

Table 2 as

students supporting the alternative choices.

pe~~centages

·~f

8.7

2 .. 0

1. 5

o.e.

0

are eompo5ed of

417
2.

CARROTS ARE SPREAD WITH POISON AND THEN BOILED.

WHAT IS AIR?

4,

MAY

THEY BE EATEN?
12N

12S

12N

4

7
3~0

4

2. 7

\ • [l

A

the

Not

pC1l

"b.,,,,,, bed
b<:•l

1(1.5

3.8

1.4

6

20.!)

41.9

E.?. 8

83.4

B

S~':•YI

lS
the

whe:r,

HlC11'"'B

39.5

25 .. 4

1 ;:;. -::..
~·-

D

all

PI~

l

SClYICl•~tS

1

A

Noth i r1q1:

(i.,

0

E<

The same as nl tt"C•gen

38.5

3'3.8

c~.

14. 2

46.4

50~2

'32.4

c:o ..

the st '" f f may be equally
aft et• boi 1 u·•g

Yes,

0~

2

48.9

(1,

r).

3

12.4

8.5

2.3

E.. E.

0,'3

1.0

o.

vaC\.It.!hl

c

The same as ·=•><vgen

D*

A rni xtut"'e ·:>f

E

Inv1s1ble water vapour, rni

d 1 f f en•e,...t

Wlth oxygen

dange,~,:~t..t.s

39. 1

0.2

a.t"e

C'CH"t""Ct S

the vitahllrts disappear

C+ Nc•,

7

3.0

led

N•::•,

0.9

~ (1

easily

c<:•tnp,:-unds

1

()

ar~e

destr·c:•yed when b·:::oi led
15. 4

10. 3

1.7

I.E.

E

Yes,
be

.OS

but the b·:•iltr.g pertod

l Y1St t"'l..lftlliH'·it S

5.6

3.ct

1. 5

1.0

0.5

flliJSt

5.

1•:>ng as f,:.r boil H•g
lri

()

9

12N

12S

1. Ci

(1.3

A

Both r·eact aY1t,. were p1:11

17.5

14. 8

7. 1

B

At

8. 1

3.2

0 .. 5

c

One s•Jbstance was

least

OY"lS

SO'feQUS

S!Jbs t arece ..... s

pol. !SC•YtC<US

other was
2~~

B

D

p01$0Y'IOUS,

the

Ytt';lt

Netther ·:>f' the S'Jbst artces

wet"e

p0 1 S0r"ICHJ5

&3.2

77.5

1. 7

<).6

90.7

E* Neither of' the subst.onceg had t.·,
be po 1 SC•Y'Il;:H,.tS

0.6

()

125

3. 4

4. 1

2.8

6

46.4

8.4

B

so.

2 .. 5

2.(>

1.3

c

HNO;;o

26.1

42.9

86.8

4.2

3.2

0.5

2.0

1.4

0.2

E, 1.

WHICH SENTENCE IS CORRECT?

5.7

3.7

12N

'3

TWO SUBSTANCES ARE COMBINED TO FORM A POISONOUS
COMPOUND.

WHAT IS THE FORMULA OF SULPHURIC ACID?

a hosp1tal

A

HCl

D* H. so.
E

()

NaCl

gase<S
~ed
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6.

Table

WHAT IS CORRECT ABOUT ACID RAIN?

3

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
of students in

<~

supp·~rtinq

125

27 .. 2

E,,g

E,. 1

A

The.>re
a 11 f

19.9

45.3

61. 3

23 .. 2

27.8

23.9

<~ctot•y

B* Cc.•mbust
subst

c

18.(1

7.9

D

t·:~n

srn~=~~e

at''e

was cle.>ane.>d

c.

!C

Cher111c,~

ac1d rain

d.

20

Pc· i sQrl<•'.ts

SYlOW

...

3B

Pois.:n·~

g1ve

fi rte powder C•f sulphur

is C\cid

i nd tt 6 t

,~ 1

E..6

<).

4

E

1. 2

1 r,

1 Y'tCt'"'ea51

SO'~'t

het>"'f"'l No:)r""way has no e?ff'ect

thE? watet..

1.6

rtg acid

The

r a 1 "''

~:~n

be 1 •:or,q

ar-'e

r"10t

h.;n·mfu 1

1 substiilnces dr"'e

IS

f.

4C

Oxyger•

g.

58

so.

h.

GC

Acid r. . a

l•

7AitC

At•:,ms

ThE>y

ni\t ur~e*

lC<

C<:•fll p•:• u rtd s

~.tSltetlly

( 1 3-1

hat"'t11ful

Y.l

(23-4

l()

de<;t ••oyed whert heat .. d

C\t~e

iHI

pt"'<)iHE?t"'t y

chemical t"'eact ior1

IS the s•:•l e

Is the f
1

rt

ar~e

'5r.ibstar.ce,

1 r1her~nt
dur~lng

':•'r''UtlJ

l a

"'

c~:·mp':'r,er~t

fQt"'

s•~l

•:·f

of

a 1 r"

i st 5

Y'l':•t

C•:"Y1Served

( 18-7

1.)

(49-5 '/.)

ph•.w 1c dCid

O:)f pl:twdet"' •:• f

C•:•Y'IS

"'

<62-8

sulphttt•

L23

l()

-.:)

"

COi~tt'se

()

We

h<~ve

betwe~n

7.

n')t:

(3'3-12 lO

a1

which has eva pelt'"' at ed

items qtve~.

N1)tat1on of

1 1 ·,q

s~.~bstat,ces

tt"'a.Y'tSfi'Hti:ed

and ther•eafter pt•ec 1 pit at ed

0.8

( 31

roan-ttlade

and higher qrades

lc~wer

ldeas)

substartce<S

and oi 1

IS ratn ,:,t"

ng

Cher111 C3l

lA

Nat ur"a 1

Y'iill"'l

1c~r.

a.

If

a\ 1 f'l

1B

ever•t '-'"' 1 1 y

pollut

I'"'

b.

Acid

Acid r.a1n

ac1d

·:•f sulphur-cor1taining

Wll1

Yti

Y1C1

1 l ke.> chat"Cl:•al

-2t-r"1CE!S

cortt a i
21.4

be.>

WOt.t}d

the

AN ANIMAL CONSISTS OF MANY ATOMS.

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE

investigated whether there ware any relatlOI'lShlP
a

specific misconcept1on and the students•

in

achievements

sci~nce

as

scores on the science tests

ATOMS AFTER THE ANIMAL IS DEAD?

there? were some 20-35 "

d@M•~nstrated

in SISS.

by the aver·age total

For all four samples

htghe.>r scores recorded

among

the

students selecting the key a!'lswers Mnd those choos1nq e1ther

9

of

the alternative beliefs.

there was any

relatio~ship

als~

We have
between

examtl'led whether

studer~ts'

1S.3

A

They d1sappea•·

science and technoloqy and their- cho1ce of

11. 2

e
c

They stC•P roc•vl y,g

There were no such

6.7

were rather positive.> to the

The.>y at""e destroyed

On a

impact

Norwegi~n

af scle!'lcE' and

technology

combined to new compounds

statistical

slgl'lificant difference of 5-!0K between a

They dlSil'ltegrate? and are thert

of students chosing an altenative belief and the group

CCtMbined to other• att:.ms

selecting the ''correct'' answer.

15.5

E

but

Bt'f!.

()

---------------------~----·-·-·~

n

studentw

As to students

D* They de• r.ot dlsappeC\t',

interest

whole

an soc1ety.

50.4

0.9

diffet~ences~

confidence

alternat1ves.

in chemistry there w•re a
group
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L1m1tations of study
Rs mentioned earlter,

this study on students'

understanding

of environmental chemtstry is only a small part of a
comprehensive study on sc1ence education.
h•d been to detect th1s spes1flc domain of chemistry various
items of SIMilar conteMt should have been admtnistred.
tr~por·tant

bel1ef'

1n the st

1deas may be said
monitor~lr,g

t ir•te.

t

The altet'Y1at 1ve

tne concepts held by chemists.

lhey are def1n1tely
hee~

svsten1.

be

even thotJgh we have not

pH1~1stent

the same sample

The

,~f

st~der,ts

c~f

Y·:•ung and •:•ld st•Jder>ts all shat•e the 1deas.

1

filisconceptlons 1n

what we have dlscl•:•sed ar•e r·eal

e~.vironmental

of a survey based on multipleThey have not uttered the ideas

only ticked tn a boK for the most plausible of

f1ve alternatives.

As t•:•

tell by this mult•ple-cholce
-- Ir·, my o::op1rt1•:•n,

The answers cannot possibly reveal the

themselves,

conceptual ecology and w1ll foster further m1stakes and
study.

wea~nesses

1nner thoughts of students.

a pertod of

whether the alternative Jdeas are 1mbedded 1n the students

There are several
choice questions.

A characteristic of a good multlple-choice

quPstton is that the distractors should be individually
eMclusive.

feel to-day that we did not pay enough attention

to this when structuring the various items.

A look at

distractor 8 and C for item no.l may illustrate what I mean.
R st<.<dent who chooses distr•actor C -- "Chemical substances

cheroistr~y.

are usually harmful"-- most probably thinks of a natural
Otxr·· tt'dr"tS\iet"'sal
that

sut"'vey <)f

studer!"',ts

the mtsc•:•r1cept t':·n<a at"e

studer~t~

ir,dica.tlng

that

rn~:·st

t:•f dl ffer""er"1t

pr~·epor1der"a.te

aqes shc•ws

ir1 the ycn.inqet"

instrtJCttan l!"'1 chern1str·y has had a

<certain) effect and has caused conceptual changes.
the students ar"'tt ar,d

the

m.:.r~e

sc1enc:e

less~'Jr"1S

the less p•rvasive are the misconceptions,
st1ll stick to them,

The older

they have had,

but some st,Jdents

substance as the opposite.

He m1ght therefore as well select

distractor 8 -- "Natural substances cannot be harmful".

The

"t'eal" percentage of students sharing the ideas of either
alternative would then be substancially greater than that
given in the table.

The limitations of multiple-choice

questions and the sort

o~

information we can collect from it,

has thus been demonstrated.
the students•
clinical

For a more fully description of

ideas about a substance and its properties

interviews should be performed.

survey may,

however,

point to

speci~ic

A multiple-choice

areas of interest

worthy of further studies.

DisC<Jssion
The mc•st

important misconceptions may root necessarily be the

scientific ones but the students'

beliefs on science.

Every

fifth Norwegian student who leaves comprehen•ive school,
be 11 evE!!> that chemica 1 s•Jbst ancell are manmade and have nothing
to do in nature.

If we add that another fifth believes that

the•e compounds usually 4re harmf•Jl,

!Norwegi•n> chemistry

teachers have an endeavouring job in head of them.

Where to

420

start? I often quote "The •tr you hrAathe,
the clothes you wear,
everything c'n ecu.. th

·:~f

1s c•::.t,lp,:tsed

eh~micals

amount of

av~ilable

fr~m

eHhlblte!. an eH it ar.g c.:·llect io:•n.
di~c,Jssion

,;tuff ar•d

on

pois~ns,

~liHt•H'es,

you eat,

yo~1 t'Se

1

the same aqe as our students
chang• is l1kely to

1

1f

StJbstartces

drug stores.

The

n

1ntelligable (1 of 4
et al.,

S'Jper

CK~MPA,

place only

ta~e

983),
f

~nd

conceptual

the new concept

for accomodationl

prer~quisites

1s

<POSNER

1'382).

inewhausttble and

The chemicals car, r•o•.wish a

concentration of a

safety etc.

~ubstance.

pure

lsalt,

We probably need to ''shift

sugar,

stl_tdent's conceptual

m1neral

ft~om

the focus

chemicals to the chemicals of everyday life"

~~9!1£J \\_~j •2X!

If we accept Str1ke's vaew that misconceptions belong to the

The star't of this

chemical-shoppang should be food
water).

chet11ica.l

and petrel stations are alMost

Markets,

f0~d

the

the house you live an

chemist's

(FENSHRM, 19841.

~ffects

and that his set of concepts

ec~logy

what he later will

find comprehensive and reasonable,

then 1t is worth while to analyse the art of th• single
to looM for the origin of the idea and to

We do live in a chemical word to the good and bad.

ad•:•pt teach 1 r.g strateqies leading to conceptual change

(&TRIK&

The origin of the misconceptions in environMental chemistry

I have ir• this paper ·pointed out some common misconceptions

may be traced from the domain of school sci&nce atself or may

among Norwegian students on environMent•l cheMistry.

be found in the environment of the student -- the society by

thourough discussion will

large.

Take for

component

e~ample

ait" ..

of

It

the belief that o•ygen is the sole

1s shat"ed

later appear in a report from my

own 1nstitution.

N~:tr"wegiar,

by csor11e 40?<. •:,f

pre-university non-science students.

l'l'i~.).

Instead of fostering a

cQnflict situation and thus generating a teaching strategy
for conceptual change,

I

presume many teachers unwillingly

add to the reinforement of the students'
much used phrase in school

ewchange during

r~spiration

Misconception,

A

in order to emphasize the net gas
i~

''man inhales

o~ygen

FENSHAM P. J.
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Misconceptions In Astronomy
Philip M. Sadler
.
Harvard Smithsonian Center tor AstrophySICS
Cambridge, MA 03138 USA

Twenty-five 9th grade students from the local public high school
were interviewed in the Spring of 1987. Students were asked to explain
these 3 phenomena:
1. Why is it dark at night and light in the day?

Astronomy is taught in U.S. classrooms as a normal part of

2. Why is it hot in summer and cold in winter?

elementary school science (K-6), general science and earth science (7·
9).

3. Why does the Moon seem to change its shape?

In high school (1 0-12). it is limited to a small part of some physics

courses and to astronomy courses taught in about 10% of the nation's
schools. At the college level, Astronomy is perhaps the most popular
science course for non-science students, fulfilling science requirements
without competing with those students majoring in science or

These taped interviews were later examined to create an inventory of
students' conceptions.

Students were rarely reticent about their

explanations and were pleased to explain their ideas with words and
drawings.

engineering.
1. Day and night
Efforts are well underway at Project STAR (Science Teaching through
its Astronomical Roots) to increase the amount of astronomy taught in
grades 11 and 12, by expanding the offering of astronomy courses at
those grade levels. It is our belief that the study of Astronomy helps those
students who do not choose to take chemistry or physics to learn basic
concepts in science and mathematics. Inspired by the work on student
misconceptions in physics, we have undertaken a rigorous program of
interviews and testing of high school students to determine their
astronomical misconceptions. These results have been used to construct
curriculum materials which seem to be effective in dispelling many
student misconceptions as well as providing a foundation in spatial
reasoning and estimation.

a. the Earth spins
b. the Sun moves around the Earth
c. the Moon blocks out the Sun ··--·>
d. the Sun goes out at night
e. the atmosphere blocks the Sun at night

2. Winter and Summer
a. the axis of the Earth points away from the Sun
b. Earth is closer to the Sun in summer ···--·>
c. Winter sunlight "bounces" off objects in winter
d. the till of the Earth's axis changes its distance.

A major national test of these materials will

begin in the fall of 1987.

Videotaped Interviews

The most rudimentary lessons in astronomy often involve the EarthSun-Moon system and the phenomena of day and night, seasons and moon
phases. Often these are covered in but a few pages in the text, so that more
complex and advanced topics can be covered. We decided to investigate
student comprehension of these fundamental topics.

0

0

3. Moon Phases
a. Relative position of Earth, Moon and Sun

1.

~0

b.

Moon moves into Earth's shadow----->

c. Moon moves into Sun's shadows
d. Moon is lit by Earth's reflection

e. Moon is blocked by clouds
f. Moon is blocked by planets
g. The moon is black and white and rotates.

NY~
Q
~

Over half ol the interviewed students had taken or were completing a

type identifies the correct answer. Full analysis of the data and control

one-year course in Earth Science (of which almost 25% is astronomy).

groups will be completed in Fall 1987.

These students did not seem to get the correct answer any more often than

One night we looked at the
Moon and saw:

others: indeed, some of the more exotic misconceptions came from this

A few days later we looked at
it again and saw this:

group. They did. however. use many more •scientific" terms in
describing their ideas. Terms such as: tilt, orientation, phases, crescent,
indirect light, equator, Tropic of Capricorn, planet, orbit, rotation and
revolution peppered their explanations.
1. What do you think b est describes the reason for this change?

Almost every student drew the Earth, Moon al'ld Sun either the same

A. clouds blod< the Moon 1%

size or within a factor of 2x of each other's diameters (Ear1h is 4x Moon,

B. the Moon moves into the Earth's shadow 37o/o

Sun is IOOx Earth). Relative distances were even worse. the Sun and

C. the Moon moves into the Sun's shadow 25%

Moon were typically drawn within one to lour Earth diameters away

D. the Moon is blad< and white and rotates 1o/o

(Moon distance is 30x Earth's diameter, Sun distance is IO,OOOx Earth's

E. the Moon moves around the Earth 36%,

~

diameter).

Six students with par1icularty lucid views were selected as candidates

for discussion with their science teacher. who had just completed a lesson
on dey and night, the seasons and phases of the Moon. In each case. the
teacher rated the students on a scale from 1 to 10 as 7.

a, 9 or 10 before

viewing the Interview. Her ratings after viewing the video interview
dropped an average of 6 points to 1. 2. 3 or 4 . She expressed shock that
her students held these "wild" views and that even the best students
harbored deep misconceptions.
5. The diagram above represents a model of the Sun, Mars, and Mars' two
moans, Deimos al'ld Pllobos. Please look at the model and determine how
each moon lOoks for the per50n in the model who Is observing from the
north pole of Mars .

II. Multiple Choice Teet•
Multiple choice tests were given to students in grades 9 through 12 in

Deimos (circle one)

nine high schools within 50 miles of Boston. Questions were based on
student interviews and examples in the literature.

or the

ct ·.-

25 Items on the

test, 6 dealt with the topics of this paper. Thee rest tested for other
astronomical misconceptions. The first number Is the percentage of the
213 students choosing thai answer. The second number refers to the
percentage aher completing an experimental lesson on lhe topic. Bold

A

45%, 54".4

o·
B 5o/o

c

45%

06%
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schooling. Most have vivid memories of models of the Earth, Moon, Sun

Phobos (circle one)

()
A7o/o

0
B

()
c 23%

5%

------ --------

•

D 64%, 79%

-

9. Give the best estimate of each quantity:
a. What Is the diameter of the Earth? 10%, 25
b. What is the diameter of the Sun? 2%, 9%._ _ _ _ __
c. How far is the Sun from the Earth? 24%, 43%_ _ _ __
d. What is the diameter of the Moon? 5%,
e. How far is the Moon from the Earth? 7%, 1
11. Draw a diagram to show what causes the seasons:

and planets hanging over their heads in their elementary school
classrooms. These concrete and very visual models seem to become their
first and only model for objects in space i.e. all object are about the same
size and within a few diameters of each other. This is reinforced by text
and trade books which never show objects in their true scale size

ao.d.

distance. Using this incorrect model, the Moon ls. often in the Earth's
shadow, probably 10 days each month.

0_~0---=o
Sun

Earth

Moon

show a till of earth's axis 43%, 59%
15. How long does it take for:
a. the Moon to go around the Earth? 30%, 71 %._ _ _ __
b. the Earth to turn once on its axis? 70%, 79% _ _ __
c. the Moon to go around the Sun? 10%, 63%_ _ _ __
d. the Earth to go around the Sun? 52%, 85%_ _ _ __
e. the Moon to turn once on Us axis??%, 39%_ _ _ __
17. What time could it be if you saw the full Moon on the west em
horizon? 15%, 28% Explain your answer:
Pondering the answers to these questions, a picture emerges of
students with little first-hand experience with astronomical phenomena,
poor spatial relations and lack of even the most rudimentary facts about
the Sun, Moon and Earth. The typical textbook treatment does little to

In grades 7 • 9, much emphasis is given to eclipses of the moon and
sun, often using diagrams, like the one above, vastly out of scale.
Elliptical orbits are introduced, interchangeable with oblique views of
circular orbits.

<=----~()~-----~

co
Students get the idea that the earth's orbit Is high eccentric and that at
times the earth is very close to the sun and at some times very far.

address these difficulties but require memorization of scientific terms
and quantities.
Ill. Sources of Misconceptions

IV. Possibly Therapies.
We have had success in changing student misconceptions by using a
lhree step approach:

Interviewed students overwhelmingly attribute their ideas to their

425
1 . Studenls make lndJvldual predtcttons aboul the outcome of an
activity or e:xpanmenl.
2. Students PEirloffil th&sa aelivitias alon& or in groups.

3- S!Udents discuss why their predictions did not agree with thO
observatiOns or results ol the acHvily.

The activitie$ !hat have been used with high sctloollevel students are:
1. Building a scale rnooe! of !h& Earth-Sun System.
2. euilding a scale model of the Earth-Moon system.

3. Drawing the

appearan~

of ball circling your head when belng lit by a

stationary bright light
4. Graphing the dislance to the SUfi, lenglh of day and insolatiOn ot the sun

!fom almanac data using the same scale tor eacll graph.
s_ Make a drawit!g of th& Moon's phasas ovaf a 2 week period.
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RELATING CONCEPTS TO PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE
DETERMINATION OF MEANING IN MATHEMATICS

structure of certain perceptual and semantic categories
was different from their logical structure.

Her findings

that such categories were characterized by a core meaning

Jean Schmittau
Cornell University

(or prototype) around which other instances of the category were organized challenged the classical view that

This study probed the meaning of multiplication for
ten subjects who were university students.
centered on the question:

How are subjects conceptual-

izing the operation of multiplication?
1.

The study

Specifically:

2.

criterial attributes.

Armstrong, Gleitman

similar results which indicated prototypic organization
Three categories studied by Armstrong, Gleitman

Have formal or

instrument used to assess prototypicality.

trated the suhjects• spontaneous concepts of multiplica-

plication was of interest.

(Vygotsky 1962).

And have the spontaneous concepts,

&

Gleitman were included along with multiplication in the

school instructed concepts of multiplication interpenetion?

&Gleitman

(1983) investigated additional categories and obtained
of the categories.

Is the psychological structure of multiplication

prototypic or does it exist in cognitive structure
according to criteria! attributes?

categories were held in cognitive structure according to

Only multi-

The first three categories--

fruit, vehicle and plane geometry figure--were included

rooted in the experience of subjects, informed the formal

primarily in order to function as psychological foils,

concepts?

since it was anticipated that subjects might be inclined

The sample consisted of ten students from Cornell
University,

to approach the task of rating instances of multiplication
without reference to their own meanings, but rather out of

Subjects were selected by an iterative

process with the goal of maximizing diversity across the

an automatic response to the presence of the multiplica-

following categories:

tion sign.

major field, previous mathematics

It was hoped that working through the first

background, and time elapsed since the last formal mathe-

three categories would contribute to the breaking of this

matics instruction.

anticipated mental "set".

and six females.

The sample consisted of four males

Two of the subjects were graduate

students; the other eight were undergraduates.

Subjects were asked to rate instances of multiplica-

Four

tion for degree of membership in the category, using a

subjects were natural science majors, three were social

scale of "1" to "7".

studies majors, and three were humanities majors.

definitely belonged in the category, while a "7" indicated

Two

A "1" signified that the instance

of the subjects had taken calculus; one had completed

that the instance was a very poor exemplar of the category

linear algebra; three had gone through pre-calculus

or did not belong in the category at all.

mathematics, while two others had completed statistics

asked to rate the following instances of multiplication:

sequences in addition to pre-calculus mathematics.

For

4 X 3

two of the subjects high school geometry was the highest
level of mathematics course completed.

Z/3

X

4/5

ab

All were informed

y)(x

that their own meanings were of interest rather than the

-

(2x +

correctness of their responses.

-

(-5)

-

(-3) (-2)

Rosch (1973) demonstrated that

t~e

psychological

X

2

+ 3y}

Subjects were

revise his ratings, since he had always actively con-

-f2·1f

_CJ

structed meaning in mathematics and helieved his initial
ratings reflected this.

A = bh
As in the Rosch (1973) and Armstrong, Gleitman

& Gleitman

studies, graded responses were accepted as evidence of
Subjects were first asked whether it made sense to
rate instances for degree of membership in :· fle category.
They were instructed that it did not make sense to do so
if the instances were definitely within or definitely
outside of the category.

of feeling I have about it," or "the overwhelming belief
I have is to go back and believe what my teachers told
me, which is that these were all multiplication."
The table below presents the mean ratings for all
instances:
Mean Ratings

Of the seven who responded negatively, four

gave graded responses.

Instance

Subjects were then interviewed about their ratings.
They were first asked the question:
cation?

They bowed to mathematical authority, commenting

that the multiplication sign had to "override any kind

Three subjects responded

affirmatively to the question, of whom two gave graded
responses.

instances which they had rated "1" had no meaning for
them.

prototypicality.

"What is multipli-

What does it mean to you to multiply?"

After

responding, they were asked with respect to each instance
of multiplication which appeared on the rating scale they
had completed earlier:

"In what

s~nse

do you consider

this (i.e., the instance "2/3 x 4/5", or "ab", for
example) to be multiplication?"

A flexible clinical

interview format was followed in probing the responses,

Three subjects refused to change

their ratings even when confronted with the fact that

4

X

3

2/3

X

Original

Revised

1

1

1.5

2,3

1.2

1.9

1.2

2.7

2

1.2

2.2

(-3)(-2)

1.2

2.6

2.2

3.4

1.4

2,3

1.4

2.3

4/5

ab
(2x

y) (x

+

(-5)

X

+

3y)

~11'

D=
A

bh

in order to assess the conceptual understandings of
subjects and obtain information beyond that of the rating
instrument.

and subjects were consistently directed back to those
meanings.

Mean

The subjects' own meanings were elicited,
This approach was helpful in moving subjects

Upon completion of the interview subjects were
directed to make a list of relevant concepts which had

beyond rote responses for which their experience within

been discussed during the interview and incorporate these

school settings had conditioned them to expect acceptance,

into a concept map.

Near the end of the interview subjects were given the

fy relevant concepts and join them with propositional

opportunity to revise their original ratings.

linkages.

Six sub-

jects chose to do so, asserting that they had never
thought about the meaning of multiplication and had, in
fact, initially rated instances based upon the presence
of the multiplication sign.

One subject saw no need to

They were thereby required to identi-

The concept map provided an important addi-

tional source of information about the manner in which
the concepts in question were held in cognitive structure
and an important source of corroborative evidence to the
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verbal and·rating data.

of five objects," for example,

Several claims are supported by the data.

First, it

In addition, multiplication

was described as "a shortcut for addition, since one could

was apparent that the logical formalist structures of

count the fifteen objects, or add five plus five plus five,

multiplication in terms of definitions and criteria!

or multiply three times five."

attributes did not constitute the basis for meaning,

described in terms of positive integers, and, in general,

None of the ten subjects reported meaning based upon

the positive integers used were small.

criteria! attributes, even when they were well aware

mentioned "seeing" a rectangular representation of

of them,

multiplication accompanying the above description,

Algorithms or "rules" were not meaningful,

even when these were known by subjects and they were
able to use them successfully to find a product,

This

was especially apparent in the case of fractions,
negative numbers and polynomials.

Four subjects were

Thus, the prototype was
One subject

This prototype was observed by Ginsburg (1977) as
occurring spontaneously in children's informal mathematics,
It is clearly numeric rather than geometric.

Further, it

is numeric in the cardinal sense and may also reflect

able to use the algorithm to multiply two fractions,

cardinality emphases in the early school curriculum.

but did not see this as multiplication.

However, it does not reflect, and appears to have per-

Eight subjects

were able to respond similarly to the task of multiplying

sisted in spite of, years of school instruction in

two negative numbers, but none saw this as multiplication,

multiplication along formal and definitional lines.

The

Three subjects could find the product of two binomials,

results of the study lend credence to the view of Rosch

but did not see any sense in which the process could be

(1983) that both criteria! attribute and prototypic

considered multiplication.

structures coexist.

Further, when subjects were

However, meaning appears to inhere

unable to remember the definitional algorithm, they

in the prototype rather than in the criteria! attributes.

volunteered the explanation that it had no meaning for

Their coexistence may be the result of instruction

them,

accompanied by drill along formal definitional lines
This is a rather surprising finding in light of the

which fails to adequately link the formal with the proto-

fact that the instructional emphasis in school mathematics

typic,

is overwhelmingly on criteria! attributes.

meaning for the subject, and the formal because its

Almost no

evidence was found that the successive reconceptualizations
demanded by this emphasis had occurred.

Instead, the fact

Thus, the prototypic may persist because it has

continuance has been ensured through drill and practice,
The persistence of prototypic or featural

organiza~

that subjects gave graded responses to the rating task for

tion in the face of consistent instructional emphasis on

instances of multiplication suggests that the psychologi-

logical definition suggests that featural organization

cal structure of the category is prototypic.

might, in fact, be the predominant psychological tendency,

The instance

"4 x 3", rated "1" by all subjects, received the lowest

If so, instruction organized around it may be pedagogi-

rating of all instances, suggesting that it functions as

cally more valid than instruction organized around the

a prototypic instance for multiplication.

logical structure of the discipline.

This was further confirmed by subjects' responses to
the question "What is multiplication?"

All ten gave

responses which described multiplication as "three groups

Certainly, it was the case that meaning across
numeric and algebraic domains was consistently referred
to the prototype rather than to criteria! attributes,

In

better than ninety percent of the cases in which subjects

mathematical thinking.

gave evidence of a meaning existing for them in an

negative and irrational numbers mentioned above parallel

instance of multiplication, that meaning was linked to

those chronicled in the history of mathematical thought,

the above "prototype.

One thousand years after the development of negative

The ease with which this linkage could be effected
differed for various instances.

Nine subjects reported

The conceptual difficulties with

numbers, their meaning was still very much in question,
although their usage was established.

Negative numbers

substituting small positive integers for "a" and "b" in

(together with rules for the four fundamental operations

the product "ab" to link the instance with the prototype.

with negative numbers) were introduced by the Hindus

Only five were successful with this approach for the

early in the seventh century.

instance (2x

+

y)(x

+

By substituting two for "x"

And yet, negative solu-

tions to quadratic equations were rejected by the Arabs

and one for "y", for example, they obtained "5 x 5'' to

two hundred years later.

establish linkage with the prototypic instance.

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had

In approaching the product "(-5) x 2" subjects first

Many Furopean mathematics

difficulty accepting negative numbers.

The situation

gave meaning to "-S" as a number possessing both magni-

was similar for irrational numbers.

tude and direction.

after the Greeks had struggled with the concept of an

They then reported that the product

Two thousand years

"(-5) (2)" expressed two debts of five dollars each, for

irrational number, and in spite of the acceptance of

example.

calculations done with irrational numbers, the question

Six subjects were successful with this task,

but only one subject could find any meaning at all in

of whether irrationals were actually numbers at all

the product of two negative numbers.

still persisted.

Subjects could

not envision a situation in which two numbers, both of

A great deal of diversity existed with respect to

which possessed magnitude and direction, could meaning-

the conceptualization of the multiplication of fractions.

fully form a product.

Six subjects could not remember the algorithm for finding

In the case of the product of two irrational numbers,

the product of two fractions.

A common question was

two subjects successively approximated the product, making

whether or not the formula involved "cross multiplication;"

use of the "product of the limits equals the limit of the

i.e., whether a/b x c/d might equal (ad)/(bc) rather than

product."

The poor performance of subjects on the product

of two irrationals was characterized by the added failure
to understand the numbers themselves.

This was in con-

(ac)/(bd).

Two subjects were successful in generating

the formula by attempting familiar examples such as
1/2 x 2/1.

Knowing that the product is one, the subject

trast to all other types of factors, including fractions

was able to figure out that the required formula had to

and variables, which were well understood.

yield (lx2)/ (2xl).

In the case

One subject commented that "the

of irrationals, the numbers themselves had no meaning.

rules I forget a lot are the ones that I never under-

Subjects commented:

stood, that I never was given an explanation for, or

"I have no idea what the square root

of two is," "I can't remember now what it (pi) is," "I

never ••• really shown why."

don't know why we have pi," etc.

typically made by subjects whenever they failed to

Parallels were observed between the differentiation
of concepts in subjects and the historical development of

Similar statements were

remember a rule.
Even when the rule was known or regenerated, most
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subjects reported that they had no idea in what sense it

fraction to produce a decimal.

represented multiplication.

decimals.

paper into three strips.

One subject tore a piece of

Several minutes later he tore

another sheet of paper into five strips.

However, he

They then multiplied the

This was the standard method they used to

multiply fractions,

None seemed troubled by the fact

that the decimal might only approximate the value of the

was unable to proceed further to form a meaningful grid

fraction it represented (as .67 constituted an approxima-

using the strips.

tion of 2/3).

diagrams.

On the first she marked off 2/3 and on the

second, 4/5.
8/15.

Another subject drew two circular pie

Then she wrote:

2/3 x 4/5 = (2x4)/(3xS)

She then drew another circular pie diagram on

which she marked off 8/15.

While this process illus-

Subjects who converted decimals to fractions tended
to view them as either the product of two integers, with
the "rule" invoked to locate the decimal point, or as
"a little more than two" groups of 3.4, for the multipli-

trated that she understood the meaning of the fractions,

cation of 2.1 x 3.4, for example.

it revealed nothing about the meaning of their multipli-

tions suggest that decimals may be chosen at least in

cation.

part because they are perceived to be closer to the

She acknowledged that she was relying on the

formula, the meaning of which eluded her.

prototypic representation than fractions--the first

One other subject used a pie diagram, but in a
slightly different manner.

She shaded 2/3 of the

interior of the circle (actually .67, since she had
converted the fractions to decimals).
.8 (or 4/5) of the original .67.

Then she shaded

She saw immediately

that this gave a result less than .67.

Both of these explana-

She exclaimed

because it allows for an integer representation, and the
second because it is based on the notion of an approximately integral number of groups of decimal numbers,
Only three subjects reported that the multiplication
of fractions had any meaning whatsoever,

One was unsure

of whether he understood fractions as anything more than

that while she had earlier said that multiplication was

"very small numbers," and then only when changed to

a kind of repeated addition, she saw that in the case of

decimals.

fractions it was really subtraction.

the fractions, and then offered that she thought of

The result had

Another first tried (unsuccessfully) to add

meaning for her and was one of the few cases where

multiplication of fractions as division, adding, "I

meaning was not linked to the prototype.

don't know why" and "I don't know why you'd ever want

The inade-

quacy of pie diagrams to mediate meaning raises a
serious question about their popularity for illustrating

to know what 2/3 times 4/S was."
The most successful of the subjects drew a rectangle

fractions and their widespread use in textbooks and

and gridded it into three rows and five columns.

school classrooms.

shaded two of the three rows and four of the five columns,

Three subjects assigned a rating of three or higher

He then

pointing out that within their intersection were eight

to the instance of multiplication of fractions, and

small squares out of a total of fifteen small squares into

explained that the reason for this rating was that it

which the rectangle had been divided by the grid.

was necessary to divide before multiplying.

Since the

result was 8/15.

The

He then demonstrated that this result

rule for multiplication meant nothing to them and they

was the same as that obtained by using the algorithm for

could never remember it, these subjects literally

the product of two fractions, pointing out that the

divided the numerator into the denominator of each

product of the numerators simply represented the eight

small squares present in the four columns of two squares

commented that theorem proofs were "irrelevant geometry"

each obtained from the two shaded rows, and that the

and observed, "I guess

product of the denominators represented the five columns

times width, and that is relevant."

of three squares each which were present in the original
grid of the rectangle.

Hence, there were four groups of

think of geometry as area, length

Data from the remaining five subjects contrasts
markedly with the data reported above.

The remaining

two squares represented by the product of the numerators,

five subjects displayed a combination of the following:

and five groups of three squares represented by the

failure to grid the rectangle, omission of area, base and

product of the denominators.

height from the concept map and statements concerning area

This subject had linked his prototypic meaning

which raised questions about its conceptualization.

through a geometric representation to the formal defini-

subject stated that "area doesn't quite feel like a

tion of multiplication of fractions.

~~en

one considers

number."

One

Another was uncertain whether adding or multi-

the manner in which the rectangular representation

plying base and height would give the area of the rec-

functioned so effectively to mediate meaning in this

tangle.

And one subject reported that she saw the area

instance, one must question the practice of affording

of a five by one hundred foot strip as five rows of one

students a few illustrations of this sort in textbooks

hundred golf balls.

and classroom presentations before proceeding on to the

area of the rectangle, responded, "I'm not sure what's

algorithmic formulation.
It is important to note, however, that such models,

going on.

Another, when questioned about the

I'm not certain that it's not multiplication.

I'm not certain that it is.

Because

have no feeling

if they are to be effective in mediating meaning, require

about what's going on."

an adequate conceptualization of area.

above are entirely lacking in the verbal reports of the

It is also impor-

tant to note that while subjects tended to simply substitute small positive integers for base and height in the
instance "A "' bh", such substitution is not sufficient

Comments such as those reported

first five subjects mentioned.
This data is important, since an adequate concept
of area is required not only for the mediation of meaning

to establish that area has been adequately conceptualized.

in the multiplication of fractions, but is advantageous

Several differences were noticed with respect to the manner

for modeling the multiplication of polynomials and irra-

in which subjects dealt with instance of rectangular area.

tionals as well.

Five subjects, of whom four were male, gridded the rec-

models to convey meaning in algebra.

tangle in question.

Al-Khowarizmi wrote:

In addition, these subjects were

History reveals a reliance upon geometric
In the ninth century,

"We have said enough ••• so far as

able to meaningfully integrate area, base and height into

numbers are concerned, about the six types of equations.

their concept maps.

Now, however, it is necessary that we should demonstrate

One reported that he had gained an

insight while constructing the concept map which caused

geometrically the truth of the same problems which we

him to make a crossover connection between area and

have explained in numbers."

algebra.

Clearly, meaning inhered in the geometric model rather

Another had divided her concept map into rele-

(Karpinski, 1915, p. 77).

vant and irrelevant mathematics, and, significantly,

than in the numerical explanation which preceded it.

placed

Henderson (1981) ascribes the avoidance of negative

area under the relevant branch while placing the

rest of geometry under the irrelevant branch.

She

numbers by mathematicians all the way into the sixteenth
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century in"part to the difficulty of finding a meaningful

gender, major field, previous mathematics background and

example of three "negative twos" or negative two "threes",

proximity to last formal mathematics instruction.

but also to the reliance upon geometric models and the

subjects were ranked on a rote-meaningful continuum

When

inability of such models to provide a direct representa-

according to the degree to which they gave evidence of

tion of negative numbers.

having meaningfully integrated into cognitive structure

While geometric modeling, if it is to mediate meaning,

the various instances of multiplication, there were

requires an adequate concept of area, an adequate concept

representatives of both genders at all levels--highest,

of area requires a concept of number

lowest and in the middle range.

suffici~ntly

to include measurement as well as cardinality,

general

It appears

Further, no one major

emerged as dominant in any of the levels, and considerable

that the prototype of multiplication, based as it is upon

differences in the mathematics background of subjects

a cardinal concept of number, is too limited to permit

appeared at all levels as well,

subsumption, albeit correlative subsumption, of the

and the lowest levels reflect a range of three months to

multiplication of fractions, and perhaps polynomials and

seven years from the last formal mathematics instruction.

to some extent irrationals as well.
Hanesian, 1978),

(Ausubel, Novak

&

Fuson and Hall (1981) cite research

which indicates that narrowly cardinal concepts of number
persist even into adulthood.

The data shows that, with

the exception of negative numbers, the understanding of
subjects was wanting in precisely those instances in
which a rectangular geometric mode! could mediate meaning.
There are pedagogical implications to this finding, since
at present elementary education does little to stretch
the number concepts of children beyond cardinality.
Finally, it may be significant that the subject who
gave evidence of the highest degree of conceptual differentiation not only "saw" the prototype of multiplication
as a gridded rectangle, but was able to effectively
employ a rectangular model to mediate meaning in the
areas mentioned above,

His analysis of the multiplica-

tion of fractions using a rectangular representation has
already been reported.

It is noteworthy that the last

mathematics course completed by this subject was high
school geometry, which he had taken seven years ago.
His situation illustrates another finding of this
study,

The tendency toward meaningful learning in the

Ausubelian sense cuts across all of the following lines:

Finally, both the highest
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OVERCOMING MISCONCEPTIONS WITH A COMPUTER-BASED
Klaus Schultz, Tom Murray, John Clement,
TUTOR*
and David Brown
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
More than a decade of intensive research
(Helm & Novak, 1983; McDermott, 1984) has provided
ample documentation that misconceptions are
widespread among students of beginning physics
(and of other subjects as well); that these
misconceptions impede learning even by students
who have done well in previous courses; and that
these misconceptions often persist even after
students have successfully completed physics
courses taught by good teachers with good
traditional methods. It appears that "deep"
misconceptions (those resistant to remediation by
straightforward presentation of the correct
conceptions) are rooted in strongly-held
intuitions. These intuitions often serve us well
in everyday life, and sometimes in school work as
well. They may not be explicit or even Conscious,
but they exert a powerful influence, especially in
situations not readily broached by application of
learned rules. The interesting and difficult
question is what can be done to alleviate this
situation and help more students overcome their
misconceptions.
ANALOGIES IN INSTRUCTION
one approach that has shown promise (Brown &
Clement, 1987; Clement, 1987) makes use of
selected analogies to help students transfer
"correct" intuitions (in agreement with the
accepted view of physics) to areas of difficulty.
This approach is based on the observation that
people have, even prior to any formal instruction,
intuitions and concepts that are correct and

useful. The strategy is to help them make these
intuitions explicit and extend them to appropriate
new areas. A misconception for a given problem
may be challenged by a correct concept (proposed
by the teacher or transferred by the student from
a related problem), and the two concepts may
compete in the student's mind until, by judicious
choice of examples and arguments, the student
(with the tutor's help) comes to understand and
believe the correct concept. This is in contrast
with the traditional approach of simply informing
the student of the correct concept. In many
instances the latter approach just does not work,
because students are unable to forget their
intuitions. They may be able to ignore them in
easy and straightforward situations, but in more
difficult situations students must rely on them.
The strategy based on analogies acknowledges
students' intuitions, and helps them recognize the
appropriate areas of applicability.
BRIDGING ANALOGIES
When a student gives evidence of relying on a
misconception in a specific problem (the "target"
problem), the strategy calls for bringing to the
student's attention a problem that to the expert
is analogous, and for which there is reason to
believe the student has a correct intuition. Such
a problem is called an anchor. The strategy calls
for verifying that the student indeed has a
correct understanding, and then asking him or her
to compare the two problems (anchor and target)
and his or her responses to them. To the expert,
though not necessarily to the student, the two
answers are contradictory.
Finding appropriate anchors is not always
straightforward. It requires teaching or tutoring
experience combined with empirical trials. The

knowledge and logic of the domain expert are not
sufficient, because it is the student who must be
"anchored" in the cognitive seas. Of course,
different students may find different anchors most
useful. In a classroom situation this may require
some compromises, while in a tutoring situation it
calls for some judicious probing.
Even when an appropriate anchor has been
established, success is not necessarily at hand.
Although the domain expert sees the analogy
between anchor and target, in most cases the
student does not. one approach would be to just
explain the analogy, and hope for the best. But
that would be contrary to the spirit of this
approach, which aims to have learners construct
the necessary connections and intuitions. It
would probably also be futile. It is through the
effort to resolve contradictory answers to
analogous problems that this approach works.
When the conceptual gap between anchor and
target is too great, the strategy calls for
establishment of intermediate steps, called
bridging analogies (or bridges for short), which
break the gap into smaller steps. A bridge will
have some things in common with the anchor, some
with the target. By comparing each with the
bridge, one hopes to enable the learner to span
the conceptual gap, and to transfer the correct
intuition to the target. In practice it has been
found that multiple bridges are often necessary,
resulting in a chain of analogies. Different
learners will require more or fewer - and in some
cases different sets of - bridges. When the
strategy works ideally as intended, the learner
constructs the correct concepts with a minimal
amount of "being told."

THE BRIDGING ANALOGIES TUTOR
we have designed, implemented, and tested a

computer-based tutor that makes use of this
strategy. The Bridging Analogies Tutor is
activated when a user answers incorrectly on a
target problem. It is interactive in the sense
that it uses the pattern of the learner's
responses to decide on its next actions. It
establishes an anchor, followed by bridges as
necessary. In addition to posing a series of
problems analogous to the target problem, it asks
the user to consider pairs of problems that he or
she has previously answered, and to compare his or
her answers on these problems. The user is then
given the opportunity to change answers. Each of
the responses is used to help determine the
Tutor's future actions. It is designed to help
the learner arrive at correct answers to a
succession of bridges until he or she chooses the
correct answer on the target problem. The Tutor's
presentation to the learner is in the form of text
messages and of drawings on the screen. The
learner's responses are keyboard entries. In the
current version of the Tutor, all the responses
are chosen from menus.
A Specific Topic: Forces in Statics
As a concrete example, we will describe the
Tutor's operation in the domain of forces exerted
by static rigid bodies. A much-studied problem in
the research literature is the "book on the table•
problem: a book is resting on a table; does the
table exert a force on the book? The physicist
says yes, the great majority of non-physicists say
no: the table is just there, in the way, it's
rigid, it's inanimate, it doesn't "know" how to
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push. Even after a course in physics, large
numbers of students still say no (Halloun &
Hestenes, 1985)! (The question of the magnitude
of that force logically follows; but it has been
found that the major barrier for students is
whether there is a force at all, and this portion
of the TUtor focuses on that question. Another
part of the TUtor concerns magnitudes of forces.)
This problem is typical of ones in which
misconceptions play a dominant role. It is
typical also in that while it appears elementary,
understanding the principle (actually an
application of Newton's Third Law) is crucial in
many situations and problems in physics. But in
these problems other sources of difficulty are
more obvious, and this very basic misconception
tends to be overlooked. Furthermore students are
not able to articulate their wrong conceptions and
thereby alert the teacher to the root of the
problem.
The TUtor's memory contains a network of
examples (shown schematically in Fig. 1) that it
can present to the learner. It is from this
network that the TUtor searches for an anchor and
for bridges. Actually, this version of the TUtor
works with a slightly "harder• target problem - a
fly on a road. We chose this because we feared
that too many students would get the book-on-thetable problem right, and we wanted to have a
sizable sample of potential subjects for the field
test. In fact, however, all but one of the
subjects in the interviews saw the two problems as
analogous, when they had the wrong answers as well
as when they had the right answers. The anchor
(in this case a stack of books in the hand; does
your hand exert a force up on the books?) •works"

for essenti~lly all learners - that is, their
intuition is correct.
Having established the anchor, the Bridging
Analogies Tutor ~sKs the learner to consider why
his or her answers to the anchor ~nd target are
different, and offers him or her the ch~nce to
change ~nswers on either, or both problems. (Fig.
2 shows both some sample dialogue ~nd some
representative diagrams). If there is no change
in answers, the Tutor splits the conceptual
difference between anchor ~nd target, and brings
up the bridge case of a book on ~ spring. (In
~igure 1, the various bridges are arr~nged closer
to the anchor or the target as the situations they
represent are conceptually closer to the anchor or
the target. These determinations were made based
on earlier pilot studies.) The question is ~lways
the same: does the object on the bottom (in this
case the spring) exert a force on the object on
top (in this case the book)? The Tutor then ~sks
for comparisons between this bridge and the
anchor, and between the bridge and the target,
e~ch time reminding the user of his or her last
answers to these problems, and giving him or her a
chance to change those answers he or she wishes
to. users are asked to make comparisons both when
their answers are right ~nd when they ere wrong.
The cycle of find-bridge-and-comp~re is
repeated. E~ch time, the conceptual gap to be
split is between the "hardest" (i.e. furthest from
the anchor) problem the le~rner ~nswered
correctly, ~nd the "easiest" one he or she
answered incorrectly. For example, between the
book on the spring and the book on the table,
there is the book on ~ flexible board resting on
sawhorses. The entire process is recursive, as

Imagine a medium size textbook resting on a
dining room table.
While the book is resting there the table:
A. IS exerting a force up on the book
0. IS NOT exert1ng a force up on the book
Plea&e rate your con6dence in tbia U~~wer:
conr ·~omnuhat con/'
"fairlJJ conf' 'I'm ~ure"

~blind gueu~ ~not ll~r'JI

Imagine that you &ee holding a tutbook in yQUf
hand.
While the book is rt:!lting there your hand:
A. IS exerting a force up on the book
8 IS NOT exerting a force up on the book
(uo a.gam give a.n answer and con6dence ... )

For ~ ... hook in your ba.nd," )'QU said:
)'Qur band IS exerting a foru up on the hook
(with high confidence).
But for ~the hook on the table: you Mid:
the table IS NOT exer1.io& a foru up on the book
(with fair con6dence).

••• Do you want to cba.np your mind on either or
both or them? ...
Fig. 2
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shown in Figure 3. The heavy lines linking
examples in Figure 1 indicate one out of many
possible paths an individual learner might take.
Of course, the TUtor may run out of new bridges to
call up. In ·that case, it pulls from its memory a
stored "hint," more or less directive. This hint
is local - it pertains only to the particular
bridge problem then under consideration. The
TUtor then continues with the find-bridge-andcompare routine.
The strategy of the Bridging Analogies Tutor
is constructivist in the sense that it gives the
learner every opportunity to decide on his or her
own answers, and to change them. Even when the
learner is asked for comparisons, there is no
implication that either answer was incorrect.
This process is time consuming. It works best in
areas where traditional methods fail most badly,
such as qualitative physics (generally considered
very important, but a weak point of physics
instruction), where the barriers to understanding
are deeply rooted and hidden.
Comparisons
The comparison questions are really at the
heart of the Bridging Analogies TUtor. First,
they encourage analogical thinking. (We have
documented instances where subjects spontaneously
use analogical arguments during the tutorial
sessions.) Second, they offer the possibility of
bringing about disequilibrium in the learner. In
the language of Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovat (1974),
they confront the learner with two schemes
(intuitions) that lead to inconsistent
conclusions. Of course, what is a contradiction
to the domain expert may not be one to the
beginning student. But the Tutor, by probing

through comparisons for the point where the
student does feel the contradiction, can in many
cases bring on an acute cognitive dissonance and
with it the impetus for conceptual change. Third,
comparison questions provide tests of the
stability of subjects• conceptions as revealed by
their answers and by the changes in their answers.
To be sure, the comparison questions are for
nought unless the learner really thinks about
them. OUr field trials have been carried out with
an experimenter present. The experimenter's main
function is to encourage the subject to "think out
loud," to provide rationales for his or her
answers. How to get learners to think hard about
such problems and comparisons without an
experimenter present is a challenge we have not
yet taken up. Since this project is still in the
research and formative evaluation stage, it has
seemed justifiable and advantageous to have an
experimenter present during the tutoring sessions.
We have also experimented with tutoring
sessions involving two subjects rather than one.
our limited experience has given support to our
hope that, with the two subjects interacting, the
experimenter needs to intervene very little to
keep the subjects thinking and talking.
Confidence Levels
The reader may have noticed a passage in the
dialogue reproduced in Figure 2 that has not yet
been mentioned. After each answer to one of the
problems, the subject is asked how confident he or
she is of his or her answer, on a 5-point scale.
This is an attempt to obtain via electronic means
some of the information a human tutor would get
via voice inflection, facial expression, or body
language. This information is used as input to

the decision mechanism of the TUtor, in ways that
are too complicated to be described here (Murray,
Schultz, Clement & Brown, 1987). As one example,
if a subject's answers to two questions are the
same but with greatly different confidence levels,
the TUtor might ask him or her about just that
difference. we have some evidence that just
asking about confidence levels leads some subjects
to reflect on their answers and on their thinking.
Topics
This report has dwelled entirely on the topic
of the existence of forces between static bodies.
This was the prototype topic of the Bridging
Analogies TUtor, and the one on which we have the
most data. In the field tests, we also obtained
data on a tutoring sequence about the magnitudes
of forces. These data will be reported elsewhere.
Other networks are in various stages of design.
An important feature of the Tutor is that the
problems and associated graphics (in other words,
the domain-specific materials) are decoupled from
the TUtor's control structure. Thus the
modification of existing networks via new
examples, or the creation of new topics, requires
only the addition of new materials into a text
file (and, optionally, new diagrams). Conversely,
it is possible to change the control structure of
the TUtor, and thereby to change, within limits,
the tutoring strategy. For instance, one of the
nodes in the static-forces network is a
description of the molecular nature of matter and
of the springy nature of molecular bonds. Since
this version of the Tutor was implemented and
tested, we have come to understand that this
example is more in the nature of a mental model
than a bridging analogy. A small change in the
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Tutor's control structure could move this example
to the beginning of the tutoring session. Then
one could investigate the relative effectiveness
of this new sequence and the one we have
implemented. This is one of the ways the Tutor
lends itself well to continuing research.
FIELD TEST
Subjects were interviewed in one-hour
sessions with the Bridging Analogies Tutor, mostly
individually, but a few times in pairs. The
interviews were recorded on video tape. The
computer collected all subject responses (as well
as the questions eliciting these responses). The
responses were analysed to obtain information on
effectiveness of the Tutor and to look for
patterns in responses.
The subjects were drawn from basic
mathematics classes at the University of
Massachusetts. A pre-questionnaire was given to
all students in 10 classes, resulting in 180
written responses. The questionnaire included one
problem that is a slight variant of the target
problem, and another one close to the anchor. Two
other questions were included to make the intent
of the pretest less obvious. Students who took
the pretest were asked to volunteer for the
interviews.
Subjects were chosen from among students who
answered incorrectly on the target problem and
correctly on the anchor. (This is the combination
of answers and beliefs for which the Tutor was
designed; sixty-six percent of the students
answering both questions on the pretest fit this
pattern.) Under the direction of the computer

tutor, they were led first through the existence-

of-forces network, and then, as time allowed,
through the magnitude-of-forces network. None of
the subjects had taken college physics; fewer than
20' had taken physics in high school. The
experimenter's role was limited to making sure
that the subjects could activate the Tutor, and
that they verbalized their ideas.
RESULTS
The best of human teachers bring to a
tutoring task a wealth of experience, knowledge,
and ways of assessing the state of a learner's
concepts. To hope to simulate all that in a
computer environment is an ambitious task,
especially when more than simple factual
information is to be learned. In building
computer tutors, we believe multiple cycles of the
sequence design-implementation-testing-evaluation
are indicated, not only to build a good working
tutor but to learn more about the tutoring
process. The results from this field test are
reported in this spirit - formative evaluation on
the road to more complete and more successful
tutoring strategies.
We report results from 13 interviews with 15
subjects (two interviews with pairs) who completed
the Bridging Analogies Tutor on the topic of
static forces. In addition, we have several
partially-completed interviews, which added
information to some research questions, and four
interviews in which the subjects answered the
target problem correctly at the outset, despite
having answered incorrectly on the pretest. The
latter subjects were automatically passed by the
Tutor to the magnitude-of-forces network.

Some questions to which we sought answers in
this test are:
1. Can the Bridging Analogies Tutor help students
overcome misconceptions?
2. If so, under what circumstances (types of
students, types of domains, etc.) does the Tutor
work better or less well?
3. What parts of the TUtor (e.g. comparison
questions, confidence questions, etc.) contribute
most to its success?
Effectiveness
The answer to the first question is yes. We
have five "existence proofs" - interviews in which
the Tutor succeeded without having to resort to
any "give-aways" of answers along the way.
Because they were not told the correct answer, we
assume that these successes represent a reasoned
shift in the students• point of view. This
conclusion was supported in general by students•
comments during shifts.
All but one of the subjects answered the
target problem correctly at the end of the
tutoring session, with a confidence of at least 4
on a 5-point scale. (The remaining subject
understood the suggested analogies but steadfastly
refused to believe them.) This is in marked
contrast to their initial responses: at the
beginning, all of them answered the target problem
wrong, and 9 out of 15 were confident in their
wrong answers at least at level 4 .
Most of the subjects needed a hint at some
point along the network because they were stuck on
an incorrect answer, and the present Tutor had no
more bridges to propose. However, 9 out of the 15
subjects arrived at a correct answer to the target
problem either with no hints at all, or with hints

on problems early in the sequence. These hints
enabled them to continue on the network of
bridges, thinking about comparisons and changing
their answers and confidence levels one by one.
Most subjects needed to pass through the node
in the network in which matter is described as
being made of molecules with springy bonds (shown
in Figure 1). Many indicated with verbal comments
that they remembered this from some high school
course, but did not spontaneously apply the
knowledge to the problems. It is possible that
presentation of this information at the beginning
of the tutoring sequence would help students
arrive at the correct concept faster. However,
the only subject who was explicitly asked stated
after the session that it was preferable to have
considered many problems before being presented
the molecular model (see excerpt in the next
section). Nevertheless, this is a legitimate
question for future research.
The comparison questions alone instigated a
change in belief at some point in the network for
about half the subjects. This suggests that
bridging and analogical thinking are effective
instructional strategies for many students, but
may not be powerful enough to be used exclusively
with all students.
An average of 7.5 example situations were
needed to bring subjects to correct answers on the
target problem. This supports the idea that many
nodes are needed in the tutoring network, and that
the anchor and target problems were indeed distant
analogies.
Barriers in the Network of Analogies
Analysis of where in the network subjects
spent most time or had most difficulty indicates

that the analogies between the books-on-the-hand
and the book-on-the-flexible-board problems (the
right half of the network in Fig. 1) were readily
accepted by most (but not all) subjects. In fact,
the book on a spring could have served almost
equally well as an anchor. By contrast, many
subjects had great difficulty accepting the
analogy between the flexible board (or any
situation to its right in Fig. 1) and the table,
which they took to be rigid and qualitatively
different from all the other surfaces. The
introduction of the molecular model was helpful
for some subjects but not needed by others. The
formative evaluation of the TUtor clearly
indicates that more bridges are needed in this
part of the network.
Subjects in Pairs
Among the subjects in this study there were
pairs who worked together. Choice and pairing of
subjects was determined by times the subjects were
available to be interviewed rather than by any
information about their physics knowledge. Paired
subjects had to agree on all answers they entered
into the computer, but they could discuss reasons
(and even disagree on reasons) for these answers.
Based on our limited sample, we found pairs of
subjects to work very well: their spontaneous
interaction essentially eliminated the need by the
experimenter to remind them to make explicit their
beliefs and understandings. Excerpts of one
interview are included in the next section.
Other Topics and Questions
The analysis of our data on another tutoring
sequence (the relative magnitude of forces related
by Newton's Third Law) is not complete. It is
clear, however, that the Tutor in its present

version is not nearly as successful for this
topic. The problem is that we did not have as
good a set of anchors and bridges as in the case
of the existence of forces. This underscores the
need for extensive research on students'
conceptions before implementing a computer-based
tutor using the bridging analogies strategy.
Further questions are suggested by our
results:
1. Can a computer-based tutor be built that bases
its actions on reasons for students• answers?
Subjects in our trials gave several types of
reasons for their answers, and a tutor that bases
its actions on the reasons students use could be
more effective than one that only uses students•
answers.
2. Can other strategies be implemented on the
computer? Choice of strategy might depend on the
type of domain or on what is known about the
student.
3. can a computer tutor make reasonable judgements
as to when to change strategies?
EXCERPTS FROM TUTORING SESSIONS
We present here excerpts from some tutoring
sessions, which will give the reader an idea how
the TUtor actually worked with real students. The
students' comments were recorded on video tape as
they worked under the guidance of the Tutor, and
were transcribed later.
The first series of excerpts is from the
tutoring session with "Annette•. She begins like
most subjects, answering the fly-on-the-road
problem and the book-on-the-table problem
incorrectly, and giving reasons indicative of the

misconception that "rigid" stable inanimate
objects cannot exert forces. She then answers
correctly the anchor, the many-books-in-the-hand
problem. Soon after, she answers correctly the
very similar one-book-in-the-hand problem, but
with lower confidence.
"I don't know how confident I am any more.
I'll put 'somewhat'."
The program asks her to explain her different
levels of confidence on the two problems. One
explanation might have been that holding up one
book does not lead her to imagine exerting a force
as vividly as holding up a stack of books. But
Annette has been thinking of the previous
problems, and it is her increasing doubt about
~ that comes out as decreasing confidence in
the more recent questions.
"Well, I don't know how sure I am that the
table and the ground aren't pushing up, after
the last question."
Experimenter: "This, of course, is asking not
about the table or the road, it's just asking
you about - "
Annette: "But that's why I did (my confidence
levels] differently."
This is a good example of how being asked about
confidence levels can lead a student to cognitive
conflict which may pay off later.
After being presented a few more examples and
comparisons between situations, Annette is asked
to compare a book on a flexible board (for which
she had answered yes - the board exerts a force on
the book) and a book on a table (for which she had
answered no).
"[The board] is not sturdy at all, and so it
has to be exerting some kind of force up to

keep - (pause, then laughs) This is like
blowing my whole theory. The book on the
board is pressing down on the board, and it's
bending it. In order for the board not to
bend all the way, it has to exert some kind
of pressure, but it kind of makes me think
about the book on the table exerting force.
I'll tell you why I answered them
differently, but I don't know why."
Annette is shown (on screen) a description of the
molecular nature of matter, and of spring-like
forces between adjacent molecules. She tries to
reconcile this information with her ideas on the
previous problems.
"Because if the springy bonds ~push back,
then that means the table is probably pushing
up on the book, but I mean, I don't know."
(some hemming and hawing) "Unless we're
talking about molecules, I mean, unless we're
talking about the book on the table ..• would
actually mean that there !£! molecules
pushing up on the book." (long pause) "I
think that my answer's wrong." (another
pause) "But there's a difference between
pushing back and exerting a force. Exerting
a force just seems so much more powerful.
But I guess just pushing back would be
exerting a force." (pause) "I think this is
wrong, that I should change it."
The above shows a long struggle as Annette
gradually puts together the ideas that are finally
convincing to her. After she finally decides to
change her answer on the book-on-the-table
problem, she is asked how confident she is.
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"Well, actually it ~ be wrong if the
molecules are pushing up - then it h!! to be
exerting some kind of force on the book."
The passages excerpted here show the "wavering
points" of a tutoring session during which the
subject proceeds from a wrong answer (and a wrong
conception of the situation), with a considerable
degree of confidence, to the correct answer with
complete confidence. This session is typical in
that one really cannot identify a single turning
point in the subject's belief; rather, the series
of problems and comparisons plants the seeds of
doubt, and provides a stage on which competing
conceptions are compared.
"Laura" and "Tim" worked with the Tutor as a
pair. They met for the first time at the tutoring
session. They were told that they must discuss
and agree on their answers before keying them in.
Like Annette, they answer incorrectly on the bookon-the-table problem and correctly on the booksin-your-hand problem. Asked to compare the two,
Laura starts to waver, though very tentatively.
Tim holds to his misconception.
Laura: "Maybe because when it's your hand,
you can feel yourself doing, you know,
pushing a force up on the books, so you're
more apt to answer it that way, but the
table, now that I think about it - "
Tim: "But the table is the same as the road
in that it's free-standing, and the table, I
don't think, is exerting any physical energy
to stand there - "
Laura: "I know, but it seems that way (pause)
It seems as though they should all have been
the same answers, kind of. If you answer it
that way for the books in your hand, the

table must have to exert some kind of a force
to keep that book from falling through it,
maybe (pause) I don't know."
Throughout this session, there are many long
pauses, and sentences that trail off in the
middle. Laura is very uncertain, and Tim quite
confident in his wrong idea, and they decide not
to change. Tim is also confusing force and
energy, something we observed often.
Next they are given a bridging problem: a
book on a fairly stiff bedspring.
Tim: "The spring is compressing a little bit,
it's just that it's not as stable or as
strong as the table. If anything, the book
is exerting a force on the bedspring, but not
vice versa. So the spring is not - " (puts
his finger on the key that would input a no
answer)
Laura: (takes a deep breath and holds it,
causing Tim to hesitate with his finger on
the key) "Although (pause) when the spring
is being compressed it's exerting a force in
both directions, I'd say."
Tim: "Ahh, I didn't think of that. Umm,
yeah."
Laura: "So the spring !! exerting a force up
on the book, and onto the table."
A few minutes later, the program proposes another
bridging situation: the book on a flexible board.
Tim: "Well, if we're going to stick by our
last answer, I think we'd have to say the
board is exerting a force up on the book,
just because the natural state of the board when you put a book on the board it bends,
and when you take the book off it would bend
back, and so its natural state is to be

straight across the sawhorses, and when
there's a book on top of it, it's still
probably trying to return to its natural
state."
Laura: "You know what they're going to say to
that one, don't you? They're going to give
us the book on the table example."
Laura is anticipating possible future comparisons,
but not yet sure enough to propose a change in
answers.
The program introduces the molecular model,
and asks for a comparison with the flexible board.
They had answered both situations correctly, but
with lower confidence on the question of a force
exerted by springy molecules. The comparison
question leads Tim to come up with a spontaneous
analogy.
"You can use the pine board as sort of a
large example of springy molecules, maybe.
We answered the pine board with greater
confidence [than the molecules question]
because with past knowledge of the pine board
in mind our confidence was greater."
As Laura predicted, the TUtor now asks for an
explanation of their different answers on
molecular bonding and the book-on-the-table
problem.
Tom: "Because the table is - uhh - not
springy. w
Laura: "But the molecules are, and the table
is made of molecules."
Tim: "But, depending on the kind of wood,
assuming that it's a stronger wood, the
molecules aren't as springy, because they
said there are springy molecules - "

Laura: "Not as springy, but wouldn't they
still be springy, somewhat? They'd have tp
be."
Tim: "They'd be springy. but not to the
weight of a book. Maybe to the weight of a
couple of anvils."
Laura: "Hmmm (pause) maybe not ~ springy to
a book, maybe there is a very slight force
there - "
Tim: "Yeah."
Laura: "Given even how slight it may be,
maybe there's still a force there. I don't
know."
Tim: "OK. Well then, maybe we should change
our answer on the table."
Despite Tim's attempt to distinguish between the
effect of a book and a couple of anvils, they
proceed to change their answer on the fly-on-theroad problem as well. In an effort to probe the
stability of their answer, the experimenter asked
a follow-up question:
"Somebody this morning got to the same point,
and said yes, but a fly is really light, and
a book is a lot heavier - how can you compare
the two?"
Tim: "But i f you drop a fly and you drop a
book, they both head towards the earth."
Laura: "They both exert a force, it's just
that one is stronger than the other."
Tim: "The molecules are so small that a force
of dropping a fly on the road would not make
a noticeable spring, but it would probably
create some disturbance in the molecules."
Tim invokes a mechanism to explain how a "rigid"
body can exert a force. Brown & Clement (1987}
have argued that this type of reason is more
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helpful to many beginning students than an
explanation based on application of a law of
physics.
Aside from being another example of a
successful trial of the Tutor, this tutoring
session shows the fruitful interactions possible
when two students work together on the Tutor. It
could be argued that, left to herself, Laura would
have obtained the right answer much sooner. It is
possible, however, that her efforts to make her
ideas explicit to Tim led to much stronger correct
conceptions on her part.
General comments by subjects About the Tutor
All subjects found it to be interesting and
motivating, as indicated by their behavior and
their comments. Here are examples of wrap-up
comments:
"I think that it's a good program. It's
helpful when it goes back and tells you to
look at your answers, and then, once you've
thought about it - it forces you to think
about it, because it keeps bringing it back,
and then if you're totally wrong on
something, it tells you, so that you can
figure out why you're wrong."
Experimenter: "Tell me about your intuition
and your thinking and how it changed during
the hour."
Annette: "There are a lot of cases where it
changed. It seems like my intuition was
wrong almost every time, as far as just basic
- you think about a table, you don't think
that something's pushing up on a table; you
think about a fly on the road, you know, you
don't think that anything's pushing up on it.
So it kind of - I mean, I have no physics

background at all, and it's interesting to
learn things like that, but at first it goes.
against everything that your senses are
saying."
Experimenter: "Supposing that the order of
these things had been turned around, and the
program had told you right off the bat:
molecules exist, everything is squishy,
everything pushes, etc., would that- "
Annette: "No, I think that it's better that
you leave it where it was, because I found
that coming into this program without any
idea - you know, sometimes people will put
down what they think people want to hear, and
if it gives you that kind of explanation,
you're not starting from scratch, which I
think is better, because then - It's a really
good program, because you write, you put down
what you think your answer is without having
any clue, and then you put if you're
confident or not, and then you go back and it
keeps going back saying why, why, why, and it
gives you different examples. Then it will
say to you this is the way t is. It makes
you think at first, instead of giving you a
hint at first. I think that's better."
CONCLUSIONS
Not all tutoring sessions worked as well as
those with Annette, Laura, and Tim, and not all
subjects were as articulate in expressing their
beliefs. But overall the sessions were successful
enough to make us conclude that this approach is
effective, even if it may sometimes require human
backup. We recognize that we have not completed
the task of building a working tutor. But tests

with real students and formative evaluation were
necessary to provide the insights needed to design
future versions. We now have a long list of
desirable improvements. Some require more
sophisticated hardware and software, some further
cognitive research, some the use of artificialintelligence techniques. Two of us (T.M. and
K.S.) are pursuing this. More rounds of field
tests and formative evaluation will be required.
Each round is a step toward the goal of an
effective tutor, and provides increased
understanding of tutoring and learning strategies.
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Understanding Scientific Derivations:
A Task Analysis
and Constructivist Learning Strategy
D G Schuster
Physics Department. University of Natal,
Durban, South Africa

Scientific and mathematical material is often formalistic and
presented as a concise sequence of deductive steps.
The
presentation may be elegant but not necessarily ideal for the
learner. Analysis shows that the task of learning from scientific
text is complex and often poses difficulties for students. They
may be able to follow derivations step by step and handle the
mathematical formalism, but are often weak at tracing the
esssence separated from detail, and at intepreting the material
conceptually in qualitative or physical terms. Even advanced
students may resort to semi-rote learning and manipulation of
formalism, especially if test questions reward it. A constructivist
teaching and learning approach has been tried at undergraduate
level.
During repeated passes through the material, the
essential ingredients are identified, main reasoning steps traced,
and dependencies explained.
Detail is handled separately.
learners consciously process and restructure the material. The
approach has an explicit metacognitive aspect which gives many
students an appreciation of the nature of real understanding for
the first time. Examples are available from various areas of
physics.

A.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Scientific and mathematical derivations often pose difficulties for
students in terms of real understanding, even up to graduate
levels.
Some examples from physics at various levels are derivations of
the following equations:
in kinematics,

p. pgh

pressure at depth h in a liquid,

in relativity,
A.· A.'== ..h. (1 ·COS$)
me

for the Compton effect,

PtT = (i1o/i1V)u.N

volume dependence of entropy.

A derivation usually consists of a sequence of steps, starting from
particular assumptions and information, drawing on general
physical laws, using mathematical techniques, and finally
deriving the desired result. The process of understanding
generally involves both conceptual physical reasoning and
mathematical formalism.
This paper concentrates mainly on scientific derivations of
reasonable length and complexity, at advanced undergraduate
university level, such as the last three examples above. However
the ideas would certainly apply more generally.
Although students may be able to follow textbook derivations step
by step, and perform the algebraic manipulations, they may
acquire only a surface short-term understanding. One criterion
for understanding and assimilation would be that the student be
able to reconstruct mentally the main ingredients and procedures,
thereby generating the result independently, without the text,
some time later when short-term memory has faded. Balanced
understanding also requires conceptual interpretation, so the
student should be able to answer qualitative questions about the
physical behaviour represented by the theory.
Students are often weak at tracing the essence of the material,
separated from the detail, and may rely on semi-rote learning and
manipulation of formalism. They are often unaware of the
deficiencies in their understanding, not knowing that
considerable processing, analysis. ancillary knowledge, and
resynthesis of the material is needed to make the material "their
own".
Text is possibly the most important source of scientific knowledge.
learning from scientific text is thus one of the most Important
modes of learning, if not THE most important, in the real world. It
is crucial that students learn how to team independently from text
and emerge from their university education able to do it well, and
for this to occur explicit guidance and modelling is valuable. The
task of constructing a thoroughgoing understanding of a
scientific derivation is much more complex than is generally

recognised, and is not usually taught explicitly.
It is not
educationally effective to leave students to "pick up" these skills
somehow while focussing on the material; some students will,
while others will never quite manage.
Scientific text has certain characteristics and limitations as a
learning medium. These play a large role in determining how
students learn, how they view science, and what they deem
understanding in science,
Certain active processing skills are
necessary in studying scientific text tor real understanding.
Those experienced in the topic may not tully appreciate the
difficulties facing a beginning learner, since experts have large
stores of compiled knowledge and skills which are mostly tacit
Thus instructors may
and are brought to bear automatically.
provide little explicit guidance to the learner in the processes
needed to understand science.
A 'constructivist' approach to understanding scientific derivations
from teX1 is briefly as follows: The teX1 must be actively processed
The derivation must be
by the learner in several passes.
analysed, ingredients identified and characterized, essence
separated from detail, main lines of reasoning traced, links
visualized between various pieces within the material,
connections made to knowledge outside the presented material,
and heirarchical structuring visualized.
A conceptual
understanding must accompany the formalism; the material must
be interpreted, qualitative behaviour understood, and physical
insight into the system developed. Explanations, advance
organisers and instances must be added as needed by the
learner. The material is then resynthesised by the learner,
probably in modified form. A self-questioning strategy, and
metacognitive awareness is valuable in this processing. This
approach will be elaborated in a later section.
We first turn to the characteristics of scientific text, and analyse
the task of learning from it

B.

UNDERSTANDING SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL:
TEXT CHARACTERISTICS AND TASK ANAL YSJS

We will characterize the nature of scientific text and the task of
Some of the aspects listed below are inherent
learning from it.
in the text form of presentation, some arise in the trade-off
between brevity and explanation, while other aspects depend on
the writing style and didactic approach of the author.
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1. Concise.
Text treatments tend to be concise, particulary at higher levels,
with non-essentials omitted. The degree of explanation depends
on the author. Few cognitive links are presented either within the
material or to items outside the material. learners will have to
provide their own links to assimilate the material.
2. Mathematical.
Mathematics is an important part of the 'language' of science.
Mathematical formalism has a high information density, and
must be interpreted. A single graph or equation contains a great
deal of information, and tacitly assumes considerable
background and interpretion skill by the reader. A long time may
be required to process a few lines. Certainly the material cannot
be 'read' in the same way as ordinary text.
3. Scientific writing.
Scientific writing is different from everyday writing, both in
conciseness and structure. Here is a sentence occurring in a
derivation of the equation p "' pgh: wconsider the equilibrium of
an imaginary cylindrical element of fluid, of thickness dh and
cross-sectional area A, at a depth h in an incompressible fluid of
density p, as shown in the figure." To follow this requires careful
mental processing and imagery.
3. Pyramidal; prerequisites.
Science is a pyramidal subject - one layer of concepts,
knowledge and skills is built on another. Texts assume a
prerequisite knowledge and skill base, and unless students
possess this, it is difficult for them to adequately understand new
material. They will have to go outside the material to develop
what they need. This may not happen easily, since it Is an
additional time-consuming task.
4. Few advance organisers or questions.
TeX1s may not provide much in the way of 'advance organisers',
advance instances, or lead-in questions, which could 'set the
scene' for the learner, provide a conteX1, and pose the questions
which the section is proceeding to answer. This makes it more
difficult for learners to place the new material in a broader
conteX1 and relate it to general and specific aims. The learner
will have to attempt to do this after reading the section, and then
re-read.
5. Few advance instances.
Generalities and abstractions may not initially be meaningful
without concrete instances on which the learner can hang them.
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6. Surface features of text: a learning danger.
The apparent visual dominance of the text by mathematical
equations, with conceptual understanding and interpretation only
implicit, is a danger to learning if it leads the student to think of
understanding science as mainly mastery of the formalism.
7. Linear sequential presentation.
Text by its nature gives a linear sequential presentation.
Learning however usually involves backtracking, jumping back
and forth, linking different items, selecting out, grouping together,
etc. Mental rearrangements and cross-links are needed in
learning.
8. Essence and detail.
Main ideas (eg principles) and
details (eg equation
manipulation) have similar apparent status in text format and are
not automatically distinguished, except possibly by cueing
language. Heirarchy is not immediately evident. The learner will
have to identify and characterize items, and construct a mental
heirarchy in which to place them.
9. Content and process.
Scientific treatments by their nature tend to focus on the subject
matter ('content') rather than on the Ieamer or the processes of
understanding. 'Acquisition' of presented material may seem to
be the aim. The learner will have to master the processing,
without much guidance.
10. Non-interactive.
Text is clearly non-interactive. The form of the medium may thus
tend to 'suggest' passive following and absorption of presented
material, rather than active processing.
11. Qualitative reasoning, physical insight.
Qualitative reasoning and physical insight are much neglected in
conventional texts, compared to the formalism and procedural
aspects. The understanding this develops is one-sided: it is not
unusual for a student who has mastered the formalism to be
stumped by quite simple qualitative conceptual questions on the
same material. The conceptual side will have to be constructed
by the learner in text processing.
12. Interpretation.
Texts offer varying degrees of interpretation. Most give little
Interpretation of stages in the derivation. The result is usually
discussed
briefly,
possibly followed by application to

examples. Interpretation is crucial to full understanding. The
learner needs to spend time considering the form, meaning and
implications of results, and the reasons for the dependencies
exhibited.
13. Deductive/inductive.
Text presentations tend to be deductive rather than inductive.
They tend to work top down, from presented generalizations
(theory) to consequences in specific cases. The need for the
theory is not always clear. It is as important to ask what the
questions are as to know the answers.
14. Finished product.
Texts tend to present the polished finished product of human
endeavour. Arnold Arons has noted that we present students
with cut flowers rather than let them see the plants growing.
15. Approach.
Text approaches, particulary at higher level, have a mainly
subject-matter focus. Approaches are not usually from a
pedagogical, historical, cognitive, or discovery perspective. If
some of these alternative perspectives are useful in developing
balanced understanding, the student will have to provide them.
16. Traces of invention.
The "draW thought processes involved in creating the derivation
(starting points, aims. possibilities, approaches, backtracks, tries,
checking, etc) are eliminated. The student sees no traces of
invention. Yet to fully understand the material, the student
needs to have tried to develop it.
17. Authority in science.
The message conveyed is that of the authority of the text and the
correctness of the materiaL
The student usually does not
question this, not the presentation approach.
18. Bookleaming.
Booklearning can often seem isolated from the real world it is
supposed to represent.
Students may be unable to handle
questions using real phenomena even after book study.
19. Authors: content-experts.
The authors of textbooks, and those who teach from them, are
most often content-experts, who may or may not have
pedagogical expertise.
They possess direct and ancillary
compiled knowledge and skills in the topic, but much of this is
tacit. The student has a greater task than the author may realize.

The list above shows the limitations of text for learning, and
indicates that much active processing of the text by the learner
will be necessary to construct understanding.
Note that although there are many common limitations of text for
scientific learning, it is not necessarily suggested that authors
modify the presentation to provide as much learner support as
possible, in the way of explanations, background material,
discussion, Interpretation, process or metacognitive discusssion
etc. Certainly this would be helpful, since at present the balance
seems the other way. However too much might obscure the
material - and more importantly it is the individual learner who
ultimately must construct the knowledge from the text, dissecting
it, providing background knowledge, reassembling it, interpreting
it, etc. It is this skill that is crucial to develop. Furthermore, even
if some texts gave comprehensive content and cognitive
discussions, most would not, and the independent learner must
be able to handle these.

C. LEARNING, TEACHING AND TESTING TENDENCIES
The abovementioned characteristics of scientific texts give rise to
certain learning, teaching and testing tendencies. Ideally students
and teachers should be aware of this.
C1.

Learning tendencies

Some of the following learning tendencies may sound familiar,
particulary tor students studying for conventional course
examinations. Learning may be semi-rote, with considerable
A surface knowledge may be acquired,
recourse to memory.
which is not yet integrated into the student's framework, and will
not pass into long-term term memory. The perspective may be
formula-centred, with the student worried about reproduction of
algebraic steps. Qualitative reasoning. physical insight, and
interpretation will be weakly developed. Thus the understanding
will be incomplete and unbalanced. (This can be revealed by
innocent non-formalism questions). The student may be able to
follow the material as presented, but not generate the main
features independently some time later. Trees and forest may be
unseparated in the student's mind, and hence the student may
have the impression of lots to be remembered in a field like
physics, rather than just a few powerful principles and laws.

The situation described also tends to give the student a particular
(and unfortunate) view of the nature of science, and of the nature
of understanding in science. It is also unlikely to provide much
aesthetic or intellectual satisfaction, nor the motivation that
derives from this.
Students may not in fact be aware of the shortfalls in their own
understanding.
Unjustified satisfaction with their level of
understanding may be reinforced if they pass conventional
examinations which emphasize formalism and memory.
C2. Teaching tendencies
The inherent features and limitations of scientific text could in
principle be overcome by appropriate instruction and
explanation. The explanatory function of a teacher would be an
important aid to the text. However, here also there are certain
tendencies which may thwart this potential.
Classes may be large, and the conventional lecture method
consists mainly of ~delivery• of material. Teachers, particularly
university lecturers, tend to teach "by the book". There is pressure
to 'cover' a syllabus. There is also a tendency to teach as tone
has been taught, and to teach what is easiest to teach (eg the
formalism), neglecting the harder and less visible aspects
(processes).
When taught by content-matter experts the
approach will naturally be content-centred. The teaching will in
fact probably match the book derivations and end-of-chapter
exercises quite well. To compound all this, lecturers have little
training in education or their teaching task. A good instructor will
have to be aware of these tendencies and work consciously to
combat some of them.
C3. Testing tendencies
There are also certain testing tendencies which prevent the
development of balanced understanding. The type of questions
used in tests strongly affects learning.
It is hard to test well at higher levels in science in a conventional
examination format. When one Is restricted to say 20 minutes per
question in an intermediate electromagnetism course, one must
usually ask something fairly routine.
Hence bookwork and
formula-centred problems may predominate. (A different exam
format, eg take-home, could overcome this). Pragmatically, one
also tests what is easiest to test and to mark. Students' learning
objectives will be formed by the type of questions they see in the
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exams. If one wishes to encourage a different emphasis and
type of learning, one has to work hard at devising assessment to
match this.
D.

LEARNING APPROACH: ANALYSING, TRACING THE
ESSENCE. QUESTIONING, RESTRUCTURING

The recognition of the abovementioned problems in learning and
teaching science, particularly from text,
prompted the
development of a learning approach for scientific derivations.

• Links to external material.
It may be necessary to link to ancillary material not explicitly in the
presented text in order to complete one's own picture.
• On hold.
It may not be possible for a particular learner to understand
certain aspects of a derivation without going outside of the
material to get necessary knowledge and skills not yet
possessed, or obtaining help. The learner can either take time to
do this, or can temporarily accept certain things pending this. in
order to get the gist of the rest.
• Scene-setting.
One may need to set the scene for oneself by placing the material
ln a broader context and specifying both broad and specific aims.

The approach taken is basically constructivist. The learner,
using the text and other resources, must construct the material in
his or her own mind. Such a construction of knowledge and
understanding will involve active processing and reconstruction
of the material. A scientific derivation must therefore be analysed,
interpreted, added to, and resynthesised. The process will involve
posing questions at every stage. Reflection on and management
of ones own cognitive processes is important. There will be
several passes through the material, focussing on different
aspects each time. The first pass may well be linear, to get an
overview of what its all about. In subsequent passes one will
purposefully jump around.

• Tracing backward - origins and dependencies.
By working backward through the material, one can trace the
origins of selected features of the result, and can explain the
form and dependencies of the result. For example one might
wish to explain the origin of the (ut) term in the kinematic equation
s = ut + 112 at 2 • or explain why t appears squared in the second
term.
Or one might wish to exlain why the mass does not
appear in the expression for the period of a simple pendulum.

Aspects of the process are given below. In practice, many of
these processes will become tacit and automatic rather than
conscious. We have in mind rather a lengthy derivation involving
several inputs.

• Creation of instances.
To provide oneself with concrete examples, one may create
specific instances to accompany the general theoretical
treatment.

• Analysing.
Taking apart the derivation, identifying and discriminating its
various 'ingredients'.

• Qualitative reasoning and physical insight
A conceptual grasp of the material involves the qualitative
behaviour of the system, eg knowing how a change in one
quantity will affect another, without having to go through all the
mathematical calculations. Physical insight into the behaviour of
the system should enable one to predict the general features of
the result without recourse to formalism.

• Characterising.
Characterising ingredients by nature and function, eg as general
principle or law, assumption, definition, relationship,
manipulation, constraint, special case, knowledge item, etc.
• Tracing the essence.
This involves separating essence from detail, and tracing the
main lines of the derivation. Detail is set aside at this stage. One
builds mental lines across the text material, linking central items,
seeing how they relate and contribute.
One constructs an
overview of the heirarchical organisation of the material.

Processing is easier if one groups coherent parts of the
derivation, and 'chunks' items - eg one may treat three lines of

pure mathematical manipulation as a chunk.

• Interpretation and implications.
One should be able to interpret the result, and note its
implications.
• Restructuring.
The analysed material can be modified and restructured, possibly
with a different ordering, emphasis or approach, and notes or
explanations added, to suit the personal cognitive needs of the
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learner. This can be done mentally during processing, and also
in writing. Very often, a rewritten restructured derivation, with
personal explanations, is the most valuable tool for study or
reference at a later date. The act of rewriting helps to make the
material 'one's own'
This version need not, and preferably
should not, contain all the details; it should be an explanatory
ouline, emphasizing the essence. Note that in the process of
restructuring, the 'centre of control' of the topic shifts to the
learner, rather than being with the text. This is important for
active. lasting learning.
• Self-test.
One can test one's own understanding by setting the material
aside, and trying to generate the essence mentally. Unless one
can do so in a few minutes, (and not from short-term memory),
one has not yet properly understood or asssimilated the material.
Eventually, the material must come out of oneself if it has been
properly intergrated into one's knowledge structure. Also the act
of trying to regenerate independently is itself a valuable learning
tool during processing.

E. SELF-QUESTIONING GUIDES
Self-questioning guide forms have been devised to help students
develop learning skills for scientific derivations. It was found that
discussion of the issues during discussion of particular sections
did work., but was soon forgotten; printed guide forms had more
impact and permanence.
Note however that such guide forms are NOT intended to serve
as a mechanical aid to learning or teaching, simply to be wfilled
out".
This would go counter to the constructivist model of
learning that is being advocated. The forms are general guides,
not yet adapted for a particular topic or group of learners; they
can function as models for teacher and student to produce
modified specific guides. Ideally, the student would devise his or
her own self-questioning guide for the particular topic at hand. It
is also not appropriate for teachers to look at such forms as a
packaged teaching device; it is important that they construct their
own guides to match their own particular teaching situations.
The general guides are shown on the following pages.

• Teaching.
Real or imagined teaching and explanation of the material to
another person is valuable in developing and checking
understanding. Gaps come to light.
Note that much of the above processing for understanding is
done tacitly by experts, with only partial conciousness of their
own thought processes. The main conscious focus is on the
material, and it is only when experts find new material difficult
that metacognitive awareness and strategies become more
consciously deliberate. Students on their own may or may not
develop good strategies for learning, and if they do it may take
many years. It would seem educationally more efficient to
provide students with explicit guidance on how to do it.
During instruction. the instructor can ask questions aimed at
bringing out the various aspects of understanding.
These
questions would form the model for self-questioning by the
student in future. If study assignments are given. questions
about the material can form part of the assignment, to promote
thought about particular aspects. guide the study, and help
students assess their own understanding. Mini-problems can
also be set to accompany study, each of which focusses explicitly
on a particular aspect of understanding. (eg explaining physically
a particular dependence in a result, or taking a specific instance
to help concretize the general).

SELF-QUESTIONING GUIDE 1:
1A.

SCENE-SETTING AND AIMS:

The place of this in the broad picture is .................... .
What are the broad questions and problems of interest in this
field? ............................ ·.············
And the specific questions in this topic?
The problems?
Aims? ................................... .
Generally, how would one go about tackling this? Where would
one start? What approach? Using what? ................... .

1B.

ANALYSIS

AND TRACING ESSENCE

To do the above, we START from the following: ringredients").
ITEM
CHARACTER (eg law, constraint)
1..................
. ...... ' ..................... .

2..................
3..................

''''.'.' .... ' ...... ' ......... .
. ........................... .

etc
And IF
1......................... .
2........................ ..
etc.

which means ....... .
which means ...... .

THE INTENDED GENERAL METHOD BEING TO:

THEN, by doing ............. .
and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (basic steps/procedures)
IT FOLLOWS THAT
............................ (Result)

Note that such an analysis scheme leaves aside all details and
mathematics, but traces the essential ingredients and lines of
reasoning.

SELF-QUESTIONING GUIDE 2
EXPLANATION OF RESULT
Tracing backwards through the derivation, to explain the origin,
form and features of the result.
·rhus this result ARISES FROM (and depends on) ............ .
and ............ .
and ............. .
(Identify assumptions, relationships, restrictions, special cases,
knowledge items etc)

•From whence cometh . . . . . . ? (particular feature of result)
......................... (trace back)

"We note that the DEPENDENCY of . . . ......... on ........ .
. .... is of the form ............. .
Which arises basically because .............. and ........... .

*We see that IF.............. (changed situation)
then ................................. .

•rhe REASON THAT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... .
is essentially because. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .

SELF-QUESTIONING GUIDE 3

SELF-QUESTIONING GUIDE 4

INTERPRETATION
4A. THE SUBJECT-MATTER APPROACH CHOSEN
• QUALITATIVE REASON lNG
This result has the features . . . . . . .... and ............. .
which mean that . . . . . . . . . ... and ............ .
The dependence on.. . . . .................. (variables)
is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (eg inverse, squared etc).
which means the type of behaviour is....................... .

The approach chosen hera by the writer is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

Alternative approaches would be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

*PHYSICAL INTERPRETAT ION
The physical interpretion of the result is that ................... .

with the features/consequences that . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

*IMPLICATIONS
The implications of the result are that ....... .
and ................ .

48. THE PRESENTATION
The author's way of presenting the topic was .................. .

*SPECIAL CASES
Interesting special and limiting cases are ............. .
and ............ .

For the Ieamer, this had the features . . ...................... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(good and bad)
An alternate presentation, or ordering, would be

*PHYSICAL INSIGHT
Does the result and its dependencies make physical sense? ....
Explain.............. . ....... .
Could its general features be obtained by physical reasoning? (ie
without the full mathematics) ......................... .

*CREATION OF INSTANCES
Illustrative specific instances would be ............. .
and ............. .

*ARITHMETIC ILLUSTRATION
Arithmetic or ratio examples to highlight the dependencies might

be ............. .

I liked/didn't like/ would have preferred .................... .
The way I would teach it would be ......................... .
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NOTES:
1. It is clearly not possible to go through such a comprehensive
type of analysis and reconstruction for each derivation in a
course. However it is desirable to do it for a few selected topics.
so that the learner becomes aware of the many aspects involved
in constructing real understanding in science. and has a model
on which to base his or her own processing of material in the
future. The explicit metacognitive aspect of the self-questioning
approach gives many students an appreciation of the nature of
real understanding for the first time.
2. Assessment must go hand in hand with the type of
understanding emphasised in the course.
If the aspects of
understanding
considered in this paper are considered
important, then questions should be devised to assess. reward
and encourage them, otherwise examinations will belie
objectives, and much teaching effort may be in vain.

.....
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BRRORS AIID MISCONCEPTIONS IN
COLLEGE LEVEL THEOREM PROVING
Annie Selden and John Selden
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Tennessee Technological University

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe a number of types
of errors and underlying misconceptions that arise
in mathematical reasoning. Other types of
mathematical reasoning errors, not associated with
specific misconceptions, are also discussed. we
hope the characterization and cataloging of common
reasoning errors will be useful in studying the
teaching of reasoning in mathematics.
Reasoning in mathematics is no different from
reasoning in any other subject. Mathematics does,
however, contain many exceedingly long and
intricate arguments. The understanding of such
arguments is essential to the correct application
of mathematics as well as to its continued
development. Indeed, in mathematics it is the
proofs that provide the strong consensus on the
validity of basic information that is
characteristic of a science. From this point of
view, the idea of proof in mathematics corresponds
to those special techniques of observation and
experimentation which are essential to the other
sciences.
The examples presented here arose as student
errors in a junior level course in abstract
algebra, taught several times at universities in
the United States, Turkey, and Nigeria. A

principal goal of the course is the improvement of
reasoning ability. Before giving a brief
description of the course and the methods used in
teaching it, we will comment on a widely held
conception of the nature of mathematics and its
teaching. The inadequacy of this concept
interferes with a student's ability to benefit
from mathematics instruction and, in particular,
delays improvement in his reasoning.

THE STATIC VIEW OF MATHEMATICS
One way to view lower division college
mathematics is that it consists of (1) concepts,
(2) algorithms for solving problems, and (3)
implementations of these algorithms, including the
selection of the proper algorithm. As part of
this view, the correctness of an answer depends
entirely on selecting the right algorithm and on
implementing its steps correctly. we will call
this the static ~ because it suggests that most
important work on this level depends only on the
implementation of unchanging algorithms.
Increased mathematical competence is seen as
equivalent to knowing more algorithms.
Here is an example of an algorithm as we mean
it in this context. Consider a continuous
function f defined on an interval [a,b]. To find
the maximum value off on [a,b): (l) find the
derivative f' off, (2) set f'•O and solve the
equation, (3) find where f' does not exist, (4)
evaluate f at all of the above points and at a and
b, (5) the largest of these values is the maximum.
Of course this simple view of the nature of
lower division college mathematics leads to a
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simple view of how it should be taught. The
concepts should be explained, the algorithms
should be provided, and the implementation of the
algorithms should be practiced.
We think this is the conception of
mathematics and its teaching held by many college
students. We do not claim that they consciously
ascribe to a description such as this or that they
think about this topic at all. Rather, we note
that they act as if they did and that they do so
persistently.
Any teacher of lower division college
mathematics can observe this by asking students to
solve problems for which they have not been
provided algorithms. Even if the teacher explains
that this will require combining familiar
techniques used on previous problems, many
students will be disturbed. Often students who
are reluctant to characterize mathematics or its
proper teaching are definite about what i t is not;
it is not solving problems without instructions.
Turning now to the textbooks used in teaching
lower level college mathematics, we see that their
structure is in agreement with the static view.
Emphasis is placed on explaining concepts and
algorithms clearly and on sample solutions and
practice problems. It is true that a scattering
of theorems and proofs is usually included. Most
teachers, however, think this material is more or
less ignored by students and it is tempting to
think authors agree. Often theorems are written
in a style which makes them shorter and more
memorable but harder to link to their proofs. It
is second nature for mathematicians to expand such
writing, adding missing quantifiers etc., so that
they can understand the proofs. Such

amplification is beyond most students who have no
training or practice with it. Indeed we have
occasionally found a theorem in a calculus book
which could not be unambiguously understood by
anyone not already familiar with the theorem.

INADEQUACY OF THE STATIC VIEW
Problems arising outside a mathematics course
often do not match exactly the algorithms covered
in the course. This is inherent in the general
nature and broad applicability of mathematics and
cannot be avoided merely by expanding the list of
algorithms covered. Applications of mathematics,
even on the lower division college level, will
often require the creation of a new algorithm, at
least in the sense of altering and combining
familiar procedures.
Since, even without instruction, everyone has
some ability to adapt algorithms to new problems,
we will describe an example illustrating the
impoverished level of this ability in a typical
first calculus class. It is this that renders the
static view of mathematics inadequate.
Consider two related problems: (1) Given a
curve and a point on it, find where the tangent
line at that point crosses the x-axis. (2) Given
a curve, find a point on it so that the tangent
line at that point passes through the origin. The
solutions to these problems involve the same
techniques: finding and evaluating derivatives
and formulating and solving linear equations.
Suppose an algorithm for the first problem is
provided in class and the second problem is not
mentioned. Our experience suggests one can expect

at least 75t of the students to be able to work.
the first problem and less than 20% the second.
Clearly, if mathematics is to be widely
useful, the static view of it is inadequate. Even
on the lower college level, mathematics should
include the creation of algorithms, at least in
the sense of combining and altering known
techniques. Since correctness of a newly created
algorithm cannot be ascertained by appeals to
authority, reasoning should also be regarded as an
integral part of mathematics and its teaching. We
do not mean to suggest that reasoning on this
level should be in the form of proofs, but some
examination of the correctness of algorithms
should be included.
Perhaps this point can best be illustrated by
looking outside mathematics to programming
courses. Students are required to produce their
own algorithms and it often happens that these
algorithms do not perform as expected. As a
result, the validation of programs through testing
is regarded as an important and necessary
component of the discipline.
The inadequacy of the static view of
mathematics not only limits the usefulness of
early college mathematics courses, it also
inhibits the development of informal reasoning
skills. These provide the foundation for the more
formal reasoning required in proofs.

of advanced topics. Reading a proof is much more
active than generally supposed. Subtle questions
must be asked and answered, It is difficult to
know when a student is doing this correctly, but
it is easy to see if he has written a proof
correctly. Since skills in reading and writing
proofs are interdependent, often students are
asked to write proofs as the only clear indication
of their understanding of a topic.

ABSTRACT ALGEBRA

Abstract algebra, the course from which our
examples are selected, is a three hour per week
year sequence usually taken in the third year of
college. At this stage in a student's education
the rapid development of reasoning skills is
important and we have taken it as a major
objective of the course.
Abstract algebra is a particularly good
vehicle for teaching reasoning because the proofs
are less complicated than, say, advanced calculus,
and the notation is not particularly complex, It
is also useful that students have not seen this
topic before and it is difficult for them to lift
proofs from textbooks, so they must rely on their
own reasoning and ideas.

TBB SOCRATIC-MOORB MB'TIIOD

TBB ROLB OF PROOPS

Proofs are not only essential to the
development of new mathematics, their proper
reading is an integral part of the understanding

we provide the students with a short set of
notes containing definitions, theorems, problems,
and occasional examples, but no proofs or
solutions. We do not give formal lectures
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although we answer questions. Students present
their work in class and we provide evaluations,
detailed criticisms and suggestions [1).
In the mathematical community this technique
is sometimes called the Moore method after the
late R. L. Moore who practiced it with remarkable
success (Forbes, 1971). Of course in a broader
setting this sort of teaching has a long history
and calls to mind the methods of Socrates. There
are many versions of this method, and seemingly
insignificant variations in it may greatly alter
its effectiveness.

REASONING ERRORS
Students make a great variety of reasoning
errors in attempting proofs. We feel some of
these errors are based on underlying
misconceptions, while others, although repeatedly
observed, are of a technical or other nature.
Students persist in making both types of errors
[2}. For the former, we offer our views as to the
possible underlying misconceptions, that is, we
give a general rule or idea which, if believed by
a student, would result in that type of error.
These errors are taken to have a rational basis,
and we comment on how they might come about [3).
For the latter, we sometimes speculate on the
underlying causes of the errors, but do not see
them as conceptual in nature. Each type of error
is illustrated with one or more actual student
"proofs • [ 4 ] •

REASONING ERRORS BASED ON MISCONCEPTIONS
Ml. Beginning with the conclusion, arriving
at an obvious truth and thinking the proof is
complete. of course, this provides a valid
argument if and only if the steps are reversible.
The misconception consists in thinking that
one valid technique of proof begins with the
conclusion and ends with a known fact. However,
this is not acceptable as it is often difficult to
arrange a proof into a sequence of discrete steps,
each of which can easily be checked for
reversibility. This misconception may have arisen
from methods learned in secondary school for
verifying trigonometric identities and solving
equations. Also, since a good heuristic for
discovering a proof is to analyze the meaning of
the conclusion, college students may have seen
this presented in class, along with a statement
that all steps are reversible. They, thus, could
easily be confusing discovery with proof.
BZallple

Theorem; Let G be a group such that for all
g in G, g2•e, where e is the identity of the
group. Then,
( il for all g in G, g=g-1 and,
(ii) G is commutative.
•prooP of (ii) having proved (i); To show G
is commutative means, for all a and b in G, it
must be that ab•ba. Multiplying ab•ba, by the
appropriate inverses, and using part (i), one gets
a•bab, and b•aba. Now,
(1) b*•aba*=(bab)ba•ba(bb)a•baeasbaa=be•b,
and
(2) a*•bab*•(aba)ab•ab(aa)b•abeb•abb•aexa.

Ca.aent
There are no errors present in lines (1) and
(2).

In this case, the steps indicated with a

are not reversible;
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and should be found.

"*"

they are equivalent to ab=ba.

M2. Haaes confer existence. This error
occurs from failing to distinguish between symbols

If one asks an abstract algebra student to
prove that the equation ax=b has a solution in a
group, he will often proceed as follows:
ax=b, so
1
1
a-lax=a- b, so x=a- b.
He does not realize that

for things whose existence is established and

by manipulating the equation he is tacitly
assuming x exists. Of course, he should produce a
group element, in this case a- 1 b, which when

symbols for things whose existence is not

substituted in the given equation yields a true

established.

statement.

Often this error occurs when a

student attempts to solve an equation, without
questioning whether a solution exists.

We asked a

One final simple-minded example illustrates
the difficulties that can occur.

class of precalculus college students to solve the

(x+3)(x+2)=(x+l)(x+4),

equation cos x=3 in order to test whether they

supposing there is such an x.

Given

one can conclude 6=4,

by

could apply the fact that the range of cos x is (1,1].

Most tried unsuccessfully to manipulate the

equation to find x and were unable to reach the

MJ.

Apparent differences are real.

error occurs when things which have different
names are taken to be different.

proper conclusion,
A different example of this type of error

This

The underlying

misconception is there is a one to one

occurred when an abstract algebra student

correspondence between names and mathematical

attempted to prove that a semigroup in which the

objects.

equations ax=b and ya=b always have solutions is a
group.

One must first establish the existence of

an identity element, e, and then show that each
element, g, in the group has an inverse.

The

Although students realize that the same real
number can be written in many different ways, for
example, 1/2 • 2/4 or 3

a

1+2, often it does not

occur to them that two different abstract

student attempted the second part by
contradiction, supposing that g had no inverse.

expressions may represent the same thing.

Then, in the very next line, he used the symbol

different trigonometric expressions can be equal

g-1, which he just assumed didn't exist, and made

from having verified identities.

calculations with it,
The underlying misconception is that names
always represent existing things.

writing cos x

or g-1 seems to confer existence on and the right
to manipulate the symbol.

Perhaps this comes from

secondary school algebra where x is referred to as
"the unknown•, that is, as something which exists

This

happens even though they know two apparently

Bzaaple
Theorem:

If a commutative group has an

element of order 2 and an element of order 3, then
it must have an element of order 6.
•proof•:

Let g be the element of order 3 and
let h be the element of order 2. The g 3 =e and
h 2 =e where e is the identity of the group.
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Consider the subgroup generated by hg. Since
h6g6 = (h2)3 (g3)2 .. ele2 = e, this subgroup is
{hg,h2g2,h3g3,h4g4,hSgS,h6g61 which simplifies to
!hg,g2,h,g,hg2,eJ using g3=e and h2•e. so hg has
order 6.
Co~nt

something is missing here, namely an argument
showing that the 6 symbols hg, g2, h, g, hg2, e
represent 6 distinct elements. This can be shown,
but one shouldn't assume the student can show it
or is even aware that he must.
E:r.aaple
Lagrange's Theorem: Let G be a group of
order n. Let H be a subgroup of order m. Let r
be the number of distinct right cosets of H in G.
Then n•rm.
"Proof•: Let the distinct right cosets be H,
Hgl, ••• , Hgr-l' These form a partition of G into
equivalence classes.
Let H=!h 1 , ... ,hml·
Then
Hgs=lhlgs,h 2gs, ... ,hmgsl has m elements in it.
Thus G is partitioned into r classes, each with m
elements, so G has n=rm elements.
Ca..ent

Again, the student has concluded there are m
distinct elements by counting up m distinct
symbols. He is tacitly assuming the symbols
represent different elements.
This
is a classic and extremely persistent reasoning
error. The misconception consists in equating an
implication and its converse. Even students who
have been taught that there is a difference make
this error, especially when a theorem is
complicated.
The basis for this misconception seems to be
M4.

the imprecision of everyday language. People
often use the "if, then" construction when they
mean "if and only if." When someone says "if it
rains, I won't go", he often also means, but
doesn't explicitly say, "and i f it doesn't, I
will", which is logically equivalent to the
converse. Mathematicians and textbook authors may
reinforce this confusion when they state
definitions using "if", but actually mean "if and
only if".
E:r.aaple
Theorem: Let c 1 and c 2 be two groups
contained in a semigroup S such that c 1 n c 2 is
nonempty. Then e 1=e 1e 2e 1 , where e 1 is the
identity of G1 and e 2 is the identity of c 2 .
"Proof": By an argument with another type of
error, the student concludes e 1-e 2 • Then
e 1e 2 =e 1e 1e 2 =e 1e 2e 1 , so e 1e 2=e 1e 2e 2=e 1e 2e 1e 2 , so
e1e 2 is an idempotent. The identity of a
semigroup is an idempotent. Therefore, e 1e 2x•x
for all x inS. Let x=e 1 , e 1 e 2 e 1 =e 1 .
Comment

The student has used the converse of the
theorem that the identity is an idempotent in his
penultimate line, not to mention the fact that the
semigroup under consideration was not given as
having an identity. As is often the case, this
student has made multiple errors.

using the converse of a theorea.

MS.

Real nuaber laws are universal.

Students who take abstract algebra at the junior
level have very little idea that mathematics deals
with objects other than geometric configurations
and real and complex numbers. Thus, the examples
of abstract concepts like group must be rather
simple, and we tend to stick to real and complex

numbers, matrices, and functions with which they
have some familiarity. Even this limited
collection of examples is rich enough for students
to see that not everything behaves the way the
more naive students expect. What they expect is
really a misconception, namely, that the rules
they know for dealing with real numbers are
universal.
Bxaaple
Theorem: A semigroup can have at most one
identity.
•proof": Suppose the semigroup has two
identities, e and e'. Then es=s ancl e's=s, so
es=e's. Hence e=e'.
Coaaent
When it was pointed out to the student that
the last step of his argument amounted to
cance 11 ing the s, and he was asked why that was
permissible, he said, •That's not cancelling;
that's logic."
Exaaple
Theorem: Given a group G of finite order n.
For each g in G, gn=e where e is the identity of
the group,
Further, if H is a normal subgroup of order
r, then for each g in G, gm is in H, where m=n/r.
•proof• of the second part: From Lagrange's
Theorem, we know the number of distinct cosets of
H in G is m. Now gm•gnlra(gn)l/r, By the first
part, gn=e, so gm=el/r, This is followed by an
argument attempting to show el/r is in H.
c~nt

It apparently never occurred to the student
to question whether the 1/r power of an arbitrary
group element made sense; after all, there is
nothing strange about taking the r-th root of a

positive number.
Bllaaple
Theorem: A group G in which every element is
of order 2 is commutative.
"Proof": Let g, h be elements of G. By
hypothesis, (gh)(gh)=l and (hg)(hg)=1, where 1 is
the identity of G.
Then (gh)(qb)•(hg)(hg)"'h(gb)g
by the cancellation law for groups. So gh=hg.
Coaaent
Here the cancellation law for groups was not
used correctly. The error could easily have
resulted from thinking of the cancellation la~ in
the real numbers, where cancelling this way is
allowed, and even, routine.
M6. Conservation of relationships. This
type of error occurs when students act as if doing
the same thing to both sides of any relationship
preserves the relationship. For example, given
h1k, they will conclude gh1gk. They will do
this in an abstract algebra proof, even though
they are aware that in the real numbers, one must
know g#O. They may also be aware that in
matrices, one must know g is nonsingular to
conclude gh1gk.
This seems to be an instance of improper
generalization from past experience. In secondary
school algebra, one can say if a=b, then ac=bc,
and if a<b and c>O, ac<bc. The misconception is
that relationships can be preserved by operating
on both sides in the same way.
As a variant of this, we note that
occasionally students will act as if expressions
are preserved, even when there aren't two sides.
Students will simplify the polynomial 4x2+2 to
2x 2 +1.
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N7. Eleaent set interchanges. Student
understand statements involving elements more
easily than equivalent statements about sets. Our
beginning abstract algebra students had difficulty
making proofs when the notion of a subsemigroup T
of a sem igroup s was defined to be a nonempty
subset T of S such that TT:;: T, the product of two
sets having been defined previously. However,
when a subsemigroup was defined to be a nonempty
subset T of s such that for all a and b in T, ab
is in T, students made better proofs.
This strategy of delaying potential confusion
is helpful, however, set concepts must eventually
be introduced. The usual definition of a normal
subgroup H of a group G is given in terms of the
equality of left and right cosetsr that is, a
subgroup H is normal if and only if gH•Hg, for all
g in G. Students often covert this to gh=hg: they
incorrectly think they can merely substitute h for
H, Even when told explicitly that gH=Hg means
that given gh in Hg, there is an h' in H so that
hg=h'g, they revert to writing gh=hg in making
proofs.
The misconception is that information about a
set is interchangeable with information about a
typical element of that set. So each time the set
H appears, it is permissible to replace it by h.

appear when the structure is used several times in
the same setting.
Exaaple
Theorem: Let G1 and G2 be two groups
contained in a semigroup s such that G 1 nG 2 is
nonempty. Then e 1 •e 1 e 2e 1 , where e 1 is the
identity of G1 and e 2 is the identity of G2 •
"Proof•: There is an element g in G1 nG2r
g=elg and g=e 2g, so elg=e 2g, Since g is a group
.
e 1emen t , g -1 ex1sts,
an d e 1gg -1 =e 2gg -1 , e 1 e 1=e 2e 2 ,
e 1=e 2 • Multiplying on the left and right by e 1
yields e 1 =-e 1e 1e 1"'el e 2e 1 •
co-.nt
The error consists in not distinguishing the
two different kinds of inverses that exist. There
is an inverse of g in G1 , one might call it g 1-l,
and an inverse of g in G2 , one might call it g 2-l.
In the same way, students often fail to
distinguish between equivalence classes coming
from different equivalence relations.
Ezaaple
Theorem; Let G be a group, H a subgroup
of G, and K a normal subgroup of G. Then
F:HK/K + H/H nK defined by f(hkK)•f(hK)=h(H n K) is
an isomorphism.

OTBBR ERRORS

What is needed here is two different symbols
for the two different equivalence classes, such as
[ 1H n K and [ ] K' One then sees that an
additional argument is required.

•proof• that f !! one-to-one: Suppose
f(hlK)•f(h2K). Then hl(H nK)•h 2 (HnK) so
lh1)"'[h2J so h1K•h 2K.
C~nt

El. overeztended ayabola. This error occurs
when one symbol is used for two distinct things,
often because the distinction was unobserved.
such errors can indicate an incomplete grasp of a
mathematical structure, such as group, and first

!2. Weakening tbe tbeorea. This error
occurs when what is used is stronger than the

hypothesis or when what is proved is weaker than
the conclusion. Often a student thinks it's clear
he has proved the theorem. Adding to the
hypothesis is a well-known technique of practicing
mathematicians. If one cannot prove a conjecture
as it stands, one can add to its hypothesis and
attempt to prove a weaker result. However,
students rarely realize they are proving a weaker
result.
Errors of this kind occur when a student
tacitly assumes a group is finite although nothing
is stated about the order of the group, when a
student assumes a semigroup has an identity
although that is not given, or when a student
assumes a group is cyclic.
Exaaple
Theorem: Given a semigroup S with identity
l, and left cancellation. The S has only one
idempotent, 1.
•proof 1": Let's suppose we have a group
with l, Let e be an idempotent. Then ee=e.
Multiplying by e-1 gives
e-lee=e-le=l, but
1
e- ee•le=e, so e=l.
Ca.aent
What the student has actually shown is that a
group can have only one idempotent, the identity.
The hypothesis was strengthened. Another student
weakened the conclusion as follows.
Exaaple
•proof 1:= Suppose there are two identities
s and t, then as=a and at .. a, so by left
cancellation s•t. This unique identity is an
idempotent as a•l=a for all a ins, so in
particular 1•1•1.

co-ent
This student has shown the weaker result that

a semigroup identity is an idempotent, rather than
that a semigroup identity is the only idempotent,
given left cancellation.
El. Notational inflexibility. This error
arises from an inability to adapt notation from
one context to another. As is customary in
abstract algebra, we use multiplicative notation
in all definitions about noncommutative groups and
semigroups. However, additive examples are
considered in class, and commutative groups,
especially in the case of rings, are written in
additive notation.
For example, the cyclic subgroup generated by
the element h in a group G is defined to be
H={hn:n is an integer!. On being asked to find
the cyclic subgroup of the additive reals
generated by 1, students occasionally answer
H=!lnl=lll, which is incorrect. ~n additive
notation, the cyclic subgroup generated by h is
! nh:n is an integer j.
A similar error occurred when a student was
asked to find the kernel of a homomorphism. The
group was the nonzero reals under multiplication
and the function was defined by f(x)•lxj. One
student wrote: K(f)a[x:f(x)=O, x e: R-[Ojj..[x:lxi=O, xe: R-[Oll·~· He used the additive
identity, 0, in place of the multiplicative
identity, 1. The student should have suspected
his answer was incorrect, as a previous theorem
stated that the kernel is always a subgroup, and
hence, nonempty. Students often fail to notice if
their answers are reasonable, that is, in
agreement with previously obtained results.
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£4. Misuse of theorems, other than the
converse. In applying a theorem, an error of this
type arises from misunderstanding or partly
neglecting the hypothesis or misinterpreting the
conclusion. A student's inability to read
precisely [5) combined with a desire to finish the
proof quickly may result in such mistakes. This
error has similarities with E2. In this case, the
theorem being used is misunderstood, and in E2,
the theorem being proved is misunderstood.
One student stated that if a group has
subgroups of orders r and s, then it must have a
subgroup of order rs, which is false. The student
was probably thinking of the following:
If a
group has cyclic subgroups of orders r and s,
where rands are relatively prime, then it has a
subgroup of order rs.
Another student stated that a subsemigroup H
of a group must necessarily be a subgroup,
forgetting the additional requirement that H must
contain the identity and the inverse of each
element. A counterexample was well within the
student's mathematical experience, the open unit
interval is a subsemigroup, but not a subgroup, of
the positive reals under multiplication. Once
again, the student has not checked to see if what
he claims is reasonable.
This error consists in
reasoning from a statement to itself. Often the
reasoning is from one version of the conclusion to
another, already known to be equivalent to the
first.
E:a:aaple
ES.

Circularity.

Theorem: Let G and K be groups. If f:G .. K
is an onto homomorphism and H is a normal subgroup

of G, then f(H) is a normal subgroup of K.
"Proof":
It has already been proved that
f(H) is a subgroup of K, so it remains to show
that kf(H)k- 1 :: f(H) for all k inK. Now
kf(H)k- 1 :: f(H) implies kf(H)':: f(H)k.
We also need
to show f(HJk:: kf(H).
This implies k-lf(H)kS
k- 1 kf(H)=f(H), which in turn implies kk-lf(H)k=
f(H)k=kf(H).
normal in K.

Thus, f(H)k=kf(H), so f(H) is
Comment

The student began with the conclusion. In
the first part of the argument, he went from one
equivalent version of normal to half of another.
He then took the remaining half and got back where
he started. Each instance is an example of
circularity. The student doesn't understand what
constitutes a proof but realizes arguments
progress from one piece of information to another.
In
this error neither the proof as a whole nor most
individual sentences can be understood. The
format is acceptable, the words "theorem• and
"proof" occur together with many symbols, and most
E6.

The locally unintelligible proof.

sentences are syntactically correct, however, the
assertions are incomprehensible or incorrect.
Such "proofs• may be first approximations at
imitating textbook and classroom proofs [6].
E:a:a.ple
Theorem: A commutative group which has an
element of order 2 and an element of order 3 must
have an element of order 6,
"Proof":
Let gl EG, g 2

£

Let G be a commutative group, H::. G.
H, g 3 e: G. According to Theorem 55

of the notes (on using a subgroup H to define the
right coset equivalence relation on G), Hg 1 S G.

Then Hg 1 ag'e: G.

Let a be the order of g•, which

is the number of distinct right cosets of H in G,
Let b be the order of g 2 , c be the order of g 3 •
Since g3 e: G, c is the order of G. We want to show
c•ab. According to Lagrange's Theorem, the order
of a group is equal to the order of a subgroup
times the number of right cosets of that subgroup
in the group, Therefore, c=ab. In this theorem
a•2, b•3, c=2'3=6. This gives an element of
order 6.
Comaent

On the surface this appears to be a proof.
It starts and stops in an expectable way and
quotes Lagrange's Theorem correctly. It is also
syntactically correct, except for one small place.
However, it is impossible to find any basic
underlying idea which the student might have
started with or to follow the individual sentences
[ 7] •

The student may have sel.ected Lagrange's
Theorem almost arbitrarily [B] and tried to
develop it into a proof.

E7. Substituting with abandon. This error
consists in obtaining one statement from another
using an unjustifiable substitution. One fixed
element is replaced by another unequal fixed
element, Of course, it is permissible to
substitute for a universally quantified variablef
and perhaps, this error results from confusing the
two situations.
This error often occurs when a student
attempts to prove a theorem which begins •For all
s in S, ... •, The standard way to start the
proof is to write •Let s E s.• With these words, s
becomes a fixed element, and one is no longer free

to substitute for s. Occasionally, to emphasize
this point, one writes, "Let s be an arbitrary,
but fixed element of s.·
Exaaples

Theorem (Cancellation Law): Let G be a
group. Let g, h, k be elements of G. If gh•gk,
the h:k.
"Proof": Let e be the identity of G.
Substitute e for g in gh=gk. The eh=ek, so h•k.
Theorem: Let G be a group with identity e.
If g, h, k are elements of G so that gh=e=hg and
gk=e=kg, then h=k,
"Proof•: We have gh=e=hg. S inca k E G,
substitute h for k to get gk•e=kg.
Co.aent

In the first theorem, we have this error in
its purest form; g was arbitrary, but fixed from
the beginning, but the student substituted e for
g, believing g to be a universally quantified
variable. In the second theorem, both h and k are
arbitrary, but fixed elements from the start; the
only way to substitute one for the other is to
know they are equal.
Exaaple

Theorem: If G is a group of order n, then
gn=e for all g in G, where e is the identity of G.
"Proof•: Since G is finite, and one wants to
show gn=e for all g in G, one can choose n to be
zero or a value which gives the identity element.
C~nt

The student has failed to realize n is given
as an arbitrary, but fixed positive integer in the
statement of the theorem. He is not free to
choose it, rather he must prove something about
it.
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EB.
I9norin9 and extending quantifiers.
This error results from failing to notice
restrictions on variables. Often a variable is
thought to be universally quantified when it
isn't.
Exaaple
Theorem: Given a group G and an element a in
G. Then H= [ g £G:ag:ga l is a subgroup of G.
co-nt
One student concluded incorrectly that H was
commutative because ag=ga, failing to notice that
a is not a universally quantified variable.
Another student proved H was closed under
multiplication as follows. Let g, h £H. Then
ag-ga and ah-ha.
Then a(gh)•(ag)h*=h(ag)=(ha)g*-=
g(ha)=(gh)a. In the equalities marked with a •••,
the student assumed that since h and g commute
with a, they also commute with ag and ha,
respectively. He failed to notice that a is
fixed, and not universally qua~tified, in the
definition of H.
Boles. This type of error consists in
claiming that a statement follows immediately from
previously established results when in reality a
considerable argument is required.
Exaaple
Theorem: Given a group G of order n and a
normal subgroup H of order r, then for all g in G,
gm £ H where m•n/r.
"Proof•: First it was shown that gn=e for
all g in G, where e is the identity of G. Then
gn=gmr=(gm)r=e. Letting k=gm, one gets kr=e£ H.
***So ke:H.
E9.

C~nt

The hardest part of the argument goes where

we have inserted stars. This student grasps the
concept of proof and has a reasonable overall
approach, but has difficulty distinguishing
between statements which follow immediately and
those requiring justification.

ElO. Using information out of context. In
this type of error information from one argument
is improperly used in another, often because
identical symbols appear in both. This error is
most likely to occur when proofs are organized
into independent sections, for example, in
theorems involving case analysis, set equality, or
equivalence of statements. In such situations, a
student may unjustifiably transfer information
from one section to another. The next example is
rather unusual in that the error involves two
theorems, rather than two independent sections of
one proof.
Exaaple
Theorem (Cancellation Law): Let G be a
group. Let g, h, k t: G. If gh=gk, the h=k.
"Proof": Since G is a group, it has an
identity e and gh•e=hg. (A previous theorem with
the letters g and h is invoked here.) Since k e: G,
we can substitute k for h and get gk•e=kg. Then,
by the previous theorem on uniqueness of group
inverses, h=k.
C~ent

Not only has the student used a piece of a
previous theorem out of context in the first line;
he has also made a substitution error (E7). This
serves to illustrate that several of the reasoning
errors described in this paper can occur within a
single proof.

ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

GENERAL COMMENTS

The reasoning errors analyzed above have been
classified according to whether or not they are
misconception based. It is also possible to
classify reasoning errors according to their
logical characteristics, that is, according to
whether they arise from difficulties in
generalization, use of theorems, notation and
symbols, nature of proof, or quantification. We
summarize these two classifications in the
following table and note their independence.

The analysis and classification of reasoning
errors presented in this paper suggests a number
of questions:
(1)

(2)
( 3)

ERRORS Misconception
Based
Generalization I

Other

M5, M6

(4)

(5)
Use of Theorems

M4

Notation and Symbols!

E4

El, E3, ElO

M2, M3, M7

(6)

! ___________ -----------Nature of Proofs!

Ml

IE2, ES, E6, E91

l _____ l
I
I
Quantification!
I
_______ I

E7, EB

I
I
I
I

How complete is the error list? It
would be useful to have a list
sufficiently complete that each
incorrect student proof contains at
least one of the errors.
How does each of these reasoning errors
arise and how could it be prevented?
Is the making of one type of reasoning
error correlated with making others?
Perhaps students who make a particular
type of error always make another type.
Which types of reasoning error occur
most frequently?
Do certain types of reasoning errors
occur more in one course than another,
for example, in algebra as compared with
topology?
Are any of these reasoning errors
correlated with particular sections of
students' earlier coursework?

If lower division mathematics courses were to
ignore the static view and include significant
instruction on creating and validating algorithms,
it is possible that reasoning would be improved,
as well as applications extended. Evidence
concerning this point would be useful.
Finally, we note that there is remarkably
little correlation between the reasoning errors we
have observed and classified and the topics
emphasized in an introductory logic course or even
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in one of the newer courses as on transitions to
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Raising Laboratory Learning to a Conceptual Level:
Does MBL Help?
Joanne Striley Stein, PhD
University of California, Berkeley

(TERC) of Cambridge, Massachusetts. The synthesis
presented here, however, is mine and does not necessarily
reflect the views of any of these scholars nor of the
funding agencies: Apple Computer and the National Science
Foundation.
The reason most people have at least one exciting lab
story is that the lab is an integral part of science
instruction. When researchers and practitioners list
goals or objectives for laboratory experience the
language varies but it generally boils down to something
like this taxonomy of laboratory skills (Kempa & Ward,
19'/5):

Introduction and Rationale
Everybody has a chemistry lab story: the time someone
ignited a flammable, provoked a violent reaction,
mouth-pipetted something dire, or otherwise flaunted
safety and sense with dramatic r~sult. I'd like to tell
a different kind of lab story, a work in progress, and
one which will have a happy ending if an increasing
number of students grow up remembering more of chemistry
than white powders, colorless liquids and one big bang.
I shall set this story within the realm of the
Computer as Lab Partner Project. This project grew out
of my interest in laboratory learning, an interest which
developed throughout the course of my involvement with
science education: first as a student, then as a teacher,
and finally as a researcher. In the Computer as Lab
Partner Project I had the great good fortune to
collaborate with project members Marcia C. Linn, Doug
Kirkpatrick, Rafi Nachmias, Yael Friedler and John
Layman, and received invaluable assistance from faculty
at the University of California Berkeley and from
researchers at the Technical Education Research Centers

1. Planning and design of an investigation in which the
student predicts results, formulates hypotheses, and
designs procedures;
2. Carrying out the experiment, in which the student
makes decisions about investigative techniques and
manipulates materials and equipment;
3. Observation of particular phenomena; and
4. Analysis, application, and explanation, in which the
student processes data, discusses results, explores
relationships and formulates new questions and
problems.
This set of skills maps very well onto our current idea
of "higher cognitive skills", especially the "procedural
skills cycle" of planning, testing and revising
hypotheses or ideas.
Although the goal of fostering higher cognitive skills
is generally accepted for the laboratory, it is rarely
assessed in either teaching or research (Hofstein &
Lunetta, 1982). A first step toward such assessment
would be an examination of the activities which students
perform in lab. I carried out such an examination in the
course of evaluating a videodisc lab (Davis & Stein,
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Though we were comparing a traditional lab to the
same experiment carried out in a videodisc environment,
it is also interesting to use the observations to compare
an actual lab to the stated goals.
The lab observed was part of an introductory biology
course at a major west coast university. The purpose of
the lab was to measure respiration rate (oxygen
consumption) vs temperature for various organisms to draw
conclusions about the effect of temperature on metabolic
rate. In terms of the Kempa and Ward taxonomy, we
observed:
Planoin~.

Students spent most of the pre-lab time
copying each other's summaries of the purpose and
procedure of the fully-prescribed lab. There was
large-scale inattention to the teaching assistant's
preparatory remarks, most of which concerned the
procedural logistics of the lab. This is consistent with
a cross-cultural study reported by Hitano (1986) which
found that American teachers focus pre-lab discussion
almost exclusively on lab proced~res rather than
concepts.
Testin~.
Testing consisted of the serial execution of
instructions contained in the lab book. When students
did not understand what was meant by an instruction, a
frequent problem, they would seek help from the t.a.
This inefficient procedure resulted in numerous errors,
some injury and equipment breakage, and a large
percentage of off-task time on the part of the students.
Little successful autonomous problem-solving was
observed.
Qbseryation. Due to equipment breakage during the
lab, students were forced to work in groups of 4-5.
Typically, only one student from each group was making
observations, and these were incomplete.

Analysis. When students pooled their data points, the
data presented was incomplete and some data points were

clearly anomalous. There was no discussion or analysis
of the data, students simply copied it into their
notebooks and left the room. The lab was over.
Though admittedly anecdotal, I would argue that this
lab was not atypical, but rather is symptomatic of common
difficulties real-world laboratories face in trying to
promote higher cognitive skills:
1. Students have no input to the design or topic of the
investigation, nor are they required to "follow
along", that is, to give rationales or make
predictions.
2. The lab consists of following instructions, most of
which concern the manipulation of materials.
3. Students rely on the teacher for immediate,
personalized consultation, which is problematic given
the 30:1 student:teacher ratio. Some students
therefore will hazard a solution, "hazard" often being
the operable word.
4. Results are accepted without analysis. For many
students, the goal of the lab is to get the results
from someone else.
So there seems to be a "cognitive gap" between the
expected benefits of lab and the actual experience. The
weakest area in the typical lab are planning and
analysis. But these areas are critical because the
procedural skills cycle is goal-driven. Two powerful
theories of problem solving, Greeno's strategic planning
and Larkin's means-end analysis center around choosing
goals/ends and working toward them. It is no wonder lab
students seem so error-prone since they give little
indication of knowing, in terms of the aims of the
experiment, what it is they're trying to do or why.
I maintain that in a laboratory assignment, students
can be thought to be engaged in a type of problem
solving, The problem posed by a lab activity is really

twofold, and nested:

in order to determine or verify

ranges.
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Instead of spending the lab recording data
s~e

some property of the physical universe ("the conceptual

points for later transformation, the student can

goal") students must carry out an empirical procedure

instantaneous graphic display during the lab of the time
course of a temperature change, or, in another instance,
of the way light intensity falls off with increasing
distance from the source.
The Computer as Lab Partner Project (Stein & Linn,
1984) proposed that microcomputer-based labware may be
useful in directing students' attention back toward the
conceptual goal of the lab by making experimental results
both graphic and immediate. Using the computer to forge
a strong and immediate feedback link between the process
of doing a lab and the analysis of the results might give
students an unprecedented opportunity to keep the
underlying goal of a lab investigation in sight, to
receive and respond to results in terms of that goal, and
to modify experimental procedures accordingly.

("the experiment"). The solution of a laboratory problem
is not simply obtaining valid results, i.e. running the
experiment correctly, but in the final application of
those results to achieve the conceptual goal. If
laboratory experience is to be used as a tool for
conceptual change, the emphasis in lab must shift from
rote procedures to the procedural skills of planning,
testing and revision which underlie all problem solving.
Another environment thought to facilitate the
acquisition of higher cognitive skills is the computer
environment. The active, reproducible science lab is
very like the interactive, precise and consistent
computer learning environment. In addition both
environments can be complex and challenging and can
provide for multiple solutions. Thus both exemplify the
features of cognitive demand identified by one model
(Linn et.al., 1985). The most promising computer
provisions are thought to be the feedback, which is
immediate in both senses of the word !that is, both
instantaneous and direct or striking), and the powerful
representations, which can be flexible, graphic,
real-time and manifold.
These promising features are seen to good advantage in
microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) systems. This is a
relatively new class of labware which is not a
simulation, but integrates traditional lab apparatus with
computer-based data handling. The technology is based on
probes, connected to the computer through an I/0 port,
which record quantities like temperature, light
intensity, or pH. The readings can then be displayed
directly on the computer monitor. One common display
format, shown in Figura 1, is a plot of the probe data
against time onto axes for which the student has selected

an

The Study
The Computer as Lab Partner Project equipped a
suburban middle school science lab with 16 computer
systems running TERC-prototype "heat and temperature"
MBL. A lab-based curriculum emphasizing thermal concepts

was designed and evaluated over a three year period. An
outline of topics covered in the curriculum is given in
Table 1. Four classes of approximately 32 students each
participated per semester.

These classes were all taught

by the same teacher, the head of the science department.
Further details of different aspects of the study can
be found in analyses of students': graphing skills
(Linn, Layman & Nachrnias, in press); subject-matter
achievements (Nachmias & Stein, 1987); perceptions about
computer-presented data (Nachrnias & Linn, 1987); and
problem-solving processes (Stein, 19861 •
The first three analyses listed above proceeded by
written assessments, augmented in some cases by
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semi-structured interviews. To capture students
problem-solving processes, I developed a system of
analyzing audio-recordings of student pairs (dyads)
engaged in carrying out a lab activity. This system
categorizes three types of laboratory episodes:
off-task, empirical, and conceptual. Episodes encompass
statements or actions pertaining to a single goal or a
set of closely-related sub-goals. Episodes are typically
1-10 statements long. Off-task episodes are those in
which students are pursuing goals unrelated to the lab
activity. Empirical episodes are those in which students
are pursuing goals related to the lower-level tasks of
conducting an experiment (locating and setting up
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, recording data points).
Conceptual episodes are those in which students are
pursuing goals directly related to the analysis of
results, or in which students draw conclusions or
inferences at a level which deals with scientific
("It's going to boil soon because the curve
principles.
is levelling off" is an example of a "conceptual"
statement; "The temperature is 75 degrees" is an example
of an "empirical" statement.) Randomly selected student
dyads were recorded in three different semesters during
three different substudies: Dissertation Study 1 (Stein,
1987) N = 20 dyads; Dissertation Study 2 (Stein, 1987) N
= 15 dyads; Lab Modality Comparison (Stein, Nachmias &
Friedler, in preparation) N = 15 dyads. These detailed
recordings were all made during lab activities in which
students were investigating phase change (or "change of
state") phenomena: boiling point of water; boiling point
of alcohol; effect of volume on boiling point and
time-to-boiling; freezing point of paradichlorobenzene.
This data can therefore serve to shed light students'
conceptions of change of state and the ways in which they

interact with MBL features, curricular provisions and
student processes.

Results and Discussion
In striving to make lab activities more conceptual,
one consideration is the proportion of lab time students
spend in the three categories of lab episode (empirical,
conceptual and off-task) . These results are shown in
Table 2 for Dissertation Study 1. The most striking
result is the very low off-task time. It is difficult to
know if the conceptual time represents the hypothesized
gain due to MBL feedback unless a comparison study is
conducted. The results of such a study are shown in
Table 3. The comparison indicates that students
carrying out the lab activity using MBL were on-task
significantly more often than their counterparts who were
using thermometers to perform the same activity. There
is no significant difference between the groups in
proportion of conceptual episodes, though the incidence
of such episodes is very low overall.
The nature of student discussion during the episodes
reveals more about the factors which lead to successful
laboratory learning. Students using MBL consistently
spend very little time off-task. In the comparison
study, for instance, MBL students set to work much more
quickly than the students using thermometers. The
computer system may provide a familiar substrate for
carrying out a lab, a point of attachment. The start-up
routine is constant and familiar: boot the disks, select
a menu section, set graph parameters. In addition, it is
clear that, having been introduced to manual data
collection in the first weeks of the class, the students
overwhelmingly appreciate the ease-of-use of the MBL
system. Off-task time in the thermometer condition seems
triggered by the procedural uncertainty that presaged
off-task episodes in the college biology lab.
Interestingly, MBL students ask the same number of
procedural questions as students using thermometers but
seem better able to persist on task. In one taped

example, two students are having trouble calibrating
their probes. The only computer feedback they receive
are cryptic messages like: "error in 1107", yet the
students try again and again (4 times in all) to
calibrate without seeking help from the teacher.
Eventually they succeed and go on to finish the lab.
If empirical procedures still occupy the bulk of
student time and attention during MBL labs, at least the
vast majority (80-95%) of students have good data to show
for their efforts. One MBL feature which seems to
contribute to this is the fact that students can see not
only their own results displayed graphically, but those
of the rest of the class as well. It is clear from the
tapes that students monitor each others progress and
results closely and remediate problems cooperatively,
usually without seeking the teacher's help. This level
of success is a very positive result. Since we dealt
with all of the eighth graders at this school, all of the
eighth graders experienced consistent success in physical
science labs. And in terms of ultimate success, you
can't reach the conceptual goals without valid data.
It is equally clear that obtaining valid data does not
guarantee conceptual success. Many students retained
confusions about change of state, even after six
experiments. Common conceptions were:
1. Boiling begins when you see the first bubbles in the

liquid
2. The same substance can boil at many different
temperatures in the lab (i.e., at constant pressure)
3. Boiling point is the time it takes something to boil
4. If you heat something hotter or faster it will boil at
a higher temperature
5. Everything boils at 100°C
6. Everything freezes at 0°C (therefore, if it isn't
cold, it isn't frozen)

Students did show cognitive gains in some areas.
The
common graph shapes for boiling substances clearly became
a sort of "template". Students could both recognize a
correct boiling curve shape, and predict the shape of
their boiling curves before and during an experiment.
However, as Nachmias and Linn (1987) showed, substantial
numbers of students would accept as correct a graph of
appropriate shape but inappropriate boiling point (water
boiling at 70°C, for example). Student's also recogniz•
the plateau in cooling paradichlorobenzene as it's
freezing (or solidification) point.
As might be expected, students were not able to reason
spontaneously from the shape of phase change curves to
the mechanisms underlying them. Even with instructional
help in the form of conceptual-level post-lab discussion,
few students could link boiling and freezing to the more
generalized idea of change of state, or to notions of
molecular motion or energy. In other words, students
gain a certain phenomenological notion of boiling ("it's
boiling when the curve is flat"; "if the curve is flat,
it's boiling") which is disconnected from the argument of
chemistry.

Toward a Model or Laboratory Learninq
In order to succeed in solving both the empirical and
conceptual problems of a lab activity, it seems as though
there are necessary levels of integration. First, the
experimental phenomena must be integrated with the data:
appropriate observations must be taken, graphs must be
correctly labelled. MBL users are prone to fail here if
they do not label their curves when recording from more
than one probe (this should become a function which the
system prompts for). Then the data must be integrated
with the variables of interest. In our typical case of
two curves, the student must be able to differentiate
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them meaningfully ("the smaller volume boiled first";
"the water bath cooled normally but the
paradichlorobenzene stopped cooling around 50°C for a fe~
minutes") . In general, students were very well able to
interpret their graphs, but they sometimes failed to
notice significant features. In the paradichlorobenzene
experiment, students asked to describe the difference
between the curves (paradichlorobenzene a1:d its water
bath) concentrated on the first moments when the probes
and vessels were equilibrating and failed to make sense
of any subsequent questions. Finally, the variables of
interest must be integrated with scientific principles.
What does it mean that different volumes boiled at the
same temperature? Why is a boiling curve flat?
several instructional provisions in Dissertation Study
2 helped to move students along these levels of
integration. The first was giving students a structured
observation sheet to fill out during the lab. This
produced the lowest level of off-task behavior measured,
and helped students link the apparatus to the
time-temperature graph unfolding on their screen. A more
elegant solution would be a facility for on-screen
notation within the MBL system. The second was having
students compose their answers to post-lab questions on a
word processor. In addition to the draw of computers and
the ease of revision, a more subtle mechanism may have
been a transformation in the nature of the task: at a
keyboard, the shared task became framing the answer
rather than writing it down. The third provision which
produced a higher level of conceptual answers was parsing
the post-lab questions into smaller steps (Figure 2).
Students laughed when they read question Sa ("What do you
have to do to keep something hotter than room
temperature?") thinking it ridiculously obvious. But for
the next question, about what must have been happening at
the plateau, almost all the answers made a certain amount

of sense ("It must have been heating itself up"), whereas
without the leading question none of the conclusions
dwelt on the anomaly of something remaining at 50°C in a
20°C room.
Student interactions also seem to play a role in the
success of grasping the conceptual point of the lab. On
a second pass through the "empirical" episodes, there
appeared to be two different sorts of empirical question.
One is an "orienting" question of the "where are the
matches?" or "what are we supposed to do?" sort. The
other, while concerning a matter of procedure, is more of
an attempt to understand or think along with the lab, and
is really more of a "why" question than a "what now?"
question. Recorded examples of this "constructive"
empirical thinking in the phase change labs concern
boiling chips (what do they do? what are they made of?
what happens if you put them in the wrong place?) or the
water bath (what effect does it have?) or the variables
of interest (are both volumes supposed to be the same,
no, that wouldn't make any sense). Pairs of students who
engage in more of this thinking-along with the lab
procedures also tend to be more successful at drawing
conceptual-level conclusions.
By attempting to chart where and how higher cognitive
skills are engaged by laboratory activities, I am working
toward a model of laboratory learning that can be used to
facilitate conceptual change in classrooms of the
not-too-distant future.
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Tbe Computer as Lab Partner

tt LAB ACTIVITIES
Scientific Reasoning Skills

10

Introduction to MBL

8

Calibration

2

Graphing Skills

4

Graphing Temperature: Cooling and Heating

12

Table 3: Minutes of student lab time spent in three types
of pursuit: Empirical, Conceptual, and Off-Task.
Student scores were formed by an actual count of
audio-recorded episodes.

Group:

Boiling and Change of Phase

(N=7

dyads)

Thermometer
(N=B dyads)

Group Comparison
(Mann-Whitney)

Episode Category:

4

Factors Involved in Heat Flow

MaL

Empi deal
84.5
of Time
Mean (minutes) 29.6
(Std. Dev.)
(4. 4)

'

66.6

p

(3.3)

6

Cooc:eptJJal
Measuring Heat Energy

4

Energy and Society

% of Time
Mean (minutes)
(Std. Dev.)

4

Table 1. An outline of topic:8 oovered In the 18·week Computer as Lab Partner curriculum.
The number of lab acllviUes perfonned in each topic area Ia shown.

TYPE OF EPISODE

%OF TOTAL LAB

COGNITIVE

10.3

EMPIRICAL

88.2

OFF·TASK

0.001

17.8

TIME

1.5

Table 2. Cumulative relative percent of student lab time spent In three rypes of pursuit
Cognillve episodes Involve explicit use of scientific principles during a lab ac:llvily; Empirical
episodes deal with the mechanics of carrying out a lab ac:tivily. and Off· task episodes bore no
relevance to the lab activity. Time spent in each kind of episode were summed across the 20
dyads reoorded, 1 total of 843 minutes of lab time.

3.5

5.0

1.2

1.4

p

..

0.40

p

=

0.005

7)

(0. B)

(Q.

12.1
4.2
(1. 4)

28.4

Qff-Iask.
% of Time
Mean (minutes)
(Std.Dev.)

8.0
(2. 4)

."
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Figure2:
Lab Report: Cooling of Paradichlorobanzana
Use the Appleworks word processor to answer the following
questions about the lab in which you examined the changes
in paradichlorobenzene as it cooled .
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Discussion Questions:
la How did the appearance of the paradichlorobenzene change?
lb Did you observe a change of state? Describe it.
2a How did the appearance of the paradichlorobenzene relate
to the graph shape? That is, did the shape of the graph
change when the physical appearance changed, and if so,
how?
Compare the cooling curve of paradichlorobenzene to the
cooling curve of the water bath:
3a How are the two curves similar?
3b How are the two curves different?
3c Explain what happened at around 50°C that makes the
curves look different there.
4a Describe the change of state that happens when water
boils.
(When water boils it changes from a
to
a

4c

~lll

Sa

lii·!
~~-~-~

~~t!j

5

l

:1

.)

4b Describe what the temperature curve looks like during

.5 if=

!

____

Sb

Sc

boiling .
What is the similarity between observing water at 100°C
and observing paradichlorobenzene at 50°C?
We know that normally things cool down or heat up until
they reach room temperature. If you want to keep
something hotter than room temperature, what do you have
to do?
What must have been happening to the paradichlorobenzene
to keep it at 50°C, which is a lot hotter than room
temperature?
Since heat is a form of energy, can you draw a conclusion
about the role energy plays when a substance changes
state?
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TRANSIENT ELECTRICAL PROCESSES AS RESOURCES FOR

This situation suggests

CAUSAL REASONING

explore

this

morning:

the

issue

I

would

like

To what extent is the robustness of

alternative conceptions about steady states due to
opportunities

for

relationships?

Melvin S. Steinberg

to

non-formal

lack

of

reasoning about cause-effect

To what extent might teaching strategies

be

modified to provide more productive opportunities?

Physics Department, Smith College
Northampton, HA 01063, U.S.A.

I suggest that misconceptions about steady
sustained

in

part

states

are

by the fact that these states retain no

memory of the physical events which brought them into being.
Their

history-independent

character

they

are

deficient

in

information

cause-effect relationships.
instruction

tends

to

employ

steady

states

evidence

In the

will feel little pressure to abandon
served

domains

Mechanics

Hotion of objects at constant velocity

Electricity

Circuit operation at constant current

enough.

First

of

all,

approach

seem

Transient processes are much
they

processes.

reasonable

Secondly,

they

are easier to observe in the laboratory.
There is, however, another reality which must be
into account in the design of instruction.
students' initial beliefs about steady
quite

different

tend

to

be

from the conceptions taught by physicists.

Their alternative conceptions
electricity (4-7]

taken

The fact is that

states

are

in

mechanics (1-3]

tenacious

enough

instruction at the high school or college level.

to

transform

initial

doing so they exhibit

steady states have simpler formal

descriptions than do transient

the underlying
of

compelling

intuitions

that

have

abstract

models

favored by physicists,

STEADY STATE

The motives for adopting such an

because

them well in the past and little motivation to enter

the struggle required to make sense of the

of experience:

states

favoring the physicists' interpretations, students

rather than transient processes as starting points for model
Here are some familiar examples from two

about
absence

building.

DOMAIN

steady

iuherently susceptible to multiple interpretations,

INTRODUCTION

Physics

makes

and

in

survive

more

revealing,

because

steady states into final ones.

~ ~

~

human-like pushing and shoving.

~

role

In

doing

Because of this "operative"

aspect of phenomena, as Piaget would call it, it seems to me
that

observation

of

transient

processes

offers

a

more

hopeful basis for stimulating causal reasoning. [B]
The implications for
straightforward:
articulate their
(b)

Then

transient
initial

(a)

behavior

conviction,

and

of

encourage

about
in

make•

aware

them

in
may

instruction

are

students

to

steady-state

experiments

relationship.

intuitions

design

First.

intuitions

provide

cause-effect

the

which

Students

of

behavior.

observation
the

underlying

will then find their

discord

with

a

newly

come

see

more

merit

to

of

physicists' interpretation of the steady states,

formed
in

the

This prognosis is horn out by research on the
of

Newton's

First

Law,

characterized by motion
successful

attack

I

which
at

am

deals

constant
aware

Minstrel!, [9)

whose

approach

on
in

is

causes

constant

velocity.

this
as

domain

follows:
a

Then

(b)

The

through

the

ammeter and resistors in the following circuit

after the switch is closed.

only

the very resilient

students articulate their intuition that

experiments on motion under constant

steady states

velocity.

of

motion-implies-force misconception

with

teaching

constant

have

force

is

by

R

3R

3R

R

(a) Have

them

force
perform

supplied

a

by

weight and a tawing string.
The observation of transient behavior characterized
accelerating

motion

led

understanding that a
The

velocity.

Minstrell's

constant

initial

net

intuition

class discussion, and substantially
most

important

from

crucial

was

causes

the

changing

then reexamined in

overcome.

What

non-formal

observation

for

enabling

steady-state data in

of

the

e~pert

causal
a

seems

reasoning

transient

students

to

which

process

These students had already

by

to

here, in terms of transfer to other domains

of experience, is that
developed

force

students

was

reinterpret

quantitative

they

would

want

experimenting
to

promote

that

with transient phenomena also has the ability
conceptual

change

in

this

domain.

[10]

The

balance of my presentation will report on efforts to develop
instructional materials and methods

for

investigating

however,

in

discuss

there

appeared

the

ways

instead

physical

was

an

intense

.! .!!.!!.

~

final

was

fast

steady-state

transient

surprise,
interest in

I suspect that
which

fact that we

steady

clarified

state
by

essential

behavior are hidden in the

processes

the

yearning

surfaced

were

provide the usual
sequential

way

to

deal

with

problema

circuits began some
physics

course.

methods, I

asked

years

ago

of

a

comprehension of electric
in

a

first

year

college

In

a group discussion of problem solving

my

students

to

determine

the

current

until

non-formal

that

precede

dealing

in

the

for

qualitative

comfort

paths.

with

a

because

Whatever

causal

this instance was due to the
bridge

circuit.

circuits of this type, sequential reasoning [5,11]

My interest in capacitor-controlled lamp lighting as

.!!!!!,

steady

The group preferred

establishment of steady states.

reasoning

TRANSIENT LAMP LIGHTING

that

of calculating the new

There was a clear sense that insights

understanding

extremely

origin

of

did~

that

considerable

switch is closed or opened.

its

principles

expectation

To my

to avoid formal analysis of the

for

using
problems

my

understanding how the circuit gets
after

two

types of transient electrical processes.

to

steady-state current values.

reasoning.
My classroom experience with electricity suggests

been

analysis

introduce parameter changes, and

after

terms.

circuit

there

light

may

are
be

For

does not

no

obvious

shed

on this

speculation by future research, the experience drove home to
me

the

point

that

experiments

~n

transient

processes

initiated by parameter changes offer important opportunities
for studying the current driving mechanism.
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The hidden insights which my students suspected can
brought

to

lisht

by

noting

that the

~

resistor constitute a capacitor connected in
it.

The

"strayw

rest

of

the

capacitor,

simultaneously
effect,

attached to a
parallel

while

charges

the

on

wires

the

drive a three stage feedback cycle.
and

with

circuit exchanges charge with this

diagra. that cycle by drawing an arrow from
its

be

each

I shall
cause

to

shall note the circuit property mediating

that

current

is

driven

through

resistors

by

potentiAl

differences caused by the presence of excess charge
connecting

wires.

exhibited

below,

charge-voltage

As

they

aware

on

the

illustrated in the ammended diagram
will

then

have

no

evidence

of

causality and could easily fail to grasp the

causal relationship of voltage to

current.

They

be

will

only of batteries as causes and steady-state currents

as effects.

each effect by capacitance C or resistance R:

l

mechanism, which is required to make sense of the conception

Thus, there will be nothing in their experience

to disconfirm their initial beliefs in (a) battery origin of

l

New
Change a ___.,CHARGE---.VOLTAGE---+CURRENT---+
circuit
C
R
steady-state
parameter
current

current, (b) consumption of current

in

resistors

and

(c)

sequential reasoning.

oE

Connect/---+
remove a
battery

New
steady-state
current

---:)>

The feedback cycle for each resistor commences whenever
a

change

of

circuit

parameter

unbalances

the

previous

electrostatic equilibrium with the rest of the circuit.
cycle

repeats

until the current through every resistor has

reached a new steady state.
1.

The three stages are:

Charge-voltage causality

connecting

The

wires

cause

a

The

potential

Voltage-current

difference

between

the

causality

charges

on

difference,

The

the

whose

resistor

potential

wires drives a current through the

Current-charge feedback -- The current through
alters

the

charges

the

on the wires, which leads to

students'

experience

clear

picture

of

the

batteries

parameter

perception.

They

will

changes
be

are

unable

too
to

fast

for

and

of

charge-voltage

with

concentrated.
out

the

of

human

causality

by

capacitors

light bulbs.

into
circuits
of
The presence of the capacitors

builds awareness of this causal relationship
visualizable

sites

where

The enormous capacitance

by

presenting

excess charge is

needed

to

stretch

time scale of transient lamp lighting for purposes
perception,

combined

with

available by recent advances in capacitor
can

now

the

user-friendly

way
human

grasp the feedback

technology.

One

obtain up to one whole farad in a compact nonpolar

unit, and up to .025 farad with the

additional

feature

of

eztremely low equivalent aeries resistance. [13]

My preferred way of introducing this approach, which

will be distorted when the transients

initiated by

awareness
intentional

aims

packaging required for instruction of novices, has been made

further charge exchange with the rest of the circuit.
The diagram above gives a

foster

students

resistor, with magnitude determined by the resistance.
3.

to

introducing

magnitude is determined by the capacitance of the wires.
2.

A new electricity curriculum that I am developing

shall

now

demonstrate.

is

by

I

charging and discharging a

capacitor through light bulbs connected to both aides of the

capacitor.

The

To investigate this crucial issue. I'll place a

circuit of choice uses a 4.5 volt battery,

114 light bulbs (about 10 ohms) and a .025 farad capacitor.

battery

series with

in

the

second

original one after capacitor

charging caused by the first battery has reached completion.
The

observation

of renewed transient lamp lighting reveals

that the moving substance is compressible.
both

batteries and reconnect the wires.

I'll then remove
The observation of

enhanced lamp brightness during the discharging that follaws
suggests that the compression is reversible.
DISCHARGING

CHARGING

The observation of bulb
which

is

~

at

the

lighting with
site

this

of the capacitor, provides

evidence favoring a circuitally-directed flow
clashing-currents

flaw.

the

this

left

above,

As
flow

circuit,

pattern

aver

illustrated in the diagram at
pattern

requires

that

the

K> RE CliARG ING

direction-of-flow arrows for charging point outward from one
of the capacitor plates.
substance

Thus it implies

that

the

+

moving

+

is a normal constituent of the passive conducting

matter of which capacitor plates are made -- something
does not originate only in batteries.
it will be useful to introduce +/-

that

This insight suggests

notation

with

Benjamin

Franklin's original meanings: [ 14]
ENHANCED BRIGHTNESS

(+) means more than the normal BIIIOUnt

(-) means less than the normal amount

Reversible compressibility suggests to many
The

observation

discharging

when

that

the

bulbs

light

ths capacitor and then J:!U&hea

i!!!!!

an

excess

8111ount

taward the plate containins a deficit
Rut what makes it so back?

becomes

~

Plainly. the displaced substance is
containing

during

there is no battery in the circuit

leads students to intuit that something

plate

up

stored

in

through the bulbs.

pushed

away

from

the

labelled (+) and back
8111ount

labelled(-).

people

an

It also
~ .!!!2.!!!! of the mobile substance.
suggests the ezistence of a l!ressure-lilul condition in that

elastic
fluid.

The

analogy

with

air

pressure leads students to

intuit that this "electric pressure", as they like
it,

is

is depleted.
one

type

This model eqyisions contact forces

of charge.

call

and

only

The concreteneas of the pressure-like

conception of electric potential makes that
early-on

to

HIGH where the fluid is compressed and LOW where it

for effective causal reasoning.

course be generalized later

on

to

idea

available

The model must of

include

two

types

of
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charge,

distant

effects

due

to that charge, and electric

potential as a field which can exist in empty space.
Before
however,

it

presence of
~

embarking
is

on

a

important

process
to

provide

compressed/depleted

of an operating circuit.

generalization,

of

evidence

mobile

substance

for

the

in

the

As a preliminary experiment,

FINAL STEADY STATE:

one might first short-circuit
the
middle
of
three
series-connected light bulbs and then remove the shorting
wire.

The resulting fast transient process yields

Middle bulb is on.

dramatic

The "pressure" in a wire

should

results if the middle lamp has high resistance and the other

when

two have low resistance.

and it should decrease when there is

I use #48

lamps

(about

40 ohms)

for the former and #14's for the latter.

coming

The diagrams below indicate how one might
the

experiment

if

there

compression/depletion in the
resistance

lamp

is

reasoning

is

think

already

about

belief

connecting wires.

The

in
high

labelled H and the low resistance ones

are labelled L in these diagrams.
causal

is

The

starting

point

for

the fact that the current through the

left and right lamps bypasses the middle lamp as long as the
shorting

wire

is in place.

of

(=

potential) changes

in

the

in.

current

The

perception

Pressure rises
at left of
middle bulb
since inflow
exceeds outflow

Pressure falls
at right of
middle bulb
since outflow
exceeds inflow

out

than

through

the

three

imbalance

lamps.

Abstract

that

this

situated

feedback

farther

upstream,

is occurring provides

effective evidence against sequential reasoning.
Of course, students will probably
that

there

is

substance in

Shorting
wire

values

influence events in components

silent

that changes the amount of current through all three lamps.

going

conceptual feedback is accompanied by spatially visuslizable
feedback, in which events in downstream circuit components

removed, and thereby initiate a transient

process

more

Therefore, the changes illustrated in the upper

wires connected to the middle lamp when the shorting wire is
feedback

increase

is more mobile substance entering than leaving,

right diagram above should continually reduce the

The charge transported by this

current will cause "pressure"

there

continually

on

more/less

the

~

find it

credible

than the norm'al amount of mobile

connecting wires.

Most

textbooks

are

this issue, and it is a source of confusion even

for experienced teachers.

The way out is to

have

students

perform a modified version of the above experiment:

Replace

the shorting wire with an initially uncharged capacitor that
has

enough

capacitance

drastically.

to slow the transient process down

I use a 1.0 farad or a .47 farad capacitor.

Adding such a capacitor in
lamp

can

be

thought

of

parallel

with

the

aa adding a vexy large

~

to the wires connected to that

will

agree

that a very large

~

la.p.

middle

~

Most

of

students

of charge must then be

transferred in order to drive the •pressure• up to the final
INITIAL STEADY STATE:

Middle bulb is off.

TRANSIENT IN PROORESS:

Pressure values shift.

HIGH

value in one mass of extra metal and down to the final

LOW value in the other.

The transient changes that

I

have

described

.!!!!!·

above

That

should then require a very larse

would

iuvestigated

explain

a

on

perception.

why

time

they

scale

can

~

£[

removes

now

be

achieved.

only

appropriate

Here is what one observes over

for

the

human

course

the

batte;y

the

final

of
HIGH +
+

- LOW

+

BUT THEN The pressure difference
across the middle lamp
becomes great enough to
drive enough current to
cause some lighting.

Feedback ceases when the
bulb

increases

current

through

two decreases -- to the point of equality.
is

characterized

the

middle

-- and the current through the other

by

current

continuity

series-connected components, no matter how
may

be.

The final steady
through

disparate

all
their

resistance

values

"pressure•

difference

must

resistance

lamp

across the others, in order to drive

than

the same current through
satisfying

non-formal

Note the requirement that more
accumulate

all

of

across

them.

axplanation

the

This

of

the

high

provides
principle

BA'l"I'ERY REMlVED

What drives current through the middle bulb when

is

no

capacitor

connected

across

HIGH/LOW pressure difference in the
bulb.

lizht

-LOW

-LOW

FINAL STEADY STATE
WHILE -There isn't yet enough
compression/depletion
to cause s significant
pressure difference in
the capacitor plates.

is

state

The bulb across which the capacitor is connected

HIGH +

FOR A

steady

sbould then remain ON while the other two bulbs turn OFF.

tens of seconds:
HIGH +

after

This

it?

!!!!!

there

It has to be the
connected

to

the

be hard to think about, because only !!!r

can

~

charge need be compressed or depleted in a

metal

as small as a wire in order to drive the pressure way

up or way down.

the

charging

To make the point, it is useful
time

nearly

to

piece
to

reduce

imperceptibility by using a

series of smaller capacitance values -- say, .025 farad
.005 farad.

of

and

One can then imagine replacement with even less

capacitance, until the only "capacitor• in parallel with the
middle lamp is the pair of wires connected directly to it.

a
of

The failure of the highly intuitive elastic fluid model
embodying

steady-state voltage division.

contact

forces

and a single type of charge, and

the need for a more abstract model with action-at-a-distance

If the •pressure" values in the capacitor
aziat

in

the

wires

connected

to

the

removing the capacitor from the circuit
is

achieved

prediction
capacitor

should
is

easily

should

have

no

effect

verified.

The

plates

also

middle lamp. then
after

on

forces

exerted

by two types of charge, can be demonstrated

vith a circuit using the following alternative components:

steady-state

the bulbs.

presence

of

This
the

have a pronounced effect, however, if one

Battery -- several hundred volta (photoflash)
Light bulbs -- A9A (formerly Ne-2E) Neon lamps
Capacitor -- hand-held plates with plastic wrap
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I shall have time only for a very brief account.
The compressed air analogy predicts that
happen

when

the

the magnetic

!!!!

nothing

capacitor plates are brought together and
But the Neon lamps are in

when they are p ull e d apa rt •

fact

observed

to glow (transiently) when the plates are moved to

and fro.

This experiment demands that the initial model

electrical

causality

of

be generalized to account for distant

--- --- ----

as well as local action.

-

are

to

E£!h

active

to

of

the

redefine

~

type

A simple concept that

works

the (+) and (-) symbols as now designating

sites where there are excesses of charges of "positive"
"negative•

and

type, respectively. with negative charge causing

effects opposite to those of positive charge.
Experimenting with capacitor-controlled
has

demonstrated

the

students' belief in
consumption

of

There is

nothing

process of magnetic field production. and
that

this

electric

induction.

field

Textbooks

is

nothing

crucial

ability

(a)

current

to

battery
in

reduce the incidence of
origin

resistors
to

of
and

reasoning. [10]

I shall now

turn

electromagnetic

transients

in

approach I shall

exhibit

recommended

is

lighting

a

electric

current,

typically

consideration

of

circuits.

The

for

college-age

students at the beginning of instruction in magnetic effects
of electric currents.

to

hint

state

that

a

changing

magnetic field causes electromagnetic induction. and many of
them go on to say something like "a changing magnetic
causes
it's

an

electric field".

not

very

surprising

field

These purported causes are not
that

students

model,

and

have difficulty

reasoning with them. [15]
It is plausible causal reasoning. however,
that

the

magnetostatic

by

turning on the current.
its

being

imagine

is

initiated

The stationary character of the

magnetic field as normally observed can then
to

to

field coupled to a current-bearing

wire was created by a radiative process which

be

attributed

a nonpropagating suP!rposition of waves that
a

circuit.

The

apparent instantaneity of formation can be attributed to a
very high speed of wave propagation.

(b)

(c) sequential

their

to electromagnetic

originate at spatially separated parts of
lamp

in

e:rperience about the causal role of an electric field in the

of

that it is not just a place

matter

where active matter is absent.
is

sides

observed to light up simultaneously suggests

that the plate marked (-) is the site of a
electrically

into being.

described in the context of a non-formal causal

The fact that lamps connected
capacitor

~

It isn't possible to slow down the transient process in
this

case,

One can,

because the waves travel at the speed of light.

however,

create

production is
emitted waves

indeed
are

magnetic. [16]

It

a

awareness
radiative

electromagnetic
is

only

that

magnetic

process

and

rather

than

necessary

electromagnet one is investigating near

a

field

that the
purely

to place the
radio receiver.

I'll use a simple coil of wire and a transistor radio.

MAGNETIC FIELD PRODUCTION
The transient process that produces

Most people
a

magnetic

field

when current is turned on in an electric circuit is also too
fast for human perception.

The result is that students have

no way to think non-formally about the mechanism

!h!!

brings

are

conditioned

to

regard

a

radio

as

responding to "waves" that travel to it from somewhere else.
The coil of wire is the obvious source of these waves.
experiment

The

makes it plain that the envisioned wave emission

occurs only when the current is turned on or off -- that is,
only when charge is accelerating.

What is the structure of the emitted
the

final

purely

magnetic

observes in the laboratory.
of

that

field

that

one

The "right hand rule" structure

so

as

The

electric

field

should

be

to transfer energy from the circuit to the

field, which means that the field

at

the

wire

should

be

directed opposite to the turned-on current.
that

waves emitted by accelerating charge in the

step-shaped

right hand rule of magnetostatics.

radiated

from

clarity

of

current

in

each

The acceleration of source

occurs when the current is turned on initiates
away

field

propagating

The first

diagram

shows

the

waves

independently, with E oriented opposite to K at

the site of enission (arrows up or down) and B pointing into

The direction of the magnetic field (B) relative to

waves

that

successive times (t).

between

electromagnetic

the

in both normal directions from both current sheets.

shows

this

To obtain

emission of electromagnetic plane waves that propagate

transfer from circuit to field.

exhibits

idealized

fronts for the electromagnetic waves that

held constant by external means.

should be opposite to the current, to ensure energy

below

an

sheet be turned on suddenly to a value K which is thereafter

the

diagram

wave

originate at these sheet sources, let the

The direction of the electric field (E) at the wire

the source current should be in accordance with the

The

by

production by exhibiting the state of superposition at three

The wave velocity (c) should be directed normally
from the sources of the wave,

**

production

The following diagrams illustrate the process of

outward from the wire, so that propagation is away

**

field

current in opposite directions,

magnet wire will have the following local structure:

**

consider

"circuit" consisting of two such current sheets carrying tha

charge

There are then plausible grounds for anticipating
electromagnetic

Now,

Consider

field suggests the local direction of the magnetic

field carried by the wave.
directed

steady-state

waves?

paper

for

a turned-on infinite

current sheet bearing uniform surface current density K.

out

superposition
the

(crosses
of

interference

current
of

or dots).

waves

interference of electric
magnetic

advancing

sheets,
fields

with
and

fields.

The second diagram
into

sheets

is

completed

exterior space has begun.
the

the

total

maximum

apace

destructive
constructive

The third diagram shows

the situation after superposition in the space
current

structure

or

and

between

superposition

Three important events

in
occur

the
the
at

moment that waves travelling through the interior apace

reach the other side of the "circuit":
l. The electric field strength at the current sheets
drops to zero, with the consequence that there is
no further transfer of energy to the waves.
2. The interior space becomes uniformly filled with
a purely magnetic field which thereafter remains
statically coupled to tha current sheets.
3. Total destructive interference with the exterior
waves creates a pulse of speed-c electromagnetic
radiation having the same width as the circuit.

It is the electric field of this radiation that is

detected

that production of electromagnetic radiation is predicted to
be

by the radio receiver.

an

inevitable

accompaniment

of

magnetostatic

field

production. The role of the electric field in this process
provides a vivid exemplification of Lenz's law, and reveals
the causal mechanism of electromagnetic induction.
a

~

K

The causality diagram
exhibits

l:j:

.I l

•

added

,. . . .. ...
..
..
. . ·r

1·1:

a

that

irreversible

field

to

another.

, .,

that

for

There ia. however. the
of

steady-state

radiation
magnetic

The detection of that radiation is what
construct

field production process without having !2

. ..
. ..
. . . .,

production

to

emission

one

makes it possible for students to

a

... .

feature

field

similar

structure

accompanies the transition from

K

~

K

magnetic

electrostatically driven transients.

..

a

feedback

a

for

the
it

~

transient
~

to a

time scale suitable for human perception.
Turn
current____. WAVES~ WAVES ____. WAVES____. Magnetostatic
on/off
EMITTED
PROPAGATE
SUPERPOSE
field

K

d

a

~

K

.,.

. ... .

..
..

..,.,.,.,.,.
. . "' . .
. . ... .
. . ....
"'

Radiation field

..
..

. . .. . .. .

This

K
~

~

causality

magnetic

effects

diagram
of

shows

currents

how
is

experience

distorted

electromagnetic radiation caused by turning
off
The

field

progressive

production

superposition

process
diagrams

represented
provides

qualitative explanation of the origin of
field

of

a turned-on current source.

the

in

these

a compelling
magnetostatic

The diagrams make it

clear that a radiated electric field is very

much

involved

the production of a purely magnetic field, and they shaw

is

not detected by a radio receiver.

with

when

current

on

the
or

Students will be

unable to grasp the feedback mechanism. which is required to
make

sense

of

the

conception

produced by a radiative process
auperposition.

that
which

magnetic
is

fields are

self-limited

by

They will then have no evidence of the role

of an electric field in this process, and will be unable

to

construct

of

a

satisfactory

electromagnetic induction.

I have

causal

explanatioD

anecdotal

evidence

for

1!

the ability of the radio detection experiment and subsequent

5.

discussion

of

Electrocinetique, doctoral dissertation, University of Paris

students'

intuitions

the

field
in

production
this

process

area,

but

to

have

improve
not

yet

VII (1983).

6.
CONCLUDING R.EMA.RKS
Transient processes appear on
a

about

steady states.

theoretical
overcoming

grounds

to

important

Sequentiel

work

will

en

la

eventually

Melvin S.

Steinberg, "Reinventing Electricity," in Hugh

experience

!h!

Proceedings~

Seminar

Misconceptions

Ithaca, NY:

Cornell University (1983).

in

Science

International
Mathematics.

and

misconceptions

Minstrell's classroom experience with

accelerating motion, and my own

this

Helm and Joseph Novak eds.,

clear advantage over steady states as resources for

stimulating causal reasoning and

I hope

Raisonnement

become available in English.

accumulated quantitative evidence.

have

Jean-Louis Closset,

with

transient

lamp lighting and magnetic field production, provide support

7.

David P.

Maloney, "Rule-Governed Physics-- Current

a Series Circuit," Physics

Education~.

in

360 (1986).

for this view.
8.

By "causal reasoning" I mean

involves

attributing

behavior to
discussed
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The learner has to contend with previous

knowledge and experiences, including those from outside his
classroom, in addition to the new experiences and knowledge
from the physics classroom.
Studies by Laurilland (1979) suggest another facet in
the students' problems in learning.

Laurilland had studied

what she defines as the "learning style" of the student, that

Introduction
The past years has seen much curriculum reforms and

is the way students think about the subject matter and the

developments. Despite this tremedous efforts much problems

strategies of students, the way students approached the task

remains with science teaching. Conferences on misconceptions

of learning. The major conclusions she has made is that

in science learning, like this one, show now and again that

students' styles and strategies are context-dependent. The

the problem of helping students understand the concepts of

context consists of the nature of the subject matter and

science in the enviroment of our schools still needs much

students' perceptions of what teaching provides them.

thought.

studies among others, suggest two important factors in

Studies of misconceptions in learning science indicate
two sources of children's problems

In a study of

learning in the classroom: the previous •everyday•
of the students and their learning styles.

These

knowledge

Learning and

misconceptions in School Thermodynamics, (Johnstone & others,

learners are complex and active individuals in a learning

1977), it was suggested that what happened in learning

situation.

thermodynamics in upper grades depended upon what was taught

active individuals influence the learning or understanding

in the lower grades. Students, when presented with a new

they obtain from the classroom and equally, to what extent do

A question arises:

To what extent do these

idea, treated it in three possible ways. They either

these classroom events and situations influence the students

compartmentalized what they had learned, (i.e., they did not

understanding?

incorporate the new idea with that they knew); or they

How can we help our teachers?

Uhat are learners doing in the classroom?

attempted to attach the new idea to existing knowledge, but

Today, for most teachers, the science classroom have

made the wrong connections; or else they would incorporate

changed from the "traditional didatic" classroom to one where

the new knowledge correctly into prior knowledge, and apply

there is at least some student activity part of the time if

clear understanding to the new concept. Misconceptions

not most of the time.

This is due to the changes made in

happened in the second case. Solomon (1983), in her study,

curriculum in the sixties and seventies.(PSSC, Earth Science,

indicated that one source of problems in children's

THe Nuffield Sciences in England, the Intergrated Sciences in

misconceptions is that many scientific terms have everyday

Scotland, and Intergrated Sciences and Modern Physics,

meanings which then become "conceptual traps". Her

Chemistry and Biology in Malaysia.)

conclusions were that the ability to discriminate between the

classroom experiences have now increased. There is not only

Therefore students

two domains of knowledge, "everyday meanings" and "physics

content to deal with, but the experiences from experiments

meanings" plays an important role in success in school

and their interpretations.

physics.

themselves the product of this "activity• curriculum.

Vhat Solomon is suggesting, then, is that the

Some of the teachers are
Recent

context for a student learning physics is more complex than

approaches to learning have emphaised the active part the

just the nature of the subject matter and the instructional

experiences of a learner plays in learning concepts.(Novak &
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Gowin, 1981; Driver, 1983; Confrey, 1985).

But the problem

trying to understand the lesson?

How do they feel?

What is

of understanding the concepts and principles of science still

important for teachers to know about students in a physics

remains.

classroom?

What is the value of learning about students

understanding?
learning?

Theories Guiding the Study
To look at the problem of learning physics anew, I

How can teaching be in harmony with

In this paper I shall not have space to answer all

these questions but the first three.

choose the conceptual framework of Ausubel (1968), Novak
(1977) and Gowin (1981).

These three theories see the

Methodology
Educational research, like research in any field, is an

learner as an active and constructive individual in the
process of learning.

"Meaningful learning" is a process in

attempt to create new knowledge (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p.

which new information has to be linked to some relevant

149).

aspect of what the learner already knows (his or her

and method of analysis of data, the researcher must identify

cognitive structure) (Ausubel et al, 1968). However, this

the concepts and theories being used in the research to make

linking is not mere connections to past information, but the

observations of the "events" about which data is being

learner should be taught to form concepts of increasing

gathered.

abstraction or generalisation. (Novak, 1977).

represents the new knowledge claims made.

The important

point here is that the learner does this linking.

The

In addition to identifying his research procedures

The results of this analysis of the data gathered
Fur~her

Gowin

(1981) suggests that the research takes the form of answering

learner is no longer thought of as a passive recipient of

questions instead of proving hypotheses.

knowledge, but as a maker of meaning.

different elements of a research in the form of a hueristic

Learning and teaching

Gowin has put these

becomes a process where both teacher and students actively

Vee (see Novak and Gowin, 1984, p. 3},

participate in making meaning. Meaning is negotiated between

educational research was adopted for this study.

the student and the teacher or curriculum.

Further meaning

The qualitative approach in research recognizes the
unique human capabilities for self-conscious reflection and

controls the effort. (Gowin, 1981).
Thus the learner is not merely autonomous, but takes on
an active role in deciding his curriculum and the meaning
that she/he makes for her/himself.

This concept of

This recognition of the

appraisal of experiences.

THe use of the qualitative

approach and the experiential perspective of learners enable
a researcher to respond freely to students' unique set of

actions and thinking of the learner is significant in the

experiences and to focus on issues which emerge during the

light of the studies on learning mentioned earlier. Student

investigation as the most significant ones to the learners

responsibility or active constructive role based on their

themselves.

experiences supports the idea of variations in students'

individuals and their perceptions in situations that are as

The aim is to obtain qualitative descriptions of

conceptions of the subject matter and the fact that learners

near real-life situations as possible (Entwistle and

have their own styles or strategies for learning based on

Hounsell, 1979).

their context. Based on these three theories and studies on

then have more explanatory purpose than predictive power.

misconceptions and learning the study was formulated.
The qyestiona of the study were:

What is happening when

(Brophy, 1979)

Desriptive data from such research would
The intentions are to try to explain what is

happening in the classroom.

In such an "interpretative

students are trying to understand physics in the high school

approach, generalisability can be viewed in terms of how well

classroom?

others understand fairly small contextual analysis and feel

What do they mean by understanding?

How are they

that such descriptions and patterns reflect theirs or

classes in the high school.

neighbouring situations "(Avalos, 1982)

on avaliability to the researcher, that is those schools near

This methodology

The choice of schools was based

provides the means to explore and to probe in a way denied to

and around the Ithaca area.

the "traditional quantitative approach."

High School and Lansing High School.

A richer, more

weeks in each school.

obtained.
These two methods and perspectives have been compatible
Ausubel, Novak and Gowin,

the theories guiding this research.

Ithaca

The interviews were carried out over a period of five

accurate description of student learning could then be

with the conceptual framework of

Two schools were chosen:

Therefore, in this

They were conducted during the study

hall periods of each student.

One interview was scheduled

for each student, but students were encouraged to talk with
the reseacher whenever they thought of anything that was

study, I had taken on the role akin to a sympathetic

connected with their learning.

listener, seeking to understand through empathy and

opportunity and talked several times with the researcher.

intuition, the perspective or world view of the person or
group of persons speaking to me.

The procedures of gathering

Several students took this

Discussions during the interviews were usually about the
most recent physics lesson of the student although students

this qualitative experiential data from the students were

were encouraged to give examples and refer to other lessons

through the interview method

when necessary.

A set of questions were

Several lessons were video-taped and "props"

developed from theory, research reviews and three small

such as apparatus, text books were introduced during the

projects on students learning.

interviews to help students recall and explain their learning

These three projects were

carried out with graduate students in physical sciences and

processes in the classroom.

engineering, six physics undergraduate students and six non-

same physics lessons as the students to provide herself with

The researcher also attended the

physics undergraduate students who were attending a physics

a better understanding of the context in which students were

course for non-physics students. Experiences from these three

trying to understand physics and to enable her to ask more

projects helped to formulate the procedures for the actual

relevant and probing questions.
The following set of questions was used during the

study.

interview with high school students of the study.
1.

Procedures:
Participants in this study were two teachers and their
physics students in two schools. They were volunteers. The
teachers were senior teachers and noted for their ability to
teach well.

The choice of such teachers was to remove as

much as possible the

"poor teaching" factor in students'

inability to understand, in order to help focus the interview
on students and their understanding physics rather than on
the faults of teaching as perceived by the students.

Fifty

volunteer students were requested with the help of teachers.
Students with differing abilities, those considered weak as
well as those considered strong in physics, were selected for
interviews.

All students were then to be attending physics

They were;

How did you find this lesson? Did you follow
what was going on in the class?
Can you tell
me what it is about? What did you find
difficult? How did you feel in the class
today?

(This set of questions were aimed at getting the
discussion started. They need not all be used.
The lesson referred to the most recent lesson that
students attended or the lesson that was videotaped).
2.

What do you mean when you understand? Or don't
understand?

(This question is raised only after students have
used the word themselves or suggested that they had
understood the lesson. They would then be asked if
they understood and if so to then explain what they
meant.)
3.

What do you do in order to try and understand?
What did he say or do that made you
understand?
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4.

What is physics? What do you think you are
studying in your class?

imply that these meanings exist in hierarhical or even

These, however, were not the only questions used. Other

necessarily sequential relationship to each other.

questions were used as necessary depending on students'

have been chosen instead of names to forestall premature

responses and suggestions.

naturalization of terminology.

This included asking students to

Their chronological

clarify ideas or terms used. Thus the interviews were semi·

appearance in this study had promted the use of this

structured.

numbering.

These set of questions remained the basic

Numbers

questions used throughout all the interviews although

Briefly, "Understanding!" comes from relating new

additional exploratory questions were developed as the

physics knowledge to knowledge and experiences from outside

research progressed to further explore and clarify students

the physics classroom; "understanding2" is being able to
"work" inside the classroom, eg. carry out experiments or

answers.

solve problems; "understanding)• comes from interrelating new
physics knowledge with knowledge and experiences inside the

Analysis of Interviews
The audio-taped interviews were first transcribed. The

physics classroom; and "understanding4" is being able to use

answers in the transcsripts were then coded according to

physics concepts to explain a broad range of everyday

which questions they answered.

experiences outside the physics classroom.

These were:

What do you mean by understanding?

suggest another way to conceptualize understanding in high

2.

What do you do when you don't understand?
How do you try to understand your physics
lessons?

describing the character of what is meaningful to students in

What is physics?

the physics classroom. (A more elaborate description of these

3.

school physics classrooms.

These answers were then concept-mapped for the students
conceptions of "understanding" in the classroom. (See figure
1)

These findings

1.

They suggest another way of

four meanings of understandings with illustration is given at
the end of the article.)

The coded answers and concept-map were then analysed for

regularities or patterns in how the students were trying to

Discussion
Students come into classroom with knowledge and

respond to their physics lessons.

experiences from everyday-life and from other classes in
school.

Findings

This everyday life knowledge and experience enable

students first to make sense of their new physics

The study found that students' meanings of
"understanding• could be conceptualized based on their

experiences.

experiences and knowledge from both inside and outside the

interact with other new physics knowledge and experiences, as

physics classroom.

well as the teacher and develop new sources of knowledge and

The interaction between these two

As students continue learning physics, they

"domains• of their experiences can be synthesized into four

experience to further learn physics.

conceptions of "understanding" physics by students.

experiences inside and "old" experiences outside the physics

It is

From these new

the interplay of these two spheres of experiences and

classroom, students appear to develop meanings of

knowledge that would structure the students understanding of

understanding physics.

physics.

I have called these four meanings of understanding

A question that the findings of this study raised is

•understanding!", "understanding2", •understanding)" and

that of how should we include "everyday experiences" into a

"understanding4".

physics course?

By using numerical subscripts, does not

Some suggestions that have been made to make

physics more relevant to the pupils is through applications

curricular should have lessons that are focussed at different

of physics to their everyday experiences.

aspects of what is happening in the physics class and not

The findings of

this study suggest that this gives a meaning to the physics

just what concepts and theories to teach.

concepts, and that there are two ways in which these everyday

not merely use ideas because they are interesting and serve

experiences could be introduced.

Introduced as in

to explain.

The teacher should

As Dewey suggests, these experiences should have

understandingl, there are limits to the type of conceptual

a means to enable students analyse and understand future

structures developed.

experiences.

Introduced as understanding4, the

physics concepts would be enriched by the content of daily
experiences.

Further, a hierarchy of concepts would be

teachers in classrooms be more aware of what they use and how

initiated.

they use experiences and knowledge to teach.

Another important aspect of these four meanings of

following questions for teachers:

understanding is the how they were formed and what happens
after.

The findings of the study therefore, suggest that

Further analysis of the data from the interviews

and experiences are we using to help students build the
concepts and understanding of the physics?

suggest that teachers, the curriculum and the administration

It raises the

What kinds of knowledge
How are students

constructing their meaning?

What kinds of understanding are

of the classroom each influences the formation of these

they (students) achieving?

How are the students using their

meanings of understanding

physics knowledge to understand events outside the physics

What however may be more

important is how these meanings of understanding then governs

classroom?

What kind of concepts are we building for our

the students' future learning.

students?

Should understanding physics mean achieving all

Would these understandings

act as "governances" of future learning?

This is especially

four meanings of understanding?

These questions become

important if students merely attain understandingl and

especially important where the curriculUlll stresses the "link"

understanding2.

between school science and life outside the school.

Would these two meanings then act to limit

the students understanding in the physics classroom?

Would

Thus, students had attempted to reconcile their "two

different curriculum or teachers bring about changes in these

worlds" of experiences.

meanings of understanding?

separate, but seem at every instance to try and combine them

The data from the interviews also suggest that these
meanings of understanding do influence the students
expectations during physics lessons.

as they attempt to reconstruct their understanding of the
world they live in.

They determined for the

They have not kept their two worlds

Therefore it is important to recognize

the existence of these "spheres" experiences and knowledge

students what he expects to achieve in terms of understanding

from inside and outside the classroom and how it has been

for each lesson.

used in understanding physics.

They also at times act to determine what

particular aspect of a lesson students would focus on.

Thus

This could perhaps help

teachers to recognize potential conceptual traps.

In her

during laboratory lessons, one finds that some students do

study, Laurilland has suggested that students style of

not think of the concepts and theories involve but rather

learning might be dependent of what they perceive to be the

just what to do and how to do it.

aim of learning, whether it be to explain, to understand, for

Such actions are

contradictory to the aims of many new curricular which have

a project or an examination.

introduced laboratory experiments as a means of teaching the

that the efforts of students may also be detarmined by what

science concepts.

they think is understanding.

Students wait for the "lectures" following

a laboratory lesson to learn their physics concepts. Thus a

It is suggested from this study
When thay •stop• learning may

be suggested by their meaning of •understanding.•

Thus in
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addition to the students' previous knowledge and learning

Understandingl provides students with a sense of

styles, students meaning of reaching "understanding" may also

"tangibility" as in having some "concrete" picture of what he

be a factor controlling their efforts in the classroom.

was learning.

Hopefully these four meanings of understanding would provide

an event but also from working with numbers that are like

This tangibility can come not only from seeing

teachers with a means of looking at what is happening in

those found in the "everyday use" of the students, neither

their physics classrooms.

very large or small.

Applying these numbers to the

principles or concepts, and working them out can help give
The Meanings of Understanding

that sense of tangibility to students.

In this section I have tried to describe more fully,

As a consequence of understanding!, students feel that

with some illustrations, the meanings of understanding.

they can use their own words to describe the new knowledge

However, due to the nature of the data and the length of the

they have.

paper, I am unable to cite student answers and illustrate

students said they formed a "visual image" or a

every aspect of these meanings.

representative image of what the new idea was.

The claim of understandin&l, for students, means a claim
to make connections between physics experiences in the
These connections need not be

a sense of what they are learning in the classroom. These

Student 23 described this

"understanding" as having a "general associAtion,•

like the

or ideas to relate to the new material to give it meaning.
The claim of understandin&2 is made when students feel

connections may just involve placing the new material in some
relationship to students' known knowledge or experiences.

that they can carry out the activities of learning required
in each particular physics lesson, such.as carrying out

They do not, however help students to conceptualize their

experiments and problem-solving, knowing how apparatus work

physics concepts or their "everyday experiences• in a

and what they do.

Thus, for example, when students commented on the

lesson of the impact between nuclear particles and their

Thus understanding2 comes when students

have followed the rules and methods of each lesson, so that
they can "do" what is required for the lesson.

speeds, they said:

Understanding2 is not metacognition, where students know

Like he will compare when we are doing alpha and
beta particles, compare the speed and the size,
like alpha particles acts on the beta particles is
like the Greyhound bus coming at a tricycle.
(Student 39)

separately or have abstracted out the rules and the logic
involved.

They have not abstracted out the processes and

formed a structure of it.

or

Understanding2 is just a matter of

understanding, in each individual lesson, how something is

He'll take the technical terms, those scientific
1argon and he'll put it into very real examples.
Re'll use electron flow as the opposite of molasses
(flow). (Student 2)

being done, and being able to use it or recognize it later in
similar lessons. Students achieve understanding2 through
using and

This type of explanation gives students a visual or
qualitative sense, and a "feel" for the physics content.

And, finally,

stage of having some idea, of having many possible meanings

explicit definite relationships, but do provide students with

hierarchy.

Often

they can place the new material in some known knowledge
structure of their own.

classroom and their experiences from outside the classroom,
the "everyday experiences".

They get a "picture" or a sense of it.

The

~seeing"

how rules and thought processes operate to

link or structure the concepts they have learned.

They learn

students commented upon teachers, "talking at their level";

by doing. Thus students learn how to solve problems and carry

using familiar words throughout the whole lesson helped them

out experiments with instructions.

to understand.

solve problems using equations is not just

However, the ability to
~rote"

memorization of equations and procedures.

Student 17

compared understanding how to use an equations to that of how
to use a tool.

He said,

Understanding) means knowing the relationship between the
concepts in physics.

These relationships are more definite

and explicit.

You don't really think of an act or
physical event, you know when to use it
(the equation) for, you know how to use
it.
Its just sort of a tool that I could
use to manipulate figures.
. .. to
transform physical data into some desired
results.
(Student 47).
It is not simply plugging in numbers into problems to

As students advanced in understanding], acquiring more
physics concepts and relationships, they sometimes developed
their own systems to understand new concepts; i.e., they
tried to relate new ideas to their physics knowledge in their
"own way."

The simplest of these ways was when students

solve them, or carrying out laboratory procedures that may

formed a structure of knowledge based directly on

seem like rote learning

relationships from equations, definitions or by grouping them

For students there is a need to

understand the equations or procedures before using them in a

together under areas lkie those found in textbooks, for

supposedly rote fashion.

example kinematices or dynamics.

Student 46 suggested the difference

between remembering a formula and rote learning as follows,
Memorizing formulas seem easier.
I mean,
like, its making sense and feeling good.
It(the formula) fits together and I can
see why it would work, out like I cannot
think why a word would be spelled like
this.

In the second way, students appeared to have developed
their own system for organizing their concepts and would then
use this system to try to understand any new physics concepts
that they were taught.

They would try and assimilate or fit

The last reference was to learning words and rules in English

these new concepts into their structure or system of

class.

knowledge.

There, memorizing the spelling of words was "rote" to

These students would say that another meaning of

the student, but memorizing equations or formulas was not

"understanding" for them was being able to explain or relate

rote.

the new ideas to their systems or relationships of the

After seeking how the equation was derived, from

either other formulas or a physical event as in F - Ma,

concepts.

These students recognize some sort of order in

Student 46 commented that, "I never gave it a second thought,

their ideas.

I just automatically memorized it."

measurement for each concept to organize his conceptual

Understandinz3 occurs when students can relate new

structure.

For example, Student 41, used "units" of

For him all the concepts that he had learned so

physics ideas to the physics experiences and knowledge for

far could be related to three concepts - mass, time, and

understanding.

distance.

This represents a shift in the experiences

and knowledge they use for making sense of their physics
lessons.

"Meaningful learning" or "understanding • still

comes from "relating to something one already knows"
(Ausubel, 1978).

However, the already existing knowledge of

the students now comes from what they have learned from the
physics class. In laboratory experiments, students expect to
be able to link each part of the experiments to the concepts
or theories they are studying and to gain a meaning for each
of the concepts as well as their relationships.

General

These units were the three basic concepts to him.

Thus, he analyzed all the new ideas, looking for the units in
which these concepts were measured.

He broke down these

units into their most basic components.

He then related

these new concepts by their basic unit components to the
structure that he already had.

This involved relating the

units of these new concepts to his basic concepts of time,
mass and distance.

Thus he would link force to work because

they both had some basic units in common.

He had been

introduced to heat in his physics class, but not to its

meanings of "it is similar to" or " it can be found in" some

measurement by joules. He did not know how to link the idea

everyday occurrences are no longer satisfactory.

of temperature to his system and felt that he did not
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understand beat fully at this stage.

At times the system or

the reverse of the effort to reach understanding!.
Accompanying understanding4 comes a personal idea of what

structure takes a more heirarchical form.
Although the students' conceptions of ideas may not have

physics is all about. How did we get our physics laws is a

been correct, the point here is that there was an attempt to

question to be answered.

organize ideas through analysis and reorganization, using a

meaning desired by the subject-mnatter specialist, but

system that he, the student, had thought out for himself.
was not merely linking ideas as he was told.

He

Thus

This may not be the epistemological

nonetheless, it was the students'

Students are not just

concerned with results of experiments.

They now recognize

understanding of any new concept became one of being able to

the "perfections" of the laws and principles they are

explain it within his "system.•

learning and want to understand how they were reached.

This however, does not

In

preclude students from learning new systems. They were

one sense, students can be considered to have ceased

systems developed by students based on attending three months

separating their two worlds inside and outside the physics

of physics class.

classroom and to have begun to see the experiments in their

Therefore understanding) comes from the physics

classroom as something that would occur in the everyday world

classroom. It involves seeing connections or relationships

with all the attendant problems and influences that would

between and among concepts and events from within the physics

make the experimental results inaccurate.

classroom.

understanding4 is that students have started to structure and

The students who work for understanding) are

One result of

using physics experiences to understand or make sense of new

conceptualize their everyday experiences through physics

physics ideas.

concepts and principles. For example, Student 44 said,

Understanding) can lead students to form

their own structure of physics and experiences.

It leads to

a realisation by students that physics concepts from separate
lessons are related to each other in some way.

This

conception also signifies the point where students begin to

I now drive a car, I drive a tractor, I
shoot a gun now, things I can feel the
action, the recoil, the car not stopping .
. . . now I can draw a parallel betl!!een tFie
two.
This Student 44 had commented that before, when he first

acknowledge the "related" nature of the different parts of

learned about the principle of conservation of momentum, he

their lessons and that there is a structure with rules

had not thought to associate the recoil of a gun, the effect

governing the relationships. Students may receive a sense of

the bullet had on a target, with a tractor's or a car's not

such relationship from their teachers, or they may form it

stopping or colliding with something.

themselves.

could now be understood and integrated by a physics principle

The outcomes of understanding) have varied from

Thus, diverse events

formation of simple relationships of ideas, formation of

or concept.

their (students') own system of structuring the concepts, to

velocity and as events where the principle of momentum should

an understanding that there is a structure to all the ideas

be conserved.

and events that they are learning in their physics classroom.
Vnderstan41n&4. involves students' experiences and

He now saw these events in terms of mass and

Understanding4 differs from understandingl where an
event in the daily experiences of the student is used to

knowledge from both inside and outside their physics

illustrate or explain an abstract principle or concept.

classroom.

understanding4, students start to bring together their two

Students who claim understanding4 try to explain

their everyday experiences with physics concepts and

"worlds" of experiences, from both inside and outside the

principles.

physics classroom.

Students have attained a certain familarity and

ease with physics concepts they have learned.

This effort is

In

In addition, students become more self-directed,
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CONCEPTIONS OF FORCE AND MOVEMENT, INTUinVE IDEAS OF

In the following we first describe the groups tested in Zimbabwe and we report on

PUPILS IN ZIMBABWE IN COMPARISON WITH

the results of an in-depth analysis. Thereafter we indicate the groups tested in lhe

FINDINGS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

other countries and we perform a cross counlry analysis. Finally, some conclusions
will be drawn.

Gerardo. Thijs

Free University Amsterdam

2
1 lni!J:Iduction and Summaet
A

number of investigations

Test gopu!atjon jn Ziffibabwe

Before specifying the particular groups tested, we first briefly describe the
have revealed pupils' intuitive ideas and mis-

conceptions about force and movement (Gilbert and Zyibertsztajn 1985, Halloun

secondary education system in Zimbabwe in general. The system consists of 6
school years (Forms) which are structured as follows:

and Hestenes 1985, Minstrel! 1982, Terry and Jones 1986). The studies indicate

Forms 1 and 2, resulting in the Zimbabwe Junior Certificate (ZJC). The ZJC

that students experience conceptual difliculties over a wide range of age and

examinations are administered by a national examination bOard in Zirrtlabwe. The

educational levels.

ZJC examination results are often used to stream pupils in Form 3 in classes of

There are, however. only a small number of studies which systematically analyse

more homogeneous ability.

the nature and frequency ol the misconceptions as a function of the amount ol

The transition from Grade 7 of primary education to Form 1 of secondary

instruction received. Also, almost all research has been limited to the study of

education has increased after Independence (in 1980) from 60% to almost 100%

pupils in Western countries. Research into the occurrence of misconceptions with
respect to Ioree and movement in non-Western countries and cross cultural

in 1985. The transition rate from Form 2 to Form 3 is nowadays also near to 100%.
- Forms 3 and 4, resulting in the Cambridge G.C.E. (Ordinary level).

The

cofl1)arisons have hardly been performed.

Cambridge Overseas Examination (COSC) results are processed In the U.K.

In this paper we report on the results of a questionnaire on daily life problems

Based on the COSC results the entry into higher forms of secondary education Is

involving simple mechanics. which was administered to students in Zimbabwe,

regulated. The transition rate from Form 4to Form 5 increased from about 13%

Lesotho, Indonesia and The Netherlands.

before Independence to abOut 22% in 1984.

In Zimbabwe we carried out an in-depth study by investigating misconceptions on

- Forms 5 and 6, resulting in the Cambridge G. C. E. (Ad-lanced level). The A-level

force and movement at various levels of education, ranging lrom Form I Secondary

examination results are processed in the U.K. Pupils take 3 subjects for their

School to a university programme for upgrading teachers to a BEd degree. In the

A-level.

In the physics stream students often take, besides physics,
From this it is clear that the amount of

analysis of the test scores an attempt has been made to disentangle the effects of

mathematics, and: chemistry or biology.

various parameters such as: the amount of instruction received. ability, age. sex

physics instruction in the physics stream in Forms 5 and 6 is much more intensive

and school location (rural or urban). The main variable responsible lor the variation

- abOut twice as much - considering the fewer subjects on which one could

of the test scores seems to be the amount of instruction received, the relationship

concentrate compared to Forms 1-4.

having an approximately linear character. Dominant intuitive ideas are found from

Science teachers in the first Forms of secondary education in Zimbabwe should •

the intercepts given by linear extrapolation. The slope of a line gives a measure lor

have at least a Teacher Training CoBege (TTC) Certificate.

the resistance of an Intuitive idea to instruction.

takes 4 years. Two years are spent in the coHege in which halt of the time is

Preconceptions (Driver and

The TTC programme

EricksOn 1983, Gilbert and Watts 1983) are brought to light as those intuitive ideas

devoted to two science subjects and the other half on educational foundation and

which resist tutorial correclion.

professional preparation. The other two years consist ol supervised teaching in an

The test was also administered to pupils and teacher students in Lesotho,

approved secondary school. The final academic level of a TTC is sometimes

Indonesia. and The NetherlandS. The total group of students tested shows striking

claimed to approximate

differences in the persistence of particular preconceptions, as identilied in the

However, ills dOubtful whether this level is actually realised In practice.

in-depth Zimbabwe study, between the

two African and the other two countries.

A-level tor the particular science subjects chosen.

The certificate teachers can upgrade their qualification In science teaching by
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attending the BEd (SCience) progra1'1'11T1e at the University of Zimbabwe. Starting in

ourselves. Those questions have been •ncluded In the test which expose most

1986 this programme Is a one·year crash course. For admission into the course a

explicitly specific misconceptions in the field of force and movement. Out of the 22

certificate teacher should have a good academic background (in terms of O·level

questions 16 items were inspired by articles in the science education literature,

and TTC results) and should have at least two years of teaching experience in a

namely: Lie, Sj0berg and Ekeland 1985. McClosky 1983, Minstrel! 1982, Van

secondary school.

Genderen 1983.

Teachers attending the physics stream of the BEd programme are, after completion

All questions are set in multiple choice. For some questions. however. a short

of the course, qualilied to teach physics in Forms 5 and 6. The final level of the

explanation is also asked lor. In administering the test the participants were allowed

BEd (Science) course Is aimed at an academic level half-way Year 2 of the Faculty of

as much time as they wanted to finish the test

SCience of the University of Zimbabwe. This objective has been formulated to

about 20 to 30 minutes.

paper. In practice the pupilS needed

assure that the BEd graduate can give sound academic guidance to secondary

Hereafter the total set of test questions is given briefly, without the accompanying

school pupils up to A·level.

diagrams and without spelling out the alternative answers out of which the students

We Investigated intuitive ideas on force and movement among 162 pupils and

were asked to make a choice.

'teacher students' in Zimbabwe. For that purpose we administered a test in May
1986, around the middle of the school year, to students of:
• a rural school, about 30 km from the capital, which has neither electricity nor a

01

Inside a train driving at a constant velocity a person is jumping, either in the

same direction in which the train is moving. or In an opposite direction.

In

running water system. Practicals are performed by making use of the so--called

comparing the lengths of the jumps as measured on the floor of the train, what

ZlmSCI kit The teachers composed a mixed ability group of in total 62 pupils from

result will be found?

Forms 1, 2 and 4to attend the test.

02

• an urban school in the capital, located near the University of Zimbabwe. The
school IS well provided with all kinds of practical facilities. In total 85 pupils of the

A person cycling at a constant velocity throws a ball straight upwards. Does

he manage to catch the ball without moving his hand?
03

By continuously applying the brakes a cyclist manages to drive down a very

following groups attended the test:

steep hill at a constant velocity. In comparing the breaking force with the force

Form 31: rank no.1 out of 8 parallel Forms 3, ordered in terms of school

pulling the cyclist downhill, what result will be found?

performance;

04

performance;
Form

6P: out of the 4 parallel Forms 6 the class that takes physics as one of the

three A·level subjects.
• the University of Zimbabwe. The test was administered to 15 certificate teachers
attending the physics stream of the BEd programme. The participants had on the

Are there forces acting and, if so. which ones, on:
• an apple hangi~ from a branch of a tree?

Form 47: rank no. 7 out of 10 parallel Forms 4, ordered in terms of school
05

• an apple Iaiii~ from a branch of a tree towards the ground?

06

• an apple lying on the ground after having fallen from a branch of a tree?

07

A person IS throwing a stone straight up in the air. Which forces

act on the

stone alter it has left the hand on Its way upward, and how do they compare?

as

- Which forces act on the stone in the highest position which II reaches, and

average 8 years of professional experience alter completion of the TTC. Some

how do they compare?

had an A..tevel qualification before admiSsion into the TTC.

09

• Which forces act on the stone when falling down after it has reached its

highest position, and how do they compare?
3. Tut!nstrument

01 o Two persons push their cars up a slope just hard enough to prevent the cars

The test booklet contains 22 questions. which are preceded by a brief instruction.

from rolling downhill. If the two cars are identical, but one car is at a higher position

All questions refer to problems which require no calculatiOn or applicatiOn of

on the slope than the other, how do the pushing forces required coi'Tiplllt with

algorithms. Each problem Is Illustrated by a diagram.

each other?

The (J.Iestlons have either been taken from the literalure or been compiled by

011

Two persons are playing tug·of·war by tightening a rope. II none of the

503

persons move, how do the forces with which they pull compare with each other?

QUESTION 2

a 12

A boy is cycling at a constant speed on a straight road.

A person is trying to push a heavy case over a horizontal surtace. II the

person does not succeed in moving the case. how does his pushing force

He throws a ball straight upwards.

compare with the force of friction between case and floor?

Does he manage to catch the ball without moving his hand?

013

A ball thrown straight upwards by a person passes first through point P and

You may ignore wind and air resistance.

~

then through point Q. Are they upward forces acting upon the balls in points P and
a and, if so, how do the upwaccl forces in p and a compare with each other?

014

Are there downward forces acting upon the balls in points Panda and. if

so. how do the downward forces in P and Q compare with each other?
015

A car is towing a trailer over a level road and is moving at a constant velocity.

How does the towing force and the frictional forces acting on the trailer (exerted by

a) Yes

~

b) No

Give a short explanation:

•
fZJ

the sur1ace of the road} compare with each other?

016

How does the towing force and the force exerted by the trailer on the car

John has two magnets. He is holding them at a fixed

compare with each other?

017

QUESTION 17:

Two magnets. one of them being stronger than the other. are held at a fixed

distance with the North poles lacing each other. How does the force exerted by

distance with the North poles facing eac:n other.
The left magnet is stronger than the right one.

the stronger on the weaker magnet C0!11lare with the force exerted by the weaker
magnet on the stronger?

018

A person is standing on a plank which bridges a river. The plank is bent

beCause the man is standing on It Does the plank experience a force exerted by

The force exerted by the stronger magnet on the weaker Is:

the man?

a) greater than the force exerted by the

019
020

·Does the man experience

a Ioree exerted by the plank?

The moon circles in an orbit around the earth. The earth exerts an attracting

force on the moon. Does the moon also exert an attracting force on the earth?

021

An airplane is flying at a constant velocity and a constant altitude. If a metal

ball is dropped from the plane. what path will It follow as seen from the ground?
022

A metal ball is roHing over the top of a cliff at a constant velocity. II the ball

goes over the edge of the cliff, what path win it follow as seen from a side view of the
cliff?

weaker magnet on the stronger

1001

E2:J

m

b) equal to the force exerted by the
weaker magnet on the stronger

60

•

c} smaller than the force exerted by the
weaker magnet on the stronger

20

~

QUESTION 18:

0

I

2

l

4·5

6

Total

A man is standing on a plank which bridges a smaU river.
The plank is bent because the man is standing on It

1001

On lhe nex1 page some examples of the test questions are given. The test scores
are also shown, represented by bar charts which indicate the percentage of pupils
who selected the various alternatives. The results of the groups 1 ... 7 (the
numbering of the groups is explained in the next section) are followed by the
percentages for the total test population in Zimbabwe.

Does the plank experience a force exerted

60

by the man?
a) No
b) Yes

c) Yes, only if the man is very heavy

40
~

•
l.:..:.:.l

~

Z!l
0

214-56

Tot.ll

504

4. Characteristic parameters

namely the relationship between force and movement On the other hand 11 can also

A pupil's test performance will of course be influenced by the total amount of physics

be argued that, even if the science instruction oHered refers to different subject

instruction he or she has received during the years of attending the secondary

matter, the problem solving approach in the field of the test might benefit from the

school. Apart from the amount of instruction other parameters matter, such as: ability,

instruction in a more indirect way.

age, sex, school characteristics (e.g. location either in a rural or in an urban area).
In the following subsections we discuss the way in which the values of the various

4.2 The parameters AGE, SEX, and the school parameter UR (urban or rural location)

parameters have been fixed. In the last subsection we give some reflections on the

can be determned from the data filled in on the front page of the test booklet
A total of 157 pupUs answered the question on age, 5 pupils left the ""estion open.

interdependence of some parameters.

The age histogram of the Zimbabwe test population is shown in the figure below.
4.1

A first IndiCation of the amount of physics instruction, the parameter INS, can
30

be found by just taking the corresponding number of school years of formal
secondary education.

A second indication is derived from the intensity of the

instruction as determined by the number of hours per week whiCh are devoted to
science subjects, in particular physics.
A pupil of Form 1 can be considered as receiving one unit of Instruction in physiCs;
a pupil of Form 2 can be put at

two units of instruction; etc. up to Form 4. Then, at the

Ntlllhr
~{

pupi 1s 10

end of Form 4, pupils write the COSC examination. Based on the COSC results

about 20% of the Form 4 pupils continue into Form 5 where they are
e.g. into

a

differentiated,

particular physics stream where they can spend twiCe as much lime on

physics (and

two other science subjects) as they did before. So, in the first part of

Form 5 pupils can reasonably be put on 5 units of instruction and, by the end of Form
5, they have received about 6 units. Along the same arguments pupils In the first hall

EiQJ.: Age histogram of the Zimbabwe teSl population

year of Form 6 can be said to have received about 7 units of physics Instruction. The
The ages range from 12 to 42 years and have an average value of 18.4 years. In

final A-level then corresponds to 8 units of Instruction.
The entrance level of the average partiCipant of the BEd (Science) programme can
be estimated to be around 7 units. The final level aimed at in this programme (see
section 2) corresponds to about 11 units of Instruction. This Implies that the
participants of the BEd (Physics) course, which consists of 4terms, have to upgrade
their physicS level from about 7 units to around 11 units. The test was adminlsteretl

in the second term of the programme, so the parameter INS indicating the amount of
physicS Instruction received can be set at 9 units. In relation to this value, it should

also be considered that the BEd partiCipants had

covered the relevant mechanics

The above values of the parameter INS represent only lirsl estlmales ollhe amounts
of Instruction received by the various groups. To menhon Just one complicating
factor: It certainly cannot be said that each umt ol rnstrucllon contarns the same

or physics instruction,

certamly not on the partiCUlar subject of

we

have made a division Into 5 groups which are labelled by the parameter AGE. The
parameter val.HJ1 indicates the youngest group of pupils, value 5 Indicates the

group

of students more than 20 yeans old (In fact the BEd students).
An age group represents, In principle, an interval of two years.

Only AGE 5

represents a larger interval, consisting ol students trom 25 to 42 years of age. It Is
reasonable to treat this larger interval

as one

age group lor purposes o1 test 100re

analysis. since It eannot be expected that a 25 year old teacher and a 42 year old
teacher differ significantly In their test performance by the very tacl of their 1.111..-ence

part of the syllabus dUring the first term.

amount

order to account in our analysis tor age related development stages of the pupilS,

tha test,

in age. Of courae it can be said that the older teacher 004Jki be mtll'fl mature and

could ha11e more leach!OQ expenence (bul not necesaaNy &O). On the other hand
the young11r teacher nas llmshed hiS or her teacher training more recently and ls
ptirtlaps more aterl and trash 1n tackling new probleiTIS. So I calVIOl be a1QiUk1 thai

within the (older) BEd group the age of a participant as such is determining a

High School or of a Teacher Training College can be considered to have, in

difference in the test performance. However, for the younger pupils (between 12

principle, top ability for dealing with the test problems (as far as examination results

and 20 years old) age corresponds with a stage of cognitive development and could

are good indicators of ability in the field of science).

be a critical parameter in the test performance. For the group of youngsters it is

Perhaps it is questionable whether entry Into the science stream of a TTC could be

therefore reasonable to differentiate the age groups in small intervals.

considered as indicating a top ability. However, It should be realized that In the
period before Independence the TTC was one of the few options open for bright

The school characteristic parameter UA is to be indicated as:

black Zimbabweans.

• rural, for groups 1, 2 and 4 which refer to Forms 1. 2 and 4 respectively of a rural

Groups 1, 2 and 4 have been formed by their science teachers who did compose

school (with modest facilities);

we give
1 • 5, the AB value of the above groups can be fixed at

'mixed ability' groups of pupils out of the Forms 1, 2 and 4 respectively. If

• urban, for groups 3, 5 and 6 which refer to an urban school (with very good

the parameter AB a range of

facilities), and for group no.7 which refers to the BEd group at the University of

3, assuming that the science teachers have correctly followed up the 'mixed ability'

Zlrmabwe.

indication.

The sex distribution In the various groups is given in Table 1. Female pupils are

As indicated in section 2, group 3 and 5 represent a higher ability (Form 31) and

equally represented (50"/o) in groups 1-5: they are not equally represented (14%) in

lower ability (Form 47) group respectively. We can therefore fix their AB values at 4

groups 6-7.

and 2 respectively (a smaller value indicating a lower ability). The AB values of
groups 6 (high school) and 7 (BEd group) can be set

at the value of 5 as we argued

4.3 The parameter AB indicates the extent to which the pupils have been

above.

differentiated into streams of more or less ability, on the basis of results of selective

The above approach for obtaining a set of AB values (shown In Table 1) Is just a first

examinations which they have written in the past.

attempt to account for the fact that we deal with selected groups of various streams

As mentioned in section 2 the streaming into various Forms 3 (high • medium • low

In the test population. It remains, however, dOubtful whether streaming based on

ability) Is done on the basis of the ZJC examination results. The basis for admission

examination results really reflects ability in the context of our test. Anyhow, the

into Forms 5-6 of the High School and into the Teacher Training Colleges is formed

inclusion of the parameter AB accounts to some extent for differences to be

by the

case results.

GROUP

Those students who are admitted into the science stream of a

N

No.

CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
UA

INS

AB

SEX
o/o
females

IGE
years
average

TEST SCORE
STD.OEV

MEAN
o/o

o/o

expected.

4.4 In discussing the values of the characteristic parameters It should be realized
that there is a considerable overlap and interdependence of the variables they
represent. In the next we give two examples of this situation.
First, if we want to include higher amounts of physics instruction In our study (which

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

20
22
35
20
28
22
15

TOTAL

162

u

1
2
3

3
3
4

A

4

3

4
7

2
5
5

A
A

u
u
u

9

24
27
32
32
25
47
62

10
11
9
12
16

gates (for example ZJC and COSC exams) and have been streamed into various

20

15.1
16.4
16.1
18.5
17.7
19.4
30.6

42

18.4

34

16

instruction, maturation (age), and ability are rather Intertwined,

50
46
46
45
64

9

11

9

we did by also testing A-level students and the BEd group), we have to focus on
pupils who are older. Also, as they are older they have passed more selective

ability groups. To see the eHects of further physics instruction,
on the high ability (in terms of physics) group. From the above

we

have to focus

nwll be clear that
at

least for the

groups that we study in the test.

Table 1·

Test results and characteristic parameters of the ZlrTilabwe groups

Second example. It we include larger amounts of physics instruction in our study
we have to include High Schools. These schools, however, are mainly found in the

505
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urban areas.

Also, it is known that the majority of students who opt lor further

separate and partially overlapping with others) to the variation observed:
INS • 46.3%, AB • 6.6o/o, SEX •1.7%,

education (beyond Form 4) in the field of science, are males. So. including higher
forms of physics instruction implies an underrepresentation of both rural pupils and

whereas the parameters AGE and UR do not contribute in a significant way.

of females. This situation Is clearly visible in Table 1. In the analysis of the test
results we will try to account for these effects of interdependence.

INS

5 In-depth analysj&

I'

For subgroups ol the total test population In Zimbabwe, referring to particular
values of the characteristic parameters INS, AB, SEX, AGE and UR, the mean

1
2
3
4
7

9
Total

vaues and the standard deviations of the test scores are shown in table 2.
Before drawing any premature conclusions, h should be realised that rural and

MEAN
24
27
32
28
47
62
34

STDOEV
11

9
10
10

12
16
16

N
20
22
35
48
22
15
162

female pupils are underrepresented in higher INS groups. As we stressed in the
preceding section. the various parameters are rather interdependent. Observed

AB
2

differences between means of groups may only partially be attributed to the source

MEAN
25
28
32
54

STOOEV

SEX
M
F

MEAN
38
28

STDOEV
17
11

N
95
65

AGE
1
2
3

MEAN
20
29
31
43
62

STO OEV

9
11
12

N
11
57
55

13

19

16

15

MEAN
38
28

STO OEV
17
10

3
4
5

of variation which is under particular consideration. The apparent differences may
also be caused by different contributions to the various groups effectuated by the

9
10
10
16

N
28
62
35
37

other sources of variation. In !act we have to correct lor intertwining effects. to lind

as

nu:h as possible the separate contribu1ions ol the various parameters to the

variance of the test scores. This will be discussed next.

5.1. Covariance analysis
We have used the programme New Regression Analysis to trace the various
sources ol variation. In looking lor single responsibilities for separate contributions
to the variation observed. the programme indicates that the contributions caused

by the patameters AGE and UR are statistically not signlicalt.

4
5

The separate contrlbulions caused by the other parameters turn out to be
signHicant and to be able to explain the following parts ol the varialion observed:

AB • 12.1%, INS • 9.2%, SEX • 1.3%.
UR

Aplll1 from these separate contributions much variation can be explained by a mix ol

different parameters which have overlapping contribUtions.

u
R

In using the

N
100
62

programme New Regression Analysis lor calculating the part ol the total variation
that can be explained, it should be realized that the results depend in principle on
the order of hierarchy, In which the various parameters AB, AGE, INS, SEX, UR are
entered. H one, however, does not require a specHic preferential treatment, the

~:

Mean o/o scores, standard deviations and numbers ol persons lor groups

tested In Zimbabwe, tor particular values ot I he characteristic parameters

programme starts with the variable that explains (partly In combination wbh others)
most of the variance, then it goes to the second best explanatory variable, etc.
Following this procedure we have found the following contribUtions (partially

So we can conclude that we can explain in terms of 3 characteristic parameters, with
reasonable signHicance about 55% of the variation of the test scores. Most of

the variation can be attrbJted to the (more or less mixed) parameter INS.

From the analysis we get the intercept, the slope and the value

or significance for

Now we can compare the Observed tesl scores with the scores calculated on basis of

lilting a straight line to the scores of all alternative answers as a function ol INS.

the valles ol the parameters INS. AB and SEX with weights as indicated above. The

The intercepts can be interpreted as the intuitive ideas • the conceptions pupils have

deviations or the observed test scores from the calculated ones are shown in Figure

bet ore they receive any instruction in physics.

2. It can be seen that the standardised residual scores reasonably follow a normal

The slope ol the line is an indication ol the effectiveness ol physics instruction. The

distribution.

improvement due to instruction can be called unsatisfactory If the change is less than

In other wordS, no systematic: deviations but mainly random ones are found, tr the test

4% per unit ol instruction (4.6% is the mean value). Improvement means: an increase

scores are described In terms olthe parameters INS, AB and SEX, where the first

ol the percentage ol pupils who choose the correct alternative (physics conception),

parameter accounts lor most of the observed variation.

and a decrease ol the percentage of pupils who choose a wrong alternative
(misconception). A smaU slope means that a wrong idea Is difficult to correct. A high

5.2. Unear regression analysis
Aa we have seen. !nlch ol the variation of the total test scores can already be found

slope means that a wrong intuitive idea can be easily corrected by instruction.
For the total group ol 22 questions, out ol the various alternatives on the average

by assuming that the scores are llnearty dependent on the amount ol instruction

34% ol the Zimbabwe test population choose the correct physics conception, and

received by the pupils.

on the average 43% choose particular alternatives corresponding to dominant

In thla sec:tion we report on the results ol performing a linear regression analysis on

misconceptions.

the

level or the various Items and the respective alternative answers (one of them

being the correct physics conception and the others incorrect misconceptions).

The regression analysis indicates whether the line has a slope signlflcanlly different
lrom zero. In order to see lor small slopes whether the relationship between mean
score and instruction has a more or less linear character, we also performed a chisquare analysis. Only In one case (question 1) can the relationship certainly not be

f

indicated as linear. In that Item the dependency on the instruction has a parabolic

stan.Hnlhed · 1-H-1-'-H-1"":-t· +'-+<4':'"1'::t+-l'"t-+l-f'~+-+~·+-t--+

·•t-t-~+t-+++r-t-;-+~-.H-f.t+t+-t-1++.++'+'--t

dlvi tt I 011

character: the percentage lor the correct alternative first decreases as function

or

instruction, and then increases again. This suggests that the (correct) intuitive Idea
ol the pupils is first confused by the Instruction they receive (e.g. by the information

Groups-

they get on how to add velocities), and redressed If they really understand that
principle

AEQU[It(f DI$TIIIIUTIOII

Alter having analysed the relationship between scores and amount ol Instruction, we
identified those questions where:
a. the percentage ol pupils selecting the correct option is below average (i.e.
smaller than the total test score)
b. the increase ollhis percenlage due to instruction Is below average (I.e. less than

II

11!

so lid cune lndicatn
no,....l distribution

·l

-I

STAIIDMOIS£1)

0

•I

•2

•l

OEYIAT!OII fliOII PRttlltTED SCORE

mean improvement due to instruction)
c. the decrease ol the percentage ol pupils selecting the dominantly chosen wrong
option is also beiow average.
These questions are relatively diflicult and concern wrong Intuitive Ideas, to be called
preconceptions, which resist tutorial correction.

F'g.2: Deviations or the scores (ol alltestpersons in Zimbabwe) from the scores
predicted on basis or the valles or INS, AB and SEX

These questions consist olltems 2. 7, 8, 10. 12, 13 and 17. For some or these Items
the mean scores as a !unction or the amount ol instruction are plOtted in Figure 3.
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we can categorize the main preconceptions under the following headings:
FRAMES OF REFERENCE (item 2)
Pupils have a tendency to define motion with respect to an absolute reference frame

..

___.,.-

~

-

2 J

4

(such as the ground). rather than with respect to other reference frames (such as the

9

moving bicycle). A typical explanation given by pupils in item 2 was: the boy does not

inHruttiOII
que•tiOII 2

...

--- - -

flsl...3:

manage to catch the ball, because he is moving relative to the ball.

_.._

-·-

A stone thrown upwards receives a Ioree from the thrower. This force is gradually
'used up' in due course. because of air resistance or gravity. This conception is the

(Dijksterhuis 1961, p.179). TypiCal comments given by the pupils: the fo1'08/rnpartfld
questlon 17

o1 questions where mean % scores lor the correct allemative

Exalf1)1es

IMPETUS (items 7, 8, 13)

medieval 'impetus idea': the thrower transmits an impressed force to the projectUe

·--

-·-·

5.3. Preconceptions

answer • and lor the dominant wrong allemative • do not change drasticaUy as

!Unction of ln8UUctiOn; lnear IRerpolatlon Is lndk:aled by -

and ··- rasp.

to the stone when it was thrown I the force of the boy's power I the force will expire
and be reduced due to wind.
INDUCED FORCES (item 12)
Frictional forces are seen as having fixed valUes (the Hmiling case). rather than being
considered as induced lorces whiCh equal (il that'll is not

The striking difference between the increase of the correct response to these 7
questions and 1o the 15 others, Is shown in Figure 4.Betore discussing these results

we would like to elf1)hasb:e their tentative character.

The dominant contrtlU11on of

the INS variable Is found tor the dlstttbutlonl of the totaltest scores. On the level of
one patticular 1111m and b alematlves the ~ In terms of linear dependency

on one variablllt INS Is certainly less reliable (c:orr.,ant e.g. the smallruntlei'B of pupils

responding 1o the alternative answers tor each Item).

an accelerated movement)

the forces that induce them.
INTERACTION (ilem 17)
Force is seen as produced by a strong agent ol force , rather than being considered
in terms of an interaction between two objects.

5.4. Coherency

As to the cognitive status ol preconceptions, there Is still much being debated.
McClelland (1984), for example, expresses reservation about the Interpretations ol

100

15 questions

the evidence of so-called altemative frameworks of pupils. In his view the teacher haS
to clarify and to merge very nebulous concepts, rather than having to overthrow

80

'preconceptions'. Indeed. we also noticed a lack ol differentiation and artiCUlation
between various concepts of physics e.g.:
• velocity and acceleration (In Item 7 a puplrs comment: the SIOM moves upward, so
score
1

7 questions

20

tilers is an acceleration upwatrJ • because F • m x a there is an upward fo!C8)
• velocity and Ioree (In item 13 a pupil indicates the force as being the kirletfc force)
• Ioree and energy, both potential and kinetic (In item 10 a pupil comments: car 8 hSs

0

1 2

4

5
_

6

7 8 g

10

grsatsr potential ensrgy which has to be overcotrl#l to prevent the car from rollii'I{J

lnHn~<tlon

fii.,A: Mean% scores for the correct alternative answers to the 15 easily corrlgl)le
(II.Htstions and the 7 persistently dllflcull questions,

as !Unction of lnstrudlon.

down; In item 7: an upward force due to the kinetic energy of the stone)
• gravity and air pressure of wind (In item 5: the atmospheriC force of Qravity, or:

force of the wind through which a stone has to corne down )

rtr•

• force not being associated with inanimate matter (In item 19

a pupil comments: the

plank does not give force but the man. because the man is alive)

• the vector character of forces (In item 12 a pupil eKplains the case not being moved

in indicating 10 such questions, which are just the items where the correct answer
scores improve considerably as consequence ol instruction. In other words, this
analysis does not provide us with additional information. The correlation item-rest is

because: the weight of the case may be greater than the force applied, so he does

presumably caused by the sirrultaneous effects of instruction on both ol them.

not discriminate between the vertical direction of the Ioree called weight, and the

Finally, we calculated the Cronbach alpha lor an indication of the homogeneity of the

horizontal direction of the force applied on the case).

test. We did find

an alpha value of 0.6. Maybe the low valle is due to the lacl that the

So there really is a lack of differentiation between various concepts of physics in

test covers a large number of conceptions in a relatively small number ol questions. It

situations of force and movement. However, in spite of the articulating efforts which

could also be that the test is simply too difficult, in pattlcular for pupils at low levels of

are made during years of physics instruction, still a number ol misconceptions

education, and that the low test scores do not allow a sophisticated analysis olthe

survive.

answer patterns. However. if we distinguish the results for the subgroups of the test

These misconceptions can certainly not fully be attributed to lack ol di!ferentiation

population separately, we notice that the 'it values and the alpha values increase as a

between concepts. For example: in item

a there

is a remaining dominant

misconception of the existence of an upward force in the highest position of a stone
thrown upward. In this case there cannot be a confusion between force and velocity,
or: kinetic energy, because the latter variables are clear1y equal to zero in the highest
position.

function of instruelion. For eKample, lor the group with most Instruction the value ot
alpha is 0.74 and the average 'it values lor the 7 preconception items and the 15
other questions are 0.41 and 0.23 respectively. Although, also for this group, the
scores for the preconception items are stiU very unsatisfactory, it tums ou1 that these
questions are highly indicative lor the total test pelforrnance.

Therefore, apart from the need to clarify nebulous concepts. our data also suggest
the need to account for the existence of alternative preconceptions, such as the
Impetus idea.

We analysed the answer patterns ot the pupils, to see whether we could trace crucial
questions or groups of (mls)conceptlons which determine to a great extern the total
test performance.

11 seems as if conceptual coherency and consistency comes in as result of a process
ol instruction.

6, Test oopulatjon jn other coyntrjes
In the preceding section we reported on the analysis ol a test administered to In total
162 studems in Zimbabwe. For comparison the test has also been administered to,
in total 259, students attending several science programmes In Lesotho, Indonesia

First, we did a Principal Components Analysis to see which items can be considered

as statistically belonging together,

If we group the questions which load on the same

factor with a value ~ 0.40, we can eKplain 44% olthe variation of the test scores by 5
factors; 7 factors explain 54% olthe variation, However, the items which according to
this analysis belong together, can not be interpreted as all corresponding to the

same physics conceptions,
Then, having in mind that the pupils perhaps reason consistently following
conceptions which are anernalive to physics, we did the same analysis by now
entering the dominantly chosen wrong (in terms of physicis) anemative answers as
the best options. Also in this case, however. did we not find groups of questions,
which can fully be associated in terms of referring to the same conceptions (either

rlghl or altemative).

Second. we pelforrned an item·rest analysis. Questions with a value higher than
0.20 can be regarded as representative lor the test as a whole. The analysis resulted

and The Nethertands. In the foUowing we indicate the groups tested.
LESOTHO
The test was administered to all 118 students attending the so-called LESPEC
course in 1986. This programme is an intensive six-months course tor upgrading
students in the field of science, after they have written the

case 0-level examination

and before they enter into further science based studies (either at the National
University ol Lesotho, or at professional institutions in the field of science teaching,
agriculture or technology). The LESPEC students had been selected from all3580
Lesotho students who wrote the COSC examination in 1985. Criterta lor selection
are scores lor science aptitude tests and the pupils' science teachers recommendations. So, in principle, the group tested represents the country's toppupils in terms of science ability.
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INDONESIA

Netherlands). as well as with indications from literature.

The test was administered to, in total

n, students of the Universitas Kristen Satya

Wacana in Salatiga, Java. The population consists of the following groups:

The first observation to be made in comparing the results of the 4 countries is that the
series of ilem mean scores are rather similar. Although the various series of mean

• Students In the first year olthe 2 year diploma programme (02 students) which
qualifies them to teach mathematics and biology In the junior secondary school

scores have different absolute values, the structures of the series are reasonably the
same. The value of Tucker's phi is greater than 0.90 for all cases of comparing two

• Sludents In the first year of the 2 year diploma programme (02[PJ students) which

sets of series. which indicates that the structures are similar. That is to say that, more

qualifies them to teach mathematics and physics in the junior secondary school

or less. the same questions are relatively easy or relatively difficult to be answered in

• Students In the first and the second year of the 3 year degree programme (S1
students). which qualifies them to teach physics in the senior secondary school.

all4 countries.
In order to perform a cross-country comparison of test results. we have to take care

THE NETHERLANDS

that the subgroups of the test populations which we compare have about the same

The test was administered to, in total64, students olthe following groups:

instructional background and motivational attitude towards physics.

• Forms 4 and 5 of the pre-university stream (VWO) of a secondary school

For that reason we have taken those subgroups which have taken physics to the

• Students of a 3 year diploma programme for certificate teachers in physics at the

highest degree of specialization in the secondary school or which are being trained

teacher training college Hogeschool Holland (HH) in Amsterdam.

as physics teachers. This results in the choice of the following subgroups:

The average test results for the above groups are given in Table 3 below.
SUBGROUP

MEAN

STD DEV

N

MEAN AGE

Zimbabwe

: Form 6P and BEd(physics) 'teacher students'

(N-37}

Lesotho

: the LESPEC students with top scores in physics

(N•50)

Indonesia

:the subgroups 02(P) and S1

(N•60)

: the subgroups VWO Form 5 and HH

(N-44)

• Netherlands

So, out ot the total number ol 421 students we have tested. we now are going to
LESPEC

Lesotho

40

12

118

20

compare a total ol191 students. who have opted tor a special training In physics.
In Table 4 the results are given separately lor the group of 7 questions (items no. 2,

Indonesia

e.

10. 12, 13, 17) which according to the Zimbabwe study apparently test pre-

02

30

11

17

21

7,

02(P)

43

17

26

21

conceptions being most resistant to instruction. and for the 15 other questions which

S1

58

18

34

21

are more corrigible by instruction.
The table also shows the average values taken from the literature which Is available

Nether1ands

Form4

46

19

20

15

FormS

74

14

25

16

lie et al 1985, a Norway group of pupils In grade 3 of the upper secondary school.

HH

74

20

19

21

age 19

tor 5 questions of the first group and 10 questions of the second group. namely:

• McCloskey 1983, a USA group of undergraduate students
• Van Genderen 1983, a Netherlands group ol pupils in Form 4 of VWO {lhtl pr&-

Ill:lll.a:

For groups of the test population in Lesotho, Indonesia and The
Netherlands the test results and the mean age (In years)

university stream of secondary education), age 16
From the table we can see that a cross-country comparison of average scores
indicates much more similarity tor the 15 questions referring to 'other mit·
conceptions', than found In the items related to 'strong preconceptiOns•. The mean

7. CfWIS COUnt!)' coaprison

score tor the correct alternatives of these 7 items is 22% in Zimbabwe compared

In this section we will compare the results obtained in the Zimbabwe study with the

to about

findings of

administering the

same test in other countries (Lesotho,

Indonesia. The

56%

in the Nethertandslliterature. The (small) difference between the

average value tor the Lesotho grouo and the Zimbabwe group could

be accounted

lor by the difference in level of instruction (which is about 5 units lor the LESPEC

are outside the school environment The persistence of preconception can be

group and 7 to 9 units for the Zimbabwe top group in physics).

different, it these sources and mechanisms are not the same in various
countries. This possibility we would like to elaborate somewhat in the following.

Mean 'Yo scores lor

Persistent

correct answers to

Preconceptions

Other

The question can be raised whether preconceptions have some connections with

Misconceptions

more general pictures and images ot reality which are prevalent in a culture. On such a

questions testing

cultural-anthropological level differences between western and non-western countries
might be expected. One could think ol the mechanization ol the wortd picture which

Zimbabwe

22

67

took place in the seventeenth century in the West (Dijksterhuis 1961), and the total

lesotho

16

53

different symbolic loading of concepts such as Ioree (TempeiS 1969) and time (Mbiti) In

Indonesia

34

59

a traditional African world. The question, however, is whether these deeper symboUc

Netherlands

58

81

layers will be actualized and mobilized by students when they have to answer concrete

literature

54

70

questions on Situations involving mechanics in formal education.
The mechanization ol the world picture, as mentioned abOve, has been a radical
process. When in the seventeenth century Aristotelian science was replaced by

I.ab!U: Mean % scores of the correct alternatives tor the 7 items which, according

Newtonian physics "substantial thinking which inquired about the true nature of things,

to the Zimbabwe study, test preconceptions resisting tutorial correction. and lor the

was exchanged tor 'lunctionar thinking, which wants to ascertain the behaviour of

other items, tor comparable subgroups in the 4 countries and the literature .

things in their interdependence, with an essentially mathematical mode of expression"
(Dijksterhuis 1961, p.501).

So we get the following picture from a cross-country comparison. The mean test

"The thinkers ol the Enlightenment abandoned the earlier concerns of phllosophenl,

scores for most items ol the test that we administered are reasonably similar in the

the question ol why (and the search for a final cause) and moved to the question of

various countries. However, lor the subgroup ol 7 items. which we traced in the

how (and the method ol causation)." (Heisenberg 1973, p.38).

Zimbabwe study as being very resistant to change by instruction, we lind a different

The above pictures ot reality are quite In contrast wllh explanations In a traditional

picture. These preconceptions are more strongly present in Zimbabwe/Lesotho than

African setting, where e.g. Ioree is seen as the essence (inner nature) of an object

in The Nether1andsiUSAINorway. The Indonesian results have values which are

(whether animate or inanimate) and not as an accidental quality. In studying Shona

somewhere between the two groups.

cosmology Bucher considers 'power' as the root concept, and states: "Even when

The most rernarttable differences concern preconceptions relating to: frames of

power is thought to be immanent in inanimate matter it bears personal traits" (Bucher

reference (Item 1), the 'impetus' idea (items 7, 8, 13,) induced torces (item 12).

1980. p.15).
We, however, should be careful in drawing conclusions, since, as Horton wams us:.

Now the question arises as to how cross-country differences in the persistence ol

·even those familiar with theoretical thinking in their own (western) culture have I ailed

preconceptions could be explained. There are, in principle, two possibilities.

to recognize Its African equivalents. simply because they have been blinded by a

a,) Preconceptions are present to the same extent and depth everywhere, and

difference ol idiom• (Horton 1967, p.SO). Therefore, it Is very much questionable

equally difficuh to be changed by Instruction.

whether pupils from a western wortd (with a tradition of mechanizing the wor1d plclure)

Cross-<:oUntry differences arise. because ot the fact that the teaching strategy and/

are. tor example, less prone to a preconception like the 'impetus' idea, than pupils from

or the schoollacllities do not allow for addressing these preconceptions In a similar

a setting with a more or less traditional African wor1d view.

way, so that surviving chances of preconceptions are different.

We had interviews with Zimbabwean teachers and also raised the question as to how

b) Preconceptions are generated and maintained by sources and mechanisms. which

they incorporated physics In a traditional setting. One teacher told us that he often
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relates his examples In the physics lessons to traditional experience.

He e.g.

particular. could be handled In further research. In the following we will summarize our

compared the exerting of a Ioree with 'the casting ol a spell over somebody'. By such

findings.

an example, however, pupils are tempted to see Ioree as an inherent quality ol an

a)

object, instead of an external agent only.

possible to explain most ol the variation or the test scores in terms olthree variables:

In review articles on preconceptions It Is argued that pupils construe meaning lrom their

the amount ol instruction, 'ability', and sex. The first ol these parameters, the amount of

direct sensory experiences oo::urring in the life world domain. Preconceptions are then

instruction, accounts lor most of the observed variatiOn. The residual variation, which

considered as alternative lramewol't(s constructed In this way Into a symbolic domain,

Is left over alter the effects ol the three variables have been accounted for.

where they compete with models and theoretical entities constructed by the natural

spread following the normal distribution. This suggests that no systematiC ellectl have

In analysing the test results of the Zimbabwe test populatiOn. it turns out to be

Is randomly

sciences.

been overlooked, in analysing the performance of the various subgroups In terms ol

However, In science education research literature It Is often neglected that the

the characteristiC parameters.

construing ot the symbolic domain Ia also a cultural activity. In terms ol physics an

b)

alternative tramewol't( has legitimacy, K It can answer the how question of natural

amount of Instruction received. Now the relationship between total teat scora and

events. However, preconceptions are pert and parcel of a broader cultural outlook

amount ol Instruction tums out to be linear. Also on the level of one test Item and Ill

where also the why questiOn Is addressed.

various alternative answers the relationship between mean score and amount ol

This could explain why In a

non·

The main variable lor explaining the observed variation of the mean scores, Ia the

western setting preconceptions are dKferent or more resistant to Instruction than in

Instruction has a more or less linear character.

the west.

This finding Is most important, because it allows us to trace the Intuitive !dell of the

To put It in other terms, the developments that have taken place in the west have

pupils, i.e. the conceptions they have before receiving any Instruction In physicl. If

resulted In a two world model ol symbolic domains: the world ol the natural sciences

there is a linear relationship of mean score and level of Instruction, we can find the

and the world ol the spiritual values.

Difficulties which students In non-western

dominant Intuitive ideas from the intercepts as determined by linear eX1rapolatlon.

countries have with the particular thing called 'science', could originate from this

Also. the slope or the line provides us with a measure ol the effectiveness or

dichotomy. As Ladriilre puts It "The direct impact ot science on culture does seem to

instruction. A high slope means that the Intuitive Idea can easily be changed by

exist In setting the cognitive system apart trom other systems, particularly the

instruction. A small slope means that an idea resists tutorial correction. In this way we

axiological systems, and hence introduce into a culture a cl.lalisrn or pluralism which

can bring preconceptiOns to light, i.e. those intuitive Ideas whiCh resist change.

runs counter to Its Integrating ability• (ladri6re 1977. p.78).

So, by cutting across a range of levels of instruction, we have obtained a fruitful

to Identify intuitive ideas and preconceptions of pupHs.

The above considerations are somewhat speculative and cannot be tested easily.

methodological instrument

However, they should make It clear that cultural-anthropological data have to be taken

c) Following the method indicated above we have Identified 7 test Items referring

into account, belore one could attempt to draw conclusiOns with respect to

serious preconceptions, in particular: the 'impetus· idea, the Idea of relating

to

preconceptions, on the basis of cross-country test results. Therefore, apart trom

movements to fixed frames ol reference, and the problem of deaHng with a force of an

stralghttorwardly administering tests, efforts should be made to trace the character ol

Induced character. The other 15 Items refer to conceptions which are more corrigible

the IIJ'O.Imentl JqJ11s use in explaining their choice of a particular alternative answer in a

by Instruction. For a cross-country comparison of test results those subgroups of the

test Item. For many test Items we asked lor a written explanation. However, to really

various test population have been examined which are comparable In terms of

probe the motives and arguments pupHs have in their mind, the administering ol the

Instructional background and ol motivational attitude towards physics.

test should be followed by more In depth interviews.

The 7 items which we traced In the Zimbabwe study as referring to strong pre·
conceptions, tum out to be also most dKficUit in the other countries as welt as In the

8. Coooku;tooa

literature. However, the dKflculties noted in Zimbabwe and also in Lesotho, are ITII.ICh

Our Investigation has the character ol a pilot study to give us methodological

more serious than those noted in The Netherlands and In the literature (concerning

experience as to how questions on Intuitive ideas ol pupils, and preconceptions In

western groups of pupils). On the other hand, for the other 15 items across-country

comparison ot mean scores indicates a reasonably great similarity in testperformances,

also when co!ll)ared with the literature.
Now there are two possible explanations
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In Class Methods for
Gettfng at Student Misconceptions
by Sheila Tobias
Department of Political Science
Univ. of Arizona-Tucson
In recent years, there have been a number of important effort~
made to get at student misconceptions in science and nathemat1cs 1
The research has indicated that students bring with them models
of the universe that, because they are so deep-seated and so
necessary to their feeling comfortable with their world view,
remain entrenced even after new information and new conceptual
models are offered.
My work builds on these observations but extends the notion of
"misconceptions" to oore mundane confusions that emerge in the
classroom setting and in the reading of science and mathematics
textbooks. Moreover, in addition to contributing to the growing
body of recognizable "error patterns", I seek to empower students
to find out for themselves what is making the subject difficult
for them to grasp-- personally and immediately; also how they
can take control, i.e., make the subject more accessible. In
this brief resume of my efforts, I shall detail four techniques
that are currently being tested for their utility in ferreting
out difficulties in learning.
l.

The Comfort/Non-comfort Zones

My work in "mathematics anxiety" initially began in an effort to
identify the reasons that "otherwise intelligent and schoolsuccessful students" had a task-specific disability in nathematics.2 Hence, from the outset, we were dealing with students
who had at least one area -- a "comfort zone" -- in which they
studied efficiently and well. It was our task to dissuade them
of the prevailing view that they were "dumb in math" (or
science) congenitally and to get them to think of their problem
as partially self-imposed. In various settings of "Math anxiety

reduction" interventions, students were instructed in how to
monitor themselves while working at Mathematics in contrast to
how they approached and dealt with problems in their "comfort
zone." Math, we hypothesized, was for them a "non-comfort zone,"
and needed to be treated as such.
The technique involved nothing more complicated than keeping a
journal of the time, the circumstances and the internalized
emotions they experienced in doing mathematics in contrast to,
say, writing a paper (which most of these students did very well
and with pleasure). Eventually, they would return to the mathanxiety discussion group with details as to how they were disserving themselves in handling mathematics (and science); and in
time, comparing their strategies in the one area to their lack
of strategies in the other, they could devise for themselves new
ways of working. This entailed noticing, for example, that a
mathematics or science text needs to be approached differently,
and in my new book, Suceed with Math, 3 I devote an entire chapter
to the subject of "Reading Math." The process also revealed that
students who have particular difficulties in a certain discipline
will set higher standards for themselves than elsewhere. Getting
a pretty decent "first draft," in three hours, for example, would
give them a feeling of satisfaction. "Making a 1ittle headway"
in math in the same amount of time, would not. Reviewing,
revising, learning to be critical of their own thinking and work
was part of the process. We consider it to have been a success.
2.

The Divided-Page Exercise

Another device, more focused on the math or science problem at
hand, we called "the divided- page exercise" and by means of this
attempted to get students to "tune into their own negative feelings, negative self-statements, and confusions" and tried to make
them independent of their teachers and more precise in posing
questions when they did need help in class. The left side of the
page was reserved for "thinking out loud," including (never ex-

eluding), what might seem "irrelevant" to the teacher. The right
side of the page was reserved for straight forward laying out of
problems, sketches, and calculations. While the initial "dividedpages" were filled with emotional detritus, in time, students
began to focus, rather, on posing and answering two questions of
themselves: 1) What is making this problem difficult for me?
2) What could 1 do to make it easier for myself? We believe that
this learned self-monitoring contributed substantially to their
learning to recognize their own error-patterns and to correct
these.
3.

Peer Perspectives

In time, I came to realize, being myself an outsider to the field
of mathematics and science, that some of the perspectives of an
adult-observer could be of use in ferreting out student misconceptions. In turning to the physical sciences I set out to answer
the question: What t-1akes Science Hard? 4 And to operational ize
that question, selected groups of highly educated, very confident
newcomers to science, namely professors in the humanities, the
arts, social science and even law, to attend artificially designed
learning experiences in physics, mathematics and, soon to come,
bio- and physical chemistry. Again, the divided-page format was
used to encourage these "Peers", as I ca 11 ed them ( s i nee in every
way except newness to the fields, they were peers of their instructors, to note as they attempted to learn what was being presented,
what -- in as much detail as was possible -- was getting in their
way. From these reports, detailed elsewhere, came observations
having to do with use of language, ambiguities in demonstrations,
relations between abstract and concrete examples, the uses of
mathematics in science, and so on. I am now attempting to use
Peers at lower levels of education (graduate and advanced undergraduate students) and to extend the experiment to more subjects.
I also believe that Peers can be of some use in critiquing existing textbooks since texts for those who are not majoring in
science very often represent a barrier to understanding rather
than illumination.

4.

The "Muddiest Issue" Technique

Another approach, using students themselves, has been attempted at
Harvard University by Prof. Fred Mosteller, in his introductory
statistics course. About once a week, Mosteller asks his students
to describe -- anonymously -- the "muddiest issue" covered in that
week of lessons. From these "muddy issues," he selects those
frequently mentioned and prepares specific handouts to deal precisely with the problems raised by students. In addition to getting invaluable feedback as to how students are faring in the
course (between examinations), Mosteller's assignment gets them to
think constructively about their own misconceptions. A collection
of his "muddiest issues" and those of instructors in other subjects would, I believe, provide a very valuable addition to any
instructor's resource library. For, while no two students are
exactly alike, "muddiness" most likely resides not entirely in
the learner but in the subject matter itself.
None of these experiments is systematic. Nor are the designs
sufficiently controlled so that we who do them can bring any
more than anecdotal evidence to bear on the subjects we observe.
However, they have a valuable dual function (to summarize): They
provide classroom-based specific feedback. They give students
the opportunity and the experience in identifying and then trying
to unravel their own misconceptions.
I offer them to this conference for your consideration.
1. A good bibliography of research into misconceptions is
appended to an article, "Inquiry in the Mathematics Classroom"
by Jeremy Kilpatrich, published in Academic Connections, by the
Office of Academic Affairs, The College Board, 45 Columbus Avenue,
N.Y., 10023-5917.
2. See Overcoming Math Anxietf. New York: W.W. Norton, 1978; in
paperback, Boston: Houghton Mi flin, 1980.
3. Succeed with Math will be published by The College Board in
September, 1987.
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4. See "Math Anxiety and Physics: Some Thoughts on Learning
'Difficult' Subject," in Physics Today, Vol. 38, No. 6, pp. 61-66.
Also "Peer Perspectives on the Teaching of Science," in Change
Magazine, March-April, 1986, pp. 36-41. Also, "Colleges Ask:
What Makes Science Hard?", N.Y. Times, May 13, 1986, p. 17. Also,
"The Frustrations of a College Physics Class: Some Professors Get
to Experience It, Again," in The Chronicle of Higher Education,
October 15, 1986, p. 18.
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Introduction
This paper reports on a study of the ability of

novices to produce written explanations of phyaical
situations.

The study was part of a multi-faceted project

conducted to explore differences between expert and novice
problem-solvers in physics, and to test whether a particular
computer-based regimen can help nurture more expert-like
behavior in novices.
HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND COHERENT
EXPLANATION IN THE DOMAIN OF ELEMENTARY MECHANICS

The major features and results of the

broader project are described in a companion paper to this
one (Dufresne et al., 1987, in these Proceedings).

Included

are descriptions of the computer-based problem analysis
Jerold S.

Touger~,

Robert Dufresne, William Gerace and
Jose Mestre

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

environment being tested (the Hierarchical Analyais Tool,
referred to below as MAT) and a control analyaia environment
(the Equation Sorting Tool, or EST).

Related results are

reported in a second companion paper (Hardiman et al., 1987,
in these Proceedings).
~lannanant

addreaa: Curry College, Milton, MA

Hera we report the outcome• and

implications of a written explanation task administered to
novices before and after an extensive period of interaction
with the problem analysis environments.

Work aupported by grant BNS-8511069 from the National
Science Foundation.

The contents herein do not necessarily

Soma preliminary

results of this work have been reported previously (Touger
et al., 1986, 1987).

reflect the position, policy or endorsement of NSF.
A.

Knowledge Structures Underlying Problem Solving and

Explanation
Before coneidering how written explanations miaht
change, it would be helpful to conaider thoae characteriatics widely thouaht to distinguish expert from novice
physics problem-solvers:
1) Structure of memory: Experts store physics
knowledge hierarchically, with fundamental concepts at the
top of the hierarchy and specific equations and facta at the
bottom.

Novices, in contrast, tend to store knowledge

homogeneously (see, for example, Reif and Heller, 1982).
Some researchers (Ferguaon-Hesaler and de Jong, 1987) argue
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that, at a staae where mastery of abstract concepts at the

that apply from a hierarchically ordered sequence of menus.

top of a hierarchy might still be limited, organization of

A suitable sequence of menus and choices for a problem

knowledae by more concrete problem types or problem schemata

involving conservation of energy is shown in Figure 1.

may characterize successful novice problem solvers.

EST, in contrast, simulates the hunt-and-peck approach

2) Relationships among concepts: The expert

The

presumed typical of novices. Fresented with a problem, the

knowledge store tends to be dense and rich in

EST user selects variable names, ehzsics terms, or problem

interrelations, that of the novice sparse and poor in

~·

interrelation• (Chi and Glaser, 1981).

with the selection made, and must in turn decide which

3) Categorization: Experts tend to categorize
problems by fundamental concepts, whereas novices tend to
categorize problems by surface features (Chi et al., l98l).
4) Solution strategies: Experts tend to solve

is then presented with a list of equations associated

equations are applicable for solution.
While the bulk of recent research on expert-novice
differences in the domain of physics has focused on the
solution of numerical problems, the ability to explain

problema by atrategies that begin with principles at the top

physical situations is clearly an important aspect of

of the hierarchical knowledge structure and proceed through

expertise.

lavale of increasing specificity in order to select the

more closely at novices' written explanations of physical

equatlone needed for solution.

situations and how they might change if the novice's

Novices, in contrast,

This suggests it might be profitable to look

typically hunt for equations by a "house of mirrors•

knowledge-store becomes more structured as a consequence of

approach.

using the HAT.

S) Procedural knowledge: The factual knowledge of

Specifically, it seems reasonable to expect that the

experta ie rendered useful by extensive procedural knowledge

physics expert draws on the same hierarchical organization

which novices tend to lack.

of knowledge elements in formulating strategies both for

of varioua

Hestenes (1987) views "mastery

modes of external knowledge representations"

generating coherent explanations and for correct and

(e.g. equations, diagrama, graphs), and presumably the

efficient problem-solving.

development of interrelations among them, as •essential to

formal analysis of learning strategies proposed by Brown et

the davalopmant of phyaical intuition.•

Other recent work

(Larkin and Simon, 1987; McDermott at al., 1987) has also

This view is supported by a

al., (1978), which indicated that a kind of meana-end
analysis is common to both problem solving and understanding

atraaaad tba importance of establishing a clear

stories or narrative.

connectadnaaa for particular representations.

the expert problem-solver, in this picture, would be a

6) Kxplanationa: Experta tend to giva coherent

The hierarchical structure used by

particularly efficient way of proceeding from governing

explanation• of phyaical aituations, whereas novices, as a

concepts down through intermediate goals to a desired end,

rule, are notorioualy poor explainers.

namely, a correct solution.

The HAT ia an environment intended to bring to bear

What is common to problem-

solving and understanding narrative should also be an aapect

on a given problem the hierarchically structured approach

of strategies for constructing or organizing narrative

typical of the axpart.

which in the domain of physics typically means explanation.

Using the HAT, the subject attempts

to delimit or cateaorize the problem to be solved by
ealactln& the governing concept(s) and specific conditions

In leas formal work consistent with this view,
Kirkpatrick and Pittendrigh (1984) taught undergraduates a

general hierarchical structure for physics explanations in

they involve integration of mathematical and visual

order to improve the explanations that they wrote, and

representations with related narrative.
We expected to find a high frequency of formula-

Grumbacher (1985) reported that high school students who
write regularly about physics also perform better by more

driven explanations.

usual measures.

with explanations is related to the assumption, underlying

Viewed in this context, the HAT study

appeared to afford a unique opportunity to consider the

This assumption about how novices deal

the design of the EST, that novices usually solve problems

active use of a well-defined hierarchical organization of a

by a kind of hunt-and-peck approach that is aurface-feature

specific domain (classical mechanics) by novice subjects,

and formula-driven.

and to explore its relationship to or impact on the

after using the HAT, subjects might produce a greater number

explanatory ability of these subjects in the same domain.

of hierarchical explanations.

8.

C.

Catesories of Explanation
A further objective of the explanation task was to

cateaorize novice physics explanations.

The experience of a

In contraat, one might expect that

Context Dependence
Explanation tasks can also be of interest insofar

as they afford the subject freedom in the choice of

pilot study led us to believe that the explanations written

variables to be considered and concepts to be applied.

by student subjects would fall into four broad categories,

Whether or not a subject invokes a particular variable or

with some hybridization among them:

concept in various contexts provide• inaight into the dearee

1) Formula-driven: Explanations of this type
typically beain with an array of equations that apparently
coma to mind in response to a given question.

The

subaequent narrative may or may not make use of these
equationa.

of connectedness or generalizability that the concept or
term may have in the subject'• knowledge-atore.

In a broad

sense, the range of applicability of a term ia an eaeential
part of its meanina to the individual.

Tha work of Roach

(1977) on categorization provided croaa-cultural evidence

2) Qualitative/Intuitive: These explanations
diacues the &ivan set-up in real world terms.

Phrases like

that common semantic noun categories (such aa "bird• or
"furniture") are organized around perceptually aalient

"impact•, "slowina down*, and "not goina as far" predominate

prototypes for the cateaoriea, and that memberahip in a

over more formal physic• language.

category is determined by a kind of aemantic diatance from

3) Qualitative/Physics-ese: Explanations of this

that prototype in term• of co-occurrence of attributea.

type use formal phyeica terms in ways that suggest the user

(For instance, if the prototype bird were robin-like, a kiwi

haa not fully maatered the concepts represented by the

or a penauin might be a weaker candidate for incluaion in

te~.

At worat, the terme may be embedded in inappropriate

bird-dam than a sparrow because it haa fewar aalient

locution& (e.a. "hita with a force") or may be inappropriate

features in common with a robin.)

to the aiven aituation,

more abstract noun categoriea, i.e. concapta auch aa "forca•

4) Hierarchical

These explanations clearly identify

We auaaeat that for the

and "energy", which form the workina vocabulary of phyaics,

relevant aovernina concept• and use them in relatively

the context• in which a concept is applicable are important

structured ways, such aa identifying initial and final

attributes and are part and parcel of ita aemantic content.

etatea when conaervation of energy is involved. At best,

In the explanation taak, we expected that novicea would
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apply concepts in a more restricted range of contexts than

will be included only when correlations with effects of the

would experts, making those concepts less rich in meaning

problem analysis environments are not at question, since

for the novice and thus less appropriate for superordinate

exposure to those environments was less extensive in the

placement in a hierarchical structure.

pilot study.)

D.

B.

Misconceptions

Procedures
Subjects were recruited from the previous

Much has been written elsewhere about students'
misconceptions in the domain of mechanics (see, for example,

semester's physics classes on the basis of grade, and were

such bibliographies as Maloney, 1985, Pfundt and Duit, 1985,

paid $50 for ten hours of participation over roughly a five

and Dykstra and Schroeder, 1987).

week period.

The explanation task

Five hours of this time was spent solving

provides a further opportunity to seek evidence of

problems using one of the problem analysis environments

misconceptions, and also to see what effect those

(HAT, EST, text).

misconceptions may have on whether students consider

subjects.

particular variables or invoke particular concepts.

administered to all subjects before and after this problem-

Explanation tasks (see Section C, below) were

solving phase.
II .

!!!!.h.2.!!

The same 25 problems were done by all

Pre and post problem-solving exams and

categorization tasks (aee Dufresne et al.,in these
Proceedings) were also administered to all subjects.

A.

Subjects

Subjects agreeing to a final interview were paid $5 for an

Participatin& subj.ects were University of

additional half hour of their time.

Massachusetts undergraduates who had taken either of two
first semester phyaica courses for majora or for engineers

C.

The explanation task given to the novice aubjecta

(both mainly machanica) in tha previous semester and
racaivad a arada of B or above.

A total of 42 participants

The Explanation Task

involved three questions requiring explanations of phyaical

ware divided into thraa aqual aroupat HAt uaera, the control

situationa.

aroup of BST users, and a second control group of textbook

physical set-up and asked the subject to explain what

ussrs.

happens when a particular change is made in tha sst-up.

All participants did both tha pre and post

explanation tasks.

Tan of tha aubjecta wera selected to be

Each question presented the subject with a

questions are shown in Figure 2.

intarviawad about their explanations after the completion of

~

all taatina.

for the convenience of the reader.)

Those interviewed were chosen because their

explanations exhibited features that were recurrent in the
total population of subjects.

(An additional 3 HAT users

and 4 BST users completed a pilot study the previous summer.

The

(The governing principles,

presented to the subjects, are indicated in the figure
In each question, the

subject must decide which variable or variables to sddreaa,
and what concepts to apply.

The general inatructiona

directed the subjects to write out explicitly the reasoning

In tha pilot study, all subjects were interviewed about each

by which thay reached their conclusions. Since subjects were

explanation immadiataly upon ita completion, but the larger

not directed to solve for a particular variable, the

siza of tha subject population for the main study prohibited

inclusion and use of equations in the explanations was

mora comprahanaiva interviewina.

entirely at the subject's own discretion.

Data from the pilot study

The subject waa

allowed up to a half hour to complete three such written

the Energy column of Figure 3, modified by the eliminatioQ

explanations, and the time for each response was recorded.

of the first two items in the column and the inclusion,

As Figure 2 shows, two sets of questions were
administered.

Each subject responded to one set of

where relevant, of questions about an intermediate state
parallel to those about initial and final states.

questions before using the problem analysis environment and
the other one after.

Half of the subjects in each of the

three groups did Set A first, while the others did Set B
first.

Two questions in Set A were paired with related

questions in Set B.

In each pair,the same set-up was

A &roup-by-time analysis of variance was carried out
to see whether the pre- to post-test change in LCU differed
significantly among the three groups of subjects.

In

addition, a correlation analysis was performed to see
whether there was any significant correlation between pre-

considered in both questions, but the variable affected by

to-post changes in the LCU and chan&es in subjects' scores

the change differed.

on problem-solving exams administered before and after use
of the problem analysis environments.

D.

Analysis of Data

divided into quadrants by amount of pre-to-post change in

To avoid bias, all analysis of the written
explanations was done before consulting project records to

LCU, and the average pre-to-post chan&• on the problemsolving exam was compared for the different quadrants.

see which subject had used which problem analysis
environment.

For each written explanation, a detailed

evaluation form (Figure 3) was completed.

Also, subjects were

The evaluation

Other facets of the explanation task were considered
as follows.

Using items in the evaluation form as a &uide,

an attempt was made to classify each written explanation

criteria addressed in the form became the basis of much of

according to the classification scheme proposed in the

the aubaequent data analysis.

introduction (formula-driven, qualitative/intuitive,

Prior to considering these forms in detail, an

qualitative/physics-ese, or hierarchical).

In addition,

attempt was made, based partly on the information in the

compilations were made of the frequencies with which

forma and partly on a prima facie reading of the

different variables were addressed and different concepts

explanations, to assess the degree of pre- to post-task

applied in response to each question.

improvement of each subject on a coarse-grained 0 (none) to

misconceptions was also compiled.

Finally, evidence of

3 (a areat deal) scale along each of several dimensions.
Thaee included use of higher order concepts, overall

III.

Results and Discussion

oraanization, use of equations, use of physics vocabulary,

The results of the explanation task fall into four

preaence of miaconceptions, and ratio of volume written to

broad areas, which are addressed below in the same sequence

time apent on task.

as in the introduction, i.e. (A) relationships between

A more refined measure was developed for the level

hierarchically structured problem solving and structured

of use of one particular higher order concept, energy, which

explanation, (B) categories of explanation, (C) context

waa addreaaed frequently enou&h by subjects to afford an

dependence of variables considered and concepts applied, and

adequate basis for statistical analysis.

(D) evidence of misconceptions and their effect on the

The measure

(hereafter designated as Level of Concept Use, or LCU)
conaisted essentially of the sum of the numerical entries in

aforesaid context dependence.
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A.

possible for a subject with some grasp of energy ideas to

Hierarchical Organization and Explanation
Ve first consider the matter of whether extensive

apply energy to a pre-test question and not to the paired

active involvement with a hierarchical structure (the HAT)

post-test question, thus showing a negative change in LCU,

of a domain has any effect on the novice's explanations in

whereas a subject who did not consider energy before or

that domain.

after would show zero change.

Our prima facie examination of whether

This accounts in part for the

subjects' explanations showed pre-to-post improvement in

negative values in the data of Figure 4

each of several dimensions indicated that differences in

greater than one would have hoped because A3 and BJ were not

improvement among subject groups undergoing the different

intended as parallel questions, and because the deep-

treatments (HAT, EST, and text) were greatest for the

structure parallel between Al and B2 was broken for some

dimension of "use of higher order concepts,•

students by surface-feature-dependent considerations

Of 14 students

This effect is

in each group, 9 HAT users, 6 text users, and 3 EST users

(discussed in Section IIIC below).

showed some improvement, but the differences were not

with test questions more carefully paired to account for

statistically significant and the criteria admittedly vague,

those considerations, an even greater level of statistical

Thia led us to focus on energy as the higher order

One might expect that

significance could have been achieved.
We suspect that these considerations

concept moat widely applicable and moat widely applied to

are also the

the questions in the explanation task, and to develop the

major reason why we found no significant overall correlation

LCU (see Section II: Hethods) for that concept.

between improvement in the LCU for anergy and pre-to-post

We then

applied it to those questions (Al, A3, B2, B3) for which

improvement on the problem-solving exam.

sisnificant numbers of students considered energy.

the data of Figure 5 show, students in the quadrant showing

The data presented in Figure 4 show that overall,

Nevertheless, as

the greatest increase in LCU also showed much greater than

the HAT users show the best pre-to-post change in LCU, the

average improvement on the problem-solving exam.

EST users the worst.

suggests there may be some connection between improved

A group-by-time analysis of variance

This

showed that the differences in a three-way comparison are

problem-solving ability and more extensive and structured

sisnificant at the p • .05 level.

use of at least one far-reaching higher order concept,

Differences in a two-way

comparison between HA and EST users are significant at the
P • .035 level.

energy.

In other words, the explanations of HAT

users improved in their structured use of energy
considerations to a significantly greater degree than did
the explanations of the other two groups.
fact, showed a general tendency to decline.

The EST users, in
Textbook users,

B. Categories of Explanation
In attempting to categorize subjects' written
explanation• according to our proposed classification
scheme, we found that many explanations could not be readily

who were at liberty to use the textbook in either a

classified, and that other explanations fell into more than

structured or a house-of-mirrors fashion, not surprisingly

one category.

fell in between.

categorized by this scheme, and some patterns are evident in

Some further comments on these data are necessary.

Nevertheless, most explanations could be

the frequency data (Figure 6).

Of 253 explanations, 311

Because subjects could approach A3 fully and Al and B2

were formula-driven to s significant degree.

partially correctly without considering energy, it was

interviews indicated that this figure would have been higher

Exit

but for subjects' inability to recall formulas.

Only

quantitative/intuitive explanations were as frequent.

given.
This

On that one [a projectile motion situation] I

thought about the velocity but they didn't say anything

was consistent with our expectations, and corroborates the

about time ... and the equation there [she had written

assumption inherent in the design of the EST, that novices

s • v t + 1/2 at 2 ] had a variable t in it.n
0

For this student, as for others, the way to deal

tend to be formula-driven in their approach to problem

with a physics problem was to find suitable equations to

solving.

connect the value of an unknown variable with given values

Subjects were most hierarchical in their
explanations on questions (Al,B3) where they were most

of other variables.

readily able to apply energy considerations.

mathematical representation, without thinking of it as a

They were

One could then work wholly within the

least hierarchical and most formula-driven on those

model for or connecting it wholly with the actual physical

questions (A2, Bl) that they tended to treat kinematically.

situation.

Frequently, subjects wrote down equations and then
wrote narrative that did not refer back to the equations.

What we see here is an attempt to carry over

this approach from problem-solving to explanation, clearly
without success.

Follow-up interviews indicated that the equations
represented a

kind of initial memory search.

In some

C.Context Dependence

instances the narrative was loosely motivated by the
equations, while in other cases, the subject simply could
not apply the equations to the question asked.

Diagrams

As noted in the introduction, the assumption that
novices' knowledge stores are lesa dense and interconnected,

were sometimes treated in a similar manner: force diagrams

and their noun categories (in Rosch's sense) less inclusive

or sketches of trajectories were set down at the beginning

than those of physicists, led us to expect that novice

and then not integrated into the subsequent narrative.

subjects would consider variables and apply concepts in a

This

aeems to be evidence of the lack of interconnectedness of

range of contexts that would seem restricted to a physicist.

the novice knowledge store, and in particular of the lack of

The open-ended aspect of the explanation task queations did

interconnectedness among different representations.

indeed elicit considerable evidence of such context

Subjects who failed to integrate equations with

dependence.

Several of the questions asked how changing a

narrative were sometimes uncomfortable with the question

feature of the set-up "affected the motion of an object,•

format because it did not aak for specific variables.

leaving the respondent to select the specific variables to

One

subject who beaan by •sort of doodling, just trying to

address.

remmber different formulae •.• that had variables that I was

clearly situation-dependent.

lookin& for• was puzzled by the fact that no values were

As figure 7 indicates, the choice of variables was
For the first situation depicted in Figure 7, there

provided for the variables so that she could plug into an

was a greater tendency on the pre-task to focua on the

equation to generate an answer, as had been the accustomed

velocity of the block in the rouah region than on the

situation in her course exams. At one point she comments,

distance it travels (the post-task results are addressed

"You have to think about the time also, and those are things

below).

that weren't given ••. I knew what affected it but they

showed a much greater tendency to focus on the distance

weren't &iven so I didn't know how to correlate what was

traveled by a projectile fired from a cliff than on ita

In contrast, on both pre- and post-tasks, subjects
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velocity at any point, such as where it strikes the ground.

solving performance will draw on the same knowledge

This tendency was reinforced, in the case where the cannon's

structure.
What concepts subjects apply in their explanations

angle of elevation was varied, by the fact that many
subjects recalled the well-known problem of finding the

was also found to be situation-dependent.

Consider the last

angle that maximizes the range, but the contrast persists

situation depicted in Figure 7.

when height rather than angle is the variable. Despite the

task questions, subjects were asked in one case to explain

On paired pre- and post-

fact that both set-ups can be addressed by energy

how the block's motion is changed if h is changed to .Sh,

considerations which interrelate distance and velocity,

and in the other case if the set-up is switched from the

subjects tended to focus on one variable or the other,

earth to the moon.

depending on the situation, and ss the data show, only very

questions are identical except that in the gravitational

infrequently did they address both.

potential energy mgh, h is being varied in one case and g in

This focus on a particular variable can be changed
by exposure.

One of the problems assigned for solution

using the problem analysis environments (main study only)

the other.

From an energy point of view, the two

However, of 20 subjects who used energy concepts

in explaining the h-dependent situation on the pre-test,
fully 30% (6 subjects) abandoned energy concepts completely

specifically asked subjects to calculate the distance a

in explaining the g-dependent situation on the post-test,

block travels over a rough surface before stopping.

preferring instead to focus on considerations related to

This

accounts for the striking change in variable focus from pre-

Newton's Second Law.

to poet-test (main study) on the first situation in Figure

on the post-test only after treating the situation

7.

dynamically, and the energy treatment in these cases tended
It is also interesting to note the high percentage

of students who focused on the "impact" (a word several of

A few others invoked energy concepts

to be less full than on the pre-test.

There were recurrent

indications in subjects• written and oral comments that a

them in fact used) and thus addressed velocity in the last

specific reference to h prompted thinking about potential

of the situations shown in Figure 7.

energy.

From an energy point

of view this is an intermediate state, but as the interviews

about acceleration.

corroborated, for moat novice subjects the "impact" was the
moat salient feature. It seems clear from these instances

A reference to g seemed rather to prompt thinking
Even students' use of language was situation-

dependent.

Hany subjects talked explicitly about

that subjects' variable choices are dependent on the surface

"acceleration• in reference to the gravitational situation.

features of the problem, or perhaps from the Ferguson-

But of the subjects who considered as a variable the rate at

Heasler and deJong point of view, on the problem type,

which the block slows down on the rough surface, only 3 out

although it ia not clear to what extent, if at all, these

of 15 (2 of 8 pre, 1 of 7 post) used the word "acceleration•

are distinct or separable dependences.

(or even "deceleration").

In any event, these

The rest chose to use language

observations seem to indicate that the assumption that

like "slows down faster• despite the fact that many of them

novice approaches are surface-feature driven, made with

were perfectly capable of using the word •acceleration•

regard to problem-solving in the design of the EST, seems

correctly in other contexts.

applicable to explanation aa well.

This fits with the

inference from Brown et al., that explanation and problem-

Rosch's ideas about categorization appear relevant
here.

Gravitation seems closer to a prototype acceleration

situation (at least for descending objects) than does

time to accelerate downward and would achieve a greater

slowing down on a rough surface (and very likely, closer

speed.

than any negative acceleration).

is neglected in the end, even where component reasoning is

Situations in which h

In both lines of reasoning the horizontal situation

varies seem closer to prototype situations for consideration

used to obtain the initial vertical velocity component.

ot gravitational potential energy than do situations in

Thus we cannot assume the invariability of impact velocity

which 1 varies.

with angle to be the reason why very few subjects addressed

Thinking of concepts like "energy• or

•acceleration• as categories, it would seem that students

impact velocity for this question.

Subjects' variable

will most readily come to grasp the full extent of a

choices for the parallel case in which h is changed also

category by repeated exposure to sufficiently diverse

belie this.

instances that press the bounds of the category.

do not focus on the impact velocity because they do not see

Initial or

Rather, we seem safer in assuming that students

early exposure to the gravitational potential energy mgh

the collision with the ground as a salient feature of the

should involve instances where each of m, g, and h is

given situation.

varied.

That exposure can affect a student's view of when a

2) The existence of another rather surprising

concept is relevant is evidenced by the pre-to-post-task

misconception, this one involving the block sliding onto a

change we saw in students• consideration of distance

rough surface, was verified by following up in the closing
interviews on such ambiguous written statements as •the

traveled in the first situation of Figure 7.

block slows down in the rough region.•
D.

Misconceptions

Although this could

mean that the block slows down monotonically to zero

Several recurrent misconceptions held by subjects

velocity, as a physicist reader would likely assume, it

about mechanics were disclosed by the explanation task.

could also mean that it drops stepwise from a greater

Those discussed below are possible addenda to the ever-

constant velocity to a smaller constant velocity.

arowing catalog of student misconceptions documented in the

surprisingly, two interviewees asserted unambiguously that

literature.

We will also note how each misconception bears

on subjects' choices of what variables to consider or
concepts to apply.

the latter was the case, and that the block did •not
necessarily" stop.

Recall that this was after subjects had

been exposed to a problem specifically asking for the

1) For the projectile question in which the firing
angle is chanaed, many subjects, either in their written
answers or the closing interviews,

expressed the belief

that for areater anales the cannonball strikes the ground
with araatar velocity.

Rather

Several subject& reasoned that

because the ball rises higher, it acquires more potential
anaray, and thus would have greater kinetic energy upon

distance traveled in such a set-up.

Clearly, subjects

harboring such a misconception would fall into the group
addressing velocity but not distance.

Also, this occurrence

serves as a strong reminder that language used in exchanges
between novices and experts does not necessarily have the
same meaning for both parties.
3) The concept of •impact•, also going by the names

1trikina the ground (neglecting the fact that when the angle

of "force• and •momentum•, but without the physicist's

ia increased, the horizontal component of velocity and its

meaning, was noted previously.

contribution to the kinetic energy are reduced).

clear that this was an instantaneous concept, as distinct

Others

rsasoned that since the ball rose higher, it would have more

In several casas it was

from the physicist's concept of impulse over an interval.
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Interestingly, in questions involving a block sliding down a

2) that while there was no overall correlation,

ramp onto a spring, this impact was frequently a central

those students showing greatest improvement on the

focus, but as we have noted, in questions involving a

explanation task also averaged well above the mean

projectile fired from a cliff the impact of the projectile

improvement on the problem-solving exam.

on the ground is largely ignored.

3) that student explanations frequently reflect the

The surface aspects of

the situations predominate over the fact that both are

formula-driven and surface-feature-driven approaches which

situations involving an object losing gravitational

we (and the design of the EST) assumed characterizes novice

potential energy and gaining kinetic energy.

problem solving.

Numerical frequencies are not presented for these

This assumption is based both on

experience and a view of the novice knowledge-store as

misconceptions because often their existence was only

lacking in hierarchical structure.

verified unambiguously either by follow-up questions (in the

equations and diagrams from memory and then not use them is

The tendency to call up

pilot study) or in selective interviewing (in the main

consistent with a lack of interconnectedness among

study).

representations.
4) that context, shaped by the surface features of a

IV.

Summary

situation, strongly affect what variables novices consider

The administration of a written explanation task to

and what concepts they apply in their explanations when

novice physics problem solvers before and after use of a

given the latitude to do so.

This is consistent with the

hierarchically structured computer-based problem solving

notion that novices• noun categories are lees inclusive and

environment has yielded a diversity of findings about

cannot as readily assume superordinate positions in a

novices• explanations of physics situations.

hierarchy of concepts.

These findings

5) and that novices hold misconceptions which affect

have been considered in the context of a theoretical
overview in which (1) in comparison to experts, the novice

whether they will consider a variable or concept in a given

knowledge-store for a domain is viewed as sparse, with a

context.

paucity of interconnections, including interconnections

noun, and thus part of its meaning, the misconception may

among different representations, (2) the novice knowledge

give the variable or concept a different or more restricted

store lacks the hierarchical structuring of the expert's,

meaning than it would have for the expert.

(3) novice noun categories in the domain have a smaller

Insofar as applicable contexts are attributes of a

We feel that consideration of novice explanations is

experiential base and are generalizable to fewer instances,

a fruitful approach to the broader task of seeking

and (4) an individual draws upon the same knowledge store

understanding of the novice and expert states and the

and structure both in problem-solving and in explanation in

potential ways of generating transitions between them.

the domain.

further studies, we intend to examine expert performance on

Consistent with this overview, we found:

similar tasks, and to compare novice responses to prepared

1) that exposure to a hierarchical structure does

explanations in the different categories that we identified.

lead novices to use at least one higher order concept,

enersy, in a significantly fuller and more organized
faahion.

In

Hestenes, D. (1987).
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The students involved in this study were drawn from two groups. The fust
consisted of nine undergraduates who had almost completed the first quarter
of calculus-based introductory physics. The course was taught by a faculty
member not involved in the research. The seGond group consisted of ten
junior high school physical science and high school physics teachers. All
were enrolled as students in physics courses taught by members of our
group as part of a summer program for in-service teachers.
Investigation of Student Difficulties
with Graphical Representations in Physics•
Emily H. van Zee and Lillian C. McDermott
Depanment of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

Individual Demonstration Interviews
Our primary data source was the individual demonstration
interview, in which an investigator presents a series of tasks based on
demonstrations that the student observes. In each task used in this study,
the student is asked to make a prediction, observe a motion demonstrated in
the laboratory, and sketch an appropriate graph while thinking out loud. In
addition to asking a series of structured questions, the investigator can
expand the questioning to clarify a student's response or to pursue an
interesting point that may arise during the interview. Each interview usually

The Physics Education Group at the University of Washington has
been investigating student difficulties with graphical representations.! This
work is pan of an ongoing investigation of student understanding in
physics. 2 We have used the results of this research to guide the

lasts about an hour, is recorded on audiotape, and then transcribed for
detailed analysis.

development of curriculum to address the specific conceptual and reasoning

The four tasks in this study are based on demonstrations in which a
ball rolls along a combination of level and inclined tracks, as shown in

difficulties identified.3 In this paper, we repon on an investigation of the

Figures 1-4. Before the demonstration of each motion, the student is asked

reasoning that underlies common enors in drawing and interpreting graphs
of moving objects.

to describe the type of motion expected. The investigator explicitly defmes
x to be the position of the ball along the track and asks the student to sketch

As physics instructors, we have been interested in how well

and acceleration versus time (a vs t). No measurements are made with

students who have studied the relevant content in lectures, texts, and

clocks or meter sticks. Instead of plotting data, the student must sketch the

homework problems can apply their knowledge in drawing graphs of a

general shape of the graph strictly on the basis of observation. For each

motion they observe in the laboratory. In what ways does the approach of

track, the student is given a response sheet with three sets of axes. The

students who can draw qualitatively correct graphs differ from those who

horizontal axis in each set is labeled

cannot'? Can such differences be generalized in a way that distinguishes the
behavior of an "expert" from that of a "novice"?

confidence in each response, ranging from 0 (vinually impossible I'm right)

three graphs: position versus time (x vs t), velocity versus time (v vs t),

t;

the vertical axis is labeled x, v or a.

The sheets also include scales on which the student indicates degree of
to 10 (virtually certain I'm right). The correct graphs for each motion are

Previous studies of student difficulties with graphical
representations have been conducted primarily with precollege students.4

shown in Figures 1-4.
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Supplementary Data Sources
Supplementary information was obtained from several sources. To
assess the frequency of specific graphing errors in various populations, we
devised several written questions which were administered to ninth grade
physical science students, high school physics students, calculus-level
introductory physics students, and high school teachers. One of these
questions was a written version of the second task used in the interviews.
To gain further insight into the development of graphing skills, we
monitored the progress of undergraduates in a special physics course in
which graphing is emphasized in the study of kinematics.

0.

Analysis of Data
All of the students interviewed were able to draw correct graphs for
the fiist track, on which the ball moYes with constant velocity. About 60%
drew adequate graphs for the second track, on which the ball first moves
Figure 1: Interview task #1

Figure 2: Interview task #2

with constant velocity, speeds up along an incline, and then moves with a
higher constant velocity. About 40% drew acceptable graphs for the third
track, on which the ball speeds up from rest, slows down, turns around,

...c"'G>
""'

and speeds up in the opposite direction. All who succeeded on this task
were able to complete the fourth task satisfactorily, in which the ball moves
along additional level and inclined segments.
The students were divided into two groups on the basis of their
performance on the interview tasks. Those who could draw appropriate
graphs for all the tracks were classified as "experts." Those who made
substantial errors on one or more graphs were classified as "novices." The
third interview task, in which the ball turns around, proved to be the
dividing line between "novice" and "expert." There were novices and
expertS among both the undergraduates and in-service teachers interviewed.
with more experts in the latter group.
We were particularly interested in how experts and novices began
drawing their graphs. how they represented the path of the motion, and how

Figure 3: Interview task J3

Figure 4: Interview task t4
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they tried to relate fearures of the graph to various aspects of the motion.

The correct graph in Figure 5 also shows the difference in time

By analyzing the rranscripts from the interviews, we were able to identify

intervals for the different segments of the motion. The ball speeds up along

several differences which are illustrated with specific examples below. In

BC and takes a shoner time to travel BC than AB, and an even shoner time

the discussion, we have also included an estimate of the prevalence of

to cover CD, when it is moving with a constant but higher velocity.

certain errors. This was obtained by administering a written version of the
second task to 116 students enrolled in a calculus-based physics course.

Novices generally began by drawing a line that implicitly
represented the shape of the track on the horizontal axis. For example,

Initial Procedures

when asked to label his graph, the student who drew the incorrect graph in
Figure 5 labeled the horizontal axis with approximately equal spacing

Experts and novices differed in their initial approach to the tasks.
Experts usually started by labeling the vertical axis with lettered points that

between AB, BC, and CD, reflecting the equal lengths of rrack segments
AB, BC, and CD.

corresponded to the lettered positions along the track. Nov1ces typically
began by drawing a line without explicit reference to either axis.
After observing the three equal lengths of track, AB, BC, CD, on
the second task, experts rypically would mark off three equal intervals along
the vertical axis as shown in Figure 5. An expert who drew a correct x vs t
graph said:
EXPERT: matches shape of line to
to the way position changes
in time

We can put A at the origin of the graph. And put D
at top so that the graph will be as large as it can get ... And
then divide it into three equal intervals ... so we have the
vertical axis, A B, C and D. And that's the ... position.

t.rack 12

NOVICE: matches shape of line to
shape of track

•

Figure 6: Expen and novice approaches to skeiChing lhe shape of lhe line on an x vs t
graph

Represenlalion in Space or Time
Experts tried to match the shape of the line to the way the variable
t
t
C'MI:IC'T

EXPERT: defines axes explicitly and
represents shape of track on
vertical axis

NOVICE: n:presems shape of track
implicitly on horizonlal

Ws

~p~--~Q~~~
~L-==-~·
t.rad 12

Figure 5: Expen and novice approaches to representing lhe shape of lhe track on lhe axes
Of an X VS t graph

(x, v, or a) changed during the time interval of the motion. For example, the
student who drew the correct x vs t graph in Figure 6 consciously
considered the distance the ball moved in a unit of time along various
segments of the track.
From A to B.. .it's covering a distance in a certain
amount of time ...it's not changing, it would be the same
over any small increment... and then along 8 and C if you
divided the length from B to C in ten little segments, the
distance it covered over the time would increase along the
ten segments.
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He correctly drew a line for BC curved up, indicating that the ball is moving

'

an increasingly larger distance during each time interval. The steadily
increasing slope on the correct graph for BC indicates the steadily increasing

t

speed as the ball rolls down the inclined segment of track.
Unlike the experts who attempted to draw a representation in time,
novices seemed to be representing the motion in space. Two frequent errors
seemed to reflect attempts by novices to replicate the shape of the track on
the line they drew for the x vs t graph. As shown in Figure 6, for
example, the student drew a straight segment for the middle portion of the
graph, BC, and thus mirrored the straight middle section of track, BC. On

EXPERT: represents a zero value during
a time inlei'Val with a line on
the horizontal axis

NOV1CE: represents a zero value
during a time in~erval
with a point

track 12

Figure 7: Expen and novice approaches 10 representing a constant accelenu.ion of zero on
an a vs 1 graph

the written version of this task, almost 50% of the calculus-level
introductory physics students drew a straight middle section on the graph.

segment of track. For example, the novice who placed a single point at the

mimicking the straight middle section of the track.

origin on the incorrect graph in Figure 7 intended the point to represent an
acceleration of zero all along the AB segment of track.

A second error occurred in the incorrect x vs t graph shown in
Figure 6. In representing the way the position changes during the third

The acceleration is zero so it starts at zero... from A
to B can I represent it as a point?

segment of the motion, CD, the student attempted to draw the line CD with
the same slope as AB. Not being satisfied with his first attempt, he

Relating Motion to Shape of Graph

corrected it so that the line lay more nearly parallel with his line for AB. In
making the correction. he said:

Both experts and novices drew the lines on their graphs by thinking
about what was happening during each segment of the motion: AB, then

Ideally the slope of the line CD would be the same as
the slope from A to B ... because at segment C to D, it is a
horizontal track...

BC, then CD. They differed, however, in the extent to which they could
invoke knowledge relating various types of motion (uniform or accelerated)
to the shapes of various types of motion graphs (x vs t, v vs t, a vs t).

On the written version of this task, about 40% of the calculus-level
physics students drew a third segment on the x vs t graph parallel to the

Experts tried to match the type of motion they observed on a

first segment, thus mimicking the structure of the track rather than the way

segment of the track with the appropriate curve for a particular motion

the position of the ball was changing during the time interval of the motion.

graph. The experts seemed to have readily accessible a repertoire of
knowledge that helped them connect the motion they were seeing on the

Representation of Constant Values of the Variables

track with the shape of the line they needed to draw on the graph. They
seemed to know, for example, that a constantly increasing velocity is

Failure to focus on representing the motion in time led to errors in

represented by a concave up curve (constantly increasing slope) on an x vs t

graphing constant values. Students who focused on the constant value of a

graph. by a straight upward slanting line (constantly increasing height) on a
v vs t, and a straight horizontal line (constant height) on an a vs t graph.

variable along a given segment of track, rather than on the constancy of this
variable during an interval of time, sometimes used a single point, rather
than a horizontal line, to represent the value of the variable along that

The quote below, from the student who drew the correct graph in Figure 8,
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Conceptual Clarity

also illustrates an awareness that the curve for one segment must connect
In addition to a lack of explicit knowledge about !he proper shapes
of curves to represent different types of motion, novices frequently
exhibited confusion between variables !hat were "constant" and "constantly
increasing" such as a constant acceleration and a constantly increasing
velocity.

appropriately with the curve for the next segment.

NOVICE: lacks or does not use

EXPERT: relalcs motion 10 appropriate
curve

-==_

knowledge of appropriale

r;--..
......._.
t.r.ct

II

Experts could distinguish clearly between velocity and acceleration
and drew different graphs to represent these concepts. In describing what
they were drawing, expens generally used the terms velocity and
acceleration correctly. They also recognized that one motion can be
represented by very different graphs, depending upon which variable one
chooses to consider. A set of correct - and very different - v vs t, and a vs
t graphs for !he second task are shown in Figure 9.

Figlll'e 8: Expen and novice use of knowledge relating motion on a segment of ~rack to
appropiate cwve for gn~ph

The position will go up from A to B in a straight
line ... !hen it will not take the same amount of time ...so it's
going to be a parabolic curve (on BC) ...and from C to D, it
will continue to go up but it will be going with the same
slope (on CD) that we have here (i.e., line CD is tangent to
!he curve at C).
Novices either did not possess, or did not use, knowledge of how
uniform or accelerated motion is represented by a particular type of curve on
!he various motion graphs. For uniform motion, all of the novices
correctly drew a straight inclined line to represent a constant velocity on an
x vs t graph and some described it as a line of constant slope. However, as
discussed above, some failed to recognize !hat a bigger constant velocity is
represented by a steeper line !han a smaller constant velocity. For
accelerated motion, many students did not seem to make !he connection
between a velocity that is changing and a slope that is changing on an x vs t
graph. For example, the student who drew the incorrect x vs t graph in
Figure 8, said:
From A to B is a straight line, from B to C is a
straight line with more slope, and from C to D is !he same
as it started.

~8_

~
~·

EXPeRT: draws difl'aent v vs tand
a vs tgraph

NOVJCES: draw -'Y idenlical
v "''Sland a vs tgrapbs

Figure 9: Expen and novice approaches 10 represenling velocity and accek:nltion on
d.i.tfcmlt graphs
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Novices frequently used velocity and acceleration interchangeably and

The student who drew the second set of incorrect graphs in Figure

drew nearly identical graphs to represent them. A frequent error on the

9 also mimicked her v vs t graph for the third segment CD, on both

second task was to represent the velocity and acceleration on the middle
segment of the track (BC) in exactly the same way by drawing a straight

attempts to draw the a vs 1 graph. Here she failed to distinguish between
velocity with a constant high value and acceleration with a constant zero

slanted line for BC on both the v vs t and the a vs t graphs. For example,

value and said:

the student who drew the first set of novice graphs in Figure 9 said:
From B to c. the acceleration will increase linearly
up to point C.. .in my mind I always knew that acceleration
was that an object was speeding up and I used to race cars
a lot so I know what that feeling is.

But then (C to D) it's constant. .. so it would be a
straight line.

Representation of Changes in Direction

He has not understood that acceleration involves not only a

Differences in both conceptual knowledge and graphical facilily

changing velocity but also the time interval during which this change takes

were most apparent on the third and founb tasks which involved motions in

place. On the written version of this task, about 20% of the calculus-level

which the ball turned around. The third task involved two inclined tracks

introductory physics students drew a slanted middle section on their a vs t

on which the ball speeded up, slowed down, turned around, and speeded

graphs.
The student who drew the second set of novice graphs shown in Figure
9 generated the same incorrect a vs t graph twice. In both cases, she drew
BC and CD segments for her a vs t graph that looked nearly identical to her
essentially correct v vs t graph. In drawing the slanted middle segment BC
on the a vs t graph, she said:
From B to C there is an increase ... the velocity is
increasing, so there is an acceleration ... the acceleration is
increasing, so it is not constant.
Throughout the interview, this student seemed to focus on
something "increasing" during the middle segment and switched back and
forth between the terms velocity and acceleration. In neither her speech, nor
her drawing of graphs, did she separate the two concepts. She was aware,
however, that her a vs t graph should not look like her v vs t graph and
tried again, generating the same graph a second time. Saying that she knew
she was wrong, she marked her confidence scale at 0. Other students who
drew slanted BC segments on their a vs t graphs (mimicking the BC
segments on their v vs t graphs) were not as aware of their mistakes and

EXPERT: dnlws straight line on
v vs 1 graph that crosses
the axis

NOV1CE: draws V-shaped line on
Y YS

l graph that mirrors

pith ol motion

generally marked their confidence scales between 7 and 10.
Figure l 0: Expert and novice approaches 1.0 n:JRSCI!ting motion in which Lbc object turns

around
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up again in the opposite direction. Expens invoked the concept of negative
velocity and wen: able to represent a change in direction of motion correctly
on their v vs t graphs by drawing a straight line that crossed the t=O axis, as
shown in Figure 10.
We found that novices generally had not assimilated the physicist's
distinction between speed and velocity or interpretation of a negative
velocity or acceleration. For example, on the CB ponion of the third
motion, the ball has turned around and is speeding up back down the track.
Instead of representing this as a changing negative velocity, novices drew a
line indicating an increasing positive velocity on their v vs t graphs, as
shown in Figure 10. Thus their v vs t graphs reflected the shape of the
They also associated the increasing speed with a positive

motion.

acceleration and drew a vs t graphs that showed different accelerations for
an incline, depending upon which way the ball was traveling on the track.
The student who drew the graphs in Figure 10 said:
At C, the velocity is zero ... and then it's traveling
back down to point B, so therefore the velocity is picking
up and the acceleration must be positive.

Consistency between Slopes and Heights among Graphs

EXPERT: checks fc." consistency in
slopes among graphs

NOVICE: igncll'eS or rejecu
relatioosllips involving
slopes of graphs

Figure 11: Expert and novice approaches 10 checking for mal.hemarical consistency among
gntphs

Checking back and fonh among the graphs for mathematical
consistency was characteristic of the expens' approach to graphing the more

As shown in Figure 11, he then went on to sketch the negative velocity and

complicated motions demonstrated in the third and fourth interview tasks.

acceleration correctly for the fourth task., which consisted of a similar track

The student who drew the correct set of graphs in Figure 10 initially drew a

with additional level and inclined segments.

positive velocity for the third segment for the third task, but corrected
himself by noticing that the slope of the third segment of the x vs t graph

Novices frequently ignored or rejected relationships among graphs.

was negative and then:fore the velocity should be negative for that segment.

The student who drew the incorrect set of graphs in Figure 11 did notice the

He said:

inconsistency in the segments of his x v5 t and v vs t graphs for the
segments of the motions in the third and founh tasks in which the ball was

I know that at a point of change on this graph,
there's got to be a definite point of change on this
graph... any change on the velocity graph goes with a
change in slope on the position graph.

speeding up in the negative direction.

However, he rejected this

information because of his conviction that speeding up must mean a
positive acceleration. In discussing his v vs t graph for the fourth task, he
said:
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How come, with positive and negative slopes in x vs t
I don't get positive and negative velocities? ... say I did make
[DB] a negative velocity [the correct choice], well, that's a
negative slope which on acceleration from D to [B] would be
negative acceleration. But I KNOW that's positive
acceleration. I know this velocity is increasing.

5) experts distinguished clearly between velocity and
acceleration while novices often used these terms
interchangeably and drew nearly identical graphs to
represent them.

He has failed to understand the physicist's distinction between "speed" and

6) experts used the concept of negative velocity in

"velocity" and that an object that is speeding up in a negative direction has a

considering motions that changed direction and graphed

negative acceleration. Instead, he associates negative acceleration only with

them appropriately

"slowing down."

understanding and drew v vs t graphs that mirrored the

while novices lacked this

turnarounds in the motions.

Conclusion
7) experts checked for consistency in slopes and heights
In this paper, we have examined difficulties encountered by
students in drawing qualitative graphs to represent motions observed in the

among graphs while novices seemed to ignore or reject
such relationships.

laboratory. There were substantial differences in approach by "experts" and
The success of the experts depended upon more than knowledge of

"novices." These are summarized below:

correct definitions of position, velocity, and acceleration and the ability to
1) experts generally began by explicitly defining the axes

calculate and plot these quantities. Underlying such skills was a conceptual

while novices typically started by drawing a line;

clarity that enabled the experts to distinguish clearly between velocity and
acceleration. In addition, these students were explicitly aware of how the

2) experts tried to match the shape of the graph

to

the way

features of a graph correspond to various aspects of a real motion and to its

the variable was changing in time while novices often tried

graphical representation. It has been our experience that for many students

to match the shape of the graph to the shape of the path of

development of this type of qualitative understanding requires direct

the motion;

instruction.

It is important that there be an emphasis on both the

development of concepts and of graphing skills. An example of the type of
3) experts represented a constant value of x, v, or a

instruction that we have found effective is described elsewhere. 5

during a time interval with a line while novices often
represented a constant value with a single point;

Examination of the strategies used by the experts suggests that the
transition from novice to expert can be facilitated by teaching specific

4) experts tried to match the type of motion they observed

procedures for drawing qualitative motion graphs. These include carefully

with the appropriate curve for a particular type of graph

marking the axes with attention to the points at which the motion changes,

while novices seemed to lack, or did not invoke, this

visualizing the way the given variable is changing in time, matching the type

knowledge;

of motion observed between two points with a line of the appropriate shape.
and checking for consistency in the relationships among the heights, slopes,
and areas for the various graphs.
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Such detailed teaching of graphing requires more time than is
typically provided in an introductory physics course. It also requires active
involvement by the students in many graphing experiences. Although extra
time and effon must be invested, careful development of graphing skills
will provide the students with a powerful tool that will be useful to them in
many other contexts besides physics. The ability to interpret what a point,
a line, or an area represents on a graph is a valuable skill for obtaining and
representing information in many different fields.
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corresponding to a problem, that Is constructed
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by

a

on

solve~

of

doma In-n! I a ted

o~ganlzatlon.

The presented

the

knowledge and lte

baste

Information in the problem Is thus

learning affects later

P~evtoue

<Ausubel,

1968;

p~oblem-solvlng

physics,

Gagne,

pa~

Jea~nlng

1977>.

has

reeea~ch

•
mo re

and

t~anefo~med.

done

been

tl cu Jarly
•

Much

In

In

mechanics

since It, while being sufficiently complex,
based on a relatively small

numbe~

and

structure.

has

a

mathematical

Is

of principles
Prior

knowledge affects the comprehension of physics
p~lnclples

1990:

<Champagne,

Champagne,

diSessa, 1982).

Klopfer,
Helle~

& Anderson,

Klopfer,

& Gunstone,

and Relf C1984), Larkin

<1980>, and Chi, Feltovlch, and

eolvet",

knowledge,

Is

p~oblem-solvlng

based
a

Ct"UCial
Chi

believe that the categot"les that
Impose on phy91 ce prob I emi!!l

memo~y

detet"mlne

of

process.

quality

step

by the

et

the

the

1n

al.

C1981)

p~oblem solve~s

~ep~e9ent

knowledge structures In
the

fo~med

domain-dependent

on

p~ocess.

<1981>,

Glase~

have found that the representation
p~oblem

1982:

organ I zed

<schemata>

that

representation

The Research Question
The
question:

study

is

designed

to

answer

the

"Do novices and experts differ In the

categorization

physics

of

p~oblems?"

Operationally the study investigates differences
In

the

categorization,

representation

of

phyelcs

important

to

the

p~oblems,

that

are

believed to exist between novices and experts.
Chi, Feltovich, and

(1981> claim that the

Glase~

categorization Imposed on physics text problems
by

problem

solvers

~ep~esentatlons

a\.

solvers.

re9earch

by

fo~med

dl ffe~ences between
p~oblem

and

nov lee

concomitant
them

reveal

and expert

physl ce

The study, as does the Chi et
<1981 >,

categorize sets of mechanics
sorting procedure.

subJects

~equeete

problem~!!!

The categories

a~e

to

using a
based on

similarities of solutions that would occur
the subJects were to solve the problems.

if
The

subJects do not actua II y solve the problems In
o~det"

to

form the

categories but

express

the

reasons for their selection of the categories In
written
subJects

form.
wl th

Chi

et

al.

greater

<1991>

amounts

found
of

that

phy91cs

knowledge categorize primarily according to deep
at~uctures,

i.e.,

Subjects with

phyelce

laws

and

concepts.

lesser knowledge key on surface

etC"uctures,

I.e.,

obJects

such

as

pulleys, and levers, specific physics teC"ms such

of physics (mechanics> problems

as friction, and spatial arrangements.

according to deep structures
regardless of surface featuC"es with

In order to answer the research quest 1on

the number of establ !shed categoC"Ies

the following hypotheses were tested:
1.

Experts will categorize physics

approximately equal to the number of

Cmechanlcs> problems on the basis of

deep structures contained within the

deep structures and novices will

set.
4N. Noylces CN) wil I categorize a set

categorize these problems on the

2.

3.

543

4E. Expects CE> will categorize a set

springs,

basis of surface features.

of physics (mechanics> pC"oblems

Experts wll I categorize a different

accoC"ding to surface features

set of physics (mechanics) problems

regardless of deep structuC"es with

on the basis of deep structures and

the number of established categories

novices will categoC"Ize this set on

approximately equal to the number of

the basis of surface features.

surface features contained within

Experts will categorize physics

the set.

Cmechanlcs> problems according to
Description of

DEGR~~

deep structures regardless of
The dependent DEGREE variable was designed

surface features and novices will
categorize these problems according

for Investigating possible relationships between

to surface features C"egardless of

expert-like

deep structures.

science scores, the final grades In Physics 221,

Intermediates will

reveal a categorizing patteC"n that

and

Is characterized by a mixture of

class.

deep structures and surface
features.

the

behavloC"

percent! le

by

ranks

the

In

novices

the

and

high

ACT

school

Each subJect in the study solved one of the
problems

in

the

particular problem set

which

544

he/she sorted.

Each solved problem was checked

Final grade in Physics 221

against the category Imposed on the problem.

<scale: A= 11,

The value of DEGREE Is obtained according

D-

to the model:

=

A-~

10

1, F • 0>

7 - 11 •......•...•••....•....... 3

A. Does the solution fit the
Imposed category?
yes

"'

partly
no

4 -

6 •.•••.••.••••••••••••••••• 2

0 -

3 ••••.••.••.•••..•••••••••• 1

High school class rank <expressed as

1. 0

a percent!! e>

0.5

Upper third of novice sample .•.. 3

0

B. Is the Imposed category

Middle third of novice sample ... 2

an •expert• category

Lower third of novice sample .... 1

and does this category
The question,
lead to a correct solution?

is:

yes <and correct solution>

-

1 .0

yes <but incorrect solution

•

0.5

o.o

no
The score on

the

addressed by post hoc an a 1ys is,

DEGREE v ar I ab I e •

DEGREE •

"Are there differences in average DEGREE scores
attributable to the ACT science score, the final
grade in Physics 221, and the high school class
rank?"

Score A + Score B.
The Independent variables and their levels
are:

alpha

The ANOVA procedure <SAS,

=

1985>. with

.05, was used In the testing of the two

null hypotheses:
H0<1 >.

ACT science score
greater than or equal to 33 •••. 3

There are no significant differences in
average DEGREE scores among the students

less than or equal to 32 to
greater than or equal to 28

2

less than or equal to 27

1

when categorized on the basis of the
ACT science score, the final grade In
Physics 221, and the high school class
rank.

HO( 2 >.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

There Is no significant Interaction In

DEGREE

average DEGREE scores among the students

2.0

when categorized on the basis of the

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
LEVELS

ACT

GRADE

RANK

11

3

20

55

69

1.5

25

2

60

30

18

ACT science score, the final grade In

1.0

9

1

14

9

7

Physics 221, and the high school class

0.5

17

rank.

0

32

94

94

N

Resu 1 ts
94

94

Table 1 shows the values for DEGREE Cthe
Figure 1.

dependent variable>. the numbers of subJects In

Table: Numbers of subjects and levels of the
dependent and independent variables for the
analysis of variance

each group, and the levels of the ACT science
scores, the final grades In Physics 221, and the
high

school

class

variables). None of
and

Interaction

Table

2>,

ranks

Cthe

Independent

the F-values for the main

effects

resulting

are
In

significant
the

Csee

statistical

PR

F

SOURCES OF
VARIATION

df

SUM OF
SQURES

F-VALUE

EXPLAINED

19

12.8395

1. 33

0.1912

RESIDUAL

74

37.5861

TOTAL

93

50.4255

ACT

2

2.2136

2.18

0.1203

GRADE

2

3.0233

2.98

0.0571

ACT X GRADE

4

0.6494

0.32

0.8640

RANK

2

0.0134

0.01

0.9869

GRADE X RANK

4

1. 9381

0.95

0.4380

ACT X GRADE X

2

0.9638

0.95

0.3919

conclusion of failure to reJect Hypotheses HOC1)
and H0(2) with p < 0.05.
to show that

The research Is unable

there are dl fferences 1n average

DEGREE scores attributable

to the ACT eclence

score, the final grade In Physics 221, and the
high school class rank.
It is of some Interest. however, that the
Pearson

Correlational

Coefficient

average

DEGREE

and

score

the

between

f Ina I

grade

the
In

Figure 2.

Analysis of variance of DEGREE scores by ACT
science scores, final grades in physics 221,
and rugh school class rank
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Physics 221

Is 0.21913 at a significance

level

of 0.0338.
~esultlng

analysis show cause
hypotheses

the

f~om

accepting all

fo~

I nvo 1vI ng

the

behavIor

as we II

behavior.

The

s t udy

as

discussion of the

ex pee ted

may want to

~eade~

c Ve I dh u I s ,

demonst~ate

the

198 6 >

cluste~

f o~

of
and

Hypotheses

Involving the novices,

The novices

~eJected:

fou~

expe~ts

Hypothes 1s 1 I nvo I vI ng the novIces.
2, 3, and 4N, all

eluate~

we~e

determine

the

quality

such

schemata

In

types

that

students to sot"t 16

an d

12 of

these

as

they

functions

wo~d

pt"oblems.

showed that the good
pt"oblems

analysis.

that

~epresentatlon

show

of

Silver' C1981> asked

nov I ee-l Ike

de t a I I s

the

exist

at"e

p~inclples.

to the

of

schemata

that

college students can classifY algebt"a pt"oblems

expe~t-llke

refe~

the

Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon <1978> claim

p~ocess.

that

<1981> hold that the selected

constitute

catego~les

Dendog~ams

the

Chi et al.

seventh-g~ade

and to solve

p~oblems

1\nalysls of

p~oblem

by

P~lma~lly

unde~lylng

solver"s

the

data

catego~ized

the processes that

they

Intended to use In the subsequent solutions and
Schemata and DEGREE
that the
Schemata
within

memo~y

concepts.
Include

Ot"ganlzed knowledge

a~e

that

contain

qualities

qual I ties

<expectancy

towa~d

Cfo~

by

1\ndt"e

p~lnclples/rules

concepts>,

and

sever a 1 steps>.

guidance),

example, t"ecognltlon of a
Opet"atlonally, as

C1986>.

of

~ep~esentatlons

lnfo~matlon>,

~et~leval

new Instance of a concept>.
used

about

active

cst~uctut"es>,

conscious use Cfot" example,
and automatic use

knowledge

to Gagne <1985>, schemata

1\cco~dlng

static

et~uctu~es

concepts

schemata

<categories>,

C~elatlonships

ski 11 s

a~e

cactI vItI es

between
requ It" i ng

poo~

p~oblem

solvers tended to use the

content of the Pt"oblem statements.
that

categot"les

~ep~esentatlons.

a~e

fundamental

Rep~esentatlons

It
to

appea~s

pt"ob I em

detet"mlne the

natut"e of Pt"oblem solutions <Newell

and Simon,

1972:

Simon

deKlee~.

1977;

Novak,

Simon, 1978; Larkin, 1980,
Two

p~ob 1ems

1977:

Maye~.

1983>.

used In thIs study at"e now

consldet"ed:
1. 1\ block of mass M stat"ts up an
Incline of angle theta with t"espect
to the horizontal, with an Initial
velocity v.

and

How fat" will lt slide up

the plane If the coefficient of

frlctlon te mu? CHalllday and

presently under consideration attained, without

Resnick, 1974, p. 133),

exception, a value of 2.0

Cmaxlmum value>

DEGREE

mean! ng

2. A child of mass H descends a elide of
height h and reaches the bottom with
a speed of v.

(the

operational

Calculate the amount

A problem solver describes the environment,
In this case the statement of a physics problem,

A group of 17 nov 1ces so I ved Prob 1em 1 and a

and attempts

group of 16 novIces so I ved Prob I em 2 w1th both

operations

groups randomly assigned to the problems.

reresentatlon.

to

on

solve
this

the

problem

description,

the degree to whlch the solution to a problem

know! edge

fIts

to

Know! edge

1n

1ong-tet"m memory

which the Imposed category Is an expert category

formation

of

a

leading to a correct solution.

knowledge

Is

accessed

category

and

the

degree

The scores of

structures

In

short-term

when

a

problem

and 2.0>

the schemata

for

Inferred from categorization patterns.

with approximately
groups.

equal

frequencies

both

In

In

Pt"Oblem representation.

values of DEGREE CO,

1.5,

the

memory.

Is used

categorlzel!l a pt"oblem.

1.0,

mental

I.e.,

the novices were distributed among the possible
0.5,

by

Representations are viewed as organized

Reca I I that the DEGREE varl ab I e measures

Imposed

expert

behavior In the study).

of heat generated.

the

of

for

the
This

solver

Pat"t of the nature of

I ong-term memory may

thus be

Each group of novices categorized and

The DEGREE variable, being an operational

solved a problem that differs In text from that

measut"e of expert- II ke behavIor, descr lbes the

solved

type

by

the

differences

ln

other
the

group.

The

numerical

attained DEGREE scores

In

of

the

study

the

expert

subJects

and

the

match

between

categorization and the subsequent solution.
It Is Interred that differences In DEGREE

each group show approximately the same pattern.
Across

categorization

values across problems (different

In

text but

demonstrated a good match between the choice of

a II ke In surface features and deep structures>

category and solution In terms of that category;

having

67.5\

among

of

them

showed

a

perfect

match.

The

expertl!l who l!lorted and solved the two problems

approximately
the

possible

the

same

values

of

distributions
the

variable,
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Indicate

differences

In

the

schemata

In

the

Involving

novices

differences among

Is
the

the

three

more

hypotheses

likely

schemata of

due

the

procedures

solvers

long-term cognitive structure of the subJects.
The reJect I on of

and

to

novice

to

scientific
construct

necessary

generate

good

problems,

human

problem

representations

allowed

Improved

Investigators

for

subJects

representations.

hold

that

to
These

problem-solving

subJects rather than being caused by differences

deficiencies exist

1n the problems 1n the f I ret set and those

1n

basic physics concepts but do not have the more

In view of the attained

strategic knowledge specified In the formulated

the other three sets.
DEGREE

scores,

the

differences

among

novice

In

of

students who understand

Th I e I< 1nd of know 1edge,

model.

poeseesed by

schemata are of a Jesser degree than the marked

experts, according to Heller and Relf C19B4>, Is

differences between novice and expert schemata.

seldom taught expl lcltly In physics courses.
The DEGREE variable Involves categorization

Novice Differences

which Is linked to representation.

Eleven novices <12 ts> attained a ecore of
2.0 on the DEGREE variable,

I.e., they

Imposed

If knowledge

posseesed by experts Uncludlng the ability to
form

good

representations>

and subsequent I y so I ved the

pronounced relationship between the final grades

I Ike

the

novlces

Imposed category:
experts

(18

In

ts>,

this
not

They

functioned

study.

Seventeen

Including

the

11

ln

finding

taught

explicitly,

wlthln the

failure

seldom

an expert category on the problem solved by them
prob I em correct I y

a

Is

a

more

In Physics 221 and the attained ecores on the
DEGREE var I ab I e seems reasonab I e.
eamp I e,

however,

The novIce

Inc 1udes 12 ts who functIoned

aforementioned subJects, attained a ecore of 1.0

like experts and 18 ts who functioned like the

on the A part of the DEGREE variable, I.e., the

subJects In the Sliver <1981> study.

solution

equally reaeonable to aesume that a given amount

functioned

flte
like

the
the

lmpoeed

category:

eubJecte

In

the

They
Silver

<1981 > study.
The theoretical model deelgned and tested
by Heller and Relf (1984), with the knowledge

of

expert

explicitly>

behavior
In

multiple-choice
wlth

their

Is

Physlce

taught

limitations

<Implicitly

221.

examinations
In

It seeme

The
In

uee

Physics

testing

or
of
221,

strategic

knowledge, Is a more prosaic explanation of the

thIs study.

absence of a grade-DEGREE relationship.

order

to

These tests may be constructed In
serve

the

purposes

of

such

an

Investigation and the evaluative program In a
SummarY

calculus-based physics course.

Do novices and experts differ

In

categorization of physics <mechanics> problems?
The findings of this research confirm the
Chi

et

al.

<198U

results regarding

experts:

Experts categorize according to deep structures.
The behavior of novices Is more complex.
Novices

use

structures
Novices

both
In

surface

the

In

Approximately

the
one

and

categorization

demonstrate

consistency

features

a

lesser

third

of

deep

process.

degree

categorization
the

of

process.
novices

demonstrate expert-like behavior.
The DEGREE variable was used to discern and
quantify
serve

In

differences
the

experimental

among

replication

results.

novices.
and

It

can

extension

of

A few examples of such

studies are now given.
The differences in DEGREE scores and the
final

grades In Physics 221

significance
Investigated by
with

the

level
the

of

<r ... 0.21913 at a
0.0338>

replication

accompanying use

subJects solve problems of

of
the

of

tests

The study

the

can

be

the

study

In

which

types used

In

found marked dl fferences

DEGREE scores at tal ned by the novIces.

In

It was

Inferred that such differences are Indicative of
differences In the schemata of the novices.
I ongl tudi na I study
such

differences

InvestIgatIng when
originate

may

A

and how

clarify

the

categorization process In wave that would allow
for

c I aseroom teet I ng

problem-solving models.

and use

of

theoret I ca I
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Some Aspects of Geometry

1. Statement.

s.

as a Deductive System in High School Students
Shlomo Vinner and Chava Zur

Analysis.

2. Figure.

6. Proof.

3. Given.

(Jurgensen et al., 1965, p. 143).
deve~op

In spite of the importance of Geometry to the

Israel Science Teaching Center
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4. To prove.

ment of mathematical thinking, there are very few studies

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

about learning Geometry as a deductive system.
studies on learning

Geome~ry

Some

have been done in the

theoretical framework of van Hiele (Geddes et al., 1985,
The general impression of the weak and average students

Hoffer, 1983, Usiskin, 1982, van Hiele, 1986).

The studies

about Mathematics is that it is a collection of techniques

usually suppport van Hiele's main claim that since many

to be applied either in mathematical situations (simplify,

students are in level 2 or 3 and teaching deductive

solve, etc.) or to some word problems which are
meaningless, unimportant or irrelevant to real life.

Geometry (Euclidean or Transformational) is in level 4,
It is

meaningful learning cannot occur.

hard to tell what percentage of the students share this
view, but it is impossible to ignore it.
is created mostly

This impression

in the Algebra courses.

Although there

The starting point of our study is not the van Hiele
theory, but some aspects of Geometry as a deductive system,

are some attempts to teach Algebra in a more meaningful way

chosen from the list above.

the impact of these attempts has not yet been seen.

Geometry students had become aware of these aspects and

The

We tried to examine whether

only topic in high school Mathematics which might create a

whether they had acquired some of the specific abilities,

different impression than the above one is Geometry.

required for learning Geometry as a deductive system.

the only

It is

topic in high school Mathematics where some

typical features of Hathematics can be seen:

the idea of

This

information seems to us crucially important, since it tells
us about our chance to convey to our students some general

deductive systems, the role of mathematical definition and

mathematical ideas beyond the basic algebraic skills.

its nature, the "definition-theorem scheme" which is the

course, prior to Geometry as a deductive system, one has to

basic scheme of mathematical representation, analysis of

know the geometrical figures.

Of

He or she has to be able to

statements which decomposes them into "given" and "prove",

identify and to draw them and also to explain what he or

drawing figures which illustrate statements, translating

she does.

from everyday language to mathematical symbols, the role of

will we get to the other aspects mentioned above.

proof and its nature and so on.

So we will deal with that first and only later

All this can be

illustrated, for instance, by a quotation from a Geometry

METHOD

textbook which describes the demonstration of a theorem

Sample

process as having the following stages:

We included in our sample students of grades 9 to 12.
69 students in grade 9 1 53 students in grade 10,
64 students in grade 11 and 15 students in grade 12.

The
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11th grade group consisted of 2 different subgroups.

'Y

One

of them consisted of good students (N • 42) and the second

\{)

(2)

\'

\

\1

(j)

one consisted of weak students (N • 22).

~)IJ

The schools from which the students were selected are
Only the students in grades 9 and 10 studied

~~)

All the others had studied it in previous years, when they

\l)

We do not have any particular

information about the teachers who taught Geometry to those
students.

We believe we had a typical selection of

teachers.

This is because the schools and the classes of

our sample were selected accidentally.

So we believe that

our results reflect the outcome of typical teaching.

One

might claim that if the aspects we dealt with had been
emphasi=ed appropriately by competent teachers, the outcome
would be entirely different.

We are not sure that this is

true, but even so, the purpose of this study was different.
Namely, to characterize the geometrical knowledge of the
typical student as an outcome of typical teaching.
The Questionnaire
Our questionnaire had 5 parts.

Each of them was

supposed to examine a particular aspect of learning
Geometry.
Part I:

The ability to identify figures and to explain

i t analytically.

A. Name the following figures:
B. How can you explain your answer?

c.

\

Did you rely on a theorem or a definition?

(b

'"'

Geometry in the year they filled out the questionnaire.
were in grades 9 or 10.

''

6

considered to be either average or good schools in
Jerusalem.

\

<\

The items in this part examine the student's ability to
identify basic figures in different orientations. They
also examine the student's ability to justify analytically
their answers. One should distinguish between the
identification stage and the justification stage. The
identification can be a result of a global impression of
which the respondent is not fully aware. At the
justification stage he or she is asked to relate to the
impression in an analytical way; namely, to relate to
geometrical properties of the figures. Also "structural
knowledge" is required here. By this we mean the knowledge
whether the properties one relies on are implied by the
definition of the figure or by a theorem about the figure.
An additional question which
the students are conditioned
conventions". Namely, if in
are marked, it comes to tell

is examined here is whether
to follow "notational
a given triangle two angles
you that these two angles are

congruent and the same about the sides of a given triangle.
Thus, when explaining why a given triangle, for instance,
is an isosceles triangle, you are expected to relate to the
elements which were marked. If you do not do it, it is
quite possible that the notational convention is not
dominant enough in your cognition and therefore your
perception focused on other elements instead.

Part II:

The ability to draw figures and to define them.

otherwise we will have to prove the consistency of our
definitions.

For example, if you define an isosceles

Please draw and define each of the following figures:

triangle as a triangle with at least two congruent sides

1. Adjacent angles.

and at least two congruent angles, you will have to prove

3. Parallelogram.

2. Isosceles triangle.
4. Trapezoid.

5. Square.

6. Rectangle.

In this part we examined the mental pictures formed in
the respondents' mind when the figures' names were
presented to them.

We also examined the students' ability

to define figures.

We are going to relate to the question

whether the respondents give a mathematically correct
definition or just characterize the figures, sometimes
providing us with redundant information, sometimes omitting
necessary information.

We believe that this is an

important point, since the understanding of the nature and
structure of mathematical definition is one of the goals of
Geometry courses.

This point is examined systematically by

the following part of the questionnaire.
Part III:

An equilateral triangle is a

triangle that has 3 congruent sides.

the theorem that if a triangle has 2 congruent sides then
the angles opposite to these sides are also congruent.
Hence, it is much simpler to define an isosceles triangle
as a triangle with at leat 2 congruent sides and to prove
that it also has 2 congruent angles opposite to these
sides.

The student, on the other hand, brings to the

Geometry class his own views about definitions, stemming
from his experience with lexical definitions (see Vinner,
1976).

In these definitions, very often, the more you say

the better it is for the definition.
not exaggerate.

Of course, one should

The definition should not be too long, but

within a reasonable size, the longer the better.

Student B wrote:

An equilateral triangle is a triangle which has 3 congruent

the concept of lexical definitions.
Part IV:

Definitions and theorems and which of them have

to be proved.

sides, 3 congruent angles and each of its altitudes is also

Which of the following should be proved?

a median and an anile bisector.

1. An isosceles triangle has 2 congruent sides.

Student C wrote:

An equilateral triangle is a triangle which has 3

con-

gruent sides and 3 congruent angles.
Which student has the correct answer?

If you think that
Please, explain!

From the systematical point of view a mathematical
definition replaces a long term by a short term (the term
which is defined).

In most cases, the mathematical

definition is minimal.

2. An isosceles triangle has 2

con~ruent

ExElainl
an~les.

3. In an isosceles trianile the median to the basis is an

there is more than one correct answer, please, say it and
state your preference if you have any.

The above

item was supposed to examine whether the respondents were

The nature of mathematical definition.
Student A wrote:

The proof will rely on

closer to to the concept of mathematical definitions or to

A teacher asked his students to define an equilateral
triangle.

that there exists such a triangle.

The reason for that is that

angle bisector.

4. A parallelo~ram is a quadrilateral in which each two
opposite sides are congruent.

s.

A paralleloiram is a guadrilateral in which each two
opposite sides are parallel.

6. A paralleloiram is a !:Juadrilateral in which each two
opposite angles are coniruent.
7. Parallel lines are lines which do not intersect.
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In this part we wanted to examine whether students know

is typical to what we call the basic scheme of mathematical

that in Mathematics only theorems have to be proved, not

presentation.

definitions (we have not related to axioms in this study).

questionnaire that the required theorem should be specific

We could not state it explicitly in the

The way we formulated it, there are no identifying elements

to the figure.

in the definitions (like, a triangle with 2 congruent sides

implicit knowledge, supposed to express itself when a

is called an isosceles triangle).

certain stimulus (like this question) is presented.

Thus, the distinction

We had to examine it implicitly.

It is an
Thus,

between definitions and theorems became a matter of

an answer which defines the figure as rhombus and later

specific knowledge.

claims that in a rhombus the sum of the angles is 360°

Unfortunately, there is not a simple

way to handle this problem.
following sections.

We will relate to it in the

Therefore, part of the answers to the

above items can be considered as specific knowledge.

On

the other hand, the explanation part to the above questions

would indicate to us that the basic scheme of mathematical
presentation has not been appropriately internalized.

Of

course, one can claim that also this is a question of
specific knowledge.

A student might believe that the sum

will reflect general knowledge about what has or has not to

of angles being equal to 360° is specific to the rhombus.

be proved.

We will relate to this point in the following sections.

Namely, theorems have to be proved and

definitions do not.

Thus, a student who is aware of this

principle should say, for instance, that (1) should not be
proved because it is a definition, whereas (2) should be
proved because it is a theorem.
Part V:

The basic scheme of mathematical presentation -

a definition of a new concept and a theorem about it.
Here is a geometrical figure:

Part VI:

Decomposition of statements into "given" and

"prove", picture drawing and translation to mathematical
symbols.
Decompose, in words, the following statements into
"given" and "prove".
Al: In a rectangle the diagonals bisect each other.
A2: The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent•
A3: A rectangle is a parallelogram whose diagonals are
congruent.
A4: A parallelogram whose diagonals are congruent is a
rectangle.

1. What is its name2
2. What is its definition?
3. Write a theorem about this figure?

The second group of questions in this part of the
questionnaire had the form:

In this question we expected the respondents to define
the figure (what we had in mind was a rhombus, but we were
ready to accept anything reasonable, like a parallelograQ
or even a quadrilateral).

The crucial point was that the

theorem the students were supposed to give had to be
specific to the figure defined.

This was expected since it

Jn each of the following questions there is a geometrical
statement and a figure which corresponds to it.
{I) Write in words the "given" and the "prove" of that
statement.
(II) Write in mathematical symbols the "given" and the
"prove" you wrote in (I).
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From this gruup we will bring 2 out of the 3 questions

RESULTS
There were some differences between the 4 grade levels

in the questionnaire.

of our sample.
Bl:

ABC is an isosceles triangle.
BC.

AD bisects its basis

0 is an arbitrary point on AD.

an isosceles triangle.

Prove that

BOC is

Usually, the upper graders did better than

the lower graders.
other groups.)

A

not drastic.

S&G

(This is not true about the 22 weak

students of the 11th grade who did much worse than all the
However, the differences were gradual and
Hence, in order not to overwhelm the reader

with unnecessary information, our tables will relate to the
entire sample.

Cases of drastic differences between the

grade levels will be informed.

D

B2: Prove that the bisectors of the four angles of a
parallelogram (which is not a rhombus) form a rectangle.

Table 1
The ability to identify figures and to explain it
analytically
Distribution of answers.

The last group of questions in this part of the
questionnaire differed from the previous group only in the
opening, which was:

Answer
Question

N • 201

Correct
identification

Correct
explanation

1

99%

96%

def: 82%

2

99%

91%

def: 10%
th.: 52%

3

98%

84%

def: 44%
th.: 7%

4

98%

95%

def: 81%

5

98%

97%

def:

In each part of the following guestions there is a
geometrical statement.

Draw a suitable figure.

From this point on it continued exactly as in the second
group.

We will bring here only one typical example out of

the 3 in the questionnaire.

Correct
characterization
of explanation

4%

th': 70%

6

74%

64%

def: 40%

7
Cl: A segment drawn from the middle of one side in a
triangle which is parallel to the other side bisects
the third side.

96%
93%
def: 78%
The table shows us that the students in our sample can

identify the simple geometric figures and also know to
explain it analytically.

This indicates that they are at

least in the van Hiele 2nd level.
Administration
The questionnaire was administered to the students in
their regular Geometry classes by their Mathematics
teachers.

They had to write their names on it.

them up to 40 minutes to complete it.

As to their own

characterizations of their explanations, the correct

It took

answers go from 40% in (6) up to 82% in (1). In (3). for
instance, it is not so clear what the definition of a
rectangle is.

If it is a quatrilateral with 4 right angles
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then those who noted it relied on a definition.

If it is a

parallelogram with a right angle then those who mentiomed
4 right angles relied on a theorem.
answers as correct.

Table 2
Draw and define.

Distribution of answers.

We accepted both

Yet only 51% had a correct charac-

terization of their explanation, While 98% identified the
figure (rectangle) correctly.

N • 201

Answer
Question

We also see that in cases

Correct
drawing

Correct
mathematical
definition

Definitiona
and
theorems

where perception could focus either on angels or on sides

Adjacent angles

93%

4%

59%

(items 2, 5 and 7) the notational convention was dominant.

Isosceles triangle 100%

70%

29%

Partial
definition
22%

For instance, only 10% in (2) related to the sides instead

Parallelogram

100%

49%

49%

of the angles.

Trapezoid

96%

84%

1%

3%

some (up to 26% in (3)) which related both to definitions

Square

98%

64%

14%

20%

and theorems.

Rectangle

98%

48%

31%

15%

Among the correct explanations we found
For instance, in (3), students claimed:

it

2%

is a rectangle because it has 4 right angles and its
opposite sides are parallel and congruent.

In the case of the adjacent angles 60% included in their

This, of

course, was accepted as a correct explanation.

However, if

the student claimed later that he had been relying merely

definitions the fact that the sum of the angles is 180°,
The tendency seems typical: to include in the definition

on a definition or merely on a theorem we did not consider

the most well known information about the defined concept.

it as a correct characterization of the explanation.

Thus, in a similar way, 301. of the respondents defined an

This

isosceles triangle as a triangle with 2 congruent angels

partially explains why the percentages of the correct
characterizations are lower than the percentages of correct

and 2 congruent sides.

explanation.

quadrilateral with opposite sides which were parallel and

The hardest item in this Part of the

questionnaire was the rhombus.

50% defined the parallelogram as a

also congruent or, in addition, they said that the opposite

Note that students who

named it as a parallelogram or even as a quadrilateral were

angles are congruent.

not wrong from the mathematical point of view.

a drastic difference between the 12th graders and the

They

failed, however, to see the more specific properties of the
figure.

There is, perhaps, a perceptual difficulty.

others.

With the adjacent angles, there was

27% of them gave a correct definition.

The

moment you identify one property of the figure (parallel

Note that 63% (4% + 59%) of the entire sample characterized

sides or 4 sides) it prevents you from relating to

adjacent angles correctly.

additional properties.

mathematical definition.

explanation to it:
rhombus.

There is, of course, another

some students are not familiar with the

Needless to say that these two explanations do

not exclude each other.

But only 4% gave the correct
Additional 22% gave only a

partial definition, saying that the two angles should have
a common ray but failing to mention that the other two rays
should be on the same line, in opposite directions.
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Students preferring B:

Table 3
The nature of mathematical definition.
answers.

Distribution of

B is the complete definition, C is partial to B and also A
is partial to B.

N • 201.

Accepting A as the only correct answer

31%

All the answers are correct, but B has more correct data,

Preferring A but also accepting B or C

34%

C has less and A the least.

Preferring B and accepting A or C

17.5%

Prefering C and acceptini A or B

15.5%

B wrote all the properties of an equilaterial triangle,
C wrote only part of them, while A mentioned only one

In addition to the table we would like to bring here some

property.

answers to illustrate the students' views.
Students preferring C but also accepting B or A:
Students accepting A as the only correct answer:

In A it is possible that the triangle will have

Answer A gives the basic condition according to which the

non-congruent angles and this is incorrect.

equilateral triangle is defined.

Answers

& and

C point at

properties of the equilateral triangle that should be

In B the

definition includes theorems which do not have to be
included in it.

C is a sufficient definition.

proved.
I chose C because it is the most accurate answer.

A is

In answers B and C there are some details which we do not

insufficient and the last part of B is unnecessary.

contribute to the definition.
definition in A.

In a triangle, if all its sides are congruent then also its

They are implied by the
angles are congruent, but this does not imply that every

A is the shortest definition by means of which one can

altitude is also a median and an angle bissector.

understand what an equilateral triangle is.
If we accept as correct also answers which prefer A but do
A is the definition of an equilateral triangle.

not reject B or C, it can be claimed, with caution, that
between 1/3 to 2/3 of our sample understand the minimality

Students preferrins A but also accepting b or C:

aspect of mathematical definitions.

A is the correct definition.

can be considered as a real achievement.

C uses it and adds a theorem.

B uses A and C,and adds another theorem.

If this is true, it
Nevertheless, it

is important also to point at the one third which does not
understand it.

It demonstrates a typical approach to

A is the correct definition. H and C added to it some

definitions, one which should be eliminated in the context

details which follow from A.

of Mathematics learning.

considered it the worst.

B added the most, therefore I
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Table 6

Table 4
Definitions and theorems and which of them have to be
proved.

N D 201.

Distribution of answers.

Distributions of explanations to the answers "to be
proved" in Table 4.

The percentages are out of the entire.

sample.
Answers
Questions

Not to
be proved

tions

eore-

It is not

Other

7%

9%

A theorem

given or

It is a

expla-

5

75%

lOi.

15%

or a pro-

not implied,

property,

nations

7

75.5i.

11%

13.5%

position

therefore

therefore

or no

you should

you should

it should

expla-

70.5%

19.5%

2

Th-

No answer

84%

Defini-

To be
proved

10%

3

5

86%

9%

4

35%

55%

10%

De-

17%

68%

15%

fini- 5

1

7%

0.5%

0.5%

9%

o.5i.

1%

0.5%

9%

2

10.5%

39.5%

3%

17%

3

12.5%

43.5%

3%

27%

rems 4

8.5%

26.5%

2%

18.5%

tions 7
Table 5
Distribution of explanations to the answers "not to be
proved" in Table 4.

The percentages are out of the entire

sample.

Theo-

10

6

Answer
Question
Definitions

Definitions
you do not
prove

1

70.5%

5

66%

7

38.5%

Axioms
you do not
prove

Other
Explanations
or no
explanations

1 %

12.5%
9%

23.5%

13.5%

Table 4 shows us that between 55% and 84% know which statement has to be proved and which one does not.

explanations, the majority of the answers in the cases
which do not have to be proved uses a correct argument:
definition or axiom (axiom, however, was a mistake in this
questionnaire).

2

Theore-

6

3
4

26.5%

13

As to the

Note that 23.5% consider the definition of

parallel lines as an axiom (a common misconception).

5%

the other hand, only a minority uses "theorem" as an

8.5%

argument in the cases that have to be proved.
preferred argument is a vague one:
implied".

On

The

"not given" or "not

Also, one should not ignore the percentages of

students who give no explanation or irrelevant explanations.

They go from 18% in (5) up to 32% in (3).

Again,

we see the importance of specific knowledge when trying to
determine general knowledge.

26.5%, for instance, claimed

that (4) should not be proved because it is a definition.

It seems that the view behind these answers is that both

Table 7
The basic scheme of mathematical presentation.

the definition of the figure and the theorem about the

Distribution of answers.

figure should mention some properties of the figure.

N • 201.

The

definition should mention as many properties as possible.
Correct identification of the
figure (rhombus,
parallelogram,
suadrilateral)

Correct
definition

97%

Correct
theorem

72.5%

60.5%

The properties in the theorem can form a subset of the

A theorem
specific
to the
figure
defined

properties in the definition.
On the other hand, we did not find an answer in which

34 .5%

the theorem related to a different concept than the
definition.

Namely, nothing like a definition of a rhombus

Some additional information to Table 7:

and a theorem about a parallelogram.

(l) 20% gave a theorem instead of a definition or in

students in their theorems, related to the figure they had

addition to the definition.

This also includes

However, many

defined, properties which were not specific to these

incomplete definitions together with redundant

figures.

information.

specific knowledge or lack of understanding of the basic

(2) 3% gave a definition or an axiom instead of a theorem.

It is impossible to tell whether this is lack of

scheme above.

For instance:

(3) When we say "a theorem specific to the definition" it

is, of course, the "expert's view".

We cannot tell

(3) The figure is identified as a rhombus.

The definition

whether a student, giving a theorem not specific to the

is:

defined figure, knows it or not.

congruent and all its sides are congruent.

He or she might

believe that it is specific, but in fact it is not.

In

the 65.5% which are not included in the last column of
Table 7 we find a variety of examples.
are really silly.

is:
is:

For instance:

The theorem

In a rhombus the sum of the angles is 360°.

(4) The figure is identified as a rhombus.

Some of them

The definition

A quadrilateral all of whose sides are congruent

to each other, whose opposite sides are parallel and

(1) The figure is identified as a parallelogram.
definition is:

A quatrilateral whose opposite angles are

The

whose opposite angles are congruent.

A quadrilateral whose opposite sides

The theorem is:

The dia1onals of a rhombus bisect each other.

are congruent and parallel and its opposite angles are
congruent.

The theorem is:

In a parallelo1ram each

pair of opposite sides are parallel and congruent.
(2) The figure is identified as a rhombus.
is:

The definition

A quadrilateral whose diagnals are congruent and

Table 8
Decomposition of statements into "given" and "prove" in
words.
N •

Distribution of answers to questions Al-A4.

201.

Eerpendicular to each other and also bisect the angles.
The theorem is:

In a rhombus the diagnals are

congruent to each other, perpendicular to each other
and also bisect the angles.

Answer
Question
Al
A2

A3
A4

Correct
"88%
89%
34%
76.5%

Incorrect

No answer

10.5%
9.5%
59.5%
17.5%

1.5%
1.5%
6.5%
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Table 8 shows us that when familiar statements are

Table 9

concerned the students' performance is satisfactory (items
Al, A2 and A4).

However, the moment they are confronted

with unfamiliar, perhaps strange statements their level of
performance goes down to 34%.
decompose statements?
free?

What is this ability to

Is it content-dependent or contentAnswer

It seems to us that it should be content-free.

Otherwise, it is alost mere memorization.

In items A1,

A2

and A4 the students got statements with which they dealt in
the past.

Hence, the decomposition of the given statements

could be supported by memory.

the students got a statement they had never seen.

Success in
words and
failure in
symbols
30%
40.5%
37.

Success in
symbols and
failure in
words

3%
4.5%
6%

In a

Roughly speaking, when

you decompose a statement, the subject is the "given« and
the predicate is the "prove".

In A3 it is claimed that a

rectangle is a parallelogram.

This does not look right.

Either because it is strange or because it is trivial.
Hence, the decomposition should be different.

Thus, we

found that 36% included in the "given" part of the "prove"
(the parallelogram element) and 23% confused the "given"
Even some i1.athematics teachers, with

whom we discussed the questionnaire,
A4 express the same theorem.

Question
Bl
B2
Cl

Success in
words and
in symbols
48%
13.5%:
44%

In A3, on the other hand,

way, it is not a "correct theorem".

with .:he "prove".

Decomposition of statements into "given" and "prove" in
words and in symbols. Distribution of answers to questions
Bl, B2 and Cl. N • 201.

claimed that A3 and

But if so, how come they have

different subjects and different predicates?

In the above items, the success of the 12th graders was
drastically better than that of the other grades.
As we said in the beginning of this section, because
of space problems we did not relate to the differences
between the grade levels. The common pattern was that the
higher levels did better than the lower levels, except the
22 weak students of the 11th grade. Thus, to demonstrate
this pattern we graded the students' questionnaires, giving
2 points for every full correct answer and 1 point for
partially correct answers. The results are in Table 10.
The numbers indicate percentages out of the total score.

Our

conclusion is that the decomposition ability that the

Table 10
Mean success in the 4 grade levels and the entire sample.

students demonstrated in A1, A2 and A4 is content-dependent.
It is not content-free or formal as one might expect.
As to the last group of questions of this part (B1, B2

Grade level
9 U• 69)

Mean and standard deviation
59.1
20

1U (N • 53)

66.7

and Cl), firstly, it has been found that almost everybody
knew how to make suitable drawings in the cases where
drawings were not given.

On the other hand, the

translation into mathematical symbols was a major problem
for many students as Table 9 shows us, especially in the
more complex case

(B2).

11 weak students (N • 22)
11 good students (N • 42)

12 (N • 15)
The entire sample (N ,. 201)

16.4
43.6
22.9
73.1
12.4
83.9
8
64.2

20

From the fact that the upper graders did better, one

what it is.

From the van Hiele theory point of view, this

cannot conclude that there is a maturation factor here.

means that most students are at least at the 2nd van Hiele

This is because of the selection factor.

level.

The mathematics

students of the upper grades, except the 22 weak students,

On the other hand, when talking about stuctural

knowledge (characterize your explanation!), the percentage
of success immediately goes down (Talbe 1).

might be better than those in the lower grades.

They are

between 51% and 82% if we ignore the rhombus item.

When it

comes to defining tasks, they go further down to 48%, if we

DISCUSSION

ignore the hard case of the adjacent angles in which only

It is only reasonable to believe that structural
knowledge is harder to acquire than factual knowledge.

4% fully succeeded.

Here we start to see the common

This is because structural knowledge is usually taught and

confusion between definitions and theorems.

acquired implicitly, contrary to factual knowledge.

aspect of the mathematical definition was examined in Part

On the

other hand, as it was already shown in the results, it is

III.

A liberal interpretation of Table

3~

A particular
can lead to the

impossible to separate structural knowledge from factual

claim that between 1/3 to 2/3 of our sample is aware of the

knowledge.

minimality aspects of mathematical definitions.

Structural knowledge stems from factual

Again,

knowledge or, if you wish, meta-knowledge stems from

from the van Hiele theory point of view, these students are

knowledge.

at least in the beginning of the Jrd van Hiele level.

So, let us relate first to the factual knowledge factor
in this study.

We examined the students' ability to

identify and to draw simple geometric figures.

In this

As to the distinction between definitions and theorems
and which of them have to be proved, once again it was
shown how factual knowledge and structural knowledge depend

particular aspect it can be claimed that mastery has been

on each other.

achieved (Tables land 2).

identified by a student as a definition, he or she knows

This is contrary to other

It was found that if a statement is

studies about different populations (Hershkowitz and

that it does not have to be proved.

Vinner, 1982; Usiskin, 1982; Vinner and Heshkowitz, 1980).

definitions you do not prove.

The reason for that

Unfortunately, in some cases

The reason for that difference might be that the population

up to 2/3 of the students cannot identify definitions

we exmined had studied Euclidean Geometry for at least one

(Table 5, item 7, the case of the parallel lines).

year.

comes to theorems the situation is similar, but worse.

~evertheless,

it should be noted that only very

simple tasks were given to the students.

It is hard to

When it

Contrary to the case of definitions, only about 10% of the

predict the success percentage if harder tasks were given

students know explicitly that theorems have to be proved

to them (like drawing altitudes, drawing altitudes in

because theorems are what you prove in Geometry.

complex cases as an obtuse angle triangle or a right angle

course, a liberal interpretation of Table 6 will consider

triangle, drawing the distance of a point from a straight

other types of explanations like "not given" or "not

line, etc.).

implied" as an attempt to justify it beyond the

What we said about the success in identifying

and drawing is also true about the justification level.

tautological

Students can analytically explain why a certain figure is

because they are what you prove in Geometry.
inclined

stipul~tion:

Of

theorems should be proved
We are not
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to accept thi1l here because our question was: "which

examine the students' conception about definitions, they

statement has to be proved?" and not "why does a theorem

should know particular definitions first.

have to be proved."

factual knowledge is quite poor (see for instance Carpenter

The fact that we have not found

Since the

et al., 1983), we can expect very little structural

attempts to explain why definitions do not have to be
proved only supports our non-liberal approach in this

knowledge.

case.

Whether this is a fact that we wish to put up with or not

Only a minority of the students has some of it.

it is a matter of goals in Mathematics education.
As to the basic scheme of mathematical presentation, it
can be claimed that a majority of the students has a rough
idea what it is.

merely factual.

They have acquired its surface structure.

But when it comes to the deep structure and accurate
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a period of one year. The most striking result was that one half of the
students developed a correct representation whereas the other half formed
an integrated representation incorporating several incorrect reasonings
which are frequently found in students. In a second study the development
of the student's representation was examined in a normal class situation.

Representation and Problem-so!vins jn Basjc Electricity. Predictors for
Successful Learnjng.

Here the positive and negative results were less stable and only a small
percentage of the students began to construct the physical representation. In
search of an explanation for the differences in learning progress of the

I. Introduction

students some predictors for successful learning were investigated.

In the domain of basic electricity two different research approaches

Before the two studies are described in more detail a survey will be

are predominant. The first approach analyzes the problem-solving strategies

given of the most prominent learning difficulties in basic electricity. For

of the students and provides information about students' misapprehensions

this purpose some results of a European test are presented (Shipstone et al.,

about concepts and rules (Cohen et at, 1983, Caillot, 1985). The second ap-

1987). The participating countries were Sweden, France, the Netherlands,

proach emphasizes the importance or the student's representation of the

England and the Federal Republic of Germany. Results from Germany

processes in an electric circuit. In this view, the misconceptions derive from

stem from two states, Baden- Wurttemberg and Hesse, which have different

an integrated representation. This representation originates in past expe-

school systems. The total of 1250 students were tested in grade 10 after in-

rience and structures knowledge that determines perception and compre-

struction (age range 15 - 17 years). In Sweden, France and Baden-WQrt-

hension processes.
The student's representation of basic electricity may be described in
different ways. Tiberghien and DelacOte, 1976, describe students' concep-

temberg the sample consisted of students who attended a 'gymnasium' or
grammar school. In the remaining countries only part of the students were
preparing for university education.

tualisation in terms of a linear causal effect between batteries and bulbs,

Despite differences in teaching methods the test results were surpri-

i.e. the battery is seen as acting on the bulb. Andersson, 1980, points to a

singly similar. Only in the domains of current now and voltage did the re-

source-consumer model underlying students' understanding of electric cir-

sults show significant differences. It is not possible to comment upon the

cuits. Fredette and Lochhead, 1980, use a sink model to describe the stu-

results of all 13 test items here. In the following only five test items will be

dent's representation. Maichle, 1982, utilizes a give-schema to analyze the

discussed (Fig. I). The first item is related to the consumption of current.

processes in a circuit. Finally, Rhl!neck, 1983, interprets the semantic

The idea that current is consumed is predominant even after instruction.

structures on the basis of students' 'energy view' where current and energy

The second test item is related to 'local' reitsoning. Here local reasoning

flow are intermixed. Common to all of these studies is an integrated repre-

means that the current divides into two equal parts at every junction re-

sentation which comprises the students' differing concepts on the one hand

gardless of what is happening elsewhere. This item was the most difficult

and the different elements of an electric circuit on the other.

of all the items in the test. The third test item focuses on 'sequential'

This paper examines the question whether the learning difficulties
may be interpreted as isolated or as interrelated aspects of an integrating
representation. For this purpose the formation of different concepts and
rules was studied in a small group of gifted students (grade 9). Ten students
with an I.Q. between 107 and 140 were taught, tested and interviewed over

reasoning. In sequential reasoning a circuit is viewed in terms of 'before'
and 'after', the student believing that the current in a certain bulb is influenced by changes 'before' the bulb whereas a change 'after' will leave
the current in the bulb unchanged. The fourth test item is related to the
differentiation of voltage and current. In all countries except France, where
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1

The bulb is connected with the battery. The bulb is lit up. Read each,l
sentences below and tick off the correct box.

1

0

Look at the following circuit:

I

I true

false

I don't
know

The bulb uses all of the
electric current.

0

0

D

b.

The bulb uses up a little
of the electric current

0

D

LJ

c.

All of the electric current from the battery to
the bulb goes back to the
battery.

0

D

4V

R1:

~-400

100

The resistor R 2 • 400 is replaced by a resistor of SO 0
box with the correct answer.
a)

In the circuit shown below all
the bulbs are of the same type.
Complete the currents 11, 12 and
13 in the wires.

The electric current 12 decreases.
b)

The electric current 11 increases.
The electric current 11 stays the same.

0

The electric current 11 decreases.
In the circuit shown below the current is 0.4A.

c)

The electric current I increases.
The electric current I stays the same.

1•(!,4 A

The electric current I decreases.

B..tlli.J.a: (•:
I.

.Now the resistor R 1 and afterwards the resistor R 2 are replaced by a 2
!resistor. The battery and the bulb remain the same. Compare the curren
after the first change and after the second change with the current in th
:original circuit ...

2.

3.
4.

@

Look at the following circuit: ln.sert the values of the voltaaes across
the points J and 2: .... V. 2 and
3: .... V, 3 and 4: .... V.

I

8'1

0
4

2

s.

correct)

current not consumed •
current consumed (b)
values 0.4/0.4/0.4 •
values 0.6/0.3/0.3
completely correct•
sequential reasoning
values 0/6/0 •
values 6/6/6
compensation, I •constant
11 • constant
completely correct•

Put a tick in the

0

The electric current 12 increases.
The electric current 12 stays the same.

@

.

s
39

ss

14
S9
30
43
14
61
32
14
16

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
F

NL

BW

II

30
S6
17
S1
34
32
2S
4S
34

49
21
60

32
30
S2
00
IS
OS
20

IS

IS

H

E

28

IS

40
S8

18
S3
33
38
34
42
21
08
30

49
12
31
20
4S
08
60
12
13
28

so

IS

49
27
37
04

ss

OS
16
03

I

.I

3

Ei&lUS: 1:

International test: 5 test items and results.
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this problem had been specially emphasized in the teaching sequence, the

original three test items are presented in Fig. 2. All ten students solved

two concepts were not properly differentiated.

these tasks correctly. This good result may be explained by the emphasis

The fifth item shows a circuit of two resistors connected in parallel.
Some students argued that a larger resistor leads to an increase in current.

placed on the bicycle chain analogy and experimental evidence.

(D

Even more interesting is the reasoning called 'compensation': Here a de-

In the circuit drawn below the resistances R 1 and R 2 are different.

crease in current in R 2 is compensated for by an increase in current in R 1
on condition that the total current does not change. Another group of
students extended I • constant to all currents. In both cases the battery is
regarded as supplying a constant current, independent of the circuit to
which it is connected. Regarding the battery as a supplier of constant current is another example of the more general tendency of students to engage
in 'local' reasoning.

~=

A

The test results do not affect the question whether or not the different
learning difficulties form an integrated representation. An answer to this
question can only be found when the development of the concepts and rules

There are four ammeters in the circuit. A 1 shows a reading of 11 - 2A.
Write on each of the other meters what you think they will read.

used is carefully observed during instruction.

0

Five identical bulbs are connected in a series circuit with a battery.

2. The development of the representations jn a grouo of gifted students
2.a The study and the tests
The formation of physical concepts and rules was studied in a small group
of ten gifted students with an I.Q. between 107 and 140. These students
were taught outside compulsory teaching over a period of one year according to the following principles: Every student had at his disposal his own

Put a tick. in the box with the correct answer:

experimental equipment with an ammeter and a voltmeter to carry out the

,Bulb S is brighter than bulb L

various experiments. A lot of experimental work was integrated into the
course in order to improve motivation. During the course the students were

S is just as bright as bulb I.
S is dimmer than bulb I.

regularly tested and interviewed. This information enabled the development
of concepts and rules to be followed. In the following the results of the

Figure 2:

0
0
D

Tasks related to I • constant in a closed circuit (test I),

first six tests are reported. The tests relate to several well-known learning
difficulties.

Test 2: Voltaaes jn sjmp!e connection diagrams. This test checks the
con~

ability of the students to classify simple circuits with the connections in

cerned with the constraint I • constant in a closed circuit. Only two of the

series and in parallel (Fig. 3). The correct classification is a precondition

Test 1: The conservation of current jn a closed circujt. Test I is

for solving the second question of the test item. The students did not meet

with difficulties in this part of the test. The second part of this test is re-

Test 3: Currents jn sjmole connection djasrams. The third test (Fig. 4)

lated to the question of whether or not the students have at their disposal

combines items which are equivalent to the items of test 2 and which are

two different rules for the voltages in these circuits. The results show that

now related to the concept of current. All students know two independent

five students have available two independent rules whereas the other five

rules for the currents but one student confuses the two rules. Generally, the

students have only one rule for the voltage: The voltage is divided up in

rules for currents are learned more easily than the rules for voltages.

every circuit. For these students the concept of voltage has not developed

(!)

as it should.

Text as in Figure 3.

i0

r····~·

'(i) Arrange the circuits drawn below in groups. (A classification in terms
o~ircuits with bulbs and circuits with resistors is not intended.) The num-

All the bulbs in the circuits drawn below are of the same type. Insert ·
lthe values of the current at the given points.

lber of groups may be more or less than the number given here:

1

group A:

group C:

group B:

group D:

(D

All the bulbs in the circuits drawn below are of the same type. Insert
,the values of the voltage across the given points.

v

m

0

I a"

A

ffi

ab

--

a

=

A

0

c:
0

c:
=

I

a

®
E

®

V

0

a

I a=

a

A

@

c:
0

,2

v

c:

b

0

A

v

F. a b-

A

12

v
fjgure 4:
E

ab

=

--

Currents in different connection diagrams (test 3).

V

Test 4: 'Local' reasoning. 'seauentja!' reasonjng and cjrcujts wjth
measurjng jnstrumenJS. Test 4 (Fig. S) comprises items related to 'local'
reasoning, 'sequential' reasonina and circuits where the measurina instruments are integrated. The type of error called 'local' reasonina

figure 3:

Voltages in different connection diaarams (test 2).

f~ils

to con-
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sider what 'happens elsewhere in the circuit'. The currents in the different
wires leading to a junction do not derive from the voltage and the resistors.

i

leD
I

In the circuit drawn below the current is 0.4A.
R,~!OO

In the difficult item l.b four students inserted 11 • 0.6A, I 2 • I3 • 0.3A
regarding the current as dividing into two equal parts at each successive

f

junction encountered. Four other students solved item l.b correctly and the
remaining two students met with difficulties in classifying the wiring diagram in La as a parallel connection. The items l.c/d were less difficult.
The percentage of correct solutions is 70%, one student used 'local' reaso-

:~----------~~

First the resistor R 1 and then the resistor R., are replaced. The battery and
..
the bulb remain the same.

ning and split the voltage as if it were current.
'Sequential' reasoning was employed by students in item 2 who ana-

First change: The resistor R 1 is replaced by the resistor R • 200:
3

lyzed the circuits in terms of 'before' and 'after'. The increase in the

+

resistor 'before' the bulb led to less current in the bulb whereas the
increase in the resistor 'after' the bulb left the current in the bulb
unchanged. Two students employed 'sequential' reasoning and violated the
constraint that current is conserved (see test I).

(!)

Compare the current in the second circuit with the current in the first circuit. Put a tick in the box with the correct answer.
true

Insert the values of the current and the voltage:

I.

The current in the bulb is now less than 0.4A.

2.

The current in the bulb is now 0.4A as before.

3.

The current in the bulb is now greater than 0.4A.

J •1. 2 A

0
0
0

Second change: The resistor R 1 is reinserted. Then the resistor R is repla2
ced by the resistor R 3 • 200:

f

v

Compare the current in the third circuit with the current in the first circuit. Put.a tick in the box with the correct answer.
12

v
12

true

v
I.

The current in the bulb is now less than 0.4A.

0

2.

The current in the bulb is 0.4A as before.

3.

The current in the bulb is now greater than 0.4A.

0
0

I (')';)

In the circuit drawn below the switch is closed. Complete the readings !
lof'ihe measuring instruments:
j

E- v

.

·

pletely correctly. The second item of test S is related to the differentiation
between current and voltage, too. Six students rightly ticked off the correct
statement 2.2. From among these students five students solved the first item
correctly.

(I) Look at the four drawings A, B, C and D which contain usable batteries and bulbs.

E

c

B

@

In the circuit drawn below the switch is open now. Complete again
the readings of the measuring instruments:

E= v

·Read each of the sentences below. One sentence may be true for several
drawings. Put a tick in the box if you think the sentence is true.

A

I.

E
Fjaure S:

Tasks related to 'local' reasoning, 'sequential' reasoning and
circuits with measuring instruments (test 4).

The third item of test 4 shows whether or not the student may disre-

There is an electric current here .

DO

'3.

There is an electric voltage here.

0

primitive to rather acceptable argumentations.

true

false

voltaae and current. Four students do not distinguish between these two
concepts in the fint item and only half of the students solve this item com-

I don't
know

I.

The electric voltage and the electric current always occur together.

D

D

0

2.

The electric voltage may occur
without an electric current.

D

D

D

3.

The electric current may occur
without an electric voltage.

D

D

D

DU S: Semantic stryctures. Fig. 6 shows two items which are combined in test S. The fint item checks the ability to differentiate between

don't
know

{]) Here you find three sentences about the electric current and the
electric voltage. Read each of the sentences and tick off the correct box.

item 3.a was solved correctly only by two students and item 3.b by four
students. The respective interviews showed a broad spectrum from very

D

D

The bulb will light up.

. 2.

sard the measuring instruments in a wiring diagram. Even for students at
the university level this task is difficult (McDermott, 198S). In our group

c

B

fiBllt~ ~;

Tasks to assess semantic structures (test S).
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Test 6: 'Local' reasonin& in more comolicated circuits. The last of the

value or may be described by a certain verbal definition. Here the connec-

tests presented here recapitulates the problem of the first test item of test 4

tions are given by 'is'. In Fig. 7 all of these connections are delineated for

(see Fig. S) in a more complicated manner with different resistors in paral-

two resistors connected in series with all the required laws and rule-based

lel: R 1 • 100, R 2 • 200 and R 3 • 100. Six students solved the more
complicated test hems l.a/b correctly and eight students the test items

constraints.

I. c/d. These results show that the students may be led by teaching, testing
and discussion to better results in more and more complicated problems.
Tests I to 6 check the qualitative reasoning of the students and their
conceptions of current, voltage and resistance. More formal tasks were presented to the students, too, but these tasks are not discussed in this paper.
All the tests were submitted to the students without a preliminary announcement before the weekly lessons.
A more careful evaluation of the test and interview results shows that
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after some weeks the group of ten students split up into two sub-groups.
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One half of the students correctly differentiated between the concepts of
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n

voltage and current and formed a correct physical representation. The other
half had difficulties with the physical concepts and rules in nearly every

0

::t

problem presented and developed an integrated representation which inclu-

0

ded many learning difficulties. For a better understanding of the problem-

N

....,

solving strategies used a two-dimensional graph was utilized. This graph
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-"'.,

will be described and used in the next section.

0

...
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2.b The mapojn& of the different representations in 1 double hierarchy
For a better analysis of the test and interview results and the problem-solving strategies used a double hierarchy is employed which is similar
to a double hierarchy proposed by [)(lrner, 1976. The dimensions of the
double hierarchy are 'formation of theory' and 'complexity' (Fig. 7). The
vertical dimension describes the 'formation of theory' at different levels.
The concepts at the first level are subject to rules at the second level. A
third level with Maxwell's equations could be added and again the rules and

-o-

...:r-o...
., "'
-c -

laws of the second level are subject to Maxwell's equations at the third le·

Q

vel. The connections between the different levels are given by straight lines
and each straight line may be expressed as 'is subject to'. The horizontal
dimension describes the complexity or the system in attribute-relations and
whole-part·relations. For example, the current may be given with a certain

Fjgure 7:

Double hierarchy with the concepts and rules for two resistors
connected in series.

•

In Fig. 8 the doued Jines show the connections and inferences which

student's solution may not incorporate these connections. The additional

are necessary for the test item l.a of Fig. S to be solved. Of course the

lines in Fig. 8 describe the incorrect solution of a student who predicted 6V

m

across every bulb and explained that 'the current stays the same'. Obviously

....
,..

the rule Et • E 1 + E2 is violated and the constraint It • constant leads directly to the incorrect constraint Et • constant.
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It is a typical feature of this student to directly infer some rules

about the voltage after stating rules about the current. Other elements of

<:>

the circuit like resistors were not mentioned, i.e. Ohm's law was left out of

::::

consideration and the voltage was seen as a kind of atlribute of the electric
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current. The connection between current and voltage may be verbalized as
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voltage' (see Fig. 8). This problem·solving strategy is used by the same stu-
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for the current which had as a consequence an equivalent rule for the vol-
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tage. For this strategy a predominant conception of current may be respon·
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'the rule for the current has as a consequence an equivalent rule for the
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dent in different test items (Fig. 9). In four cases this student stated rules
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sible. At the same time the student's conception of current is burdened with
false ideas about the consumption of current, local reasoning and sequential
reasonina. All these conceptions cannot be integrated in the double hierarchy of Fia. 7. A better description is given in Fig. 9 where all of these
conceptions and the additional concepts and rules are displayed. Similar representations were found amongst other students of this sub-aroup.
A survey of the correct represenuuion on the one hand and the incorrect representation of a sub-group of students on the other is given in
Fig. 10. The core of the latter representation is the idea that current is
consumed which is already present before instruction (RhOneck, 1983).
During instruction local reasoning, sequential reasoning and other
aspects of the ;tudent's representation develop. For example, when the direction of the current is introduced sequential reasoning is inevitable.
A popularized description of the intearated representation of students
is illustrated by the cartoon in Fig. II Current consumption, local reasoning, sequential reasonina. compensation and the defective differentiation
between voltage and current are all consistent with the picture of Fia. II.

f~:

Correct solution of task 3.a of Fig. 5 and incorrect approach of
one student.
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19S4). A

~;hange

at one poim in the circuit leads to effect.!l at

that point or at a point 'after'. A third interprttation may descritM; the

St\1~

dent's representatiOn in terms ()f causality. Tiberghien and DelaeOte, 1976,

point to a linnt caua! effect Ntween batteries and bulbs where the battery
acts on the bulb by meaJU of electricity or J:urrent. Anderuon, 1916,

em~

phasi<:es the causality &eHah. Gtsult munt that the student's representation
is more tban it$ pam, and indeed, thh rept~enu.ticn in. one .sense does

make sense.
As a final rerrunk on

student~·

reprt!sentations, the followlna bet

>ohould be added. The m.ldtntt' ft!prtkntations disintearated at the end of
the teachma pha5e. ln the !ut test we only

tometi~s

found

typ~al

con-

ceptions. But even after lilt di-.inteariHion of the st~nts' repreun~Iions
those Hudents who had not spcr.tanii!Outly devtloped physical

reprHtn~llon

had areal. difficulty in karnina: the correct concepts and rules. Tbelr d)ffi.

cultie$ are brough.t out b} the $tlti!1kS. Tab. l shows the correlations

~~·

ween the results of lhe (ol!owina tuu: I Q. te:St, the first sia tests, the final
dus lest, a retention test and a Piaaet tlb1t on formal oper:nlmu. Thue are
considerably hi&h correlatiOns between the results of the fint tests, the cla.ss
test and the retention test. That means the srore of the first tests which
$how 1he ab.ilit)' of the

~tudem

to leun spontaneously is a sood predictor ()f

$u;;C"¢:$Sful le$rnina.

first
I.Q.

1nb

I.Q.
fim tetu
dasl ttU
retention test

1.00

O.l2

0.32
0.!7
O.SI

1.00
0.90•

Piaget test

0"44

0.62

Iili!Llc Corrdation

ital•

matril

Siaruficaru:e: • 0.01

J. The oU\II!S a( a
Fiture ll:

The monuer model
~ion.

whi~;h

illu1tfttl!$ the Sh.tdenn

tepreunta~

tc&~;hine

(arade

...,

"~
!U1
0.90•
1.00
0.10
0.51

••

retellol,

""
O.ll

o.u•

....

Piltaet

OA4
042

0.10

0.$'1

"""

0.>3

o.sa

N-Jo,

aiftW:

LOO
$~\Ide ttl$},

ugueru::e in 1 wmal clau simaJign

In a nul step we wanted to analyze tl\e learllillJ proe:ttNS ill a

'nor~

mtl' clus 'ituation. The clw contis(ed of 21 students who ILI.d clwlen
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French as their second foreign language (Reatschule (a kind of technical
secondary school], grade 8, three boys and 18 girls). This group of students
was taught four hours per week over a period or six months on the same
principles as the group of aifted students.
A general impression of the results is that the learning processes and
the development of an integrated representation were less stable. There may
be different reasons for this: The stress on performance in the first and

the results of the second class test. This test is concerned with simple
parallel-series connections.
the results of a retention test. This test recapitulates the problems of
the first class test with similar items two months after the first class
test.
Finally data in the form of school

Illltls.t were collected on the students'

ability
in mathematics, German and biology in the last grade.

second class test which disturbed the spontaneous learning processes, the
composition of the group with students who are primarily interested in
learning lanauages and not physics, and the fact that the students were on
average less intelligent and one year younger than the group of gifted
students. For this reason it was necessary to reduce the subject-matter to
very simple parallel-series connections.

The correlation matrix for the ten variables is given in Tab. 2. It indicates that again the results of the first tests correlate with the results of
the achievement tests, but are less dominant than in the gifted student
a roup (see Tab. I). A strong correlation exists between the way students
assessed their class-mates' interest in electricity (mutual assessment test) and

In the normal class the search for predictors of successful learning

the resul!s of the spontaneous learning tests (first tests), the achievement

was extended to additional psychological variables. Data were collected on

tests and the retention test. The different achievement tests also correlate

the followina:

with each other. Nearly all other correlations are surprisingly small.

LQ. (1-S-T, 1971).

To understand in particular the unexpectedly low correlation between

.i.n.tu.W in electricity (Hlulller, 1987). In this test the students indicate

I.Q. and the results of the class tests, found in the aifted student group as

their interest on a multiple choice scale between very high and very
low. Only those parts of the test results were evaluated which are related to electricity.

well (see Tab. I), we compared the data on these variables for each student.

mutual assessment of interest in electricity. Here the students indicate
the interest in electricity of their class-mates.
the development of formal operations (the Piaget test] (Lawson). This
test presents IS demonstration items that illustrate physical problems.
Finding solutions to the problems involves problem-solving strategies
which are interpreted in the context of Piaget's theory on cognitive
development.
the students' spontaneous grasp of information about physical concepts and rules [the [jrst tests).

Fig. 12 shows the interrelations. The division of the aroup of gifted students into two sub-groups, as described in the foregoing section, can be
easily seen here. The results of the normal class mirror the relationships
found in the gifted student group. As in this group I.Q. and the ability to
construct a physical representation in the normal class hardly correlate. Jan,
for example, with a relatively high I.Q .• did not develop a physical representation but showed different aspects of a student's integrated representation such as consumption, sequential reasoning and compensation. Pet, how-

acbjevement motivation [in form of a so-called grid test] (Heckhausen et al., 1985). This test measures various components of the
students' achievement motivation separately. It consists of 18 picture
situations in which achievement could play a role.

ever. with a much lower I.Q., was able to construct the correct representa-

Also included in our considerations were the following attainments in phy-

With the collected data for the ten variables a factor alllllysis was car-

tion. He gradually adopted the roll of the class expert. Similar effects were
noticed in the group of gifted students (see Tho and Mat).

ried out. The basic assumption of such an analysis is that the observed cor-

sics:
the results of the first class test. This test combines test items related
to the concepts of current, voltage, resistance, parallel connections
and series connections.

relations between the variables result from their shared underlyina dimensions, called factors. Conversely, these not-directly-observable factors

marks
I.Q.
interest
first tests
class test I
Piaget test
class test 2
achieve. mot.
retent. test
mut. assess.

marks
I.Q.
interest
first tests
class test I
Piaget test
class test 2
achieve. mot.
retent. test
mut. assess.

marks
I.Q.
interest
first tests
class test 1
Piaset test
class test 2
achieve. mot.
retent. test
mut. assess.

first
tests

marks

I.Q.

interest

1.0000

-.0521

.4236
1.0000
-.0637
.1465
.1562
.2518
.0100
-.0234
.1266
.0637

.3168
-.0637
1.0000
.4066
.3267
.2365
.1280
-.0118
.2994
.4810

.0022
.1465
.4066
1.0000
.5163
-.1166
.3937
-.2000
.3200
.8391··

class
test I

Piaset
test

class
test 2

achievement
motivation

.1757
.1562
.3267
.5163

.2719
.2518
.2365
-.1166
.3709
1.0000
.2971
-.0600
.5066
.2436

.0833
.0100
.1280
.3937
.5748•
.2971
1.0000
-.3069
.5691•
.5799•

.4437
-.0234
-.0118
-.2000
-.2271
-.0600
-.3069
1.0000
-.3925
-.3553

.4236
.3168
.0022
.1157
2719
0833
.4437
.1033

1.0000

.3709
.5748•
-.2271
.1894
.6377•
retention
test

mutual
assessment

.1033
.1266
.2994
.3200
.1894
.5066
.5691•
-.3925
1.0000

-.0521
.0637
.4810
.8391··
.6377•
.2436
.5799•
-.3SS3
.5479•
1.0000

.547~

I.Q.

140 ..
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.. g1fted students
---normal students
-·-·selected students (see text!

80
Fiaure I 2:

Comparison of the students' l.Q.s and the results of the final
class tests.

Illi.l.c..l: Correlation matrix (grade 8, N .. 21, normal class situation).
Significance: • 0.0 I, •• 0.00 I

data. The different techniques for factor extraction of the SPSS/PC+ programm used (principal components analysis, principal axis factoring, maxi-

are defined by groups of the variables. One aoal of factor analysis is to re-

mum-likelihood method, alpha factoring, imase factorins, unweiahted

present relationships between variables usins as few factors as possible. In

least-squares method, seneralized least-squares method) yielded nearly the

the present cue a four-factor model seems to be adequate to represent the

same aroups of variables for each of the first three factors. For the fourth
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factor only four of the seven methods led to the same configuration of variables. Nevertheless, the result as a whole is consistent and interpretable.

To broaden the basis of our research, we intend in the near future to
investigate approximately 100 students from grade 8 in the same way .

The four factors explain about 67% of the total variance. The first
factor is closely related to the first tests, the mutual assessment and the
first class test. This factor can be interpreted as the willingness and ability
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TOWARD A COGNITIVE PHYSICS COURSE
Walter G. Wesley
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Moorhead State University
Moorhead, MN 56560
Introduction
The "new crisis" of science illiteracy has focused attention
on major problems in the structure and teaching of traditional
physics courses offered in the high schools and universities.
Research in science education and cognitive science has led to a
number of results which directly impact on how students learn, or in
many cases do not learn. Often these results illuminate some of the
frustrating situations we encounter in the physics classroom. Students
should be learning to think, apply general principles and solve problems in physics courses; but this apparently is not happening. New,
or reorganized courses and textbooks seem to be needed to address
these considerations. In this paper I will report on one such course.
Problems With Traditional Courses
The typical introductory college physics sequence course has
changed little in the past fifty years. Other than in details,
physics texts used today are very similar in structure to those
used in the 1930's. However, there is mounting research evidence
that students are not "learning physics". Over the past several years
a great deal of time has been spent at professional meetings, such
as those of the American Association of Physics Teachers, on consideration of problems involved in the teaching of introductory
physics. Among the concerns raised at these meetings are the
following:
a. Most students come to our classes with a fairly well
developed, if somewhat incoherent, conceptual system relating to the
physical world. We may call these views misconceptions, alternative

frameworks' or simply wrong, but they cannot be ignored in our
instruction. Research and reflection on our own experiences
demonstrate that these student views are highly resistant to change.
b. Students try to learn physics completely or partially by
rote. The traditional organization of physics texts and courses is
logical and follows the historical development of the discipline, but
it does not "work" psychologically. Major concepts, such as fields
or waves, are usually discussed in fragments separated by several
hundred pages in the text and, perhaps, months of class time. Cognitive scientists have investigated how information is organized and
processed. People think and learn with concepts; therefore meaningful
learning must focus on concepts and their relations. Concepts are
organized, in our memories, into a hierarchical cognitive structure.
New concepts are most efficiently learned and retained when they are
linked to existing general concepts already present in the cognitive
structure of the learner.
c. Students do not learn the conceptual structure of physics
implicitly, rather they must have explicit instruction about the
structure of knowledge. Rote learning does not encourage students
to develop or appreciate the conceptual structure of physics.
d. Since the introductory course is the only exposure to physics
for many of the students, it is imperative that some modern physics
be included and that they get some appreciation for the differences
between the "new" physics and that which takes up most of a typical
textbook.
The Reorganized Course
Over the past year I have reorganized the introductory, three
quarter, physics sequence that I have taught for several years, with
the above concerns and my own experiences in mind. This course is the
noncalculus sequence which is taken by a wide variety of students--for
example life science majors, preprofessionals, energy management
majors, and some industrial technology students. As one would expect,

their backgrounds are extremely varied, as are their abilities. The
class enrollment, at its start, is usually 40-60.

Topics:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

My approach was to structure each quarter around a few general
concepts. The concepts and the major topics covered are summarized
separately below.
Physics 111

B.

Concepts: l. Matter exists in the form of units which can be
classified into hierarchies of organizational levels.
2. Units of matter interact. Most changes we see about us;
e.g., motion, are due to interactions between units of matter. At
present it is believed that all ordinary interactions are electromagnetic, gravitational and nuclear. These interactions can be
described in terms of fields.
Topics:

1. Nature of matter
2. Motion-kinematics
3. Interactions-momentum
4. Interactions-force
5. Fundamental interactions
Physics 112

Concepts: l. All interacting units of matter tend toward
equilibrium states in which the energy content is a minimum and the
energy distribution (entropy) is most random. In attaining
equilibrium energy transformations, matter transformations and matterenergy transformations may occur; but the energy-matter sum remains
unchanged.
2. One form of energy is the motion of units of matter. Such
motion is responsible for heat and temperature as well as the three
states of matter.
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Work and energy
Conservation of energy
Gravitation and fields
Electric fields and energy
Electric current
Temperature and heat
Kineti.c theory and states of matter
Thermodynamics
Physics 113

Concepts: 1. Energy may be transferred by particles or waves.
motion permeates nature.

Wave

2. Phenomena at the macroscopic and microscopic level are
fundamentally different. At the microscopic level there is a waveparticle duality, or complementarity,
Topics:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Oscillatory motion
Mechanical waves
Sound
Electromagnetic waves
Physical optics
Electron waves and atomic structure.

Such a reorganization by itself does not guarantee that the
concerns outlined above will be adequately addressed. The classroom
atmosphere must• also change. While lecturing is an efficient mode
of conveying factual information, it rarely fosters conceptual
learning. Students must grapple with the new concepts through
discussion and application, such as problem solving. One way of
providing such interactions is through group work. Much less material
is being covered and it must be covered in a different manner. As
has been well documented, misconceptions die hard; forcing students
to challenge their own ideas is time consuming. Part of that time
must be spent in laboratory activities. For my course I had to

~0

restructure the laboratory sessions so that they would reinforce
the conceptual development presented in the classroom. Previously,
the main focus of the lab had been the learning of laboratory
technique, rather than the development of conceptual skills. The
amount of number crunching was greatly reduced, partly by collecting
less, but more meaningful data, but also by more efficient use of
computer analyses.
Students were encouraged to focus their attention on the
structure of the knowledge they were learning in class, lab and
problem solving. Two heuristic aids were used for explicitly
bringing out this structure. Concept maps were recommended for
organizing each unit of material. For both lab and problem
solutions students were required to construct knowledge vees.
Construction of a concept map visually illustrates how new concepts
relate to those which have already been learned, and the knowledge
vee shows, again in a visual manner, the process of studying an
event, either in the lab or in a problem situation, in terms of
concepts and principles needed for its analysis.
Results and Conclusions
am convinced that this organization of material works better
than the usual logical order of a typical textbook. The experimental
group of students seems to have grasped the process of physics better
than my past classesi misconceptions were fewer, as measured by test
scores, at various stages of the course; the GPA was higher and they
were able to work novel problems on final exams. For example, on the
final exam for Physics 113 I gave them a series of questions/p~blems
and asked them to explain how they would go about developing an
answer. They were asked to explain in terms of concepts, principles
and theories how they would approach each case, but not give a full
solution. Usually they could not have been expected to provide a
complete answer, as their conceptual tool kit was missing some of the
pieces needed for a solution.

As mentioned, average grades were a bit higher than what I had
experienced in the past, but the main indicator that something
useful was occuring was the dropout rate for Physics 111. No
matter who has taught the course over the last decade (myself included),
this rate has been about 25%. My dropout rate last fall was only 4%,
and both students withdrew from school. In the past, few students
who completed the first quarter withdrew from later courses in the
sequence, and this trend continued with the experimental group.
Finally, the affective level was high. Students seemed to feel
good about what was happening in the course. They felt that they
were active participants in the teaching-learning process. Throughout
the year I kept them informed about what I was trying to do and stressed
that they were responsible for their own learning.

-

Overall I have been very happy with this approach and will
continue it, with some refinements, next year. Too much material
is still being covered, even with the paring that has been done.
am convinced that some problem solving must be done in the classroom
by the students, either alone or in groups. The current practice of
having all problems worked away from class, or even the campus, is
inefficient and leads to frustration as a result of lack of guidance
and encouragement. Such classroom work will take yet more time away
from material; but it will, I think, increase learning. The labs
need refinement to make them more supportive of the student's conceptual
development. I would also like to develop some techniques for
assessing, in a quantitative way, the results of conceptual instruction.
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